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Preface

Whole industries currently rely on bulk-grown crystals of a variety of materials. These
industries range from information technology, based on the ubiquitous silicon, through
radiofrequency applications, using gallium arsenide, etc.,'to telecommunications and light-
ing, based on III-V compounds, to infrared imaging, based on cadmium mercury telluride,
and to high-energy physics and medical imaging using scintillator materials. These mate-
rials are used either in the active mode, as for silicon, or in the passive mode where the
bulk-grown material is used as a substrate on which to deposit a wide range of binary,
ternary, quaternary, etc., compounds by several epitaxial growth processes.

This book is an attempt to summarise the position in a number of these areas where
bulk-grown crystals are central to particular industries. The book is aimed at senior under–
and post-graduates in physics, chemistry, materials science, electrical engineering and
optical engineering disciplines, as well as those employed in the various fields of crystal
growth within the relevant industries. It is hoped that the former group will find the book
readable both as an introductory text and as a useful guide to the literature. Workers in
industry will hopefully find the book useful in bringing them up-to-date information in
both their own and other areas of interest. To both groups of readers I trust that the book
will prove interesting and a spur to further progress in this key area of technology.

The first chapter deals with the most important semiconductor material, silicon. Silicon-
based systems on 'chips' form the basis for the huge information technology indus-
try, which is a fusion of computers and telecommunications. More demanding image-
processing requirements in computers require improved throughput and yield of these
chips on larger-diameter and high-quality silicon wafers. Currently 300–mm diameter is
the industry standard, but R&D work has already taken place on 450–mm crystals (weight
~ 400 kilograms) as the next logical step in the evolution. A large effort is also underway
on theoretical modelling of transport phenomena in these large growth systems to improve
our understanding of the growth and defect-production processes. The next chapter dis-
cusses the second most studied semiconductor, GaAs, which is used in high-frequency
opto– and microelectronic devices in a wide range of applications. Currently, crystals are
in production at 150–mm diameter, with 200mm also recently demonstrated.

Chapter 3 outlines the current situation with regard to transport modelling, including
turbulence, of a range of bulk crystal growth processes, including vertical and horizontal
Bridgman, vertical gradient freeze, Czochralski, float-zone and travelling heater methods.
Examples are given to illustrate the features of this modelling in terms of the growth of
silicon sheets, cadmium zinc telluride and potassium titanyl phosphate, as representatives
of classes of materials.

The next two chapters deal with the In-based compounds InP and InSb. The former
is used as a substrate material for the epitaxial growth of alloys for use in emitters and
detectors of IR light at wavelengths matched to optical-fibre transmission, i.e. 1.33 and
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1.55 um. These devices have been used in high-density trunk networks, supporting inter-
net usage and other telecommunications applications, e.g. mobile phones, etc. Currently,
crystal diameters are 100mm with 150–mm diameter material also having been demon-
strated. Indium antimonide, InSb, is mainly used in very high performance large mid-IR
detectors (up to 1024 x 1024 pixels) but it also has some applications as magnetic sen-
sors, X-ray monochromators, IR filters and optical immersion lenses. It has the highest
room-temperature mobility of any semiconductor and hence has uses such as high-speed
transistors. Crystals of 100–mm diameter are now in production and there is a demand
for larger sizes, still driven by the need for larger IR focal plane arrays of detectors.

Chapter 6 discusses current work on bulk-grown GaN, a material system that has
received much attention recently. Together with additions of Al and In this material is
used for short-wavelength optoelectronics and for high-power, high-temperature electronic
devices. Currently, high-brightness blue and green LEDs and low-power blue LDs are
commercially available. Progress in the field is limited by a lack of large high-quality
substrates for the epitaxial growth of multilayer quantum structures. Quasi-bulk GaN can
be grown by epitaxy on sapphire, GaAs, etc., but the preferred compound is clearly GaN
itself. Currently size is limited (~ 14 mm) but 50–mm growth is being actively researched.

The next three chapters deal with a range of II-VI compounds. Chapter 7 deals with
the pre-eminent infrared material, cadmium mercury telluride, CMT. This is the third
most-studied semiconductor after Si and GaAs. Despite the current dominance of various
epitaxial processes to produce large areas of this material for current focal plane arrays
of diodes for thermal-imaging applications, bulk-grown material is still in use for the
simpler first-generation IR detectors based on the photoconductive principle. Size is gen-
erally limited to 20–mm diameter material, although 40–mm diameter material has been
produced, but this is not a major concern as devices tend to be rather small. Chapter 8
describes the production of CdZnTe for use as a substrate material for the epitaxial growth
of CMT. Currently production sizes are 100mm but demonstrations of 125–mm growth
have recently been made. This material is also much in demand now for X-ray and
gamma-ray detection in a wide range of applications. Chapter 9 covers the field of wide
bandgap II-VIs, mainly Zn-based compounds. These are potentially useful in making laser
diodes and light emitting diodes in the visible and UV regions. Because of their high melt-
ing points and component partial pressures vapor growth has proved popular, but growth
from the liquid is also used. Crystal sizes can be up to 80–mm diameter (ZnTe), 50mm
for Zn and 25 mm for ZnS and ZnSe.

The next few chapters cover a wide range of oxide and fluoride materials that are
used in numerous and diverse applications. The first material discussed is sapphire, which
has a unique blend of high melting point, exceptional hardness, transmission over a wide
wavelength band, radiation and chemical resistance and producibility in large and shaped
crystals. It is used in lasers, as a substrate for epitaxial growth (of, for example, Si and
GaN), shaped crystals in microelectronics, optical windows, etc. Various growth tech-
niques have been applied with the heat exchanger method producing the largest crystals
at some 340–mm diameter. The next chapter deals with a range of fluoride materials
that are produced for various applications in photonics, medicine, semiconductor pro-
cessing and optical communications from the vacuum–UV to the mid-IR regions. Device
types include lasers, upconversion media, optical amplifiers, diode-pumped and tunable
solid-state lasers, etc. Ultrahigh-quality calcium fluoride is widely used as a lens in
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photolithography of Si-based integrated circuits. Other fluorides are used in scintilla-
tors, holographic media and transparent magnetic systems. Oxide and halide scintillators
form the basis of the subsequent chapter. Scintillators convert different forms of ionising
radiation into visible light. They are used in nuclear-medicine imaging (e.g. computer
tomography), high-energy physics and astrophysics, security systems, environmental con-
trol and other industrial uses. Materials include Nal, bismuth germanate, Csl and lead
tungstate, and several tons of a particular material might be needed for a specific high-
energy physics experiment. Crystal dimensions can reach 600 x 500 mm in some halide
systems, with weights of several hundred kilograms. The final chapter in the series dealing
with oxides and fluorides describes the growth and applications of quartz, more specif-
ically a-quartz grown by the hydrothermal technique. Quartz is the main piezoelectric
material and its uses are widely spread across industrial and consumer products, includ-
ing watches and timing circuits for computers and telecommunications. In addition, quartz
demonstrates birefringence and optical rotary power, leading to uses in optical filters and
waveplates. Some 3000 tons of quartz are produced each year, with up to 5000kg being
produced in a single run, with crystals up to 5 x 5 x 15cm in size.

The next three chapters are concerned with more Group IV elements and compounds.
The first material is diamond, which, besides its obvious uses in jewelry and in mechanical
engineering, has applications in electronics. This is due to its unique combination of high
hardness, high thermal conductivity, optical transparency and wide bandgap. Bulk growth
takes place under conditions of high pressure and high temperature. Commercially avail-
able sizes range from 1–10 mm, although the largest is 34.8 carats (~7g) in weight, with
dimensions of almost 20 mm on the sides. The next chapter covers SiC, which is set to
replace conventional semiconductors in high-power electronics, e.g. motor controllers and
power distribution in electric vehicles. Its wide bandgap, high thermal conductivity, high
breakdown field strength and chemical stability make it attractive for high-temperature,
power-control and high-speed communication devices. Currently, some of the GaN devices
used in satellite communications at higher powers are grown on SiC substrates. Crystals
have been grown up to 75–mm diameter, depending on polytype and orientation. Silicon
is not only used in microelectronic devices, as described in Chapter 1, it is also used in
photovoltaic solar cells as described in Chapter 16. Standard Czochralski and float-zone
techniques have been used to grow material up to 150–mm diameter, but a range of other
techniques have also been used. The largest multicrystalline cast ingots can reach sizes
of 690 mm x 690 mm, weighing some 240 kilograms. Various ribbon and sheet crystals
are also produced, with widths up to 100–150 mm or 50mm with lengths of 200cm, at
extremely high production rates, albeit with somewhat lower conversion efficiencies.

The final chapter of the book enters the fascinating area of growth under microgravity
conditions, which has been studied for the last 30 years. Initially, the absence of convection
in melt- and vapor-grown crystals was expected to produce more homogeneous material.
Most experiments were conducted on semiconductors, with a small amount of work on
detectors. Residual-gravity effects are still a problem, however, in realizing the goal of
larger crystals with improved homogeneity, although some improvements in homogeneity
and structural quality have been obtained. A dewetting phenomenon is seen in some
systems that dramatically improves the structural quality of crystals, and this has been
reproduced on earth.

Finally, I would like to sincerely thank all the contributors to the book, as well as
Jenny Cossham, Zoe Jenner and Susan Barclay of John Wiley & Sons Ltd for their help
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and patience throughout the course of the book preparation and production stages. I would
also like to thank two of my many mentors, Dennis Elwell and Hans Scheel for initiating
me into crystal growth, some 30 years ago, and for remaining good friends and colleagues
ever since. Thanks are also due to the management of BAE SYSTEMS Infra-Red Limited
for their support in this project.

Peter Capper,
Southampton, UK
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Modern society is being supported by IT (information technology), i.e., the fusion of
computer and communication technologies. From the hardware viewpoint, these are based
on silicon technology, i.e., systems on chips, where MPUs (microprocessor unit), logic,
and memories are fabricated on the same chip, whereas these functions were convention-
ally separately prepared. The evolution of IT requires high capability in image processing,
even in a lap-top computer. This causes an increase in the memory capacity installed
within computers. In order to improve throughput and yield of these LSI (large-scale
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Figure 1.1 Large-scale integration chips on a 300–mm diameter wafer. (Courtesy of NEC)

integration) chips, silicon wafers with large diameter and high quality are required.
Figure 1.1 shows LSI chips fabricated on a 300-mm diameter silicon wafer.

Historically, the first transistor was prepared using germanium. However, from the
viewpoint of temperature characteristics, silicon is better than germanium due to its wider
band gap (1.14 eV at room temperature) than that for germanium (0.67 eV at room temper-
ature), although the mobility of germanium is higher than that of silicon [1]. Nowadays,
almost all LSI chips are fabricated on silicon wafers except for high-speed devices and
optical devices fabricated on III-V compound semiconductor crystals.

The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2003 predicted
a future trend of LSI chip technology [2]. For example, for DRAM (dynamic random
access memory), memory size per chip will be increased from 4Gbit (2004) to 120Gbit
(2018) for introduction level, and from 1 Gbit (2004) to 32Gbit (2018) for production
level. The performance of chips will also be improved; for example, the on-chip local
clock will be increased from 4.2 GHz (2004) to 53 GHz (2018) and power dissipation will
be also increased from 158 W (2004) to 300 W (2018). This improvement of chip perfor-
mance suggests that the chip size will increase with increasing number of transistors per
chip, without shrinking device-design rules. Chip size will be almost constant through con-
tinuous effort to shrink device-design rules, as follows. Typical specifications of DRAM
and MPU (microprocessor unit) are shown in Table 1.1. Conventionally, the specification
for DRAM is a kind of index for LSI fabrication technology; however, nowadays the
specification for MPU is also a guide of the development of technology. The DRAM
half-pitch, which shows the most representative feature of DRAM fabrication technol-
ogy with respect to scaling, is already as small as l00nm and will be less than 50 nm
in 2010. The physical gate length, which is smaller than the real gate length, will be
7 nm in 2018. This suggests that the area of a gate will also be decreased from 0.065 mm2

(2004) to 0.0016mm2 (2018); consequently, the chip size is also required to be decreased.
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Table 1.1 Roadmap for LSI chip fabrication technology

DRAM Generation (bit/chip)
(Production introduction)
On-chip local clock (GHz)
Allowable maximum power (W)
DRAM half-pitch (nm)
MPU physical gate length (nm)
Gate area (mm2)
Chip size at production (mm2)
Mask levels (MPU)
Wafer diameter (mm)

2004

1G
4G
4.2
158
90
37

0.065
110
31

300

2007

2G
16G
9.3
189
65
25

0.028
97
33

300

2010

4G
32G

15
218
45
18

0.012
83
35

300

2013

8G
64G

23
251
32
13

0.0061
83
35

450

2018

32G
128G

53
300

18
7

0.0016
87
39

450

Nevertheless, the size of a chip will not be decreased to any great extent and the numbers
of chips per wafer will not be increased, because bit size per chip will be increased at the
same time. Corresponding to an improvement of performance, mask levels are increased,
e.g. for MPU, from 31 (2004) to 39 (2018). This suggests that yield can be degraded
during the chip-fabrication process.

In order to overcome this problem and to decrease the production cost of LSI chip
fabrication, an increase in wafer diameter is required. In 2004 silicon wafer size has been
converted from 200mm to 300mm in diameter (see Fig. 1.1). The ITRS suggests that
450–mm wafers will be used in 2012. In order to respond to such a continuous requirement
for large-size wafers from the device-fabrication side, von Ammon [3] and Shiraishi and
coworkers [4] tried to grow 400–mm ingots, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Not only is improvement of throughput by use of large-diameter wafers required but
also improvement of yield of LSI chips is needed. As feature size shrinks, the yield of
chip fabrication can be affected by defects in wafers whose size is comparable to that of
a feature size of 100nm. This size of defect has not affected yield when the feature size
of device design is as large as 1 um. However, now it becomes a problem.

Consequently, development of LSI chip technology requires large-size, defect-free sil-
icon single crystals. In this chapter, silicon single-crystal growth technology, mainly the
Czochralski technology, is reviewed, i.e., raw materials, crystal-growth process, wafer
fabrication, the melt process and characterization of defects.

1.2 CRYSTAL-GROWTH METHOD AND TECHNOLOGY

1.2.1 High-purity polycrystalline silicon

Nowadays, silicon crystals for LSI are based on two basic and very important technologies.
The first is the manufacturing technology of high-purity raw material that is only realized
in silicon, whereas it has never been realized in other materials. The second is dislocation-
free crystal-growth technology. High-purity manufacturing technology of polycrystalline
silicon with so-called 10 nines (10N: a purity of 99.99999999%) or 11 nines (11N) will
be introduced in this section.
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Figure 1.2 400–mm diameter ingot. (Courtesy of SSI)

Manufacturing processes from mineral silica to silicon wafer for LSI are schematically
shown in Fig. 1.3. Silicon is the element with the second largest abundance following
oxygen on the Earth with a Clarke number of 28.8 %. The initial raw materials of silicon
single crystal are mineral silica as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). The mineral silica used for
manufacturing single-crystal silicon is produced only in Brazil, China and a few other
countries, where mineral silica with a very high purity can be mined.

Silicon is obtained by reduction (deoxidation) of SiO2, which is one of the stable
oxides, as shown in Equation (1.1),

The reduction process is carried out in an arc furnace with graphite electrodes at high
temperature (1500–2000 °C). Purity of the obtained silicon lumps is about 98%, as
shown in Fig. 1.3(b), and they are called metallurgical-grade silicon, MG-Si. Most of
the metallurgical-grade silicon is used in the metallurgical and chemical industries. Only
several per cent of the whole amount of the production of metallurgical-grade silicon
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Figure 1.3 Manufacturing processes from mineral silica to silicon wafer for LSI. (a) Mineral
silica, (b) metallurgical-grade silicon lumps (Courtesy of Tokuyama Corp.), (c) polycrystalline cut
rods and nuggets of semiconductor-grade silicon (Courtesy of Tokuyama Corp.), (d) single-crystal
silicon ingots, and (e) silicon wafers

is used for semiconductor fabrication. Semiconductor-grade silicon, SG-Si, is produced
by purifying the metallurgical-grade silicon, using the well-known purification process
called the Siemens method developed in the early 1960s [5]. In the Siemens method, the
following reaction is carried out, in which powdered metallurgical-grade silicon reacts
with hydrogen chloride (HC1) to form trichlorosilane (SiHCl3),

Most of the impurities in the metallurgical-grade silicon are removed by forming chlorides
such as BCl3, FeCl3, etc., during the reaction in Equation (1.2), and then trichlorosilane
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(SiHCl3) of high purity is obtained. For further purification, distillation of trichlorosilane

and decomposes as polycrystalline silicon of high purity in a chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) apparatus according to the following reaction,

Polycrystalline silicon obtained from this method is generally an ingot with a diameter
of 100–150 mm. The ingots are processed into rods and nuggets (or chips) for different
purposes and they are supplied to the single-crystal growth process as shown in Fig. 1.3(c).

There are other purification processes from metallurgical-grade silicon to semiconductor-
grade silicon besides the Siemens method. One example is the method where purification
process takes place through a monosilane (HSU) as an intermediate having a boiling point
of — 119.9 °C instead of trichlorosilane. This technique was developed in the late 1960s [6].
Furthermore, free-flowing granular polysilicon with diameters ranging from several hundred
micrometers to several millimeters was developed in the 1980s and used practically in the
industries [7].

1.2.2 CZ-Si growth apparatus and related furnace parts

1.2.2.1 CZ-Si growth apparatus

A typical CZ-Si single-crystal growth apparatus is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.4, and
a photograph of a commercially available CZ-Si growth apparatus for 300–mm diameter

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of CZ-Si growth apparatus

(the boiling point is 31.8  C) is repeated, and finally the high purity of so-called 10 or
1lN is realized.  The purified trichlorosilane reacts with high-purity hydrogen gas (H2)
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ingots is shown in Fig. 1.5. In the apparatus, essential functions for the Czochralski method
are incorporated. Silicon crystal is grown gradually with a controlled shape from the
silicon melt contained in a silica crucible, using a silicon seed crystal set over the silicon
melt. In addition, special equipments and functions are usually provided, as follows.

(1) High airtightness and a reducing atmosphere
It is necessary to keep the chamber of silicon single-crystal growth completely airtight
to protect air leakage from an environment atmosphere as low as 1 Pas-1. Reduced Ar
pressure in the chamber is controlled at several thousand Pascals during crystal growth
[8] and the purity of the Ar gas used for silicon crystal growth is higher than 99.9995 %.

Courtesy of Kayex Corp.

Figure 1.5 Photograph of a commercially available CZ-Si growth apparatus (Courtesy of Kayex
Corporation)
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High airtightness and high purity of Ar gas are necessary because the hot-zone parts
made of graphite will be damaged at high temperature, even if only a small amount of
oxygen exists in the atmosphere. The purpose of reducing the Ar pressure to about 1 kPa
is for pumping out SiO gas evaporated from the surface of the silicon melt effectively
from the chamber of the CZ-Si apparatus. The reducing Ar atmosphere is important
for dislocation-free crystal growth. Ar gas is supplied continuously from the top of the
chamber with a certain flow rate, and the gas is pumped out continuously from the bottom
of the chamber. Control of Ar gas pressure is realized due to the balance of Ar supply
rate and pumping rate.

(2) Automatic control of diameter and growth processes
Silicon crystal growth with a required diameter is realized by successful diameter control,
where an optical sensor or an image sensor is used to measure the diameter and/or diameter
variation during the crystal growth precisely, and the results are fed back to pulling rate
and melt temperature control. Diameter control is carried out mainly by changing the
pulling rate over the short term and by changing melt temperature over the long term. A
CCD (charge coupled device) camera is now usually used for measuring the diameter of a
silicon crystal in a crystal puller, and the diameter control becomes more precise: usually
within ± 1 mm. Automatic control using a computer has been realized for almost the whole
crystal-growth processes except for the neck process, which will be described later. The
position of the melt surface (growth interface) and rotation of crystal and crucible are
changed continuously depending on the ratio of crystallization or solidified fraction for
precise oxygen concentration control, and these controls are realized also by a computer.

(3) Crystal-pulling system
A crystal is generally pulled by a rotating shaft in the normal CZ method. A wire-reeling
and rotating system was also developed in CZ-Si crystal growth, as the silicon crystal
becomes large in diameter and in length. The reason for application of the wire system is
that a CZ-Si apparatus can be made shorter, especially for growing a long silicon crystal,
compared with an apparatus using a shaft. Another advantage is that a wire in the system
can absorb small mechanical vibration and keep a silicon crystal more stable than that
with a shaft. On the other hand, there are some disadvantages of the wire-reeling system.
The crystal rotation rate cannot be set very high because of lack of mechanical strength
of a wire, which sometimes is a problem for high-quality crystal growth. Furthermore,
resonant vibration occurs when a silicon crystal has some particular length or weight. For
the large size and high-quality single-crystal growth, the conventional shaft system still
has the possibility to be applied.

(4) Recharge system
Recently, a recharge function has been incorporated within a CZ-Si apparatus as a standard
option. Polycrystalline silicon crystals are recharged while keeping the crucible temper-
ature high, after a part of the melt or almost all of the melt is pulled out as a single
crystal. Consequently, a new silicon crystal is grown from the increased silicon melt after
recharge. The purpose of recharging the melt at high temperature is to use an expensive
silica crucible repeatedly, whereas a silica crucible cannot be used again for growth if
it is cooled to room temperature. Another reason is to control the resistivity of a whole
crystal. Generally, a dopant is distributed along the growth direction according to the
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normal-freezing equation as the solidified fraction increases. In the recharge growth sys-
tem, crystal growth is stopped when the solidified fraction reaches a certain value, i.e.,
a designed resistivity, and then polycrystalline silicon is recharged into the melt with
certain amounts of dopant, if necessary. Then crystal growth is restarted. In this system,
the important advantage is that not only can the silica crucible be used repeatedly but
also the remaining silicon melt is effectively used. Recharge methods and equipments are
being developed by individual companies, but have not yet been disclosed, because of
proprietary know-how.

(5) Application of magnetic fields
It was more than 20 years ago when the application of magnetic fields to CZ-Si crystal
growth was proposed [9]. The application of magnetic fields was attempted to obtain
silicon crystals with low oxygen concentration or to obtain crystals with high resistiv-
ity through suppressing impurities dissolving from a crucible into a melt. As shown in
Figs. 1.4 and 1.5, nowadays, application of a magnetic field is a standard option for a
normal CZ-Si apparatus, so as to grow high-quality crystals with diameters of 200 mm or
300 mm. The application of magnetic fields is not only for controlling oxygen concentra-
tion and reducing impurities, but also for maintaining stability of the melt surface, which
is very important for dislocation-free CZ-Si crystal growth, because fierce vibration of the
melt surface due to oscillatory flow sometimes results in the introduction of dislocations.

1.2.2.2 Hot-zone

The hot-zone is one of the most important parts of a CZ-Si apparatus, and it strongly
affects control of crystal quality such as dislocation-free growth, oxygen concentration and
point defects, etc., which are major characteristics of silicon crystals. The hot-zone in the
chamber of a CZ-Si apparatus is not the same among silicon crystal-growth companies,
although the outside of CZ-Si apparatuses look similar to each other. The structure of
the hot-zone has been designed by each crystal-growth company, and the details are
confidential. Figure 1.6 schematically shows an example of a typical structure of a hot-
zone. A gas-flow guide and radiation shield as a part of a hot-zone had been applied
when 6-inch silicon crystal growth was attempted. The hot-zone plays an important role in
realizing stable dislocation-free crystal growth, oxygen-concentration control and point-
defect control, through controlling the convection of the Ar gas and the temperature
distribution near the melt surface, although its size, shape and location in a hot-zone are
different among silicon crystal companies.

1.2.2.3 Silica crucible

The silica crucible is a very important part of the hot-zone because it contains a silicon
melt at high temperature and a large amount of oxygen dissolves continuously from the
crucible wall; the supply of oxygen to the crystal is important to assure a sufficient
gettering capability of grown crystals, as mentioned in Section 1.4.1. For current crystal-
growth systems, the diameter of the silica crucible is designed to be about 3 times larger
than that of the crystal. A silica crucible with a diameter of 32-36 inch (800-900 mm)
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Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram of a typical structure of a hot-zone

is used for 300–mm diameter silicon crystal growth. Figure 1.7(a) shows a typical shape
of a silica crucible. Figure 1.7(b) is a micrograph showing a cross section near the inner
wall, where the silica crucible contacts the silicon melt. Figure 1.7(b) also shows the
structure of the inner wall before heat treatment of the crystal-growth process. A crucible
contains many bubbles because crucibles are produced by fusing natural SiO2 powders
in a die made of carbon; numerous bubbles remain in crucibles due to the high viscosity
of fused SiO2. An inner wall of a crucible (1–3 mm) is made transparent by special
treatment at high temperature and in high vacuum, so as to remove bubbles, which can be
detached from the crucible when the inner surface is dissolved and are transported to the
crystal/melt interface and finally cause a defect in grown crystals. Figure 1.7(b') shows
the same area as that in Figure 1.7(b) after being heated at 1500°C for 4h (simulation
of crystal growth). Bubbles in the opaque layer have expanded and some bubbles can be
observed even in the transparent layer.

Figures 1.7(c), (d) and (e) schematically show a cross section of practically employed
silica crucibles near the inner-wall surface. Figure 1.7(c) shows the surface structure of
a typical crucible made of natural silica. As mentioned above, a crucible wall is coated
with a transparent layer, whereas numerous bubbles remain inside the crucible body.
Figure 1.7(d) shows an example of a crucible whose inner-wall surface is coated with
high-purity synthesized quartz glass. This is expected to reduce heavy-metal contamination
from the crucible. Figure 1.7(e) shows a silica crucible with a BaO-coating layer on the
inner surface [10]. Dissolution of the crucible is expected to be suppressed by this coating.

Crucible material and inner-wall structure treatment are designed to assure high yield
of grown crystals, considering viscosity, thermal conductivity, dissolution rate into the
silicon melt, influence on dislocation-free crystal growth, and so on.
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Figure 1.7 Schematic diagrams of microscopic structure near the inner surface of silica crucible

1.2.3 CZ-Si crystal growth

1.2.3.1 Basic process

A basic process of CZ-Si crystal growth is as follows. First, a certain amount of polycrys-
talline silicon is charged in a silica crucible, and the silicon is melted by a graphite heater
at a temperature higher than its melting point, 1420 °C. Then, crystal growth is started
using a silicon seed (seeding) after adjusting the melt temperature to a certain value. As
shown in Fig. 1.8, a thin neck is made followed by shouldering. After that, a body with a
certain diameter is grown until the desired amount of silicon melt is crystallized. Finally,
a tail is formed before finishing the growth process.

Generally, the shape of a crystal is controlled by controlling the temperature near the
melt surface in a silica crucible and the pulling rate of the crystal. The following are
considered as a sequence of the crystal-growth process.

(1) Neck: During the seeding process introduction of dislocations must be avoided. There
are two origins of dislocations: one is those existing in the seed crystal and the other
is those introduced by thermal shock during dipping of a seed crystal into the melt. In
order to grow a dislocation-free crystal, a relatively high pulling rate of l–5mm min-1
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Figure 1.8 Shape of a silicon crystal and nomenclature

and a neck process with a diameter as small as 3–5 mm and length of 100-300 mm
are employed.
(2) Shoulder: This process is for enlarging the diameter of a silicon crystal from a thin
neck to a body with a much larger diameter, such as 200 to 300 mm. The temperature of
the silicon melt is decreased and the pulling rate is decreased to 0.1–0.5 mm min-1 at the
same time. Then the diameter increases rapidly, and a flat shoulder is formed.
(3) Body: This is the effective portion for production of silicon wafers with a certain
diameter. The growth of the body is carried out by automatic diameter control (ADC)
based on the information of the diameter at the region just after growth, detected by an
optical instrument.
(4) Tail: The diameter is decreased gradually from that of the body to zero in this portion.
This tailing process is necessary to avoid formation of dislocations induced by thermal
shock due to sudden detachment of a grown crystal from the melt. Otherwise, a high
density of dislocations will be generated and multiplied and then finally will propagate
into an already-grown dislocation-free region of the crystal; the length of dislocated part
is about 1–2 times the diameter. A photograph of typical dislocation-free silicon crystals
is shown in Fig. 1.9.

1.2.3.2 Dislocation-free crystal growth

Nowadays, LSI devices are produced from silicon wafers from a CZ-Si ingot with a
diameter of 300mm after many processes including cutting and polishing, etc., as men-
tioned later. The fact that a silicon ingot with such a large diameter can be obtained
is due to the success of dislocation-free silicon crystal growth. Dislocation-free silicon
crystal growth is based on a thin-neck process proposed by Dash 40 years ago (1959)
[11, 12], in which a thin (3–5 mm diameter) and long (100–300mm) neck part is formed
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Figure 1.9 Dislocation-free silicon crystals grown recently (diameters of 150, 200 and 300mm)

as shown in Fig. 1.10(a), and this process is still employed as an industry standard. On
the other hand, a silicon crystal with a diameter larger than 300 mm becomes too heavy
for the conventional thin neck to support. As alternatives to the conventional technique,
new ideas for obtaining dislocation-free crystals with a large diameter and a high weight
in the future have been proposed, as shown in Figs. 1.10(b) and (c). Through the inves-
tigation by Super Silicon Institute (SSI) Corporation for preparation of 400-kg crystal
with a diameter of 400mm, they proposed introduction of a subsidiary cone after the
thin neck process for eliminating dislocations, so that the weight of the grown crystal can
be sustained by this cone with a combination of a special mechanical clamp, as shown
in Fig. 1.10(b) [13, 14]. Recently, Hoshikawa et al. [15, 16] found that no dislocations
were generated during dipping by using a heavily B-doped or B- and Ge-codoped seed
crystal even though there is a strong thermal shock, and proposed a new technique to
obtain dislocation-free CZ-Si crystals without the thin-neck process; see Fig. 1.10(c). An
example of a dislocation-free silicon crystal without the thin neck is shown in Fig. 1.11.

1.2.4 FZ (float-zone) Si crystal growth

Figure 1.12 shows a sketch of a float-zone crystal-growth system. Because float-zone
crystal growth is a crucible-free technique, contamination is scarcely introduced during
the crystal-growth process. Also, the oxygen concentration is as low as 1015 atoms cm-3,
because there is no oxygen supply. Thus, float-zone-grown silicon single crystals have
resistivities as high as 400 om. Due to the high resistivity, float-zone-grown crystals
are used for discrete power devices, such as rectifiers, thyristors, power transistors, and
so on.

For industrial silicon single-crystal growth, RF (radio frequency: 1–3 MHz) heating is
employed. Because silicon has a high resistivity at room temperature, first a carbon ring is
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Figure 1.10 Three methods of dislocation-free silicon crystal growth, (a) conventional thin neck,
(b) subsidiary cone, and (c) without thin neck

Figure 1.11 A dislocation-free silicon crystal without a thin neck

heated by RF power; see Fig. 1.12(a). Using radiation from the carbon ring, polycrystalline
feed rod is heated, so that the electrical conductivity of the rod is sufficiently increased,
and then direct RF heating of the feed rod is available; see Fig. 1.12(b). An edge of the
feed rod is melted by the RF power and brought into contact with a seed crystal that
rotates in the opposite direction and then the molten zone is formed; see Fig. 1.12(c). As
shown in Fig. 1.12(d), a molten zone is sustained stably against the gravitational force
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Figure 1.12 Float-zone crystal-growth process

by the electromagnetic force and the surface tension of a silicon melt. The diameter of
the grown crystal increases as the crystal grows. However, the diameter of the molten
portion is smaller than that of the solid parts; thus this technique is called the 'needle-eye
technique'. Because the heat capacity of the total system is smaller than that for the CZ
system, crystal growth rates as high as 2mm min-1 can be obtained. Single-crystal growth
of silicon 200mm in diameter has been attempted [17].

A problem in the float-zone crystals is inhomogeneous distribution of resistivity due to
that of the dopant. 3D numerical simulation shows that float-zone crystal growth using RF
heating is featured with use of a nonaxisymmetric one-turn coil, as shown in Fig. 1.13 [18].
This causes nonaxisymmetric distribution of the input power in the melt, coupled with
crystal rotation. Considering buoyancy, electromagnetic and Marangoni forces, the flow
and temperature fields were calculated (see Fig. 1.14); they show nonaxisymmetric dis-
tributions. Flow instability was found; inhomogeneous distribution of resistivity (dopant)
was also calculated and compared with experimental observation. It was concluded that
rotation is one of the major origins of growth striations.

Dopants are added from a gas phase using, e.g., PHa or B2H6. Neutron transmutation
doping (NTD) in an atomic reactor is also used to dope phosphorus into silicon, as follows,

Three per cent of the natural abundance of 30Si captures thermal neutrons and is trans-
muted into 31Si, which decays with a half-life of 2.62 h by the emission of beta particles
to 31P. Use of neutron transmutation doping assures homogeneous distribution of the
phosphorus dopant, resulting in uniformly doped n-type silicon with accurately predeter-
mined resistivity, although strong growth striations remain in float-zone crystals.
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Figure 1.13 Simulation for FZ system (Reprinted from Ratnieks et al. J. Cryst. Growth 216,
(2000) 204, copyright (2000) with permission from Elsevier)

Figure 1.14 Modeling for float-zone crystal growth, showing nonaxisymmetric distribution of
flow-field modeling (Reprinted from Ratnieks et al. J. Cryst. Growth 216, (2000) 204, copyright
(2000) with permission from Elsevier)

1.2.5 Wafer processing

In order to use silicon crystals as a substrate for LSI chips, single-crystal ingots are
sliced, lapped and polished. The quality of the wafer surface, including that of the back-
side surface, is required to be guaranteed from the viewpoint of lithography using a
stepper. As shown in Table 1.1, because the chip design rule is less than lOOnm, the
focus-tracking capability of a stepper during lens-scan is quite sensitive to wafer flatness.
The term 'nanotopography' is used for this issue instead of flatness. This is affected not
only by surface flatness but also by that of the back side, because a chuck is used to hold
a wafer from the back side during the resist-exposure process of device fabrication. This
is also the case for the chemical-etching process. Etching using alkaline solution is better
than that using acidic solution. Conventionally for 200-mm wafers, only the surface side
of the wafer is mirror polished. However, from 300–mm wafers onwards, double-side-
polished wafers are employed for LSI chip fabrication. This subject is closely related
to the assurance of the gettering capability of wafers, in another words control of oxide
precipitates, as mentioned later.
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After growth of a single-crystal ingot, the shoulder and tail parts are removed using
a sawing machine. After the ingot is shaped axisymmetrically, an orientation flat or
a notch is introduced by a diamond tool by determining the crystallographic direction
using X-ray diffraction. This is necessary for the photolithography process in device
fabrication. Up to 200–mm diameter wafers, an orientation flat has been used. From 300-
mm wafers onwards, a notch is used. An ingot is sliced into wafers after inspecting the
crystallographic direction by X-ray diffraction. Conventional internal-diameter blade (ID-
blade) saws have been used, as shown in Fig. 1.15. Nowadays, multiwire saws are used
for slicing 300–mm diameter wafers with a thickness of ~lmm. Slurry containing fine
particles of abrasive is carried with a fine High-tensile piano wire; ingots are sliced using
the abrasive. Since one single wire is wound continuously in multiple loops, the whole
ingot is sliced simultaneously into hundreds of wafers. The edge side of sliced wafers is
ground by a diamond wheel to circular to prevent mechanical damage, such as chipping
in downstream processes. This process is called beveling. This is also effective to prevent
edge crowning in the epitaxial-growth process.

Sliced wafers are lapped mechanically using a double-sided lapping machine with
corundum abrasive to remove surface irregularities and damage induced by the slicing
process, so that wafers will have uniform thickness. Lapped wafers are chemically etched
to remove a surface-damaged layer, which remains even after the lapping process.

Figure 1.15 Slicing of silicon crystals by internal diameter blade saw and multiwire saw.
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Figure 1.16 Polishing process

As shown in Fig. 1.16, wafers are finally polished mechanochemically using colloidal
silica dispersed in NaOH solution. This process is important to obtain damage-free and
contamination-free surfaces. Residual damage and contamination degrade the yield of
LSI chips, because silicon wafers are processed at high temperatures: over 1000 °C. Con-
ventionally, this polishing has been done only on the surface side of wafers, whereas
the back side has been used to assure a gettering capability, e.g. back-side damage by
sand blasting or deposition of polycrystalline silicon: known as poly-back-seal. However,
for 300–mm diameter wafers, both sides are polished to assure flatness, as mentioned in
Sections 1.1 and 1.4.1.

1.3 MELT PROCESS

1.3.1 Analysis of heat- and mass-transfer processes

Silicon crystal growth is governed by heat- and mass-transfer processes at the crystal/melt
interface. The shape of the crystal/melt interface, the macroscopic distribution of dopants,
including oxygen, their microscopic distribution (growth striation), and formation, distri-
bution and coagulation of vacancies are closely related to the above-mentioned processes.
Thus, it is essential to understand precisely and to control these processes. However, it is
very difficult to analyze these processes experimentally, because silicon melt is opaque in
the visible region and chemically reactive, and its temperature is as high as 1400°C. Tools
for experimental analysis for this process are temperature measurement (distribution and
oscillation), and flow visualization, including surface observation and numerical modeling.

As shown in Fig. 1.17, measurement of the temperature field is a basic tool for
diagnostics of melt behavior from the viewpoint of the heat and mass transport [19],
because the flow field is difficult to observe directly. This is almost the only way to assess
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Figure 1.17 Diagnostics of temperature field within a crucible (Reprinted from Enger et al. J.
Cryst. Growth 230, (2001) 135, copyright (2001) with permission from Elsevier)

Figure 1.18 Flow-visualization system (Reprinted from Watanabe et al. Proc. Winter Annual
Meeting of American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1991) copyright (1991) with permission
from ASME)

the flow field except for numerical simulation. By measuring the frequency and correlation
of temperature oscillations between multiple thermocouples set along the azimuthal direc-
tion of the crucible, the existence of a traveling wave was revealed [20]. The temperature
field of the silicon melt was precisely measured using thermocouples during Czochralski
growth of single crystals and the causality between temperature-field oscillation and the
introduction of growth striations was revealed [21]. Efforts have been continuously made
to correlate experimentally obtained data with numerical data [19].

Kakimoto et al. [22, 23] were the first to visualize the flow field of silicon melt in a 75-
mm diameter crucible using X-ray radiography with tracer particles (see Fig. 1.18). Tracer
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particles were made of tungsten chips coated with silica glass, so that neutral buoyancy
conditions were assured. Due to the difference in absorption between the silicon melt and
a tracer particle, the trajectory can be visualized, as shown in Fig. 1.19. Since the crucible
size was small, axisymmetric flow was observed when crucible rotation rate was small.
The flow-mode transition from axisymmetric flow to nonaxisymmetric flow, i.e. baroclinic
instability flow, was observed by the X-ray visualization system, when the crucible/crystal
rotation rate was increased, as shown in Fig. 1.20 [24, 25]. This is due to coupling of the

Figure 1.19 Visualized trajectory of tracer particles

Figure 1.20 Moving cell structure observed by X-ray radiography due to baroclinic instability
(Reprinted from Watanabe et al. J. Cryst. Growth 128, (1993) 288, copyright (1993) with permission
from Elsevier)
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and

where g, ft, A7\ h, a)c, rc and v are gravitational acceleration, volumetric thermal expansion
of silicon melt, temperature difference between the top and the bottom, melt height, crucible
rotational rate, crucible radius and kinematic viscosity of silicon melt, respectively.

Silicon crystal growth under the nonaxisymmetric flow condition due to the baroclinic
instability flow results in strong temperature oscillations and consequently inhomogeneous
oxygen distribution along the growth direction, i.e. oxygen growth striations, as shown
in Fig. 1.21 [26]. Oxygen that precipitates as SiC>2 plays an important role to getter
heavy-metal contaminants introduced during the chip-fabrication process and to increase
mechanical strength, as discussed later. Tanaka et al. [27] observed by a CCD camera
thermometer that the baroclinic wave is modified by a thermal plume in the high Ta
number region, i.e. Ta = 1010. However, for silicon melt contained within a crucible
with larger diameter, X-rays can no longer penetrate, and the flow structure cannot be
visualized. Instead, a combination of temperature-distribution measurement, observation

Figure 1.21 Inhomogeneous distribution of oxygen due to flow instability (Reprinted from Watan-
abe et al. J. Cryst. Growth 151, (1995) 285, copyright (1995) with permission from Elsevier)

buoyancy force and the Coriolis force induced by crucible and/or crystal rotation. This
instability occurs due to the same mechanism as for a large-scale atmospheric circulation;
i.e. coupling of the buoyancy force and rotation of the earth resulting in formation of
a low-pressure center or a high-pressure center. Criteria to show this instability are the
thermal Rossby number ROTH and the Taylor number Ta, These numbers are defined as
follows.
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of surface thermal patterns and numerical modeling is used to analyze the heat and mass
transport within the crucible. Kishida and Okazawa [28] reported that above a Ta value
of 1011, the baroclinic instability flow is converted into geostrophic turbulence flow.

Numerical simulations are a powerful tool to overcome difficulties in the experimental
approach for diagnostics of the heat- and mass-transfer processes in the melt. A numerical
approach is necessary not only to understand the crystal-growth process but also to find
an appropriate direction to optimize crystal-pulling conditions in industry. The recent
development of computer capability has enhanced the development of numerical studies
to a great extent, because use of computer modeling shows a higher cost benefit than an
experimental approach, although experiments are required at the final stage. Not only is
a better mathematical model required but also accurate and precise thermophysical data
must be prepared.

Two numerical methods are currently used; one is the 'bulk-flow model' and the
other is 'global heat analysis'. The bulk-flow model handles melt-flow structure in the
crucible and the global heat analysis includes heat transfer within the grown crystals, the
effect of thermal shield and the effect of gas flow. Usually, the former handles melt flow
three-dimensionally and the latter handles the system as axisymmetric.

From the industrial viewpoint, it is preferred to analyze the melt-flow structure using
the bulk-flow model. The larger the crystal diameter, the larger the Grashof number
becomes, which shows the magnitude of buoyancy-driven convection. This is because
large-diameter crystal-growth requires large amounts of melt within a large-diameter
crucible, as discussed in Section 1.2.2.3. The Grashof number is defined as follows:
Gr = (ft g A 7>c

3)/v2. Here, ft, g, AT, rc and v are the volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient, the gravitational acceleration, the temperature difference in the system, the
crucible diameter and the kinematic viscosity, respectively. For the 300–mm diameter
crystal-growth case, the Grashof number reaches as high as 109 to 1010; this means that
melt flow is turbulent. In order to model turbulent flow in the crucible, three numerical
models have been proposed; these are RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes), LES
(large-eddy simulation) and DNS (direct numerical simulation).

In the RANS method Reynolds-averaged equations of momentum, mass, heat and
species are solved after time-averaged operations, using the low Reynolds number form
of the k-s model, where the Reynolds stress is explained as turbulent kinematic viscosity.
In this method, the system is axisymmetric [29]. Due to this condition, a strong down flow
beneath the crystal appears. The DNS does not use any turbulent model. Enger et al. [19]
compared temperature oscillations due to melt convection with those obtained by numeri-
cal simulation. 3D and time-dependent simulation was performed by the DNS method for
the identical system employed for experimental measurement; i.e., a 20-kg melt contained
within a crucible with a diameter of 360 mm. The temperature distribution and oscillation
mode showed good agreement with each other. However, for a melt contained within a
larger crucible, such as that for the growth of 300-mm wafers, simulation requires tens
of millions of grid cells. This requirement exceeds the current computational capability.
Recently, the LES method has been employed, where the filtered Navier-Stokes equation
is employed. Although this method requires a moderate number of computational cells,
unsteady melt motion, such as melt flow affected by crucible rotation and argon gas flow,
can be reproduced [30]. Combining the Reynolds-averaged approach with the large-eddy
simulation, melt flow under the magnetic field was analyzed, as shown in Fig. 1.22 [31].
The effect of a horizontal magnetic field on the distribution of electric potential, flow
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Figure 1.22 Instantaneous velocity distribution in the silicon melt for 100-mm crystal. Crucible
rotational rate is 5rpm (Reprinted from Evstratova et al. J. Cryst. Growth 237/239, (2002) 1757,
copyright (2002) with permission from Elsevier)

velocity and temperature was studied by this combined method using the InGaSn eutectic
melt, which simulates a Si melt within a 20-inch (500-mm) diameter crucible and 165-mm
diameter crystal [32]. The LES can be easily combined with a 2D global model, which
treats heat and mass transfer of all the parts of the crystal-growth furnace.

A global model is used to analyze not only melt convection but also the temperature dis-
tribution within a puller including a crystal, gas flow, and crystal/melt interface shape. This
technique is used to design a hot-zone for a crystal puller in industrial use. Since a global
model handles many items, analysis is axisymmetric. This technique is also used to deter-
mine the boundary conditions of the model for the bulk-flow model, such as temperature of
the crucible wall. Recently, Kalaev et al. [33] made a 3D analysis of the total system (see
Fig. 1.23) and showed that 3D analysis well reproduces the crystal/melt interface. Fur-
thermore, the defect distribution within a crystal can be analyzed, as shown in Fig. 1.24.
The gas-flow effect on global heat transport and melt convection is also analyzed [34].

Marangoni flow is one of the mechanisms for heat and mass transfer during crystal
growth. However, this effect has not been recognized for some time. Since a silicon
crystal-growth experiment was carried out under microgravity [35], this flow has been
the target of research. Recently, this effect has been recognized and has been involved
in numerical simulation [18, 36]. The Marangoni flow shows a marked dependence on
oxygen partial pressure of an ambient atmosphere, i.e. oxygen concentration in the melt
[37]. This flow shows a unique behavior at the surface of the Czochralski melt, because
the oxygen concentration is high in the melt adjacent to the crucible wall and low in
the vicinity of the growing crystal. Thus, surface tension and its temperature coefficient
would not be constant all over the melt surface, instead they change periodically due
to an inhomogeneous distribution of temperature and oxygen concentration at the melt
surface. In order to include this in numerical simulation, the two-dimensional distribution
of surface tension and its temperature coefficient should be measured experimentally.

The capability of numerical modeling has been developed to a great extent in recent
years. However, thermophysical property data that is indispensable to numerical modeling
have not yet been well established. For example, there is no directly measured thermal
conductivity of molten silicon, whereas thermal diffusivity has been measured using a
laser-flash method [38]. Even for reported thermophysical property data, there is a large
scatter depending on who did the measurements; see, for example, the case for surface
tension of molten silicon [39]. Also, the data employed is different depending on who
makes the simulation. Thermophysical property data should be critically evaluated and
recommended values must be used.
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Figure 1.23 3D global computational grid system for 300–mm diameter crystal growth (Reprinted
from Kalaev et al. J. Cryst. Growth 250, (2003) 203, copyright (2003) with permission from Elsevier)

Figure 1.24 Calculated distribution of the difference between vacancy concentration and interstitial
concentration; left: two-dimensional calculation; right: three-dimensional calculation (Reprinted from
Kalaev et al. J. Cryst. Growth 250, (2003) 203, copyright (2003) with permission from Elsevier)

1.3.2 Oxygen transportation process and mechanism

Oxygen concentration in a CZ-Si crystal strongly affects the yield of LSI fabrication through
a gettering process; therefore, oxygen concentration in Si crystals must be controlled at
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the most appropriate level depending on the class of device or its fabrication process. In
order to control the oxygen concentration incorporated into silicon crystals effectively, it is
necessary to understand the processes and mechanisms for oxygen transportation in CZ-Si
crystal growth.

It has been reported that there are three methods for measuring silica (or oxygen)
dissolution rate in silicon melt, as shown in Fig. 1.25. Figure 1.25(a) shows the first
method with a measurement condition similar to practical silicon crystal growth. A silica
crucible for practical silicon crystal growth is used for holding the silicon melt. A silicon
rod [40, 41] or a plate [42] is dipped into the silicon melt and its dissolution rate is
measured. The second method utilizes a small silica crucible, as shown in Fig. 1.25(b)
[43], and the third method a silicon drop on a silica substrate, as shown in Fig. 1.25(c) [44].
The oxygen-dissolution rate from silica to silicon melt and its temperature dependence
obtained from the different methods are shown in Fig. 1.26. It is evident that the results
are divided into three groups depending on the measurement method. This interesting
phenomenon results from the fact that the dissolution rates (dissolved oxygen atoms from
a unit area of silica to silicon melt in unit time, atoms cm-2s-1) are calculated from
the weight loss of the samples after the dissolution experiment, where oxygen atoms
dissolve from the silica into the silicon melt and move in the silicon melt by diffusion and
convection, and finally evaporate from the melt surface. This suggests that the difference
in dissolution rate among the three methods (Fig. 1.25) is due to the fact that the oxygen-
transportation process after dissolution in the silicon melt including evaporation from the
melt surface is different. As shown in Fig. 1.25(c), the transportation distance in silicon
melt is very short and the evaporation area is much larger for the case of a silicon drop,
then a large dissolution rate of about 7 x 1016 atoms cm-2 s-1 was obtained, whereas a
much smaller result of about 1 x 1016 atoms cm-2 s-1 was obtained in the case where a
silica rod or plate is used.

The mechanism of oxygen transportation during CZ-Si crystal growth can be under-
stood by analyzing the dissolution rate of a silica crucible in which silicon melt is held.
The total amount of oxygen evaporation Y from the surface of a silicon melt can be
determined, if the total amount of oxygen dissolution X from a silica crucible to a
silicon melt is known because the total amount of oxygen incorporated into a silicon
crystal Z can be obtained by measuring the oxygen concentration of the grown crystal.
Oxygen-transportation processes during CZ-Si crystal growth are schematically shown in

Figure 1.25 Three methods for measuring silica (or oxygen) dissolution rate in silicon melt
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Figure 1.26 Oxygen dissolution rate from silica into silicon melt and its temperature dependence
obtained from the different methods

Fig. 1.27. As shown in Fig. 1.27(a), most of the oxygen (more than 99 %) dissolved from
a silica crucible in a silicon melt evaporates from the surface of the silicon melt [45]. This
behavior of oxygen in CZ-Si crystal growth is very different from that of other impurities,
which are conserved in the silicon melt. In the total oxygen flow from a silica crucible by
dissolution to a silicon melt, only a small amount Z is incorporated into a silicon crystal;
the majority is evaporated from the melt surface Y. Therefore, the following relationship
is available.

Figure 1.27(b) shows a distribution of oxygen concentration in silicon melt in a normal
CZ-Si crystal growth in which the melt is stirred sufficiently by forced convection [45].
A characteristic of this distribution suggests that there is a diffusion boundary layer with
a thickness of 8S, in which a large gradient of oxygen concentration exists, and dissolved
oxygen atoms move to the bulk silicon melt by diffusion. The oxygen concentration in
other parts of the melt Cm is due to sufficient stirring by convection. On the other hand,
near the melt surface there is another diffusion boundary layer with a thickness of da, in
which a large gradient of oxygen concentration also exists. It is supposed that oxygen
atoms diffuse through this layer and evaporate to the surrounding atmosphere as a form
of SiO. It is easy to understand that the values of dS and da strongly affect the amounts of
dissolution X and evaporation Y of oxygen, and only very small variations of dissolution
X or evaporation Y will effect large changes of oxygen concentration in a silicon melt
Cm. It can be understood from Equation. (1.7) that oxygen incorporated into a silicon
crystal has almost no affect on the oxygen flow in CZ-Si crystal growth.
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Figure 1.27 Oxygen-transportation processes during CZ-Si crystal growth

The oxygen concentration in a silicon crystal depends on the oxygen concentration in
a silicon melt directly as follows,

where K is a phenomenological segregation coefficient of oxygen, which is a variable
depending on the effective segregation coefficient keff and forced convection just below the
interface of the crystal and melt caused by rotation of the crystal. Unlike other impurities,
K is not the same as keff for oxygen. This is attributed to the fact that oxygen is not
conserved in the melt and that the amount of oxygen evaporated is two orders larger than
that incorporated into the crystal.

Based on the knowledge mentioned above, the oxygen-concentration-control technique
has progressed markedly in CZ-Si crystal growth. It is no exaggeration to say that oxygen
concentration and its distribution have been controlled sufficiently for LSI fabrication.

1.3.3 Control of oxygen concentration by application of cusp
magnetic field

According to the quantitative analysis of oxygen transportation in CZ-Si crystal growth
mentioned in Section 1.3.2, two parameters are essential for controlling oxygen concen-
tration, i.e., thickness of the diffusion boundary layers in the silicon melt near the crucible
wall ds and the melt surface da. These parameters are strongly affected by forced con-
vection due to rotations of crystal and crucible and buoyancy-driven convection due to
the temperature distribution in the melt. Thus, it is effective to control oxygen concentra-
tion in the crystal by controlling melt convection, because it strongly affects the oxygen
concentration in the silicon melt Cm. In addition to the conventional methods, such as
control of buoyancy-driven convection and forced-flow convection by changing temper-
ature distribution and the rotation rate of the crystal and the crucible, there have been
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breakthroughs via introduction of new measures; application of a magnetic field, such as
a rotating magnetic field [45, 46], a DC magnetic field [9, 47] and a cusp magnetic field
[48]. Recently, the combination of DC magnetic field and direct electric current has been
proposed [49].

An example of applying a cusp magnetic field to control oxygen concentration effec-
tively [48, 50] is introduced in this section. Figure 1.28 shows schematic diagrams of a
CZ-Si crystal growth system with a cusp magnetic field. Two superconducting coils with
counter-rotating electric currents are positioned outside the chamber of the furnace. The
distribution of magnetic field when the surface of the silicon melt is in the same position
as the center of the two coils is shown in Fig. 1.28(a). Magnetic-field components vertical
to the crucible bottom Hz and vertical to the crucible sidewall at the melt free surface
HT are used as typical values for representing the magnitude of the cusp magnetic field.
Figure 1.28(b) shows a case where the center of the cusp magnetic-field is inside the melt
and a vertical component of magnetic field is applied to the melt surface. In this case,
magnetic-field components vertical to the crucible sidewall Hs and vertical to the melt
surface Ha are used for representing the magnitude of the cusp magnetic field. The other
conditions suitable for crystal growth are shown in Table 1.2.

Figure 1.29 shows the radial distribution of oxygen concentration obtained from four
silicon crystals grown with a basic distribution of magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1.28(a)
for various magnitudes of magnetic fields (Hz(0.2) and Hr) [48]. Here, the numerical
value of 0.2 in (Hz(0.2) and Hr) represents the magnitude of magnetic field at a solidified

Figure 1.28 Schematic diagrams of CZ-Si crystal growth system with a cusp magnetic field. (a)
Surface of silicon melt is in the same position at the center of two coils, (b) the center of the cusp
magnetic field is inside the melt

Table 1.2 Growth conditions when using a cusp magnetic
field

Crystal diameter: 76mm
Crucible diameter: 150mm
Melt weight: 3500 g
Growth direction: <100>
Crystal pulling rate: 1 mm
Crystal rotation rate: 30 rpm
Crucible rotation rate: —10 rpm
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Figure 1.30 Dependence of oxygen concentration on solidified fraction by controlling relative
position of center of two coils and melt surface in the configuration as shown in Fig. 1.28(b)

fraction g = 0.2. For a crystal rotation of 30rpm and crucible rotation rate of — l0rpm,
the oxygen concentration decreases considerably with an increase in the cusp magnetic
field and the radial distribution of the oxygen concentration tends to become homoge-
neous with an increase in the magnetic field. Figure 1.30 shows the oxygen concentration
at the center of a crystal as a function of fraction solidified for two silicon crystals
grown within a distribution of magnetic field whose center is inside the melt, as shown
in Fig. 1.28(b), where controlled magnetic fields are shown by Hs and Ha. The experi-
mental results indicate that it is much easier to control oxygen concentration in a wide

Figure 1.29 Radial distribution of oxygen concentration for various magnitudes of a cusp mag-
netic field for the configuration shown in Fig. 1.28(a) (Reprinted from Hirata et al. J. Cryst. Growth
96, (1989) 747, copyright (1989) with permission from Elsevier)
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Figure 1.31 Schematic images of oxygen concentration control by application of cusp magnetic
field

range and that a homogeneous distribution along the growth direction is available, regard-
less of the fraction solidified, by changing the magnetic field at the center of the melt
surface Ha, compared with crystal growth without a magnetic field. The mechanism of
oxygen control by applying a cusp magnetic field can be explained quantitatively by the
oxygen distribution in a silicon melt including a diffusion boundary layer as shown in
Fig. 1.27 in Section 1.3.2. A cusp magnetic field has a three-dimensional distribution of
magnetic flux, as shown in Fig. 1.28. As a result, it is easier to control magnetic-field
components vertical to the crucible sidewall Hs, where oxygen dissolution is accelerated,
and magnetic-field components vertical to the melt surface Ha, where oxygen evaporation
occurs independently. For example, for the configuration shown in Fig. 1.28(a), the com-
ponent of a magnetic field vertical to the crucible wall increases with an increasing cusp
magnetic field, which is due to suppression of convection near the crucible wall, con-
sequently, the average thickness of the diffusion boundary layer dS increases. However,
there is no change in the vertical component of the magnetic field, thus, no change of
average thickness of diffusion boundary layer da near the melt surface occurs. As a result,
a = da/ds decreases, which decreases the oxygen concentration in the silicon melt, and
then decreases the oxygen concentration in the silicon crystal, as shown in Fig. 1.29. On
the other hand, in the configuration in Fig. 1.28(b), the thickness of the diffusion boundary
layers da and dS can be controlled by changing the magnitude of the cusp magnetic-field
components Hs and Ha independently, as shown in Fig. 1.31. As a result, a = da/ds can
be changed freely and then the oxygen concentration in the melt Cm and in the crystal
Cc may decrease, as shown in Fig. 1.31(a), or increase, as shown in Fig. 1.31(b). Conse-
quently, a uniform oxygen distribution with increasing solidified fraction can be realized
in comparison with that without applying a magnetic field because the decrease of oxy-
gen concentration in silicon melt Cm is compensated, although the amount of silicon melt
decreases as a crystal grows.

1.4 DEFECT AND WAFER QUALITY

1.4.1 Oxygen precipitation and gettering

According to the phase diagram for the silicon-oxygen binary system, a solid silicon
phase has a small, but strongly temperature-dependent solubility for oxygen, as shown
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Figure 1.32 Phase diagram for the Si—O system (Reprinted from Mikkelsen in Oxygen, Carbon,
Hydrogen and Nitrogen in Crystalline Silicon eds. J. C. Mikkelsen et al. (1986), copyright (1986)
with permission from the Materials Research Society)

in Fig. 1.32. Near the melting temperature the solubility of oxygen is estimated to be
1018 atoms cm-3 and 1017 atoms cm-3 at 1200 °C, respectively [51]. Oxygen occupies
interstitial sites of a silicon crystal. Oxygen atoms in silicon crystals have two important
roles, i.e. suppression of introduction of dislocations during high-temperature processing
and gettering of heavy-metal contaminants.

During high-temperature annealing processes, such as surface oxidation, formation of
slip (dislocations) was observed, which caused warpage of wafers. Formation of disloca-
tions is caused by relief of thermal stress introduced by an inhomogeneous temperature
distribution, either at the initial stage of the process just after insertion of wafers into the
furnace, or at the final stage just after the withdrawal of wafers from the furnace. Introduc-
tion of dislocations is suppressed by oxygen atoms in Si crystals. This is due to so-called
impurity hardening; and the required oxygen concentration is of the order of lOppm.

The solubility of oxygen in silicon crystals shows a temperature dependence, as shown
in Fig. 1.32, the higher the temperature, the larger the solubility becomes. On heat treat-
ment at high temperature but lower than the melting temperature, excess amounts of
oxygen can precipitate as SiO2, whose crystallographic structure is different from that
of silicon. This results in formation of punch-out dislocations near the precipitates in Si
crystals, where metallic contaminants precipitate [52]. This is the origin of the intrinsic
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Figure 1.33 Concept of DZIG (denuded-zone intrinsic gettering)

gettering effect. The essential idea of gettering is as follows; a defect in a crystal can
getter contaminants that are introduced during the device-fabrication process. These are
Fe, Cu and other heavy metals introduced during ion implantation or the plasma process
for metallization. Thus, the gettering technique is important to remove these heavy-metal
contaminants and to increase the device yield in the production process.

There are several techniques of gettering; i.e., BSD (back-side damage), PBS (poly-
back-seal) and IG (intrinsic gettering). When the back side of wafers is sandblasted,
many defects are induced; these defects can getter contaminants. Poly-silicon crystals,
which have many grain boundaries, formed on the back side of the wafers also getter
contaminants. For 300–mm diameter wafers, neither BSD nor PBS can be applied, because
both surface and back side must be mirror polished. As mentioned in Section 1.2.5, this
is due to the fact that the focus-tracking capability of a stepper during lens-scan is quite
sensitive to wafer flatness. An important technique to increase yield of devices fabricated
on 300-mm diameter wafers is the denuded-zone intrinsic gettering (DZIG) technique,
as shown in Fig. 1.33. This technique can satisfy both requirements for silicon wafers;
silicon wafers must have sufficient gettering capability and the surface region of wafers
must be free of oxide precipitates.

To assure the gettering capability, silicon wafers must contain sufficient oxygen and
oxygen must be precipitated as oxide. The concentration of oxygen in silicon crystals is
controlled by the growth conditions, such as crucible/crystal rotation rates. The number
and size of oxide precipitates are controlled not only by the oxygen concentration but also
by the heat treatment during and after the crystal-growth process, i.e., control of nucle-
ation and growth of oxide precipitates. However, if oxide precipitates exist near the surface
region (denuded zone), where devices are fabricated, they cause degradation of device
yields. For example, oxide precipitates within this region cause an increase in the possibil-
ity of break-down in a gate oxide layer for the MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) structure.
Thus the region just beneath the surface must be clean and should not contain any oxide
precipitates. After preparing oxide precipitates, silicon wafers are annealed in a reducing
atmosphere, so that oxide precipitates can disappear within this area due to decomposi-
tion of oxides and out-diffusion of oxygen. This region is called the denuded zone, whose
thickness is about lOjim. Oxide precipitates in the denuded zone can be detected by
laser-beam scattering, if they exist. The temperature and time of heat treatment required
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for the device-fabrication process varies from factory to factory, line to line and process
to process. It also depends on the class of devices. Thus, it is difficult to clearly define
the specification of gettering capability. This is proprietary information to each company.

1.4.2 Grown-in defects

There are two classes of intrinsic grown-in point defects in silicon crystals, i.e., self-
interstitial silicon atoms and vacancies. Early studies have been carried out for float-zone
silicon crystals; A- and B-swirls correspond to interstitial defects and D-type defects to
vacancies [53]. According to Voronkov [54], the type of defects incorporated in silicon
crystals is controlled by a ratio of v/G, where v is the crystal growth rate and G is
the temperature gradient within the crystal near the solid/liquid interface. This simple
v/G rule has been generalized to the dislocation-free Czochralski silicon crystals [55].
Below the critical v/G value of 0.13–0.20mm2 min-1 K-1 interstitials are dominant and
above this value vacancies are dominant (Fig. 1.34). This v/G rule means that the type
of defects in crystals is governed by recombination of vacancies and self-interstitials in
the vicinity of the crystal/melt interface. At low v/G the recombination loss of point
defects is partially compensated by the diffusion flux from the interface into the crystal
so that the remaining point defects are self-interstitials that have a higher diffusivity. At
higher v/G the contribution of diffusion is small and surviving defects are vacancies.
Formation of secondary defects such as dislocation loops and void defects follows this
rule. Dislocation loops due to interstitial silicon atoms were observed for the low v/G
case and void defects resulting from agglomeration of vacancies for the high v/G case.
Because, for small-size crystals, the temperature gradient is large, dislocation loops can
be observed, whereas, for large-size crystals, void defects appear. For the commercially
produced Czochralski crystals, formation of void defects has been a problem for some
time, when the growth rate was increased to improve the throughput of production. The
mechanism of formation has been clarified recently and optimization of growth conditions
for defect-free crystals is a key to improved throughput of silicon crystals.

The behavior of secondary defects, such as ring OSF (oxidation-induced stacking
faults) and void defects, is closely related to that of incorporated oxygen, which occupies

Figure 1.34 Classification of grown-in microdefects (Reprinted from Voronkov and Falster /.
Cryst. Growth 194, (1998) 76, copyright (1998) with permission from Elsevier)
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Figure 1.35 Oxidation-induced stacking fault (Reprinted from Harada et al. Semiconductor Sili-
con 1986, copyright (1986) with permission from The Electrochemical Society)

interstitial positions. When silicon crystals grown at various growth rates were annealed
at high temperature and oxidized, stacking fault rings were formed. This is shown as the
white portion of the X-ray topograph in Fig. 1.35 [56]. Because this OSF looks circular
when observed in a wafer, it is also called a ring-OSF. The OSF appears within the vacancy
region near the boundary of different types of defect when growth rate is high. As shown
in Fig. 1.36, the P-band is converted into OSF through oxidizing annealing. The P-band is
located head-on to the B-band, which consists of dislocation loops and was formed when
the v/G or the growth rate is small. The OSF was formed during oxidation annealing:
particles or small voids in the P-band play a role in the heterogeneous nucleation center
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Figure 1.36 Spatial distribution of grown-in microdefects (Reprinted from Voronkov and Falster
J. Cryst. Growth 194, (1998) 76, copyright (1998) with permission from Elsevier)

Figure 1.37 OSF-ring position vs. vIG (Reprinted from Hourai et al Semiconductor Silicon 1998,
copyright (1998) with permission from The Electrochemical Society)

for stacking faults. The diameter of the OSF depends on growth rate v and the parameter
v/G, as well, as shown in Figs. 1.36 and 1.37 [55, 57]. Thus, OSF shrinks when v/G
becomes smaller and finally disappears, and then the whole area of the wafer turns into a
self-interstitial-defect region. On the other hand, the diameter of OSF becomes larger and
finally reaches the outer edge of ingot and then disappears, when v/G becomes larger.
The whole area of the wafer is in the vacancy-defect region.

As mentioned previously, silicon crystals contain many vacancies as intrinsic point
defects, particularly when v/G or growth rate v is high. Silicon crystals also contain
oxygen (see Section 1.3.3), which is supplied from the melt and is necessary for hardening
wafers and gettering. Figure 1.38 shows the behavior of vacancies and oxygen in silicon
crystals. During the cooling process silicon crystals are saturated with vacancies that
agglomerate as the temperature is lowered and finally form octahedral voids, i.e., negative
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Figure 1.38 Formation of void defects as a result of interaction of vacancies and oxygen (Reprinted
from Itsumi in Crystal Growth Technology, eds. H. Scheel and T. Fukuda (2003), copyright (2003)
with permission from Wiley)

crystals whose size is 100nm, as shown in Figs. 1.39 and 1.40 [58, 59]. The inside of the
void is coated with SiO2. Excess amounts of oxygen precipitate at the inside of the void.
The SiO2-coated voids have been studied for a long time by many researchers. Itsumi
and coworkers were the first to report oxide defects [59, 60]. However, the origin and
formation mechanism of this defect have not been clarified as yet. Historically, various
names were given according to the technique used to find this defect. In 1990 Ryuta
and his coworkers found particle-like defects on the wafer surface after SCI cleaning,
i.e., a mixture of aqueous ammonia, hydrogen peroxide and water [61]. This was named
the COP (crystal-originated particles) defect. Yamagishi and his coworkers observed FPD
(flow-pattern defects) by the Secco etch technique [62]. Since oxide precipitate defects
deteriorate the gate-oxide integrity of the MOS structure, the defects were named GOI
(gate-oxide integrity) defects [63]. The defects were also detected using light-scattering
tomography, thus the defects were named LST (laser-scattering tomography) defects [64].
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Figure 1.39 Octahedaral void defect observed by transmission electron microscope (Reprinted
from Kato et al. Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 35, (1996) 5597, copyright (1996) with permission from
Institute of Pure and Applied Physics, Japan)

Figure 1.40 Sketch of void defect (Reprinted from Itsumi in Crystal Growth Technology, eds. H.
Scheel and T. Fukuda (2003), copyright (2003) with permission from Wiley)

Generally speaking, it is very difficult to find the position and to observe the shape of
this type of defect simultaneously, because the size is 100 nm and the density is 105–106

cm-3. Conventionally, observation of the defect had been done by chance. A combination
of light-scattering tomography (LST) for identifying location [64], focused ion beam (FIB)
for sample thinning and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for shape observation
[58] has successfully solved the above problems, and it has been shown that COP and flow-
pattern defects are identical, i.e. voids whose inner walls were coated with SiO2. Figure 1.40
shows a sketch of void defects; they have an octahedral structure consisting of (111) facets
or a truncated octahedron with (001) facets. Dual-type voids were also observed.

From the viewpoint of LSI (large-scale integration) chip fabrication, void defects cause
a deterioration in production yield. Void defects in the area of locally oxidized silicon
(LOCOS) in the memory cell of MOS RAM cause excessive leakage current between
neighboring cells [65]. Voids in the area of a gate oxide also cause problems. Due to
down-sizing of the design rule towards lOnm, as shown in Table 1.1, chip-production
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yield could be more seriously affected by defects of this size. Silicon wafers without void
defects are needed. From the viewpoint of crystal-production throughput, the faster the
crystal is pulled, e.g. at 1 mmmin-1, the higher the economical benefit. However, crystals
must be pulled at lower pulling rates, as far as formation of void defects is concerned. As
countermeasures for this problem, the following alternatives are proposed; use of epitaxial
wafer and annealing in hydrogen or nitrogen atmosphere. Nitrogen-doped crystals have
been widely discussed [66, 67].

Use of EMCZ (electromagnetic Czochralski) could be one possible solution to over-
come the above-mentioned void-defect problem in the crystal-growth process based on
Voronkov's model. The EMCZ simultaneously utilizes application of magnetic flux B and
electric current /, resulting in Lorentz force F = I x B, which drives the melt azimuthally
as shown in Fig. 1.41 [49]. Due to the vertical magnetic field and the rotation of the melt,
buoyancy-driven convection is almost suppressed, but heat is transferred from the crucible
wall to the crystal horizontally mostly by conduction. From the viewpoint of heat transfer
the melt behaves as if it were solid. This suggests that enhanced heat transfer takes place
from the crucible to the crystal/melt interface; consequently the interface shape becomes
strongly concave. This assures a large thermal gradient G near the crystal/melt interface.
Thus, the crystal growth rate v can be increased while keeping the v/G constant, so that
defect-free crystals can be grown at even higher growth rate than that for the conven-
tional CZ method, as shown in Fig. 1.42. A homogeneous distribution of oxygen along
the radial direction is also assured by the EMCZ technique [68]. Oxygen is efficiently
transported by the hydromechanical effect of an electrode immersed into the melt close
to the crucible wall. Near the electrode a small counter cell is generated. This counter
cell drives oxygen efficiently from the crucible wall to the growing crystal.

Figure 1.41 Concept of EMCZ (Reprinted from Watanabe et al. Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 38, (1989)
777, copyright (1989) with permission from Institute of Pure and Applied Physics, Japan)
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Figure 1.42 Defect-free region by EMCZ

1.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter we have discussed many features of CZ-Si crystal growth. The big driving
force of CZ-Si crystal growth is IT (information technology). As long as IT is developing,
the demand for large, high-quality, reasonably priced Si wafers will remain. The following
are perspectives on this subject.

• Large crystal: LSI industries have recently started producing 300–mm wafers. According
to the technological trend, 450–mm wafers will be utilized in the future. However, use
of 450-mm wafers will be determined not only from the technical view point but also
from the business viewpoint.

• Numerical modeling: Modeling techniques have been improved year by year due to the
development of the capability of computers. Crystal growth had been previously treated
in two dimensions. Nowadays, three-dimensional and time-dependent calculation is
normal, and turbulent flow can be handled. The contribution of numerical modeling to
crystal growth will become much more important.

• Void defects: The current problems of bulk Si wafers are connected to void defects.
Epitaxial wafers are used for high-end products. However, if bulk wafers are employed,
Si wafers can be supplied at a more reasonable price. Crystal growers will hopefully
find a new solution, introducing a new technique, such as rotating magnetic field and/or
electromagnetic Czochralski (EMCZ).

• Understanding of crystal-growth process: From the viewpoint of the science of CZ-
Si growth, there are many subjects to be understood. One of these is the surface-
tension-driven (Marangoni) flow at the melt surface. The Marangoni effect for the
CZ-Si growth system is more complicated than that for the float-zone system. This is
a challenging subject for research. The data base for thermophysical properties of the
CZ-Si growth system must be improved; currently there is no direct measurement of
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thermal conductivity of molten silicon, which is one of the important parameters to
govern the growth rate of a single crystal.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the simplest terms, GaAs crystals are synthesized by reacting together high-purity Ga
and As. Dopants may be added to produce materials of different conduction type and
carrier concentration. However, the growth of compounds from the melt is a thermody-
namic process and is characterized by the shape of the phase diagram near the solidus at
temperatures just below the melting point of the compound. Hurle has published a thor-
ough reassessment of the thermodynamic parameters for GaAs, with and without doping
(Hurle, 1999). The complete phase diagram for Ga-As, showing the GaAs compound, is
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Figure 2.1 The complete phase diagram of the Ga-As system at an assumed pressure of As vapour
of about 1 atmos. The vertical line near 50 % composition is crystalline GaAs. (Reprinted from
Properties of Gallium Arsenide p.559, eds, M.R. Brozel and G.E. Stillman, (1996) copyright (1996)
with permission from IEE)

shown in Fig. 2.1 (Koster and Toma, 1955). However, details near the GaAs solidus are
not revealed at this large scale.

The shape of the GaAs solidus is more complicated than indicated in Fig. 2.1. In
particular, the congruent point, the maximum melting temperature, corresponds to a GaAs
compound containing more As than exists in stoichiometric material, Fig 2.2.

It follows that growth from a stoichiometric melt results in a solid phase containing
an excess of As of approximately 1 x 1019cm-3. The solidus is retrograde so that, if
thermodynamic equilibrium is maintained, this excess As must be lost from the host
as the solid cools. If this As supersaturation cannot be relieved by outdiffusion from the
crystal, then it will result in the generation of As-rich second phases (precipitates). Growth
from a Ga-rich melt will result in the growth of a stoichiometric crystal. However, the
melt will become more Ga-rich as growth proceeds leading to the growth of solid GaAs
that steadily becomes richer in Ga.

Experimental work has shown that either due to the incorporation of an intrinsic defect,
often assumed to be the gallium antisite defect, GaAs, (Holmes et al, 1982a) or a boron-
related defect, Ga-rich LEG GaAs is strongly p-type (Elliott, 1983). A possibility for the
latter defect is the boron antisite, BAs (Hobgood et al., 1982, Yu et al., 1981, Elliott et al
1982, Elliott, 1983).
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Figure 2.2 The GaAs solidus. The arrow marks the congruent point. (Reprinted from Hurle, J.
Appl. Phys. 85, (1999) 6957, copyright (1999) with permission from the American Institute of
Physics)

Although As richness is found in melt-grown GaAs, measured concentrations of excess
As do not exceed 1017 cm-3 (Kurusu et al., 1989, Terashima et al., 1984). It is not known
how most of the grown-in excess As atoms are lost.

2.2 DOPING CONSIDERATIONS

Unlike group IV semiconductors where shallow donors are group V atoms only, donors
in III-V compounds can occur on either sublattice, as IVIII or VIV, where the capital
letters represent the group in the Periodic Table from which the donor is selected and
the subscript is the sublattice occupied. However, only certain group IV atoms have a
suitable solubility on the Ga sublattice for them to be useful and the same situation is
true for group VI atoms on As lattice sites.

Similarly, acceptors can be of IIm or IVV types. (In principle, group IV atoms can be
both acceptors and donors, IVra and IVV, respectively, a situation known as 'amphoteric-
ity'. Silicon, and to a similar extent germanium, in GaAs behave like this.) Once again
not all of these occur in practice.

The choice of dopant depends mainly on its segregation coefficient and solubility (see
Hurle, 1999). Figure 2.3 shows most of the known shallow donors and acceptors in GaAs
with their ionization energies. Also shown in this figure are two important impurities that
generate levels deeper in the bandgap. Cu is an unwanted deep acceptor contaminant but
Cr has some technological importance and this element is discussed later.

Table 2.1 shows segregation coefficients for many impurities in melt-grown GaAs,
although the data in the first two columns are rather dated. Weisberg et al. (1960) doped
ingots, mainly polycrystalline, with the relevant impurity and then measured concentrations
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Figure 2.3 lonization energies, in eV, of the shallow donors and acceptors in GaAs. Also shown
are the important deep levels due to Cu and Cr. Cu is an impurity that can be introduced at growth or
by processing and causes deleterious effects in devices. Cr was originally used as a deep acceptor to
produce semi-insulating GaAs. Its use has fallen since the introduction of LEC and similar growth
techniques. (Updated from Semiconductor Devices, Physics and Technology, S.M. Sze, John Wiley,
1985, copyright (1985) with permission from John Wiley)

of the impurity at different positions of the ingot by atomic emission spectroscopy. Whe-
lan et al. performed similar measurements on a series of zone-refined crystals. However,
in their measurements the impurity was tagged with a radioactive tracer, making quanti-
tative estimates of concentration more sensitive and accurate. The third column includes
more modern data that has been discussed by Hurle (1999).

It should be noted that there are two 'segregation coefficients' for donors; one cor-
responds to atomic concentrations while the other describes the manner in which the
carrier concentration changes along the crystal axis. Because of autocompensation, these
are different. Table 2.1 reports atomic data. It should also be noted that segregation data
may be affected by the precise stoichiometry of the melt (Hurle, 1999) although this has
been shown not to be the case for Sn .doping (Brozel et al., 1987). Additionally, note
that segregation coefficients assume that once a solute has been added to the melt, no
further additions are made and nothing is lost, i.e. growth takes place in a conservative
system. This is not the case for carbon, which in LEC growth, probably enters the melt
continuously from the ambient gases (see later). There is, however, a consensus that the
segregation coefficient for carbon in GaAs is greater than unity.

In melt-grown GaAs, donors are usually either SiGa or TeAs, as each has a satisfactory
segregation coefficient and solubility, although other group VI species have been used. As
mentioned above, donors experience some degree of autocompensation with the result that
up to a carrier concentration, n, of about 3 x 1018cm-3 the carrier concentration is only
about 80 % of the added dopant concentration. Thermodynamic analysis has demonstrated
that for group VI donors this is a result of the formation of [donor — VGa] pair defects,
where VGa represents the Ga vacancy. Autocompensation for the case of Si doping is a
result of the amphotericity of Si with a fraction, about 10 %, of the Si atoms taking up
As lattice sites and behaving as shallow acceptors. Above n = 3 x 1018 cm-3, the carrier
concentration tends to saturate and extra donor atoms are involved in vacancy complexes
with a drop in electron mobility, the appearance of dislocation loops and a rapid rise in
lattice constant (Hurle, 1999).
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Table 2.1 Segregation coefficients of selected dopants in melt-grown GaAs. Columns 1 and 2 are
from Weisberg et al. (1960) and Whelan et al., cited in Skalski (1962). The sources for column 3
are; (1) Edmond, 1959, (2) Kobayashi and Osaka, (1985), (3) Brozel et al., (1987), (4) Willardson
and Allred, (1966), (5) Mullin et al. (1980), (6) Grinshtein et al. (1975), (7) Pelevin et al. (1971),
(8) Cronin and Haisty (1964), (9) Martin et al. (1979, 1980), (10) Gimel'farb et al. (1970), (11)
Brozel et al. (1982)

Ag
Al
C
Ca
Cd
Cr

Cu
Fe
Ge

In
Mg
Mn
Ni
P
Pb
S
Sb
Se

Si
Sn

Te
Zn

Weisberg et al. (1960)

0.1
3

<0.02
<0.02

<0.02
0.03

0.1
0.3

<0.02
<0.02

2
<0.02

0.3
<0.02

—

0.1
0.03

0.3
0.1

Whelan et al.

<0.2

< 0.002
0.003

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

0.5 <k < 1.0
—

0.44 < k < 0.55

0.14
—

0.05 < k < 0.16
0.27 < k < 0.9

Other

1.44(2)

0.00064(8)
0.00089(9)
0.00057(4)
0.00058(10)
0.00075 < k < 0.0011(11)

0.0028(5)
0.01(7)

0.3(4)

0.3(4)
0.43(5)
0.14(4)
0.004(3), 0.048(6),
0.08(4)
0.059(4), 0.068(5)
0.36(1), 0.4(4)

The p-type doping of melt-grown GaAs appears to be much easier. There is no auto-
compensation and the solubility of Zn, the most common acceptor dopant in melt-grown
GaAs, is over 1020cm-3. The segregation coefficient of Zn in GaAs is 0.4.

Although the partial pressure of Ga above a Ga-As melt at all reasonable tempera-
tures is extremely small and can be ignored, the partial pressures of As2 and As4 depend
sensitively on the melt composition and this can be used to control the ratio of Ga/As
in the melt as the crystal grows. Over a stoichiometric GaAs melt at the melting tem-
perature of 1238°C this pressure is approximately 2 atmos (1 atmos above ambient)
of which approximately 60% is As4. It is necessary to control this pressure to retain
melt composition and to impede the loss of As from the melt. This requirement to
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compensate for the As dissociation from the melt has resulted in the development of
several growth techniques.

2.3 GROWTH TECHNIQUES

2.3.1 Horizontal Bridgman and horizontal gradient
freeze techniques

The first growth method to be used commercially was the horizontal Bridgman (HB)
technique (Weisberg et al., 1960). In essence, the growth chamber consists of a horizontal
quartz tube, at one end of which is a quartz crucible containing the Ga/As melt near the
melting temperature (rm) of 1238 °C, while the other end is cooler, near 617°C, and
contains a small quantity of elemental As, Fig. 2.4.

This As produces the overpressure of As that controls the stoichiometry of the Ga-As
melt. The Ga-As melt is often formed by reacting molten, metallic Ga in the growth
section with As vapour produced from the As reservoir at the other end. In other pro-
cesses poly crystalline GaAs is used as the source for the molten Ga-As. The growth can
proceed in two ways. In the classical HB technique the initial melt exists in a region at
a temperature just above Tm but adjacent to a small temperature gradient. A seed crystal,
already placed in the crucible with part of it in the melt while the rest is at a temperature
below Tm, will initiate growth. The melt is moved mechanically through the temperature
gradient so that the entire melt is gradually cooled below Tm. Eventually, all of the GaAs
melt solidifies on the seed as a single crystal and with the same orientation.

In a modification to HB, the mechanical withdrawal of the GaAs melt through the gra-
dient is replaced by slowly reducing the temperature of the growth region electronically.

Figure 2.4 Horizontal Bridgman technique for growing GaAs. Growth takes place in the high-
temperature region of the furnace, whilst the As vapor pressure is controlled by the presence
of elemental As in the low-temperature region. The interface between the melt and the solid is
gradually moved until all the GaAs is solidified. (Reprinted from Semiconductor Devices, Physics
and Technology, S.M Sze, John Wiley, 1985, copyright (1985) with permission from John Wiley)
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This is the horizontal gradient freeze (GF) method (Woodall, 1964). It has the advantage
of needing less space and is less sensitive to mechanical disturbance.

In both cases, crystals are best grown along (111) to reduce the occurrence of twinning.
{001} wafers can be extracted from the (111) ingot by accurate sawing. Advantages of
the HB and horizontal GF methods include the potential for good visibility of the growth
interface allowing the operator to make modifications as growth takes place. However,
grown crystals have a D-shaped cross section because of the shape of the melt in the
crucible and subsequent wafering. Considerable loss of material is incurred if the wafers
are edge-ground to make them circular.

HB and horizontal GF GaAs are contaminated with silicon atoms from the quartz
growth tube and this renders them n-type. This contamination can be limited to below
1016cm-3 and is not a problem if highly doped n-type material is required, as extra Si
will be added to the melt anyway. The use of crucibles made of pyrolytic boron nitride
(pBN) instead of quartz allows GaAs to be grown with a low residual carrier concentration
(<1012 cm-3) but there is a disadvantage in terms of their high cost. Although there are
few uses for p-type bulk GaAs, the overdoping of the melt with an acceptor species
(usually Zn) effectively renders the crystal p-type. The reduction in hole mobility by
compensation of a minority of the Zn atoms by the Si atoms is of little consequence.

However, regardless of the type of crucible material, the advantages of semi-insulating
(SI) behaviour can only be obtained after residual donors have been counterdoped by
the incorporation of Cr atoms in the melt (Cronin and Haisty (1964), Martinez et al.
(1981)). Cr atoms act as deep acceptor centers in n-type GaAs and act to pin the Fermi
energy just above midgap, see Fig. 2.3. The GaAs so produced exhibits a resistivity
that can exceed 108 ocm. Such Cr-doped GaAs was the mainstay of the high-speed
GaAs device industry for over a decade. However, issues of segregation, low solubility
and rapid outdiffusion of Cr atoms from substrates during high-temperature processing,
including epitaxy, made these substrates undesirable once high-purity semi-insulating
material became widely available. Finally, the combination of poor thermal conductivity
and low critically resolved shear stress (CRSS) at elevated temperatures results in the
inevitable thermal gradients in the cooling crystal producing plastic deformation by the
creation of slip dislocations. In HB and horizontal GF material the dislocation densities
are around 103 cm-2 (see Chen et al. (1990)) although these densities can be reduced by
over an order of magnitude due to 'impurity hardening' in highly n-type GaAs (Moravec
et al., 1991). Dislocations, their generation and their properties will be considered later.

2.3.2 Liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEG) technique

The Czochralski technique, in which a crystal is pulled from a melt, was originally used
for metals and was then modified for the commercial growth of Ge and then Si. The
seed and crystal is rotated around a vertical axis as growth proceeds. This results in the
immediate advantage of producing ingots of circular cross section. Simultaneous rotation
of the melt can result in efficient mixing of the host and dopant, a great advantage for
doped crystals.

In the case of compounds, where the partial pressures of one or both components are
large, the melt surface must be protected either by incorporating an independent source
of the vapour under dissociation (as in HB or GF growth) or by other means. In LEC
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growth, the surface is covered by an encapsulant layer of liquid boric oxide, 6203, (Metz
et al. (1962), Mullin et al. (1968)). This is prepared from boric acid, which is baked under
vacuum at high temperature to remove most of the water. The residual water content can
be specified from a minimum level of ~100ppm to a few thousand ppm. The water
content can be accurately measured by infrared absorption of the OH stretching mode
(Shropshall and Skinner, 1984). This value is critical for the chemical reactions that take
place during growth. The axially rotating crystal is withdrawn through the encapsulant
and then cools naturally by heat radiation, and by conduction and convection via the
high-pressure ambient gas, see Fig. 2.5.

LEG pullers use high-purity elements for the in-situ synthesis of GaAs. They are high-
pressure growth machines (and, therefore, expensive) because the internal pressure can
exceed 60 atmos when the Ga and As are compounded. The boric oxide becomes liquid
at temperatures of a few hundred degrees Celsius and floats to the surface of the other
materials in the crucible. At all times during the subsequent reaction and growth it protects
the surface from As loss. Its water content helps to purify the melt (Oliver et al., 1981).
An example of this behaviour is shown in Fig. 2.6 (Wafer Technology Ltd.).

If the crucible is quartz the resulting, nominally undoped, crystal is n-type because of
Si incorporation. However, if the crucible is made from pyrolytic boron nitride (pBN)
the crystal is SI over its entire length even without the introduction of Cr into the melt
(Hobgood et al., 1982).

Nearly all LEG GaAs is contaminated by boron at concentrations up to 1018cm-3

depending on the water content of the boric oxide (Holmes et al., 1982). High B concen-
trations are observed for growth from boric oxide of the lowest water content, see Fig. 2.7.

In all SI material the B atoms take up Ga lattice sites and are electrically inactive
(Holmes, 1982b). In Si-doped GaAs some of the B atoms appear to be incorporated as
an acceptor species, resulting in some compensation (Laithwaite et al., 1977).

Figure 2.5 LEG growth. The hollow arrow indicates the liquid/solid interface where growth takes
place. As the growing crystal is pulled through the molten boric oxide it is rotated, resulting in
a cylindrical ingot. The crucible is rotated in the opposite direction to stir the melt efficiently
(Courtesy of Wafer Technology pic, UK)
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Figure 2.6 Reduction in total impurity content of LEC-grown GaAs crystals as a function of the
water content of the boric-oxide encapsulant (Courtesy of Wafer Technology pic, UK)

Figure 2.7 Showing the reduction of boron uptake into the growing undoped LEC GaAs crystal
when boric oxide of greater water content is used (Courtesy of Wafer Technology pic, UK)

The shape control is also assisted by the presence of large radial gradients limiting the
diameter of the crystal through the curvature of the growth interface isotherm. The growth
rate is controlled by measuring the rate of weight increase by means of a load cell within
the pressure vessel. This information is used to control the furnace temperature within a
feedback loop, providing continuous shape control throughout the growth, including the
'grow-out phase' from the seed to the final crystal diameter.

Advantages of LEC growth include the in-situ synthesis of the compound, the fact
that the melt is not in contact with the crucible (being separated from it by the boric
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oxide) and the high yield of long, single crystals of large diameter. The high yield of
large single crystals is aided by the large radial and axial thermal gradients that are a
feature of Czochralski growth. As we will show later, the high thermal gradients that
assist LEG growth also result in large dislocation densities, up to 105 cm-2. Uncontrolled
cooling of the LEG crystal causes the outside to contract onto the core, creating slip
dislocations at densities from 104 to 105 cm-2 (Jordan et al., 1980). This defect creation
occurs just below the crystallisation temperature where dislocation motion by slip is easy.
In addition, high concentrations of native point defects, which allow dislocation motion
by climb, are also present. As a result, the dislocations are able to polygonise into cells,
a rearrangement that reduces their strain energies. The final arrangement of a dislocation
cell structure is the situation that is usually seen when a wafer is assessed.

As in HB and HGF growth, the crystal can be doped n-type or p-type. Si or Te is
normally used for n-type doping, while Zn is used for p-type material. As mentioned
above, a reaction between the melt and the boric oxide has been found to occur with Si
doping leading to a reduction in Si uptake and considerable boron contamination of the
GaAs (Brozel et al. (1978)). In many cases, the concentration of B in the final crystal is
comparable to the Si concentration. Nevertheless, Si remains one of the preferred donors
for LEG GaAs.

GaAs crystals of mass up to 25 kg and diameter up to 200 mm are easily produced.
Wafers of 150mm diameter are routinely supplied to device manufacturers from LEG
crystals: at the time of writing this article 200–mm diameter wafers were being made
available to manufacturers for assessment.

2.3.2.1 Growth of SI LEG GaAs

The growth of nominally undoped GaAs by LEG from a pBN crucible results in SI
behaviour. Chemical analysis of this type of GaAs always finds a concentration of car-
bon that is higher than the total concentrations of all other electrically active impurities
(Holmes et al., 1982c). The high carbon concentrations are not too surprising because
not only is carbon a possible impurity in both Ga and As but there are many compo-
nents of the LEG puller, namely the heaters and much of the thermal insulation, that
are also made of carbon. Much work has shown that the carbon is introduced to the
Ga-As melt through the gas phase, probably as carbon monoxide and the control of
the partial pressure of this gas, when deliberately introduced, can be used to control
the uptake of carbon in the crystal (Doering et al., 1990). Because carbon atoms take
up As sites and act as shallow acceptors, the resulting crystal would be expected to
be p-type.

Some of the carbon acceptors are compensated by residual concentrations of shallow
donors such as silicon and sulfur. The compensation of the rest is performed by native
deep donor defects. Most of these occur at low concentration. However, one, known as
EL2, occurs at concentrations between 1 and 1.5 x 1016cm-3. Although it is the par-
tial ionisation of this donor that pins the Fermi energy close to midgap and results in
SI behaviour, the final resistivity of the GaAs depends mainly on the carbon concen-
tration (Lambert et al., 1990). The atomic identity of EL2 was a hot topic of research
for many years and there still remain questions as to its identity (Baranowski and Traut-
man, 1996). However, what is not questioned is that the defect involves the As-antisite
defect, AsGa.
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After growth, high concentrations of EL2 are found associated with dislocations and
this results in nonuniformities in electrical properties (Grant et al., 1982, Skolnick et al.,
1984a). Microprecipitates of hexagonal As are also found in close association with the
dislocations (Cullis et al., 1980). Most manufacturers use ingot anneals at temperatures
close to 1000°C to render EL2 concentrations more uniform and to improve electrical
uniformity (Rumsby et al., 1984). Some follow ingot heat treatments with anneals of the
individual wafers (Oda, 1996). The schedules of these treatments vary between wafer
suppliers but, in general, after these treatments the resistivity is of the order of 107 ocm
with a uniformity of better than ±10%.

It must be emphasized that the dislocation density cannot be reduced by heat treat-
ments and this has led to the development of improved growth techniques. One of these
employs the concept of a hot-wall enclosure to reduce the high thermal gradients seen
in conventional LEG growth, the first implementation of which was by Gremmelmaier
(1956). These techniques seek to reduce thermal gradients by controlling the ambient gas
temperature. The consequence of this is a greater decomposition of the surface due to loss
of As that is overcome by the use of a separate As source within the hot-wall chamber.
This leads to the term vapour-controlled Czochralski (VCZ) (Pekarek, 1970, Inada et al.,
1986, Rudolph and Jurisch, 1999) which produces crystals of reduced dislocation density.

An alternative method to reduce dislocation densities in melt-grown GaAs and one
now gaining dominance is the vertical gradient freeze (VGF) method.

2.3.3 Vertical gradient freeze (VGF) technique

This is a modification of the horizontal technique where the melt is contained in a vertical
crucible above a seed crystal. The crucible, surrounded by the furnace, is normally pBN
and boric oxide is used as the encapsulant to protect the melt and avoid wetting the crucible
walls. This arrangement can be employed for heavily doped n- and p-type material as well
as high-purity SI crystals. Quartz crucibles can also be used for n-type growth. However,
in this case, boric-oxide encapsulant cannot be used due to adhesion to the crucible and
crystal, resulting in cracking on cooling. For growth in quartz, the system must be sealed
to allow an As vapour-pressure balance. Also, the crucible surface must be specially
prepared to avoid melt wetting on the walls. The main motivation for this latter method
is to avoid boron contamination from the encapsulant, (Bourret and Merk, 1991).

The growth proceeds from the bottom of the melt upwards with a usual growth direction
of <100> until the melt is exhausted (Monberg et al., 1989). Diameter control of the
growing crystal is not an issue with this method allowing smaller temperature gradients
to be employed. This results in a crystal with lower dislocation densities, typically between
102 and 103cm-2. A VGF growth schematic is shown in Fig. 2.8.

The starting material is poly crystalline GaAs. This must be synthesised in a separate
reactor, which can be of similar design to the furnace arrangement in a LEG puller.
Allowance can be made for the introduction of a controlled amount of carbon, which
will be necessary for SI behaviour in the final ingot. The use of polycrystalline GaAs
starting material means that the VGF equipment can be easily fabricated 'in house' as
high pressures will not be experienced. Initially the major drawback to VGF was the low
growth rate coupled with the inability to see the progress of the growth. In other words,
if growth was not progressing correctly, this could not be detected until after the entire
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Figure 2.8 VGF growth. The seed crystal, in the narrow section at the bottom of the crucible, is
held below the melt and the growth takes place upwards. The hollow arrow indicates the solid/liquid
interface where growth takes place. The boric oxide surrounds the liquid and solid and helps in the
final extraction of the cooled crystal from the crucible (Courtesy of Wafer Technology pic, UK)

melt was solidified and this was several days in most circumstances. However, after the
method is optimized the yield can approach 100 %. The usual dopants can be employed
if conducting material is required.

The reduced dislocation density in VGF GaAs has made it the material of choice for
most applications. This is because the trend towards epitaxial-based structures for both
opto and microwave electronic devices has fuelled a requirement for improved structural
quality of substrates. This is in contrast to earlier technologies using ion implantation
where precise control of point defects in the bulk was the dominant consideration. At
the time of writing, SI wafers of 200 mm diameter have been supplied as test wafers to
device manufacturers.

2.4 CRYSTALLINE DEFECTS IN GaAs

Crystal defects are crucial in determining the electrical and some optical properties of
GaAs. Most of these are incorporated into melt-grown, substrate material but they can be
generated in later processing steps.

2.4.1 Defects in melt-grown, semi-insulating GaAs

2.4.1.1 Structural defects

Previously, the problems associated with melt growth were introduced. The growing
crystal, cooling from the outside, experiences compressive stresses that cause plastic
deformation by the introduction and subsequent motion of dislocations.

In SI GaAs many of the dislocations move by slip and climb to produce a cell-like
structure following polygonization. This structure is complex and is best revealed by
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specialized chemical etching of the surface (Abrahams and Buiocchi, 1965, Blunt et al.,
1982) or reflection X-ray topography (Lang, 1978). Each technique reveals; classical
dislocation cells, 'lineage' (the boundary between sections of the crystal that have a small
tilt misorientation and caused by dislocation motion) and residual slip that has not resulted
in polygonization, possibly because it occurred at lower temperatures. The lineage occurs
preferentially along the {110} diameters. A typical image from a 20–mm2 area from a
3-inch diameter {001} SI LEG GaAs is shown in Fig. 2.9.

Selective etching by molten KOH is commonly used by substrate manufacturers in
order to reveal dislocations passing through the surface and being revealed as pits. Thus,
they obtain an 'etch pit density', or EPD, which corresponds to the dislocation density,
(see, for example, Brown and Warwick, 1986). However, TEM is a preferable though
much slower method for investigating dislocations (see, for example, Bangert, 1996).

VGF GaAs contains a much lower density of dislocations but even these are found to
be in the form of a cell structure (Breivik et al., 1992). n+ GaAs is much less dislocated
and no cell structure is present. It is thought that the slip velocity of dislocations on their
glide planes is reduced in highly n-type material, or that impurity hardening by the dopant
atoms occurs (Seki, 1978), so that n+ GaAs contains far fewer dislocations than SI or
p-type material. This reduction is very marked in Si-doped GaAs.

Figure 2.10 is a representation of the dislocation density ranges obtained for different
growth techniques. In the cases of undoped GaAs, we can see the relative contribu-
tions from the growth techniques themselves. For 2-inch diameter undoped VGF GaAs
a dislocation density below 103 cm-2 can be achieved. Within the methodology of the
VGF technique itself, Si doping above a threshold level of about 1017 cm-3 results in
a further marked reduction in dislocation density. Two cases are distinguished; growth
in a quartz crucible without boric-oxide encapsulant, VGF Si(Q), results in a dislocation
density between 1 and 3 x 102 cm-2 but growth in the presence of boric oxide, VGF
Si(pBN), leading to the concomitant introduction of B atoms into the crystal, results in a
further large reduction to levels below 10cm-2. The concentration of B introduced into
the crystal is shown in Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.9 A 20-mm2 area of a 3-inch diameter {001} SI LEG GaAs after etching to reveal
dislocations. Many of the dislocations are arranged in a cellular-wall formation enclosing regions
where the dislocation density is small. The nearly vertical line, closely aligned along [110] is lineage
where dislocations have interacted to produce a small-angle tilt boundary. (Courtesy of D.J. Stirland.)
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Figure 2.10 This plot demonstrates the improvement of structural quality, in terms of dislocation
density as revealed by etch pit density, as a function of growth method, see text (Courtesy of Wafer
Technology pic, UK)

Boron is introduced into the crystal by a chemical reaction between the Si dopant and
the encapsulant. For a given Si-melt concentration, a lower Si level is retained by crystals
grown with encapsulation. Also, for similar Si concentrations in the GaAs crystal the
electrical activity measured as donor concentration is reduced in the pBN grown material.

However, Te doping at the same level is not as efficient in this hardening process. More-
over, the presence of Si, with or without B, cannot be the only reason for lattice hardening as
the addition of neutral atoms such as In at high concentration can also reduce the dislocation
density to near zero (Jacob, 1982). There are separate reports of 'hardening' of undoped
GaAs by boron incorporation at concentrations above 5 x 1017 cm-3 (Tada et al., 1982)

Figure 2.11 This plot demonstrates how the introduction of boron atoms into GaAs depends on
the crucible material and the concentration of Si. In the histogram, cc is the carrier concentration
measured by Hall effect (Courtesy of Wafer Technology pic, UK)
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2.4.1.2 Point defects

SI GaAs is a relatively pure material. It contains boron impurities at high concentration
but these are neutral, see Section 2.2.3. Silicon and sulfur, both shallow donors, are found
at concentrations around 1015 cm-3. Concentrations of other electrically active impurities
are extremely low and can be ignored.

The exception is carbon, a shallow acceptor, which occurs naturally in LEG GaAs,
but that is often added intentionally to VGF GaAs, at concentrations between 1014 and
1016cm-3. For this reason carbon is then treated as a dopant and not an impurity. The
accurate measurement of the carbon concentration is challenging. The standard method
uses the low-temperature, far-infrared absorption due to the localised vibrational modes
(LVM) of carbon acceptors, a technique that has a sensitivity of around 1014 cm-3 (Murray,
1996), see Section 2.5.

However, SI GaAs contains many native defects, and these are listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Deep electronic levels observed in melt-grown, SI GaAs. EL is an electron level and
HL is a hole level. In most commercial material only EL2 exists at concentrations exceeding
1015 cm-3 and is the only deep level assumed to be involved in the compensation mechanism to
give SI properties. (Reprinted from Brozel, Properties of Gallium Arsenide, Eds M.R. Brozel and
G.E. Stillman, p.377 (1996), copyright (1996) with permission from IEE)

Label

EL11

EL17

EL14

EL6
EL5
EL3
EL2

HL10

HL9
HL7

'GaAs'

Origin

complex defect

native defect

AsGa or
[AsGa—X]

Gallium antisite
GaAs or
boron
antisite BAs

Concentration
(cm—3)

1014-1015

1014–1015

1013 to 1015

1–1.5 x 1016

below 2 x 1014

~ 1015

3 x 1015 to
3 x 1016

(dependent on
Ga-richness of
melt)

Emission
energy
(eV)

EC – 0.17

EC - 0.22

EC - 0.215

EC - 0.35

EC - 0.42

EC - 0.575

EC - 0.825

EC - 0.95
(double
donor)

Ev + 0.83

Ev + 0.69

Ev + 0.35

Ev + 0.077

Ev + 0.203
(double
acceptor)

Capture cross
section (cm2)

3 x 10–16

1.0 x 10–14

5.2 x 10–16

1.5 x 10–13

10–13

1.2 x 10–13

1.2 x 10–13

1.7 x 10–13

1.1 x 10–13

6.4 x 10–15
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Most native point defects are deep donors, at concentrations between 1013 and
1015 cm–3 with one, EL2, the 'As antisite' defect (AsGa), being dominant, existing at
a concentration of between 1 and 1.5 x 1016cm–3. Compensation of the carbon acceptors
by EL2 pins the Fermi level near the centre of the bandgap, the other point defects being
fully ionized by this process. The lack of native acceptors at concentrations above those
of donors makes the presence of carbon (or other chemical acceptors) mandatory for
SI behaviour.

2.4.1.2.1 The EL2 centre

Because of the importance of the EL2 centre, selected important properties are
reviewed below.

EL2 is a native deep double donor whose first ionization state is at 0.75 eV above
the valence band. This is the level that controls the Fermi level in SI GaAs. A second
ionization from + to ++ occurs at an energy at 0.54 eV above the valence band.

Only the singly ionized state is paramagnetic but EPR measurements on this state
have clearly demonstrated that EL2 contained the As antisite, AsGa, defect (Wagner
et al., 1980).

EL2 exhibits a broad near-infrared absorption band in SI GaAs, which has been sep-
arated into components from neutral and singly ionized EL2 (Martin, 1981, Skowronski
et al, 1986).

At low temperatures EL2 defects can be excited into an inert metastable state by
irradiating the GaAs with subbandgap light (Martin, 1981). In this state EL2 has no
observable optical or electrical properties. This process is associated with a photoactivated
relaxation of AsGa along a <111> direction into an interstitial site to produce a [Asi — VGa]
complex (Dabrowski and Scheffler, 1988, Chadi and Chang, 1988). Normal deep-donor
behaviour is recovered by warming above 140 K.

The two states of EL2 are shown in Fig. 2.12. (Interestingly, a similar deduction
about the motion of donor atoms has been made in highly n-type GaAlAs when the Al
content exceeds a critical value, the loss of normal donor behaviour being ascribed to
the generation of the 'DX' center. Thus, conduction electrons are lost on irradiating the

Figure 2.12 The two states of EL2. The dark circles are As atoms. In Td symmetry the central As
atom is tetrahedrally bonded to four nearest-neighbour As atoms as AsGa- In the state represented by
C3v symmetry this As atom has been excited to move along the <111> direction where an uncharged
metastable site is present. It is now represented by [VGa - Asi]. Heating above 140 K causes the
As atom to return to the stable AsGa structure. (Reprinted from J.M. Baranowski and P. Trautman
in Properties of Gallium Arsenide, eds M.R. Brozel and G.E. Stillman, p. 353 (1996), copyright
(1996) with permission from IEE)
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cooled sample with subbandgap light. The recovery from DX-like behaviour is also found
by warming the sample.)

High concentrations of EL2 are found in close association with dislocations in as-
grown material. Coupled with the presence of As precipitates, this demonstrates that the
environments of dislocations are very As-rich. EL2 concentrations are rendered uniform
by ingot anneals that, as expected, also improve the uniformity of electrical properties.

Concentrations of EL2 defects are easily determined by measuring their room-
temperature infrared absorption at wavelengths near 1 micrometre (Martin, 1981). The
use of an infrared-sensitive CCTV camera or photographic film can allow mapping of the
concentrations to be made (Brozel, 1996).

Another defect, often referred to as the "reverse contrast", or RC, defect can also be
mapped; though at lower sample temperatures, using a small variation of this absorption
technique (Skolnick et aL, 1984b, Brozel and Skolnick, 1994). RC absorption also reveals
dislocations. However, concentrations of RC defects are not completely homogenized by
these heat treatments indicating that other point defects may also be resistant to standard
anneal protocols. RC defects occur at relative concentrations that are the reverse of EL2
defects in unannealed material (they are high where [EL2] is low, and vice versa) and
seem to control minority carrier lifetime in SI GaAs and, thus, their low-temperature lumi-
nescence. Their identity as being As vacancies was demonstrated by positron annihilation
methods (Le Berre et a/., 1995) and their nonuniform distribution was explained, at least
in part, by the influence of dislocations on the As Frenkel reaction on the As sublattice
as the crystal cools (Brozel and Tuzemen, 1994). The identities of other point defects in
SI GaAs have not been determined.

2.5 IMPURITY AND DEFECT ANALYSIS OF GaAs (CHEMICAL)

Because concentrations of impurities in GaAs, with the exceptions mentioned previously,
are extremely low and always less than 1 part per million (ppm) or ~ 4 x 1016cm–3,
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), or glow-discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS),
are the chosen methods for chemical analysis (see, Schroder 1998). In these methods, the
surface is ablated and ionised. The secondary ions from the material under investigation
are then passed through a mass spectrometer before detection. Sensitivities of better
than 1013 cm–3 are quoted by most GDMS laboratories. Unfortunately, important species
like hydrogen, oxygen and carbon are not detected with adequate sensitivity by these
techniques unless considerable care is taken to remove these impurities from the vacuum
ambient of the mass spectrometer. A typical example of a GDMS analysis is given in
Table 2.3.

In bulk GaAs, C and H are best detected using infrared absorption by localised vibra-
tional modes (LVM). This technique exploits the fact that light impurities in a solid have
vibrational frequencies that do not couple well to the lattice modes (phonons); they vibrate
at frequencies above the maximum optical phonon frequency (Restrahlen) and lose this
energy only slowly to the lattice. This gives them a long lifetime and a narrow band-
width resulting in sharp absorption bands that fall in the mid- to far-infrared part of the
spectrum, usually between 4 and 30 micrometres. Because vibrational frequencies and
their absorption strengths depend on the atomic weights of the atoms and their isotopic
abundances, respectively, LVM measurements can reveal the atom type unambiguously
in many circumstances.
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Table 2.3 A typical GDMS analysis of undoped SI GaAs.
Concentrations are expressed in parts per billion (ppb) atomic.
Note that previous measurements in the GDMS equipment
have left some contamination so that some maximum concen-
trations, such as In, are artificially increased

Element

Li
Be
B
F
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ge
Se
Mo
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
Pb
Bi

Ingot 1

<2
<1.6
110
<4
<0.5

1
1

20
<0.7
48
2

<10
<12
<0.08
<0.5

1.3
4

<0.3
<0.7

2
<35
<6
<0.4
<4

<100
<2
<0.6

1.3
<0.2
<0.2

Ingot 2

<2
<1.2
31

<4
<0.8
<0.5

1.2
26

1.4
44
3

<10
<10

0.7
<0.7

0.5
4

<0.3
<1

8
<35
<7
<0.4
<4

<100
<2
<0.6
<0.7
<0.3
<0.2

Ingot 3

<2
<1.3
41

<5
10
2
3

32
2

36
6

<12
<12
<0.1
<1

1
5

<0.3
<1
12

<30
<8
<0.4
<5

<100
<2

1.5
<0.8
<0.2
<0.2

Measurement of these narrow absorption bands, often employing a Fourier trans-
form infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer and low sample temperatures, provides sensitive
information not only of concentrations but also of the atomic environments of the impu-
rity atoms.

Unfortunately, absorption from free carriers is very strong in this spectral region and
this must be reduced, usually by irradiation of the sample with high-energy electrons. At
suitably low fluences, this produces deep levels that compensate the material, apparently
without otherwise affecting the impurities. However, this makes the technique difficult
for routine measurements. SI GaAs does not need this treatment, making it the method
of choice for the measurement of carbon concentration (Section 2.4.1.2).
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Figure 2.13 An LVM absorption spectrum of GaAs doped with Si at a concentration of around
5 x 1018 cm–3 after high-energy electron irradiation to remove free carriers. (Reprinted from R.
Murray in Properties of Gallium Arsenide, eds. M.R. Brozel and G.E. Stillman, p. 228 (1996),
copyright (1996) with permission from IEE)

As an example, an LVM absorption spectrum from an n+ GaAs sample containing a
high concentration of Si is shown in Fig. 2.13. Lines due to Sica donors are present at 384,
379 and 373 cm–1 corresponding to vibrations of 28Si, 29Si and 30Si on Ga lattice sites,
respectively. Lines from SiAs shallow acceptors, [28SiGa — 28SiAS] nearest-neighbour pairs
and complexes labelled Si-X and Si-Y, seen only at high Si concentration are also seen.

An excellent review of LVM analysis has been presented by Newman, 1994.
The importance of oxygen in commercial GaAs has been questioned for many years.

However, the maximum concentrations detected in bulk material are usually below the
sensitivity limit for chemical techniques or LVM absorption. The only reports of oxygen
at relatively high concentration in LEC GaAs were based on a few, carefully prepared
crystals (Alt, 1989).

Other methods of chemical analysis are either in disuse or out of the scope of this
short section and will not be discussed here.

2.6 IMPURITY AND DEFECT ANALYSIS OF GaAs
(ELECTRICAL)

2.6.1 Introduction to the electrical analysis of defects in GaAs

One of the simplest ways of assessing a sample of GaAs is a measurement of carrier
concentration and mobility. This is easily achieved in conducting material by Hall-effect
analysis. Applications of the Hall effect to GaAs have been discussed in detail by Look,
(Look, 1989). This rather simple measurement can give considerable information about
concentrations of shallow and deeper electronic levels. However, its sensitivity to the
latter is rather limited. Also, measurements in SI GaAs are complicated by the difficulty
in passing sufficient current through the material to achieve a measurable Hall voltage
and the extremely high source impedance of the latter. There are also complications
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resulting from surface-conduction effects and long time-constant photoconductivity that
require modified procedures. For these reasons specialist Hall-effect equipment and sample
preparation must be used to assess this material. Fortunately, there exist other highly
sensitive electrical assessment techniques that can be used to assess SI GaAs.

However, before these are introduced the importance of mapping needs to be empha-
sized. It is clearly important to reveal variations of electrical parameters across a wafer
and changes that may occur from wafer to wafer. These measurements, which must be
performed rapidly and preferably without contact to the GaAs wafer, are often limited to
resistivity. For conducting materials, eddy-current-loss measurements can be made very
rapidly with a resolution of a few mm. This equipment has been available commercially
for many years. For SI GaAs the absorption of RF radiation is very small and another
technique, time-domain charge measurement, (TDCM) has been developed (Stibal et al.,
1991). This method, which measures the dielectric relaxation time in order to give resis-
tivity data, can have a spatial resolution of a few tens of micrometres (Wickert et al.,
1999). An example of a resistivity map from a typical 2-inch diameter SI GaAs wafer is
shown in Fig. 2.14.

2.6.1.1 Identification of shallow impurities

In p-type GaAs shallow acceptors have an appreciable ionization energy and in nondegen-
erate material the resulting free holes can often be frozen-out by cooling to temperatures
close to 4.2 K. The Hall effect can be very useful here. An Arrhenius plot extracted from
carrier-concentration measurements taken as a function of temperature can reveal this
activation energy and, therefore, the acceptor. The presence of more than one acceptor
makes the analysis more difficult; if compensating donors are present they are not revealed
directly but mobility data can indicate their concentration.

Figure 2.14 A resistivity map of a 2-inch diameter VGF, undoped SI GaAs wafer without anneal.
Much of the variation in resistivity is associated with dislocation cell structure (Courtesy of Wafer
Technology plc, UK)
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This method does not work with n-type material because the ionization energies of
shallow donors are very similar and, although total donor concentrations can be estab-
lished, identification is impossible. Once again, it is assumed that no acceptors act as
compensating defects.

However, a more complex technique, photo-thermal ionization spectroscopy (PTIS)
can identify donors (Stillman et al., 1977). This is based on the fact that the energy, A£,
to excite the outermost bound s-electron to its first excited 2p state depends on the donor
type. In PTIS, the sample, with Ohmic contacts, is cooled to temperatures near 10 K. Its
conductivity is measured under illumination with light from a monochromator. When the
photon energy is equal to A£, the 1 s-electron is excited to the 2p state and very rapidly,
ionized thermally to the conduction band where it can be detected as a photocurrent. PTIS
is very sensitive (less than 1014 cm–3 has been cited) but it fails for concentrations much
higher than 1016 cm–3 because overlap of the s-electron wavefunctions causes broadening
of the ls-2p transitions. Extra information can be obtained by application of a mag-
netic field, stress or other perturbations to the crystal and these are discussed in Asfar
et al., 1980.

2.6.1.2 Deep level defects

Deep levels are produced by many impurities and intrinsic point defects. Detection and
measurement depends on whether the GaAs is SI or conducting.

2.6.1.2.1 SI GaAs

Deep levels can trap carriers produced by illumination with above-bandgap light, and
then release them thermally when the light is removed. The released carriers, electrons
or holes, can then produce a current in an external circuit. The temperatures at which
different traps release their carriers can be used to determine their ionization energies.
This is the basis of thermally stimulated currents (TSC) spectroscopy, a technique that
is especially useful for assessing high-resistivity materials such as SI GaAs (see, Blood
and Orton (1992) for discussions of this and other electrical assessment techniques).
Two Ohmic contacts are placed on the sample. After optical filling of the traps at low
temperature and at zero applied bias, the temperature is increased at a constant rate with
the GaAs under bias and with a sensitive current meter in series with the voltage supply.
The current in the external circuit shows a series of peaks corresponding to trap emptying,
the deeper traps requiring higher temperatures before they can contribute. This technique
is sensitive (1013 cm–3) and can be semiquantitative. It cannot, however, show whether a
deep level is an electron or a hole trap, because the emptying of either will produce the
same external current. A typical TSC spectrum from a sample of SI GaAs is shown in
Fig. 2.15.

A modification of TSC analyses the separate current transients that result from the
emptying of different traps. This is photo-induced current transient spectroscopy (PICTS)
and uses approaches similar to DLTS, described in the next section. Whilst TSC employs
a single filling of the traps, PICTS uses a repetitive filling procedure by pulsing the light
as the measurement proceeds. It is, therefore, more sensitive than TSC.
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Figure 2.15 TSC spectra recorded on a 350–um thick sample of SI GaAs. The traps have been
filled by illumination with white light for 3 min at 80 K. The reverse bias is 25 V (Reprinted from
Martin et al., J. Appl. Phys. 51, (1980) 2840, copyright (1980) with permission from the American
Institute of Physics)

2.6.1.2.2 Conducting GaAs

Application of TSC to conducting semiconductors with ohmic contacts is impracticable
because of the high, temperature-independent, background current that would flow. How-
ever, the filling and emptying of traps is still a useful approach. If a rectifying junction can
be formed, applying a forward bias can fill traps; the subsequent application of a reverse
bias produces a depletion layer in which the traps can empty thermally. The emptying of
each trap produces a current pulse that is exponential with time so that each pulse is a
sum of several exponentials with different time constants.

Although the current in an external circuit could be used to perform the subsequent
measurement, it is easily shown that more information can be obtained from the change in
depletion-layer capacitance because this can reveal whether electrons or holes are being
de-trapped. If this capacitance change transient, also a sum of exponentials, is analyzed
by applying the 'rate window' concept, (Lang, 1974) the data can be presented as a
'spectrum' of capacitance change in that window versus temperature. This is known as
deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) and a typical spectrum from a sample of GaAs
is shown in Fig. 2.16.

DLTS is quantitative, giving defect concentrations, ionization energies, capture cross
sections and the identification of the type of trap (electron or hole). The labeling of the
deep levels in Table 2.2 followed the early application of DLTS to GaAs.

DLTS equipment includes a sensitive and fast capacitance meter, usually furnished by
Boonton, Inc., and a control box that applies the forward and reverse bias voltages as well as
applying the rate-window analyzer to the output. The sample must be placed in a variable-
temperature cryostat. As a rule, DLTS is controlled by a computer. Often the fabrication
of a p-n junction is inconvenient and a Schottky contact is used. Because minority carriers
cannot be introduced into a semiconductor by this means, DLTS will only be sensitive to
majority carrier traps. If minority traps are to be investigated using the Schottky-barrier
method, minority carriers must be introduced using a pulse of above band gap light instead
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Figure 2.16 Minority and majority traps introduced by high-energy electron irradiation of a sam-
ple of n-type GaAs after the fabrication of a p+ — n diode. (Reprinted from Lang and Kimmerling,
IOP Conf. Ser. No. 23 (1975) 581, copyright (1975) with permission from IOP Publishing). For
further details, see Blood and Orton, 1992, 525-596

of forward bias, optical DLTS (ODLTS). The uses of the many variations of DLTS have
been discussed by Look (1989), Schroder (1998), Blood and Orton (1992).

The sensitivity of DLTS depends on the carrier concentration, which, for standard
operation, must exceed the total deep level concentration by more than an order of mag-
nitude. Within this restriction, the sensitivity is about two orders of magnitude less than
the carrier concentration.

Although DLTS is widely used, it has a serious disadvantage; each trap produces a
wide peak and several traps of similar emission properties are difficult to distinguish. So-
called Laplace-transform DLTS has been developed to overcome this (Dobaczewski et al.,
1994). A rate window is no longer used but the transient is analyzed directly in terms of its
exponential components by applying an inverse Laplace transform to it. However, this is
demanding in terms of temperature control and the linearity of capacitance measurement.
Older techniques such as photocapacitance spectroscopy are beyond the scope of this
section but are reviewed in the books mentioned above.

2.7 IMPURITY AND DEFECT ANALYSIS OF GaAs (OPTICAL)

2.7.1 Optical analysis of defects in GaAs

For obvious reasons, analytical techniques that do not require electrical contacts to be
made to the sample or are otherwise "nondestructive" are attractive to wafer manufactur-
ers. Many of these are optical in nature. The use and limitations of LVM absorption has
been addressed in Section 2.5 and that for measuring EL2 concentrations was described
in Section 2.2.4. Other absorption techniques are of limited interest; we concentrate on
light emission, or luminescence, methods.
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2.7.1.1 Photoluminescence

Luminescence in semiconductors results from the radiative recombination of excess carri-
ers. In melt-grown GaAs, luminescence takes place via the mediation of defects (Bebb and
Williams, 1972, Dean, 1982). The energies of luminescence bands give information on the
defect structures and the intensities are related (albeit in a rather indirect way) to concen-
trations. However, the total luminescence intensity is decreased by the effects of parallel,
nonradiative recombination paths. If the excess carriers are produced optically, often by
illumination of the sample with a laser beam, the technique is 'photoluminescence'. Exci-
tation using a beam of high-energy electrons in a SEM results in 'cathodoluminescence',
CL. Although the scanning ability of the SEM allows CL to map the luminescence of the
material, CL is rarely applied to GaAs.

In either method, excess carriers are produced within the top few micrometres of the
surface. However, this is not the only volume that is probed by the technique, as these
carriers will diffuse about one diffusion length, LD, before they recombine. LD will be
greater in material where the minority carrier lifetime is greater; in general, this will be
associated with 'better', more luminescent material. It follows that there are restrictions
on the spatial information that can be obtained, better resolution being obtained with
material of lower LD. Moreover, excess carriers that diffuse to the surface are lost to the
measurement as they recombine there without emission of light. This process is quantified
by a 'surface recombination velocity', which is strongly increased as the temperature is
raised. PL and CL are usually performed at low sample temperature because this reduces
thermal broadening of the emission lines and reduces the diffusion of excess carriers to
the sample surface. The emitted light is passed through a high-resolution spectrometer
before detection by either a suitable photomultiplier tube or semiconductor (usually Si or
Ge) detector. A Ge detector must be cooled, although cooling of all detectors generally
results in less noise.

2.7.1.2 Low-temperature luminescence from point defects

Low-temperature luminescence from shallow acceptors often dominates the spectra of SI
GaAs, the energy of the lines being approximated by EG — EA where EA is the energy of
the acceptor relative to the top of the valence band. Because EA depends on the acceptor
species, the presence of a particular acceptor can be determined. Similar luminescence
from donors is less easy to differentiate as they have similar values of ED (where ED

is the energy level relative to the bottom of the conduction band). Luminescence from
intrinsic deep levels is weak because recombination is mostly nonradiative. However, that
from EL2 centres can be resolved both at low and at room temperature (Martin et al.,
1980, Tajima and Iino, 1989). The situation regarding deep impurity levels, especially
transition metals often resulting from contamination, is different with strong luminescence
resulting from many. Of interest is the line due to Cu at 1.05 eV that is particularly strong
and well resolved and allows this common contaminant to be detected. The PL spectra
from GaAs depend very sensitively on the method of growth, subsequent treatments and
the presence of impurities. Readers interested in this technique are directed towards the
relevant chapters of "Properties of Gallium Arsenide, III edition", 1996.
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2.7.1.3 Room-temperature luminescence measurements

The broadening effects of temperature and the increased influence of the surface greatly
reduces the use of room-temperature luminescence as an analytical tool. However, if
mapping of emission properties across a whole wafer is to be attempted, measurements
at room temperature are often attractive because of its relative ease compared to low-
temperature studies. It is then a truly nondestructive method giving spatial information
of surface properties (that control the surface recombination velocity) and it is often used
for assessing substrates and their uniformity (see Fig. 2.17). A review of these techniques
has been given by Miner and Moore (1996).

2.7.1.3.1 Mapping of surface properties

The surface quality of GaAs substrates is critical to successful epi-growth. Manufacturers
perform special cleaning and oxidation procedures to ensure reproducible surface properties,
those being suitable for immediate epi-growth being supplied as 'epitaxial-ready'. A valu-
able check on these properties is scanning PL as changes to the surface result in changes
to the surface recombination velocity. Of course, this assumes that the material is well
annealed and that residual nonuniformities in point-defect concentrations do not otherwise
affect the recombination kinetics, a situation that is never fully achieved. There is no need
for a spectrometer in this measurement as the total PL efficiency is altered by the surface
and, in any case, PL line widths are thermally broadened. Collection of all the luminescence
means that a relatively large signal is detected giving a large increase in the measurement
rate. Small-scale structures are often associated with residual volume nonuniformities (see,
for example, Oda et al, 1992) whilst large-scale effects are most often due to polishing and
subsequent contamination of the surface (Skromme et al., 1987). A room-temperature PL
map of a commercial 3-inch diameter SI GaAs wafer is shown in Fig. 2.17.

Another nondestructive approach for the assessment of the crystalline quality of the
near-surface region of a wafer is X-ray diffraction, normally double-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion, DXD. X-rays are emitted from a tube and then 'conditioned' by diffraction from a
first crystal of high structural quality GaAs. The radiation is then diffracted again by the
sample, which can be tilted to move it in and out of the diffraction condition. This results
in a 'rocking curve' that contains information about lattice strain. The diffracted X-rays
are detected by either a scintillation counter or semiconductor detector.

For reviews of these techniques, see Tanner and Bowen, 1980 and Tanner, 1988.
Spatial mapping of the rocking curves from substrates to map changes in lattice constant

and residual strain is possible, as the rocking curves are simple. An example of a rocking
curve from a sample of VGF GaAs is shown in Fig. 2.18.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS

Undoped SI and n+-type GaAs represent the two forms of commercial melt-grown GaAs
now supplied in bulk to industry.

In this chapter we have presented the commercially important methods of GaAs growth
and the physical and chemical means by which they are contaminated by both intrinsic
and extrinsic defects. We have introduced some important techniques for the assessment
of these materials and have tried to give a feel for the advantages of each.
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Figure 2.17 (Plate 1) A room-temperature PL map of an unannealed, undoped VGF
showing evidence of dislocation cell structure (Courtesy of Wafer Technology plc, UI

Figure 2.18 X-ray rocking curve from a VGF, Si-doped GaAs wafer. In addition to a narrow
rocking curve, such material also exhibits a low EPD (Courtesy of Wafer Technology plc, UK)
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Bulk crystal growth encompasses a wide variety of physical phenomena that occur over
a vast range of length scales, making it among the most difficult of industrial processes
to model. On a macroscopic scale, ranging from millimeters to meters, transport of heat,
mass, and momentum is always important. At a mesoscopic scale, ranging from tens of
nanometers to tens of micrometers, the crystal melt or crystal solution interface can exhibit
hillocks, steps, or other structures even though it may appear macroscopically smooth.
Mesoscale structure also occurs within the crystal in the form of grain boundaries or
extended defects, and even within the melt, where structured complexes of molecular
species sometimes appear. At a microscopic scale of nanometers or less, the fundamen-
tal mechanisms by which atoms or molecules are incorporated into the growing crystal
ultimately determine its final structure.

Bulk crystal growth also encompasses a vast range of time scales. The longest of these
is the time of growth, which can range from hours to months, depending on the type
of crystal and the system used to grow it. Heat, mass, and momentum transport each
have a characteristic time scale, depending on the dominant mechanism of transport and
the physical properties of the system. If diffusion dominates transport, these time scales
typically range from minutes to hours. Within the solution or melt, however, convective
transport usually dominates, and the transport time scale is typically reduced to seconds
or less. Phenomena occurring at mesoscopic length scales, such as morphological insta-
bilities, typically evolve over time scales that are comparable to transport time scales.
Atomistic events important in bulk growth range from the rate of incorporation of atoms
into a solidification of an interface, occurring over time scales on the order of milliseconds
or less, to much longer times associated with concerted action, such as nucleation events.

A model that includes all these physical phenomena, spanning at least nine orders of
magnitude of length and time scales, is far beyond the capability of today's computers.
Moreover, even if the computing capability were available, the existing state of theory
remains inadequate to build a comprehensive model of bulk crystal growth. This obser-
vation motivates the essential need to formulate a model that includes enough physics
to make realistic, usable predictions, yet that is simple enough to remain tractable with
today's tools. Model realism and tractability are easy enough to define and evaluate, but
the notion of model usability depends greatly on purpose.

In the case of bulk crystal growth, the greatest purpose that modelling can serve is
to directly connect processing conditions to final outcome. Since bulk crystals usually
are incorporated into electronic, optical, or optoelectronic devices, final outcome is most
often measured in terms of the crystal properties relevant to these devices. These crystal
properties are in turn determined by the chemical composition and structure of the crystal,
particularly the types and distributions of various crystalline defects. A significant body
of theoretical and empirical knowledge exists that connects material properties to the
distribution of crystalline defects and chemical composition, but this aspect of the problem
lies outside the scope of crystal growth modelling, and therefore outside the scope of this
chapter. Thus, for the crystal-growth modeller, the ultimate task is to connect processing
conditions to the morphology, chemical composition, and defect structure of the crystal.

Macroscopic transport phenomena always have an important effect on the microscopic
structure of bulk crystals. Indeed, the most difficult problem remaining in crystal-growth
modelling is to forge a direct connection between the macroscopic and microscopic realms.
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Usually those who focus on one realm borrow information gleaned from the other realm
to provide guidance in constructing a useful model, but adequate tools simply do not
exist to create a model that completely integrates the two realms. By far the greatest
progress has been made in transport modelling, although advances are being made piece-
meal across the spectrum of microscopic phenomena. A few recent studies have partially
integrated macroscopic modelling with microscopic phenomena to tackle problems of
predicting growth morphology in melt growth [1–4] and solution growth [5, 6], and in
predicting point-defect generation and transport [7, 8] in silicon growth. In most cases,
however, modellers have focused on macroscopic transport, relying on criteria derived
from simple theories or experimentally derived heuristics to infer outcomes with regard
to crystal structure.

Although it is possible to restrict the scope of modelling to the macroscopic realm and
still obtain valuable information, this approach generally requires that we somehow distill
the physics of phase transformation to a continuum representation, which typically takes
the form of boundary conditions to be applied at the growth interface. This approach
works well for many systems, particularly melt-growth systems in which growth is not
kinetically limited. In such systems a continuum model makes it possible (at least in
principle) to accurately determine temperature distribution, flow structure, interface shape,
and chemical composition of the crystal. The situation is more complicated in solution-
growth systems, which are always operated far from equilibrium. Nevertheless, with
some knowledge of crystal-growth habit it is possible to model many important aspects
of solution-growth systems using a continuum representation of the interface.

Even restricting a crystal-growth model to a continuum representation of phenomena
occurring at macroscopic length scales may not be enough to guarantee model tractability,
however. The hydrodynamics problem alone can be daunting. Flow usually exhibits steep
boundary layers, is often time dependent and three-dimensional, and in some cases is
turbulent. Hydrodynamics is often coupled to the heat-transfer problem, further compli-
cating matters. Modelling of radiation poses a particular difficulty in melt-growth systems,
owing to the complicated geometries typical of crystal-growth furnaces, and the inherent
complexity of radiation heat transfer. Heat transfer is usually less important in solution-
growth systems, but here the appearance of very thin concentration boundary layers at the
crystal solution interface can make the mass-transfer problem nearly intractable. To these
difficulties we add the complication of a geometry that continuously changes with time,
due to the phase transformation of material that defines growth. This moving boundary
aspect of the problem dominates crystal-growth modelling in many respects, and thus will
be an important focus of this chapter.

3.2 PRESENT STATE OF BULK CRYSTAL GROWTH
MODELLING

Prior to the 1980s nearly all crystal-growth modelling consisted of analytical and semian-
alytical models. These early models provided great insight, but, nevertheless, were highly
limited in scope and utility, and no attempt at a review is made here. The 1980s witnessed
a flowering of computer-aided analysis of bulk crystal growth, aided by rapid advances
in computing hardware. Much of this work is summarized in a review article by Brown
[9]. A rapid expansion of commercial software for computational fluid dynamics and
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transport phenomena also occurred during this time, allowing nonspecialists to try a hand
at modelling. By the end of the 1980s, continuum transport modelling had reached a state
where it was routine to solve stationary problems in two space dimensions that included
coupled fluid dynamics, heat and mass transport in moderately complicated geometries,
for multiphase problems in which the location of the crystal/melt interface position was
determined in a self-consistent manner. Developments proceeded apace and within a few
years it became feasible to integrate a time-dependent transport model for growth of
an entire crystal. Around this time the first significant calculations of three-dimensional
transport phenomena also began to appear.

The mid-1990s was a period of great optimism that accurate three-dimensional calcu-
lations, including time-dependent phenomena, would soon also become routine. This has
not been the case, however, and in the past few years there appears to have been a slowing
of developments in this area. We attribute this slowdown to three factors, none of which
had been anticipated: greater difficulty and overhead in solving three-dimensional prob-
lems than expected, disappointing developments in computing hardware, and a surprising
lack of progress in algorithm development for solving large sets of algebraic equations. At
every stage, ranging from grid generation to visualization, modelling of three-dimensional
phenomena has proven exponentially more difficult than for two-dimensional phenomena.
This difficulty is also tied in part to slow improvement in usability of the basic tools for
development of parallel-computing applications. Several paradigms for parallel-computing
development have come and gone, as well as several specialized machine architectures,
making it difficult for all but the most determined of developers to keep up with changes.
Although the Message Passing Library (MPI) interface has matured into something resem-
bling a portable standard for parallel-code development, a large burden remains on the
user to carefully and laboriously design algorithms that are suitable for parallel plat-
forms. Common numerical methods used in computational transport phenomena do not
parallelize easily, and the ideal of a compiler that can automatically and effectively par-
allelize a typical serial code simply has not emerged. Aside from these issues of usability
of parallel-computing platforms, even the advance of sheer computing power has been
slower than anticipated. Parallel-computing machines have proven an order of magnitude
more expensive to build and maintain than was believed a decade ago. This reality, cou-
pled with significant economic problems experienced by supercomputer makers in the
post-Cold War era, has resulted in limited availability of clock cycles for many users of
these machines, further hampering progress.

Although the issues just described have slowed progress, none has been as trouble-
some as the lack of a much-needed breakthrough in practical methods of solving very
large sets of algebraic equations of the kind encountered in computational transport. His-
torically, direct methods based on variants of Gaussian elimination have proven practical,
robust, and efficient for two-dimensional calculations on serial machines, to the point
where the vast majority of two-dimensional problems can be solved with ease using
cheap personal computers. Direct methods do not scale well to the sizes required for
three-dimensional problems [10], however, making it necessary to use iterative meth-
ods [11]. Iterative solvers have two major advantages over direct solvers for solving
three-dimensional problems: they are much easier to parallelize, and generally require far
less memory to run [12]. Unlike direct methods, however, iterative methods have failed
the requirement of robustness: for transport modelling in crystal growth in particular,
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significant nonlinearity due to convective transport greatly slows, and sometimes com-
pletely halts, convergence to a solution. The key issue is preconditioning of the matrix
that describes the set of equations [11]. To date, the robustness of preconditioners has
been correlated to complexity, to the point where the most robust preconditioners often
resemble direct solvers [13].

We do not wish to sound overly negative about prospects for the day when it is
routine to solve three-dimensional problems in bulk crystal growth. We believe that the
slowing of development in parallel-computing platforms is of only minor consequence
compared to the critical role of solution algorithms. The emergence of MPI seems to
have stabilized developments in parallel-code development, and although it appears that a
breakthrough all-purpose preconditioner remains over the horizon (and perhaps never to
be found), there has been steady and substantial progress in this area in recent years [13].
The state of commercial tools for visualization of solutions is excellent in our view, and
we see no fundamental difficulties blocking further development of usable tools for grid
generation. We believe that maturation of robust and efficient preconditioning techniques
will be the limiting factor, but expect these developments to continue at a rate such that
three-dimensional calculations are routine and accurate within the next decade.

3.3 BULK CRYSTAL GROWTH PROCESSES

A great variety of processes are used to grow bulk crystals from melt or solution. Brown
[9] has observed that melt-growth methods can generally be classified as one of two types:
confined or meniscus-defined growth. Common examples of confined growth methods
are vertical and horizontal Bridgman (VB and HB) and vertical gradient freeze (VGF).
Common examples of meniscus-defined growth methods are Czochralski and float-zone.
Solution-growth methods usually consist of a seed crystal fully immersed in a vessel
of solution, the temperature of which is gradually lowered to maintain supersaturation
as solute is depleted (an interesting exception to this approach is the travelling heater
method (THM) [14], which in some respects resembles confined melt-growth methods).
Solution-growth methods are generally simpler to implement than melt-growth methods,
but in some respects are more difficult to model for reasons discussed below. It is also
possible to grow bulk crystals from the vapor but not commonly done due to low growth
rates. Modelling of vapor growth of bulk crystals is reviewed in [15]; we neglect the
subject here.

To limit the scope of this work we focus on the three systems shown in Fig. 3.1:
(a) vertical Bridgman, (b) Czochralski, and (c) solution growth with agitation.1 Each of
these systems is discussed below with respect to proper formulation of the equations
that govern continuum transport phenomena, with particular attention paid to formulation
of the moving-boundary problem. Sample calculations drawn from our research will be
used to demonstrate state-of-the-art capabilities for modelling transport phenomena in
these systems. Brief consideration will also be given to the direct modelling of crystal
morphology, for example facet formation in kinetically limited melt growth and step-train
dynamics during solution crystal growth, to illustrate recent progress in this area.

1 The melt-growth systems depicted here are generic, whereas the solution-growth system is a specific technique
developed by Bordui and Motakef to grow KTP [16].



Figure 3.1 Schematic of typical bulk crystal growth systems: (a) vertical Bridgman; (b) Czochralski; (c) solution growth
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3.4 TRANSPORT MODELLING IN BULK CRYSTAL GROWTH

Computer modelling of fluid dynamics, heat and mass transport has often been described
as an art2 as well as a science, to acknowledge the seemingly endless difficulties that
arise in the application of numerical methods to this subject. Although numerous choices
of highly developed commercial software exist for modelling of transport phenomena,
on account of these difficulties none of them can be used blindly with much success,
a situation that is likely to persist well into the future. Overcoming these difficulties
requires a minimum of two core competencies. One is a thorough grasp of the funda-
mentals of continuum transport phenomena. The other is a general understanding of the
numerical methods that are used to discretize and solve the governing equations of trans-
port phenomena. For the truly serious modeller the need to engage in code development
requires additional competencies, including knowledge of modern computer languages and
parallel-computing architectures, as well as a solid grounding in at least one numerical
method for discretization of partial differential equations.

Continuum transport modelling at macroscopic length scales is the most highly devel-
oped aspect of crystal-growth modelling and much has already been written on the subject.
The seminal treatise on the general subject of transport phenomena is the textbook of
Bird et al. [18], which fulfills an essential role as reference material for the equations
governing continuum transport phenomena. At least one book devoted to modelling of
transport phenomena specific to crystal growth has been published [19], featuring chapters
by different authors writing on various topics. A number of chapters on the subject can
be found within other works, including a general introduction to the subject by Derby
[20], an extensive review of convection in melt growth by Miiller and Ostrogorsky [21],
and some more recent accounts of specific topics in crystal-growth modelling [22–24].
Although fifteen years old now, the review article by Brown [9] remains remarkably
current in many respects and is essential reading for anyone contemplating modelling.
The forthcoming review article by Lan [25] will provide a much needed update on recent
progress in crystal-growth modelling. Of particular note are the proceedings of the occa-
sional Workshop on Modelling in Crystal Growth [26-28]. These workshops have been
immensely successful at bringing together leading crystal-growth modellers from around
the world, and their proceedings provide an indispensable resource for tracking the state
of developments in modelling of bulk crystal growth.

3.4.1 Governing equations

Since so much has already been written on transport modelling in crystal growth we
merely summarize the governing equations commonly used for this purpose. Towards
this end Table 3.1 defines the nomenclature used throughout Section 3.4, Table 3.2 shows
governing equations of mass, momentum, and energy transport, and Table 3.3 lists some
typical boundary conditions. These equations are based on a number of unstated assump-
tions and by no means are they universally applicable to bulk crystal growth, but in the
majority of circumstances they provide an accurate and rigorous account of transport. The

2Maroudas [17] has recently suggested that modellers be referred to as artisans, rather than artists, with the
connotation of highly skilled craftsmanship rather than pure creativity.
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Symbol Description Units

a absolute acceleration of reference frame length/time2

B magnetic field mass/(charge x time)
c species concentration mass/length3

ceq equilibrium solubility mass/length3

c0 species concentration reference value mass/length3

Cp heat capacity energy/(mass x degree)
D diffusion coefficient Iength2/time
Ds diffusion coefficient in crystal Iength2/time
D\ diffusion coefficient in melt Iength2/time
F body force per unit volume mass/(length2 x time2)
g gravitational acceleration length/time2

g gravitational acceleration vector length/time2

h heat-transfer coefficient energy/(length2 x time x degree)
H mean curvature length–1

Hi enthalpy of fusion energy/mass
I identity tensor —
k thermal conductivity energy/(length x time x degree)
k\ thermal conductivity of melt energy/(length x time x degree)
ks thermal conductivity of crystal energy /(length x time x degree)
ka thermal conductivity of ampoule/crucible energy/(length x time x degree)
kB Boltzmann constant energy/degree
K partition coefficient —
L characteristic length length
n outward normal unit vector —
p pressure mass/(length x time2)
pa ambient pressure mass/(length x time2)
qr radiant heat flux at surface energy/(length2 x time)
r position vector length
t unit tangent vector —
t time time
T stress tensor mass/(length x time2)
T temperature degree
Tf temperature profile of furnace degree
Ti growth-interface temperature degree
Tm equilibrium melting temperature degree
T0 reference temperature degree
v velocity length/time
Vb velocity of boundary length/time
Vsl velocity of melt crystal interface length/time
B thermal compressibility of melt degree–1

Bs solution expansivity of melt length3 /mass
Bkin kinetic coefficient length/time or length/(time x degree)
y capillary coefficient force/length
Yo surface tension at reference temperature force/length
dy/dT thermal variation of surface tension force/(length x degree)
dy/dc compositional variation of surface tension force x length2/mass
E emissivity of ampoule/crucible —



Table 3.1 (continued)

Symbol

U
Ug

E
Pl
Po

ps
a
ac
0

O

W

W

Description

dynamic viscosity
chemical potential
thermal boundary condition parameter
liquid density
melt density at reference temperature
crystal density
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
supersaturation
phase-field
electric potential
rotation rate
rotation-rate time derivative

Units

mass/(length x time)
energy

—
mass/length3

mass/length3

mass/length3

energy/(length2 x time x degree4)
—
—

force/charge
rad/time
rad/time2

Table 3.2 Conservation equations for bulk crystal growth from liquids

Type

Mass
Momentum

Energy
Species

Form

Constant density
Incompressible
Navier- Stokes

Convective-diffusion
Convective-diffusion

Conservation equation

V.v = 0
P o ( d v / d t + v • Vv) – V • T =
P0g[l - B(T – T0)] + F(v, x,t) +F(v,x, t)
where T = – p1+ u (Vv + (Vv)T)
p0Cp(dT/dt + v - VT) = V. (k VT)
dc/dt + v • Vc = V • (DVc)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
(3.4)

+Boussinesq approximation for slightly compressible liquids.
+General body-force term.

principle assumptions behind these equations are that the fluid is only slightly compress-
ible, its flow is Newtonian, and energy and species transport is dominated by forced- or
natural-convection effects, rather than diffusion-induced flow. These assumptions are usu-
ally valid for bulk crystal growth from the melt. The situation is not so clear in solution
crystal growth, where conditions are often nearly isothermal and forced convection is not
always used. In this case diffusion-induced convection can be important, particularly at the
growth interface. Also, Fick's first law of diffusion, used to derive Equation (3.4), might
not be accurate in ionic solutions due to charged transport effects. Caution is warranted
under these conditions, therefore.

The equations in Table 3.2 are written for a single phase. Crystal-growth systems
always have at least two phases (crystal, and melt or solution), but often more, in which
case the equations are applied to each phase using physical parameters appropriate to the
material of that phase. Thus it is to be understood that the physical properties and field
variables have an implicit index denoting the material of each phase. Also, if there are
more than two chemical species of interest, Equation (3.4) has an implicit index denoting
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Table 3.3 Common boundary conditions

+Solidification velocity VSl is measured in reference frame of stationary crystal.
*Tf is furnace temperature profile specified external to domain.

each species3 (for a more detailed presentation of the equations for the general multiphase,
multispecies situation, see [30]).

The momentum balance in Equation (3.2) includes several contributions to the body
force. Forces due to thermal and solutal buoyancy are written explicitly in terms of the
Boussinesq approximation, which is standard for slightly compressible liquids. To this we
add a general body-force term F(v, x, t), which may have contributions from a variety
of effects. These include use of a noninertial reference frame, discussed in Section 3.4.5,
and application of a magnetic field to a conducting liquid, discussed in Section 3.4.6. It
should be noted that the Boussinesq approximation does not include inertial effects that
can arise in certain systems, for example high rotation rates at low gravity [31, 32]. Lee
and Pearlstein [32] generalize the Boussinesq approximation to include centrifugal effects
for a set of equations written in a rotating reference frame, but the same result can be
obtained to first order by applying a variable density throughout Equation (3.2) rather
than simply in the body-force terms. Arguably there is no reason to not do this when
using numerical methods, since the Boussinesq approach of using a variable density only
in the body-force term is a legacy of classical methods of analysis.

The equations in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 are written in dimensional form. The equations
are easier to interpret and to solve when the variables are scaled to order one, so it is
customary to nondimensionalize the equations by scaling each of the variables with a
characteristic quantity. Many different dimensionless forms of the equations are possible
in models of bulk crystal growth, and many dimensionless parameters can appear (Brown
[9] identifies thirteen dimensionless parameters relevant to crystal growth). For example,
in buoyancy-dominated flows there is no obvious characteristic velocity and a few different
choices are in common use. One example is vc = k/pCpL, which leads to the following

3 To apply Equation (3.4) to multiple species implies pseudobinary transport, which, strictly speaking, is valid
only for dilute species. Nondilute multispecies transport can be modelled using either the Stefan-Maxwell
equations or Fick's law of multicomponent diffusion [18], but this is rarely done because little information
is available on multicomponent diffusion coefficients. For an example of modelling multicomponent species
transport in melt crystal growth, see [29].
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Equation Type Boundary condition

Momentum No-slip  (3.5)
Momentum No-penetration b (3.6)
Momentum Penetration+  (3.7)
Momentum Capillary  (3.8)

Energy Latent heat+  (3.9)
Energy Furnace* t) (3.10)
Species Partitioning  (3.11)
Species Segregationt V (3.12)
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dimensionless form of momentum equation:

where Pr = uC p / k and Ra == P2CpgL3BTo/uk. Another velocity scaling,
is suggested by the solution to the problem of a vertical heated plate in an infinite bath.
This choice yields the dimensionless form:

where Gr = Ra/Pr. Other forms are possible, for example setting the characteristic velocity
using the rotation rate of the crystal or crucible in systems where rotational effects are
dominant. Here we avoid discussing dimensionless forms in detail, only making the point
that there is no unique best scaling. It is necessary to apply thought and experience to
determine the best characteristic scalings for a given situation.

3.4.2 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions in Table 3.3 cover most situations likely to occur in bulk crystal
growth (some obvious conditions have been omitted from the table, for example matching
and symmetry conditions). The equations are written in a general three-dimensional form
with surface directions indicated using only the unit normal vector n and identity tensor I,
to avoid defining tangent directions. The unit normal points outward by convention. For
two-dimensional problems it is convenient to use a tangent vector, in which case some
obvious modifications apply to Equations (3.5) and (3.8). All variables are written with
respect to the computational reference frame except for the solidification velocity, Vsl,
which is measured in the reference frame of the stationary crystal. The velocity Vb is
a rigid boundary motion that can include both normal and tangential components. The
computational frame may translate at an arbitrary velocity with respect to the laboratory
frame, so care must be taken to note that Vb may have a contribution due to translation
of the reference frame in addition to contributions from motion of the boundary within
the reference frame.

In many cases simplifications to these boundary conditions will be applicable. For
example, the right-hand side of the no-slip and no-penetration conditions will be zero
wherever rigid boundaries are stationary with respect to the reference frame. The two
conditions taken together are often referred to singly as the no-slip condition, written
in vector form v = Vb, but we separately identify the vector components because there
are situations in which it is appropriate to specify only one component. An example is
at the growth interface in melt-growth systems in which there is a change of density
upon solidification: here the no-slip condition is applied, but the no-penetration condi-
tion is replaced by Equation (3.7), which we call the penetration condition. Note that
Equation (3.7) reverts to the no-penetration condition if the solid and liquid densities are
equal.4

4 It is occasionally misunderstood that the proper boundary condition for the equal density case is n • v = 0 when
solving the problem in a reference frame fixed with the crystal. The notion that movement of the interface causes
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When a free boundary between a gas and a liquid is present, for example in
meniscus-defined growth, it is necessary to account for the effects of interfacial tension.
Equation (3.8) represents the force balance at the interface: the normal component
accounts for capillary pressure and the tangential component accounts for stress caused
by the surface tension gradient (known as the Marangoni effect). The condition is often
simplified by assuming that the stress induced by the gas phase is negligible. In this case
the momentum balance in the gas phase is discarded and the stress term n • T|g is set equal
to an ambient pressure (denoted pa, often simply zero). A tangential stress n • T|g can
also can be induced by an RF field for electrically conducting melts [33]. When solving
a free-boundary problem it is also necessary to apply Equation (3.6), which acts as a
constraint that determines the location of the free boundary in a self-consistent manner
(in this context it is usually referred to as the kinematic condition). When Equation (3.6)
is used in this way, Vb is unknown and must be calculated as part of the solution. It
is worth noting that confined melt-growth systems, e.g. Bridgman systems, often have a
free boundary between the melt surface and a gas-filled head space, so to be rigorous
the capillary and kinematic conditions should also be applied here. But it is usually
reasonable to assume that gravity keeps this free boundary nearly flat, in which case the
normal momentum balance is automatically satisfied and only the tangential component
of Equation (3.8) is applied.

3.4.3 Continuum interface representation

The manner in which the growth interface is represented is a central feature of bulk crystal
growth models from both a physical and a numerical point of view. At its simplest this
can mean using an assumed shape, which might for example be based on the known
growth habit of a given crystal. But a self-consistent growth model requires that the
interface geometry be computed as part of the solution to the transport problem. Doing
this requires a model that can describe the shape or velocity of the interface, at least on
a macroscopic scale, but there does not appear to be a unique model for this purpose.
Both 'sharp' and 'diffuse' methods have been used to represent interfaces in continuum
models of solidification. Strictly speaking, sharp-interface methods are those in which the
continuum governing equations treat the interface as a surface of zero thickness across
which physical properties are discontinuous. Conversely, diffuse methods are those in
which the continuum governing equations treat the interface as a region of finite thickness
across which physical properties vary rapidly but continuously from one bulk value to
the other.

For a sharp-interface model of melt growth, the normal velocity of the growth interface
can be represented in terms of a thermodynamic driving force, an undercooling AT:

flow seems to stem from confusion with the oft-solved problem of an infinitely long system in a reference frame
that moves with the interface. But in the equal-density case the liquid simply freezes in place, and therefore
no flow is induced in the reference frame fixed with the crystal. When the densities are not equal the situation
is more complicated, because there is a net gain or loss of volume proportional to p s / p l — 1. Should the solid
be denser than the liquid, for example, the melt will translate towards the crystal as a whole to accommodate
the loss of volume.
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where Bkin denotes a kinetic coefficient, and AT is usually written in terms of some
variant of the Gibbs–Thomson relation at the interface, for example [34]:

where Ti is the interface temperature, Tm is the melting temperature of a planar inter-
face, x is a capillary coefficient, and H is the local mean curvature of the interface.
The relation in Equation (3.15) is quite general, but is written in a form that conceals
considerable complexity. The linear form of the kinetic term is misleading because the
coefficient Bkin often depends strongly on interface velocity. Also, both Bkin and the sur-
face tension y depend on interface morphology and are often anisotropic. The anisotropic
nature of these processes can cause facetting, particularly at high growth rates or low
temperature gradients.

For an atomically rough interface the kinetic coefficient becomes large enough that
the undercooling AT goes to zero and Ti = Tm(l — yH/psHf). Here, the rate of interface
movement is controlled by the flow of latent heat away from the interface. Capillary effects
are only important when the interface curvature is large compared to the reciprocal of the
capillary length, for example in dendritic growth. It is preferable to avoid this situation
in bulk crystal growth (although perhaps not always possible), so capillary effects are
usually neglected in bulk melt-growth models. Under these conditions Equation (3.15)
reduces to its simplest and most widely used form,

commonly referred to as the melting-point isotherm condition.
In certain melt-growth systems, particularly oxides, growth kinetics are important and

facetting is observed, but only recently have models been developed that incorporate
growth-kinetics-driven facetting into a continuum transport model of bulk crystal growth.
Brandon et al. [1, 3, 4] use an approach in which Equation (3.15) is solved directly as
part of the transport model, with a value of Bkin that varies sharply but continuously near
to singular orientations of the interface. Lan and Tu [2] use a different approach that is
more geometric in nature, in which the locations of facet planes of fixed orientation are
iteratively updated until Equation (3.15) is satisfied. These treatments represent a step
forward in the use of transport models to predict interface morphology, but come with
limitations. It is essential to use the correct form of Bkin, which requires that the models
be well informed by experiments. The models can predict facetting, but only apply near
to equilibrium and are unsuitable for simulating detailed evolution of unstable growth
morphologies, for example dendritic growth.

Modelling the growth velocity of a crystalline surface in bulk solution growth is much
more problematic than in melt-growth systems, since interfacial kinetics are much more
important. Here too the model must be well informed by experiments, so that the growth
habit and growth kinetics are known in a form suitable for inclusion in a macroscopic
transport model. The simplest sharp-interface representation of growth is given by:
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where supersaturation is the driving force for crystallization. Supersaturation is defined as
ac = Aug/kBT = ln(c/ceq), where Aug is the change in the chemical potential between
the crystal and liquid and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The kinetic coefficient in this
expression varies strongly as a function of the detailed nature of the surface, posing great
challenges for realistic modelling. Not enough is presently known to use a model based
on Equation (3.18) to predict interface morphology in solution growth. Recent efforts [5,
6] to integrate a mesoscale model of step flow with a macroscale model of transport have
shown promise in this direction, however, as described below in Section 3.6.4.

Diffuse-interface models have been the subject of intense interest in recent years,
particularly phase-field models, the development and use of which have recently been
chronicled in a monograph by Emmerich [34]. In phase-field models the material phases
are characterized by an order parameter O (the phase-field) that varies over an arbitrary
range (typically —1 to 1), its value at one extreme representing the solid and at the other
extreme representing the liquid. The value of the phase-field varies rapidly but contin-
uously from solid to liquid over a thin interfacial region, as do the physical properties.
To construct a phase-field model it is necessary to formulate an equation that governs
behavior of the order parameter. Models of O are phenomenological in origin, but much
emphasis has been placed in recent years on formulation of phase-field models that are
thermodynamically consistent and that asymptotically match the sharp-interface limit,
putting these models on firm theoretical ground [34]. Diffuse-interface methods are at
greatest advantage when the interface is highly deformed or the phase topology is either
not known or subject to change. Thus these methods have become popular in recent years
for the study of morphological instability, particularly dendritic growth.

Note that the definitions of sharp- and diffuse-interface methods used here are made
without any reference to the method by which the continuum equations are discretized,
which can have a profound impact on the character and quality of interface representation.
We discuss below in Section 3.5 how, upon discretization, sharp-interface methods can
take on important characteristics of diffuse methods. Thus, although the definitions of
sharp and diffuse are unambiguous, their usefulness as a classification scheme is some-
what limited.

3.4.4 Radiation heat-transfer modelling

The equations presented here treat radiation heat transfer only in the most superficial
way: as a boundary condition (Equation (3.10)) that represents the flux of heat in terms
of an externally specified temperature profile presumed to be available as a model input.
Although this simple approach is often useful, particularly if good experimental mea-
surements of temperature within the furnace are available, it is limiting nonetheless. If it
is desired to simulate the coupling of transport phenomena within the growth vessel to
furnace heat transfer then it is necessary to consider radiation heat transfer at a significant
level of detail, for example by calculation of view factors or ray-tracing techniques. Radi-
ation heat transfer is particularly important in simulation of Czochralski systems, where
small changes in crystal and melt shape have a highly nonlinear effect on radiation [35].
For some materials, particularly oxides, internal radiation transfer can also be important
[36, 37].

Several models of melt growth have been developed that include detailed calcula-
tions of furnace radiation, starting with Brown and coworkers [35, 38, 39]. Two of these
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efforts have led to commercial codes, FEMAG [40] and CrysVUN [41, 42]. An eval-
uation of these models can be found in [43]. Notably all these codes are restricted to
solving two-dimensional axisymmetric problems. Modelling of three-dimensional radia-
tion heat transfer in a crystal-growth furnace is a daunting problem, but in many cases
appears unnecessary since furnaces are usually designed to be nearly axisymmetric. Three-
dimensional flows in the melt are not uncommon, but in many circumstances convective
heat transfer is too weak to significantly affect azimuthal heat transfer outside of the
growth vessel. Circumstances that favor this situation include low Prandtl number flu-
ids (i.e. metals and most semiconductors), growth vessels made of high-conductivity
materials, large thermal mass of furnace components, or any circumstances under which
convection is weak, for example in microgravity or under magnetic suppression. Under
these circumstances it is reasonable to use an axisymmetric furnace modelled coupled to
a three-dimensional model of transport phenomena within the growth vessel [44, 45]. An
approach that has become popular in recent years is to compute a global two-dimensional
solution, the results of which are used to construct suitable thermal boundary conditions
for solving a three-dimensional transport model within the growth vessel [25, 46-49].
Although it is not possible to study three-dimensional furnace heat transfer directly using
this approach, we show in Section 3.6.3 that simple perturbations can be used to study
the effects of furnace asymmetry on transport.

The 2D-3D coupling approach just described has so far been limited to a one-way
communication of information from the two-dimensional outer problem to the three-
dimensional inner problem. The outer problem can include heat transfer within the growth
vessel at whatever level of approximation is permitted by the software (usually two-
dimensional, perhaps without convection), but cannot fully reflect the effects of convective
heat transfer within the growth vessel. It is therefore desirable to develop a more fully
coupled scheme in which information from the inner problem is used to iteratively update
the outer problem. The central issue is the matching of temperature and heat flux at
the interface between the inner and outer problems; there are two boundary conditions
only one of which can be completely matched. A logical scheme is to use a weighted
combination of the two conditions:

where F is the interface between inner and outer problems and wl
2D is a weight func-

tion, for example standard basis functions when using the finite-element method or delta
functions when using the finite-difference method.

where E ranges from 0 tor pure temperature matching to 1 for pure flux matching. A fixed-
point iteration can be constructed by first applying this condition to the inner problem,
then applying a similar condition (with £ and 1 — £ swapped) to update the outer problem.
It has been shown for a simple one-dimensional heat-transfer problem that the stability
and convergence of this iteration depends on the value of E; our research on the two-
dimensional case is ongoing. Note that in going from the inner problem to the outer
problem thermal data must be reduced in dimension to construct boundary conditions.
This can be done by using a weighted average:
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3.4.5 Noninertial reference frames

The momentum balance in Equation (3.2) is written for an inertial reference frame. Certain
problems are greatly simplified if a noninertial reference frame is used. If the momentum
balance is written in a reference frame that translates and rotates at arbitrary velocity with
respect to an inertial reference frame, it is necessary to include an apparent body force
F that accounts for the acceleration of the reference frame. For a reference frame with
absolute acceleration a and instantaneous rotation rate w:

3.4.6 Magnetic fields

Use of magnetic fields to manipulate convection is an area of ongoing interest in crystal
growth and has attracted considerable attention from modellers in recent years. A general
review of magnetohydrodynamics in materials processing is given by Davidson [52].
Some examples include use of magnetic fields to suppress convection in microgravity
Bridgman experiments [53-55], to control instability in Czochralski growth [24], and to
promote mixing in melt-growth systems [56, 57]. A typical model consists of the equations
in Table 3.2 with the Lorentz body force included in the momentum balance:

where r and v are position and velocity in the noninertial frame. Noninertial frames
are most commonly used to study rotating systems and microgravity crystal growth. An
example is the solution-growth system shown in Fig. 3.1c. The crystal and support rotate
in the laboratory frame causing the geometry to vary with time. This problem can be
solved on a fixed geometry by adopting a reference frame that rotates with the crystal
[50, 51]. Then Equation (3.21) with a = 0 is added to the momentum balance. Another
example is crystal growth in the microgravity environment of space, where a reference
frame attached to the experiment is subject to residual accelerations that vary both in
magnitude and direction, known as g-jitter. In modelling of g-jitter effects it is common
to use F = a(t) and neglect the rotational contributions, unless rotation is specifically
used in the experiment.

where B is the magnetic field and a is the electrical conductivity, and a scalar equation
added to determine the electric potential O:

where it has been assumed that the magnetic field is unaffected by the flow. The equations
are straightforward to solve, but the magnetic fields cause thin boundary layers that can
be challenging to resolve numerically. The behavior of the equations can be nonintuitive
due to the complicated interaction of flow kinematics with the flow of electric current, as
discussed by Yeckel and Derby [55].
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3.4.7 Turbulence

The form of the Navier–Stokes equation given in Table 3.2 is suitable for conditions of
laminar flow. Many bulk crystal growth systems exhibit laminar flow, including float-
zone and most Bridgman systems, but turbulence is common in Czochralski systems and
in some larger solution-growth systems as well. The crudest approach to incorporating
turbulent effects is to use enhanced transport properties (e.g. viscosity, thermal conduc-
tivity, mass diffusivity) in a laminar-flow model. A more accurate picture of transport can
be obtained using a turbulence model. The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
approach has been used most often. Robey [58, 59] used a standard k — E model to model
turbulent transport in solution growth of KDP. A variety of k — e models have also been
used to model turbulent melt convection in Czochralski growth of silicon. Lipchin and
Brown [60] compared three k — s models for turbulent viscosity and concluded that a low
Reynolds number form worked best. Low Reynolds number k — e models have also been
used in [47, 61, 62]. An alternative to the RANS approach is large-eddy simulation (LES)
[46, 63]. Recently, Ivanov et al. [64] have proposed a hybridized method in which RANS-
derived equations are applied in wall regions and LES-derived equations are applied in
the core region. Each of these attempts to model turbulent transport has been a mixed
success, and no clear choice of turbulence model has emerged. Given the importance of
turbulent transport to the industrial production of silicon, turbulence modelling likely will
long remain an active research area.

3.5 COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS

The model equations described in the previous sections do not yield to traditional mathe-
matical methods and must therefore be studied using computer-aided numerical analysis.
There are many methods in use and to describe them all is not feasible, so in the follow-
ing sections we focus on those issues in numerical analysis that we deem of specialized
importance to crystal-growth modelling. We illustrate some of our points with examples
drawn from our experience using finite-element methods, but in most cases an analo-
gous situation or procedure applies to other popular discretization methods such as finite
volume or finite difference.

Many commercial codes exist that are devoted to solving problems in fluid mechanics
and transport phenomena, mostly based on finite-volume or finite-element methods. Two
codes specialized for crystal-growth modelling are FEMAG [40] and CrysVUN [41].
Examples of crystal-growth modelling performed using popular general-purpose codes
can be found in [58] (CFX4), [65] (FIDAP), [66] (FLUENT), and [67] (CFD-ACE). It
is not necessary for users to completely understand the numerical methods used in these
codes, but a general understanding will greatly facilitate their correct use. Even when
using commercial codes, however, it is always critical to understand the model itself, as
embodied in the equations described in Section 3.4.

3.5.1 Discretization

The first step in the numerical solution of the governing equations is to convert the partial
differential equations into a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) by discretizing
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spatial derivatives. These DAEs can then be integrated in time using any one of several
standard methods. The most common techniques for discretizing the equations are the
finite-volume and finite-element methods, although finite-difference and spectral methods
are also widely used. In our work we have used both the Galerkin finite-element method
[68, 69] and the Galerkin/least-squares method [70] to discretize the equations, and a
second-order trapezoid rule [71] or the backward Euler method to integrate the resulting
DAEs. Regardless of the methods used the result is a set of algebraic equations that
must be solved at each time step. The equations are often highly nonlinear and therefore
must be solved iteratively. Our approach is to use Newton's method, which reduces the
equations to a linear form at each iteration. Solving the linearized equations at each
Newton iteration is by far the costliest step in computational terms. As discussed in
Section 3.2, it is usually preferable to solve these equations using a direct method based on
Gaussian elimination when solving two-dimensional problems, but it is almost mandatory
that an iterative method be used when solving three-dimensional problems. Our choice is
to use preconditioned generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method [11, 72], a Krylov
subspace projection method. Additional details on our methods and software can be found
in [12, 30].

3.5.2 Numerical interface representation

Many methods have been devised to represent phase interfaces in discretized transport
models. We cannot describe them all here, but we try to make some useful generaliza-
tions about their nature. Methods generally are of two basic types: fixed-grid methods
and deforming-grid methods. Each type has its advantages and disadvantages, and each
introduces its own complexities to constructing the discretized model. In fixed-grid meth-
ods all fields (e.g. temperature, flow, etc.) are computed on a fixed grid of computational
cells (e.g. finite elements, finite volumes). In general, the interface will pass through the
interior of cells, which introduces two complications. Cells at the interface are located
partially in each phase, which requires an interpolation of material properties within the
cells. Also, interface boundary conditions are to be applied along a curve that does not
coincide with the underlying grid used to discretize the field variables, which introduces
another interpolation of some sort. These complications are absent from deforming-grid
methods, the essence of which are to allow discretizing the interface conditions on the
same grid used to represent the field variables. In these methods the grid is deformed
so that the interface lies along the edges of computational cells everywhere. Each cell
lies entirely inside of one phase and remains in that phase (unless regridding with topol-
ogy change is needed), allowing material properties to be represented locally without
interpolation.

A fixed-grid discretization cannot directly represent the interface, which therefore must
be represented with a supplemental discretization. This can take many forms: the phase-
field [34], enthalpy [73], and level-set [74] methods all use an implicit representation of
the interface, but each has a distinct approach to the problem. The phase-field method is
a true diffuse-interface model in which the interface is implicitly represented by the order
parameter O. Interfacial flux conditions arise naturally as volumetric conditions within
the interfacial zone defined by O, and physical properties can be represented in terms of
simple ad hoc functions of O. The enthalpy method resembles the phase-field method in
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some superficial respects, but is better described as a sharp-interface method discretized in
a diffuse manner rather than as a true diffuse-interface model. The sharp-interface model
results in a discontinuous enthalpy field at the phase boundary, but this discontinuity
cannot be resolved by the underlying fixed-grid discretization, so in practice the enthalpy
varies rapidly but continuously across an interfacial zone of nonzero thickness (sometimes
this region takes on physical meaning as a mushy zone). Also, it is not possible to directly
implement sharp-interface conditions using the underlying fixed-grid representation, so
it is customary to implement interfacial flux conditions as pseudovolumetric conditions
within the interfacial zone. In contrast, the level set is a true sharp-interface method, but as
with the enthalpy method it is not possible to directly implement sharp-interface conditions
using the underlying fixed-grid representation. Hence it holds in common with the enthalpy
and phase-field methods an artificial5 smearing of interfacial flux conditions, blurring the
practical distinction between the terms sharp and diffuse introduced in Section 3.4.3.

Whereas the aforementioned fixed-grid techniques all rely on an implicit character-
ization of the interface, a host of fixed-grid methods also exist in which the interface
is tracked explicitly, for example front-tracking [75], volume-of-fluid [76], and sharp-
interface [77] methods. Since the location of the interface is arbitrary with respect to
the fixed grid it is necessary to use a discretization scheme to track the interface that is
independent of the underlying fixed-grid discretization. Then it is necessary to interpolate
material properties and interfacial flux conditions between these discretization schemes.
Thus these methods share in common with their implicit fixed-grid cousins some degree
of artificial smearing of interfacial flux conditions [78]. Udaykumar et al. [77] describe a
fixed-grid method that uses special discretization procedures to obtain second-order accu-
rate interpolation of interfacial conditions to avoid this problem, but even so the method
represents the interface position with only first-order accuracy, a common characteristic
of fixed-grid methods. Methods limited to first-order accuracy demand a high degree of
grid refinement to resolve the interfacial region.

Deforming-grid methods make it possible to achieve high accuracy with much less grid
refinement than required by fixed-grid methods, provided that the grid can represent the
interface without excessive distortion of the computational cells. Interfacial conditions and
physical properties are accurately represented, eliminating key sources of error; typically
the accuracy of the interface position is comparable to the accuracy of the underlying field
variables such as temperature. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the enthalpy-based fixed-
grid method of CrysVUN to the deforming-grid method employed in Cats2D [30], for a
model of GaAs growth by the VGF method. A global furnace model is included in the
CrysVUN model. Temperature data at the ampoule wall from the CrysVUN calculations
are used to construct thermal boundary conditions for the Cats2D calculations. There
is good agreement in the predicted interface shape provided the grids are sufficiently
refined, but as shown in Fig. 3.2c, the fixed-grid calculations achieve only first-order
convergence in interface position, whereas the deforming-grid calculations achieve nearly
second-order convergence with a much lower error in interface position. Deforming-
grid methods are subject to failure in many situations, however, several of which are
illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The unexpected appearance of a phase interface (Fig. 3.3a), or
the motion of an interface around a corner (Fig. 3.3c), might in some circumstances be

5 One view is that the diffuse interface of the phase-field model corresponds to a real interfacial transition zone.
In practice it is not possible to resolve such a thin region, however, and the 'interface thickness' parameter of
the model is chosen based purely on numerical considerations, just as in the enthalpy method.



Figure 3.2 Comparison of fixed-grid and deforming-grid methods for growth of GaAs by vertical
gradient freeze (VGF) method, (a) Grid for global heat-transfer calculation performed by CrysVUN
[41], with interface represented by enthalpy method (fixed grid), (b) Grid for local analysis using
Cats2D, with interface represented by deforming grid (ampoule outer-wall temperatures are provided
by CrysVUN). (c) Convergence of interface position vs. grid refinement

Figure 3.3 Situations likely to cause failure of deforming-grid methods: (a) unanticipated appear-
ance or disappearance of phase interface; (b) extreme distortion of phase interface; (c) travel of
phase interface around corners or similar topological changes

viewed as mere inconveniences when using a deforming-grid method, but severe interface
distortion (Fig. 3b) is usually fatal because it becomes impossible to align the boundaries
of computational cells to the interface. In such cases it becomes necessary to resort to
fixed-grid methods.

3.5.3 Deforming grids and ALE methods

When using a deforming-grid method some means of numerical grid generation is required
to reposition nodes in a way that avoids excessive deformation of the computational cells.
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Grid-generation methods fall into two general categories, algebraic grid generation and
partial-differential-equation-based grid generation [79]. Use of algebraic grid generation,
for example the method of spines [80], has declined in favor of PDE-based methods
such as pseudosolid-domain mapping [81] and elliptic grid generation [79]. In these
methods the nodal positions (or computational cell boundaries, depending on the point
of view) are characterized by a continuous vector field x = (x, y, z), which defines a
mapping between the physical domain and a reference, or parent, domain E = (E, n, C),
for example the standard finite element. The vector field x = x(E) is obtained by solving
a system of partial-differential equations, many varieties of which have been contrived
to achieve various desired effects in grid generation. These equations can be solved in
the same parent domain E as field variables such as temperature and flow, a convenient
arrangement that simplifies algorithm development.

In the pseudosolid method, x is not computed directly, but is updated by solving a
set of PDEs for displacement 8 of a solid body undergoing deformation (usually treated
as linear elastic). Given an initial grid Xo a new grid is computed from x = x0 + 8. We
emphasize that despite the physical basis of these equations, they are used in a purely
artificial manner here, as a convenient way to deform the grid in a controlled manner.
The method is straightforward to implement, and has the major advantage that it makes
no assumptions about the structure of the grid. A disadvantage is the strong tendency of
the pseudosolid PDEs to conserve the volume of the computational cells, a property that
can cause severe distortion of the cells if there is a large evolution in interface shape.
Pseudosolid-domain mapping is used to compute unstructured grids of tetrahedral finite
elements in the three-dimensional calculations presented in Section 3.6.3.

Whereas the pseudosolid equations are formulated in the physical domain as x = x(E),
elliptic grid-generation equations are formulated in the parent domain, namely in the form
E = |(x). This parent domain is conceived to be a regular array of uniform computational
cells, with cell edges given by uniformly spaced isocurves of E, n, and C, a construction
that restricts elliptic grid generation to structured grids. A typical system of elliptic grid
equations is given by [82]:

where D is a diagonal tensor. Before solving Equation (3.24) it is necessary to invert it to
a form in which x is the dependent variable and E is the independent variable, so that the
equations can be solved in the parent domain alongside the physical equations (the form
of the inverted equations [30], omitted here, is nonlinear and rather more complicated
than Equation (3.24)). The scalar two-dimensional form of Equation (3.24) is given by:

These equations are used to compute structured grids of quadrilateral finite elements for
most of the two-dimensional calculations in this chapter. The element-size distribution is
controlled by a pair of coefficients, DE and Dn. The inverses of these coefficients can
be thought of as weights, wE = DE

–1 and wn = Dn
–l, that are equidistributed along lines

of constant E and 77. Along a line of constant n, for example, wE dS = c1 dE, where c\
is a constant and dS is differential arclength in the physical domain. Similarly, along a
line of constant E, wn dS = C2 dn. Arclength distributions of node spacing along curves
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of E and n given by F (E;n) and G(n;E) can be obtained by setting DE = dF/dE; and
Dn = d G / d n . It is possible to avoid making explicit use of distribution functions F and
G, however, by using the initial mesh x0 to compute [83]:

The effect of computing DE and Dn in this way is to preserve the relative distribution of
element sizes of the initial mesh under the influence of domain deformation. A significant
consequence is that global information, namely the node-distribution functions F and G, is
replaced by local information, dS/dE and d S / d n , which greatly simplifies implementation.
The result is a robust, parameter-free formulation that is easy to use.

When using deforming-grid methods in time-dependent problems it is important to
recognize that the time derivatives in the equations in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 are taken with
respect to the computational reference frame, whereas time derivatives of the discretized
equations are computed with respect to the reference frame of the parent domain, which
moves locally at the velocity of the nodes. In order to evaluate the time derivative of a
scalar field / we must convert it to the frame of the parent domain [84]:

where the overdot indicates time derivatives with respect to the reference frame of the
parent domain (this procedure is similar to application of the Reynolds transport theorem).
Then the energy equation is discretized in the form (compare with Equation (3.3)):

where the effect of the moving grid appears as a correction to the convective velocity.
Analogous changes appear in species- and momentum-conservation equations (Equations
(3.2) and (3.4)). Because the reference frame of the parent domain is neither Eulerian
nor Lagrangian, the approach described here is often referred to as an arbitrary Lag-
rangian-Eulerian (ALE)6 method [85]. Several excellent references [82, 86, 87] describe
the use of ALE methods with elliptic grid generation for solving time-dependent moving-
boundary problems in fluid mechanics.

3.5.4 A simple fixed-grid method

The observation that fixed-grid methods usually attain no better than first-order conver-
gence for accuracy of interface position, despite the considerable sophistication of some
of these methods, motivates the development of a simple technique for representing the
interface and applying interfacial conditions in solidification problems. We have devised
a simple procedure in which the transport equations are solved on a fixed grid, with each

6 Caution should be exercised to not confuse ALE methods with mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian methods, which
are a type of fixed-grid method with explicit interface tracking. In these methods the field equations are solved
in an Eulerian frame and the interface is tracked in a Lagrangian frame, hence the term mixed.



element7 assigned to a material (with appropriate physical properties) based on whether
or not the average temperature within the element exceeds the melting temperature. The
procedure is repeated iteratively until convergence. The interface is defined implicitly by
this operation as the boundary between elements of different phases, in effect following
the line of element edges that are nearest to the true interface. Since this approximation to
the interface lies entirely along element edges, it is natural to impose interfacial boundary
conditions using the underlying discretization (for example via the surface integrals in the
weak form of the finite-element residuals). The element-edge-interface method (EEIM)
does not require any interpolation of physical properties or smearing of boundary condi-
tions, and a standard finite-element discretization strictly conserves energy, but it is plain
to see that the approximation represents the interface position with accuracy that is no
better than first order in element size. The misplacement of the interface will result in
local errors in the application of boundary conditions and physical-property interpolation,
but these errors appear to be no worse than similar interpolation errors for any first-order
fixed-grid method. Figure 3.4a shows a comparison of this method to a deforming-grid
method, for a simple two-phase solidification problem. Interface deflection and curva-
ture is caused by a 5 to 1 thermal conductivity ratio between liquid and solid. In this
method it is natural to measure convergence by the extent to which the temperature along
the element-edge interfaces deviates from the melting temperature, in a root-mean-square
sense. Figure 3.4b shows that convergence is nearly first order by this measure, which is
consistent with first-order convergence of the spatial error.

The element-edge-interface method is useful for solving problems in which interface-
curvature effects are unimportant, and in which it is not necessary to explicitly compute the
velocity of the interface. To compute the curvature or velocity would require a smooth
representation of the interface, adding a level of complexity that blunts the appeal of

Figure 3.4 Comparison of element-edge-interface method to deforming-grid method, (a) Interface
representation. In the EEIM simulations the interface (composed of straight-line segments) and
the melting-point isotherm are both displayed. In the moving-grid simulations the interface and
melting-point isotherm coincide, (b) Convergence of interface-temperature error vs. grid refinement
(error is defined as the root-mean-square deviation of the interface temperature from the melting
temperature)

7 Although described here in a finite-element context, an analogous procedure would be straightforward to
develop for finite-volume methods.
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Figure 3.5 Axial heat flux at phase interface: (a) schematic; (b) streamlines and interface shape
vs. time

the simple method. Computing the interface velocity to apply interfacial flux boundary
conditions (Equations (3.9) and (3.12)) can be circumvented by releasing or consuming
discrete amounts of energy or mass when an element changes its phase identity (com-
puting the production of latent heat by this method can destabilize the outer iteration;
work is ongoing to develop a scheme to improve the stability and convergence of these
iterations).

Figure 3.5 shows results obtained using the element-edge-interface method to solve a
problem that exhibits all three of the difficulties illustrated in Fig. 3.3. An AHP8 growth
system [88] (shown in Fig. 3.5a) is used to grow bismuth germinate (BGO). The crucible
has a sudden expansion with a narrow lower region and a wider upper region, separated
by a sharp corner. The extreme distortion of interface shape occurs due to radiative heat
loss from the interface through a semitransparent crystal. During growth the interface
travels around a sharp corner, a change in grid topology that is not easily accommodated
by deforming-grid methods. Another change of topology occurs when an isolated region
of melt is temporarily formed at the side wall of the lower crucible when the solidification
front closes off the mouth of the lower crucible. A significant degree of grid refinement
is needed (the calculations in Fig. 3.5b used 58 600 equations), but acceptable accuracy
can be obtained at reasonable cost for two-dimensional problems. Additional details on
these calculations can be found in [89].

3.5.5 Quasi-steady-state models

Interface motion in bulk crystal growth systems is generally very slow compared to the
time scale of transport phenomena [90]. In many systems energy and momentum transport

8 Axial heat flux close to phase interface.
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undergo large transients at the start of growth, but after a relatively short time these tran-
sients decay. Subsequently the transport equations remain nearly at steady state, and the
only significant effect of interface motion relates to balances of heat or material across
the interface. This observation naturally leads to consideration of a quasi-steady-state
(QSS) model, in which the geometric position of the interface is fixed, and the steady-
state equations for transport are solved to obtain a snapshot in time. For melt growth
an assumed value of interface velocity Vsl is applied to account for the release of latent
heat in Equation (3.9). After sufficiently long time, Vsl reaches a constant value equal to
the translation rate of the furnace relative to the growth vessel, under which condition
the QSS model is valid. From a computational point of view, this approach is expedient,
since one need only solve a set of nonlinear algebraic equations for the model rather than
a set of time-dependent DAEs.

After the initial transients of the transport equations have decayed, there is an inter-
mediate stage of growth during which the interface velocity is far from its final value
and the conventional QSS model is not valid. Virozub and Brandon [91] have developed
a method intermediate between the QSS model and a fully time-dependent model that
extends the QSS model to this intermediate stage of growth. The method consists of an
outer iteration that starts with an assumed interface velocity. The QSS model is solved
twice within each iteration, at two slightly different positions relative to the furnace. The
interface positions provided by these two solutions are used to compute the interface
velocity by finite differences. The iteration is repeated using the updated interface veloc-
ity until the procedure converges. Brandon and Virozub outline conditions under which
the method is accurate and show that the method can be used to extend the QSS model
to considerably shorter growth times in many systems. For two-dimensional problems, it
is by now quite fast to solve the fully time-dependent model using almost any computer,
which reduces the attraction of the method. A much greater benefit is expected when
solving three-dimensional problems, however.

The situation with species mass conservation in melt growth is somewhat different
from that for energy and momentum conservation. During melt-growth processes, energy
and momentum are exchanged between the system and the surroundings, but from the
standpoint of mass these are closed systems. The effect of partitioning (Equation (3.11))
is to cause either a progressive enrichment or depletion of a species from the melt dur-
ing growth under most conditions. Thus mass transfer is inherently time dependent in
these systems. To formulate a solvable QSS model of segregation, it is necessary to add
material to the melt to compensate for depletion of a partitioning species (or remove it
to compensate for accumulation). The usual practice for doing this is to imagine that the
melt within the computational domain communicates with a far-field condition at uniform
concentration [92]:

where Vsl is the QSS interface velocity (usually the furnace translation rate) and c0 is the
far-field concentration. This boundary condition applies to long growth vessels in which a
well-mixed region at the far-field boundary is isolated from the influence of the interface
region. Xiao et al. [93] discuss issues with the validity of this boundary condition when
these assumptions do not hold. The QSS segregation model can predict radial segregation,
but only under conditions of no axial segregation, a significant restriction.



3.6 MODELLING EXAMPLES

We present here a number of examples taken from our research chosen to illustrate
some of the finer details of crystal-growth modelling not covered in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
The first example is a model of the ribbon-to-ribbon process, a meniscus-defined growth
system for producing photovoltaic silicon. This problem is used to demonstrate two con-
straints that are commonly applied to meniscus-defined growth systems: the wetting-angle
constraint and the global-mass constraint. The next examples are axisymmetric and three-
dimensional models of vertical Bridgman systems for growth of cadmium zinc telluride.
One is a study of accelerated crucible rotation, a three-dimensional axisymmetric prob-
lem that has three velocity components but that requires discretization in only two space
dimensions. In the other we couple a global furnace model, solved using CrysVUN, to a
three-dimensional model of melt convection to study various situations in which a vertical
Bridgman system can deviate from axisymmetric behavior. The final example illustrates
an approach that combines macroscale transport modelling with mesoscale simulation of
crystal morphology to study step-train dynamics in layer-by-layer growth of KTP.

3.6.1 Float-zone refinement of silicon sheets

The 'ribbon-to-ribbon' (RTR) process for sheet growth of silicon [94] is a method used to
produce low-cost silicon for photovoltaic applications. The method is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 3.6a. A polycrystalline film is scanned by a laser or other focused heat source
to form a narrow molten zone, behind which a large-grained silicon crystal is grown. The
RTR process bears a strong resemblance to the float-zone process for refinement of cylin-
drical ingots [9]. The key difference is that the RTR melt zone is two orders of magnitude

Figure 3.6 Ribbon-to-ribbon process: (a) schematic; (b) growth angles and wetting-line locations
under dynamic conditions. (Reprinted from Yeckel et al., J. Cryst. Growth 135 (1995) 51, copyright
(1995) with permission from Elsevier Science)
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smaller than in float-zone growth, due to which gravitational effects are greatly reduced
and meniscus shape is controlled by capillary forces. From a modelling standpoint the
RTR process also shares important features of Czochralski modelling as discussed below.
We describe here a model of RTR growth developed by Yeckel et al [951, focusing on
key model-formulation issues that are common to meniscus-defined growth systems. A
similar model has also been developed by Lan [96, 97]) to simulate float-zone growth of
tube crystals.

It is easiest to solve this problem in a reference frame that is fixed with respect to
the heater. The melt is nearly stationary in this frame, which avoids numerical difficul-
ties that can arise if the melt moves a large distance through the computational domain.
Equations (3.l)-(3.3) are solved subject to Equations (3.5), (3.7), (3.9), and (3.17)
applied at solid/liquid interfaces and Equations (3.6) and (3.8) applied at liquid gas inter-
faces. Equation (3.10) is applied to the external domain boundaries to account for the
application of an external heating source (an ideal heat source with a Gaussian power
distribution is used and thermal conditions at the ends of the sheet are obtained by match-
ing to a one-dimensional far-field analytical solution as described in [95]). It is important
to recognize that Equations (3.2) and (3.3) must include convective transport in the feed
and crystal to account for motion of the sheet in the computational reference frame, even
though these are solid materials without flow. Hence within these materials a uniform
convective velocity, v = V T e y , must be imposed. Care must also be exercised to take
account of sheet motion when applying boundary conditions to the solid/liquid and liq-
uid/gas interfaces. Velocity boundary conditions at solid/liquid interfaces are given by
Equations (3.5) and (3.7) with Vb = VTey and at liquid/gas interfaces by Equation (3.6)
with Vb = VTey + x, where x is the velocity of the interface in the computational refer-
ence frame.9 The velocity of the growth interface Vsl used in Equations (3.7) and (3.9)
is defined with respect to a reference frame attached to the crystal and so is given by
Vsl = -VTey+x.

The equations just described are insufficient to completely define the model. Additional
constraints are needed to determine the locations at which the melt attaches to the feed
and crystal (i.e. the locations at which the solid/liquid interfaces intersect the liquid/gas
interfaces). Since dewetting of the melt is tantamount to process failure it is generally
assumed that the liquid/gas interfaces are pinned at the corners of the feed and the crystal,
as shown in Fig. 3.6b. The geometry of the feed is fixed and known, so the pinning
locations at the solid/liquid interface between feed and melt will be determined entirely
by the melting-point isotherm (Equation (3.17)). The situation is more complicated at
the other interface: here the melt resolidifies to form a crystal the precise thickness and
position of which is unknown a priori. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the lateral
positions xa and xb defined in Fig. 3.6b as unknowns, the values of which are to be
determined as part of the solution. To establish these values it is necessary to add two
constraints to the model. The formulation of these constraints is based on the observation
that crystallization from the melt occurs in a preferred direction at the solid-liquid-gas
trijunction. As shown in the figure, growth occurs at an angle 00 with respect to the
tangent of the liquid/gas interface at the pinning location. Thus we can write that the

9 The correctness of these boundary conditions may be easier to see by making the substitution v = VT-ey + u in
Equations (3.1)-(3.3) and specifying boundary conditions on u rather than v, i.e. in the reference frame attached
to the crystal. In this case Vb = 0 and a simpler and more recognizable form of the boundary conditions emerges.
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lateral positions xa and xb will vary with time according to

where 0a and Ob, are angles on either side of the sheet defined as shown in Fig. 3.6b. At
steady state the crystal thickness (xa — xb) and lateral offset (xa + xb) are constant and the
conditions simplify to 0a = (Ob, = 00- The growth angle for silicon has been determined
experimentally as approximately 11° [98]. Note that the application of this condition
to the planar geometry of the RTR process is slightly different from the axisymmetric
formulations for float-zone or Czochralski growth where there is only a single meniscus.
In these systems only the diameter of the crystal is unknown, and therefore only a single
constraint is needed.

We now arrive at a subtle point in the model formulation, common to all meniscus-
defined growth processes, which is the relationship between meniscus shape, pressure, and
melt volume. The Navier–Stokes equations determine pressure in the melt only to within
an unspecified constant. For those flows in which pressure does not enter the problem
via boundary conditions the pressure level is arbitrary and can be chosen by setting one
of the pressure unknowns equal to the desired value. In the present case, however, the
absolute pressure level enters the problem via Equation (3.8) at the liquid/gas interface
and its value is needed to determine the shape of the interface. Until now we have said
nothing about the volume of the melt, but we note that if the shape of the interface is
known then the melt volume is also known. Working backwards it is easy to see that
choosing a particular melt volume in effect sets the pressure level, by constraining the
shape of the interface. This can be done by imposing a global mass constraint:

where As and A1 are the volumes of solid and liquid silicon and M is total mass. This
constraint can be applied in place of Equation (3.1) for one of the pressure unknowns.

The model equations can be solved for growth at steady state by setting all time
derivatives to zero and setting Oa = Ob = Oo• To determine whether a given steady-state
condition can be attained it is necessary to simulate the dynamic process of start-up. The
first step is to calculate an initial condition by solving the steady-state problem in which
the sheet and heater are held stationary. The initial pool of molten silicon is produced by
melting of the sheet without growth; hence all four wetting-line locations are determined
from the known geometry of the sheet and Equations (3.31) and (3.32) are not needed.
Next the dynamic equations (including Equations (3.31) and (3.32)) are integrated in time
with the sheet in motion. In addition to computing the positions of the solid/liquid and
liquid/gas interfaces that bound the melt, it is necessary to track the shape of the crystal as
it is grown. This can be done by converting the time history of the wetting-line locations
xa and xb to a traveling wave



according to which the nodes on boundaries corresponding to the crystal/gas interface are
repositioned at each time step.

The model equations are solved using the finite-element code Cats2D [30]. The Galerkin
finite-element method is employed, with biquadratic basis functions on nine-node quadri-
lateral elements used to discretize all field variables except pressure, which is discretized
using linear discontinuous pressure basis functions. The grid is controlled by elliptic grid
generation, using an ALE deforming-grid technique with sharp-interface representation.
Grids with up to 2016 elements and 22613 degrees of freedom were used.

Results are shown in Fig. 3.7 for simulations of nonsymmetric heating. The conditions
of these simulations can be found in [95]. Figure 3.7a shows steady-state temperature
isotherms and streamlines, for two different power ratios. A ratio of 2.02 means that
twice as much heater power is applied to one side of the sheet as the other. Due to
the conductive nature of silicon the outcome is perturbed only slightly from symmetry
when using this power ratio. A ratio of 3.86 has a more dramatic effect, including a

Figure 3.7 Ribbon-to-ribbon dynamics: (a) quasi-steady-state results for asymmetric heating; (b)
start-up dynamics for asymmetric heating. (Reprinted from Yeckel et al. J. Cryst. Growth 135 (1995)
51, copyright (1995) with permission from Elsevier Science)
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visible lateral offset of the crystal. Figure 3.7b shows time-dependent crystal shapes and
isotherms during start-up of a process in which heating is applied to one side of the sheet
only. Initially the melt contracts as shown at time = 0, since the density of liquid silicon
exceeds that of solid silicon at the melting temperature. With reference to Fig. 3.6b, it is
easy to see that the initially convex liquid/gas interfaces will cause the crystal to grow
sharply inwards. The amount of silicon solidified will be less than that melted, causing
mass to accumulate in the melt. The melt expands outward until the angle between the
plane of growth and plane of the melted sheet exceeds the equilibrium growth angle,
which happens at approximately t = 0.4, after which the crystal begins to grow outward.
For symmetric heating at this power a strongly damped oscillation in crystal thickness is
observed and steady state is achieved within a few periods of the oscillation. For the case
shown in the figure, however, the unheated side of the melt freezes over slightly after
t = 1.2, even though a stable steady-state solution exists under these conditions (marked
by an asterisk in Fig. 3.6b).

It should be emphasized again that the manner in which the growth-angle and global-
mass constraints are used in this example is generic to models of meniscus-defined growth
systems. The use of a moving reference frame is also typical. Thus the formulation of
the governing equations for systems such as Czochralski and float-zone is very similar to
that presented here.

3.6.2 Bridgman growth of CZT: axisymmetric analysis

We turn now to a confined melt-growth problem, a vertical Bridgman system for growth
of cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), a semiconductor crystal used in fabrication of infrared
and radiation detectors. CZT is commercially grown by the vertical Bridgman method, but
it has not yet been possible to reliably produce CZT in quality and quantity sufficient for
mass production of detectors. The principal obstacle to high-yield industrial production of
usable CZT is formation of tellurium inclusions [99], which significantly degrade device
performance. Instability of the growth interface caused by constitutional supercooling is
the leading hypothesis to explain inclusions in CZT [100] Constitutional supercooling can
occur when a gradient of chemical composition exceeds a critical value at the solid/liquid
interface during solidification of a compound, and is exacerbated by conditions of low
thermal gradient and high growth rate.

It is generally understood that reducing compositional gradients via mixing processes
can delay the onset of constitutional supercooling, thereby improving the quality of grown
material and allowing higher growth rates. One of the methods used to control mixing
in Bridgman growth systems is to rotate the ampoule about its axis during growth, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.la. Both steady [101, 102] and accelerated rotation [103-105] have
been studied using computer modelling. Steady rotation is not favored in this situation
because it tends to suppress mixing by damping convective flows in the meriodonal plane
(the r, z plane in an r, 0, z cylindrical coordinate system). The accelerated crucible rotation
technique (ACRT) [106] is preferred because it induces flow in the meriodonal plane
through creation of Ekman boundary layers at solid surfaces. Usually the goal of ACRT
is to enhance mixing, so as to improve interface stability and reduce radial segregation,
but this goal is not necessarily achieved. ACRT can interact with buoyant forces to
create unexpected effects that reduce mixing [104], as discussed below. It is also shown



that certain flow features, when present, can enhance mixing. Thus ACRT significantly
increases the range of attainable growth conditions, but care must be exercised in selecting
suitable rotation parameters. Computer modelling is ideally suited to explore the wide
parameter space of this problem.

The analysis in this section is based on the assumption that the flow is axisymmetric,
by which it is meant that all derivatives with respect to the azimuthal coordinate 9 vanish.
For a stationary ampoule the equations are purely two-dimensional, with only axial and
radial velocity components, but under conditions of ACRT the surface of the rotating
ampoule generates a third flow component in the azimuthal direction, called swirl. Flow
in the meriodonal plane is generally much weaker than in the azimuthal direction, and is
therefore referred to as secondary flow. Only this secondary flow is important to mixing
under axisymmetric mass transport conditions.

The model equations consist of Equations (3.1)–(3.4), subject to boundary conditions
given by Equations (3.5), (3.9)-(3.12) and (3.17). Although the flow is three-dimensional,
it depends only on r,z space coordinates and therefore can be discretized on a two-
dimensional mesh. The equations are solved using Cats2D with the same methods
described in the previous section, using up to 40734 degrees of freedom. We have
studied two growth systems, distinguished primarily by size: a large system for growth
of 10-cm diameter crystals [103], and a small system for growth of 1.5-cm diameter
crystals [104]. Experimental data suitable for constructing a furnace temperature profile
for Equation (3.10) are available for both systems. Some results of these studies are
summarized here; further details can be found in [103, 104].

Figure 3.8a shows streamlines of the meriodonal flow induced by ACRT in the large
system, at peak acceleration (left panel) and peak deceleration (right panel). At peak
deceleration a Taylor-Gortler-type flow instability is triggered by rotational deceleration
near the ampoule wall, as shown by the stack of toroidal vortices along the upper ampoule

Figure 3.8 Accelerated crucible rotation technique applied to vertical Bridgman growth of cad-
mium zinc telluride. Streamlines in meriodonal (r, z) plane: (a) At peak acceleration (left panel)
and peak deceleration (right panel), in a large system (10-cm diameter); (b) At peak acceleration
(left panel) and intermediate and peak deceleration (middle and right panels), in a small system
(1.5-cm diameter). (Reprinted from Yeckel and Derby, J. Cryst. Growth, 233 (2001) 599, copyright
(2001) with permission from Elsevier Science)
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wall. Close spacing of the streamlines show that flow in these vortices is quite strong
compared to flow at peak acceleration. Another important dynamic characteristic of the
flow is the axial motion of the streamline separating upper and lower flow cells. In
contrast, Fig. 3.8b shows that the Taylor-Gortler instability is absent from the small
system throughout deceleration (middle and right panels). Note also that the position of
the separation streamline is nearly stationary (middle and right panels). Moreover, at peak
acceleration in the small system, buoyant forces suppress centrifugal forces, resulting in
a very weak flow over most of the ampoule for a period of time (left panel).

The flow effects just described work together to bring about excellent mixing of zinc in
the large system, as shown in Fig. 3.9a. Axial motion of the separation streamline, which
we refer to as Ekman pumping, allows the zinc-poor region in the lower vortex to capture
zinc-rich liquid from the upper zone of the melt. Zinc-poor liquid that is carried into
the upper region by Ekman pumping is mixed by the intense flow of the Taylor–Gortler
instability. After 25 rotation cycles (2h) the diffusion layer at the separation streamline
has been largely eliminated and zinc concentration in the melt is nearly homogenized.
Conversely, in the absence of these effects mixing is not so effective in the small system,
as shown in Fig. 3.9b. After two hours (in this case equal to 120 rotation cycles10) the
diffusion layer remains apparent and radial mixing at the interface is worse than in the
large system.

3.6.3 Bridgman growth of CZT: three-dimensional analysis

Vertical Bridgman systems are usually designed to favor axisymmetric conditions in the
ampoule, but many factors can result in three-dimensional behaviors. These can arise

Figure 3.9 Accelerated crucible rotation technique applied to vertical Bridgman growth of cad-
mium zinc telluride. Zinc distribution in melt vs. number of ACRT cycles completed: (a) large
system (10-cm diameter) (b) small system (1.5-cm diameter). (Reprinted from Yeckel and Derby,
J. Cryst. Growth 233 (2001) 599, copyright (2001) with permission from Elsevier Science)

10 Optimum rotation cycle length is used in both cases to maximize secondary flow; the difference in cycle
length is due to the difference in Ekman time scale [106], t = L(p0/wu)1/2, of the large and small systems.
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from intrinsic three-dimensional fluid-mechanical instabilities due to nonlinear effects,
or from extrinsic system features that violate cylindrical symmetry. We have studied
several such extrinsic features, which we refer to as imperfections. These include tilting
of the ampoule with respect to gravity, misalignment of the ampoule within the furnace,
deviation of ampoule shape from cylindrical, and localized furnace heating [49]. A few
of these results are presented here to demonstrate that seemingly minor imperfections can
cause large nonaxisymmetric perturbations to radial segregation. Some of these effects
have also been studied by Lan and coworkers [107, 108].

To study these effects we extend the model of the previous section to three space
dimensions. A two-dimensional axisymmetric base case, in which a cylindrical ampoule
is centered within an axisymmetric furnace, is the starting point for the model. We consider
only the quasi-steady-state case, applying Equation (3.30) at the top of the ampoule as
a far-field concentration boundary condition. A base case temperature profile, Tc(r, z), is
obtained using CrysVUN and used to construct a three-dimensional furnace temperature
profile according to:

where Tglobal represents a perturbation due to misalignment or noncylindrical shape of the
ampoule, and Tlocal represents the effect of a localized heat source (deliberately applied
in an attempt to manipulate convection). For cases in which the ampoule is tilted at an
angle 9 with respect to vertical, the gravity vector is given by

where ez is the unit vector in the direction of the ampoule axis, and ex is a unit vector
perpendicular to it (6 = 0 and g = — ez for the base case).

Ampoule rotation at a steady rate w is added to some of the simulations, to study its
benefits in counteracting three-dimensional segregation effects. The equations are solved
in a stationary coordinate system attached to the furnace, so care must be taken to note that
the crystal and ampoule rotate as a solid body with convective velocity v = wre0. This
velocity must be accounted for in conservation Equations (3.3) and (3.4), and boundary
condition Equations (3.5) and (3.6). Also, the velocity of the growth interface Vsl used in
Equations (3.9) and (3.12) is given by Vsl = —wre0 + x, where x is the velocity of the
interface in the computational reference frame.

The model equations are discretized using the Galerkin-least squares method for the
Navier-Stokes equations [70], and the streamline-upwind Petrov–Galerkin method for
the energy and species equations [109]. Four-noded tetrahedral elements with linear basis
functions are used to represent all field variables. The discretized equations are solved
using a portable MPI-based parallel implementation of preconditioned GMRES [11, 72];
more details are available in [12, 110]. A mesh consisting of 512 302 elements with a
total of 632 107 degrees of freedom is used.

The two-dimensional examples previously discussed were treated using a direct solver
to calculate all equations simultaneously, but for reasons related to convergence of the
iterative method, we have found it more effective in our three-dimensional calculations
to use a decoupled approach to determine the location of the melt/crystal interface. A
procedure is used in which the governing equations are first solved on a fixed mesh, with
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Equation (3.17), the melting-point isotherm condition, relaxed. To obtain an estimate of
the displacement between the interface and the melting-point isotherm, we use a first-order
expansion of the temperature field about the current position of the interface, obtaining:

where dZ is the displacement in the direction along the ampoule axis. We then solve a set of
pseudosolid grid-generation equations [81], applying dZ as a Dirichlet boundary condition
at each node on the interface, to deform the mesh to conform to the estimated location
of the melting-point isotherm. The procedure is repeated until 8Z is suitably small at all
interface nodes. This procedure works well provided that the axial temperature gradient
in the system is not very small, but use of very small gradients is generally forbidden in
directional solidification systems anyway, to satisfy physical stability limitations.

Sample results of isoconcentration surfaces and pathlines for a system tilted 5° from
the vertical are shown in Fig. 3.10. In a case without ampoule rotation (Fig. 3.10a), the
flow is dominated by a large cell that circulates from top to bottom of the ampoule.
The departure from axisymmetry is dramatic, even for a modest degree of tilt. The long
vertical extent of isoconcentration surfaces indicates that the bulk is well mixed axially,
but considerable nonaxisymmetric radial segregation is revealed by the simulations, with
higher concentration occurring where zinc-rich material flows downward, and lower con-
centration occurring where zinc-depleted material flows upward. A significant degree of
axisymmetry can be restored by rotating the system, however. When rotation is applied
to the ampoule (in the counterclockwise direction, when viewed from above), the iso-
concentration surfaces are significantly flattened (Fig. 3.10b). This effect is largely due to
azimuthal averaging of mass-transport effects, due to linear superposition of a solid-body
rotation on the flow in the system; note that the rotation rates studied here are too weak
to significantly modify the secondary flow via nonlinear Coriolis effects.

The other system imperfections described in this section have also proven capable of
causing large departures from axisymmetry, the effects of which are not easy to anticipate
without use of detailed modelling as demonstrated here. The results urge caution in inter-
preting results of axisymmetric models and show the importance of three-dimensional
transport modelling in bulk crystal growth.

3.6.4 Morphological stability in solution growth of KTP

Solution crystal growth relies on the controlled precipitation of a solute from a metastable
liquid phase to a crystal mounted in the system (see Fig. 3.1c). Growth is typically
sustained by continually lowering the system temperature to keep the fluid phase in a
supersaturated state, even though the solute concentration level decreases with time due to
the flux of molecules from the solution phase to the growing crystal. For large crystals, of
the size of O(cm) and larger, growth rates are typically limited by mass transfer through the
solution phase, so some means of stirring is needed to achieve high growth rates. However,
fluid flows past the three-dimensional, facetted crystals in solution-growth systems can
lead to significant inhomogeneity of mass-transfer rates and surface-supersaturation levels.
This inhomogeneity often leads to morphological instabilities, manifested by the formation
of step bunches (macrosteps) and liquid inclusions [16, 111-114].



Figure 3.10 Bridgman system tilted 5° from vertical, (a) Without rotation; (b) with slow rotation at 0.2 rpm. (Reprinted from Yeckel et al, J. Cryst.
Growth 263 (2004) 629, copyright (2004) with permission from Elsevier Science)
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To better understand the dynamics of solution growth, we have modelled the system
developed by Bordui et al. [115, 116] for the growth of potassium titanyl phosphate
(KTP) from a high-temperature liquid solution phase. At the macroscopic level, flow
and mass transfer are described assuming that the shape of the relatively slow-growing
crystal is fixed. We solve the Navier–Stokes equations (Equations (3.1) and (3.2)) for
an incompressible, isothermal fluid. The supersaturation field is evaluated by solving the
convection-diffusion equation (Equation (3.4)) with suitable flux conditions applied at
the surface of the growing crystal. The governing transport equations are written in a
rotating, noninertial frame of reference attached to the crystal and its support to obviate
the need for a moving mesh (see Section 3.4.5), and solved using the methods described
in Section 3.6.3.

A specific example from our prior work [51] is shown in Fig. 3.11 a, where pathlines
are displayed for steady, three-dimensional flows driven by steady rotation of the crystal
(rotation is counter-clockwise when viewed from above). The system is characterized by
a rotational Reynolds number of Re = 252 and a characteristic Peclet number for mass
transfer of Pe = 8.38 x 106, where Re = pwR 2 /u and Pe = pwR 2 /D (R is the container
radius). In this figure the trailing surfaces of the crystal are shown. The supersaturation
level on the crystal is represented by varying shades of gray. Bulk supersaturation on a
plane that cuts the crystal through the vertical symmetry plane in the longitudinal direction
of flow is also shown. Thin boundary layers in concentration through the fluid near the
crystal surfaces are evident, as is a depletion plume of low-concentration solution trailing
behind the crystal. More results are,discussed in [51, 117].

To better understand morphological instabilities in solution crystal growth, a coupled,
multiscale, transport-kinetic model is needed that is sufficiently detailed to represent
microscopic step growth as well as global transport. The spirit of such a model is pre-
sented in Fig. 3.lib, which depicts step motion along the crystal surface coupled with
mass transport in the bulk solution above the surface. Along the surface, the mechanisms
involved with step motion are depicted in Fig. 3.11c, which schematically shows a series
of elementary transport and kinetic processes, starting from material transport in the bulk
phase, adsorption and desorption of growth units to and from terraces between steps,
followed by surface diffusion and incorporation at discrete step ledges.

Figure 3.11 (a) Particle paths show flow around a rotating KTP crystal. Varying shades of gray
on the crystal, and on the vertical symmetry plane in the longitudinal direction of flow, indicate the
supersaturation level, (b) Depiction of coupled surface and bulk transport model for solution crystal
growth, (c) Schematic diagram of processes involved with step growth along a vicinal surface of a
crystal
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This model is represented mathematically using a two-dimensional box containing
liquid solution and bounded below by a one-dimensional surface comprised of steps
and terraces. Mass transport in the overlying bulk phase and on the crystal surface
are modelled together with step kinetics. Mass transport in the bulk phase is described
by the convection-diffusion equation written in a dimensionless form for an arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian reference frame moving with the step-train:

where the dimensionless solutal Peclet number is Pe = UW/Db with U as the maximum
solution velocity in the system, W as the total width of the solution box, and Db as
the bulk diffusivity. The quantities vref and vsol are, respectively, the reference frame

eand mass average solution velocities. Bulk and surface supersaturations, b = and

a= -, are defined in terms of c and n, the bulk and surface concentrations per
e

volume and area, respectively, with the subscript e denoting the equilibrium concentration.
Mass transport on the crystal terraces is described by a surface-diffusion equation with

explicit adsorption and desorption terms, nondimensionalized with characteristic length
and time scales that are consistent with Equation (3.38):

where the dimensionless parameter y is Ds/Db, the ratio of surface to bulk diffusivities,
and a is the adsorption equilibrium constant, defined as kads/kdes, where kads and Kdes are,
respectively, the adsorption and desorption rate constants. The surface gradient operator
is denoted as Vs and ab

int denotes the bulk supersaturation at the solution/crystal interface.
The dimensionless mass parameter M\ is defined as ce/ps, with ps as the solution density,
and the length parameter L\ is defined as XS/W, with Xs as the surface diffusion length.
In obtaining Equation (3.39), we assume an adsorption layer with a constant density
of psh and a surface equilibrium concentration of aceh, where h is the height of a
step ledge.

Mass balance across the solution/crystal interface at every point on the surface other
than a step leads to a boundary condition for Equation (3.38) that simply states that the
net flux across the interface is the net adsorption minus the desorption rates:

where n is a unit outward normal vector, and L2 is a dimensionless length parameter
defined as h/W.

The motion of individual growth steps is described using a linear kinetic law with
asymmetric step kinetics at either side of a step ledge, as well as the direct incorporation
from the bulk solution. The dimensionless velocity of the ith step in a train of n steps is
written as:



where the mass-fraction parameter MI is defined as ce/pc, with pc as the crystal density.
Currently, in our initial model development, this material flux is approximated as a one-
dimensional flux in a direction normal to the crystal surface over a surface length of h,
or the height of a step ledge. Similarly, the surface diffusional fluxes at either sides of
the step ledge are written as:

where ts denotes a unit tangent vector pointing along the surface toward the step and,
again, the superscripts + and — denote, respectively, the corresponding values at the front
and back sides of a step ledge. The second term in the right-hand side of Equation (3.43)
represents the convective-flux contribution due to step motion.

To complete the specification of the problem, we apply a constant value of supersatu-
ration along the top of the bulk domain that is consistent with mass transfer from the far
field. Along the sides of the domain, we impose symmetry boundary conditions. Finally,
Equations (3.38)-(3.43) are solved simultaneously by an efficient moving-boundary finite-
element method.

A sample result from this step-growth model is shown in Fig. 3.12. These computa-
tions are for a model system representing an inorganic crystal, such as KTP, where bulk
incorporation effects are dominant. Initially, a steady-state solution for an evenly spaced
train of 51 steps is computed for no-flow conditions. Then the step spacing is randomly
perturbed, a fluid flow is applied either counter to or in the same direction as the step
motion, and the system is integrated in time. Figure 3.12a shows the width of a selected
terrace as a function of time. Under a fluid flow counter to the direction of step motion, the
terrace width eventually approaches its original value and the train of steps is stabilized.
For a fluid flow in the same direction of step motion, the initial disturbance first seems
to die away but then rapidly grows, as indicated in Fig. 3.12b. Figure 3.12c shows steps
at the bottom of the domain underlying the liquid solution above at the final time of the
computation. A step bunch of about ten steps clustered closely together is evident in the
middle of the crystal surface. The supersaturation in the bulk phase is lowest above the
step bunch and higher away from it. The mechanism behind these behaviors is the effect
of flow on shifting lateral variations in the supersaturation to be in or out of phase with
the distribution of steps along the crystal surface. This mechanism was postulated by the
linear stability analyses of Chernov, Corriel, and others [118, 119]. However, as indicated
by the temporal behavior in Figure 3.12b, the behavior of this system is quite nonlinear.
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where the surface Damkohler number is Das = kSx.S/DS, with ks as the step kinetic coef-
ficient. Similarly, the bulk Damkohler number is Dab = kbW/Db , which represents the
relative rate of direct bulk incorporation versus bulk diffusion. The superscripts + and —
denote, respectively, the corresponding values at the front and back of a step ledge.

A mass balance is performed around a growth step to yield additional boundary con-
ditions for Equations (3.38) and (3.39). The boundary condition for direct incorporation,
for attachment from the bulk solution directly to a step ledge, is approximated as:



Figure 3.12 The behavior of steps along a vicinal surface in a solution-growth system. A terrace width in the system is tracked with time for
an initially perturbed system with a flow (b) counter to the direction and (b) in the same direction of step motion, (c) Supersaturation in the bulk
corresponds with a step bunch along the crystal surface (bottom center)
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3.7 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The equations governing macroscopic transport phenomena given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3
are firmly established and well understood, excepting turbulence phenomena. The use of
these equations to solve problems in melt and solution crystal growth has been illustrated
in Section 3.6, using models of representative crystal-growth systems as examples. These
continuum transport models can describe the spatial variation of temperature, flow, and
chemical composition, and in some cases can predict the macroscopic shape of the inter-
face, but are subject to uncertainty from a number of causes. Perhaps the greatest degree
of uncertainty arises from the lack of accurate thermophysical property measurements for
many systems, particularly data on high-temperature phase equilibria. Three-dimensional
effects in systems modeled as axisymmetric also introduce uncertainty; in Section 3.6.3
we demonstrate that small perturbations to an axisymmetric melt growth system can
cause significant three-dimensional effects in mass convection. Another common source of
uncertainty is the neglect or oversimplification of radiation heat transfer, which can restrict
the model to qualitative predictions. These sources of uncertainty are well defined and
the subject of steady improvement in model development. Quantitative furnace modelling
has become more common, facilitated by commercial software specialized to this pur-
pose, as discussed in Section 3.4.4. Three-dimensional calculations such as those shown
in Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 are not entirely routine, but may soon be so, particularly with
breakthroughs in methods to solve large systems of linear equations.

Discretizing or tracking the interface is central to computer modelling of bulk crystal
growth. Methods for this purpose exist in such great variety that it is not entirely clear how
best to organize and classify them. It is important to identify whether a method is diffuse
or sharp, but this characterization is incomplete and perhaps misleading, since as noted
in Section 3.5.2, the sharp-interface model can take on characteristics of a diffuse model
when discretized, particularly when using fixed-grid methods. Other schemes are possible.
In a review of numerical methods in phase-change problems, Idelsohn et al. [120] classify
methods as either 'front-tracking' or 'fixed-domain' types. In this scheme, fixed-domain
types include implicit fixed-grid methods such as phase-field and enthalpy, and front-
tracking types include all explicit methods, both on fixed and deforming grids. We prefer
a scheme that does not mix fixed- and deforming-grid methods, as is done with the front-
tracking classification, because fixed-grid methods are quite different from deforming-grid
methods in terms of discretization and implementation. Hence the scheme used here is to
make fixed vs. deforming the primary characterization, with explicit (i.e. front tracking)
vs. implicit (i.e. fixed domain), and diffuse vs. sharp, used as secondary characterizations.
We compare fixed- and deforming-grid methods in Section 3.5.2, using examples based
on a sharp-interface model of melt growth. Deforming-grid methods are more accurate
than fixed-grid methods (second vs. first order), but can be applied only under a limited
range of circumstances. Fixed-grid methods are more flexible, and their use is mandatory
under any of the conditions illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Fixed-grid methods have been used to
simulate extremely complicated interface shapes, for example phase-field models of den-
drite growth [121, 122], but these calculations require complicated adaptive grid methods
to circumvent the need for excessive grid refinement.

The models presented here have been largely restricted to a purely macroscopic char-
acterization of the interface shape. In the melt-growth models we have assumed that
directional solidification occurs without kinetic limitation, in which case the melting-point
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isotherm condition is valid. In the solution-growth model we have used the known growth
habit of KTP to prescribe a boundary shape characteristic of an intermediate stage during
growth. The major shortcoming of these models is that for the most part they cannot
predict growth morphology or microstructure. Recently, a number of efforts have been
made to forge a better connection between growth morphology and macroscopic transport.
One example is the coupling of a mesoscale model of step flow to a macroscale model
of transport for solution growth of KTP, discussed in Section 3.6.4. Other examples are
the incorporation of facetting by Brandon et al. [1, 3, 4] and Lan and Tu [2] in models of
melt crystal growth. Perhaps the most comprehensive model to date is that of Dornberger
and Sinno et al. [7, 8], which couples a state-of-the-art global transport model with a
model of point-defect generation and transport for industrial production of bulk silicon by
Czochralski growth. Nevertheless, our present understanding of the connection between
macroscopic transport models and crystal structure remains simplistic and incomplete,
mostly relying on heuristic or semitheoretical relationships that relate defect formation
to interface shape and temperature field. Predicting growth morphology and microscopic
defects remains a formidable task, but making this connection lies at the heart of crystal-
growth modelling, and thus will remain a principal focus both in terms of theory and
numerical practice.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

InP belongs to the group of III–V compound semiconductor materials, the most notable
of which is GaAs, which have established versatile and varied roles for themselves in a
wide range of electronic and optoelectronic applications. The history of research in these
materials extends across virtually the entire semiconductor era, from the invention of the
Ge transistor through the rise to global economic importance of Si-based electronics. The
most prominent early investigator was Welker at Siemens in the early 1950s, [1,2] who
studied and first synthesised many of this family of semiconductors. However, signifi-
cant commercial impact of the compound materials has awaited increased performance
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demands in technology where full exploitation of some of their advantageous crystal
properties could be realised.

InP first established itself as a substrate material for the epitaxial growth of alloys
such as InXGa1–xAs and GaxIn1_xAsi -yPy. These ternary and quaternary alloy structures
have a composition optimised to achieve suitable energy bandgaps for the emission and
detection of infrared light at the wavelengths required for transmission through optical
fibres. InP offers a good lattice parameter match to those alloys selected for operation at the
standard wavelengths of 1.3 um and 1.55 um where fibres exhibit minimum attenuation
and dispersion characteristics. InP-based semiconductor lasers have therefore become key
to the operation of high-density trunk networks supporting the explosive growth in internet
usage as well as other very high data rate telecommunications.

High-speed electronic devices are also a prerequisite for fibre optic and mobile commu-
nications. III-V compounds such as GaAs and InP have intrinsically better high-frequency
performance compared with Si due to their relatively high electron mobilities and peak
carrier velocities. In addition to this, however, the ability to deposit multiple thin lay-
ers of different compositions within a continuous crystal structure offers great latitude
to modify the effective materials properties in the active device. Heterojunctions formed
between epitaxial layers with different energy band structures can be combined to produce
energy-band offsets, potential wells or lattice strain. 'Quantum wells' may be formed in
which carriers are confined and their energy quantised. Multiple quantum wells, organ-
ised in periodic superlattice structures offer carrier transport and recombination behaviour
unavailable in the bulk material. The heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) exploits
such properties to already provide the best-available microwave device performance for
mobile-phone applications, implemented in GaAs in high-volume production. InP HBTs
offer the potential for further performance improvement and seem set to enable the next
generation of millimetre-wavelength electronic devices [3, 4].

4.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

InP is a brittle, silver-coloured crystalline material. Table 4.1 lists some of its important
material properties, from the consideration both of its preparation and use.

Property

Crystal structure
Melting temperature
Dissociation pressure
Lattice constant
Energy gap (25 °C)
Atomic density
Density
Bulk modulus
Thermal conductivity
Electron effective mass
Electron mobility
Intrinsic resistivity (25 °C)

Units

°C
bar
A
eV
cm–3

g cm–3

dyn cm–2

W cm–1 OC–1

mo

cm2 V–1 S–1

O cm

Zincblende
1062
27
5.86
1.35
3.96 x 1022

4.79
7.1 x 1011

0.68
0.078
< 5400
8.2 x 107

Table 4.1 InP material properties at 300 K



Figure 4.1 InP pressure–temperature characteristic

The melting temperature is moderate (1060°C) and well within the range of con-
ventional resistance-furnace techniques and materials. The dominant high-temperature
property is the tendency to dissociate by the loss of phosphorus. Figure 4.1 shows the
temperature dependence of the saturated vapour pressure for both P2 and P4 species [5].
At the melting temperature the phosphorus dissociation pressure is around 27 bar. This
is a critical factor in the approach to all high-temperature processing of the compound,
including synthesis and crystallisation from the melt.

4.3 HAZARDS

The acute toxicity of the material is very low and it can be currently classified as harmful
rather than toxic. The main hazards arise from situations where it can be subjected to high
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temperature or chemical attack. Phosphorus evolution in air due to thermal decomposition
will form a dense white smoke of P2O5, which is acidic and a severe respiratory irritant.
Decomposition in the absence of oxygen may result in the condensation of different
phosphorus allotropes, including toxic white phosphorus that can spontaneously ignite
on exposure to air. Reaction with acids may form PH3 gas that is both pyrophoric and
highly toxic.

Mechanical processing giving rise to finely divided material or airborne dust must
be monitored and controlled through the use of suitable liquid coolants and extraction
systems. Dust inhalation has been demonstrated to cause damage to the lungs, liver and
blood in studies carried out on rodents [6].

4.4 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

In common with the other III-V semiconductors, InP crystallises in the zincblende (ZnS)
structure, belonging to the cubic space group F43m. This is a modified form of the
diamond structure in which the group IV semiconductors Ge and Si crystallise. It can
be described as consisting of two interpenetrating face-centred cubic (fcc) sublattices,
one composed of group III In atoms only, the other of the group V, P atoms. The two
sublattices are translated with respect to each other by a distance (—1/4, —1/4, 1/4) a0

(where a0 is the lattice-parameter value). There is no centre of symmetry in this structure
and this gives rise to some piezoelectric and nonlinear optical effects.

The chemical bonding within the crystal is tetrahedral. In atoms have three outer
electrons in an s2p1 configuration, while the P atoms have 5 outer electrons in an s2p3

configuration. This contributes an average of four valence electrons per atom to the bond-
ing. The bonding is principally covalent but partly ionic in character due to charge transfer
between the two species. The degree of charge transfer depends on the electronegativity
difference. Phosphorus is more electronegative than In resulting in a bond polarisation
with a net positive In charge and negative P charge. The amount of this charge transfer
for InP is 0.421e.

The concept of two separate sublattices is seen in the occurrence of crystallographically
equivalent but chemically distinct {111} planes. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where the
{111} In, designated {111}A, planes are indicated, consisting entirely of In atoms. Parallel
and closely spaced to this is an equivalent {111}P, or {111}B plane. The polar bonding
in the [111] direction is fully aligned making these very strong with respect to cleavage.
The lowest energy cleavage planes are {110} in these materials.

Exposed {111} surfaces are chemically distinct, either of In or P type. This has some
influence on the behaviour of the bulk material in crystal growth where it can be exper-
imentally observed that for a (111) growth axis the seed face presented to the melt can
result in differences in single-crystal yield depending on whether it is of {111}A or {111 }B
type. Facets form on {111} planes with different growth rates and hence allow some visual
differentiation of the A and B planes on the grown crystal. For the usual growth axis of
(001), the facets are normally seen most easily on the section of the crystal that is growing
out to full diameter from the seed. This 'cone growth' is also the region in which the
facets can have a strong influence on twin formation.

Because the material does not exhibit a fully four-fold symmetry with respect to its
chemical composition, it is necessary to determine and label the orientation of the {111}A



Figure 4.2 Zincblende crystal structure. {111}A planes, comprising only In atoms are shown
dotted

and B planes within both the bulk and wafer material during processing. In the case of
the wafers, this is achieved by adopting a convention for the placement of flats on the
wafer periphery that defines both the surface orientation and the position of particular
{110} planes as a reference for cleavage.

4.5 SYNTHESIS

Both indium and phosphorus raw materials are sourced as high-purity elements with a
specification better than 6N (99.9999 %). The specification is normally supported and
certified by batch analysis using a technique such as glow discharge mass spectroscopy
(GDMS). This has detection limits better than 1 ppba and is also commonly used for the
analysis of the crystalline material.

Both the elemental constituents are abundant and their use in semiconductor manufac-
ture represents a small fraction of overall consumption, whereas Ga, for example, has few
uses outside of semiconductor processing and any fluctuation of demand in this sector
can strongly influence the price and availability. Although In and P are readily available
in lower purity (4N), refining capability does restrict choice for the high-purity grades.
This is particularly true for phosphorus. There is an intermittent market for scrap InP, for
In recycling, and the compound material therefore tends to be collected and stored for
processing in bulk.

Indium is supplied in the form of cast metal ingots each weighing of the order of
lOOg. Phosphorus is specified as the red phosphorus allotrope and is supplied in large
granular form (5–20 mm) sealed under argon in glass bottles. Although red phosphorus is
less hazardous than other forms, handling still presents a very significant risk of ignition
and nitrogen purging must be used to provide a safe ambient for the dispensing, weighing
and loading of phosphorus into the reaction vessels.
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The compound is formed by direct exothermic reaction of the elements at high tem-
perature. The elements are combined by transport of the phosphorus to react with molten
indium held at a temperature above the melting point of the compound. The high disso-
ciation pressure requires a phosphorus vapour pressure of about 30 bar as a minimum.

Figure 4.3 is a schematic of a high-pressure reaction system used for the synthesis
of polycrystalline InP [7]. In order to achieve containment of the P component dur-
ing the synthesis and cooling, the reaction is carried out inside a sealed vessel or by
encapsulating the melt to avoid dissociation. In the system illustrated the indium and
phosphorus are loaded separately into a silica glass ampoule. The indium is placed at
one end and is held in a boat-shaped crucible also made of silica glass with a special
surface treatment to avoid adhesion of the melt or of pyrolytic boron nitride, pBN, which
may also have received a surface pretreatment, such as high-temperature baking in air to
form a thin boric-oxide surface layer. The phosphorus is loaded at the other end of the
ampoule and is separated from the indium by a silica-glass obstruction, forming a diffu-
sion baffle to control the subsequent high-temperature transport of the P vapour feeding
the reaction. The ampoule is evacuated to a pressure of around 10~6 torr and sealed by
flame welding. The whole system is loaded inside a resistance tube furnace, contained
inside an outer stainless-steel pressure vessel. The furnace is segmented to provide two
main temperature zones. The high-temperature zone is held above the melting point of the
compound, while the cooler zone surrounds the phosphorus source and its temperature is
controlled to achieve a steady sublimation of the phosphorus and to maintain an adequate
P vapour pressure.

An excess weight of P is included in the charge to sustain a P overpressure at the
end of the reaction phase. The total charge weight may be between 7 and 10kg of
synthesised compound.

The internal P vapour pressure is well in excess of that which could be supported by the
quartz ampoule alone. This is balanced, therefore by the pressure of an inert gas ambient,
argon or nitrogen, maintained inside the containment vessel. Precise pressure balance is
vital in order to avoid rupture of the ampoule. This is achieved by direct monitoring and
control of the gas pressure and by varying the internal pressure in the ampoule by means of
temperature control of the solid P source. Accurate vapour-pressure monitoring is difficult,
but the differential pressure across the ampoule can be measured by the attachment of
transducers. Nonetheless, strong reliance is placed on the reproducibility of the process
in terms of furnace set up, heat transfer and a consistent sublimation behaviour of the
phosphorus as a function of temperature. Modern high-purity red phosphorus offers good
reproducibility in this respect, although differences in behaviour may still be observed
between batches from different suppliers, reflecting some differences in manufacturing.

A period of melt stabilisation is allowed after complete reaction, before the cooling
and crystallisation cycle begins. A gradient is then formed over the molten InP and the
temperature is lowered until nucleation occurs at the coolest end of the boat, nearest the P
source. The aim is then to achieve a progressive crystallisation at a constant and controlled
rate by ramping the furnace temperatures. In this way, a homogeneous, stoichiometric
polycrystalline ingot of InP is formed, having large grain structure and free of inclusions
and voids.

The main complexity in the process is in achieving the necessary pressure balance
throughout all stages of heating, reaction and cooling where the thermal characteristics of



Figure 4.3 InP polycrystalline synthesis system
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the load are continually changing. If a rupture of the ampoule does occur then hot phospho-
rus vapour is suddenly released into the containment vessel. This will generally destroy the
furnace components and condense on the water-cooled vessel wall. The vessel is designed
to withstand an explosion of the process and therefore the main hazard in these circum-
stances is faced on opening the system to air after cool down. Rapidly condensed white
phosphorus will ignite and its waxy liquid form adds to the hazard of cleaning. Systems
for high-volume production of InP have to be designed to cope with such occurrences,
leading to a need for relatively inexpensive and easily replaceable furnaces.

An alternative synthesis method involves bubbling a stream of phosphorus vapour
through an indium melt maintained at high temperature. Phosphorus is contained in an
independently heated ampoule, with an open-ended dip tube immersed in the molten
indium. In this case the resultant charge is encapsulated by a layer of liquid boric-oxide
glass (B2O3) and again an inert-gas ambient is used to balance the compound dissoci-
ation pressure across the encapsulant layer. In principle, the use of liquid seals in this
system should allow any excess P pressure simply to be released by an increased bub-
bling rate through the charge. However, pressure fluctuations can cause material to be
sucked into the dip tube and solidified, for example. In principle, both methods allow a
degree of stoichiometry control via the vapour pressure of P maintained over the melt.
The bubbling technique has the advantage of forming the polycrystalline material in-situ
in the crucible [8] and usually also in the system that will be used for single-crystal
growth, saving the time and costs of extra processing stages. However, this also com-
mits a crystal-growth furnace and prevents testing of the synthesised-material purity prior
to growth.

An important consideration in the quality of polycrystal produced is the background
purity. This is assessed electrically for residual carrier concentration. Figure 4.4 is a plot
of the carrier concentration at room temperature for the first-to-freeze ends of a large
number of polycrystalline ingots.

The material is n-type with a carrier concentration typically well below 1016 cm–3 and
usually specified at < 5 x 1015 cm–3. The usual range for high-purity undoped InP is
2-4 x 1015 cm–3 with a room-temperature Hall mobility of 4000-5500 cm2 V–1 s–1.

Figure 4.4 Seed-end carrier concentration for high-purity polycrystalline ingots
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Table 4.2 GDMS Impurity analysis of polycrystalline InP (concentra-
tions in ppba)

Element

Li
Be
B
C
N
O
F
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr

Conc.

<2
<1

8
4000
300

3000
<70
<1
<1
<0.6
35

Major
<10

15
<80
<20
<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<1

Element

Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Pd
Ag
Cd

Conc.

<0.4
<0.2
<0.2
<0.6
<3
<2

<20
<2
85

<8
—

<0.5
<0.4
<0.3
<0.2

<500
<0.9
—

<4
<15

Element

In
Sn
Sb
Te
I

Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Hf
Ta
W
Pt
Au
Hg
Tl
Pb
Bi
Th
U

Conc.

Major
<1
<0.8
<3
<4

<25
<0.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.2

—
<0.3
<0.7

<10
<2
<0.5
<0.7
<0.3
<0.2
<0.1

Table 4.2 shows a full GDMS analysis of a polycrystalline ingot and indicates that the
dominant detected donor species are Si and S [9]. Background carrier levels in the bulk
material of below 1015 and down to mid-1014cm–3 have been reported using synthesis
from In-rich solution [10] and improvements in residual carrier concentration have also
been reported by recrystallising from In-rich melts [11]. At carrier concentrations around
2 x 1015 cm–3 or below it is suggested the conduction may be dominated by native donor
species [12].

4.6 SINGLE-CRYSTAL GROWTH

Liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEG) growth has been the main single-crystal produc-
tion method for InP since its initial uptake for device manufacture. The principal elements
of LEC growth are well known and InP was one of the first materials for which it was
proposed, in essentially its present form [13].

Figure 4.5 is a schematic of a commercial (Metals Research) high-pressure LEC puller.
This illustrates the main features of the method. The equipment itself is representative of
the first generation of commercial production of 2-inch diameter crystals with a weight
of 1 to 1.5kg.

The polycrystalline charge is contained in a silica glass or pBN crucible. A solid disc of
boron-oxide glass is placed on top of the charge. The crucible is located inside a graphite
resistance heater. After an evacuation and purging sequence the chamber is pressurised
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Figure 4.5 LEC crystal puller-schematic

with inert gas (nitrogen or argon) to a minimum of 30 bar. As the charge is heated the
boric oxide begins to flow and encapsulate the solid InP while the temperature is still
low enough to avoid phosphorus loss. Heating continues until the InP mass is molten and
completely encapsulated by a layer of boric-oxide glass. The melt is left to stabilise for
a period before crystal growth is initiated.

The crucible is supported by a solid metal shaft that can be rotated and translated
vertically within the heater. Special high-pressure seals are designed to transmit the drives
to the crucible support rod. Another solid metal pull rod holds the seed crystal suspended
over the melt. The pull rod itself is connected, inside the pressure vessel, to a load cell
that monitors the total weight of the rod, seed and growing crystal.

The seed is lowered to penetrate the transparent glass layer and to make contact with
the melt. The temperature is then adjusted so that the melt attaches to the seed crystal
and a meniscus is drawn up. In the arrangement illustrated, the seed is held in a clamp
and has a square cross section with the sides normally cut on {110} planes.

Growth takes place by withdrawing the partially melted seed up through the boric-oxide
layer, while varying the furnace temperature to increase the diameter of the attached single
crystal forming an extension to the original seed-crystal structure. Both the growing crystal
and the crucible are rotated. The relative sense, co- or counter-rotation, and the rotation
rates are determined by experiment to establish an optimum mixing in the melt for material
homogeneity. This can affect the temperature gradients and instabilities, influencing the
control of crystal shape as well as a number of key properties in the bulk of the grown
crystal. The pull rate is typically in the range 5–10 mm h–1 . In the case of the smallest
weight of 2-inch crystal the growth phase for the process can be completed within one
day. However, the overall growth cycle can be considerably longer when heating, cooling
and melt stabilisation periods are taken into account.

Control of the crystal shape is important in achieving efficient conversion of the ingot to
standard-diameter circular wafers. The normal objective is to establish a regular cylindrical
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shape by expanding the seed-equivalent diameter up to a size slightly greater than the
final wafer diameter while minimising the weight of material contained in the cone-
shaped transition section at the seed. In a thermally stable and reproducible furnace setup
the shape control can be derived experimentally and maintained through a sequence of
programmed ramps of the main furnace heater. Diameter control can also be achieved
by means of closed-loop feedback acting on the furnace temperature [14]. The input
is the weight signal obtained form the load cell during the course of the growth. In
the first approximation, the rate of change of the measured weight is proportional to the
diameter of the crystal, growing at a constant rate. However, there are a number of variable
contributions to the net weight signal arising from effects experienced at different stages
of the growth. For example, the material expands on freezing providing an anomalous
apparent weight reduction. As the crystal expands from the seed, and while still immersed
in the encapsulant it displaces a varying amount of boric oxide of much lower density and
hence there arises a varying buoyancy force that also changes the net apparent weight.
Both of these effects are particularly influential in the early stages of the growth when the
total weight signal is small. The net growth rate is the combination of the pull rate and any
change in the meniscus height such as might be caused by the depletion of the melt level
in the crucible and hence the detail of the crucible shape towards the end of the growth. A
programmed crucible-lift adjustment might also be applied to ensure that the melt surface
and growth interface remain at a fixed position within the furnace throughout the run.
All of these factors need to be allowed for in setting up any automatic-diameter control
system based on crystal weighing. However, the computational demands in implementing
such a system are quite modest due to the long time constants of the various contributions.

Figure 4.6 shows an example of a 2-inch diameter ingot demonstrating the degree of
diameter stability achievable over an extended growth length. Figure 4.7 shows a standard
3-inch diameter crystal, also grown with automatic diameter control.

Diameter control by direct observation of the crystal has never been successfully
achieved due to the optical distortions caused by the boric-oxide layer and the turbulent

Figure 4.6 Automatic diameter control on 2-inch InP growth
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Figure 4.7 3-inch diameter InP crystal

high-pressure gas within the chamber. However, visual monitoring of the melt and early
stages of grow out is an important facility to ensure satisfactory seeding and to allow
intervention and possible regrowth on the detection of twin formation. A quartz light pipe
conveys an image of the melt surface and interface through a pressure-resistant sapphire
window onto a CCTV system.

4.7 DEFECTS

The success of the growth process can be limited by the occurrence of a number of defects.
These can have the effect of reducing yield, limiting the bulk material specification that
can be offered or rendering the resultant ingot completely unusable.

Examples of such defects are twins, polycrystalline growth, dislocations and dislocation
clusters, dopant inhomogeneities and precipitates.

4.7.1 Twins

Twinning occurs via a 60° rotational stacking fault on the (111) plane. This results in
a twin boundary lying along a (111) plane, splitting the crystal into two regions ori-
ented on (001) and (221) vertical axes, before and after the twin plane, respectively.
The twin boundary usually bisects the crystal in such a way as to provide little or no
material capable of yielding (100) wafers at the required diameter. The growth process
is normally adjusted to operate under conditions where the probability of twinning is
minimised. InP may be regarded as exhibiting a greater tendency towards twin forma-
tion than the other III-V compounds due to its lower stacking fault energy [15]. Hurle
[16] has described the factors influencing twin formation in encapsulated growth. These
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Figure 4.8 Cross section of crystal seed cone

include the form of the solid/melt interface and its intersection with the crystal sur-
face, especially in the cone section at the start of the growth, faceting of the growth
interface close to the surface and temperature instabilities that give rise to fluctuating
growth rate.

Figure 4.8 is a micrograph of the near-surface region in the cone section of a crystal.
This has been etched to reveal dopant striations arising from temperature oscillations in
the melt, labelling the instantaneous interface position and shape throughout the growth.
The inflexion of the interface close to the surface, conforming with the {111} facet
plane, is clearly visible. Also revealed by the etching are two closely spaced {111} twin
planes, bounding a lamellar twin region, which have formed in a strongly facetted part
of the growth.

4.7.2 Dislocations

Dislocations are produced by plastic deformation of the crystal at high temperature. Both
radial and axial temperature gradients exist during the growth process. Indeed, these are
required to achieve controlled crystallisation and to impose a stable shape on the growing
crystal. However, the gradients can be large, nonlinear and time dependent at any point
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in the crystal during solidification and cool down, resulting in differential contraction
and cooling stresses. Above a critical stress value, which is also temperature dependent,
dislocations are formed and in InP these are mainly arranged in linear arrays parallel to
(110) directions due to slip on {111}.

Figure 4.9 is a plot of the axial temperature measured in an LEC growth system, prior
to growth, from the melt surface, through the encapsulant layer and up into the ambient
gas. It is evident that the peak gradient occurs at the boric-oxide surface where the crystal
emerges into the much colder gas.

Dislocation density is measured by counting etch pits revealed on cut wafers using the
H-etch [17], consisting of HBr:HNO3 (1:1) at room temperature. Typical etch pit densities
(EPD) around 5 x 104 cm–2 are found in 2-inch diameter crystals grown in an unmodified
LEC puller. The distribution of etch pits over the wafer shows an approximate W-shape
(Fig. 4.10b), with higher density at the edges and the centre, reflecting the development of
the cooling stresses during growth. These are larger as the crystal diameter increases and
this is seen in the increased dislocation density with average values above 1 x 105 cm–2

measured in equivalent 3-inch crystals.

Figure 4.9 Axial temperature gradients

Figure 4.10 (a) Dislocation-free area as a function of wafer position and doping, (b) radial dis-
tribution of dislocation density in low-doped InP, (c) SEM micrograph of 'grappe' defect
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Dopants such as sulfur and zinc, when added in high concentration can act to reduce
the dislocation density by exerting a 'hardening' effect [18-20]. In the case of S doping,
'dislocation-free' material, with densities less than 500 cm–2 can be obtained. Again this
is more readily achievable in smaller-diameter wafers and with increasing doping concen-
tration (Fig. 4.10a). However, it is generally necessary to moderate the dopant content to
avoid issues of outdiffusion from the substrate during epitaxy and dopant inhomogeneities.
The typical carrier concentration range specified for InP:S is 3–8 x 1018 cm–3. High
dopant concentration can also influence the crystal-growth behaviour with, for example,
strong facet development and the consequently greater risk of twinning. The threshold
doping concentration to achieve significant dislocation-density reduction depends strongly
on the control of thermal gradients in the growth system. Since EPD is one of the main
specification requirements on InP wafers and in particular a dominant demand is for
low-EPD or dislocation-free substrates, then much of the effort in single-crystal growth is
concerned with optimised low-gradient furnace arrangements for each diameter produced.

Certain characteristic forms of dislocation structure can also influence the yield and
usefulness of a crystal. Figure 4.10c is a micrograph of a dislocation cluster, often referred
to in InP as 'grappes', made up of a series of prismatic loop dislocations crystallograph-
ically aligned and propagating along (110) slip directions for distances up to 100 um
from a localised stress centre caused by an included core [21]. The precise origin of these
features has not been identified, although the presence of excess In and voids have both
been proposed. The general conditions under which they may arise in the growth can be
experimentally determined. A strong factor influencing their occurrence is the boric-oxide
moisture content and this has to be carefully specified and limited to a low concentration.

Where the grown-in dislocation density is rather high and the form of the growth-
interface shape allows a convergence to the dislocation lines into dense clusters or
entanglements, these can form into subgrain boundaries and lead to an eventual breakdown
into polycrystalline growth.

4.8 DISLOCATION REDUCTION

Dislocation control by means of doping alone has a limited effectiveness and gives rise to
limiting problems of its own. The main approach has therefore been to design the growth
system to achieve much lower temperature gradients while still maintaining conditions
for stable growth. Gradient reduction can be readily obtained by heat shielding in the
space immediately above the melt/encapsulant. By preventing both the strong gas flow
and direct radiative losses from transporting heat from the growing crystal to the water-
cooled chamber walls, the ambient temperature experienced by the crystal above the
protective encapsulant layer can be dramatically increased (by a few hundred degrees).
The corresponding reduction in gradients results in a much lower dislocation density in
the grown crystal.

Figure 4.11 shows a sequence of seed-end wafers from different crystals. These have
been etched to reveal the overall pattern of dislocations and convey an impression of their
density. Each crystal was grown is a progressively lower gradient system and the effect
on EPD is evident. The dislocation-free area increases sharply with gradient reduction.

The benefits of simple heat shielding are limited, however, since raising the temper-
ature of the unprotected region of the crystal increases the surface P loss, eventually
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Figure 4.11 Seed-end EPD reduction with reduced temperature gradients

producing strong surface decomposition and the presence of a significant amount of free
In that can disrupt the growth. In order to impose the level of gradient desired, various
modifications to the LEC method have been devised, including increasing the thickness
of the boric-oxide layer and enclosing the whole furnace in a sealed hot-wall chamber.
This latter approach, although not simple to implement, has proved the most successful
on a production scale and has been promoted by InP manufacturers under the designations
of PC-LEC (pressure-controlled-LEC) and VCZ (vapour-controlled Czochralski) [22]. In
each case the compensating partial pressure of P, preventing surface decomposition of
the crystal, is provided throughout the run by a separately controlled P source. The inner
enclosure acts to maintain this overpressure although it does not have to provide a per-
fect gas-tight chamber. In fact some pressure-balancing connection between the inner and
outer chambers is highly desirable in order to avoid catastrophic imbalances at the high
pressures used.

Undoped InP produced in such systems has a dislocation density of less than 104 cm–2

at 2-inch diameter, and the threshold S doping concentration for dislocation-free material
can be reduced to a level corresponding to a carrier concentration of 1 x 1018 cm–3 or less.

4.9 VGF GROWTH

The vertical gradient freeze (VGF) growth method [23] has become an important produc-
tion platform for III-V materials, especially GaAs. The principle of the technique involves
in-situ crystallisation within a crucible. The growth is seeded and proceeds from bottom
to top in a vertical orientation. Figure 4.12 shows a VGF furnace and schematic in a
system designed specifically for InP.

The furnace itself may consist of multiple heating zones configured to impose a con-
trolled temperature gradient over the melt. The crucible can be quartz, or more usually
pBN and has to be designed to accommodate the seed crystal in the base. A common
arrangement is to have a small-diameter tube for the seed crystal, opening via a cone-
shaped section to the full-diameter cylindrical, or slightly tapered cylindrical, section. The
melt is encapsulated with boric oxide and in the case of InP, the whole system must be
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Figure 4.12 VGF furnace schematic and photos

contained within a pressurised and water-cooled vessel operating at the same pressures
as an LEC puller.

The growth sequence after loading of the crucible is to heat the charge to achieve a
temperature distribution that maintains the top of the melt at a higher temperature than
the base and that establishes a position for the melting isotherm part way down the seed.
At this point the seed crystal will be partly melted and wetted by the molten charge,
forming a stable and well-behaved interface. The temperature distribution over the melt
is arranged so that a controlled linear gradient exists at the interface and that the rise
in temperature towards the top surface of the melt is limited to avoid overheating and
decomposition problems. The objective in the crystallisation phase is to programme the
furnace heaters to move the melt isotherm position upwards at a constant rate and to
maintain a uniform and low thermal gradient over the grown crystal as it cools.

The major advantage of the method is that the crystal is formed inside the crucible and
hence there are no issues of shape control. This allows the use of very low temperature
gradients during growth and hence much lower thermal stresses, potentially, than for the
LEC system. The free surface of the melt is also well separated from the growth interface
minimising the possibility of incorporation of surface contaminants. However, this also
means that there is no possibility of visual monitoring of the critical seeding and grow-
out phases and hence no opportunity to detect twins and restart the growth. The growth
process itself is performed by an automated sequence of furnace ramps.

The growth system can be less expensive than an LEC puller since there is no need for
lift and rotation mechanisms or any diameter-control system. The high-pressure require-
ments of InP do limit the cost-saving potentials, however. Typical growth rates are around
2mmh–1. The crystal must also be recovered from the crucible undamaged at the end
of the run. This involves dissolving the very thin layer of solidified B2O3 between the
crystal surface and the crucible. The usual solvent is hot methanol. Equally, because of
its high value, the pBN crucible has to be recovered intact for reuse.

The overall growth cycle is therefore much longer for VGF than for LEC and hence
the productivity for the same yield, is much reduced.

The other factor that strongly affects output is the single-crystal yield. There are a
number of influences on this, including failure to seed properly, sticking to the crucible
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walls and the formation of twins. Low temperature gradients tend to allow a stronger
facet influence on the growth interface and the same factors involved in the LEC case
become more critical in this kind of regime. Thus the shape of the crucible cone section,
the rate of growth, the detailed shape of the solid/melt interface, particularly at the crystal
surface and the stability of the melt temperature with regard to localised supercooling
can all influence the yield. These issues can be variously addressed, by thermal design
of the furnace to provide the desired interface shape, by ensuring that the high-pressure
gas volume for turbulent flow is minimised and that the melt environment is thermally
stable, and by selection of a suitable crucible design to achieve the transition between the
seed diameter and the final crystal diameter without generating twin growth in the cone
section, which is in practice where the greatest risk occurs. One approach is to eliminate
the grow-out section completely by using a simple cylindrical-shaped crucible with a seed
of the same diameter as the final crystal [24, 25]. Figure 4.13 shows an example of a
2-inch diameter VGF crystal grown in this way.

The seeding position can be accurately and reproducibly established even in a large-
area, short-length seed of this type. Although it might be expected that without the ability
to expand the interface area that any defects such as dislocations in the seed would
directly propagate at the same density into the grown crystal. This is not necessarily
the case and significant dislocation reduction can be achieved between the seed and the
VGF-grown crystal.

In the ingot shown in Fig. 4.13, the carrier concentration was in the range of mid-
1017 cm–3. The EPD of the LEC grown seed crystal was around 5 x 104 cm–2, whereas
the dislocation density in the VGF crystal was reduced by about an order of magnitude.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.14 where an EPD map of a seed-end wafer is shown. The
general form of the W-shaped EPD distribution is still maintained in the VGF growth.

VGF growth has shown itself capable of providing InP of the best structural quality,
with respect to dislocations and residual stress, at diameters of 2, 3 and 4 inches and across
all commonly required dopants. There remain some questions concerning the achievable
yield and competitive cost performance of the method.

Figure 4.13 VGF single crystal, S-doped



Figure 4.14 (a) Average EPD for wafers along a VGF-grown crystal, (b) seed-end EPD map on
a 2-inch wafer

4.10 CRYSTAL-GROWTH MODELLING

The experimental development of high-temperature, high-pressure furnaces is expensive
and slow. Tools that can assist in predicting the effects of changes in hot-zone compo-
nents, materials and basic furnace dimensions are of enormous potential importance when
tackling issues such as scaling up to larger-diameter crystals. Complete simulation of the
growth system to take into account all the processes of heat transfer, including radiation
losses, convective effects in the gas phase, melt flow and mixing, distributed in time and
in full three-dimensional space remains an ambitious task. However, numerical computa-
tional packages such as CrysVUn++ have been developed [26] that offer a time-dependent
and 2-dimensional simulation of a growth environment. This has proved particularly use-
ful for the physically much simpler arrangement found in a VGF furnace and has been
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demonstrated to be a valuable tool when used in conjunction with furnace design. Using
known material thermophysical properties and with measured furnace temperatures as the
boundary conditions, quasistationary and time-dependent modelling of the heat transfer
via radiation and conduction, taking into account latent heat, can be performed. From this
the temperature distribution within the crystal can be determined at any given point in
time, providing predictions of the interface position and form throughout the growth. In
addition, the von Mises stresses can be calculated from the temperature field experienced
by the crystal and simulations can be tested for the avoidance of exceeding the critical
stress for dislocation generation at any point.

Figure 4.15 shows a sequence of quasistationary stress maps calculated for the case of
a 2-inch diameter InP VGF growth at different time intervals. Experimental verification
of the interface position and hence growth rate, and of its detailed form can be made by
sectioning the grown crystal and etching to reveal dopant striations marking the interface.
Since there is normally no rotation applied in the VGF system and there are no strong

Figure 4.15 (Plate 2) Calculated von Mises stress at different stages of the VGF growth
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natural striations due to melt buoyancy-driven convective oscillations, then striations are
artificially introduced. A perturbation in the furnace temperature, caused by a sudden and
deliberate change in heater power, gives a corresponding change in growth rate and hence
in the dopant incorporation at the interface at that moment. By correlating the timing of
such events with their appearance in the sectioned crystal the predictions of the simulation
can be tested.

4.11 DOPANTS

Table 4.3 lists the main dopants used for control of electrical and dislocation properties.
The effective segregation coefficient for each impurity is also listed [27, 28]. This gives
some indication of the axial nonuniformity that can be expected in the electrical behaviour
in normal directional growth.

4.11.1 N-type InP

N-type low-EPD wafers are obtained by S doping. These make up the largest portion of
the substrate market for InP and are used for fabrication of infrared emitters and detectors,
such as lasers and PIN diodes. The material can be specified to have an average EPD
below a certain figure or to yield a minimum area of wafer below a 'dislocation-free'
threshold value. Limits on average EPD of 1000cm-2 and 'dislocation-free' threshold
values of 500 cm-2, are commonly applied.

A distribution of EPD is determined by full-wafer mapping. The standard method
being to measure 69 positions over a 2-inch wafer in a grid arrangement with each
measurement point 5mm apart. For 3-inch diameter material the pattern is based on a
10-mm grid requiring 37 measurement points.

As the crystal diameter increases it becomes much more difficult to maintain low dislo-
cation content even with the hardening effect of the dopant. Increasing the dopant content
is usually not an acceptable option and it is at sizes above 2-inch diameter where the
modified LEG variants and VGF growth methods offer distinct advantages in preserving
the dislocation specification.

Sn doping is also used for n-type material. Typical concentrations are in the range
1-3 x 1018cm-3. Sn has no significant effect on dislocation content and typical EPD

Table 4.3 Dopant types and applications

Dopant !

Undoped
Fe
S

Sn
Zn

Seg. coeff. (keff)

0.0016
0.47

0.02
–1

Application

LPE source
OEIC, mm wave
LD, LED, PD

LD, LED, PD
LD, LED, PD

Crystal properties I

n-type; < 1 x 1016 cm–3

n-type; SI; > 1 x 107 O cm
n-type; > 1 x 10l8 cm–3

'zero-D'; < 500 cm–2

n-type; > 1 x 1018 cm–3

p-type; l–10 x 1018 cm–3

low EPD

Market (%)

–20
–50

–20
–10



values would be in the range of 3-5 x 104 cm–2. Low-EPD material can only be obtained
in this case by low-gradient growth.

4.11.2 P-type InP

Zn is the only commercially available p-type dopant. It can be incorporated at concen-
trations above 1019 cm–3 and at such levels it also has a lattice-hardening effect, yielding
dislocation-free material. Its segregation coefficient is close to unity. Zn is volatile in
elemental form and this can give rise to variable loss of dopant when it is directly added
to the melt. Care must be taken in how the charge is loaded in the crucible so that the
dopant is protected up until the point when it is incorporated in the melt. Another approach
is to use a measured quantity of well-characterised, predoped InP mixed in the correct
proportion with the undoped charge.

4.11.3 Semi-insulating InP

Fe forms a deep acceptor state in InP that acts to compensate the residual shallow donors
and when present in a dominant concentration pins the Fermi level near midgap to give
intrinsic-like semi-insulating behaviour.

Fe has a small segregation coefficient, no lattice-hardening effect and a limited sol-
ubility in the crystal. The minimum concentration required to achieve semi-insulating
behaviour depends strongly on the background purity of the compound. For typical
undoped InP an Fe concentration in the solid in excess of 1016 cm–3 is required.

Figure 4.16 is a plot of measured resistivity as a function of the Fe concentration in
the same wafer, assessed by mass spectroscopy. A threshold level around 1 x 1016 cm–3

is evident above which the resistivity achieves the accepted 'semi-insulating' minimum

Figure 4.16 Resistivity dependence on Fe-doping concentration
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Figure 4.17 (a) PL intensity as a function of Fe-doping concentration, (b) PL intensity map of a
semi-insulating InP:Fe wafer

of 107ohm cm and then increases steadily towards 108 ohm cm with further increasing
Fe content.

The limit on useful Fe doping content is set by the solubility of the impurity. At levels
around 1017 cm–3 FeP2 precipitates begin to appear as large inclusions in the crystal [29],
making that part of it unusable. Due to the low segregation value the Fe concentration
increases sharply towards the last-to-freeze end of the crystal and nodular precipitates can
be observed in the extreme base of some InP:Fe crystals. The Fe concentration can also
be correlated with the photoluminescence response of the bulk material [30]. Figure 4.17a
shows the inverse relationship between PL intensity and Fe content. This can be used to
provide a detailed distribution map of doping concentration through high-resolution PL
mapping, as shown in Fig. 4.17b The nonuniformity of Fe content exhibited as growth
striations and other features is also reflected in variations in electrical resistivity measured
by a noncontact capacitance transient method [31]. An example of this is shown in
Fig. 4.18a.

Additionally, Fe is a fast diffuser in InP [32], which is a concern for outdiffusion
into epitaxial structures. There has consequently been a strong interest in attempting to
produce undoped semi-insulating InP, analogous to the GaAs case, where conduction is
controlled by native deep level defects. Investigations have involved heat treatments of
high-purity undoped InP and some success has been achieved in semi-insulating behaviour
in low residual carrier concentration material [33]. However, detailed analysis of such
samples has indicated that the required compensation balance has been achieved through
a reduction in native shallow donor levels as a result of annealing, together with inadver-
tent low concentration contamination of the samples with Fe, probably from the furnace
and ampoule.

The limiting role of native shallow donors has been suggested in the cases where
precise analysis of the chemical donor impurities has shown these to be insufficient to
account for the measured carrier concentration [12]. Growth from In-rich melts [11] and
synthesis from In solution [10] has resulted in the lowest carrier concentration material,
suggesting a stoichiometry-related influence. There is evidence that the defect complex
VIn — H4 that is known to be a shallow donor [34] is at least partly responsible for the
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Figure 4.18 (Plate 3) (a) Resistivity map of Fe melt-doped wafer, (b) resistivity map of Fe
diffusion-doped wafer

background carrier concentration. The defect concentration can be determined from its
infrared local vibrational mode signature and has been shown to have a value around
1.5 x 1015cm–3 in annealed crystals [12].

Hydrogen can be introduced into the melt from the puller atmosphere through gas-
phase reactions of the water content of the boric oxide. During heat treatment these
hydrogen-related complexes can be dissociated and redistributed depending on the thermal
history. Heat treatment can therefore play an important role in the control of the electrical
uniformity of semi-insulating InP, as is the case for undoped GaAs. However, whereas
in GaAs the anneal acts only on native point defects, in InP there can also be an Fe-
redistribution effect in addition to the observed reduction in donor complexes. Thus the
resistivity and Hall mobility are both enhanced by the heat treatment of Fe-doped InP at
temperatures between 750 and 1000 °C, for treatment times of several hours. In this way
also it is possible to lower the critical threshold concentration of Fe for semi-insulating
behaviour [35, 36].

One approach to achieving very uniform semi-insulating wafers of relatively low and
constant Fe concentration, and hence avoiding the effects of segregation seen in a melt-
doped crystal, has been to diffuse Fe through the material [37, 38]. This is usually done in
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wafer form at high temperature using either a FeP2 vapour ambient or a surface-deposited
source. Figure 4.18b shows a resistivity map of a semi-insulating wafer obtained by Fe
diffusion into undoped InP.

4.12 CONCLUSION

InP is an important semiconductor material with established niche markets in fibre-optic
telecommunications devices. It is also a contender for new high-performance commu-
nication devices due to its potential advantages in high-frequency operation. Extensive
experience has been gained in the processing of large-area 'non-silicon' wafers for high-
speed integrated circuits and microwave devices for consumer applications. This has
created an infrastructure, acceptance and technology base for compound materials and
InP can potentially benefit from this as a perceived next-generation product to GaAs
microwave devices.

Volume manufacturing of InP integrated circuits and electronic devices will require the
availability of semi-insulating wafers with diameters of 100mm or larger. Such substrates
are already available and 150mm wafers have been demonstrated in both VGF and VCZ-
type growth. Currently such wafers are, relatively, extremely expensive; a factor of 5 times
or more compared with equivalent-area GaAs substrates. Since raw material costs are
broadly similar, the burden and focus of the cost pressures will fall on the efficiency of the
crystal-growth processes. It remains to be seen which of the available growth methods will
offer the optimum combination of productivity and specification for consumer markets.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION—A LITTLE HISTORY

The binary intermetallic compound indium antimonide or InSb, with a ZnS crystal struc-
ture was first identified in 1929 [1] with the In-Sb phase diagram being fully defined
by 1952 [2]. That this material was a semiconductor with a very narrow bandgap and
extremely high electron mobility began to emerge in the early 1950s, within years of the
earliest development of semiconductor silicon. Si has evolved in the intervening decades
into a billion-dollar, thousands of tonnes-per-year, major industry. InSb has matured much
more slowly into the niche markets for costly, very high performance detectors of 3-5
micrometer infrared radiation with sales of a few $million annually and much more

Bulk Crystal Growth of Electronic, Optical and Optoelectronic Materials Edited by P. Capper
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numerous but inexpensive magnetic sensors. There are also specialty applications in X-ray
monochromation, infrared filters and detector optical-immersion lenses.

Many laboratories participated in the early definition of InSb's characteristics over
the following decade with several hundred papers being published. Much of this work
defining material preparation, properties and its basic applications was summarized by
Hulme and Mullin [3] and Liang [4] in 1962. Most of the key material parameters were
summarised by Neuberger in 1965 [5] and again in 1971 [6]. Many of these early data
remain unchallenged to the present.

5.2 WHY THE INTEREST?

InSb has the narrowest bandgap of the III-V binary compound semiconductors. The E0

gap is 235meV at OK and 172meV at 300K [7] with the gap increasing nearly linearly
from 300 K at 0.27 meV K–1 to about 232 meV at 77 K, the temperature range of greatest
interest. The gap is direct throughout this interval, which means infrared emitters and
detectors made from InSb tend to have high quantum efficiencies throughout this entire
span. Figure 5.1 shows this dependency.

InSb infrared detectors have evolved from the earliest photoconductive single-element
devices, to linear and now large (1024 x 1024) photovoltaic focal plane arrays. While
other materials are used in other applications, the 'producibility' (ability of material and
fabrication technology to reliably and reproducibly make arrays of whatever required size
and performance) and high 'operability' (low count of dead pixels) of InSb has led to
its domination of the cooled, sensitive, rapid-scan applications in the mid-infrared. While
its rather high (~ 2E16 carriers cm–3) intrinsic carrier concentration at 300 K constrains

Figure 5.1 InSb bandgap vs. temperature (after Camassel and Auvergne [7])
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the development of high-speed transistors and other devices at room temperature, recent
developments [8, 9] using InSb as substrate have overcome this limitation using 'carrier
exclusion or extraction' devices. The reader is referred to Micklethwaite and Johnson [10]
for a review of these technologies.

InSb has the highest room-temperature mobility (~7–8E4 cm2 V–1S–1) of any semi-
conductor. Since the signal response from a change in transverse magnetic field in the
Hall configuration is proportional to the square of the carrier mobility, InSb thin films are
widely used in magnetic sensors.

The atomic numbers of In (49) and Sb (51) are both high when compared with those
of Si (14), Ge (.32), Ga(31) and As(33) with which most readers will be more familiar.
This results in a strong interaction with X-radiation. Strong diffraction and the excellent
crystalline perfection available make InSb a material of choice for doubly or multiply
diffracted X-ray beam monochromators.

5.3 KEY PROPERTIES

Before launching into a discussion of InSb growth technologies, a basic understanding of
InSb physics, chemistry and properties is required.

5.3.1 Crystallography

5.3.1.1 ZnS lattice

InSb crystallizes in the ZnS structure (space group F-43 m) that comprises two inter-
penetrating, face-centred cubic sublattices relatively displaced a quarter of the primary-
cell body diagonal. All of the III-V semiconductors share this lattice that differs from
C(diamond), Ge and Si only in that the two sublattices are solely populated by Group III
and Group V atoms, respectively, while the elemental materials are entirely one species.
In all these cases every atom is surrounded by four nearest neighbours and covalently
shares an average of four electrons.

Figure 5.2 shows three views of this lattice:

(a) showing tetrahedral coordination around each atom

(b) showing the alternating In- and Sb-populated {111} planes

(c) showing 'clear channels' in the (110) direction

NOTE: in this paper (hkl) refers to the single plane hkl, (pqr) to a direction [normal
to (pqr)] and {xyz} is the set of planes like (xyz), i.e. (xyz), (—x,yz), (zxy), etc.

5.3.1.2 Polarity

The {111} planes have the densest atomic packing in this lattice but alternate between
totally In and totally Sb atoms populating these planes in hexagonal arrays. This alternation
results in distinctly different chemical and mechanical properties for the two sides of all



Figure 5.2 InSb lattice (a) tetrahedral coordination (b) {111} A and B species planes (c) (110)
clear interstitial channels. The light and dark balls represent In and Sb, respectively

planes of the class {h11} (where h is any integer) and requires that this polarity be taken
into account during growth. The four {111} planes with an even number of negative indices
are commonly called** the 'A, head or In' planes with the remaining four designated 'B,
tail or Sb'. The polar notation is also applied to {211} and {311} although the polarity
effects decrease quite noticeably as the highest index increases.

This polarity has many effects, notably that damage depth and chemical-attack rates
on {11 1B} planes are about twice what they are on {111A}. It also dictates the choice of
seed orientation; for seeds of the {h11} type, the {h11B} plane must be toward the melt
to avoid growth twins [11].

5.3.1.3 Slip

These same four pairs of {111} planes are also the slip habit of InSb when exposed locally
or generally to stress levels exceeding the critical resolved shear stress or 'CRSS'. The
slip direction is in one of the 12 (110) directions of the shortest translation vectors in this
lattice [12]. If crystals of InSb are stressed by compression, bending or excessive thermal
stresses during growth, arrays of slip dislocations result that can be viewed as etch pit
arrays defining the traces of the {111} planes on the cut plane.

5.3.1.4 Twinning

During growth, a 60° lattice rotation about any III-V bond in a (111) direction pre-
serves the tetrahedron of opposite species but in a lattice mirroring the parent across the
(111) plane. Since both the nearest and second-nearest neighbours remain at their normal
distances, the energy required for this 'twinned' growth is exceptionally low. For this
reason twinning across the set of {111} planes is the principal complication in grow-
ing single-crystal InSb. The {211} and {110} twinning reported in other IV and III-V
semiconductors is not found in InSb [13].

** [It is worth noting that in the pre-1970 literature there are both this and the reverse notations for 'head and
tail, etc.' so these early papers must be read with care to ensure correct interpretation].
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5.3.1.5 Cleavage

Being a rather weakly bound material; InSb demonstrates pronounced cleavage on all
twelve {110} planes. The older literature [14] also indicates that the {111} and even the
{332} planes will cleave but the author has never seen this in InSb. Inadvertent cleavage
has ended the working life of far too many InSb wafers in processing so great care
must be exercised in all handling steps. Conversely, deliberate cleavage offers a ready
means to separate device dice from the parent wafer without damage in the last stages of
fabrication. Typically, two (110) edges for (111)- and (211)-oriented wafers, sometimes
four in the case of (100) wafers, are defined by oriented scribing to initiate cleavage.

5.3.1.6 Diffusion

The vast majority of InSb infrared focal planes are fabricated as diffused- or implanted-
junction devices, usually on (111)-oriented wafers. Notably faster diffusion for some
species exists in the (110) directions because these correspond to the clearest interstitial
'channels' in the lattice (see Fig. 5.2c). There is little difference between most other
orientations although subtle polarity effects are suggested for (111) directions.

5.3.1.7 Defects

InSb is among the most perfect materials available commercially. The author has seen
defect densities as low as 1 etch-defined pit in a 50-cm2 wafer, although higher levels of
10–100 defects cm–2 are normally specified. Figure 5.3 shows conical etch-pit patterns

Figure 5.3 InSb conical etch pit patterns (a) typical (b) showing slip
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developed by etching with dilute CP4 etchant (HF:HNO3:HAcetic: water = 3:5:3:20) for
(a) a typical production wafer and (b) an early 100-mm wafer showing excessive slip.

5.3.2 Growth-critical material parameters

InSb is the extreme of all the III-V compounds semiconductors in virtually all its material
properties. Some of these (the low melting point) assist crystal growers, while others
make the growth of high-quality material an exceptional challenge (for example the very
low CRSS). A knowledge of these and an understanding of their implications is crucial to
growing acceptable material—very much a 'moving target' in the commercial materials
world. Table 5.1, below, summarizes key parameters taken from almost fifty year's of
the literature. The author has given the most evidently reliable data and rejected others;
please feel free to contact him to discuss these choices.

5.3.3 Common growth conditions

The key to the very high quality of InSb materials readily available commercially lies in
the low (525 °C/798 K) melting point and meticulous attention to detail by growers.

Atypically for metals, InSb expands approximately 12.9% on freezing, among the
greatest of such expansions (Si 9.6 %, Ge 4.9 %, GaSb 7.5 %) [21]. If the freezing interface
is taken as the frame of reference, there is a net flow away from the interface at 13 %
of the freezing rate (termed 'density effusion' by the author) which must be explicitly
accounted for in any modelling of the crystallizing interface and its dynamics.

Although hydrogen should not (thermodynamically) reduce floating InOx, in practice
it does in the presence of the InSb melt, thus hydrogen is the atmosphere of choice for
InSb crystal growth. Vacuum processing is not feasible as it leads to unacceptable Sb
losses, while argon cannot be scrubbed sufficiently free of oxygen and water to preclude
oxidation. The literature [22] suggests nitrogen may be electrically active.

5.3.4 Impurities and dopants

With its narrow bandgap and applications typically near 77 K where intrinsic carriers
are suppressed, the importance of InSb starting material purity cannot be overempha-
sized. With few exceptions, crystals are grown from precompounded and zone-refined
feed. Deportment and control of impurities is too complex a topic for full treatment
here but a few generalities may be useful. Elements that displace In (Groups I and II
of the periodic table) are doubly and singly ionized acceptors, respectively. Those dis-
placing Sb (Groups VI and VII) are singly and doubly ionized donors. Group IVs are
amphoteric, generally behaving as compensating acceptors, while the transition elements
have little effect on carrier concentration but are catastrophic to mobility and lifetime.
Interestingly, the isoelectronic elements from groups III and V all seem to behave as
low-efficiency acceptors.

The great majority of impurities have distribution coefficients (K = Cs/Cl) less than
unity and segregate to the last-to-freeze portions of the ingot. The exceptions are Zn, Ge
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Table 5.1 InSb: significant parameters for growth ([15] except as noted)

Parameter

Melting temperature [3]
Latent heat of solidification
Thermal conductivity of liquid @ Tfreezing

Thermal conductivity of solid @ Tfrazing

Heat capacity of liquid @ Trfreezing

Heat capacity of solid @ Tfreezing

Density of liquid @ Tfreezing

Density of solid @ Trfreezing

Coefficient of liquid volume expansion
Liquid thermal diffusivity
Liquid dynamic viscosity
Surface tension @ 823 K [16]
Variation in surface tension [15]
Elastic constants @ Tfreezjng [17]

C11

C12

C44

Young's modulus @ Tfreezing (111) [17]
Poisson's ratio @ Tfreezing

Critical resolved shear stress (CRSS)
491 K [18]
@ Tfreezing [19]

Growth meniscus angle [20]
Wetting angle on [16]

Graphite
BN
Sapphire
Quartz

Value

798.4
1.3 x 109

9.23
4.57

1.7 x 106

1.5 x 106

6.47 x 103

5.64 x 103

1 x 10–4

6 x 10–6

3.3 x 10–7

4.34 x 10–1

-8 x 10-5

5.3 x 1010

2.5 x 1010

2.8 x 1010

6.8 x 1010

0.428

5x 106

2.5 x 105

25

124
134
111
112

SI units

K
Jm– 3

Wm–1 K–1

Wm–1 K–1

Jm–3 K–1

Jm–3 K–1

kg m–3

kg m–3

K–1

m2 S–1

m2 S–1

N m–1

Nm–1 K–1

Nm–2 = Pa
Nm–2 = Pa
Nm – 2 = Pa
Nm–2 = Pa

-

N m–2 = Pa
Nm – 2 = Pa

degrees

degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

[Note: for many of these, temperature dependence has been established.]
[Note added in proof: recently, the loffe Institute has posted a rather complete set of material
parameters for InSb online at www.ioffe.rssi.ru/SVA/NSM/Semicond/index.html].

and the isoelectronic elements. The last is consistent with the fact that InSb has the lowest
melting point of all the III-V compounds.

Few commercially significant crystals are grown without deliberate doping to achieve
desired electronic characteristics. Te is the donor of choice because of its modest segre-
gation (K ~ 0.6) with Zn (~ 2.5), Cd (~ 0.8) or Ge (~ 1.2) being used for acceptors
according to application.

5.4 CZOCHRALSKI GROWTH

The Czochralski crystal-growth method is the method of choice for commercial InSb
production as it readily produces the large volume of near-perfect material required for

www.ioffe.rssi.ru/SVA/NSM/Semicond/index.html
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modern infrared devices. Ingots producing wafers to 100mm (4 inch) diameter have
recently entered commercial production with defect densities as low as 10 etchable dis-
locations per square centimetre being regularly achieved. Virtually all the critical details
of production for such large ingots are proprietary but there are reasonable references [3]
that give basic information.

Growth is usually performed with an unfluxed melt (not LEC) under a pure hydrogen
cover gas. Since the vapour pressure of Sb at 525 °C at ~ 5E-6gcm–2 s–1 is very low
[3], there is no need for an evaporation-suppressing flux cover. The hydrogen atmosphere
is required to reduce the InOx scum that otherwise forms on the melt, preventing single-
crystal growth. A quartz crucible is employed to reduce carbon incorporation. The seed
is withdrawn at speeds ~ 25 mm h–1, giving growth times ~ 16 h from seedon. Seed and
crucible rotation rates, while critical to the process, are typically low at 2–12rpm.

InSb growth more closely resembles the growth of silicon and germanium than its
more commercialized cousins InP and GaAs. However, there are significant differences
in heat transfer due to much-reduced radiative transfer (lower temperature) and increased
convective transfer (ultrafluid hydrogen atmosphere). Fluid mechanics in the melt are
complicated by faceting and 'density effusion' as well as the more usual convection
interacting with stirred flows from crucible and seed rotations.

5.4.1 Challenges

5.4.1.1 Twinning

Anyone who has ever grown InSb crystals will have seen more than their fair share of
growth twins to the extent that the true art of bulk single-crystal growth is largely that
of twin avoidance. The great majority of these arise at the three-phase boundary ring
forming the perimeter of the growth interface.

Hurle [23] has examined the incidence and triggering of twins in III-V compound
semiconductors, formulating a theory for the nucleation of a twin at an 'edge' facet
(one touching the crystal circumference) when local conditions thermodynamically favour
nucleation in the twinned orientation over the chosen one. Over a certain range of growth
angles (angle of the crystal sidewall to the vertical), edge facets can reach the three-
phase boundary permitting nucleation to occur preferentially there where the nucleation
energy is lowest. Since the surface free energy on {111} (twin) planes is the lowest of all
orientations in this lattice, for small nuclei (large supercooling) thermodynamics favours
the twinned orientation as the surface energy saved exceeds the incremental twin volume
free energy of the differently oriented nucleus. Thus the combination of facet and three-
phase boundary readily forms a new crystal in twinned rather than the target orientation.
The balance between growth angle, surface tension and supercooling dictates whether
twinning will occur for any given seed orientation. While twinning is predicted to be
unlikely for (111) in Ge and Si, it is likely for InSb and other III-Vs. The increased
twinning onto {hllA) vs ( h l l E ) seed orientations ({111B} and (111A} edge facets) can
be explained by subtle changes in melt surface tension against these planes.

Hulme and Mullin [3] offer a good discussion of the twinned crystal orientation as a
function of seed orientation. Of all the seed possibilities, (311) is the most interesting
as it twins to itself ({311} -» {–1–31}) while all other orientations twin to higher-index
planes that quickly degrade into polycrystalline growth. In the author's laboratory, the
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(211B) growth direction is preferred. This can twin at 19.5, 62 or 90 degrees from the
(211) growth plane. In the first case, the new crystal will frequently 'twin back' to the
original orientation, leaving a buried twin lens. In the 62° case, disastrous polycrystallinity
always results, while the 90° case can take the form of a relatively innocuous, shallow
'edge twin' plate that will propagate vertically through the remaining length of the ingot.
Which variant emerges is a sensitive gauge of the melt thermals.

Twin avoidance requires an absolutely stoichiometric melt, free of oxide scum or
particulates; an appropriate seed orientation and growth angle (avoiding facets); low (but
sufficient) solid thermal gradient and melt thermal control to flatten the interface, minimize
supercooling and remelting.

5.4.1.2 Faceting

Anyone who has seen naturally occurring crystals such as quartz or raw diamonds is
immediately struck by their tendency to form large flat faces at characteristic angles to each
other—'facets'. Figure 5.4 shows the tetrahedrally arranged facets of natural diamonds.
These are exactly the {111} set of planes of the diamond cubic lattice, identical to the ZnS
lattice of the III-V compounds semiconductors, except for the latter's alternating species
on the two sublattices.

In Czochralski-grown InSb, these tetrahedral {111} will always express themselves if
geometry and growth conditions permit. Their presence materially affects the distribution
of impurities and dopants. The prime determinant in faceting is the number and orientation
of the (111} planes that can intersect the growth interface. Table 5.2 sets out this geometry
for common growth directions.

Figure 5.4 Naturally occurring {111} facets on diamonds (Photo, DeBeers Group)
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Table 5.2 Faceting geometry in the ZnS lattice

Pull
direction

(100)
(110)
(111A)
(111B)
(211A)
(211B)

{111A} facets

2
1

3
1

{111B} facets

2
1
3

1

Angle to
growth plane

54.7°
35.3°
70.5°
70.5°
19.5°
19.5°

Rotational
spacing

0/90/180/270°
0/180°

0/120/240°
0/120/240°

-
—

One of the earliest discussions of the facet effect in InSb was given by Mullin and
Hulme [24]. They noted that seed orientations at or near (111) orientation resulted in
large flats having {111} orientations (facets), that these were displaced to one side and
distorted the expected three-fold boule symmetry when there was a deviation from exact
(111) orientation, and that all these were associated with anomalous impurity distributions.
Hurle et al. [25] demonstrated that interface breakdown of a (100) crystal grown with
excess In by constitutional supercooling resulted in a 'factory roof surface of {111}
facets. Ivleva et al. [26] extended this work to (100), (110), (211) and (511}-grown
crystals, finding facets in each case; two, opposed for (100) and (110), one for (211)
and two 'hardly discernible' ones for the (511). Comparing these results with Table 5.2
demonstrates the apparent asymmetry between possible {111A} and {111B} facets (only
the latter developed on the (100) growth face at 54.7°) while both (111A) and (111B)
appeared on the (110) face.

Noting that the facet-dominated ingots grown under flat-interface conditions and devel-
oped in the central portion of ingots with convex (solid) interfaces but were absent for
concave(solid) interfaces, Hulme and Mullin [3] explained the facets as resulting from the
requirement for significant supercooling to maintain (111) [facet] growth—thus approx-
imate tangency to the melt isotherms was required for facet development. The reader is
referred to Sangster [27] for development of the theory that nucleation on the (111) is the
most difficult and a discussion of facet-growth mechanics.

5.4.1.3 Segregation by 'normal freeze'

The slow withdrawal of a crystal from the melt is the equivalent of a 'normal freeze' [28]
during which K < 1 dopants tend to remain with the melt while K > 1 are preferentially
incorporated into the growing crystal. This results in an automatic impurity gradient along
the ingot length that must be taken into account when targeting doping levels—the large-
diameter portion of the ingot comes late in growth where the axial impurity gradient
is steepest.

5.4.1.4 Segregation to 'striations'

Very early in InSb growth experimentation it was noted that smooth, repeating structures
could be discerned by etching after the growth of heavily doped (> lE18cm–3) crystals.
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Termed 'striations', there was prolonged and vigorous debate over what they were and
their origins. Radiotracer experiments revealed that they were periodic, major (factor of
2–10) variations in the dopant concentrations. Their origin was postulated to be peri-
odic variations in melt temperature due to convective cycling or asymmetry between the
rotation and thermal axes.

Work to characterize these is typified by three papers by Morizane et al. [29–31]. They
found that striations persisted without using seed/crucible rotation and hence they were
derived from convective effects. This was confirmed more recently by directed-freezing
experiments in microgravity [32] in which striations were not present under conditions
that created them on earth. The Morizane papers established that the striations reflect
the exact shape of the growth interface, could be made to show the shape and size of
growth facets and could be turned on/off by the presence/absence of thermal asymmetry
or convective melt currents in the growth system.

The striation mechanism is explained by temporal variations in growth rate and their
accompanying changes in solute incorporation. In the presence of a segregating impurity,
the melt ahead of the growth interface has a solute-enriched (assuming K < 1) boundary
layer whose thickness is controlled by the interaction of mixing, diffusion and growth rate.
Burton et al. [33] is the seminal paper for this topic. If the interface accelerates, Keffective

more closely approximates unity and more solute is incorporated into the crystallizing
material; and vice versa. Thus a cyclic temperature causes a cyclic growth rate and
results in cyclic impurity incorporation that can be revealed as striations by etching. In
extreme cases, the interface may even melt back ('remelt') causing the effective growth
rate to cycle between zero and some high rate.

While these striations are not seen in more lightly doped material, it is probable that
the mechanisms that trigger their formation are still at work. Accordingly, great care is
taken to maintain thermal symmetry and to control convective currents within the melt
to obviate these cyclic impurity variations. For intermediate cases (doped ~ lE17cm–3)
striations may appear only on facets where they manifest themselves with a characteristic
iridescence after etching. Striations also offer a means of monitoring the variation in
interface shape throughout growth as conditions are experimentally adjusted, thus they
form a useful tool for improving growth conditions.

5.4.1.5 Segregation to facets

Anomalous (factor of 2-8) segregation of impurities to certain regions of grown crystals
was an early puzzle in InSb growth. Mullin [3, 24, 34] did much of the early work to
resolve this. Using electrical measurements and radiotracer studies he established that
Te (K ~ 0.6) was apparently segregating to regions of (111) growth, the facets, as if K
were ~ 4. Other workers found similar effects for Se, Ge and other elements. Initially this
was attributed to Keffective being six times greater on-facet than off, making Ke ~ 3–4.
Similar ratios were found for other elements. Mullin's [34] autoradiographs (Fig. 5.5) for
Te segregation for four growth directions remain one of the best illustrations of the facet-
segregation effect. It is worth noting that the (111B) case has a single, central facet; the
{111A) has 3 strong peripheral facets and a weak central one; the (110) two, one weak and
one strong; and the (100) two weak and two strong. This is an excellent demonstration
of the different degree of segregation between (111A) and (111B).



Figure 5.5 Autoradiographs [34] of InSb [Te] wafers cut perpendicular to growth in the (a) (111B)
(b) (111A) (c) {110} (d) (100) directions. (Note: original figure uses reverse notation.) (Reproduced
with permission from J.B. Mullin)

Mullin [34] initially explained this effect by considering the possibility of differential
stirring on- and off-facet as altering the boundary layers but later settled on a requirement
for higher supercooling on facets with their presumed nucleation difficulties. Using the
phase diagram for InSb-Te and invoking equilibrium, only part of the differential seg-
regation could be explained. He further postulated that differential growth rate on- and
off-facet might be the cause.

This last has been shown [35] to be the probable cause. The geometry of the species
populating the {111} planes is such that it requires double-atom nucleation to form a 2-
D nucleus [27], parallel to the parent plane. Such nucleation has a probability that is
approximately the square of the probability of nucleation on a (110) plane under equiva-
lent circumstances. This nucleus then proceeds to grow in these same two dimensions, that
is to say strictly laterally rather than adding height steps concurrently. Thus each (111) step
nucleates and grows sideways to the limiting isotherm before the addition of the next step.
This is unique among all orientations, as all other planes are much more easily nucleated
then grow by further 3D nucleation (a combination of (111), (100) and (110) steps) and
expansion. Since all planes have about the same volume growth rate under given circum-
stances, the lateral growth of the (111) planes must be exceptionally rapid. Using lateral
growth rates of 1E5 and lE–3cms–1 (on- and off-facet), Hayakawa was able to explain
Kon ~ 6.9 and Koff ~ 0.63 for Te. The explanation of the extraordinary facet impurity
incorporation then is this huge difference of effective growth rate—bulk vs monostep-
lateral. The latter's rapidly advancing sidewalls trap impurities much more completely
than the quasiequilibrium off-facet process resulting in the large disparity in Keff..
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Reflecting this reality, the literature now typically quotes either or both of 'on-facet'
and 'off-facet' segregation coefficients.

5.4.1.6 Defects and slip

The crystalline perfection of seeded melt growth is initially constrained by the quality
of the seed crystal employed. While measures such as 'Dash' necking may be required
to minimize these defects in Si and Ge, careful mining of standard InSb ingots typically
yields seeds with fewer than 10 etchable defects per square centimetre, so this is not a
problem in InSb Czochralski growth.

The most common defects in CZ InSb are screw dislocations propagating in the direc-
tion of growth. These may be revealed as conical etch pits on {111}, teardrop-shaped pits
on {211} or indistinct blobs on {100} by the appropriate choice of etchant. The one:one
correspondence of these has been verified in the author's laboratory and several others.
A typical (111) wafer from a < 80-mm (211)-grown ingot is shown in Fig. 5.3a. This
wafer also shows the characteristic 'eagle' pattern (cluster in the centre of the major
edge growth facet, central T' shape plus (sometimes) two curved arcs originating from
the centre of the same edge) and a scattering of random pits. Typical etch pit densities
(EPD) are in the range of 1–100 pits cm–2, averaged over the wafer surface. Given their
low number, they are simply counted under a x25 microscope. Under adverse growth
conditions this count may rise several orders of magnitude, resulting in lineage with a
'zipper' appearance. This class of defect is normally strictly limited by device manu-
facturers' specifications as they correlate with defective pixels in photovoltaic IR focal
plane arrays.

Not visible but present on most wafers etched in this way are a much larger number
of roughly hemispheric pits not correlated with dislocations. Similar structures have been
discussed by lizuka [36] for GaP who wondered if they might be vacancy aggregates or
small dislocation loops. Work in the author's laboratory has established that they are not
precipitates. So far, no correlation to device performance has been made with these and
they are not subject to specification.

At several times during the author's career, ingots grown under experimental conditions
have revealed a type of defect that presents itself as 'star' arrays of etch pits. On a
(111) plane these present as one very large central etch pit with chains of barely resolved
etch pits radiating up to 100 micrometres outward on the six arms of the intersecting traces
of {110} planes at 60° intervals around this central pit. In less severe cases there may be
just the central pit and fewer radial pits on just one opposed {110} trace pair 'saturns'.
Similar features were reported by Ol'khovikova et al. [37] who estimated the cause to
be the result of compressive stress from a second-phase inclusion. While these authors
correlated the defects with oxides of Al and Si, in our laboratory these are believed
to be the result of Sb precipitates; charges that initially showed them did not when
regrown and other charges that did not show them when first grown showed them in
a subsequent growth. Stable entrained oxides would not likely have been removed or
created by these treatments. Device manufacturers cannot tolerate the intensely damaged
areas surrounding star defects so growth conditions must be adjusted to eliminate them.
As device manufacturers' demands for ever-larger wafers occasion the growth of ever-
larger ingots it is inevitable in every growth system that thermal gradient/stress limits
will be reached. For any given configuration, thermal stresses deriving from differential
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lattice expansion due to existing thermal gradients will inevitably exceed the critical
resolved shear stress (CRSS). Once this occurs, the solid relaxes this stress by slip (see
Section 5.3.1.3) on {111}.

Mil'vidskii and Bochkarev [19] discuss the key issues of thermal stress generation,
localization and the concept of the 'critical' stress. Many other authors describing most
commercial crystal growth systems have considerably elaborated this topic, most notably
making the point that it is the portions of the general (von Mises) stress resolved onto the
{111} (110) slip system that governs whether slip relaxation will occur—hence the term
'critical resolved shear stress'.

Mil'vidskii and Bochkarev make many good points: (i) the probability of slip is gov-
erned more by peak stress than the duration of stress application (ii) the critical stress
climbs quickly as temperature falls (iii) the maximum heat flux in a Czochralski crystal
is within a crystal diameter of the growth interface, as is the peak thermoelastic stress
(iv) slip can only be avoided by reducing thermal gradients or doping (so-called 'solution
hardening').

5.4.2 Choice and implications of growth axis

5.4.2.1 (100) and (110) growth

Many early workers grew InSb crystals in (100) or (110) orientations as they were
familiar with the behaviour of the better-known Si and Ge work that preceded. At least
two commercial InSb suppliers still offer (100)-grown material. Sangster [27] gave an
early but lucid analysis of growth mechanics at an atomic level on low-index planes. For
(100) there are minimal nucleation problems but considerable difficulties in maintaining
stoichiometry on a flat interface that can cause 'increased dendritic growth, vacancies'
and other defects. For (110) nucleation is a greater problem but, once nucleated, these
planes can readily expand.

The presence of one/two pairs of asymmetric {111x} facets on (110)/(100) growth
interfaces leads to spatially separated, nonuniform dopant distributions. An early paper
by Strauss [38] reported not only the four {111} facets but also a small central (100) facet,
the only reference the author has seen to {100} faceting. The technologically significant
(111) wafer orientations require oblique cutting at 35.3/54.7° from these orientations.
Facets and waste make these growth orientations uncommon today.

5.4.2.2 (111)

The (111B) growth plane has the difficult nucleation—rapid lateral growth pattern and
severe facet segregation already described. Some attempts to trade the awkward central
facet for three edge facets by inverting the seed to (111A) resulted in myriad twins and
polycrystallinity. The (111B) orientation remains the easiest orientation in which to grow
single crystals and from which to fabricate (111) wafers, provided segregation is not an
issue. While one could, in theory, suppress the edge twins in the (111A) orientation by
exquisite control of melt thermals, no practical examples of this have been reported.



5.4.2.3 (211)

Sangster notes that {h11} planes offer an interesting compromise between {111} and {100}
as the (111) double layers propagate by combinations of difficult {111} and easy {100}
lateral steps with the latter mitigating the former. Given the single side facet that can
be minimized by growth controls and the shallow cutting angle to the desired (111), the
(211B) orientation is now used for the bulk of commercial production. Some caution is
still required as the electrical evaluation of (211)-sourced wafers and fabrication of the
final wafer must exclude the facet-grown region (~ 5-8 % of diameter).

5.4.2.4 Other orientations

Higher-index planes are generally unfavorable for quality single-crystal growth. While
(311) and (511) growth has been reported, no commercial-scale use is made of these
orientations.

5.4.3 Size evolution and its drivers

Since InSb is used primarily for the fabrication of rectilinear, infrared-sensitive focal
plane arrays that are increasing steadily in size, there is a strong trend to ever-larger
wafers sizes at a rate limited only by improvements to growth technology and economics.
For a current 480 x 640 array at 20 micrometre pitch, the yield from a 71-mm wafer is
13 raw dice but a 100-mm wafer yields 39 with only slightly increased costs, a huge
yield/cost improvement. InSb is not alone in this evolution; Si, GaAs and more recently
SiC (for blue LED substrates) have all followed this same path. Figure 5.6 shows the

Figure 5.6 The evolution of wafer size. (Si/GaAs/SiC data IEEE [39], InSb from Firebird
Technologies)
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Figure 5.7 The evolution of ingot size: 25/50/100 mm-yielding (211B) InSb ingots (Firebird
Technologies)

evolution of these. It seems likely that pressure will build for 150-mm InSb wafers in the
next few years.

To yield these wafers, a steady increase in ingot dimensions has been required. Each
size increment requires both new equipment (crystal mass rises as approximately the cube
of the wafer dimension, polishers for 50 mm cannot handle 75 mm, etc.) and better under-
standing and control of the growth processes. The biggest challenge in crystal growth is
management of the grower environment to minimize crystal thermal gradients and avoid
the occurrence of ruinous slip. While smaller crystals can be grown by skilled practition-
ers using empirical methods, the cost and complexity of failed growth runs has led to
increasingly sophisticated thermal modelling of the grower systems. The performance of
existing systems can be explored, improvements made and then tested in an evolution-
ary improvement cycle. In the author's laboratory, the 50-mm standard wafer of ~ 1990
was supplanted in 1993 by 75 mm and recently by 100-mm wafers as the leading-edge
commercial product. The rise in ingot size and mass from 25 mm/1 kg to 100 mm/18 kg
is shown in Fig. 5.7.

5.5 BRIDGMAN AND VGF GROWTH

Directed solidification in quartz ampoules contained within pressurized chambers pro-
vided the technology that permitted the early development of GaP, InP and GaAs that
require many atmospheres of overpressure to suppress spontaneous decomposition. While
techniques such as vertical gradient freeze (VGF) remain important to these material
technologies, they were not required for InSb whose commercial development quickly
settled onto and evolved along the Czochralski growth route.
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However, the simplest means of obtaining small single crystals of InSb for experimen-
tation is to grow them by the horizontal Bridgman method: a graphite or quartz boat, with
or without an isolating coating (such as lampblack or graphite) is filled with molten InSb
and caused to freeze slowly from one end. Done in a zone-refining apparatus, the process
can be repeated an arbitrary number of times with crystallinity improving at each pass
until single crystal is achieved. A variant of this has the first-to-freeze end of the ingot
seeded with a single crystal of desired orientation. Left unseeded, there were reports that
the (311) direction was the commonest resulting orientation.

While much of the single crystal used in the first decade of InSb experimentation
was grown this way, the notorious uncontrolled nucleation of spurious crystals at the
boat-triphase intersection greatly limits the probable yield of single crystal. The other seri-
ous limitation of this method is the high resulting dislocation count—typically 0.1-1E6
dislocations cm–2 vs the 1–100 yielded by the Czochralski process. The use of low-
wetting containers such as BN or deliberately rough container surfaces relieves but does
not eliminate these problems. No commercial production has been made in this way for
thirty years.

In recent history, the sequential-freeze technologies have mainly been used to study
segregation, see Hui et al. [40] or growth-interface mechanics Campbell and Koster [41]
where InSb is a convenient materials system and directed-freeze a handy technology. This
system has also been used (Duffar et al. [42] and Redden et al. [43]) to test the effects
of growth in microgravity. Some recent use to generate small amounts of device material
inexpensively (Mohan et al. [44]) has also been reported. These are only a few of the
more recent citations but they provide referential access to older work.

5.6 OTHER BULK GROWTH METHODS

Simply put, there are no other commercially significant bulk growth means. For example,
while low-temperature growth from solution has been found to reduce dislocations or alter
stoichiometric defects in other materials systems, the product of fully developed, modern
Czochralski InSb growth does not suffer from these problems so there is no incentive to
use the more complicated technologies.

5.7 InSb-RELATED PSEUDOBINARY (TERNARY) ALLOYS

Despite InSb having the narrowest bandgap of the III-V binary compounds, there remains
considerable interest in the bulk growth of materials having still narrower gaps. Others are
interested in optimized device response at bandgaps between those of the binary III-Vs.
To achieve these, many researchers have investigated ternary antimonides, closely related
to InSb. Some of these are briefly discussed below.

For these systems, there is generally complete mutual solubility of the pseudobinaries
as liquids, suggesting that growth from the melt should be feasible. The challenge lies
in the broad freezing range (widely spaced liquidus and solidus), significant tendency to
segregate when slowly cooled and the resulting inhomogeneity. Unless sufficient control
can be achieved, there tends to be an impractically high spatial variation in composition.
Given the moderately strong variation of lattice parameter with composition, this creates
strain and stress. In these relatively low-strength (low-CRSS) materials high defect counts,



massive slip or outright shattering of the grown ingots can result. Rapid solidification
minimizes these effects.

Unfortunately, growth of single crystals usually requires slow growth. The challenge
for these systems then becomes finding an optimal compromise between crystallinity and
acceptable uniformity. With a few exceptions these are seldom found in bulk-growth sys-
tems, rather in epitaxial technologies (which have their own problems and compromises).

Growth in these systems is further complicated by the broad freezing range (furnace
thermal designs must be a compromise instead of optimized), sometimes the presence
of more than one preferred crystal structure and occasionally a miscibility gap in the
solid state.

5.7.1 (Ga,In)Sb

Interest in (Ga,In)Sb began early and continues actively as this system offers composi-
tionally tunable access to the infrared spectrum in the 1.5–7-micrometer range of great
interest for communications, emission control monitoring and thermophotovoltaics.

The phase diagram of the pseudobinary system was established by Woolley and Lees
[45]. Their data has been fitted by the author to the following equations; the phase diagram
is reproduced as Fig. 5.8 below with these fitted lines.

Liquidus: T1 = 524 + 278 x x - 94.4 x x2

Solidus (0 < x < 0.75) : Ts = 524 + 55.2 x x + 49.9 x x2

Solidus (0.75 < x) : Ts = 1091-1510 x x + 1128 x x2

The critical features of this diagram are the divergence between liquidus and solidus that
translates to an estimated segregation coefficient of KGaSb|x ~04 and KInSb|x~1 ~ 0.2,

Figure 5.8 The GaxIn1–xSb phase diagram
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suggesting significant but manageable segregation at both extremes. The ternary phase
diagram was generated by Blom and Plasket [46] and confirmed by Ansarsa et al. [47].

Some of the earliest growth work was conducted by zone leveling in horizontal boats.
It was immediately noted [48] that growth rates greater than ~ 1 mmh–1 caused interface
breakdown due to what is now known as 'constitutional supercooling'. Bachmann et al.
[49] characterized the extreme segregation found and flagged the serious strain gradient
arising from this compositional gradient.

The Bridgman growth scheme has been used [50] periodically to generate electrical
data over a broad compositional range or to study segregation behaviour with/without
gravity [51]. The latter found vertical Bridgman segregation at 4 mm day–1 in gravity
followed the normal freeze equation (xInSb = kxo(l — g ) l – k , g = fraction frozen) with
k = 0.28. None of more than twenty papers reviewed reported significant single-crystal
yield, the result of the usual problems of heterogenous nucleation on the ampoule walls
and twinning.

Other laboratories have used the travelling heater method (aka travelling solvent zone)
to improve x uniformity. In 1995 Venkrbec et al. [52] achieved excellent homogeneity of
±0.2% for x ~ 0.95 but on very polycrystalline ingots. In 1996 Redden [53] achieved
single-crystal growth at ~ 90 % GaSb on GaSb seeds with a somewhat greater composition
spread. While this work appears promising, it has not apparently been followed up.

Over the past twenty years many laboratories have attempted growth using variants
of the Czochralski technique. The simplest approach is the so-called 'semi-infinite melt'
scheme in which only a relatively small fraction of the charge is withdrawn to avoid
excess InSb loading of the remaining melt. Working from the high-x (GaSb-rich) end,
the author's laboratory was able to grow crystals up to 30 mm in diameter by 100 mm
long with 0.94 < x < 1. All of these suffered from a compositional strain gradient and
spontaneously cracked upon etching or fabrication despite prolonged strain-relief anneals.
One such crystal (6-mm GaSb seed) is shown in Fig. 5.9.

Avoidance of interface breakdown due to segregation requires high rotation rates for
seed and crucible and/or the imposition of axial vibration [54]. Avoidance of gross seg-
regation requires other measures: 'solute-feeding' [55] (melt is GaSb-replenished from
a solid feed slug of matched composition, isolated by a narrow channel) or a 'floating
crucible' [56] (flow of melt from the reservoir chamber into the growth pool is carefully
controlled by a capillary channel through a floating inner crucible). Using these tech-
niques, viable single crystals at 20+ mm diameter with 0 < x < 0.06 and 0.95 < x < 1
have been grown.

Figure 5.9 A CZ-grown GaxIn1_xSb (x ~ 0.95) crystal (Firebkd Technologies)
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5.7.2 (In,Tl)Sb

In 1993 van Schilfgaarde et al. [57, 58] considered the possibility of using Tl-substituted
InSb as a means of achieving infrared detector response into the 8–12-micrometer range
using III-V rather than II-VI (CdHgTe) technology. They calculated that, despite the
CsCl crystal structure of TISb, that there might be solid solubility in the ZnS-type InSb
lattice to some 15 mole %. However, their analysis and postulated pseudobinary phase
diagram predicted serious problems achieving even 1 mole TISb using any liquid–solid
equilibrium growth process.

Accordingly, there has been no reported work on bulk growth in this system, rather
many efforts to grow by MOCVD and MBE. Early work challenged the 15% solubility
(finding 1 % max) but more recently modest success and results to 4% (11-micrometre
cutoff at 77 K) were demonstrated [59]. The reader is directed to Razeghi [60] for a survey
of related papers.

5.7.3 In(As,Sb)

This ternary has had a similar, if somewhat longer, history. The phase diagram was
roughed-in by Shih and Peretti [61] in 1953. Woolley and Warner [62] established the
variation of bandgap with composition, noting the interesting minimum of ~ 100 meV
at ~ 60 mole % InSb. This, with the expectation of high mobility makes the In(As,Sb)
system potentially attractive for 8–12-micrometre radiation detectors and high-mobility
devices. The full ternary phase diagram was published by Stringfellow and Greene [63].

The shape of the liquidus/solidus lines (flat solidus, steep liquidus near InSb; vice versa
near InAs) predicts extreme segregation from liquid-solid equilibrium growth methods.
While in In(As,Sb) both constituent binaries are ZnS structured, there is evidence [64]
for a miscibility gap in the solids between 5 and 70% InSb (after 2-month anneals)
that further bodes ill for equilibrium growth methods. This effect was attributed to strain
energy arising from differing atomic sizes.

Accordingly, most experimentation has been confined to epitaxial growth on a variety
of III-V substrates, primarily at the low-InSb end of the range to improve lattice matching.
While some good device properties have been demonstrated, there is not yet a definitive
growth process.

One recent paper [65] reports some success in achieving homogeneity in thin foils by
rapid quenching. If this work can be broadened to create single crystals, there may yet
be hope for a bulk-growth technology.

5.7.4 In(Bi,Sb)

One of the known limits on this system is the tetragonal crystal structure of the InBi
compound that limits the miscibility range of the pseudobinary system to the low-Bi end.
A limited amount of work on this system has been reported. Shepelevich [66] reported
work on quenched foils and electrical data in the range 77-300 K. Several authors [67-69]
report growth of small crystals using the 'rotary' Bridgman technique (accelerated crucible
rotation or ACRT) to improve interface solute clearing for InBi contents up to ~ 7 %. At
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the other end of the compositional range, for InBi of ~ 80 %, coarse polycrystals were
grown by zone leveling [70].

There is some evidence of abnormal segregation or a solubility limit with reports of Bi
or Bi-rich inclusions [71]. The InBi segregation was found to be reduced in microgravity
[72], suggesting a strong influence of the differing InSb and InBi densities.

5.8 CONCLUSION

InSb has evolved through the same rich technology stages as the Group IV and 'cousin' III-
V semiconductors. Today it makes a contribution modest in scale but significant in impact
to a broad spectrum of imaging and sensing devices. Its low melting point makes it a useful
material with which to experiment or test new growth systems but the definitive com-
mercial production technology remains the Czochralski growth technique. While InSb's
unique material properties make it the material of choice for several key applications; the
material's softness, tendency to cleave and ease of succumbing to thermal stress damage
make it exponentially more challenging to produce as ingot dimensions increase.

There is no end in sight to this evolution. Focal plane device manufacturers continue to
expand the size and capabilities of their arrays, always challenged to provide better sensor
resolution, speed and functionality. At least the author's laboratory is already committed
to delivering a 150–mm wafer generation within five years and stands willing to help the
user community better understand and improve their products through cooperative science.
The references listed below are only a small sampling of the over 3500 citations in the
author's reference database on antimonide semiconductor technology. Reader queries and
discussions are welcome.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

GaN (and its alloys with Al and In) recently became the basic materials for short-
wavelength optoelectronics and also for high-power, high-temperature electronic devices.
This is because of their large direct bandgap, high thermal stability, high electron velocities
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and other physical properties, The energy gaps in the considered compounds (6.2, 3.4
and 0.7 eV for A1N, GaN and InN, respectively) cover the whole visible spectrum and
a large part of the UV range. At present, high-brightness blue and green light emit-
ting diodes (LEDs) and low-power blue laser diodes (LDs) are commercially available
[1]. On the other hand, however, the development of GaN-based technology was and
still is, strongly limited by difficulties in obtaining large, high-quality crystals that could
be used as substrates for epitaxial deposition of multilayer quantum structures neces-
sary for devices. This is a direct consequence of the thermodynamic properties of GaN
[2] (and also A1N [3]) in particular, its melting conditions that are so extreme that
the application of the common growth methods from stoichiometric liquids is techni-
cally impossible.

The spectacular development of GaN-based optoelectronic devices was possible due
to elaboration of the two-step metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) pro-
cesses for the growth of both n- and p-type (GaAlIn)N epitaxial structures on highly
mismatched sapphire substrates [1, 4]. In these structures dislocation densities are as high
as 108–1010cm–2 but nevertheless, very efficient luminescence is possible especially if
the structures contain InGaN [5]. So, it was suggested that GaN and its alloys are much
more 'tolerant' to the presence of structural defects than the conventional III-V systems
due to the much lower minority carrier diffusion length and the relative immobility of
structural defects in these strongly bonded crystals [6]. It is, however, well established
[7] that the structural defects present in heteroepitaxial nitrides influence the optical and
electrical properties of GaN-based epitaxial layers and quantum structures, which lowers
the efficiency and lifetime of some important classes of devices. Therefore the lack of
defect-free, lattice-matched and available substrates for GaN-based epitaxial structures is
still a serious obstacle to the further development of some important classes of optoelec-
tronic and electronic devices. For instance, the presence of structural defects in structures
deposited on foreign substrates impedes extension of the power and the lifetime of the
blue-violet InGaN-based lasers. Recently, considerable effort has been devoted to solving
the substrate problem for III-V nitrides.

The important methods, considered already as the classic ones in nitride technology,
are based on controllable variations of the relative normal and lateral growth rates of
GaN epitaxial layers deposited on foreign substrates that have been patterned in different
ways. These methods, called ELOG (epitaxial lateral overgrowth) [8], give quasi-bulk
large-diameter GaN substrates with areas that are locally almost dislocation free. Usually
the resulting substrates consist of stripes a few um wide that are nearly dislocation free
but are separated by stripes of similar width with a dislocation density of about 107 cm–2.
The ELOG-type substrates were very important for the development of violet InGaN-
based lasers since only the application of these substrates allowed the lifetime of the
devices to be increased beyond l0000h and their further commercialization. Despite the
great advantages of the ELOG methods, there are some drawbacks, like strong bending
of the substrates or quite complicated processing necessary for fabrication of both the
substrates themselves and the devices on them.

Another 'epitaxial' approach becoming recently more and more attractive, is the use
of hydride vapor phase deposition (HVPE) to grow thick (few hundreds of um) GaN
layers on foreign substrates [9–12]. Then the substrates can be removed [13–15] and
large-diameter free-standing GaN wafers can be obtained. Due to interactions between
dislocations during the growth of the thick GaN layer, their density drops to values
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as low as 106cm–2 [16]. Among these free-standing quasi-bulk GaN substrates those
developed by Sumitomo Electric [17] enabled the first demonstration [18] of high-power
laser diodes and diode arrays. The method of fabrication of the substrates is a multistep
deposition of GaN on GaAs wafers [19] including defect-selective etching of the nitride
and subsequent regrowth on the surface containing large pits, the result of the etching.

The most direct solution of the problem is to grow perfect bulk GaN crystals. Several
groups are working toward this crucial result. The simplest (ideologically, not technically)
method for growing nitrides at temperatures and pressures much less extreme than are
required for melting, is growth from solutions. At present, there are two basic approaches
to the solution growth of GaN: crystallization from solutions in supercritical NH3 [20–22]
(the so-called ammonothermal method) and crystallization from solutions in liquid gal-
lium. Both methods require the use of high pressure. The typical pressure and temperature
ranges for the ammonothermal method are l–3kbar and 400–600 °C, respectively. Both
the spontaneous growth resulting in crystals a few mm in size and seeded growth with
the free-standing HVPE-GaN wafers have been studied. The main problem encountered
in this approach is the low growth rates of the order of 0.1 mm day-1. An acceleration of
the growth has been reported [20] for the ammonothermal processes performed at pres-
sures as high as 20 kbar. Typical dislocation densities in the GaN crystals obtained from
supercritical ammonia are 104cm-2.

The best structural quality GaN crystals are grown from solutions of atomic nitrogen
in liquid gallium under high N2 pressure. This technique has been extensively developed
in the High Pressure Research Center, Warsaw, Poland [23, 24] and also in Japan Energy
Corporation and Yamaguchi University [25].

In the following, the process of GaN crystallization from solutions of atomic nitrogen
in liquid gallium under high N2 pressure will be described on the basis of the results
obtained in Warsaw. The most important problems encountered in this technique are strong
anisotropy of the growth at the conditions allowing stable crystallization, difficult control
of the nucleation rates on the polar {0001} surfaces and difficult control of the mass-
transport mechanisms in the growth solution. Better understanding of these phenomena
should lead to improvement of the crystallization results in terms of the number and size
of these high-quality crystals.

6.2 PHASE DIAGRAMS AND GROWTH METHOD

6.2.1 Thermodynamic properties of GaN-Ga-N2 system

Table 6.1 compares melting temperatures and pressures of most typical semiconduc-
tor materials. The melting temperature of GaN has been calculated by the use of Van
Vechten's quantum dielectric theory of chemical bonding [26]. The corresponding pres-
sure followed from the extrapolation of the experimental equilibrium data [2, 27]. Only
very recently have the melting conditions for GaN been determined experimentally by
the in situ X-ray-high-pressure-high-temperature measurements performed at the Syn-
chrotron Radiation Research Center of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute by
Utsumi et al. [28]. The table shows that both temperature and pressure at melting of GaN
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Table 6.1 Melting conditions of semiconductors

Crystal

Si
GaAs
GaP
GaN

diamond (synthe

TM, °c

1400
1250
1465
2520
2220

sis) 1600

PM, atm.

<1
15
30

45000*
60000**

60000

are much higher than for typical semiconductors. They are rather similar to the conditions
used for high-pressure synthesis of diamond.

Due to these extreme melting conditions, GaN (like A1N and InN) cannot be grown
from its stoichiometric melt by the Czochralski or Bridgman methods commonly used for
typical semiconductors. It has to be crystallized by methods allowing lower temperatures
and pressures

Gallium nitride is a strongly bonded compound (with bonding energy of 9.12 eV (atom
pair)-1 [13]) in comparison with typical III-V semiconductors like GaAs (bonding energy
of 6.5 eV (atom pair)-1). Consequently, the free energy of the crystal is very low in relation
to the reference state of free N and Ga atoms. On the other hand, the N2 molecule is also
strongly bonded (4.9 eV atom-1). Therefore, the free energy of GaN constituents in their
normal states, Ga and N2, becomes quite close to that of the crystal. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6.1 where the free energy of GaN (1 mole) and the free energy of the system of its
constituents (Ga + 1/2N2) is shown as a function of temperature and N2 pressure.

With increasing temperature, G(T) of the constituents decreases faster than G(T) of
the crystal and at higher temperatures, the nitride becomes thermodynamically unstable.
The crossing of G(T) curves determines the equilibrium temperature where GaN coexists
with its constituents at a given N2 pressure. The application of pressure increases the
free energy of the constituents to a much higher degree than G(T) of the crystal. As a
consequence, the equilibrium point shifts to higher temperatures and the GaN stability
range extends. The equilibrium pN2–T conditions for GaN have been studied by several
groups [2, 27, 29–32]. The most complete and consistent results have been obtained by
Karpinski et al. [2, 27] by direct synthesis and decomposition experiments performed
by both a gas-pressure technique (for pressures up to 20 kbar) and a high-pressure anvil
technique (up to 70 kbar). The curve following from these data is shown in Fig. 6.2.

The crystallization processes discussed in this paper have been carried out at N2 pres-
sures up to 20 kbar, which corresponds to the GaN stability limit of 1960K. These
conditions are marked in Fig. 6.2. For the temperature range of 1100–1690 °C (corre-
sponding to the pressure range of 0.1–20 kbar), the curve was described by the van't

* theoretical estimation by Van Vechten [26], pres-
sure extrapolated from the experimental equilib-
rium data of [2, 27]
**experiment reported in [28]
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Figure 6.1 Gibbs free energy of GaN and its constituents

Figure 6.2 Equilibrium curve and crystal-growth conditions for GaN

Hoff equation:

where AHF is the formation enthalpy of GaN, aN2 is the equilibrium activity of N2 gas
with AHF constant and equal to — 37.7kcal mole-1.

The extension of the GaN stability range by the application of pressure allows the
growth of GaN crystals from solution in liquid Ga. In Fig. 6.3 we show the N solubility
data resulting from the annealing of Ga in N2 atmosphere at the three-phase equilibrium
conditions. Even the highest available temperature of 1960K is quite far from the melting
temperature of GaN (Table 6.1). Therefore the N concentrations are not high (below 1
at %) and the growth experiments have to be long to get high-quality crystals with
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Figure 6.3 Liquidus line for Ga-GaN system: the solid line was calculated in the ideal-solution
approximation

dimensions appropriate for research and applications. Therefore a long time (of the order
of l00h) of stable operation is an additional requirement for the growth system.

The solid line in Fig. 6.3 is the liquidus line for the Ga-GaN system calculated in the
ideal-solution approximation [33] with Van Vechten's melting temperature of 2790 K. For
this approximation the solubility can be expressed as follows:

where AHsol is the heat of dissolution. For GaN, AHsol = 44.7 kcal mole -l = 0.49 eV
bond-1 and expresses the bonding energy in the crystal in relation to its mother phase—the
solution. It is equivalent to the heat of crystallization since AHsol = —AH c r y s t . This param-
eter will be used in the following for the description of crystal growth from solution.

6.2.2 The role of high pressure

The analysis of thermodynamical properties of GaN and the system of its constituents
explains the role of high pressure as a factor that increases the thermodynamical potential
of the constituents that makes the crystal stable at temperatures necessary for crystal-
lization. The pressure, however, is important also for the kinetics of GaN synthesis. The
synthesis of GaN from its constituents is possible due to dissociative chemisorption of
N2 molecules on the Ga surface, as was shown by Krukowski et al. [34] by density func-
tional theory calculations. The nitrogen molecule dissociates on the Ga surface only if it
overcomes the potential barrier of about 3.5 eV. Therefore, the density of the interacting
gas is of crucial importance.

Both the increase of thermodynamic potential of gaseous nitrogen and the enhancement
of N2 dissociation by lowering of the potential barrier can be achieved by other (not
compression) methods, like the excitement of N2 plasma or the use of species containing
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Figure 6.4 Result of GaN synthesis from the liquid Ga and Na plasma. The liquid has been
pushed out from the initial droplet covered by a GaN crust, by the growing N2 bubbles

nitrogen atoms bonded weaker than in the N2 molecule. It was demonstrated [35, 36]
that in a microwave nitrogen plasma of 60Torr and a temperature as low as 1100°C, a
very efficient GaN (and even InN!) synthesis is possible. The excited N2 gas was a very
efficient source to saturate a Ga droplet with atomic nitrogen and to form a GaN crust
on the droplet surface. However, since the pressure in the system was much lower than
the equilibrium one (about 100 bar for 1100°C), the N2 gas phase started to nucleate
and grow in the liquid. This resulted in the formation of the structure shown in Fig. 6.4,
which was an empty 'Ga droplet' covered with irregular poly crystalline GaN.

The formation of N2 bubbles in the supersaturated Ga:N liquid was also observed
if the pressure in the system containing GaN crystals dipped in the Ga:N solution was
intentionally decreased below the equilibrium value. Then the N2 bubbles nucleated on
the surface of the crystals and the crystals, being locally in contact with the gas, started to
decompose until the pressure in the bubbles reached equilibrium. During cooling of the
system, the interface between the gas bubbles and the surrounding liquid covered with
GaN crystallized from the supersaturated solution. An example of a GaN crystal with
local decomposition features on its surfaces is shown in Fig. 6.5.

6.2.3 Crystallization of GaN from solution

If the concentration of atomic nitrogen in the liquid gallium exceeds the equilibrium value,
the excess nitrogen is removed from the liquid by formation of N-rich phases: N2, if the
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Figure 6.5 Decomposition of GaN in the supersaturated Ga:N solution if the pressure in the
system drops below the equilibrium value. Local decomposition features supporting the proposed
mechanism are visible on the crystal surfaces

pressure in the system is lower than required for GaN at a given T, or GaN crystals if
the pressure is high enough for stability of GaN. ,

At the p-T conditions corresponding to the GaN stability range, the solubility of
nitrogen in gallium is an increasing function of temperature (Fig. 6.3). So, if a temper-
ature gradient is maintained in the system, crystal growth is expected in the cooler part
of the solution, which is schematically shown in Fig. 6.6. This is because nitrogen dis-
solved in the hotter part (higher equilibrium concentration) is transported by diffusion and
convection, which leads to the appearance of excess nitrogen in the cooler part (lower
equilibrium concentration).

Figure 6.6 Schematic illustration of the crystallization of GaN from solution in a temperature
gradient
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Below, some basic definitions and elements of the simple nucleation theory are given
since, in the following, they will be used for the analysis of the experimental results.

The supersaturation of the solution is defined as the excess concentration related to the
equilibrium value, which is the driving force for crystallization. If one assumes that both
dissolution and mass-transport processes in the solution are much faster than the crystal-
lization, the supersaturation reaches its maximum possible value and can be expressed as:

where T1 is the temperature of crystallization (cold end of the solution), T2 is the tempera-
ture of the hot part of the solution, and XNeq are corresponding equilibrium concentrations.

For a crystal growing in solution by a two-dimensional nucleation mechanism, accord-
ing to the nucleation theory of Becker-Doring [37], the free-energy change related to the
formation of the cylindrical nucleus on the given crystal face is:

where AGv is the difference in free energy (for the unit volume) between the solid and
liquid phase and ye is the specific edge energy of the nucleus.

The nucleus achieves its critical radius at the maximum of the function (6.4). The
free-energy change AG*, related to the formation of the critical nucleus can therefore be
evaluated. Since AG* is the barrier for the formation of the critical nuclei, their density
on the surface can be expressed as:

where xs is the density of solute atoms on the growth surface.
The rate of nucleation, defined as the number of the critical nuclei on the unit surface

created in unit time, is:

where z* is the frequency of attachment of the growth units (atoms) to the unit edge of
the nucleus and A* is the length of the nucleus edge. For expressing the time scale of the
processes of incorporation of atoms into the growing GaN crystal, we assume that if the
supersaturation of the solution is not very high, the rate of attachment of atoms is close
to the rate of their detachment. The atoms in the crystal lattice vibrate with frequencies
measured in the phonon spectra. The frequency of the longitudinal optical mode (most
crucial for breaking the bond) is 750cm–1 = 2.3 x 1013 s–1. Therefore the frequency of
detachment (attachment) of an atom from the nucleus edge can be estimated as:

where 0 is the bond energy in the crystal relative to the solution. It is equivalent to the
heat of dissolution and equal to 0.49 eV bond–1. So, the frequency of attachment of atoms
to the nucleus edge is:

where q is the number of atoms on the nucleus edge.
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The approach just reviewed will be used for modeling of the real crystallization pro-
cess by expressing the nucleation rates on the dominating crystal faces as functions of
supersaturation in the growth solution. For this, the shape (geometry) of the critical nuclei
on particular crystallographic faces should be properly chosen to reflect the experimental
observations.

The experiments of GaN crystallization were performed mostly in the vertical con-
figuration corresponding to Fig. 6.6, at temperatures of 1700–1850 K. The temperature
difference between the hot and the cold zones of the solution was usually 20-50 K. The
pressure of N2 exceeded the equilibrium value corresponding to the highest temperature
in the system to keep the solubility relation in agreement with the Ga-GaN liquidus shown
in Fig. 6.3. In such a configuration, dissolved nitrogen is transported to the crystallization
zone by diffusion and convection. We think that under the typical conditions of our exper-
iments, the convection mechanism plays a dominant role. This follows from the simple
estimation based on comparison of nitrogen flows induced by diffusion and convection:

where jD is the N flow induced by diffusion, D—diffusion coefficient of N in Ga (for
the estimation we used the experimental value for diffusion of N in Al [17]), x\ and
x2—nitrogen concentration in the hot and cold zone, respectively, xA—average N concen-
tration, vC—velocity of the solution induced by convection and jc—the N flow induced
by the convection. For typical experimental conditions, the convection velocity necessary
to create the N flow equivalent to the diffusional one is of the order of 10–3 mms–1. The
average velocities resulting from modeling are usually higher than this value.

6.2.4 Experimental

At present, GaN is crystallized in gas pressure chambers with an internal volume of
1500cm3 and 4500cm3, allowing crucibles with working volumes of 25 and 100cm3,
respectively. The high-pressure-high-temperature reactor consisting of the pressure cham-
ber and the multizone furnace is equipped with additional systems necessary for: in situ
annealing in vacuum, electronic stabilization and programming of pressure and temper-
ature, cooling of the pressure chamber. Pressure in the chamber is stabilized with a
precision better than 10 bar. The temperature is measured by a set of thermocouples
arranged along the furnace and coupled with the standard input-power control electronic
systems based on Eurotherm units. This allows stabilization of temperature to ±0.2 deg
and programmable changes of temperature distribution in the crucible.

GaN crystals presented in this chapter were grown from solutions in pure liquid gallium
and in Ga alloyed with 0.2-0.5 at % of Mg or Be at pressures in the range of 8–20 kbar
and temperatures of 1400—1600 °C. Magnesium and beryllium, as the most efficient
acceptors in GaN, were added to the growth solutions in order to reduce the concentration
of free electrons in the crystals by compensation of residual donors.

If the crystallization experiments were performed without intentional seeding, the crys-
tals nucleated spontaneously on the crucible walls at the cooler zone of the solution. The
typical duration of the processes was 80–150h.
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6.3 RESULTS OF SPONTANEOUS CRYSTALLIZATION IN
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT: CRYSTALS AND PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES OF THE CRYSTALS

6.3.1 Morphology

The dominant morphological form of GaN crystals grown by the high-pressure method
is thin hexagonal platelets—Fig. 6.7. The large hexagonal surfaces of the platelets cor-
respond to {0001} polar crystallographic planes of the wurtzite structure. The side faces
of the crystals are mainly the polar {10–11} and also nonpolar {10–10} planes. The
maximum lateral size of the platelets for 100–150 h processes, is 10–14 mm whereas the
thickness is 80–120um.

The crystals in the form of hexagonal platelets grown slowly, with a rate < 0.1 rnrnh–1

into {10–10} directions (perpendicular to the c–axis), are usually single crystals of per-
fect morphology suggesting stable layer-by-layer growth. They are transparent, with flat
mirror-like faces. The habit of the crystals does not change for solutions containing Mg
or Be.

As one can deduce from the form of the crystals the growth is strongly anisotropic
being much faster (about 100 times) in directions perpendicular to the c-axis. This relation
is valid at supersaturations corresponding to the average growth rate in {10–10} directions
of 0.05–0.1 mm h-1.

The supersaturation in the growth solution is determined mainly by the growth tem-
perature, temperature gradients, mass-transport mechanisms in gallium and also by the
local surroundings for a particular crystal (neighbouring crystals).

The significant increase of AT (i.e. up to 100 K) does not lead to a spectacular increase
of the growth rates but rather to growth instabilities on the {0001} polar surfaces of
the crystals. The most frequently observed features of the unstable growth are cellular
structures (Fig. 6.8a), accelerated growth at the edges exposed to the N flow (Fig. 6.8b)
and in the extreme case, the hollow needles elongated into the c-directions (Fig. 6.8c,d).

Figure 6.7 Typical GaN crystal grown from solution in liquid gallium
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Figure 6.8 Growth instabilities: (a) cross section of the platelet showing the Ga-polar (0001)
surface with cellular structure due to the unstable growth, (b) GaN platelet with accelerated growth
features at the three edges due to nonuniform supersaturation across the (0001) surface, (c) change
of the growth direction from (10–10) to the (0001) due to an abrupt increase of axial temperature
gradient in the solution, (d) schematic explanation for (c)

Figure 6.8a shows the cross-sectional SEM scan of the n-type GaN platelet. Periodic
structure is visible on the Ga-polar (0001) surface of the crystal. Such features are often
observed in many of the solution-grown crystals as a result of constitutional supercooling
of the growth solution at the crystallization front. If the supersaturation is too high, the
edge nucleation on hexagonal faces of GaN platelets is often observed, which is the first
step to unstable growth on that face. The result of such a growth is shown in Fig. 6.8b.

In the extreme cases of very high supersaturations, the growth into the c-direction
nucleated at the edges of the plate, becomes very fast, which leads to the formation of
well-developed {10–10} faces. Since the lateral growth on the c-face is still slow, the
resulting crystals are hollow needles elongated into the c-directions (Fig. 6.8c,d).

The tendency for the unstable growth is stronger for one of the polar {0001} faces of
the platelets. On this side the morphological features like macrosteps, periodic inclusions
of solvent or cellular growth structures are observed. The opposite surface is mirror-
like and often atomically flat. For crystals grown without intentional doping (strongly
n-type—see the next section) the unstable surface always corresponds to the Ga-polar
(0001) face of GaN, whereas for crystals doped with Mg (semi-insulating—see the next
section) it is always the opposite N-polar (000-1) face. The polarity of the crystal surfaces
was identified by etching in hot alkali water solutions since the Ga-polar surface is inert
to etching, whereas the N-polar one etches well for both types of crystals. The method
was calibrated by convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) [38, 39] and XPS [40]
measurements. Therefore doping with Mg (if sufficient to compensate free electrons)
changes the microscopic growth mechanisms on the {0001} polar surfaces of GaN.
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If the doping level is too low and the resulting crystals are still n-type, the morphology
is as for crystallization without doping. This suggests that the position of the Fermi level
in the crystal influences the microscopic processes occurring on the growing surfaces.
Such a suggestion is consistent with the results of ab initio calculations [41] showing that
the formation energies of both native and impurity-related point defects in GaN are very
sensitive to the position of the Fermi level in the crystal.

6.3.2 Physical properties of the pressure-grown GaN crystals

As was already mentioned, the N2 molecules dissociate on contact with the Ga surface.
However, to approach the surface they have to overcome quite a high (about 3.5eV)
potential barrier that lowers substantially the rate of nitrogen dissociation and its further
dissolution in the metal. For oxygen interacting with Ga, there is no potential barrier for
dissociation [42] and therefore even traces of this impurity in the growth system are a
source of unintentional oxygen doping of GaN. Consequently, the crystals are strongly
n-type with free electron concentration of about 5 x 1019cm–3 (metallic conductivity)
and mobility of about 60cm2 V–1 s–1 [43]. These free carriers can be fully eliminated by
Mg acceptors added into the growth solution. Then the resistivity of the crystals becomes
as high as 104–106 Ocm at 300 K. Usually the GaN:Mg crystals become p-type with an
activation energy of 150meV, at temperatures slightly exceeding 300 K. More detailed
analysis of the electrical properties of pressure-grown Mg-doped GaN crystals can be
found in ref. [44].

The presence of the native point defects in the crystals has been checked by positron
annihilation measurements [45]. A high concentration of Ga vacancies VGa has been found
in the conductive crystals in contrast to the Mg-doped samples where no Ga vacancies
have been observed. This agreed with theoretical predictions that the formation energy
of Voa decreases with the increase of the Fermi-level energy [41] suggesting that the
creation of these defects is thermodynamically controlled. The difference in the PL spectra
of the conductive (strong yellow emission) and Mg-doped crystals (no yellow emission,
blue Mg-related signal) supported the view that VGa is involved in yellow luminescence
in GaN.

Quite a different picture is observed for doping with beryllium [46]. The GaN:Be crys-
tals are also highly resistive with the constant activation energy of 1.46eV at temperatures
up to at least 1000 K. But their PL spectra are dominated by a very strong yellow lumi-
nescence and the crystals contain many gallium vacancies [45] like the highly conductive
crystals grown without intentional doping. So it is very probable that these crystals are
n-type during high-temperature growth and become semi-insulating only during cooling
down. Such behaviour can be related to the two possible configurations of Be atoms in
GaN lattice (BeGa—acceptor and Bei—donor) and their redistribution as a function of
temperature.

Some faces corresponding to the polar low-index {0001} and {10–11} crystallographic
planes in wurtzite structure, appearing in the pressure-grown GaN crystals are nonequiv-
alent regarding their atomic structure. This is reflected in the asymmetry of the physical
properties of the plate-like crystals grown without intentional seeding. In Fig. 6.9 an
example of such an asymmetry is shown. The figure shows that the material grown with
N-polarity differs in its PL properties [47] from the material grown with the Ga-polarity,
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Figure 6.9 Photoluminescence of GaN grown on different sides of polished platelet grown without
intentional seeding (substrate) and the platelet (substrate) itself

which indicates that the point defects incorporate into the crystal in different ways. Addi-
tionally, the spectra coming from the material grown on the {0001} N- or Ga-polar surfaces
(seeded growth) are of similar character to the spectra from corresponding surfaces of
the substrate. Since the platelets were polished before being used as seeds, the suggestion
arises that the platelets themselves also demonstrate a polar character, despite the fact
that they were grown mainly in the fastest growth (10–10) directions that follows from
their morphology.

The strong support for this are the measurements of the free-electron concentration
distribution across the cleaved, as-grown GaN platelet by the micro-Raman scattering
technique [48]. Figure 6.10 shows that the border between materials of higher (N-side)
and lower (Ga-side) electron concentration is situated inside the crystal dividing it into
two parts. This suggest that the microscopic (on the atomic scale) processes responsible
for the formation of both native and impurity-related point defects occur mainly on the
{10–11} polar faces of growing GaN crystals independently if the growth is perpendicular
or parallel to the c-axis.

The structure of the pressure-grown GaN crystals has been studied by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) [49], transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [50, 51], defect-selective etching
(DSE) [52] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the homoepitaxial layers [53].

For the conductive crystals, the shape of the X-ray rocking curves ((0002)CuKa reflec-
tion) depends on the size of the crystal. The full widths at half-maximum (FWHM) are
20–30 arcsec for 1–mm crystals and 30–40 arcsec for mm ones. For larger platelets
the rocking curves often split into a few ~ 30–40 arcsec peaks showing the presence of
low-angle (1–3 arcmin) boundaries separating grains of a few mm in size. Misorienta-
tion between grains increases monotonically from end to end of the crystal [19]. It has
been suggested [19] that this can be also related to the polar character of the platelets
growth leading to some strain and its subsequent relaxation through the formation of the
low-angle boundaries.

It was shown by Liliental-Weber et al. [51], by TEM examination that the N-polar
(000-1) surface of the n-type pressure-grown GaN crystals (especially for the smaller
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Figure 6.10 Distribution of free-electron concentration across the GaN platelet [48]

ones) is often atomically flat (2-3 monolayer steps present) and that the crystals under
this surface are practically free of extended defects. Under the opposite conditions, a
rough surface with a number of extended defects like stacking faults, dislocation loops
and Ga microprecipitates was observed. The relative thickness of this part usually consists
of 10% of the entire thickness of the platelet. It seems that the presence of these defects
is related to the growth instabilities often observed on the Ga-polar surface of the crystals
grown without intentional doping.

The detailed TEM studies of Mg-doped crystals are reported in [54]. In particular
they have shown that the introduction of Mg induces the formation of a set of specific
extended defects, being mainly the stacking faults situated at the {0001} polar surfaces of
the investigated crystals.

For the use of the crystals as substrates for epitaxy, the near-surface part of the material,
being often the result of unstable growth, has to be removed by polishing and subsequent
reactive ion etching (Ga-side) [55] or mechanochemical polishing (N-side) [56] proce-
dures. Usually the extended defects are not observed by TEM in the crystals used as
substrates for both N- and Ga-polarity epitaxial growth. Figure 6.11 shows two examples
of the TEM scans of dislocation-free multilayer structures grown on pressure-grown GaN
substrates of both polarities.

Unfortunately, the TEM technique allows only a very small area of samples to be ana-
lyzed. Therefore, in order to measure dislocation densities in GaN, defect-selective etching
methods have been developed [58]. It was shown that etching in molten KOH-NaOH
eutectics reveals dislocations in both GaN heteroepitaxial layers and GaN pressure-grown
single crystals. Examples are presented in Fig. 6.12. Figure 6.12a shows the result of
DSE of a typical GaN heteroepitaxial layer grown on sapphire substrate. The high den-
sity of etch pits is visible. The same method applied for bulk crystals gives a very small
(10–100cm–2) number of etch pits.



Figure 6.11 TEM cross sections of (a) GaN/Al0.1Ga0.9N multilayer structure grown by PAMBE
on the N-polar surface of GaN substrate [50] and (b) GaN/InGaN/AlGaN multilayer structure grown
by MOCVD [57] on the Ga-polar surface of GaN substrate. No extended defects are observed in
either the substrates or the layer structures. (TEM: Courtesy of M. Albrecht)

A typical pit observed on both heteroepitaxial layers and crystals is shown in Fig. 6.12c.
The pattern in Fig. 6.12b is the result of DSE of a GaN crystal with dislocations generated
intentionally by indentation with a diamond. The etch pits surround the imprint of the
diamond, showing the area where dislocations are present and that the remaining material
is dislocation free.

6.4 DISCUSSION OF CRYSTALLIZATION IN A TEMPERATURE
GRADIENT

At the applied conditions where the platelets characterized in the previous section are
crystallized, the growth of GaN is strongly anisotropic, being about 100 times faster
in directions perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal than parallel to c. This indicates
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Figure 6.12 Defect-selective etching of GaN: (a) GaN/sapphire heteroepitaxial layer after etching
in molten KOH-NaOH eutectics, (b) GaN pressure-grown single crystal after indentation with
diamond and etching in molten KOH-NaOH eutectics, (c) etch pit (EP) on the GaN crystal surface
after etching in molten KOH-NaOH eutectics, observed density of EP—10–102cm–2

Figure 6.13 Schematic illustration of the dependence of the nucleation rates on supersaturation
during crystallization of GaN from the solution

that the nucleation rates on the polar {0001} surfaces are extremely small. The observed
changes in the crystal morphology at the increased supercooling of the solution suggest
that at higher supersaturations the nucleation on these surfaces becomes very fast and its
rate is very sensitive to changes of the growth conditions (Fig. 6.13). In this case, the
nucleation is difficult to control. In the applied configuration, where a set of crystals is
growing simultaneously, it is impossible to control precisely the conditions for a particular
crystal or, moreover, for a particular face. The only solution to enhance the growth on
the {0001} surfaces in a stable way is to apply methods of directional crystallization (see
Section 6.6).

If the growth proceeds by the 2-dimensional nucleation mechanism, the observed
anisotropy and the dependence of the nucleation rates at different crystal faces on super-
saturation suggested by the experimental results, can be consequences of the differences
in geometry of the nuclei. To check this, the dependence of the nucleation rates /, on
supersaturation a, for (0001) and (10-10) faces of a GaN crystal growing from solution
at a temperature of 1800K has been estimated [23]. The shapes and the arrangements of
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Figure 6.14 2D nuclei on the (0001) and (10-10) surfaces of GaN, respectively. Gray atoms
belong to the edges of the nuclei

atoms in the corresponding 2D nuclei chosen for the estimation are shown in Fig. 6.14.
The size of the nuclei can be described by the number of atoms along their sides, m.
Therefore the total number of atoms n, in the nucleus as well as the number of the broken
bonds q, on the nucleus edge can be expressed as functions of m. Each atom at the edge
of a nucleus has one broken bond belonging to the same monolayer as the nucleus itself.
For the hexagonal nucleus: n = 3m2 — 3 m + 1 and q = 6m — 3, whereas for the square
one: n = 0.5mkmw, where mk is the number of columns and mw is the number of rows.
For the nucleus of Fig. 6.7b: mw = mk = 1 and q = 2mk .

The nucleation rate will be therefore (see Equations (6.5), (6.6) and (6.8)):

as defined in Section 6.2. The free-energy change related to the formation of the nucleus
containing n atoms will be:

where O = AHsol/4, is the average energy of the broken bond and Au is the molar
free-energy difference between the solution and the crystal, and for an ideal solution is
defined as:
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Therefore, the size of the critical nuclei m*, as well as the free-energy changes related
to their formation can be calculated and the dependences of the nucleation rates on
supersaturation obtained.

For the polar (0001) surface, the nucleation rate is:

whereas for the (10–10), the nucleation rate is:

These dependences are graphically presented in Fig. 6.15.
Despite many simplifying assumptions like the ideal-solution approximation, the choice

of nuclei having similar numbers of N and Ga atoms at the edges (to justify the use of
AHsol as a measure of the broken-bond energy) and selection of the (10–10) face as the
rate-determining one for the growth perpendicular to the c-axis, the estimation reflects
quite well the most important features of the solution growth of GaN.

The difficulty in increasing the lateral size of the crystals by increasing the duration of
the process, suggests that the transport of nitrogen in the gallium becomes slower in time.
The crystals appearing in the solution can stop the convection in the crystallization zone
and thus change the boundary conditions for the remaining, 'mobile' part of the solution.

Figure 6.15 Relative 2D nucleation rates on the (0001) and (10-10) surfaces of GaN estimated
with the use of heat of dissolution following from the experimental solubility data

The nucleus reaches its critical size once the function (6.11) passes through its maximum:
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Usually, the radial temperature distribution inside the solution is more uniform than at
the bottom of the crucible. Therefore the presence of a 1–cm layer of immobile gallium
with GaN crystals at the bottom of the crucible, can induce a significant decrease of the
convection velocities.

However, on the other hand, the crystals grown in the long-duration processes
(150–200 h) are often unstable, exhibiting morphological features similar to the case
of the crystallization at high supercooling (see Fig. 6.8). This suggest a quite opposite
reason for the limitation of the lateral size of the platelets: the increase of supersaturation
in time up to the values where the growth on the (0001) surface dominates thus consumes
most of the nitrogen arriving at the crystallization zone. Such an interpretation can be
justified taking into account that only a small part of the platelets starting to grow at the
beginning of the process reaches the maximum size. Then, if the growth is limited by
nitrogen transport, the local supersaturation for a small number of the dominating (large)
crystals can be higher than at the beginning of the process when a similar quantity of
nitrogen has to be distributed among many crystals.

Therefore, the main drawback of the method where the GaN crystals are grown without
intentional seeding is a poor control of supersaturation for a particular crystal.

6.5 CRYSTALLIZATION ON THE FREE GALLIUM SURFACE

A stable growth of large single crystals from solution requires very uniform and super-
saturations that are not too high. In the case of growth in a temperature gradient, the
uniformity is perturbed by several factors, like: the maintained temperature gradient, con-
vectional flows in the solution or the neighbouring crystals (if the growth is unseeded).
This can be avoided to some extent, for a free gallium surface being in direct contact with
compressed nitrogen, under isothermal conditions. Until the metal surface is not covered
with GaN, the solubility of N follows Ga-Ni isobars [59] as shown in Fig. 6.16.

If the N2 pressure becomes higher or the temperature lower than required for three-
phase equilibrium, the solution at the surface can be uniformly supersaturated. Then,
nucleation and growth can be expected on the gallium surface. The final conditions for
such a process starting from the conditions corresponding to G a + N 2 area of the phase
diagram, can be created by lowering the temperature or increasing the pressure in the sys-
tem. If the supersaturation is created by cooling, the surface crystallization should depend
on the cooling rate, final supercooling, geometry and nonintentional temperature gradi-
ents in the system. We have shown that the result of the surface crystallization depends
mainly on the final supercooling, whereas the cooling rate in the range of 0.5–20°C/h,
is not crucial for this process. Typically, a GaN crystalline crust consisting of grains of
different size was obtained in 50–100h processes. The examples of the surface crystals
grown at different supercoolings, at 6kbar are shown in Fig. 6.17. At small supercoolings,
single-crystalline GaN with lateral size reaching 1–2 cm was quite often observed.

Morphologically, these relatively large crystals are similar to those grown in a temper-
ature gradient. They are hexagonal platelets with the N-polar surface flat and the Ga-polar
surface rough, showing features of the unstable growth. Also, the crystallographic quality
is comparable. In particular, a very small dislocation density (100cm–2) has been revealed
by defect-selective etching. From the point of view of GaN substrate technology, the
method is worth further development since it gives larger GaN single-crystalline platelets
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Figure 6.16 Solubility of nitrogen in liquid gallium: Ga-N2 isobars calculated, solid curve calcu-
lated in ideal solution approximation for GaN-Ga system. Experimental solubility data—Fig. 6.3

Figure 6.17 GaN crust crystallized on the free gallium surface at 6kbar (corresponding Teq =
1400 °C) at different supercoolings: (a) 70 °C, (b) 40 °C, (c) 15 °C, (d) 10 °C

than growth in a temperature gradient, described in the previous sections. Figure 6.18
compares both methods showing the configuration of the experiment and typical resulting
crystals. It seems that after an optimization, the surface crystallization can be a source
of large single-crystalline GaN platelets to be used as seeds (substrates) for directional
crystallization described in the next section.
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Figure 6.18 Typical results of high-pressure crystallization of GaN without intentional seeding:
(a) by temperature gradient method, (b) by crystallization on free gallium surface

6.6 DIRECTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION ON GaN
AND FOREIGN SUBSTRATES

As follows from the previous sections, the most important problems encountered, at
present, in the growth of GaN crystals from diluted solutions of atomic nitrogen in the
liquid gallium are: the strong anisotropy in growth rates, difficulty with the enhancement
and the control of growth in the c-direction due to the steep dependence of the nucle-
ation rate at higher supersaturations and the limitation of the lateral size of the GaN
platelets due to the still insufficient control of the mass transport in the solution during
the crystallization.

The application of directional crystallization methods (i.e. deposition of GaN on the
substrate to force the growth in the particular direction), including low-pressure deposition
from the vapor, like HVPE, is a way to increase the rate of stable growth of near-
dislocation-free GaN in the c-direction. It is obvious that the best substrates to be used in
this approach are the near-dislocation-free GaN crystals. The only but important drawback
is the limited size of these substrates.

On the other hand, an interesting alternative is the use of GaN epitaxial layers grown by
MOCVD (or HVPE) on sapphire. As was already mentioned, sapphire is the most common
substrate for GaN heteroepitaxy where the nitride is deposited at a relatively low tempera-
ture of 1050 °C by MOCVD and HVPE or even lower by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
Under N2 pressure, the growth temperature can be as high as 1400-1500°C therefore
new phenomena in the crystallization process can be expected. The MOCVD-GaN/Al2O3
substrates can also be useful for optimization of the experimental configuration of GaN
directional solution growth especially under the conditions where the growth is limited
by nitrogen transport to the crystallization front (not by surface kinetics).
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Since our high-pressure equipment allows 2-inch diameter substrates and such
GaN/Al2O3 substrates are available, the studies of directional solution growth of GaN
can be significantly extended regarding the size of the final GaN crystal. However, one
has to remember that heteroepitaxial GaN contains dislocations, often being the source of
the growth steps that can significantly change the surface kinetics in comparison to the
growth on dislocation-free GaN substrate.

6.6.1 Seeded growth of GaN from solutions in gallium
on GaN substrates

The thin GaN platelets described in the previous sections can be used for further crys-
tallization as seed crystals. As was already mentioned, the growth on the {0001} polar
surfaces of GaN is very slow (usually less that 1um h–1) and often unstable. The main
features of the surface morphology, like macrosteps at the edges and the periodic cellular
structures, suggest possible mechanisms for the unstable growth.

For macrosteps at the edges the quite obvious reason is the accelerated growth at the
edges exposed to the nitrogen flux coming from the hot part of the solution. This can be
avoided by proper configuration of the intentional seeding experiment, like the one shown
in Fig. 6.21. Such a configuration also allows much more uniform supersaturation across
the growing surface to be achieved, which is a very important condition for stable solution
growth especially if the growing surfaces are relatively large and when the dependence of
the nucleation rate on supersaturation is very steep, which is the case for {0001} surfaces
of GaN.

The cellular growth is often a result of constitutional supercooling (Tiller et al. 1953)
[60] of the solution, which is graphically explained in Fig. 6.19a and b. The analysis of
the phenomenon summarized below shows that a temperature gradient perpendicular to
the growing surface is the necessary condition for a stable crystallization front.

If the crystallization takes place at the given crystal surface, from a solution of concen-
tration CN, a depleted zone at the crystallization front is created due to the incorporation of
the solute into the crystal (Fig. 6.19a). The concentration profile at the growth front can be
transformed onto the temperature profile (TL on Fig. 6.19b) via the liquidus relation. This

Figure 6.19 Schematic illustration of constitutional supercooling at the crystallization front: (a)
creation of the depleted zone at the crystallization front due to incorporation of the solute into the
growing crystal, (b) different temperature gradients applied at the crystallization front related to the
equilibrium liquidus temperature profile corresponding to the concentration profile of Fig. 6.19a



temperature profile can be related to the real temperature gradient at the crystallization
front. If the gradient is relatively small—like the one labeled GNS—the supersaturation
in front of the growing surface can be larger than at the surface itself. Then, each local
acceleration of the growth results in its further enhancement, local depletion at the sides
of the growing cell and the formation of a periodic cellular structure. The condition for
stable growth can be expressed by the relation [61]:

where GL is the temperature gradient at the crystallization front, V—growth rate,
k—distribution coefficient, m—diffusion coefficient of the solute in the growth solution.
The parameters on the left-hand side of Equation (6.16) can be controlled experimentally
if the configuration of the experiment corresponds to the scheme of Fig. 6.21.

The n-type GaN platelets have been used for seeded crystallization in order to suppress
the cellular growth on the Ga-polar (000-1) surface. The N-polar (000–1) surfaces have
also been used for comparison. The surfaces were prepared as for epitaxy: they were
polished mechanically and then the subsurface damage was removed by mechanochemical
polishing for the N-polar surface and by reactive ion etching for the Ga-polar surface.

The experiments were performed in a vertical configuration similar to that in Fig. 6.21.
Large positive temperature gradients of the order of 100°C cm–1 have been applied at
an average crystallization temperature of about 1500 °C. After 20–50 h processes the
substrates with the new crystals deposited on the (0001) surfaces were removed from the
solution and investigated.

Some typical results of the growth on the Ga-polar surface are shown in Fig. 6.20
where both the optical and SEM images of the substrate with the newly grown crys-
tals are presented. The new material was transparent, colourless and grown as a single
hillock of 6mm in diameter (maximum size allowed by the experimental configura-
tion)—Fig. 6.20a, b and c. The periodic cellular structures were no longer present. How-
ever, typically, the final surface was not flat. The dominant morphology of such crystals
were macrosteps of a few tens of micrometers in height, spreading from the hillock cen-
ter—Fig. 6.20d. This suggests that the growth mechanism was the propagation of the
steps from the hillock centre and the subsequent step bunching due to the radial super-
saturation gradients. The position of the hillock center most probably corresponds to
the minimum supersaturation, being the result of the radial temperature gradients in the
growth solution. Apparently, the supersaturation gradients on the growth surface were
larger for the crystal in Fig. 6.20c than for the crystal in Fig. 6.20b. The macrosteps are
often observed for crystallization from solutions since the surface diffusion is strongly
limited in comparison to growth from the vapor phase where the growth often proceeds
by the propagation of monoatomic steps.

The mechanism of the growth on the N-polar surface was also the propagation of
the macrosteps, however, the presence of several growth centers has been observed for
similar conditions of the experiment. It is still not clear if this is related to differences in
nucleation mechanisms on the surface of different polarity or to the imperfect preparation
of the surface, which, in contrast to the Ga-polar one, is chemically active.

The average rates of the growth in the c-direction observed in these experiments were
4–8um h–1 for both polarities, depending on supersaturation at the growth front being a
function of temperature gradient and the height of Ga over the substrate. The microscopic
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Figure 6.20 GaN substrate with the newly grown material on the Ga-polar surface: (a) optical
image (distance between the grid lines —1 mm), (b-d) SEM images

observation of the cross sections of the samples showed that the growth was stable in
terms of continuity of the newly grown material. The inclusions of the solvent and/or voids
were not observed. The interfaces between substrates (80–100um thick) and the newly
grown crystals were not visible, indicating that the surface preparation and the wetting
procedures before seeding were performed correctly. The XRD, TEM and DSE analyses
[24] show that the material grown by the method just described is of similar structural
quality to the substrate used. Therefore, the method is optimized towards higher growth
rates, reduction or elimination of step bunching and improvement of the crystallization
front. The use of GaN/Al2O3 substrates is helpful in this optimization.

6.6.2 Seeded growth of GaN from solutions in gallium
on GaN/sapphire substrates

The GaN/Al2O3 substrates were 2–5–um thick GaN epilayers grown by the MOCVD
method on sapphire substrates by the standard procedure based on the low-temperature
buffer-layer concept [1]. Such GaN had a dislocation density of about 109 cm–2 as deter-
mined by defect-selective etching.

The growth experiment consisted of the 'wetting' procedure and growth on the substrate
in a temperature gradient. The wetting is a short annealing of the substrate immersed in
liquid gallium at a temperature exceeding the equilibrium one for a given pressure. Under
these conditions gallium slightly etches the surface of the substrate. This is to avoid
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access of the N2 gas to the Ga/GaN interface and to assure a good coupling between the
solution and the substrate. The wetting is performed in situ just prior to establishing the
temperature gradient.

Some typical configurations used in these experiments are shown in Fig. 6.21. The
axial temperature gradients of the order of 20–100 °C cm–1 of two different orientations:
direct and reversed (substrate on the bottom or on the top of the crucible, respectively)
have been used. The maximum temperature in the crucible of 1450 °C, the height of the
gallium covering the substrate and the diameter of the substrate (10mm) were constant in
most of the experiments. The baffle shown in Fig. 6.21b and c was introduced in order
to improve the uniformity of the nitrogen concentration field at the growing surface. The
typical duration of the process was l00h, however, some shorter runs have been made
to check the evolution of the growth rate with time.

The conclusions drawn from the experimental results were as follows:

1. The morphology of the newly grown material was similar to the case of crystallization
on GaN substrates described in the previous section: GaN deposited on GaN/Al2O3 sub-
strates was transparent, having the form of a single growth hillock covered by macrosteps.
The introduction of the baffle significantly improved the shape of the crystallization front
making it macroscopically flat for almost the whole growth surface without a marked
change of the growth rate. Figure 6.22a and b shows a typical result of the experiments
in a configuration as in Fig. 6.21b. The same configuration was applied with GaN sub-
strates, which also resulted in the significant improvement of the final shape of the
crystal—Fig. 6.22 c and d.

2. For experiments at a supercooling of 50 °C, the inversion of the axial gradient (change
configuration from Fig. 6.21b to 6.21c) resulted in a significant increase (twice) of the
growth rate, which suggested that the transport of nitrogen across the solution was the
rate-limiting factor in the considered processes, at least for supercoolings up to 50 °C. This
suggestion was supported by the dependence of the mass of the crystallized material on
supercooling AT (Fig. 6.23a). However, as can be seen from the diagram, the dependence
saturates at AT exceeding 60–70 °C. Under these conditions, the nitrogen coming to the
growing surface is not entirely incorporated into the crystal, probably due to a change in
surface morphology and unwanted spontaneous nucleation beside the seed. The changes in

Figure 6.21 Typical configurations used for the growth of GaN on GaN/Al2O3 substrates: (a)
direct temperature gradient, no baffle, (b) direct temperature gradient, with baffle, (c) reversed
temperature gradient with baffle
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Figure 6.22 General view of GaN deposited on both GaN/Al2O3 and single-crystalline GaN
substrates: (a) optical image of GaN on the GaN/Al2O3, (b) SEM image of the sample (a) with its
cross section, (c) optical image of GaN deposited on GaN substrate, (d) SEM image of the sample
(c) with its cross section

the surface morphology during the growth are most likely a reason for the decrease of the
average growth rate observed as a function of the duration of the experiment—Fig. 6.23b.

Figure 6.24 compares the as-grown surfaces of two 40–um thick GaN deposited in
the experiments of different duration. Development of terraces can lead to the observed
hindering of the growth illustrated in Fig. 6.23b. Some other factors, like a change in
the heat removal from the substrate with increasing GaN thickness, were considered.
However, the experiments of the smoothening of the as-grown surfaces by polishing
and the subsequent re-growth on the thick but smooth GaN giving similar results to the
growth on the initial substrate strongly supported the concept of the influence of the
surface morphology—Fig. 6.25.

3. The initial results of GaN deposition on the substrates as large as 2 inches in diameter
indicates that the growth proceeds by similar mechanisms as on the 10–mm substrates. The
main difference is that several growth hillocks consisting of steps of different height are
observed. Figure 6.26 shows a 2-inch substrate covered with 150–um thick GaN, obtained
in a 100-h experiment, in the nonoptimized configuration corresponding to Fig. 6.2la.

4. Dislocation densities in the material grown on the GaN/Al2O3 substrates as checked
by defect-selective etching were usually of the order of 107 cm–2, which was over one
order of magnitude lower than in the initial GaN/Al2O3 substrates. It seems that after
optimization of the wetting procedure and the start of the growth, dislocation densities
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Figure 6.23 Dependence of the average growth rate of GaN crystallized on GaN/Al2O3 substrates
on: (a) supercooling for 100 h runs and (b) duration of the process for supercooling of 100 °C

Figure 6.24 Morphology (using differential interference contrast microscopy, DIG) of the as-
grown surfaces of 40–um thick GaN deposited in the experiments of different duration time and
supercooling: (a) time: 100 h supercooling: 25 °C, (b) time: 5h supercooling: 100 °C, macrosteps
decorated with small gallium-oxide crystals precipitated during rapid cooling of the system
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Figure 6.25 The optical image of the cross section of GaN deposited on GaN/Al2O3 substrate:
the 100–um thick GaN was deposited twice on the substrate in the subsequent pressure solution
100-h growth runs. The surface of the first layer was polished between the runs. Preparation of the
cross-sectional specimen—J. Borysiuk

Figure 6.26 150–um thick GaN grown on GaN/Al2O3 substrate

can be even lower. Obviously the use of the free-standing large-diameter GaN quasi-bulk
substrates (mentioned in the Introduction) instead of the substrates containing sapphire
could lead to a further improvement of the material quality.

6.7 APPLICATIONS OF PRESSURE-GROWN BULK GaN
SUBSTRATES

The crystals described in Section 6.3 have been used as substrates for epitaxy of nitride
layers and quantum structures by both MOCVD [57, 62, 63] and MBE [50, 64, 65]
methods. The influence of the lack of the threading dislocations in the material on its
optical properties has been demonstrated for both low and high excitations. Two examples
are given in Fig. 6.27.

In Fig. 6.27a, the integrated intensities of the photoluminescence coming from similar
structures (8–monolayer GaN single quantum well with Al0.1Ga0.9N 50–nm barriers) grown



Figure 6.27 Optical properties of near-dislocation-free nitride layers and structures: (a) Temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity of
homoepitaxial (squares) and heteroepitaxial (circles) GaN/Alo.iGao.gN QWs (Reprinted from Grandjean et al. Semicond. Sci. Technol., 16 (2001)
358-361, copyright (2001) with permission from the Institute of Physics.) (b) Spontaneous luminescence transients for GaN films grown on sapphire
(solid squares) and on GaN substrates (open circles)
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by reactive MBE [64] on sapphire and bulk pressure-grown GaN substrates are compared.
It is shown that for the structure deposited on GaN, the PL is much stronger, especially
at RT. For the structure grown on GaN substrate, the PL intensity starts to decrease
with temperature only at about 100K, mainly due to the thermal escape of carriers from
the quantum well towards the AlGaN barriers, as was observed for classical III-V QW
heterostructures with dislocation densities lower than 103cm~2 [66]. For heteroepitaxial
structures, the presence of dislocations strongly influences the nonradiative recombina-
tion processes. The PL intensity starts to decrease at much lower temperatures due to
delocalization of excitons and their further interaction with dislocations.

The PL decay has been studied at high excitations [67] for GaN layers grown by
MOCVD on sapphire and pressure-grown GaN substrates. The decay time (at RT) of
450 ps measured for homoepitaxial material was five times longer than for corresponding
heteroepitaxial layer grown under the same conditions. Figure 6.27b shows the decay of
spontaneous luminescence measured at high excitation, close to the stimulated emission
threshold for homo- and heteroepitaxial GaN.

Therefore, despite their relatively small size, the pressure-grown GaN crystals should
be excellent substrates for blue-violet laser diodes. Other encouraging factors for using
these crystals for lasers are the easy cleaving along [10-10} planes and high electrical
conductivity, enabling much simpler processing than for substrates based on sapphire.
In particular, the mirrors of the laser resonator can be made simply by cleaving instead
of complicated dry-etching procedures. Due to the good electrical conductivity of the
substrate, the contact for the n-type part of the laser (see Fig. 6.28) can be made on
the back side of the structure. Figure 6.28 shows schematically the structure of one of
the laser diodes fabricated recently in the High Pressure Research Center PAS on the
bulk pressure-grown substrates [68], This is a separate confinement heterostructure laser
with AlGaN cladding layers and Mg- and Si-doped GaN waveguides. The structures
are grown by MOCVD without any special steps to match AlGaN with the substrate.
Even this simple solution resulted in a very low dislocation density (about 105cm–2)
structures. This allowed fabrication of pulsed-current-operated laser diodes of the record
high power output exceeding 2.5 W in 30-ns pulses. The current-voltage and current-light
characteristics of such a diode are shown in Fig. 6.29.

The semi-insulating GaN:Mg substrates have been used for growth of GaN/AlGaN
heterostructures with a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) by both plasma-assisted
and reactive (with ammonia) MBE [65, 69]. Very high mobilities of the 2D electron
gas have been achieved by both methods. A Hall mobility for the 2DEG as high as
109000cm2 V– 1s– 1 at 1.5 K (the highest ever reported for a GaN/AlGaN heterostructure)
has been measured for samples grown by plasma-assisted MBE.

6.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The GaN crystals grown from solution in liquid gallium under high pressure of nitro-
gen are the best quality crystals regarding their structure, in particular the density of
threading dislocations being lower than 100cm–2. The crystals can be of both high and
low electrical conductivity and they cleave easily along {10–10} crystallographic planes.
Despite their limited size they can be applied as substrates for epitaxy and processed for
making devices.
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Figure 6.28 Structure of GaN laser diode grown on the pressure-grown GaN substrate. The micro-
graph is a TEM image of the epitaxial structure corresponding to the scheme

Figure 6.29 The current-voltage and current-light characteristics of high-power, pulse-current-
operated laser diode constructed on the pressure-grown GaN crystal. Photos: GaN crystals with
several laser diode chips after processing and set of lasers cleaved from the crystal

The increase of the size of the crystals is technically possible since the high-
pressure-high-temperature chambers can accommodate 2-inch crystals. However, there
are phenomena in the crystallization process itself that limit both the lateral size and the
thickness of the crystals. For the lateral size of the individual platelets it seems that the
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appropriate changing of the temperature gradients during the crystallization process can
enforce the continuation of the growth in {10–10} directions giving platelets of larger
diameter. For directional growth, the crucial factor is to avoid the observed decrease of
the growth rate with time. If this is related to development of a particular structure of
the growth front, the periodic interruptions of the growth or addition of impurities to the
solution should be helpful.
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7 Bulk Growth of Cadmium
Mercury Telluride (CMT)

P. CAPPER

BAE SYSTEMS Infrared Ltd., PO Box 217, Millbrook, Southampton, S015
OEG, UK

7.1 INTRODUCTION

It is ~ 45 years now since the first development of the ternary compound cadmium
mercury telluride (CMT) for infrared (IR) applications. In the early days of CMT pro-
duction (1960s and 1970s) bulk-growth techniques were the predominant ones. As time
progressed into the 1980s and 1990s the various epitaxial techniques, particularly liquid
phase epitaxy (LPE), metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) took over the major role of CMT production, particularly for photovoltaic
devices, due to their greater flexibility. However, in some centres bulk-growth devel-
opments have continued during the latter two decades and material grown by several
bulk-growth techniques is still used for first-generation IR detectors based on photocon-
ductivity and for windows for some IR detector applications. Because of the sensitive
nature of much of the research and development work associated with the material the
history of CMT is one of most centres developing their own particular routes to its
production somewhat independently of their counterparts in other countries.

There are two main types of bulk-growth technique, namely growth from the liquid and
growth from the vapour, however, most work on CMT growth has been from the liquid
phase and growth from the vapour phase will not be discussed in this chapter. Of the
many bulk growth techniques applied to CMT three are seen to dominate. These are solid-
state recrystallisation (SSR), the travelling heater method (THM) and Bridgman/ACRT
(accelerated crucible rotation technique). This chapter will cover the major developments
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in these three techniques, but first the key area of phase equilibria will be discussed.
These equilibria are critical to establish the understanding and limitations of all growth
techniques.

Central to the successful use of these materials are the dual issues of elemental purity
and cleanliness in all stages of preparation and handling, particularly prior to high-
temperature heat treatments. A wide variety of assessment techniques have also been
developed to characterise the compositional, electrical and structural properties as well as
chemical purity, and these will be described.

7.2 PHASE EQUILIBRIA

Two types of equilibria are of interest. One is the solid compound in equilibrium with the
gaseous phase (vapour growth) and the other is solid-liquid-gaseous equilibria (growth
from liquid/melt). These phase equilibria also help in understanding post-growth heat treat-
ments, either during cool-down to room temperature or during annealing processes to adjust
the stoichiometry, and hence electrical properties of the material. Solid-liquid-gaseous
equilibria are described by three variables, temperature (J), pressure (P) and composition
(jt) in CdjHgi-jTe. It is, however, easier to understand the interrelations between these
parameters by using 2-dimensional projections such as T — x, P — T and P — x plots. A
superposition of the T — x plots for HgTe and CdTe is given in Fig. 7.1 [1] where congruent
melting points of 670 and 1092 °C, respectively, can be seen.

Figure 7.1 T-x phase diagram for HgTe (lower curve) and CdTe (upper curve) (Reprinted from
Brebrick in Properties of Narrow Gap Cadmium-based Compounds (1994) 55, copyright (1994)
with permission from IEE)
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CMT is the third most studied semiconductor after Si and GaAs and a great deal of
work has been carried out on the various phase equilibria ([1, 2] contain reviews in this
area). The liquidus and solidus lines in the pseudobinary HgTe-CdTe system are shown
in Fig. 7.2 [1]. The wide separation between the liquidus and solidus, leading to marked
segregation between CdTe and HgTe, was instrumental in the development of all the bulk-
growth techniques applied to this system. In addition to the solidus-liquidus separation
high Hg partial pressures are also influential both during growth and postgrowth heat
treatments. A full appreciation of the P(Hg) — T diagram, shown in Fig. 7.3 is therefore
essential. Curves are the partial pressures of Hg along boundaries for solid solutions of
composition x where the solid solution is in equilibrium with another condensed phase as
well as the vapour phase. For x = 0.1 and 103/T = 1.3 (K–1) CMT exists for Hg pres-
sures of 0.1 (Te-saturated) and 7 (Hg-saturated) atm. The atomic fraction of Te decreases,
as the Hg partial pressure increases, over a small but nonzero range near to 0.5 atomic
fraction. Even at x = 0.95 and Te-saturated conditions, Hg is the predominant vapour
species and no solid solution contains exactly 0.5 atomic fraction Te. These features are
highly significant in controlling the native-defect concentrations and hence electrical prop-
erties in CMT. There is also some evidence of a miscibility gap with a critical point at
x = 0.54 and 457 K, although it could be linked to a surface phase rather than to the bulk
phase [1].

7.3 CRYSTAL GROWTH

The vast majority of work on bulk growth of CMT has been from the melt. Although rapid
progress has taken place in the epitaxial growth techniques for CMT, material grown by

Figure 7.2 T–x phase diagram for the pseudobinary CdTe-HgTe (Reprinted from Brebrick in
Properties of Narrow Gap Cadmium-based Compounds (1994) 56, copyright (1994) with permission
from IEE)
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Figure 7.3 P–T diagram for CdxHg1–xTe (CMT) (Reprinted from Brebrick in Properties of
Narrow Gap Cadmium-based Compounds (1994) 59, copyright (1994) with permission from IEE)

several bulk methods is still in use for infrared detection, particularly for photoconductive
detectors. Several historical reviews of the development of bulk CMT have been pub-
lished [3–8]. Micklethwaite [3] and Kruse [4] gave comprehensive information on the
growth techniques used prior to 1980. Many techniques were tried in the early years but
three prime techniques survived: SSR, THM and Bridgman; all of which were at one
time in production in the USA, Israel and Germany, in the UK and in France and Israel,
respectively. Tennant et al. [9] provided an authoritative view of the then current major
issues in growth techniques and noted that several countries still employed bulk-growth
methods. They concluded that the electrical performance had only recently (at that time)
been matched by LPE but pointed to the problems of structural defects and size limitations
for use in second-generation infrared detectors. This chapter continues with reviews of
the three basic bulk-growth techniques, mainly using the more recent reviews of Tregil-
gas [10], Triboulet [11] and Capper [7, 8], although updates on developments in these
basic techniques are also given, where applicable.

7.3.1 SSR

7.3.1.1 Introduction

Tregilgas [10] has given a detailed review of the SSR process and this section will take
much of its content from that excellent review. Other names that have been used for this
process are quench anneal (QA) and cast recrystallise anneal (CRA). The term anneal is
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used in the first case to define a high-temperature grain-growth process, while in CRA it is
a low-temperature process to adjust stoichiometry. Strictly speaking SSR is crystal growth
from the solid phase at temperatures close to the melting point. The technique was initially
commercialised for the production of photoconductive detectors but was also used for
second-generation focal plane arrays based on metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) detec-
tors. These MIS detectors rely on minority carriers rather than the majority-carrier-type
photoconductive devices, thus necessitating greater uniformity and fewer defects. Partic-
ularly for long-wavelength devices, this meant that much lower dislocation and subgrain
densities and no major grain boundaries were fundamental requirements, necessitating
major improvements in recrystallisation to be achieved. Work on the SSR technique also
contributed greatly to establishing the basic understanding of many of the features seen
in subsequent epitaxial films.

In the basic technique, pure elements are loaded into an etched silica ampoule (it is
critical to avoid contact between the mercury and the cadmium during loading to prevent
an amalgam forming) and the charge is melted and rocked to ensure complete mixing.
Charges are then normally quenched rapidly, into air or oil, to room temperature in either
the vertical or near-horizontal orientation, see Fig. 7.4. This produces a dendritic structure
that is reduced/removed by the recrystallization step, which occurs at temperatures just
below the solidus temperature (i.e. at ~ 670 °C) for many days. Grain growth occurs and
microinhomogeneities in composition are removed. Care must be taken in the quench-
ing stage to avoid pipes/voids that cannot be removed by the recrystallization step. A
low-temperature annealing step, in the presence of mercury, is then used to convert the
as-grown p-type material to n-type for subsequent use in detector fabrication. Many mod-
ifications were found necessary to reduce the defect densities to levels sufficient to make
the MIS devices.

7.3.1.2 Compounding and quenching

During compounding, mercury is lost from the melt to the vapour space above and results
in excess tellurium in the quenched ingot. Excess Hg can be added to the initial charge

Figure 7.4 Schematic of rocking furnace with gas-quenching tube (Reprinted from Tregilgas,
Prog. Cryst. Growth Charact. 28 (1994) 57, copyright (1994) with permission from Elsevier
Science)
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to compensate for this, although too high an excess can lead to Hg inclusions. It is
therefore desirable to control both the Hg excess and the ampoule void space/seal-off
length. Ingot diameters are limited by the burst pressures of the silica ampoules and the
Hg vapour pressure (> 40 atmos) during elemental compounding. This necessitates thick-
walled ampoules, but there are limits to this otherwise heat transfer during quenching is
reduced and voids, holes and even 'piping' can occur. For internal diameters of 8–12.5 mm
wall thicknesses vary from 2-3 mm.

Compressed gas cooling of the end of the ampoule is used to quench the ingot and the
flow rate of this gas can be adjusted to vary the grain size and the dendrite-arm spacing
in the ingot, with 40-501 min–1 being optimum. Figure 7.5 shows a typical as-quenched
microstructure with dendrites and misfit dislocations. If quenching rates become too high
then voids, shrinkage pipes and/or compositional 'coring' can all result [12]. The centres
of the dendrite arms are CdTe-rich, while the surfaces of the dendrite arms are HgTe-rich.
Subgrain boundaries can result from the misalignments between the dendrite arms, and
entrapped Te can also be present in these regions.

7.3.1.3 Secondary recrystallisation

Following quenching the ingots are held near to the HgTe melting point for several days to
allow homogenisation of dendrites and grain growth to occur. The ingot can be left in its
original ampoule (reducing the possibility of additional contamination) or transferred to
another etched ampoule with additional Hg before this step in the process. The process that
occurs during this step is one of secondary recrystallisation, i.e. grain growth, rather than
primary recrystallisation, i.e. where new grains are nucleated and grow at the expense
of older grains. On cooling following recrystallisation Te often precipitates within the
ingot. The precipitation of Te has been studied extensively. Its extent is governed by the
initial stoichiometry of the charge prior to cooling and by the Hg vapour pressure at the
recrystallisation temperature. Increasing the Hg partial pressure and slow cooling can be
used to minimise Te precipitation.

Figure 7.5 As-quenched microstructure showing dendrites and misfit dislocations (Reprinted from
Tregilgas, Prog. Cryst. Growth Charac. 28 (1994) 57, copyright (1994) with permission from
Elsevier Science)
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Figure 7.6 Schematic phase diagram showing DRA process (Reprinted from Tregilgas, Prog.
Cryst. Growth Charac. 28 (1994) 57, copyright (1994) with permission from Elsevier Science)

Dislocation multiplication can result from the elimination of Te precipitates during this
process step. Dislocation densities can be 8–10 times higher as a result of this effect.
Figure 7.6 shows a schematic of a process to reduce these dislocations. This dislocation-
reduction anneal (DRA) process starts from position A, the recrystallisation temperature.
Upon cooling Te precipitation occurs. Re-encapsulation of the slices from such an ingot
together with additional Hg is followed by reheating and the excess Te is reduced by
indiffusing Hg, at point B in Fig. 7.6. Upon cooling from B fewer Te precipitates form
and the normal low-temperature type-conversion anneal, at C, occurs without dislocation
multiplication. Such a DRA step can lead to a net reduction in dislocation density of a
factor of up to 100. This led to a major reduction in dark current in MIS devices made
in such material.

7.3.1.4 Annealing to effect type conversion

After recrystallisation the ingot is p-type due to a high metal vacancy concentration. The
ingot is then sliced and the slices are annealed in Hg vapour to reduce Te precipitation
and to fill the metal vacancies, leaving the material n-type, due, it is believed, to residual
donor impurities. The temperatures are normally in the range of 200–300 °C and the
anneal duration is selected to control the depth of the p/n junction, i.e. the thickness of
the n-type surface layer. This surface layer is related to the Te excess in the material and
the annealing temperature. Care must be exercised with the anneal duration as too long an
anneal run may lead to release of fast-diffusing impurities, e.g. Cu, which can reconvert
the material back to, in this case, extrinsically doped p-type material. Following annealing,
Hall-effect measurements are used to assess the carrier concentration and mobility of the
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material and hence its suitability for photoconductive device manufacture. Care must be
taken here to use the correct thickness of the n-type region if erroneous values for carrier
concentration are not to be obtained. Using the full slice thickness in the Hall calculations
will somewhat underestimate the true value of carrier concentration although the mobility
value will not be affected.

There are several sources of residual impurities in the final material. These include
the raw elements, the silica ampoule, chemical etching of the elements and the silica
ampoule, the loading environment, surface contaminants on slices after etching prior
to annealing and the diffusion of fast-diffusing species, e.g. Na and Cu, through the
silica ampoule during low-temperature annealing. Ingot-to-ingot variations in residual
background impurities suggest that only some of the impurities are fully electrically
active in undoped material.

7.3.1.5 Doping

Doping can be accomplished either by native-defect control or deliberate addition of
extrinsic impurities. By varying the Hg partial pressure during the low-temperature anneal-
ing step, e.g. by adding Hg or using a vacuum, the material can be annealed under
Hg-rich or Hg-deficient conditions, leading, respectively, to n-type or p-type conduction.
For extrinsic doping, noble metals such as Cu, Ag and Au are preferred due to their
ease of activation and their distribution can be made homogeneous. Acceptor doping with
Group V elements, e.g. P, As and Sb, shows inhomogeneous distributions that are difficult
to homogenise due to the inherent low diffusion coefficients of these elements. In addition
to which, Hg-rich annealing above 400 °C or the DRA process is necessary to activate
these impurities. Doping with Cu at high levels was used successfully to manufacture
MIS devices. Donor doping with In, Si and iodine have all been accomplished, although
Vydyanath [13] has shown that In is only partially active. Donor doping using Al, Ga, In
and Br has also been accomplished by indiffusion into slices, although high levels of In
and Ga doping can be achieved by melt doping.

7.3.1.6 Variations on the basic technique

Alternatives to the basic SSR process have included 'slush' growth [14], high-pressure
growth [15], incremental quenching [16] and horizontal casting [17]. In the 'slush' pro-
cess the initial homogenous charge is held across the liquidus-solidus gap with the lower
end solid and the upper end liquid. High-pressure growth (30 atm He gas) was used in an
attempt to reduce structural defects by improved heat-flow control and using intergran-
ular Te as a moving liquid zone during the recrystallization step [15]. Larger-diameter
crystals could be produced with this high-pressure technique but uniformity of composi-
tion was poor and the technique was not subsequently developed. Incremental quenching
involves extruding molten drops from an orifice onto a crucible base, and subsequently
on the growing crystal [16]. The 'slush' technique was used in production in the USA,
until quite recently, while the incremental quenching technique has been used to provide
large-diameter feed material for THM growth [18]. Other developments have been made
in the basic process [19, 20] but details available in the open literature are sketchy, due
to proprietary constraints.
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7.3.1.7 Summary

The SSR technique was used, predominantly in the US, for first-generation photoconductive
and second-generation MIS IR detectors. It has now largely been superceded by the various
epitaxial techniques and is no longer actively researched, at least to this author's knowledge.

7.3.2 THM

7.3.2.1 Introduction

Triboulet [11] has given a detailed review of the THM process and this section will take
much of its content from that excellent review. Triboulet's premise for starting work
on THM was that the alternative existing methods all suffered to varying degrees from
the particulars of the HgTe-CdTe phase diagram, or required high pressures and/or their
implementation could be complex. As a result of this crystals had limited compositional
uniformity and/or restricted size. He concluded that what was needed was to achieve a
growth process at lower temperatures, and hence lower pressures, reduced contamination,
reduced defect levels and less departure from stoichiometry, that also led to a purification
effect and ideally would facilitate seeding of growth. The THM method combines the
purity advantages of zone refining and the low temperatures necessary to give large-area
growth, uniform composition, low defects and defined crystal orientation.

In essence, the method involves moving a molten zone through a solid homogeneous
source material by slow movement of the ampoule relative to the heater, as shown in
Fig. 7.7. Matter is transported by convection and diffusion across the solvent zone in a

Figure 7.7 Principle of THM process (Reprinted from Triboulet, Prog. Cryst. Growth Charac. 28
(1994) 85, copyright (1994) with permission from Elsevier Science)
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temperature gradient that results from the ampoule movement. For alloys, a steady state
can be reached where the solvent zone dissolves a solid of composition C0 at the upper
hot interface then deposits, at near equilibrium, a material of the same composition at the
lower growth interface. Growth occurs at a constant temperature that is lower than the
maximum solidus temperature of the material, with all the consequent advantages of low-
temperature growth. The Te solution also serves to purify the material during the growth
process. Seeding is relatively straightforward to arrange, leading to improved structure
and orientation control. Finally, THM allows the growth of longer and larger diameter
material, up to 40 mm for CMT.

7.3.2.2 Experimental arrangement

The required temperature profile must have a sharp temperature peak, producing a narrow
molten zone (approximately the same dimension as the crystal diameter) and a high
temperature gradient at the growth interface to prevent constitutional supercooling. A
simple furnace arrangement was used successfully, in which an isothermal plane was
arranged at the lower end of a nickel heating ring, i.e. at the growth interface position.
Thermal stability was found to be critical to prevent the growth of parasitic nuclei. A
stability of at least ±0.1 °C was deemed mandatory for successful growth. Multizone
furnaces were also attempted but with no real advantage seen.

7.3.2.3 Feed material

Several solutions have been applied to the problem of producing suitable feed material.
The most successful appeared to be that of using a cylindrical charge consisting of two
segments, one CdTe and the other HgTe, with cross sections in a ratio corresponding to
the desired alloy composition. Figure 7.8 shows this scheme, which accomplished crystal
diameters of up to 40 mm. These cylindrical segments were obtained from ingots grown
by a 'cold-THM' process, by cutting followed by chemical polishing. The fit of these
cylinders into the graphite-coated silica ampoule was required to be ~ l00um. As the
ternary liquid solution cannot be in equilibrium with both binaries, and also because of
the high Hg pressures, coring can occur at the Hg-dissolving interface, which is moved
to a lower temperature than that of the CdTe, leading to small composition fluctuations.

7.3.2.4 Segregation

Using Te as the solvent steady-state growth is attained asymptotically after an initial
transient, providing the source material is macroscopically homogeneous and that the
temperature and travelling rate of the solvent zone are constant. Very slow growth rates
(0.1 mmh–1) are typical (Triboulet et al. [5]). Figure 7.9 shows a typical axial compo-
sition profile of a CMT ingot. The initial transient causes the x value to decrease from
its original value down to the desired x ~ 0.2 region over a couple of centimetres. From
a log plot of this x variation a segregation coefficient k of 3.2 was obtained, compared
to the value of ~ 2.5 from the CdTe-HgTe pseudobinary phase diagram. Thus, to avoid
the initial transient in the growth the solvent-zone composition was adjusted to be C0k
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Figure 7.8 Principle of CMT THM growth process using a cylinder of 2 cylindrical segments of
HgTe and CdTe as feed material (Reprinted from Triboulet et al. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 3 (1985)
96, copyright (1985) with permission from AIP)

to yield the desired composition from the start of growth. The required composition is
determined from the Te-rich corner of the HgCdTe phase diagram, and is found to depend
on the growth temperature and the temperature gradient (and hence the travelling rate).
This is akin to growth by zone levelling and steady-state conditions are found to be
obtained from the onset of growth.

7.3.2.5 Purification

There is a marked purification effect produced by solution zone refining, particularly
when Te is used. The segregation of many impurities has been shown to be higher in
liquid Te than in liquid CdTe, and there is less backdiffusion due to the lower growth
temperature. A doping experiment, using gold, showed the marked purification obtained
in THM growth. A segregation coefficient of 0.003 was obtained, compared with ~ 0.03
from the pseudobinary growth using Bridgman/ACRT (Triboulet et al. [5]), i.e. THM does
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Figure 7.9 Compositional profile of THM CMT crystal using Te as solvent, for x = 0.2 (Reprinted
from Triboulet et al. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 3 (1985) 96, copyright (1985) with permission from
AIP)

indeed lead to better impurity segregation. Low impurity levels were found from mass-
spectrometry measurements and the background donor levels were also low, indicating
high purity.

7.3.2.6 Doping

Donor doping has been achieved by using an In-doped CdTe crystal and an undoped HgTe
crystal as the starting materials. An alternative of doping the molten zone with HgBr gave
a uniform distribution of carrier concentrations at ~ 1 x 1015 cm–3.

7.3.2.7 Mass and heat transport

Natural convection is expected to be the dominant mechanism of mass transport in THM
growth of CMT. This made it sensible to add ACRT to the THM process, as it had already
been shown to improve the growth of Bridgman CMT (see Section 7.3.3). In the case of
THM a virtual 'saw-tooth' variation of rotation rate was used and good agreement was
seen between the model and the optimised growth conditions. A significant improvement
in both radial and axial compositional homogeneity was obtained. ACRT also allowed
higher growth rates, up to 8.5mm day–1, to be obtained [21]. In another study this same
group used horizontal rotation and compared the results with ACRT. Both were found to
produce similar homogeneity and to allow similar higher growth rates.

A recent report by Senchenkov et al. [22] showed how a rotating magnetic field can be
used to control heat and mass transport. Crystals were 25 mm in diameter, 60 mm long and
the crystals were grown at a rate of 2.5um min–1. Magnetic fields of 2-6 mT were used
and growth periods were up to 200 h. For the crystal grown with a 2-mT magnetic field the
radial composition uniformity was seen to be 0.003-0.007 in x. After low-temperature
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Hg annealing the material was n-type with carrier concentration ~ 1 x 1015 cm–3 and
mobility ~ 1 x 105 cm2 V–1 s–1, demonstrating the high purity of the material.

7.3.2.8 Structural properties and seeding

Oriented seed crystals of CdTe have been used to produce CMT crystals up to 30 mm
diameter in both [111] and [100] orientations. Whether CdTe or CMT seeds were used
resulted in little difference in the growth process, nor were marked differences seen when
using (111)A or (111)B oriented seeds. Without seeding crystals usually consisted of some
large grains, the lower the Cd content the larger the grains. A flat or convex interface is
crucial to producing crystals with fewer extended defects, a low temperature gradient at
the interface also helps.

Higher etch pit densities (dislocations) and small twins are observed at the periphery of
slices. Secondary nucleation at the ampoule walls, resulting from the local concavity of the
growth interface, is the probable cause of the twins. These types of defects, and subgrain
densities, become progressively more common towards the tail end of THM crystals. How-
ever, careful control of the interface shape, low temperature gradients, low temperatures
and suppression of constitutional supercooling can lead to subgrain-free material.

7.3.2.9 Electrical properties and device results

As-grown material shows a conductivity type that is controlled by the growth tempera-
ture. This is understandable based on phase-equilibria diagrams, the higher the growth
temperature the more nearly stoichiometric the material. Also from these phase-equilibria
diagrams it is predicted that at a given growth temperature the departure from stoichiom-
etry will be greater for high-x material. Experimental results for x = 0.22 showed the
material to be p-type for a growth temperature of 600 °C and n-type for 700 °C, under
otherwise identical growth conditions. In addition, as the x was varied from 0.2 to 0.7
the material went from n-type to p-type.

For as-grown p-type material low-temperature annealing in Hg vapour has been shown
to lead to n-type conductivity, proving that deviations from stoichiometry, i.e. metal
vacancies, are responsible for the p-type conductivity. Carrier concentrations of 2-5 x
1014cm–3 with mobilities of 1.6 x 105 to 5 x 104cm2 V–1 s–1 were found for x = 0.2
and 0.3 material, together with high minority carrier lifetimes of 3 and 30us, respectively.
These data indicate highly pure material.

Both photoconductive and photovoltaic detectors with BLIP (background limited) per-
formance have been reported for various compositions. Planar-technology photodiodes
were diffusion-limited down to 50 or 30 K even out to 20um cutoff wavelengths. High
quantum efficiencies and reverse resistances were seen and the diodes had low noise lev-
els. Material with x = 0.44 and low carrier concentration was used to make p-i-n and
avalanche diodes operating at 1.6–2.5um. Fibre-optic telecommunication detectors were
also made in this material, operating out to 1.33–1.5um. Room-temperature photocon-
ductive detectors made in THM material were equivalent to those measured in both LPE
and MOVPE material, although the performance degraded somewhat on cooling to 200 K.
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7.3.2.10 Summary

THM was developed predominantly in France, and has produced some of the largest,
highest-purity CMT crystals. Both photoconductive and photovoltaic detectors, the latter
out to telecommunications wavelengths of 1.3um, have been made in this material. Work
is still underway in Russia on this technique, although not now in France, again to the
best of this author's knowledge.

7.3.3 Bridgman

7.3.3.1 Introduction

Historically, the first technique used in the UK was the Bridgman process. However, work
in the USA concentrated on the cast-recrystallise-anneal (CRA), or solid state recrystalli-
sation (SSR) as it was termed there. Some progress was made on the CRA process in
the UK but only for small-diameter material. Emphasis switched to the Bridgman process
and, in about 1980, to the accelerated crucible rotation technique (ACRT), a modification
of the Bridgman process. The following subsections give details of these two growth
techniques. Reviews of bulk growth can be found in Capper [7, 8, 23].

Two fundamentally different approaches were initially followed to improve the basic
Bridgman process. These are based on control of melt mixing and of heat flows, respec-
tively. The former has been studied by this author and coworkers (Capper [24]) while the
latter includes the work of Szofran and Lehoczky [25], among others. In the Bridgman
process, elemental Cd, Hg and Te are loaded into a clean silica ampoule, homogenized
by melting/rocking and then frozen slowly from one end in a vertical system to produce
a single crystal or, more normally, a large-grained ingot. Marked segregation of CdTe
with respect to HgTe occurs in the axial direction but this leads to an advantage of the
Bridgman process over other techniques, i.e. material in both ranges of interest (3-5 and
8–12um, for x = 0.3 and 0.2, respectively) is produced in a single run.

A novel modification to the Bridgman process was developed by Bittner et al. [26]
and Hoschl et al. [27] who floated a piece of CdTe on the top of the melt. This had the
effect of producing uniform material in both axial and radial directions, but still not as
uniform as ACRT material; as concluded in Hoschl et al. [27].

7.3.3.2 Elemental purification (mercury and tellurium)

All bulk-growth processes for CMT use pure elements as the starting materials and silica
ampoules. Despite this, experience at this author's laboratory has shown that problems
can occur using bought-in elements directly, even when such material is the purest grade
available, i.e. 99.99999 % (7N). These problems manifest themselves as charges sticking
to silica ampoules, believed to be due to oxygen on Te and/or Cd surfaces, or as high
background donor levels in the resulting CMT. For these reasons, and to maintain a
consistent and controlled product, facilities to in-house purify both Te and Hg prior to
use were established some years ago.

Bought-in Hg, in triply distilled form, is passed through a sub-boiling point vacuum
distillation process in a high-purity, all-silica apparatus. From an initial batch of ~ 9 kg
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the first fraction (~ 3 kg) is used for low-temperature Hg annealing processes, while the
second fraction (the purest) is used in both bulk and epitaxial growth processes. The
remaining fraction is recycled to the supplier for redistilling. We believe that the amounts
of Cu and/or Ag (both acceptors in CMT) are significantly reduced by this process and
possibly other elements also.

Tellurium purification is by zone refining in flowing hydrogen at ~ 500 °C. Again,
bought-in material is loaded into a cleaned silica boat in 5–kg batches. This is then placed
into a silica tube in a 5-zone furnace arrangement. After flushing with argon, hydrogen is
introduced and the furnaces ramped to temperature. The temperatures and furnace spacings
have been adjusted to ensure that there is still solid Te between each molten zone. Zones
are traversed down the boat at ~ 25 mmh–1 and 5 passes of 5 zones each are carried out.
This has the effect of moving impurity elements with segregation coefficients, k, of < 1
to the tail of the bar, while those with k > I segregate to the tip of the bar. The furnaces
are then slowly moved off the bar to give the material the correct 'longitudinal' structure
for subsequent cleaving prior to use. On removal, the tip and tail sections are removed,
for recycling, while the central section (~ 4 kg) is ready for use with no further chemical
cleaning necessary.

7.3.3.3 Bridgman growth of CMT

In the author's laboratory, elemental Cd (unetched), plus in-house purified Hg and Te are
loaded, in a nitrogen-purged glove box into an etched, washed, heavy-wall (3 mm) silica
ampoule (diameter 12–13 mm). A start composition of x = 0.12 is used and homoge-
nization is by melting/rocking. Charges are placed in a vertical grower, remelted and then
frozen slowly (0.5 mm h– 1) from one end in a vertical system to produce a large-grained
ingot. Each growth unit is housed in a semisealed cell to manage the occasional explo-
sions resulting from the ~ 70atm pressure caused by the free Hg (see Fig. 7.10). Slow
rotation about the vertical axis is used to reduce radial temperature variations. Slices cut
from the resulting crystals are assessed for x uniformity with infrared transmission (IRT)
measurements and Hall measurements at 77 K for the electrical parameters.

In Capper [8] it was shown how radial x variations decreased as the distance from the
first-to-freeze end increased and as the growth rate decreased. The extent of the radial x
variation was due to the combination of a concave growth surface (with respect to the
solid) and density-driven convective flow within a boundary layer close to the interface.
This, added to the normal segregation of the low melting point HgTe to the centre of the
concave interface, leads to the observed variation. There is marked segregation of HgTe
down the length of the crystals that represents an advantage of the Bridgman process over
other techniques, i.e. material in both ranges of interest (3–5 and 8–12um) is produced
in a single run.

Photoconductive devices require low carrier concentration n-type material and this
was produced by improving the purity of the starting materials. Low n-type levels (<<
1 x 1015 cm–3) were achieved in the as-grown state for x = 0.2-0.3, an obvious advan-
tage in terms of reduced handling for Bridgman growth as no annealing stage was
required—unlike other bulk methods. Bridgman material was used (Jones et al. [29])
to establish the pressure-temperature diagram, by a combination of isothermal and two-
temperature annealing. On the Hg-rich side at temperatures below 320 °C the n-type
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Figure 7.10 Schematic diagram of Bridgman grower for use with Hg-based compounds (Redrawn
from Capper et al. J. Cryst. Growth 46 (1979) 575, copyright (1979) with permission from Elsevier
Science)

carrier concentration is controlled by residual impurities. The p —> n conversion is due
to Hg filling metal vacancies. Conversion from n -> p was achieved by two-temperature
annealing with the Hg at a lower temperature than the CMT slice, in order to introduce
metal vacancies.

Bridgman crystals contain several major grains and numerous subgrains within each
major grain. No correlations were seen between the nature or density of these grains
and the various growth parameters. A Berg-Barrett X-ray topography study of Bridgman
material showed it to contain grains of size 0.2-0.6 mm, near to the crystal centre, and
0.05–0.2 mm near to the crystal periphery. Large temperature gradients during growth
may explain the relatively large misorientations, compared to CRA material grown in the
same laboratory.

Most impurity elements are electrically active in accordance with their position in the
periodic table (Capper [30]). This behaviour is linked to stoichiometry at growth, i.e.
those elements that substitute on Te lattice sites have to be forced into the correct sites in
Te-rich material. Group I and III elements are acceptors and donors, respectively, on the
metal sites. There is evidence, however, that some Group I elements can migrate at low
temperatures to grain boundaries or to the surface of samples. Segregation of impurities
in CRA (SSR) is very limited due to the initial fast quench step. By contrast, Bridgman
benefits from marked segregation of impurities due to its slow growth rate, leading to
very low levels of impurities.
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7.3.3.4 Accelerated crucible rotation technique (ACRT)

Limits on controlling melt mixing in the Bridgman process necessitated a means of stirring
melts contained in sealed, pressurised ampoules. The ACRT of Scheel [31] was utilised as
it increased the size of crystals, eliminated unwanted phases and increased stable growth
rates. The first report of the use of ACRT in CMT Bridgman growth was given in Capper
and Gosney [32]. These effects were developed and discussed in more detail in later
papers (see Capper [8] for a review) and are outlined here.

Three processes that are fast by comparison with buoyancy-driven convection and
occur on acceleration/deceleration are:

a) Transient Couette flow, which occurs on rapid deceleration (spin-down) particularly
in tall containers. Liquid adjacent to the container walls decelerates faster than liquid
in the bulk and centrifugal forces drive the inner portions of liquid towards the wall.
Horizontal vortices form in counter-rotating pairs. This only occurs beyond a critical
rotation rate, given by a value of 270 for the dimensionless Reynolds number:

where AOC = step change in rotation rate (rpm)
R = container radius (cm)
a = fluid density (g cm–3)
n = dynamic viscosity of fluid (g cm–1s–1)

b) Spiral shearing flow, which occurs on both spin-down and spin-up and is again caused
by fluid at the walls changing its velocity faster than liquid in the bulk. It is charac-
terised by the thickness, d, of a layer close to the wall where the rotation rate is half
its initial value and by T1, the time taken by the central part of the fluid to reduce to
this level.

where t = time after container stops rotating (s)
Oo = maximum rotation rate (rpm)
E = Ekman number (n/O0R2a)

Spin-up/spin-down times should be < T1 to maximise stirring.
The number of spiral arms is given by:

with separation,

where r is the radius of the point in question.
(Ar should be kept at 0.01-0.1 cm to ensure diffusion can act as the mixing process.)
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c) Ekman flow, which occurs above a solid boundary, placed perpendicular to the axis
of rotation. During spin-up, fluid adjacent to the boundary is forced to the side walls
and returns diffusely and more slowly through the bulk, with the reverse occurring on
spin-down.
The Ekman layer thickness is given by:

with maximum radial fluid velocity of:

and maximum vertical fluid velocity of:

The flow decreases within a time:

Figure 7.11 depicts these flows as seen in water-simulation trials. All three predicted
flow patterns were seen and showed qualitative agreement with the parameters given in
Equations (7.2)–(7.9). The most vigorous stirring arose due to Ekman flow for distances
of ~ R to 2R from the container base (Ekman volume), particularly when a flat-based
container was used. Implications drawn from these simulations, for CMT growth, included
improvements in radial x variations and a reduction in the number of crystallites propa-
gating from the crucible walls as a result of Ekman flows near to the interface.

Bidirectional rotation is employed and rapid acceleration/deceleration (in l–2s) is
easily achieved at any rotation rate. Ekman layer thickness, JE, from earlier flux growth,
should be < 0.05cm, which necessitates rotation rates > 20rpm. Horizontal and vertical
flow velocities, V and W, are >> R/TE for all rotation rates, ensuring that the Ekman
volume passes through the Ekman layer each ACRT cycle. Rotation rates > 20 rpm will
ensure that Ar is within the preferred range of 0.1-0.01 cm to homogenise the fluid body
by diffusion. Both run (at maximum rate) and stop times, rr and rs, can be set to values
close to the Ekman time, TE, to ensure mixing occurs for as long as possible and that
decaying Ekman flow is minimised.

Brice et al. [33] reviewed the models developed for flows induced by ACRT and
summarised by identifying three distinct flow regimes as the acceleration/deceleration rate
increased. For small accelerations, axially symmetric fluid flows increase the symmetry
of heat and mass flows. Moderate accelerations produce axial and radial fluid flows at the
base of the column ( R – 2 R ) that stir the fluid in this region only. Large accelerations give
rise to unstable asymmetric flows. The system is characterised by the Reynolds number
and Table 7.1 lists the critical Reynolds numbers and the corresponding rotation rates for
the values of R (0.65cm) and n/a (0.006 cm2 s– 1) typical of CMT melts. These values
of Rec are superimposed onto the interface depth versus rotation rate plot of Fig. 7.12.
For points a) and b) Ekman flow is delayed as the ampoule base is not perpendicular
to the rotation axis in the conical-based ampoules used for growth. Once Ekman flow
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Figure 7.11 Flows in a flat-based container during (a) spin-up and (b) spin-down (Reprinted
from Capper et al. J. Electron. Mater. 15 (1988) 361, copyright (1988) with permission from The
Minerals, Metals and Materials Society)

Table 7.1 Critical Reynolds number (Rec) and corresponding critical rotation rates (in rpm) for
ACRT in 13, 50 and 75mm diameter ampoules, (v = n/a = 0.006, kinematic viscosity in cm2 s–1)

Event

Ekman flow starts a)
Ekman flow fully developed b)
Couette flow unstable c)
Ekman flow unstable d)

Rec

15
70

270
500

F

13mm

> 2
10
38
69

dotation rate (rpm

50mm

0.1
0.6
2.4
4.5

0

75mm

0.05
0.25
1.1
2.1

is fully established, the interface depth decreases to a minimum. Couette instabilities are
predicted to occur at point c) and were seen in the simulations. As the Reynolds number
increases further, Ekman flow will become unstable and interface depth increases. Too
much melt mixing can be introduced by certain ACRT conditions and this can lead to a
deterioration in crystal properties.
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Figure 7.12 Interface depth versus ACRT maximum rotation rate. Points a–d refer to Table 7.1
(Modified from Capper et al. J. Cryst. Growth 89 (1988) 171, copyright (1988) with permission
from Elsevier Science)

A Chinese group (Liu Jungcheng et al. [34] and references therein) have carried out
detailed numerical modelling of the ACRT flows obtained when using a trapezoidal
sequence, as used above, and compared them to water-simulation results carried out
in their laboratory. The two sets of results agreed well in the lower part of the liquid,
where Ekman flow is strongest, giving confidence in the applicability of the model to
ACRT flows.

Various rotation sequences and start compositions were investigated and x uniformity
and crystal structure determined. After comparing results, x = 0.19 was chosen as the
preferred start composition. For these crystals grown with short run and stop times (8 and
1 s) there was a region (several cm long) of x = 0.21 material with axial and radial x
uniformity of ±0.002. A similar Bridgman crystal would produce < 0.8cm of similar x
material with considerably larger radial x variations, i.e. ACRT gives a five- to ten-fold
increase in potentially usable material. Figure 7.13 depicts the radial x variations for 4
crystals grown in a 4–furnace grower under identical conditions. For all four, the radial
x variations are ±0.002 at all wavelengths (i.e. 0.19 < x < 0.34). This demonstrates
the reproducibility of the process and suggests that relatively flat interfaces are present
throughout the growth process—a marked improvement over normal Bridgman growth
particularly for high-x material.

A secondary benefit obtained from ACRT was a decrease in the number of major grains,
typically from 10 to 1 in the x = 0.2 region. Subgrain structure was, however, unchanged
by the addition of ACRT. A Berg-Barrett X-ray topography study of ACRT samples
showed that the misorientations of subgrains was reduced, compared to Bridgman, but
the density was essentially unchanged.

Application of ACRT opened up a large number of possible parameter combinations.
Quenching studies of crystals grown under a wide variety of conditions showed interface
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Figure 7.13 Radial x variations for 4 ACRT crystals from a 4–furnace grower (Reprinted from
Capper et al. J. Electron. Mater. 15 (1988) 371, copyright (1988) with permission from The Min-
erals, Metals and Materials Society)

depths of = 1 mm for x = 0.12 and 0.19 start crystals, unlike the 1 and 4 mm, respectively,
seen in equivalent standard Bridgman crystals. Increasing the maximum rotation rate
produced the interface depths shown in Fig. 7.12. The preferred region in which to operate
is 25 < O0 < 60rpm, for a 13–mm diameter crystal. As growth rate increased, interface
depth altered less than in Bridgman growth, suggesting that faster stable growth rates are
possible with ACRT. From the simulation studies, it was apparent that a small stagnant
region occurred in the tip of a conical-based ampoule. Quenching studies in flat-based
ampoules revealed not only a flat interface but also that the slow-grown material, produced
prior to quenching, was single crystal for the entire 2.5 cm length. This demonstrated the
power of Ekman stirring and the importance of initiating the growth of a single crystal
grain. Because of the small radial variations in composition growth of larger-diameter
crystals (up to 20 mm) is also possible using ACRT and the radial variation in wavelength
for a 20–mm diameter slice from a crystal grown with a maximum rotation rate of 25 rpm
was ~ 0.2um, i.e. small, as predicted to maintain stable Ekman flow for this diameter.

Recently, work has been undertaken in the author's laboratory to extend the basic
ACRT process to produce near-IR material, where higher starting jc values are used
(Capper et al. [35]). An improved ampoule seal-off procedure was developed to enable
us to grow at the higher temperatures (hence higher pressures) needed for these higher-*
start crystals.

Figure 7.2 shows the pseudobinary phase diagram of the HgTe-CdTe system. This
demonstrates the fundamental problem in the near-equilibrium growth of CMT by melt
growth methods, i.e. the wide separation between the liquidus and the solidus. However,
this is actually a benefit when we are trying to produce higher x material. As the starting
x is increased the first-to-freeze material also increases in x, although not at quite the
same rate due to the relative curvatures of the liquidus and solidus. The initial goal was
to produce material of x ~ 0.7, i.e. ~ 1.3–1.4um cutoff wavelength. Figure 7.2 shows
that this necessitates using starting x values of 0.33-0.35.
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Figure 7.3 shows the pressure-temperature phase diagram for various x values. The
region above the P°Hg line is essentially Hg vapour, with solid of the indicated jc values
existing in the loops on the lower right and liquid to the left of the loops. This amply
demonstrates how the maximum growth temperature and hence the Hg vapour pressure
increases as x increases.

Standard bidirectional rotation ACRT was employed with rapid accelera-
tion/deceleration (in l-2s). From considerations of the simple model (Capper [36]) it
was seen that maximum rotation rates for the currently grown 20-mm diameter crystals
should be between 10 and 30rpm and we normally used between 25 and 30rpm to maxi-
mize Ekman flow. Also for these crystals short run and stop times (8 and 1 s, respectively)
were used as for standard 13-mm diameter crystals.

Figure 7.14 shows the axial composition profiles of some of the crystals grown. As
expected, as the start x value increases so does the 'plateau' region of near-constant
composition, although not necessarily linearly with start x due to variations in ampoule
shape and diameter, note we are only plotting against slice number and not normalized
distance. The plots in Fig. 7.14 also show some evidence of growth transients in the
first-to-freeze sections of some of the crystals. This could be caused by constitutional
supercooling in the tip regions, possibly linked to a lack of adequate stirring in these
conically shaped regions.

Figure 7.15 shows the FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) map of a short-wavelength
slice (A ~ 1.4um) demonstrating excellent radial uniformity. The small nommiform
regions are associated with edge cracks in this slice; cracking is still a problem in these
high-x crystals.

Figure 7.14 Axial composition profiles of high-* ACRT crystals (Reprinted from Capper et al.,
J. Mater. Sci.:Mater. Electron. 15 (2004) 721, copyright (2004) with permission from Kluwer
Academic Publishers)
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Figure 7.15 Radial distribution of wavelength (in um at room temperature) in high–x slice
(Reprinted from Capper et al. J. Mater. Sci. Mater. Electron. 15 (2004) 721, copyright (2004)
with permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers)

To try to simultaneously assess the radial and axial uniformity we sliced an axial
plank, ~ 20 x 40mm in size, and mapped the wavelength variations. Figure 7.16 shows
the results of this measurement and it can be seen that at the lower (first-to-freeze) end
the 'interface depth' is small and the shape is slightly convex (not ideal). As growth
proceeds the interface shape takes on a 'seagull wing' shape, although the uniformity is
still good. In the upper half of the plot the sample is again uniform in both the axial and
radial directions (±0.1um over a 20 x 20 mm area). This is the plateau region for this
particular start x crystal.

To further investigate the interface region in these high x crystals we have carried
out quenching studies in several crystals. Figure 7.17 shows the interfaces delineated by
quenching followed by axial sectioning and etching to reveal the differences in structure
for the grown and the cast material. Three different crystals were quenched at positions 5,
90 and 190 mm from the first-to-freeze position. It can be seen that flat (~ 1 mm) convex
interfaces are present near to the first-to-freeze end and in the x ~ 0.2-0.3 regions, i.e.
at 5 and 90mm, respectively, mirroring the excellent compositional uniformity in these
regions. At the 190–mm position the interface depth is large (> 10mm) but it should
be noted that this is approaching the HgTe-rich section of the crystal, i.e. where the Cd
content is very low. Under these conditions it is not expected that ACRT will be effective
in stirring the melt.

A new assessment tool that we have just started to use for these high–x crystals is that
of IR imaging. By placing a blackbody on one side of the slice (polished on both sides to
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Figure 7.16 Variations in wavelength (in um at room temperature) in high–x ACRT axially sliced
plank (Reprinted from Capper et al. J. Mater. Sci.:Mater. Electron. 15 (2004) 721, copyright (2004)
with permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers)

~ 1 mm thickness) and a MW (midwave) camera system (CEDIP) on the other, images
can be taken that show up IR-absorbing defects. This is a rapid, noncontact assessment
method that can be used for all slices with cutoff wavelengths less than that of the camera
system's detector. Figure 7.18 shows several such images from slices taken from different
positions in one crystal, although the features seen are also observed in other crystals. The
low-numbered slices are from the first-to-freeze end of the crystal and it can be seen that
they are essentially free of absorbing defects. As the slice number increases, first edge
cracks (slices 21 and 22) and finally second-phase inclusions (slices 34 and 37) probably
of Te, and 'swirl-like' patterns of light/darker contrast, rather than black/white, appear.
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Figure 7.17 Solid/liquid interfaces in quenched high-* ACRT crystals (Reprinted from Capper
et al. J. Mater. Sci.:Mater. Electron. 15 (2004) 721, copyright (2004) with permission from Kluwer
Academic Publishers)

Figure 7.18 IR camera images in high-* ACRT slices (number in brackets = cutoff wavelength
of slice) (Reprinted from Capper et al., J. Mater. Sci.:Mater. Electron. 15 (2004) 721, copyright
(2004) with permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers)
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The origin of the latter patterns is unknown at present. Possible causes include ACRT
stirring flow patterns frozen in, p-type regions in an otherwise n-type slice (these crystals
are known to change from n-type in the first-to-freeze sections to p-type at some distance
from the tip (Capper [24]) and stress caused by cracking. Work is continuing in this area
of assessment to understand the origin and extent of these IR-absorbing defects.

The electrical properties of ACRT material differ markedly from those of equivalent
Bridgman crystals (Capper [30]). Material with x > 0.3 is n-type as-grown, at a level
above that found for Bridgman crystals but, at x < 0.3, the material is p-type. Such
material converts to low (< 1 x 1015 cm–3) n-type on the standard anneal treatment (Jones
et al., [29]) indicating that metal vacancies are the cause of the p-type behaviour. Groups
I and III elements are acceptors and donors, respectively, on the metal sites as they
are in Bridgman, with the exception of Au. Groups V and VII are inactive dopants in
those portions of ACRT crystals that are Te-rich as-grown, i.e. x < 0.3, but are active
dopants for x > 0.3 where metal-rich conditions prevail, as found in Bridgman material.
Impurity-segregation behaviour in ACRT material was also found to be different from
Bridgman growth (Capper [8]). In general, impurity segregation coefficients decrease in
ACRT crystals, when compared to standard Bridgman.

Samples have been assessed for purity using laser scan mass spectrometry (LSMS)
and Table 7.2 gives results for Bridgman and ACRT crystals. Segregation effects lead
to highly pure regions near to the first-to-freeze end. Very low levels of all impurities
(including C and O) can be seen in addition to Cu in the ACRT sample, which was
deliberately added to dope this crystal p-type.

7.3.3.5 Uses in IR devices

The low n-type carrier levels and high lifetime of Bridgman/ACRT material is well
suited to give high-performance SPRITE (signal processing in the element) detectors

Element

Li
C
O
F
Na
Al
Si
S
K
Cr
Cu*

Bridgman

<0.005
3

<0.05
0.06
0.03
0.2
1
1
0.03
0.2

<0.5

ACRT

0.6
30
0.1

<0.2
0.6

<0.09
<0.3
<0.06

0.6
<0.06
30

"Intentional dopant

Table 7.2 LSMS impurity survey in Bridg-
man and ACRT bulk CMT samples (x1015

atoms cm–3, precise to factor of 3, accurate
to factor of 2)
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(Elliott [37]). In this type of device the image is scanned along the CMT strip at a
rate similar to that at which carriers diffuse under bias. On thinning to ~ 10um, the
slice is cut into strips (monoliths) and these are mounted on sapphire carriers prior
to metallisation and dicing to delineate the elements. In a study of far-IR detection
at 350–1200um, Kimmitt et al. [38] found that ACRT CMT (0.39 < x < 0.53 and
3 x 1013–2 x 1014 cm–3 n-type) acted as an impurity photoconductor. Charlton et al. [39]
listed the various space applications that have used bulk material to make discrete IR
detectors, both photoconductive and photovoltaic. Ashley et al. [40] demonstrated room-
temperature operation in photoconductors made in ACRT-grown material using excluding
contacts to suppress Auger-generated noise. ACRT was also critical in producing sufficient
material of the required composition and carrier concentration for several large photocon-
ductive detector programmes. There are some 5000-6000 UK Common Module imagers
in service worldwide that are based on this bulk material. This bulk material is still used
at BAE SYSTEMS for a wide range of single and multi-element photoconductive arrays
of IR detectors, including several types of SPRITES and US Common Module detectors.

The first staring array imagery in the 8–14um band (77 K) was demonstrated (Balling-
all et al. [41]) using ACRT CMT as the detector material. Ballingall et al. [42] dis-
cussed the effects of major grain boundaries on 2–dimensional array performance. Baker
et al. [43] also reported that such structure leads to anomalous crosstalk between adjacent
diodes. Uniformity of diode properties can be high, however, in 32–element linear arrays.
Despite the potentially damaging subgrain structure, a 32 x 32 array (4.5um cutoff) with
only a single defective element was made in ACRT material. Both 3–5 and 8–14um band
arrays of 64 x 64 elements have been made in bulk ACRT material (Baker et al. [43]).
Yields of these larger arrays, however, are low due to the subgrain structure, hence the
move to using epitaxial material.

7.3.3.6 Other developments

Hoschl et al. [27] developed a modified Bridgman process in which a melt of constant
composition is arranged above the growing crystal. As growth proceeds the CdTe removed
by the crystal growth is replaced above the melt by a piece of CdTe floating on the melt
surface. Initially, a HgTe charge is prepared in the normal way. This ampoule is then
carefully opened and a suitably sized CdTe ingot is placed in the ampoule above the
HgTe. The combined charge is then placed in a vertical Bridgman furnace and heated
at the melting point of the desired x value for several days. This step produces a melt
of the desired composition and is the critical step in the entire process. The temperature
gradient between the hot and cold zones was 10°C cm–1 with the former at ~ 707 °C
and the latter at 520 °C. The growth rate is chosen to avoid the effects of constitutional
supercooling and was ~ 1.16 x 10–6cms–1. Normally single crystals were obtained. The
radial x variations, determined by electron-probe microanalysis was estimated as ±0.005,
being higher at the edge of slices, as in normal Bridgman. Diodes made in this material
were comparable to those made in THM material. The disadvantages of the technique
include the long growth time, 2-3 months, and the inferior compositional uniformity,
compared to ACRT (Hoschl et al. [27]). However, it is a simpler process in the sense
that it only requires binary compounds to be formed initially, and it produces material of
equivalent purity to THM and ACRT.
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In a series of recent papers, this material has been used to study various effects of p-n
junction formation, and also to study some of the fundamental properties of the material.
The latter have included minority carrier diffusion lengths and lifetimes (Franc et al. [44]),
galvanomagnetic and thermoelectric parameters (Moravec et al. [45]) and native point
defects (Belas et al. [46]). In [47] the temperature dependence of the depth of p to n
conversion during argon milling was shown. Cooling of the substrate to ~ 100K was
suggested as a means of avoiding unwanted type conversion during processing. This
effect was also discussed in relation to reactive ion etching using H2/CH4 mixtures (Belas
et al. [48]). In [44] the diffusion lengths of minority holes in n-type material were found
to vary between 20 and 120um at 80 K decreasing with temperature to 8–35um at
130K. For p-type material, the values were between 6 and 12um at 80 K but increased
with temperature. The study of galvanomagnetic and thermoelectric parameters (Moravec
et al. [45]) consisted of Hall-effect measurements over the range 4.2 to 300 K with mag-
netic fields up to 0.23 T. The Seebeck coefficient was measured by two methods, yielding
both hole concentration at 77 K and the Seebeck coefficient over the temperature range
from 10 to 280 K. Good agreement was seen between the activation energy levels of
defects determined theoretically and experimentally, and these also agreed with values
from previous work on standard Bridgman material of equivalent properties. In Belas
et al. [46] changes in electrical conductivity with time after reactive ion etching have
been interpreted in terms of release and diffusion of Hg interstitials with a diffusion
coefficient of > 108cm2s–1. Two trap levels are associated with complexes formed by
extrinsic acceptors and bound Hg interstitials.

A recent report has been made of a new method of producing CMT crystals using
a high-pressure modification to the Bridgman process (Yue Wang et al. [49]). In this
technique two stages are used to produce the starting material. In the first stage the
composition is fixed at 0.04-0.06. This is melted, clearly at a relatively low temperature,
and then a second charge with a composition of ~ 0.4 is loaded on top of the initial charge
(see Fig. 7.19). Crystal growth then takes place at a slow rate of ~ 0.21 mmh–1 in a low
temperature gradient (5°Ccm–1) at a low growth temperature of ~ 710 °C. Thin-walled
ampoules can be used because a nitrogen pressure of 30–40 atm is applied to the ampoules
during processing. A schematic of the diffusion of CdTe within the melt is depicted in
Fig. 7.20, together with the relevant composition profile. Crystals up to 40mm in diameter
have been produced and the uniformity of composition in the axial direction, albeit only
from density measurements that give an average figure, is good. Uniformity in the radial
direction is quoted as ±0.001 in composition, again albeit over only the central 6 x 6mm
area. No electrical data were given but this is clearly a promising technique to produce
large-area bulk slices of CMT.

7.3.3.7 Summary

In the Bridgman growth of CMT, a controlled increase in melt mixing, produced by
ACRT, leads to an improvement in radial compositional variations and good axial unifor-
mity resulting in a factor of ten increase in overall material yield over normal Bridgman
growth. Large-diameter crystals (13–20mm) have been grown with a high degree of
radial x uniformity by ACRT. Crystals of 20mm diameter with a length of 200mm
weighing ~ 0.5 kg are now routinely produced. Electrical and chemical characterisation
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Figure 7.19 Growth procedure for CMT by high-pressure Bridgman technique (Reprinted from
Yue Wang et al J. Cryst. Growth 263 (2004) 273, copyright (2004) with permission from Elsevier
Science)

Figure 7.20 Diffusion of CdTe in CMT liquid during high-pressure Bridgman growth (Reprinted
from Yue Wang et al. J. Cryst. Growth 263 (2004) 273, copyright (2004) with permission from
Elsevier Science)
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shows that high-purity material is obtained (when pure elements are used) and this allows
the manufacture of a wide variety of high-performance photoconductive infrared detec-
tors. Bulk-growth techniques for CMT are still in production and continue to satisfy the
needs of the first-generation IR detectors, based on photoconductors, for both military and
commercial use. The use of ACRT at BAE SYSTEMS also made possible the fabrication
of early 2-dimensional arrays of photodiodes with a high degree of uniformity of response.
This type of material has also been used to demonstrate nonequilibrium detector operation.
Grain structure prevents it from being useful in larger-area detector arrays. The quality and
costs of epitaxial material are improving continuously but it will be some years yet before
bulk-grown material ceases entirely to be produced, for photoconductive applications.

Other groups, notably Czech and Chinese, have developed modifications to the basic
Bridgman process that produce usable material. The former group use a piece of CdTe
floating on the melt to act as the replenishment source, while the latter group use a 2-stage
process to achieve the same effect, i.e. to replenish the CdTe taken out of the melt during
crystal growth. IR devices have been made in the material of the former group but it is still
too early to tell if the Chinese technique will produce suitable material for device fabrication.

A new company has recently been set up in New Zealand (Spitfire Semiconductors)
to grow and sell bulk CMT material. They use a modified Bridgman technique but no
growth details are available in the open literature, as yet.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS

Despite the use of the various epitaxial growth techniques to produce CMT material for
second- and third-generation IR devices, bulk-grown material continues to be used for
some first-generation device types based on the photoconductive effect. This chapter has
summarised the three main techniques used to produce bulk CMT material, namely, solid-
state recrystallisation, travelling heater method and Bridgman, together with their variants.
This material was mainly used for first-generation photoconductive IR detectors, although
the first small focal plane arrays, i.e. second-generation devices were also made in bulk
material in the early days. All three techniques have their advantages and disadvantages,
which have been detailed above. Currently, it is thought that only material grown by
modifications of the Bridgman process are being actively researched and/or in production
in several sites throughout the world although THM work may be progressing in Russia.
It will probably be several more years before bulk material is made completely redundant
by epitaxial processes.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

CdZnTe crystals are widely used as substrates to grow epitaxial layers of HgCdTe infrared
detector arrays. Infrared imaging has evolved from its high performance to become a
useful technology in a variety of applications. These include night sights, fire fighting,
search and rescue, industrial or building maintenance, medical imaging and astronomy,
and these applications require high-quality CdZnTe substrates. Many studies have been
made on the growth of CdTe bulk crystals having a low defect density with higher purity.
For several years research activities have mainly been concentrated on growing large-
diameter crystals to obtain larger single-crystal regions. The need for large focal plane
array (FPAs) is driving the move towards larger-diameter crystal growth greater than
100mm. We are now developing 5-inch CdZnTe crystals. On the other hand, in order
to grow high-quality HgCdTe epilayers, high-quality substrates with smaller precipitates,
lower impurity concentrations and uniform Zn concentrations are required. In addition, it
is also important to obtain high-quality polished surfaces, especially for MBE growth.

Bulk Crystal Growth of Electronic, Optical and Optoelectronic Materials Edited by P. Capper
© 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd ISBN: 0–470–85142–2
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The goal of this chapter is to present recent developments in CdZnTe crystals for
subsequent HgCdTe epitaxial growth.

8.2 HIGH-PURITY Cd AND Te

8.2.1 Cadmium

Distillation efficiently eliminates impurities such as Zn, Mg and As, which have relatively
high vapor pressures. Table 8.1 shows the purity of 6N-Cd that was produced by our
group, analyzed by glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) at the National Research
Council of Canada (NRC). It is seen that most of the elements are present below the
detection limits, except for Zn.

Table 8.1 GDMS results of Cd and Te analyzed at NRC (ppba)

Li
Be
B
C
N
O
F
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se

6N-Cd
(CS2000OA5)

<1
<0.4
<0.8

<6
<1
<0.5
<0.3
<0.8
<0.5
<0.6

2
<2
<4
<0.3
<0.1
<0.06
<0.3

<25
<20
<0.1
<0.6
<0.8
26

<0.4
<0.7

<10
<5

6N-Te
(ZR3-99-Z02)

<1
<1
<3

<9
<3
<2
<0.6
24

<1
<2
<1
<6

<40
<0.7
<0.4
<0.2
<1
<0.8
<0.5
<0.5
<0.8
<2
<5
<1
<4
<1
60

Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
I
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Hf
Ta
W
Pt
Au
Hg
TI
Pb
Bi
Th
U

6N-Cd
(CS2000OA5)

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.2
<0.4
<6
<8
Matrix

<30
<4
<0.5
<2
<0.8
<0.2
<2
<2
<2
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<5
<1
<0.2
<0.2
<0.2
<2
<0.03

6N-Te
(ZR3-99-Z02)

<0.7
<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.2
<0.6
<2
<1
<4
<0.4
<3

<75
Matrix

<790
<5
<4
<0.9
<4
<0.4

<0.5
<1

<10
<2
<0.7
<0.7
<0.5
<0.08
<0.09
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8.2.2 Tellurium

In order to obtain 6N-Te, a combination of two purification processes is needed, such
as distillation and zone refining. Zone refining is an effective purification technique for
Te because a majority of the impurity segregation coefficients are much less than unity.
Table 8.1 also shows the purity of 6N-Te that was also produced by our group, analyzed
by GDMS at NRC. It can be seen that Se is a difficult impurity to remove compared to
other impurities.

8.3 CRYSTAL GROWTH

A wide variety of techniques, such as Bridgman, THM and VGF, have been used for CdTe
crystal growth [1]. Generally, the single-crystal growth charges are both compounded prior
to introduction into the single-crystal growth furnace and compounded from the elemental
Cd and Te in situ. In our group, using ex situ compounding, the elemental Cd and Te are
reacted in a separate ampoule in a different furnace and the compounded CdTe is then
loaded into the growth pBN crucible to prevent explosion during a reaction process in
the VGF furnace.

8.3.1 Poly crystal growth

High-purity 6N Cd and 6N Te metals were heated to temperatures higher than the melting
point in a high-pressure furnace to synthesize polycrystal CdTe source materials. The
2.5-5 kg polycrystals were grown using quartz or pBN boats (quartz-polycrystal or pBN-
polycrystal), respectively. Figure 8.1 shows the carrier concentrations of polycrystals.
Most of the polycrystals grown using quartz boats show n-type conductivity at about
(1–10) x 1015 cm–3. On the other hand, the carrier concentrations of polycrystals grown
using pBN boats show both n- and p-type conductivity.

Impurity concentrations in polycrystals were analyzed using the glow discharge mass
spectrometry (GDMS) method at the National Research Council of Canada (NRC). Sam-
ples were cut from the first-to-freeze, middle-to-freeze and last-to-freeze ends. Table 8.2
shows the GDMS results of quartz-poly crystals and pBN-polycrystals. For some ele-
ments, such as Li and Na, there are marked differences between the concentrations in the
quartz-polycrystals and the pBN-polycrystals. The concentrations of both Na and Li in the
pBN-polycrystals are much lower than those in the quartz-polycrystals. For Cu and Si, the
concentrations in the pBN-polycrystals are also low. On the other hand, B concentrations
in the pBN-polycrystals are much higher than those in the quartz-polycrystals. For Li, Na
and Cu, the effective segregation is clearly seen toward the last-to-freeze end of crystals
in the quartz-polycrystals, as shown by Tower et al. [2]. In CdZnTe crystals, it is well
known that the common acceptor impurities are from Group I (Li, Na, Cu) [2]. The sum
of these three impurity concentrations ([Li] + [Na] + [Cu]) in the quartz-polycrystals is
about (5-20) x 1016 cm~3 as shown in Table 8.2. The present results have shown that the
electrical carrier concentrations of quartz polycrystals shown in Fig. 8.1 (a) are strongly
dependent on the p-type impurity concentrations, such as Li and Na. Hence high-purity
CdTe polycrystals are grown using pBN boats, instead of quartz boats.
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Figure 8.1 Carrier concentration of CdTe polycrystals, (a) Quartz polycrystals: p-type conductiv-
ity (b) Quartz polycrystals: n-type conductivity, (c) pBN polycrystals: p-type conductivity and (d)
pBN polycrystals: n-type conductivity

8.3.2 VGF single-crystal growth

The polycrystals of (1.5-4.0) kg and 6N ZnTe of 40–90 g were charged in pBN crucibles
and these were then sealed in a quartz ampoule that had a Cd reservoir in its lower part for
controlling the Cd pressure, and thereby minimizing stoichiometric defects (precipitates).
Figure 8.2 shows a typical example of a 5-inch CdZnTe (Zn = 3 %) crystal after grinding.
The crystal was grown in the (111) direction. There were neither grain boundaries nor
twins from top to tail, except for the tail part with a length of 5mm, which shows
polycrystals with an average grain size of 10–20 mm2.

8.3.2.1 Purity

Carrier concentrations of CdZnTe crystals were measured by the van der Pauw method.
Most CdZnTe substrates showed p-type conductivity. Figure 8.3 shows typical examples
of carrier concentrations for CdZnTe single crystals that were grown by the VGF method,
as a function of the solidified fraction g. It is clearly seen that the carrier concentration
of CdZnTe crystals grown by the VGF method can be decreased drastically using the
polycrystals grown in pBN boats. It seems that p-type impurities from the quartz are the
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Table 8.2(a) GDMS results of CdTe polycrystals grown in quartz boat (ppba)

Li
Be
B
C
N
0
F
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se

Top

<1
<0.7
<2

<5
<2
<0.9
<0.6

17
<0.8

5
4

<30
140
<0.2
<0.3
<0.1

4
<10
<5
<0.3
<0.7

3
<4
<1
<2
<4

<10

Quartz boat

Center

220
<0.6
<1

<5
44
34
39
23
7

13
6

<10
<15

<0.2
1200
<0.08
<2

<10
<5
<0.2
<1

4
5

<1
<2
<3
40

Tail

480
<0.7
<1

<6
67

<2
<0.6
26

<1
8
9

<15
<15
<0.2
<0.4
<0.2
<0.9

<10
<5
<0.3
<1

7
7

<0.9
<2
<4
30

Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
I
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Hf
Ta
W
Pt
Au
Hg
TI
Pb
Bi
Th
U

Top

<0.2
<0.2
<0.08
<0.1
<0.2
<0.6

<15
<15
Matrix

<75
<10
<30
Matrix

<140
<2
<1
< 0.05
<0.05
<0.2

<0.3
<1
<5
<1
<0.3
<0.4
<0.2
<0.4
<0.6

Quartz boat

Center

<0.1
<0.2
<0.09
<0.2
<0.2
<1

<10
<8
Matrix

<50
<9

<35
Matrix

<180
<1
<5
<5

<18
<0.2

<0.3
<1
<5
<1
<0.3
<0.3
<0.2
<0.3
<0.5

Tail

<0.2
<0.1
<0.09
<0.2
<0.2
<0.6

<15
<10

Matrix
<40
<10
<25

Matrix
<140

<2
<2
<0.05
<0.2
<0.1

<0.2
<1
<5
<1
<0.5
<0.5
<0.3
<0.3
<0.5

main source of contamination. Figure 8.4 shows the carrier concentrations of CdZnTe
single crystals as a function of Na and Li concentrations measured by SIMS (secondary
ion mass spectrometry). A clear relation between the carrier concentrations and the sum
of Na and Li concentrations is found [3]. A similar result was also obtained by GDMS
analysis. These results imply that the quartz material used in the growth process is a
possible source for the contamination of Na and Li. No marked difference of B and Si
concentrations between the VGF crystals grown using pBN-boat polycrystals and those
grown using quartz-boat polycrystals was found. Triboulet et al. [4] also showed that silica
is the source of contamination and mainly from acceptors that have been identified from PL
(photoluminescence) experiments to be Cu. However, in the present work, no dependence
of the carrier concentration on the Cu concentration analyzed by GDMS was found.
Becker et al. [5] have shown that the carrier concentration of p-type ingots increases in the
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Table 8.2(b) GDMS results of CdTe polycrystals grown in pBN boat (ppba)

Li
Be
B
C
N
0
F
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
K
Ca
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se

Top

<0.4
<0.5
130

<4
<1
<1
<0.6

5
2

11
50

<15
<7
<0.2
<0.2
<0.07
<0.3

<10
<5
<0.2
<0.6

1
6

<0.9
<1
<3
20

pBN boat

Center

<0.8
<0.9
58

<6
<2
<2
<1

5
<1

7
5

<20
<7
<0.4

8
<0.2
<0.7

<10
<5
<0.4
<2
<2
12

<2
<3
<4
20

Tail

<1
<1
140

<6
<2
<2
<0.6

3
5

20
7

<10
<15

<0.4
<0.5
<0.2
<0.8

<10
<5
<0.4
<2
<2
15

<2
<3
<2
40

Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Te
I
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
Hf
Ta
W
Pt
Au
Hg
TI
Pb
Bi
Th
U

Top

<0.1
<0.06
<0.05
<0.1
<0.06
<0.4

<16
<18

Matrix
<50
<10
<30

Matrix
<150

<2
<2
<0.05
<0.07
<0.1

<0.1
<1
<5
<0.8
<0.3
<0.3
<0.2
<0.5
<0.7

pBN boat

Center

<0.2
<0.2
<0.1
<0.2
<0.2
<0.6

<23
<17
Matrix

<60
<18
<25
Matrix

<200
<3
<4
<0.1
<0.1
<0.3

<0.4
<2
<5
<2
<0.7
<0.6
<0.5
<0.7
<0.9

Tail

<0.2
<0.2
<0.1
<0.2
<0.1
<0.7

<19
<15
Matrix
<35
<15
<20
Matrix

<240
<3
<4
<0.1
<0.4
<0.3

<0.3
<2
<5
<2
<0.6
<0.6
<0.4
<0.6
<0.8

growth direction. They concluded [5] that part of the vacancies would become occupied by
impurity atoms, thereby mainly producing acceptor-type centers. These centers (possibly
together with unoccupied vacancies that also have acceptor character) are the source of the
p-type conductivity [6]. Despite some differences in the technical details, the predominant
acceptor defect has been assumed to be the cadmium vacancy VCd and this is responsible
for the p-type conductivity [7]. However, the present results have shown that the p-type
carrier concentration is strongly dependent on the Li and Na impurity concentrations in
CdZnTe crystals. In 1998, Fiederle et al. [8] showed the possible defect structure by the
following steps:

• CdTe is usually grown under Te-rich conditions and crystals are generally p-type with
a resistivity of the order of 1 x 103 to 1 x 105 Ocm.
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Figure 8.2 A 5-inch CdZnTe crystal

Figure 8.3 Carrier concentration of CdZnTe crystals grown by the VGF method. Dependence of
the carrier concentration on the polycrystals is also shown. (Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J.
Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with permission from The Minerals, Metals &
Materials Society)

• It was assumed that these growth conditions would lead to a high concentration of
cadmium vacancies of the order of 1 x 1016cm–3, which are responsible for the low
resistivity and the p-type conductivity.

• However, positron annihilation measurements of such material show that the vacancy
concentration is only in the range of 1–3 x 1015 cm–3, whereas residual acceptor impu-
rities can be found in concentrations above 1 x 1016cm–3.
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• With residual impurity concentrations of this order of magnitude, the resistivity should
be well below 1 x 103 Ocm.

Therefore, it has to be assumed that undoped CdTe is partially compensated by other
deep level defects. They finally concluded that the Te-antisite defect is a good candidate
for the deep level, which is responsible for the compensation in CdTe. As shown in
Fig. 8.4, we found that the p-type carrier concentration is strongly dependent on the Li
and Na impurity concentrations. It seems that the electrical carrier concentration of p-
type CdZnTe crystals can be determined by the concentrations of Cd vacancies, p-type
impurities and n-type impurities (halogen or group III metals). As Fiederle et al. [8]
pointed out, we also have found that a little higher resistivity CdZnTe crystals with about
1 x 103 to 1 x 105 Ocm can be grown by lightly doping with halogens (Cl) or group III
metals (Ga, Al, In).

Figure 8.5 shows the carrier concentration of CdZnTe crystals as a function of differ-
ence of impurity concentrations between p-type and n-type impurities:

The results have shown that the carrier concentration of CdZnTe crystals is strongly
dependent on the concentrations of p-type impurities (Na and Li) and n-type impurities
(halogen or group III metals), as shown by Fiederle et al. [8].

We found that the carrier concentration was reduced further if the single-crystal growth
was stopped at the half-way solidified fraction position (g = 0.5), because of the reduc-
tion of impurity concentrations. The result suggests that the impurities will diffuse and
be redistributed during the crystal-growth process. It is generally considered that the seg-
regation coefficients of Li, Na and Cu in CdZnTe crystal are less than 1.0 [2]. However,
GDMS analyses conducted by Tower et al. [2] have shown that the axial distribution
of these impurities is different among the crystal growers. In the present work, we also

Figure 8.4 Carrier concentration of CdZnTe crystals as a function Li plus Na concentration.
(Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J. Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with per-
mission from The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)
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Figure 8.5 Carrier concentration of CdZnTe crystals as a function of the difference of p-type and
n-type impurity concentrations

Figure 8.6 Correlation between Li and Na concentrations in CdZnTe Crystals. The 'g = 0.5'
label means that the crystal growth was stopped at g = 0.5

found that the distribution of these impurities depends on the growth process. The results
also imply that these impurities will be re-distributed during the crystal-growth process.
Figure 8.6 shows the correlation between the Na and Li concentrations in CdZnTe crys-
tals grown under the different conditions. As a result, we found that Li concentrations
in CdZnTe crystals can be reduced by growing the crystals using pBN-polycrystals. On
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the other hand, the Na concentrations can be markedly reduced by stopping the crystal
growth at the half-way solidified fraction position (g = 0.5).

8.3.2.2 Precipitates

When nonstoichiometric CdZnTe is cooled rapidly from high temperature, the grown
crystals contain precipitates.

What are the effects of precipitates in substrates on device performance?
Previously discussed effects were

• Increase of the IR transmission by reduction of Te precipitates [9].

• Improvement of the LWIR device R0A performance by eliminating Te precipitates [6].

• Growing on substrates with a high concentration of Te precipitates resulted in low
concentration of Cu in HgCdTe epilayers [10].

• Improvement of surface quality after polishing the substrates with low density of Te
precipitates [3].

After polishing the substrates, surface defects can be seen with distinct crystallographic
shapes as shown in Fig. 8.7. It has been speculated that the surface defects are the result
of a crystalline-shaped Te precipitate that intersects the surface being removed during
polishing. Figure 8.8 shows the correlation between the surface defect density and the
Te-precipitate density. There can be seen to be a good correlation between the surface
defect density and the precipitates. The present result shows that there is a need to improve
the Te precipitates in order to prepare a high-quality surface for MBE growth.

In order to reduce the Te precipitates, Vydyanath et al. [6, 11] carried out wafer anneal-
ing of CdZnTe containing Te precipitates, over the temperature range of 500-900 °C, using
Cd/Zn pressures appropriate to stoichiometry, and postulated that the reported removal
of large Te precipitates could result from migration of the second-phase material under
the action of temperature gradients if the Te melting point is exceeded during the wafer
annealing. However, it is noted that this process may be at the expense of an increase in

Figure 8.7 Surface void defect observed by Nomarski microscopy
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Figure 8.8 Surface defect density as a function of Te-precipitate density

Figure 8.9 Schematic process of the postgrowth ingot annealing methods

dislocation density and rocking curve width. In addition, concerning the production cost,
a postgrowth annealing method is desirable. In our group, the crystals were annealed in
the VGF furnace at about 950 °C for more than 10 h under a Cd pressure in order to
reduce the Te precipitates [3]. The precipitates were mainly evaluated by IR microscopy.
Figure 8.9 shows the schematic process of the postgrowth ingot annealing.

Figure 8.10 shows the postgrowth ingot annealing temperature of Cd reservoir and
that of CdZnTe crystals. The crystal growth and the cooling conditions are also shown in
this figure. The crystals show p-type conductivity and the precipitate size was about 2 um
(postgrowth ingot annealing–1) as shown in Fig. 8.1 l(b) by the postgrowth ingot annealing
method. The size became smaller and precipitate-free (ppt-free) substrates, examined by
IR transmission microscopy, can be obtained by paying attention to controlling the cooling
rate after the ingot annealing, as shown in Fig. 8.11(c) (postgrowth ingot annealing–2).
No increase in the rocking curve width and dislocation density was seen by this method.
However, in the case of incomplete annealing, the crystal showed n-type conductivity
with a large size (10um) of Cd precipitates.
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Figure 8.10 Postgrowth ingot annealing temperature of Cd reservoir and that of CdZnTe crys-
tals. (Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J. Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with
permission from The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)

Figure 8.11 IR transmission micrographs of (a) without postgrowth annealing, (b) postgrowth
annealing–1 and (c) postgrowth annealing–2. (Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J. Electron. Mater.
28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with permission from The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)

Figure 8.12 shows the correlation between the electrical conductivity and the ingot-
annealing condition. The size of Te precipitates is also shown in this figure. These
data show that the conductivity and the precipitate size were changed by postgrowth
ingot annealing.

Vydyanath et al. [6, 11] have shown that the existence of a temperature gradient in
the CdTe wafers is necessary for the process of Te precipitate thermomigration to occur
during the annealing. However, the present postgrowth ingot annealing was performed
at the same temperature from top to tail of the ingots. The present results suggest that
the postgrowth ingot annealing effect on the precipitates cannot be explained solely by
thermomigration of liquid Te. Zanio [12] showed the chemical diffusion coefficients of
CdTe is expressed by
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Figure 8.12 Postgrowth ingot-annealing temperature of Cd reservoir and that of CdZnTe crystals
showing the electrical conductivity and the precipitate size. (Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J.
Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with permission from The Minerals, Metals &
Materials Society)

where D is the chemical diffusion coefficient, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
crystal temperature. The diffusion distance at 950 °C for 20 h annealing is about 20mm
and this corresponds to the bulk size. It seems that the change of stoichiometry during
the postgrowth ingot annealing is one of the most probable reasons for the reduction of
the precipitate size. We have also investigated the precipitates by other methods, such
as laser-scattering tomography (LST) and surface light scattering observation (S-LS).
These evaluation methods are shown in Fig. 8.13. The LST investigation was carried
out at room temperature using mirror-polished substrates. A 300–mW YAG laser beam
was focused on a cleaved face of the substrates. The S-LS observation was performed
under a narrow, strong beam light source with a 1–2–cm focused light intensity of more
than 20 000 lux. Figure 8.14 shows the precipitates in the different grades of substrates,
such as conventional, ppt-improved-lst and ppt-free grades, observed by IR microscopy

Figure 8.13 Optical-evaluation mthods
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Figure 8.14 Precipitates observations by (a) LST, (b) IRT and (c) S-LST methods

(IRT), LST and the unaided visual observation methods. The ppt-free grade means that
the precipitates are not seen by the IR transmission (IRT) method. We found that if the
precipitates were not seen by the IRT method, smaller precipitates can be observed by the
LST method. The LST observation results also imply that the precipitates are arranged
along the cell network. On the other hand, the S-LS method shows that the number of
particles on a precipitate-free (ppt-free) substrate decreased markedly compared with that
of a conventional substrate. In fact, we could not observe the surface void defects on the
ppt-free substrates as shown in Fig. 8.7 by Nomarski microscopy.

8.3.2.3 IR transmittance

It has been thought that there is definitely a correlation between the presence of precipi-
tates and optical transmittance. However, free-carrier absorption must also be considered.
Yang et al. [13] suggested that the extinction of infrared light is dominated at higher
energy (shorter wavelength) by scattering of precipitates, and at lower energy (longer
wavelength) by the absorption of free carriers. We also believe that it is important to
distinguish between the IR transmittance in the shorter wavelength and that in the longer
wavelength. Figure 8.15 shows the IR transmittance of as-grown p-type CdZnTe crystals
including 2–5 um Te precipitates [3]. It is obvious that the IR transmittance increases
with decreasing carrier concentration. Figure 8.16 shows the correlation between the IR
transmittance at 16um and the carrier concentration [3]. The IR transmittance of n-type
ingots was higher than that of p-type ingots, since the carrier concentration of n-type
ingots was lower than that of p-type ingots. The effect of wafer annealing on the pre-
cipitates in CdZnTe crystals has been widely studied. Vydyanath et al. [6] showed that
the IR transmittance is increased by eliminating the Te precipitates after annealing at
800–900 °C under Cd and Zn overpressure. It has been shown that the annealing can
modify the electrical properties, increase the IR transmittance and reduce the precipitate
density. Li et al. [9] have shown that the IR transmittance of nonstoichiometric CdZnTe
wafers that were annealed at 700 °C for 5 h increases dramatically. They concluded that
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Figure 8.15 IR transmittance of CdZnTe crystals. Dependence on the carrier concentration is also
shown in this figure. (Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J. Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright
(1999) with permission from The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)

Figure 8.16 Correlation between the IR transmittance at 16um and the carrier concentration.
(Reprinted from A. Koyama et al. J. Electron. Mater. 28 (1999) 683, copyright (1999) with per-
mission from The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)
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the density of Te precipitates and Cd vacancies is low after the annealing; therefore the IR
transmittance was increased. Triboulet et al. [4] have shown that the annealing step makes
the impurities electrically active and allows the conductivity type of the samples to be
generally converted from p- to n-type, when achieved under Cd-rich conditions at 700 °C
for 5h. Lee et al. [14] found that the increase in the hole concentration and the type
conversion from semi-insulating CdTe to p-type CdTe after annealing are caused by the
increase in the carrier concentration of the Cd vacancies and its complexes. We have also
studied the change of IR transmittance of n-type, p-type and highly resistive substrates
after annealing at 500 °C under N2 atmosphere. All substrates show the reduction in the
IR transmittance after annealing, as shown in Table 8.3. Only the No. 1 sample, with high
resistivity in the as-grown state, shows the proper IR transmittance above 60 % after the
annealing, since the carrier concentration was low enough even after the annealing. In the
case of the No. 2 sample, despite the elimination of Cd precipitates after the annealing,
the IR transmittance at the longer wavelength (16 um) was decreased. No marked change
in the IR transmittance at the shorter wavelength (2 um) was observed. In conclusion,
this study shows that to clarify the effect of wafer annealing on the IR transmittance one
needs to investigate both carrier concentration and precipitate density.

8.3.2.4 EPD and X-ray FWHM

In order to measure the dislocation density (EPD) in CdZnTe crystals, the Nakagawa
etchant [15] is the best method, though this etchant can only reveal the etch pits on the
(111) A surface with rounded pits. Figure 8.17 shows the correlation between the X-ray
FWHM and the average EPD of 3-inch diameter CdZnTe crystals that were grown using
pBN or quartz crucibles. It is clearly seen that the low-EPD crystals can be grown using
pBN crucibles and there is a strong correlation between the EPD and the X-ray FWHM.

8.3.2.5 Zn concentration and uniformity

The production of large-area and homogeneously lattice-matched HgCdTe (MCT) is a key
requirement for the manufacture of infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs). In order to grow
the homogeneously lattice-matched MCT it is important to grow the bulk CdZnTe crystals

Table 8.3 Annealing effects on the carrier concentration and the IR transmittance. Annealing
conditions: 500 °C, 2h, N2

Before annealing

Sample
No.

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Carrier
conc.

(cm–3)

2.0E+08
3.1E+12
2.0E+14
3.8E+14
3.4E+14

p (O cm)

2.8E+04
3.5E+01
1.9E+02
2.3E+02

u (cm2

V – 1 s – 1 )

74
919
85
79

p or n

P
P
n
P
P

IRT (%)
(at 16 um)

65
63.5
64
66
63

Carrier
conc.

(cm–3)

5.0E+10
2.6E+15
5.0E+14
7.3E+14
3.5E+15

After annealing

p (O cm)

2.0E+06
2.8E+01
1.3E+01
1.1E+02
1.9E+01

u (cm2

V – 1 s – 1 )

63
85

944
82
96

p or n

P
P
n

P
P

IRT (%)
(at 16um)

64
59
56
52
52
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Figure 8.17 Correlation between the X-ray FWHM and the average EPD of 3-inch CdZnTe crystals

with uniform Zn concentrations. To evaluate the Zn concentration of CdZnTe substrates,
NIR transmission spectroscopy employed extrapolation techniques to determine a cutoff
wavelength [16, 17]. However, it was very difficult to do automatic measurements, since
such techniques rely on individual interpretation of the linear portion. Maxey et al. [18]
have reported a study of the NIR band edge cuton, defined by the wavelength correspond-
ing to an absorption coefficient (a) = 10cm–1, which automatically corrects for thickness
or transmission variations. In our group, a new Zn concentration mapping system using a
Carl Zeiss Si diode array spectrometer, which can make the mapping of Zn concentration
within a very short time, was developed using the Maxey et al. method [19]. Four-inch
diameter CdZnTe crystals, with uniform Zn concentration were grown under the more
uniform temperature distribution in the furnace [19].

A NIR instrument for Zn concentration mapping was developed using a diode-array-
type spectrometer produced by Carl Zeiss (MMS 1 NIR enh spectrometer). The diode
arrays can simultaneously record a complete spectrum within a fraction of a second. The
system is shown in Fig. 8.18. NIR spectra were analyzed by the Maxey et al. [18] method.
The surface-condition dependence on the NIR shape was also investigated. Figure 8.19
shows the typical spectra of samples, which have mirror-polished and Br2-methanol etched
surfaces. Since the surface on the etched sample is rougher than that of the polished sam-
ple, scattering losses from surfaces can dramatically alter the maximum NIR transmittance.
Figure 8.20 shows the correlation between the wavelength y(a = 10cm–1), measured at
24 °C, and the Zn concentration analyzed by the ICP (inductively coupled plasma) method.
As a result, the Zn concentration of polished substrates is expressed as

and the Zn concentrations of Br2-methanol etched (after cutting) substrates is expressed as
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Figure 8.18 Photograph of the NIR mapping system

Figure 8.19 NIR transmission spectra (a) as-etched and (b) as-polished substrates. (Reprinted
from R. Hirano et al. J. Electron. Mater. 29 (2000) 654, copyright (2000) with permission from
The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)

Figure 8.20 Correlation between Zn concentration analyzed by TCP and wavelength
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Table 8.4 Temperature dependence of the NIR measurement

Temp (K)

292.5
294.5
297.1
299
302
303.8

Wavelength y
at a = 10cm–1

836.8
837.1
837.7
838.4
839
839.4

Calculated Eg (eV)

1.482
1.481
1.480
1.479
1.478
1.477

Calculated Zn conc.

5.59
5.49
5.28
5.05
4.84
4.71

(%)

Figure 8.21 Temperature dependence of NIR measurement (a) calculated energy and (b) calcu-
lated Zn concentration

The results have shown that the correlation between the Zn concentration measured by
chemical analysis and the y(a = 10cm–1) is strongly dependent on the surface conditions.

These expressions are different from Maxey et a/.'s results [19]. This shows the impor-
tance of establishing local calibrations when new systems are used to measure the Zn con-
centration. Another important point is the temperature, since the optical y(a = 10cm–1)
will change with changing measuring temperature. Table 8.4 shows the wavelength y(a =
10cm–1) as a function of measuring temperature. The calculated energy Eg at y(a =
10cm–1) and the calculated Zn concentration are also shown. As shown in Fig. 8.21, the
temperature dependence of the calculated energy dE/dT of about 4.0 x 10–4eVK–1 is
in good agreement with the previously reported values of the temperature dependence of
the CdTe bandgap [20]. The calculated Zn concentration is expressed as
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Figure 8.22 Temperature distribution of VGF furnace at the outside of the crucible. (Reprinted
from R. Hirano et al. J. Electron. Mater. 29 (2000) 654, copyright (2000) with permission from The
Minerals, Metals & Materials Society)

Figure 8.22 shows the temperature distribution of the VGF furnace at the outside of the
crucible in the radial direction. In the conventional furnace, the maximum temperature
difference was more than 2 °C. Large and deep voids were seen at the highest temperature
position and the Zn concentrations near the voids are lower than those at the position
without the voids. Since the CdZnTe melt will be solidified from the lower temperature
position to the higher temperature position at the same axial position, the Zn concentration
should be low at the lower-temperature position with the voids. In our observations,
nonuniformity of the temperature distribution in the radial direction was mainly due to
the heat loss at the connector ends of the heaters. By improving the growth furnace,
especially the heater structure, the maximum temperature difference was reduced to less
than 1 °C as shown in Fig. 8.22. The size of voids observed on the outside of the crystals
became small and the distribution has become uniform.

Figure 8.23 shows the Zn concentration mappings of 4-inch (111) substrates, which
were cut from the improved and the conventional crystals, investigated by the NIR instru-
ment. The solidified fraction g is also shown in this figure. It can be confirmed that the
Zn concentrations near the voids are lower than those of the positions where voids are
not observed. Reduction of the temperature difference in the growth furnace can produce
large substrates with uniform Zn concentration.

8.4 WAFER PROCESSING

Recent advancement in MBE growth technology demands CdZnTe substrates with high
surface quality, especially surface roughness and orientation accuracy. In addition, larger
substrates over 50 mm square are being used in the production stages, as FPAs get larger.
Under such trends, flatness and thickness variations on the substrates have become more
important factors than before in successful device processing.
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Figure 8.23 Zn concentration maps of 4-inch CdZnTe. (Reprinted from R. Hirano et al. J. Elec-
tron. Mater. 29 (2000) 654, copyright (2000) with permission from The Minerals, Metals &
Materials Society)

Figure 8.24 Polished CdZnTe substrates of 70mm and 60mm square

To satisfy such strict demands, the quality of CdZnTe substrates has been improved in
terms of wafer possessing such as slicing and polishing. Now high-quality substrates up
to 70 x 70mm2 are available from 5-inch crystals (Fig. 8.24.)

The processing technology for CdZnTe substrates is almost the same as that of Si and
other compound semiconductor substrates. In this section, various characteristics of the
wafer processing based on state-of-the-art technology are presented.

8.4.1 Process flow

Figure 8.25 shows the schematic flow of CdZnTe substrates production. The following is
the detailed information on each process.
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Figure 8.25 Schematic flow of CdZnTe wafer processing

8.4.1.1 Slicing

After grinding, the end of the crystal is cut by an ID saw, corresponding to specific crystal-
lographic orientation such as (111) or (211). It is well known that (111) and (211) oriented
CdZnTe substrates are preferred for LPE and MBE, respectively, for HgCdTe epitaxial
growth. As mentioned above, the VGF single crystal is grown in the (111) direction.
Therefore the crystal is cut diagonally to obtain the (211) face.

After the end cutting, the crystal is sliced into wafers parallel to the end face. Multiwire
saws are employed in the slicing process for CdZnTe crystals as well as Si crystals,
because of reduced slicing damage and kerf loss. Now crystals up to 5-inch diameter can
be sliced.

8.4.1.2 Etching

The sliced wafers are etched by bromine-methanol to remove slicing damage. Then they
are etched by another solution that reveals defects such as dislocations and microtwins.
The etchant proposed by Nakagawa is popular and reliable for the (111) face [15]. Other
etch solutions proposed by Inoue et al. [21] and Everson et al. [22] are also used. How-
ever, the consistency of dislocation-density measurements between the methods is still
controversial.
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8.4.1.3 Dicing

After etching, squares or rectangles corresponding to the specified size are marked out
on the single-crystalline area. Then they are cut along the lines by dicing machines. The
dicing machine is generally used for Si-based device processing. However, CdZnTe wafers
are so fragile that they are easily chipped when standard blades for Si wafers are used.
Furthermore, latent damage by dicing sometimes causes breakage of CdZnTe wafers in
the following processes.

Therefore it is very important to select blades with the proper bond type, bonding
strength, grit size, concentration and thickness for CdZnTe wafers. In addition, machining
conditions such as blade rotation and table speed should be optimized.

8.4.1.4 Lapping

The purpose of lapping is to reduce the thickness variations from wafer to wafer and to
improve flatness on each wafer. The both-sides lapping method is suitable for this purpose
rather than the single-side lapping method. The both-sides lapping method is widely used
not only for semiconductor wafers such as Si and GaAs but also other substrates such as
glass, quartz and oxide single crystals.

Glass platens and alumina-based powders are employed.

8.4.1.5 Polishing

After lapping, CdZnTe substrates are finished by two or three steps of polishing processes.
In the primary polishing process, colloidal silica and hard polishing pads for stock removal
are employed to make mirror-like surfaces without degrading flatness.

In final polishing, soft pads with a pore structure are employed. Generally, colloidal
silica is also used in final polishing for Si substrates. On the contrary, no colloidal or
powdered silica is applied to final polishing for compound semiconductors, since those
substrates are easily scratched or damaged by colloidal silica. Bromine-methanol is well
known as a solution for chemical polishing of compound semiconductors including var-
ious III-V and II-VI materials. However, in our experience the polishing process by
bromine-methanol is sometimes less reproducible and gives haze or an orange-peel-like
surface on CdZnTe wafers. Furthermore, bromine-methanol corrodes polishing machines
and eventually shortens the life of machines. We have developed our unique chemical
solution for final polishing instead of bromine-methanol. Surface properties given by our
polishing processes are described later.

8.4.1.6 Inspection

Thickness and thickness variation in a wafer are measured after polishing. Then the
finished surface is inspected with the unaided eye. By illuminating the surface with an
intense light, defects are detected as light-scattering points. Next, the surface is observed
under diffuse light illumination to detect larger defects.
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8.4.2 Characteristics

Characteristics of CdZnTe wafers produced by optimizing the above-mentioned processes
were evaluated. In this section, details of characteristics including misorientation, thick-
ness variation and surface roughness are described.

8.4.2.1 Crystallographic misorientation

Crystallographic misorientation affects the morphology of epitaxial layers. Both the end-
cutting and slicing processes play a key role in accurate orientation. In the end-cutting
process, a sample wafer is first sliced. Then the misorientation of the sample is measured
by an X-ray diffractometer. Finally, on the basis of the sample measurements, the cutting
face is retilted on the slicing machine so that the error can be offset. Such a trial-and-error
method cannot be applied to a multiwire saw. Therefore, it is very important to adjust
the oriented end face of the crystal parallel to the cutting face, which will be generated
by wire tracks. Stiffness of the machine itself is also indispensable for accurate slicing.
Figure 8.26 shows the misorientation on (111) CdZnTe substrates prepared by optimized
slicing processes. The misorientation is less than 0.1 deg.

8.4.2.2 Thickness variation and warp

As mentioned above, thickness variation in a wafer is an important factor in successful
device processing. Thickness variation in a wafer is defined as the difference between
the maximum and minimum values of the thickness measurements on the five points as
shown in Fig. 8.27(b). Generally speaking, it is more difficult to reduce thickness variation
on the larger substrates. Figure 8.27(a) shows thickness variation on CdZnTe wafers of

Figure 8.26 Crystallographic misorientation on (111) CdZnTe substrates
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Figure 8.27 Thickness variation (TV) on CdZnTe substrates (a) TV histogram on 50 x 50 mm2

CdZnTe substrates and (b) the definition of TV

Figure 8.28 Warp on a CdZnTe substrate of 70 mm square, (a) Warp on a CdZnTe substrate of
70 x 70mm2 (1 um fringe-1) and (b) the definition of warp

50 x 50mm2. As a result of optimizing each polishing step, the thickness variation in
each wafer has been reduced to 6 um or less.

On the other hand, warp of a substrate is another important parameter for device
processing. It is defined as the maximum distance between the highest and lowest point
on the surface of an undamped wafer from a reference plane. Figure 8.28 shows the warp
on a 70 x 70 mm2 wafer.

8.4.2.3 Surface roughness

Surface roughness of CdZnTe substrates affects the morphology on HgCdTe epitaxial
layers. Figure 8.29 shows the surface roughness (a) after primary polishing and (b) after
finishing by our unique chemical solution. The finished surface is literally featureless and
suitable for sophisticated epitaxial growth, especially MBE.
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Figure 8.29 Nomarski micrographs on CdZnTe substrates, (a) after primary polishing with chem-
ical solution and colloidal silica; (b) after final polishing by our unique chemical solution

8.5 SUMMARY

As mentioned above, use of purer starting CdTe polycrystals is the key factor to prepare
high-quality substrates, with lower precipitate density, lower impurity concentrations,
uniform Zn concentration and high surface smoothness. Especially for MBE growth, high-
quality substrates with better surface properties are needed. We believe that the surface
quality does not depend only on the polishing conditions but also on the crystal qualities.
For example, if the crystals have large-sized precipitates, they will produce defects after
MBE growth, as shown by the Rockwell group.

It is also important to prepare large-sized substrates. In our group, we have recently
succeeded in growing single CdZnTe crystals with 5-inch diameter. From these ingots,
large-sized substrates more than 70 x 70mm in size can be obtained. No difference has
been found between the crystal properties of 5-inch CdZnTe crystals and those of 4-
inch crystals.
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9 Bulk Crystal Growth of
Wide-Bandgap II-VI Materials
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

II-VI compound semiconductors are one of the most important optoelectronic materi-
als. Wide-gap II-VI compounds, especially, ZnS, ZnSe, ZnO and ZnTe, are promising
materials in fabricating laser diodes (LDs) and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) operating in
the visible and ultraviolet spectral ranges. The recent challenge for their application is
the development of sizable high-purity and high-quality bulk crystals as substrates for
fabricating devices. Progress has been made in the past several decades in the areas of
bulk crystal growth with regard to stoichiometric control, uniformity, reproducibility, ther-
mal stability, diameter control, and impurity and dopant control. Sizable ZnO, ZnSe and
ZnTe single crystals have conventionally been grown by seeded physical vapor transport
(SPVT), the hydrothermal method, Bridgman methods, and so on. These advances have
attracted much attention for the development of future optoelectronics.
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In this chapter, the main physical and chemical properties as well as phase diagrams of
these wide-gap materials are firstly introduced. Then the growth methods and results are
reviewed. The crystals can be grown from a liquid phase, a vapor phase or a solid phase.
There are many variations within each of the three techniques, which will be discussed
in detail. The single-crystal growth of the above-mentioned compounds is assessed and
the direction of future activity is outlined.

This chapter also highlights the recent results concerning large-size bulk ZnO, ZnSe and
ZnTe crystal growth. ZnO bulk single crystals have been commercially grown by chemical
vapor transport (CVT) or seeded chemical vapor transport (SCVT) and hydrothermal
methods. It has been expected that ZnO growth will be developed more rapidly than any
of the bulk single crystal including GaN growth. In the case of ZnSe, a closed, double-
crucible method has been proved to be very suitable for preventing the deviation from the
stoichiometric compositions of the melt in the process of ZnSe Bridgman growth. Twin-
free high-quality ZnSe single crystals using a polycrystalline seed have been grown.
Furthermore, low-resistivity n- and p-type ZnSe single crystals have been successfully
grown by changing the compositions of the starting materials.

9.2 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Since wide-gap II-VI compounds have higher ionicity, higher melting points and higher
vapor pressures at the melting point than those of III-V and element semiconductors, it is
difficult to grow their bulk crystals from the melt, compared with III-V compounds. Fur-
thermore, the superheating phenomenon occurs when heating them to the melting point;
on the other hand, it is possible that the bulk crystals can be grown from vapor phase.

Therefore, before introducing bulk crystal growth, it is helpful to review their phys-
ical and chemical properties. Table 9.1 shows the properties of some of the main II-VI
compound semiconductor materials [1–17]. Unlike elemental and III-V compound semi-
conductors, the parameter measurements of the wide-gap II-VI compounds often have
to be carried out at high temperature and pressure. So, it can often be found that the
values of thermodynamic parameters are different in different references. This reflects the
measurement difficulty.

9.3 PHASE DIAGRAMS

It is necessary to understand phase diagrams very well for growing high-quality single
crystals of wide-bandgap II-VI compounds. Figure 9.1 shows the phase diagrams of some
of the main wide-bandgap II-VI compounds, ZnS [18], ZnSe [18, 19] and ZnTe [18].
Although many studies have been done, there is still a lack of exact thermodynamic
data, especially the details of phase diagrams near the congruent point, and a suitable
phase diagram of ZnO cannot yet be given. These features show the complexity of II-VI
compounds. Therefore, these materials need to be explored further.

9.4 CRYSTAL-GROWTH METHODS

Bulk crystal growth has been the most important subject studied in the past several
decades. It may be thought that the application of II-VI compound semiconductors began
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Table 9.1 Properties of some wide-bandgap II-VI compound semiconductors

Material
Property

Melting point (K) [10]
Energy Gap Eg at 300 K

(eV)(ZB*/WZ*) [11]
dEg/dr (xl0–4eVK-1)

ZB/WZ
Structure
Bond length (um) [12]
Lattice constant (ZB) aO at

300K(nm)
ZB nearest-neighbor dist. at

300K(nm)
ZB Density at 300 K (g

cm–3)
Lattice constant (WZ) at

300K(nm)
aQ = bo

CO

Co/ao

WZ density at 300 K
(gem–3) [11]

Symmetry ZB/WZ
Electron affinity x (eV)
Phase stable at 300 K [13]
Solid-solid phase transition

temperature (K)
Heat of crystallization

AHLs (kJ mol–1)
Heat capacity Cp (cal mol–1

K–1)
lonicity (%)
Equilibrium pressure at cmp

(atm)
Minimum pressure at mp

(atm)
Specific heat capacity

(JgK)
Thermal conductivity (W

cm–1 K–1)
Thermo-optical coefficient

(dn/dT)(y = 10.6 um)
Electro-optical coefficient

r41 (m/V) (y = 10.6 |xm)
Linear expansion coefficient

(K–1) [13]
ZB structure
WZ structure
Poisson ratio
Dielectric constant EO/ECO
Refractive index [10]

ZB/WZ

ZnS

2038 (WZ, 150 atm)
3.68/3.911

4.6/8.5

ZB/WZ
2.342 (WZ)

0.541

0.234

4.11

0.3811
0.6234
1.636
3.98

C 6 me/F 43 m

ZB& WZ
1293

44

11.0

62
3.7

2.8

0.469

0.27

4.7

2 x 10–12

—
6.9 x 10–6

0.27
8.6/5.2

2.368/2.378

ZnO

2248
— /3.4

—19.5

WZ
1.977 (WZ)

—

—

—

0.32495
0.52069

1.602
5.606

— /C 6me

WZ

—

62

9.6

62
—

7.82

—

0.6

—

—

2.9 x 10–6

7.2 x 10–6

8.65/4.0
— /2.029

ZnSe

1797
2.8215

4.0/—

ZB/WZ
2.454 (ZB)

0.567

0.246

5.26

0.398
0.653
1.641

—

— /F43m
4.09
ZB

1698

52

12.4

63
1.0

0.53

0.339

0.19

6.1

2.2 x 10–12

7.6 x 10–6

—
0.28

9.2/5.8
2.51—

ZnTe

1513
2.394

5.5/—

ZB
2.636 (ZB)

0.610

0.264

5.65

0.427
0.699
1.637

—

— /F43m
3.53
ZB
—

56

11.9

61
1.9

0.64

0.16

0.18

—

4.0 x 10–12 (r41 = r52 = r63)

8.0 x 10–6

—

9.3/6.9
2.72/—

(continued overleaf)
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Table 9.1 (continued)

here. To date, many growth methods have been developed for growing high-quality crys-
tals. According to the phase balance, the crystals can be grown from vapor phase, liquid
(melt) phase and solid phase.

9.4.1 Growth from vapor phase

Crystal growth from the vapor phase is a basic method. One of the advantages is that the
growth can be performed at lower temperature. This can prevent undesirable phase tran-
sitions. Therefore, this method was widely used to grow II-VI compound semiconductors.
According to the transport mechanism, the crystal-growth method from vapor phase can
be divided into chemical vapor transport (CVT) and physical vapor transport (PVT).

9.4.1.1 CVT technique

CVT is based on the chemical transport reactions that occur in a closed ampoule having
two different temperature zones. Figure 9.2 shows a typical schematic diagram of a CVT
system. In the high-temperature region, the source AB (A: II elements; B: VI elements)
reacts with the transport agent X. If the transport agent is a Group VII element, the
following reaction occurs,

Material
Property ZnS ZnO ZnSe ZnTe

Absorption coefficient < 0.15 — 1-2 x 10–3 —
(including 2 surfaces)
(y = 10.6 (um) (cm–1)

Electron effective mass —0.40 —0.27 0.21 0.2
(m*/mo) [2]

Hole effective mass — — 0.6 Circa 0.2
m* dos/mo

Electron hall mobility at 165 125 500 340
300 K (cm2 V–1 s–1) [11]

Hole hall mobility at 300 K 5 — 30 100
(cm2 V–1 s-') [11]

Exciton binding energy 36 60 21 10
(meV) [14–17]

Average phonon energy 16.1/17.1 — 15.1/ — 10.8/ —
(meV) [14-17] ZB/WZ

Elastic Constant
(10'°Nm-2)

CM 1.01 ±0.05 — 8. 10 ±0.52 0.72 ± 0.01
C12 0.64 ±0.05 — 4.88 ±0.49 0.48 ± 0.002
C44 0.42 ±0.04 — 4.41 ±0.13 0.31 ±0.002
Knoop hardness (N cm–2) 0.18 0.5 0.15 0.13
Young's modulus (Mpsi) 10.8 — 10.2 —
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Figure 9.1 Phase diagrams of some main wide-bandgap II-VI compounds: (a) ZnS (Reprinted
from Sharma and Chang J. Cryst. Growth 88 (1988) 192, copyright (1988) with permission from
Elsevier), (b) ZnSe (Reprinted from Sharma and Chang J. Cryst. Growth 88 (1988) 192, copyright
(1988) with permission from Elsevier), (c) ZnSe phase diagram near the congruent point (Reprinted
from Okada et al. J. Cryst. Growth 165 (1996) 31, copyright (1996) with permission from Elsevier),
(d) ZnTe (Reprinted from Sharma and Chang J. Cryst. Growth 88 (1988) 192, copyright (1988)
with permission from Elsevier)
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Figure 9.2 Schematic diagram of a conventional chemical vapor transport (CVT) system

In the low-temperature region, the reverse reaction takes place. The whole process
continues by back diffusion of the X generated in the lower-temperature region. The
transport agents X usually employed are hydrogen (H2), halogens (I2, Br2, C12), halides
(HC1, HBr), etc. For example, I2 has been widely used as a transport agent of ZnS, ZnSe,
ZnTe and CdS [20]; HC1, H2, C12, NH3 [21] and C, CH4 [22] as the transport agents of
ZnO. In CVT growth, crystallographic perfection and morphological stability of the grown
crystals are strongly related to growth temperature, temperature difference (AT) between
source and crystal-growth zone, concentration of the transport agent, system pressure,
and the aspect ratio (length/diameter) of the ampoule. Some typical growth parameters
are summarized in Table 9.2 [20-22].

9.4.1.2 PVT technique

The PVT method is similar to CVT, but the transport agent is not used. This technique
is based on the dissociative sublimation of compounds. In early work, the Piper-Polich

Table 9.2 Typical growth parameters of ZnS, ZnO, ZnSe and ZnTe crystals grown by CVT

ZnS
ZnO

ZnSe
ZnTe

Growth
temperature (K)

1075-1173
1228-1273

1023-1073
973-1073

AT (K)

5-50
5-10

5-50
5-50

Transport agent
concentration

(mg cm–3)

0.5-5
>0.3

0.5-50
0.5-50

Ampoule
diameter (mm)

10-20

Aspect ratio of
ampoule (LID)

5-17
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method was a typical PVT technique used. By this method, crystals of centimeter size
can be grown.

Prior [23] improved the above growth method, using a reservoir to control the deviation
from stoichiometry. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 9.3. The constituent
element is placed in a reservoir. The reservoir temperature can be calculated according
to the solid-vapor equilibrium,

where PA and PB2 are the partial pressures of group II and VI elements, respectively, and
K = P–2 A • PB2 is the equilibrium constant of Equation (9.2). At any temperature, there
is minimum total pressure (Pmin), which corresponds to the condition,

Under this condition, the vapor-phase composition is stoichiometric and the growth
rate is maximum [24]. After modifying this method to use a closed ampoule, it can be
applied to grow high-purity and high-quality crystals of II-VI compounds.

In the PVT process (Fig. 9.3), an ampoule containing a polycrystalline source of the
desired II-VI compound is heated to a temperature that causes the compound to sublime at
a rate leading to crystal growth. The ampoule is typically placed in a furnace that provides
a temperature gradient over the length of the ampoule, so that the polycrystalline source

Figure 9.3 Schematic diagram of physical vapor transport (PVT) method

The total pressure (P) in the ampoule is given by
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material sublimes at the higher temperature and deposits at the end of the ampoule where
the temperature is lower. This temperature difference (AT) causes the material transport
from the charge to eventually deposit at the cooler end. Due to the difference of vapor
pressures of the constituent elements, a reservoir is used to control the partial pressure.
By selecting the proper growth conditions, the rate of deposition can be set to a value
leading to growth of high-quality crystals.

PVT growth of II-VI compounds can be carried out at temperatures much lower than
their melting points. This gives benefits in reducing defects such as voids and/or inclusions
of excess components, which are often found in melt-grown crystals, and also reducing
the contamination of the growing crystal from the equipment. The PVT process also has
a purifying effect. Volatile impurities can deposit at the reservoir and impurities with low
vapor pressures remain in the source material. Other effects, such as reduction of point
defects, are also typically found when crystals grown by PVT are compared to crystals
grown by melt techniques. Although claims have been made that the lower temperatures
of PVT crystal growth should also reduce the twinning found in most of the cubic II-VI
compound crystals, the reduction is not usually realized in practice. The assumption that
the twinning is a result of cubic/hexagonal phase transitions is not confirmed to be the
determining factor in twin formation.

9.4.1.3 SCVT/SPVT

The PVT process has always shown the capability to produce high-quality II-VI compound
single crystals, however, crystal volume is usually limited to several cm3, and grain
boundaries and twins readily form during growth. In order to solve these problems, the
seeded chemical vapor transport (SCVT) and seeded physical vapor transport (SPVT),
the so-called 'modified-Lely method', have been developed [25]. The difference between
SCVT/SPVT and CVT/PVT is that a single-crystal or polycrystal seed is set in the crystal
growth chamber before growth starts. The most successful means of eliminating twin
formation has been realized by using these two methods. The diameter of the grown
crystal is dependent on the geometric condition of the ampoule and temperature profiles
eliminating spurious nucleation on the walls are required. Since the use of a seed crystal
provides better control over the nucleation process, high-quality single crystals can be
grown [26, 27].

9.4.2 Growth from liquid phase

Crystal growth from liquid phase has two routes, from the melt and from the solvent.
All the methods of growth from the melt and solvent rely on cooling the liquid below its
melting point and liquidus point, respectively. From the viewpoint of industrial production,
melt growth is more useful than vapor growth for obtaining large single crystals.

9.4.2.1 Bridgman method

The most straightforward melt-growth technique is a normal freezing. When freezing
is achieved by the use of a two-zone furnace, it is called the Bridgman or Bridg-
man-Stockbarger method. The usual configuration is vertical and the ampoule is lowered
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from the hot zone to the cooler zone, which is below the melting point of the grown
material. This is called the vertical Bridgman (VB) method. On the other hand, a hori-
zontal configuration using a boat has also been applied to grow crystals. This is called
the horizontal Bridgman (HB) method. Bridgman growth can be simply understood that
the molten charge passes a temperature gradient at a slow speed and solidifies when the
temperature is lower than the melting point of this material.

There are three ways to move the solid/liquid interface: 1. The ampoule moves through
the temperature gradient. 2. The furnace moves and the ampoule is stationary. 3. The
ampoule and furnace are stationary and the temperature is gradually reduced by keeping
the temperature gradient at the interface constant. The latter is called the gradient freezing
(GF) method.

Single crystals can be grown using either seeded or unseeded ampoules or crucibles.
Twinning and deviation from stoichiometric composition are the main problems preventing
the growth of crystals with good crystallinity. Growth can be controlled by the movement
rate and the shape of the solid/liquid interface.

In the case of growth from a solid solution or impurity doping, a distribution effect
between liquid and solid should be taken into consideration. If the distribution coefficient
k is not close to unity, the doping element segregates through the crystal and a uniform
concentration cannot be obtained.

The Bridgman method has been most extensively used to grow single crystals of II-VI
wide-bandgap compounds like ZnS, ZnSe and ZnTe. This is because of the simplic-
ity of the growth apparatus, high growth rate and the possibility to obtain crystals of
usable size and quality. There are two Bridgman techniques for preparing II-VI wide-
bandgap compound single crystals. One is the high-pressure technique [28, 29] and the
other is the closed technique [30, 31]. In the former, it is inevitable that compositional
deviation from stoichiometry occurs during melting. Since the properties and structural
perfection of these compound crystals are correlated very strongly with the nonstoichiom-
etry [32, 33], compositional deviation must be controlled during melt growth. Omino
and Suzuki [31] and Wang et al. [34, 35] adopted a closed double-crucible to pre-
vent the deviation from the stoichiometric compositions of the melt during Bridgman
growth. Figure 9.4 shows a typical vertical Bridgman growth furnace and its temperature
profiles [36].

9.4.2.2 Hydrothermal growth

The hydrothermal technique is a method for growing crystals in an aqueous solvent at low
temperature [37]. It has been used to grow many compound crystals [38, 39]. The most
successful example in obtaining II-VI compounds is the growth of ZnO single crystals.
Figure 9.5 shows a schematic diagram of the hydrothermal method.

Since the middle of the last century, this technique has been used to synthesize
large crystals and employed for large-scale synthesis of piezoelectric, magnetic, optical,
ceramic, and many other special materials. The hydrothermal method of crystal growth has
several advantages. 1) Due to the use of a closed system, it is easier to control oxidation
and to maintain the conditions that allow the synthesis of phases that are difficult to obtain
by other methods. 2) A crystal grows under less thermal strain, and thus may lead to a
lower dislocation density than the crystal grown from a melt. 3) The method has proven to
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Figure 9.4 Schematic of the vertical Bridgman growth system (a), and its temperature profiles (b)

Figure 9.5 Schematic diagram of a typical hydrothermal technique for growing ZnO single
crystals
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be very useful for the synthesis of the so-called low-temperature phases. 4) Hydrothermal
synthesis proceeds with rapid convection and very efficient solute transfer, which results
in comparatively rapid growth of larger, purer, and dislocation-free crystals.

9.4.2.3 Traveling heater method (THM)

A schematic illustration of the traveling heater method (THM) is shown in Fig. 9.6. A
molten solvent zone is moved slowly through a solid source material. In this process,
the dissolution of feed material occurs at the receding liquid/solid interface (T2) and the
crystallization of dissolved feed material occurs continuously at the advancing interface
(71). The major advantage of this method is a lower growth temperature as compared
with the growth from the near-stoichiometric melt. Low growth temperature reduces
possible contamination and the defect density in the crystals. In addition, THM produces a
purification effect by the solvent. The drawbacks of this method are low growth rate (about
5mm day–1) and difficulty in obtaining near-stoichiometric compounds. The selection of
the solvent material is important in THM growth.

9.4.2.4 Liquid encapsulation czochralski (LEC)

In the LEC method, the melt is contained in a crucible but the crystals are grown at the
free top surface of the melt so that there is no contact between the crystal and the crucible.
In order to prevent evaporation of constituent elements, an encapsulant is needed. The
encapsulant must, of course, be made of a material that is less dense than the material in
the crucible and must not be dissolved in the melt. As the crystal grows, it is slowly pulled
upwards so that the solid/liquid interface is just above the level of the liquid surface. The
melt temperature and pulling rate depend upon the rate at which the heat is removed
and they can be changed independently. By the rotation of the crucible and the crystal,
asymmetries in temperature gradient of the melt are reduced and a better mixing of the
melt is achieved.

Figure 9.6 Schematic of traveling heater method (THM)
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This method has been widely used to grow silicon and III-V compounds in industry.
II-VI compounds have also been attempted by this method [40-42]. In the case of II-
VI compounds, the growth of single-crystal ZnSe has been proved to be impossible
using 6203 due to reactivity [42]. Asahi et al. [43] have proved that B2O3 is a suitable
encapsulant in ZnTe melt growth. Thus, it is hopeful to grow ZnTe single crystals by the
LEC technique.

9.4.3 Crystal growth from solid phase

Conventional melt growth of II-VI materials such as ZnS and ZnSe has generally resulted
in material containing low-angle grain boundaries and high levels of twinning owing to
the phase transition between the high-temperature wurtzite phase and the low-temperature
cubic structure. Other problems of melt growth include contamination of the material from
the container at the high temperature and parasitic nucleation arising from the high degree
of association in the melt. A method has been developed whereby polycrystalline material
is annealed at high temperatures, but below the phase-transition temperature. This is called
solid-state recrystallization (SSR) or solid-phase recrystallization (SPR). This method has
been used for growing wide-gap II-VI compounds [44].

In SSR/SPR growth, the starting materials are polycrystals with small crystal grains.
When these materials are annealed at high temperature under the component atmosphere,
the energy stored in the polycrystalline material is released by recrystallization. By con-
trolling the annealing temperature and duration, single crystals can be grown.

9.5 CRYSTAL GROWTH OF WIDE-BANDGAP COMPOUNDS

9.5.1 ZnS

9.5.1.1 Growth from liquid phase

Zinc sulfide has a phase transition from the cubic zinc-blende structure (3C) to hexagonal
wurtzite structure (2H) [45-47]. The stable form of ZnS at low temperature is the cubic
structure and transformation to wurtzite structure occurs at 1293K [45]. Owing to the
small difference of free energy between the two phases, it is very difficult to observe the
phase conversion [47]. Addamiano and Aven [48, 49] grew ZnS crystals by controlled
cooling of molten ZnS using pure and activated ZnS powder source material. Although
the result showed good optical properties, the crystals were proved to be pure hexagonal
wurtzite structure. Ebina and Takahashi [50] found that the ZnS single crystals grown
from the melt contain a considerable amount of stacking disorder, although the crystals
showed a cubic structure. These results indicate that the growth of cubic ZnS single crystal
is difficult from the melt.

Cubic ZnS single crystals have been grown from solvents such as Te [51] and some
halides [52, 53] at temperatures significantly lower than its melting point. Washiyama
et al. [51] grew ZnS single crystals using Te solvent. The Te solvent, in which ZnS was
dissolved at 1373-1473 K, was slowly cooled to 773-823 K at a rate of 15–40Kh–1.
They grew plate-like transparent cubic crystals with dimensions of 3 mm x 3 mm x 1 mm
and found that the grown crystal contained 0.1-0.8 at % Te.
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Linares [52] grew optically isotropic ZnS crystal from PbCl2 solvent at temperatures of
773–1073 K. Colorless crystals free from birefringence or flux inclusions can be grown at
a slow growth rate. Parker and Pinnell [53] investigated the optimum solvent growth com-
position of K(I/Cl)-(Zn/Cd)Cl2 at temperatures of 723–1173 K. They grew crystals up to
10 mm from a solvent of KI (20 wt %)-ZnCl2 and found the change of crystal morphology
from dendritic, thin platelets to thicker platelets with increasing growth temperature. The
thick crystals had a low dislocation density, but the thin-platelet and well-faceted crystals
frequently showed twinning.

9.5.1.2 Growth from vapor phase

Cubic ZnS single crystals have been grown by CVT methods using HC1 [54, 55], NH4Cl
[56] and I2 [56-58] as transport agents. Although the crystals grown below 1273 K usually
have a cubic structure and those grown above 1273 K have a hexagonal structure [56],
Dangel and Wuensch [57] reported that the hexagonal structure predominates at iodine
concentrations below 5 x 10–4gcm–3, where surface reactions are rate controlling.

Fujita et al. [58] grew ZnS single crystals as large as 24mm x 14mm x 14mm by
the SCVT method using iodine as a transport agent. The average linear growth rate was
about 1.0 x 10–6 cms–1. The crystal size depended strongly on the ampoule geometry and
the temperature difference between seed and solvent. The study of electrical properties
showed that the crystals annealed in molten Zn at 1223 K for more than 48 h were low-
resistivity n-type.

Ohno et al. [59] grew cubic ZnS single crystals by the iodine-transport method without
seeding. By means of a Zn-dip treatment, a low-resistivity crystal was obtained and used
as a substrate for homoepitaxial MOCVD growth. Fabricated MIS-structured blue LEDs
yielded external quantum efficiency as high as 0.05 %. They found that crystal quality
was significantly improved by prebaking the ZnS powder in H2S gas prior to growth. The
growth rate also increased three-fold.

On the other hand, the PVT method seems to be unsuitable for growing cubic ZnS
single crystals compared with the CVT method. Some groups [60, 61] tried, but only
small-size hexagonal ZnS crystals were obtained due to the high growth temperature.

9.5.1.3 Growth from solid phase

Cubic ZnS single crystals were also grown using the SSR/SPR technique [44, 62-65].
The crystal growth depended on both annealing temperature and atmosphere. Lemas-
son et al. [44] studied the dependence of grain size on annealing temperature using the
microcrystalline sources of cubic structure prepared by CVD. The results showed that
SSR annealing for 288 h under a sulfur atmosphere (5 atm) led to submillimetric grains at
a temperature of 1273K, millimetric grains at 1373K and centimetric grains at 1423K.
Large-size ZnS single crystals (about 40cm3) were obtained after annealing at 1373K
under a sulfur vapor pressure of 10 atm for 21 days. On the other hand, SSR growth
was also carried out under Zn vapor pressure (2.1 atm) [44]. When the annealing tem-
perature is 1273K, growth did not occur. When annealing was carried out at 1423K,
millimetric grains were obtained. Since this annealing temperature was higher than the
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hexagonal/cubic phase-transition temperature, a high density of twins was found in the
crystals. In order to suppress this twinned structure, different cooling rates were used. But
the result was not satisfactory.

Yoneta et al. [65] studied the dependence of ZnS grain size on annealing atmosphere
(Zn or S) and temperature. Compared with the grain size of starting materials, the annealed
grain size in sulfur was larger than that of samples annealed in a Zn atmosphere. This
can be interpreted as being due to the large difference in diffusion coefficients between S
and Zn [66]. The experimental results showed that the grain size reduced with decreasing
annealing temperature and did not change below 1073 K compared with that of the starting
material. This is consistent with the grain-growth model in that the grain growth is affected
by zinc self-diffusion through the zinc vacancy generated at higher temperature under the
sulfur atmosphere. The above results are consistent with that of Triboulet's group [44].

9.5.2 ZnO

Since ZnO has a wide bandgap of 3.4 eV at room temperature and a very high exciton
binding energy of 60 meV, it is attractive for optoelectronic application in the blue and
violet regions. It also has the potential as a substrate material for the growth of GaN
epilayers. This is because it has the same crystallographic structure as GaN with a lattice
mismatch less than 1.8% as well as a small difference in thermal expansion coefficients.
Furthermore, ZnO crystals are considered extrinsic n-type piezoelectric semiconductors.
Undoped crystals have a typical resistivity of 0.1-100 O cm and drift mobility of 10
to 125cm2V–1 s–1. Low-resistivity ZnO crystal can be prepared by special growth and
annealing methods. ZnO crystal is quite transparent in the 0.4-6.0 um range. A slight
absorption is sometimes found around 2.2 to 2.3 [im and an additional slight absorption
is found at 3.42 um. Since 1953, Walker [67] and many other researchers [68-71] have
grown large-size ZnO single crystals by a different method.

9.5.2.1 Growth from liquid phase

Hydrothermal growth has been widely adopted in preparing sizable ZnO crystals.
Figure 9.5 shows the schematic diagram of the hydrothermal technique. Suscavage et al.
[70] grew high-quality bulk ZnO crystals using a (0001) seed. The crystals showed
anisotropy between [0001] (C+) and [0001] (C~) planes, and have a different color. The
former is light green and high resistivity, and latter is dark green and low resistivity. These
differences were thought to be due to a difference in impurity incorporation between the
two sectors. Anisotropy is also seen in the surface quality of polished slices. For slices cut
and polished on both sides of the basal plane, sharper and more intense room-temperature
PL peaks, and a narrower X-ray rocking curve were measured. The PL spectra at 2.1 K
showed ground state F5 (3.3758 eV) and T6 (3.3740eV) and their excited states n = 2
and n = 3 were observed. These data demonstrate that high-quality ZnO can be grown
by the hydrothermal technique.

Sekiguchi et al. [72] grew ZnO single crystals by the hydrothermal method using a
mixture of KOH and LiOH aqueous solution. The seed crystal, suspended by a Pt wire,
and sintered ZnO as a source material (nutrient), together with a KOH (3M) and LiOH
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(1M) aqueous solution, were put into a Pt crucible [73] (the hydrothermal conditions are
different in different papers). The seed crystals and the source material were separated
by a Pt baffle. The crucible was sealed by welding and put into an autoclave made of
high-strength steel. Then, the autoclave was put into a vertical furnace. The temperature
of the autoclave was raised to about 673 K, which produced 0.1 GPa of pressure. The
growth temperature was monitored by a thermocouple inserted in the autoclave. Seed
crystals grew to about 10mm or larger after 2 weeks. These crystals were transparent,
pale green or pale yellow in color depending on the growth conditions. The crystal habit
of hydrothermal ZnO crystals grown on basal plane seeds shows that growth in the [0001]
direction is 3 times faster than in the [0001] direction [72].

9.5.2.2 Growth from vapor phase

Since the melting point of ZnO is 2248 K, it is very difficult to grow a single crystal from
the melt. For this reason, growth from the vapor phase is especially important for this
material. The vapor pressure of ZnO is very small at about 1273 K that is usually used to
grow semiconductor crystals. Therefore, CVT or SCVT is extensively used to grow ZnO
single crystal [74-80].

Shiloh and Gutman [75] grew ZnO single crystals in a closed system using trans-
port agents of HC1, NH3, NH4C1, H2, C12 and HgCl2. The results showed that NH3,
NtUCl and HgCl2 were efficient. Using these transport agents, extremely pure ZnO sin-
gle crystals of 2 mm diameter and 8 mm length have been grown. Hassani et al. [22]
demonstrated that carbon and hydrocarbons such as methane acted as efficient chemical
transport agents for ZnO. The transport rate was shown to be independent of the ini-
tial amount of carbon, but roughly proportional to the temperature difference between
the source and crystal. The control of the growth mechanisms of ZnO by CVT and the
knowledge of the volatility and stability of all the species in the vapor phase was made
possible through a thermodynamic approach that allowed identification of the dominant
vapor species. ZnO single crystals with centimeter sizes were grown after adjusting the
main growth parameters. Neither carbon nor residual H2 were detected in the crystals
by SIMS measurements. The PL spectra at 1.6K were essentially dominated by a nar-
row (D°,X) line at 3.359eV. A rocking-curve FWHM of 28 arcsec was obtained, which
showed very good crystal quality.

Recent progress in growing large ZnO single crystals is very inspiring [80, 81]. Look
et al. [80] grew ZnO single crystals by SCVT. Pure ZnO powder, synthesized through the
reaction of high-purity Zn vapor and O2, was used as the starting source, which was placed
at the hot end (1423 K) of the ampoule and transported by using H2 as a carrier gas. At the
cool end (1373K) of the ampoule, a single-crystal seed was fixed. In order to maintain
the proper stoichiometry, a small amount of water vapor was also added. The growth
duration was 150–175 h. Crystals with 2-inch diameter and about 1-cm thickness were
obtained. The Hall measurement at 300 K showed that carrier concentration and mobility
were about 6 x 1016 cm–3 and 205 cm2 V–1 s–1, respectively. The maximum value of the
mobility was obtained at 50 K at about 2 x 103cm2 V–1 s–1, comparable to the highest
value reported in the past for ZnO. The PL spectra at 2 K showed five kinds of emission
related to impurities. In addition, the weak emission centered at 3.374eV was detected
and confirmed as the A-band free exciton by reflectivity spectra. This confirmed the high
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quality of the ZnO crystals. Currently, it is available in wafers up 2 inch grown by SCVT
[81]. On the other hand, Cermet [82] has demonstrated the feasibility of growing high-
purity ZnO bulk crystals by a seeded melt growth method. The melt growth of ZnO single
crystals will possibly be realized in the not too distant future.

9.5.3 ZnSe

9.5.3.1 Growth from liquid phase

There are several methods to grow ZnSe crystals from liquid phase. Here, special empha-
sis is focused on the vertical Bridgman (VB) method because it is hopeful to prepare
large single crystals. However, the compositional deviation from the stoichiometry dur-
ing melting, superheating and supercooling [32], and phase transformations [83] produce
ZnSe bulk crystals containing twins and grain boundaries in very high density [84]. To
solve these problems, Omino et al. [31] and Wang et al. [34, 35, 85] adopted a closed
double-crucible assembly consisting of an inner pBN crucible and an outer molybdenum
capsule in order to control the compositional deviation of melting ZnSe from stoichiom-
etry. A polycrystal seed was used to avoid supercooling and the optimum temperature
gradient at the growth interface and growth rate were determined.

Polycrystalline 6N ZnSe synthesized by the CVD method was used as the starting
material. About 13 g of ZnSe was placed into a pBN crucible of 75 mm length and 12 mm
diameter. Then this crucible was inserted into a Mo crucible of 120mm length and 15 mm
outer diameter. This double crucible was loaded into the chamber of the electron-beam
welder for sealing. The sealed Mo crucible was mounted on the pedestal of the vacuum
furnace and heated below 2.0 x 10–4 Pa. Before growing the ZnSe crystal, the melt was
held at the highest temperature of 1827K [86] for 8h in order to guarantee complete
melting, homogenization and breaking up of possible melt complexes.

From the viewpoint of growth thermodynamics, a stable smooth growing interface is
a prerequisite for preparing high-quality ZnSe single crystals by the Bridgman method.
The shape of the growing interface is determined by the temperature gradient (G) on the
growth interface and the growth rate (R). The stability of the solid/melt interface can
be described by the ratio of GIR [87]. The maximum growth rate can be estimated by
selecting suitable parameters when the temperature gradient is given. Some groups [32,
84, 85, 88-92] have studied the relationship of GIR. The results showed that a ZnSe
single crystal could be grown when the value of GIR is greater than 65 K h cm–2 and less
than 187Khcm–2.

To determine the optimum growth conditions, ZnSe crystals were grown at three differ-
ent temperature gradients and different growth rates. The examined ranges of temperature
gradient and growth rate were 20-40 K cm–1 and 1.8-10.8 mm h–1, respectively. By
evaluating these crystals by low-temperature PL spectra and FWHM of XRD rocking
curves, a temperature gradient at the growth interface of 3OKcm–1 and a growth rate of
3.6mmh–1 were thought to be optimum.

In order to describe the relationship between growth rate and the temperature gradient at
the growth interface, the experimental results are summarized in Fig. 9.7. The experimen-
tal results show that it is necessary for growing a ZnSe single crystal that the GIR value
should be limited in the range of 57–175Khcm–2. The suitable value of GIR assessed
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Figure 9.7 Relationship between growth velocity and temperature gradient at the growth
interfaces (our data are plotted with those of Rudolph et al. [92])

from the determined optimum temperature gradient and growth rate is 83 Khcm–2. This
value agrees with the result concluded in ref. [92]. The optimized conditions concluding
a special temperature program [93], an overheating temperature of 76 K, and temperature
gradient of 30Kcm–1 and growth rate of 3.6mmh–1 as marked by O in Fig. 9.7 are
recommended for growing twin-free high-quality ZnSe single crystals.

Figure 9.8(a) shows a photograph of a ZnSe crystal grown by the Bridgman method
under the above-described optimum conditions. It appears to be transparent, and greenish-
yellow in color. The structural defects such as precipitates, inclusions, lamella-shaped
twins and microtwins cannot be observed in this ZnSe crystal by reflection and transmis-
sion microscopy. For the purpose of comparison, the photograph of ZnSe grown at the
growth rate of 11 mmh–1 is shown in Fig. 9.8(b). This crystal shows an opaque orange-
brown color. The clear lamella twins are observed even on the surface of the ingot. The
observation of the polished surface by microscopy also shows numerous twin boundaries.
Furthermore, the results of XRD revealed that it is a polycrystal. It is thought that random
nucleation occurs at the phase-transition temperature, as too great a growth rate leads to
an unstable growth interface. This means that structural imperfections, such as low-angle
grain boundaries and precipitates, are produced during the growth of the crystal. For the
ZnSe crystal in Fig. 9.8(a), chemical etching was carried out on the (110) cleavage plane.
An average value of EPD of 2.0 x 105 cm–2 was obtained. The FWHM of 4-crystal XRD
curves yields 19 arcsec using the (440) diffraction.

In general, the excess metal in interstitial sites or chalcbgen vacancies act as donors,
while chalcogen in interstitial sites or metal vacancies are acceptors in II-VI compounds.
Kikuma et al. [94] grew low-resistivity ZnSe crystals from Zn-rich melts under argon
pressure by controlling the Zn partial pressure. Wang et al. [85] investigated the effect
of melt compositions on crystal quality and electrical properties in order to prepare low-
resistivity n- and p-type ZnSe single crystals. The range of composition ratio (Zn/Se)
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Figure 9.8 Two typical ZnSe crystals grown by vertical Bridgman method: (a) Twin-free ZnSe
single crystal grown at optimized conditions, (b) Poly crystal ZnSe grown at a rate of lOmmbr1

is 0.98–1.03 in mole fraction. The grown crystals show a transparent greenish-yellow
color. But in the case of Se excess, the color in the tail is brown, and the greater the
ratio of Se/Zn, the deeper the color. This phenomenon can be attributed to the distribution
of excess Se. Figure 9.9 shows the band-edge emissions of ZnSe samples with different
Zn/Se ratios. The emission peaks from all the samples are very sharp. This indicates that
the ZnSe crystals are of high quality. When the ratio of Zn/Se is just 1, /1

d emission from
an exciton bound to a zinc vacancy as a neutral acceptor is dominant. This is a feature
of ZnSe crystals with high resistivity. With increase of the ratio of Zn/Se, I2 emission
related to excitons bound to neutral donors becomes intensive and /1

d emission weak.
This can be interpreted by the decrease in Zn vacancy concentration. This shows the
emission features of low-resistivity n-type ZnSe. On the other hand, when the ratio of
Zn/Se is smaller than 1, I1 emission originated from excitons bound to neutral acceptors
becomes dominant. This might imply that they are from low-resistivity p-type ZnSe.

The results of FWHM of X-ray rocking curves, EPD, Hall and C- V measurement are
summarized in Table 9.3 [85]. When the ratio of Zn/Se > 1 or < 1, the values of FWHM
and EPD are greater than that of Zn/Se = 1. The greater the deviation from stoichiometry,
the greater the values of FWHM and EPD. These results prove that the compositional
deviation leads to degradation of crystallinity, even to polycrystals. The results of Hall
measurement show almost insulating behavior for the sample of Zn/Se=1. On the other
hand, the carrier (electron) concentrations become larger with an increase of added Zn
content. The highest electron concentration is 8.8 x 1017cm–3. The electron mobilities
are of the order of 300 cm2 V–1 s–1 for all samples of Zn excess. For the samples of Zn/Se
< 1, C- V measurement shows p-type conductivity, and the highest acceptor concentration
is 1.8 x 1017cm–3. Independent of whether samples are n- or p-type, the electron or
hole concentration and their Hall mobility depend on the Zn or Se excess degree in the
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Figure 9.9 Band-edge emission of ZnSe single crystals grown from different mole ratios of Zn
to Se

examined range. The carrier concentration is in direct proportion to the content of excess
Zn or Se. On the contrary, the mobility of carriers is in inverse proportion.

The difficulty in growing low-resistivity p-ZnSe crystals lies in the existence of Se
vacancies at high concentration [95]. They play the role of donors and compensate the
shallow acceptor. As excess Se was added to the starting materials, the concentration of
Se vacancies is predicted to be decreased in grown ZnSe crystals. Therefore, it is beyond
doubt that the decrease of Se vacancy concentration creates a favorable environment for
enhancing the net acceptor concentration. As a result, the acceptor impurities existing in

Table 9.3 Summary of the experimental values for the ZnSe crystals with composition ratio
(Zn/Se) of 0.98-1.03

Zn/Se = 1.03 Zn/Se = 1.02 Zn/Se = 1.01 Zn/Se = 1.00 Zn/Se = 0.99 Zn/Se = 0.98

FWHM (arcsec) 90 70 60 19 108 154
EPD (cm–2) 2 x 107 5 x 106 6 x 106 2 x 105 9 x 106 1 x 107

Mobility (cm2 V–1 s–1) 370 342 322 — — —
Carrier Cone, (cm–3) 8.8 x 1017 2.9 x 1017 2.2 x 1017 < 1 x 1012 — 1.8 x 1017

Conductive type n n n n — p
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the starting material can work as an active acceptor. On the other hand, it might also be a
possible reason to lead to p-type ZnSe that the incorporation of a large number of added
Se atoms in interstitial positions generates a more stable acceptor state. The more detailed
mechanism will be clarified in future experiments. If ZnSe crystals with higher acceptor
concentration is desired, acceptor impurities should be doped into the starting material of
excess Se.

9.5.3.2 Growth from vapor phase

ZnSe single crystals were grown by the iodine transport method [96-99]. Typical growth
temperatures and AT values were 1023-1223K and 10-20K, respectively. Koyama
et al. [99] obtained ZnSe single crystals with values of FWHM of 6.2 arcsec and etch
pit density (EPD) of 8 x 102 cm–2, respectively. This value is close to the ideal value
of 4.5 arcsec [100]. Fujiwara et al. [101] grew ZnSe single crystals by the CVT method
using iodine as the transport agent. The optimum growth temperature, seed orientation
associated with the angle at the conical tip and iodine concentration were determined from
the viewpoint of high growth rate and morphological stability. A ZnSe single crystal with
1 inch diameter was successfully grown under the determined growth conditions.

PVT is the most general method used for growing ZnSe single crystals. Kiyosawa
et al. [102] grew ZnSe single crystals with the shape of a hexagonal prism constructed by
{110} planes. They measured the transport rate as a function of Zn or Se partial pressure
and compared it with the theoretical calculation. Experimental data obtained using a Zn
reservoir are shown in Fig. 9.10. The transport rate is constant in the low-PZn region and
starts to decrease with increasing Pzn at the value of Pzn corresponding to the minimum
total pressure (P m i n ) .

Figure 9.10 Relationship between transport rate and partial pressure of Zn
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Assuming that the rate-determining process is a diffusion process caused by the differ-
ence in the vapor-phase composition between the source chamber and the growth chamber,
they obtained the following equation to express the transport rate J for the Zn reservoir.

where J represents the transport rate (g day –1), Ts and Tc the temperatures at the
growth chamber and at the source chamber, respectively. K is the equilibrium constant
of Equation (9.5). A is given by

where 5 is the cross-sectional area of the ampoule, W the molar weight of ZnSe, M the
molar weight of gas molecules, N the Avogadro number, k the Boltzmann constant, a the
molecular diameter and AX the distance between source chamber and growth chamber,
T' is (Ts + rc)/2.

When PZn is high and predominant in the total pressure, the measured transport rate
is proportional to P3

Zn. On the other hand, the transport rate is constant and independent
of Pzn. Calculated results are also showed in Fig. 9.10. Good agreement between experi-
mental and calculated results in the high-PZn region indicates that the diffusion process is
the rate-determining process and that the PZn can be controlled by the Zn reservoir in this
region. On the other hand, this deduction cannot explain the experimental results in the
region of PZn lower than that corresponding to Pmin. In this region, another process should
be the rate-determining process and the PZn cannot be controlled by the Zn reservoir. The
Pmin condition has been selected to grow single crystals, because this condition gives
maximum growth rate in the region where the deviation from stoichiometric composition
can be controlled.

Huang and Igaki [103] grew high-quality ZnSe single crystals, starting from the purifi-
cation of the selenium. Before the synthesis, selenium was purified by a distillation
method. ZnSe polycrystals were synthesized at about 1273K by chemical reaction of
commercial Zn (6N grade) with refined Se. Before growth, ZnSe polycrystals were puri-
fied by a sublimation method under a partial pressure corresponding to Pmin. The growth
temperature and AT were 1273 K and 3–5 K, respectively. They adopted necking in the
growth ampoule and increased considerably the reproducibility of obtaining high-quality
single crystals. The PL spectra measured on their crystals showed a strong emission due
to the radiative recombination of free excitons and very sharp donor-bound exciton lines.

Isshiki et al. [104] purified zinc by a process consisting of vacuum distillation and
overlap zone melting in pure argon. Using refined zinc and commercial high-purity Se,
high-quality ZnSe single crystals were grown [105] by the same method as reported by
Huang and Igaki [103]. The PL spectra near the band-edge region [106] are shown in
Fig. 9.11. The emission intensities of donor-bound excitons (h) are remarkably small.
The emission intensities of the radiative recombinations of free excitons (Ex) are very
strong. These intensities indicated that the crystal had a very high purity and a very low
donor concentration, and they suggest that purity of the grown crystal strongly depends
on the purity of the starting materials. This method is suitable for preparing high-purity
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Figure 9.11 Band-edge emission of high-purity ZnSe grown by the PVT method

crystals, since a purification effect is expected during growth. Impurities with higher
vapor pressure will condense at the reservoir portion and those with lower vapor pressure
will remain in the source crystal. This effect was confirmed by the PL results [107]. In
these crystals, photoexcited cyclotron resonance measurements have been attempted and
cyclotron resonance signals due to electrons [108, 109] and heavy holes [110, 111] have
been detected for the first time. The cyclotron mobility of electrons under B = 7T is
2.3 x 105cm2 V–1 s–1. This indicates that the quality of the grown crystals is very high.
Furthermore, the donor concentration in the crystal is estimated to be 4 x 1014 cm–3 by
analyzing the temperature dependence of the cyclotron mobility [107].

9.5.3.3 Growth from solid phase

Terashima et al. [112] studied the grain growth of polycrystalline ZnSe by annealing
starting materials in zinc or selenium atmospheres. It has been found that grains grew
from 10 um to 10mm in diameter by annealing in a selenium atmosphere for two weeks
at 1273K, while samples annealed under zinc ambient grew up to 2mm in size. The
color of the crystals changed markedly; the selenium-annealed samples became pure
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green, whereas those annealed under zinc ambient remained yellow. The residual impurity
concentrations in the annealed samples measured by ICP (inductively coupled plasma)
have been found to be less than those obtained by other techniques. These results show
feasibility for application in optical devices. Wright [113] investigated the microstructure
of ZnSe single crystal grown by SPR. Optical and scanning electron microscopy reveals
the presence of considerable numbers of micrometer-sized tetrahedral-shaped features
in the crystals. Micro-Raman spectroscopy reveals that these are crystalline selenium
precipitates. TEM observation reveals a low dislocation density inner part of the bulk but
much higher density in the vicinity of the surface.

Triboulet et al. [114-116] studied the SSR growth mechanism and the conditions of
ZnSe single crystals in detail. CVD microcrystalline ZnSe was used as source material.
SSR experiments were carried out under different pressure regimes at temperatures below
1373 K in order to reduce the contamination occurring at high temperature. Large single
crystals (~ 20cm3) were obtained after annealing in 1273–1373 K for 20 days under Se
partial pressures. On the other hand, the crystallization rate was found to be significantly
reduced under a Zn vapor pressure. This .can be explained by the fact that the solubility
of ZnSe is high on the chalcogen side and very limited on the metal side [114]. The grain
boundaries should be decorated by the fast-diffusing selenium during annealing under
selenium pressure, and grain-boundary migration could then occur by some kind of solu-
tion growth on the microscopic scale. Besides, it has been thought that vacancies enhance
migration and grain-boundary velocity. Zn vacancies created during the fast diffusion of
Se could actively participate in the grain-boundary migration. Another interesting result
in ref. [114] is that the growth rate of single crystal is influenced by the purity of starting
materials. The growth rate is 103 times faster for the purer starting material than those of
less pure materials [115].

The crystals grown by SSR showed good structural quality. Crystals with rocking-
curve FWHM of 14 arcsec .have been obtained [114, 116]. A dislocation density as
low as 102 cm–2 was estimated from SEM observations and X-ray synchrotron measure-
ments. The low-temperature PL spectra showed that I1

d, I\, and free-exciton emission
EX were dominant [116, 117]. The as-grown SSR ZnSe crystals were found to be
semi-insulating. After these single crystals were annealed in a mixture of Zn + Al at
1133K[118], low-resistivity substrates with high structural quality were obtained. XRD
rocking curves showed a FWHM of 35 arcsec, and the exciton peak was observed in
cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra. Hall-effect measurement showed free-electron con-
centrations of 5 x 1017cm–3, and an electron mobility of 200 cm2 V–1 s–1 (resistivity
6.3 x 10–2Ocm) at 300 K. These make it possible to achieve a conductive contact on
the back face of devices. ZnSe layers grown by MBE onto these recrystallised substrates
have been reported to have excellent structural perfection [119]. PL spectra showed that
near-band-edge emission was dominant and no deep-level emission was observed [120].

9.5.4 ZnTe

9.5.4.1 Growth from liquid phase

Crystal growth from the melt of nearly stoichiometric composition was reported by Fischer
et al. [121]. The crucible containing a melt with a slight excess of Zn was passed though
a temperature gradient from about 1553-373 K in 5 h under 30-50 atm of argon pressure.
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A transparent red ingot was obtained; this consists of crystals with average dimensions
of 5-8 mm. Using the gradient freeze technique, Lynch [122] grew single crystals from
a near-stoichiometric melt in a graphite crucible under controlled Zn pressure. The ingots
were about 12mm in diameter and 25 mm long. There were several runs where 80-90 %
of the ingots were in the form of a single crystal.

Title et al. [123] reported crystal growth from solutions containing up to 50% excess
tellurium. The excess tellurium lowers the melting point to 1470K so that unsupported
quartz ampoules can be used without softening. Steininger and England [124] grew ZnTe
single crystals with dimensions up to 35 mm x 20mm x 10mm from a Te-excess solution
using a sealed quartz ampoule.

Sato et al. [125] used (0001) sapphire substrates as a seed material for the solution and
melt growth of ZnTe crystal. The stability of the sapphire crystal allows successive growth
from the melt just after the material is synthesized in the same crucible. polycrystalline
6N ZnTe and 6N Te were used as starting materials. The crucible consisted of a graphite
outer and a pBN inner tube. In the case of solution growth, the starting materials were
charged in the crucible with the composition of Zn:Te = 3:7. The crucible was sealed
in a vacuum quartz ampoule. The moving rate of the ampoule was 0.9 mm h–1, and the
temperature gradient was about lOKcm–1. In spite of lattice mismatch of 9.3 % between
(0001) sapphire and (111) ZnTe, a crystal with a 25-mm diameter and 55-mm length was
grown. At the bottom of the ingot, a single crystal of about 10mm length was obtained.
The remainder was polycrystalline material containing Te precipitates. Furthermore, crys-
tals with 50 mm diameter were also grown on the sapphire substrates in the same growth
conditions. Most of the crystal was single crystal.

In the case of melt growth, a high-pressure furnace was used [125]. A (0001) sapphire
substrate with 50mm diameter was used as a seed. 184g of 6N Zn and 360 g of 6N Te
metal were charged in the crucible with 40 g of 6203. The crucible was heated to 1623 K
and held for 20 h in order to obtain a uniform composition melt. Then, the temperature was
lowered at a rate of 2.9 Kh–1 to 1373 K. The temperature gradient was about ISKcm–1.
The furnace pressure was kept at 10kgcm–2 during growth. On the other hand, a single
crystal with a length of 20 mm and with more than 70 % area of the grown crystal could
be successfully grown. The FWHM of the XRD rocking curve was 20 arcsec. This value
is half of the ZnTe single crystal grown from the solution. GDMS results showed that
high-purity crystals, except for boron atoms, were formed. The most interesting result is
that the lowest EPD was 2000 cm–2. This is the lowest for ZnTe crystals with sufficiently
large sizes for practical application. From the above results, this growth method is special,
effective and hopeful.

Asahi et al. [126] grew ZnTe single crystals with a diameter of 80mm and a length of
50mm by the vertical gradient freezing (VGF) method. In this method, a high-pressure
furnace was used and the melt was encapsulated by 6203 during crystal growth. The
growth direction was nearly (111) or (110). When long ZnTe crystals were grown,
polycrystals were found at the tail. It seems to be difficult to grow on ingot longer
than 50mm. They thought that this is because the solid/liquid interface shape easily
becomes concave against the liquid at the tail owing to the low thermal conductivity
of ZnTe.

Furthermore, Asahi et al. [127] successfully grew ZnTe single crystals with 80 mm diam-
eter and 40mm length using a combination of GF and Kyropoulos methods (Fig. 9.12).
In the growth process, a ZnTe seed was used to pull the ZnTe crystal. Before growth
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Figure 9.12 ZnTe single crystal grown by the method of the combination of GF and Kyropoulos
methods

started, the starting materials were heated to 1573K and held at this temperature for
several hours. The pressure in the growth furnace was kept at 1.5–2MPa using Ar
gas during growth. The temperature gradient on the solid/liquid interface was about
10-20 Kcm–1. The growth rate was 2–4 mmh–1. The characterisation of crystals showed
that the FWHMs of the rocking curve measured by XRD were about 20 arcsec, and EPDs
were 5 x 103 — 1 x 104cm–2. The results show that the crystal has high quality.

9.5.4.2 Growth from vapor phase

Growth by CVT in the ZnTe-l2 and ZnTe-Ge-I2 systems was experimentally and thermo-
dynamically studied by Kitamura et al. [128]. In the former system, they observed the
simultaneous growth of Te crystals as well as ZnTe crystals and a decrease in transport
rate with growth time below 1173K. In this system, the convection flow greatly affected
the transport process and caused deposition of Te. In the latter system, neither the growth
of Te nor Ge inclusions was observed in the crystals grown. The transport rate of ZnTe
was large enough and almost independent of the growth time. A large ZnTe crystal was
grown at a relatively low temperature (937 K) in this system.

Taguchi et al. [129] used sublimation THM to grow high-purity ZnTe single crystals
from the vapor phase. The temperature of the sublimation interface was fixed at 1080K
and that of the growth interface was varied from 1058 to 1073 K. The growth rate was
3mm day–1. The grown crystals showed the strong free exciton emission at 4.2 K in
PL spectra. Te precipitates, which were often observed in ZnTe crystals grown by other
methods, were hardly detected in the crystals in this study.

Korostelin et al. [130] grew twin-free ZnTe single crystals with diameters of 40-50 mm
in sealed-off or quasi-closed quartz ampoules using PVT with He at T = 1353K. To
improve the crystal quality a small-area wafer (1–2 cm2) was used as a seed. The best
results were achieved under the conditions providing simultaneous growth in axial and
radial directions with optimum growth rates of 30-50 umh–1. The EPD of the ZnTe
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wafers cut from the grown crystals was about 1 x 104cm–2. The FWHM of the X-ray
rocking curve was 18-22 arcsec. The Te precipitates observed in as-grown crystals were
removed by post-growth annealing in liquid Zn or Zn vapor at 1073–1173 K. The removal
of the Te precipitates correlated with the increase of the free-exciton emission line intensity
in the CL spectrum.

9.6 CONCLUSIONS

Although great progress has been made in preparing II-VI bulk single crystals, there are
still many problems to be solved. First, the basic properties should be explored further,
especially phase diagrams. Secondly, in order to grow high-quality and large-diameter
crystals from the melt, the component deviation from stoichiometry should be effectively
controlled. Thirdly, reversion of conductivity type must be realized. For this reason, it is
necessary to control the concentration of intrinsic defects. Meanwhile, acceptor or donor
elements should be effectively doped into crystals. These are important study projects for
further application of wide-gap II-VI compound semiconductors.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Sapphire belongs to the family of corundum crystals. The corundum family of crystals
incorporates all crystals of a-aluminum oxide. Pure corundum crystals are colorless and
are named "leucosapphire." However, at present, these colorless corundum crystals are
most commonly called "sapphire", even though historically the name "sapphire" has been
applied to blue corundum.

Different colors of corundum can be obtained by the addition of small amounts of
other metallic oxides. Natural and synthetic red ruby contains 1 to 7 % chromium oxide.
Synthetic alexandrite is produced by the addition of vanadium oxide. 1 % titanium and
2 % iron oxides give a blue color, while nickel oxide gives a yellow color. An addition
of vanadium and cobalt oxides imparts a green color. Green crystals are also produced if
the chromium content exceeds 8 %.

Sapphire crystal is the main topic of the paper, but sometimes it is difficult to separate
the development of sapphire and ruby technologies—there is a large influence of one on
the other. Therefore we shall use the term corundum crystals throughout.

The development of many advanced fields in modern engineering is, to a large extent,
governed by the success achieved in the techniques of crystal growth. On the other
hand, the demand for new crystals for advanced technologies stimulated the improve-
ments in growth techniques of these crystals. Certainly, this concerns only a few very
important crystals.

Without any doubt, corundum is one of these because of its unique physical and chem-
ical properties: high melting point, exceptional hardness, transmission over a wide band
of wavelengths, radiation and chemical resistance, possibility to grow large crystals, etc.

The history of corundum crystals is a confirmation of the above thesis. It includes
some important points:

1.1. From antiquity (a collection of genuine rubies was found in Paleolithic excavations)
up to the 19th century, sapphire and ruby were known as natural gem crystals.

1.2. In 1837, very small artificial corundum crystals were grown by the flux-
growth technique.

1.3. In 1891, August Verneuil suggested the method of artificial corundum crystal growth
[1], which, since 1902, has become the commercial method [2]. The price of crys-
tals had to decrease dramatically. But a solution was found, because of a possibility
to discern natural and artificial crystals. Each type of crystal, natural and artifi-
cial, occupied its own niche. Natural ones continued to be used as gems. Artificial
ones stimulated the development of new domains of corundum usage: cheap jewelry
production, watches and some new industrial applications.
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1.4. In 1960 the laser was invented. In the beginning, ruby was the main laser material. It
gave a strong impulse to the development of the Verneuil and Czochralski techniques.

1.5. An application of sapphire as substrate material (1970s—silicon on sapphire,
1990s—substrates for laser diodes) stimulated the development of the Kyropulos
and horizontal Bridgman techniques.

1.6. Shaped sapphire crystal growth (tubes, ribbons) stimulated the widespread application
of sapphire as a construction material in microelectronics installations (1980s).

1.7. The necessity of large optical windows for aircrafts and spacecrafts in the 1990s stim-
ulated the growth of very large crystals by the heat-exchange technique and gave new
impulses for development of shaped-growth and horizontal Bridgman techniques.

10.2 SAPPHIRE STRUCTURE

Specific sapphire physical properties will be discussed below in connection with the
particular sapphire application. Here we discuss only the crystallographic structure that
we need for crystal growth.

Sapphire crystals belong to the trigonal system (class of symmetry ditrigonal-
scalenohedral —3 m). It has the following elements of symmetry: an axis of mirror rotation
symmetry of the sixth order (this is why sapphire sometime is termed a hexagonal system)
equal to a triple inversion axis, three axes of the second order, three planes of symmetry,
and a center of symmetry [3].

Figure 10.1 Structural diagram of crystal lattice of corundum, showing arrangement of aluminum
ions (dots) and octahedral voids (small circles) between two layers of oxygen ions (large circles)
in basal {0001} plane (upper layer of oxygen ions not shown)
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The crystal lattice of corundum is formed by bivalent oxygen ions and trivalent alu-
minum ions. As for the majority of oxides, the basis of the sapphire structure can be
presented as a hexagonal close-packing structure of oxygen ions. The aluminum ions are
set in the octahedral voids between the close-packed oxygen ions. They fill two-thirds of
these voids, thus forming the so-called corundum motif (Fig. 10.1). The identity period
for a hexagonal sapphire lattice determined along the axis of the third order by six layers
of oxygen ions and six intermediary layers of aluminum ions.

The parameters of the crystal lattice for hexagonal cells are: a = 4.748±0.004A, c =
12.957±O.OOlA,

The main planes and the perpendiculars of these directions are denoted by letters:

C{0001},iw{10TO},a{1120},^{2025},r{10Tl},r{4041},R{OlT2},

S {0221}, P{1123}, I{2243},/{2131},W {1121}.

The fusion temperature of sapphire is 2050 °C.
It is important to mention that the C-plane has the lowest growth speed in corundum crys-

tals and, as a result, for many techniques the C-axis is the most difficult direction of growth.

10.3 SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL GROWTH

Many techniques are now used for sapphire bulk-crystal growth. We propose the following
classification of growth techniques:

A. Melt growth - no-container techniques:

3.1. Verneuil technique (VT).

3.2. Floating-zone technique (FZT).

B. Melt growth - container techniques:

3.3. Czochralski technique (CzT).

3.4. Kyropulos technique (KT).

3.5. Horizontal Bridgman technique (HBT).

3.6. Heat-exchange method (HEM).

3.7. Techniques of pulling from shaper (TPS).

C. Nonmelt growth:

3.8. Flux technique (FT).

3.9. Hydrothermal technique (HTT).

3.10. Gas phase technique (GPT).

10.3.1 Verneuil's technique (VT)

10.3.1.1 Principal scheme of growth

Figure 10.2 illustrates VT crystal growth. Fine powder of the material from which a
crystal is to be grown, is fed into a burner with an oxyhydrogen flame. The powder melts
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Figure 10.2 Verneuil technique scheme: 1—Stock bin; 2—burner; 3—furnace thermal insula-
tion; 4—view port; 5—melt layer; 6—crystal; 7—seed; R—crystal radius; l\—melt surface posi-
tion relative to the burner; h = I — l1—melt meniscus height; zOr—coordinate system; V—dis-
placement rate; co—crystal rotation rate

partially or completely, forming a melted layer on the surface of the seed crystal. The
crystal grows in the process of consecutive melt crystallization as a result of sinking the
crystal into the colder zone.

Up to the middle of the 20th century this technique was mainly used to grow precious
crystals 20mm in diameter. The equipment, corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 10.2,
was very simple because of the absence of special requirements for the crystal quality.
But the application of ruby crystals for laser elements changed the situation dramatically.

It is clear why VT was the most widely used technique for laser-element production.
The main advantage of VT is the absence of a crucible and, as a result, absence of
contamination of a crystal by the crucible material. But it was necessary to increase the
crystal dimensions and to improve the crystal quality. This was achieved by modification
of the equipment. A modern VT furnace includes: the application of several oxygen and
hydrogen channels for more homogeneous burning of hydrogen, preliminary heating of
the gases, special heating of the furnace thermal isolation, and automatic growth control.

10.3.1.2 Raw material

Alumina powder is used for corundum crystal growth by VT. The pure aluminum oxide
is a-alumina. The different extent of hydration gives y-alumina, p-alumina, and so on. For
instance, y-alumina is 5Al2O3 H2O. Both a- and y-alumina can be used for crystal growth.
The powder has to be extremely fine with sizes of particles from 1 to 20 micrometers. A
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widely used scheme of powder fabrication includes:

• Purification of alum by recrystallization.

• Decomposition of alum by heating. The optimal temperature of heating to obtain
a-aluminais 1000 °C.

10.3.1.3 Modified VT

We have a need to grow the combination of ruby-sapphire crystals: a ruby crystal with
sapphire ends. In this case it is necessary only to change the feeding with either doped
or undoped raw material.

Some patents, where significant increases of the dimensions of crystals were achieved,
are cited in the review [4]. With respect to the author's statement, the scheme in Fig. 10.3a,
using rotation of the seed crystal around the horizontal axis, allowed a single-crystal
sapphire disc up to 180cm2 to be obtained; the scheme in Fig. 10.3b with reciprocating
motion of the seed crystal in relation to the gas burner allowed plates about 70 cm2 in size
to be produced; and in the model in Fig. 10.3c a split burner was used to grow crystals
in the shape of plates up to 240cm2 in size. Our experience allows us to assert that
all the schemes mentioned have problems with cracking of crystals because of internal
tension connected with periodic changing of the temperature for each crystal volume and
inhomogeneous temperature distribution in the growth zone.

There are VT versions using plasma [5], laser, radiation, Ir resistive heating. However,
they do not have a large application.

10.3.1.4 Theoretical investigation of the crystal-growth process by VT (common
approach)

Our attention in some experiments was turned to the fact that the growth of corundum
crystals of small diameters ~ 5 mm (they are grown especially as seed crystals) was easy.
Practically, the growth regime did not need any correction by an operator. The crystals had
smooth surfaces and cylindrical shapes. This stimulated our studies on the VT dynamic
stability investigation [6-8].

In the technique under consideration the crystal is not restricted by crucible walls,
its cross section depends upon the growth parameters. Any deviations of temperature,

Figure 10.3 Features of the methods for producing corundum crystals of large area: 1 flame;
2—direction of supply of initial powder; 3—crystal nucleus; 4—growing crystal
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powder feeding, speed of seed lowering result in crystal cross-sectional changes, in a
pinch formation.

It is experimentally found that an increased amount of inclusions, nonuniform impu-
rity distributions, subgrain formation are observed at the pinch locations. The pinches
themselves do not seem to cause defect formation, but a change in the crystal dimensions
indicates some deviations of the growth conditions (mainly, the crystallization rate) from
the optimal ones. From this point of view, constant cross-sectional crystal growth is, to a
certain extent, evidence of the dynamic stability of the crystallization process. Therefore,
the problem of crystal cross-sectional stabilizations arises. The VT stabilization problem
proved to be solvable by a theoretical investigation of the dynamic crystallization-process
stability and by selecting on the basis of this analysis such crystallization schemes and
conditions that will ensure growth of controlled cross sections of crystals.

10.3.1.5 Dynamic stability of crystallization

For the first time a comparative analysis of dynamic stability of the crystallization process
was carried out by this author for CzT and TPS [9]. We strictly recommend using the
Lyapunov approach of stability analysis [10] that is now developed in detail for many
techniques of growth, VT included. A reader can find the analysis in detail in [6-8]. Here
we present the common approach and the main results.

With respect to Lyapunov all the systems under consideration have to be characterized
by a finite number, n, of the main variables (degrees of freedom), Xi, that can vary arbi-
trarily. Thus, for the VT they will include (Fig. 10.2): crystal dimension (for cylindrical
round crystal diameter 2R); the distance between the burner face and the crystallization
front /, the liquid/gas interface position l1. Consequently, this technique has three degrees
of freedom.

In order to grow a crystal of constant cross section, stabilization of the above-mentioned
parameters should be provided during the crystallization process. Here stabilization of the
crystallization front position means that the crystallization rate should be equal to the
crystal lowering rate at any moment, i.e. no random changes of the crystallization rate
can be observed.

Naturally, such stabilization can be provided by means of automatic control systems.
At the first stage of the analysis our objective is to ensure stabilization of the parameters
specified using the internal potentialities of the system and only when such a possibility
is not available to find the law of control that can ensure crystallization process stability.
It is necessary to mention that growth in the stable regime does not always give a possi-
bility to obtain the crystals with a low level of internal stresses. Sometimes stable growth
can be realized only under high temperature gradient conditions. This question has to be
specially analyzed.

A set of equations for derivation of each degree of freedom X, with respect to time
t as functions /i of all others n — 1 degrees of freedom X1 Xn_1 and parameters of
the process (temperature of melt, velocity of pulling, etc.) has to be obtained for a math-
ematical analysis of dynamic stability. It can be done on the basis of: a) the Laplace
capillary equation and the growth angle I/TO (Fig. 10.6) constancy condition; b) the conti-
nuity equation (the law of crystallizing substance mass conservation); c) the heat-transfer
equations for the liquid and the solid phases with the equations of heat balance at the
crystallization front as the boundary conditions (the law of energy conservation).
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The limited volume of this chapter does not allow us to give further details about the
theoretical model. A reader can find them in [6-8]. Let us note some peculiarities of the
problem formulation for VT and the main practical recommendations.

When formulating the heat problem for crystal growth from melts, as a rule, the
melt temperature on a fixed point is specified as the boundary condition. This boundary
condition for the VT does not correspond to the real situation. Crystal displacement in
the furnace muffle results in melt temperature change on its surface. Specificity of the
heat conditions of the technique under consideration will be allowed for by specifying
the density Q of the heat flow fed from the burner onto the surface of the melted layer.

With the gas flow specified, the density of the heat flow Q depends on the distance
between the burner and the level of the melt surface Q(l). The function Q(l) is determined
by the burner design and the gas debit.

10.3.1.6 Practical results of the theoretic analysis

Round cylindrical crystals. For the process to be stable the following three conditions
have to be fulfilled:

• The diameter of the crystal, 2R, has to be less than two capillary constants for the
sapphire melt. Capillary constant a = (2y/pg)1/2. Here y denotes the sapphire melt
surface-tension coefficient, p denotes melt density, g relates to the gravity acceleration.
For sapphire a = 6 mm.

• Change in the heat-flow density Q(l) along the furnace muffle in the vicinity of the
growth zone at a distance of an order of R should not exceed the crystallization heat.

• The heat-flow density value Q(l) in the vicinity of the growth zone has to be decreased
if the distance between the melt surface and the burner is increased.

So, we can see that for the cylindrical round sapphire crystals of large diameters
(> 12mm) stable dynamical growth conditions are impossible. But on the other hand, the
theoretical model allows a minimizing of the crystallization process perturbations while
growing large-diameter crystals.

For this, the previous two conditions have to be fulfilled (evidently, without the crystal-
dimension limitation) and also:

• The temperature of a muffle wall has to be increased.

• Any irregularity of the density distribution of the charge flow falling on the melted
layer has to be decreased.

These requirements of the crystallization conditions are in good agreement with our
experiments regarding the optimal growth conditions [11, 12]. In the experiments, such
hydrogen- and oxygen-flow debits in a three-channel burner meant that a crystal grown
closer to the burner had a larger diameter. This condition corresponds to the heat-flow
density increasing when approaching the burner. Preheating the gas before feeding it into
the burner and increasing the furnace muffle temperature were also used. Crystals grown
under these conditions exhibited a smoother surface and improved optical and structural
characteristics.
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Plate-shaped corundum crystals. The theoretical results are applicable for the growth
of plate-shaped crystals: crystal plates of less than two capillary constants thick (12mm)
have to grow stably.

Tube-shaped corundum crystals. The theoretical analysis states: Crystallization of tubes
of arbitrary outer diameter is stable if the tube wall thickness is smaller than some critical
thickness. This thickness is smaller than the capillary constant (6 mm) and depends both
on the heat conditions of the process and on the outer radius of the tube. This crystal
thickness of the tube wall increases with the increase in the outer diameter.

10.3.1.7 Crystal growth in the stable regimes

Cylindrical crystals. The result of the theoretical investigation explains why growth of
corundum crystals of small diameters (~ 5.mm) is easy, why they have smooth surfaces
and cylindrical shapes. They grow in the dynamically stable regime—there are internal
mechanisms for dissipation of perturbations.
Tubes. In our experiments (Fig. 10.4) tubes with an outer diameter of 17 to 25mm,
120mm long and with walls 3 to 4mm thick were grown. A crystallization apparatus
fitted with a four-channel burner providing charge supply via the central and periphery
channels was used. The reader can find all the details of the growth process in [13].

10.3.1.8 Stability-analysis-based automation of VT

As was shown above, when moving to crystals with diameters exceeding the two capillary
constants crystallization stability is lost. Practically this means that the crystallization-
front position and crystal dimensions are changed. In this case, an operator controls the
parameters by changing the gas debit, charge feed and crystal lowering rate using his
experience and intuition.

Figure 10.4 Corundum single-crystal tubes grown by author with collaborators from Solid State
Physics Institute of Academy of Sciences of Russia by VT in stable regime
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An automatic system of control provides better results. When developing systems of
growing crystals with automatic diameter control, a problem of the laws of automatic
control of the process parameters under some changes in crystal dimensions arises. Up
to the publication of our paper [14] the required laws of parameter control were defined
from the results of empirical searches.

In [14] it was shown that the theoretical derivation of the laws of process-parameter
control ensuring maintenance of the specified crystal cross section can be performed on the
basis of the crystal-growth stability analysis. In this instance the controllable parameters
side by side with the crystal diameter, the liquid/gas interface position and the melt
meniscus height can be treated as the degrees-of-freedom of the crystal-growth process.
For VT the density of the heat flow from the burner Q, (this is regulated by changing the
gases debit P), the rate of crystal lowering V and the charge flow rate W can be used as
control parameters. Usually, P as well as W are used as control parameters at the stage
of crystal widening. But after the crystal has already widened from the seed dimension
up to the desired diameter, the control is provided by W regulation. In our approach W
has to be regarded as an additional (4th) degree-of-freedom. But coefficients of the linear
equation for W are unknown. They have to be found from the necessary and sufficient
conditions of the set of 4 equations of stability. The problem can have a few solutions.
Each solution can be used as the regulation law in the regulation system. In this case our
system of crystal growth, including the regulator, has to be stable.

In [14] three different W change laws, which allowed stable growth, were found
(Fig. 10.5).

10.3.2 Floating-zone technique (FZT)

The FZ technique (Fig. 10.6) is a second possibility of crystal growth without a crucible.
It is widely used for semiconductor and metal crystal growth. RF current direct heating of
the melting zone is used in this case. The low electrical conductivity of sapphire even at
high temperature requires very high frequency and preliminary heating (see 'cold crucible'
below). This is not easy to do. Probably, this is one reason why there are many examples
of unusual heat sources being used for corundum FZ growth. Here are some of them.

In [15] preparation of oxide crystals (sapphire included) by the FZ technique has been
carried out with heating by a plasma in an oxygen environment (pressure 1 mmHg). Using
a hollow cathode, crystals of 3 mm diameter and 25 mm length have been grown.

In [16] electron-beam heating with a movable tungsten cathode and a stationary crystal
in vacuum have been used. Crystals of 4.4 mm diameter and 60 mm length, with a growth
speed of ScmrT1 have been grown.

In [17] resistance heating by an Ir ribbon in an argon-oxygen or a nitrogen-oxygen
environment has been used. A ribbon-shaped conductor penetrated the molten zone. In
the region of the molten zone, the ribbon was net-like perforated. An additional stability
of the molten zone has been fixed because of the ribbon. Crystals of 15 mm diameter and
10mm length have been grown with the speed of growth 6-12mmh~1 and the speed of
rotation 10-12rpm. In reality, it is not a container-free technique and Ir inclusions have
been detected in the crystals.

In [18] radiation heating by a tungsten resistance loop wire in an argon environment has
been used. Crystals of 6 mm diameter and 60 mm length have been grown with the growth
speed l.4cmh–1. It is interesting that crystals of very difficult C-orientation were grown.
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Figure 10.5 Corundum crystals grown by author with collaborators from Solid State Physics
Institute of Academy of Sciences of Russia and Institute of Crystallography of Academy of Sciences
of Russia in stable (a) and unstable (b) laws of charge control

Figure 10.6 Floating-zone technique scheme: 1—growing crystal with radius R; 2—feeding rod
with radius ro; 3—heater; 4—melted zone of volume W; hc and hm—positions of crystallization
front and melting front relative to the heater, respectively; fa—growth angle, V—rate of growing
crystal displacement; Vm—the same for melting rod; zOr—coordinate system
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In [19] radiation heating by a CC>2 laser in air has been used. The laser of 400 W power
allowed crystals of 5 mm diameter and 80mm length to be grown at a speed of 15 rnrnh"1

and orientation 0°, 60°, 90° (the angle between the C-axis and the growth direction). The
crystal quality depended on the application of an additional coaxial heating source, by
which the radial and axial temperature gradients were essentially reduced. Under these
conditions the crystals were practically free of strain and did not tend to crack, even if
unannealed.

In [20] radiation heating by a xenon lamp was used. The lamp of 3.5kW power has
allowed the growth of crystals of 12 mm diameter and 50 mm length at a speed of growth
of 0.5-4 cm h–1. Different environments for growth were used: vacuum, air, nitrogen,
argon. The growing crystal and the feed rod were rotated with different rates in the same
or in opposite directions.

The feed-rod preparation is very important in FZT. The procedure of feed-rod prepa-
ration, described in [20], was based on standard ceramic technology. Alumina powder,
a-alumina or y-alumina, with a purity of 99.99 % was mixed with dopant if necessary
for ruby growth. The well-mixed powder was pressed at 1.0 ton cm–3 and sintered for ten
hours. The density of sintered rods at 1450 °C was about 3.3gcm–3 and that at 1700 °C
about 3.9 gcm–3.

In [6–8] theoretical analysis of FZT dynamic stability was carried out as a system with
4 degrees-of-freedom (Fig. 10.6): 2R—growing crystal diameter, hc and hm—positions
of crystallization front and melting front relative to the heater, respectively, U—the
volume of the melting zone.

10.3.3 Czochralski technique (CzT)

CzT is representative of crucible methods (a cold-crucible technique is excluded). Where
CzT is used, crystals grow from the melt free surface onto the seed being pulled upwards
(Fig. 10.7). The main CzT characteristics are: the crystal rotation and lift; a stationary
crucible (in principle, the crucible can be raised but we did not find any information
concerning utilization of this possibility for corundum crystals); RF, resistance or plasma
heating; large melt volume; moderate temperature gradients; crystal unconfined; large
crystals obtained.

This technique has been known since 1918. But it has been used for corundum crystals
production only since the 1960s [21-23]. As was mentioned in the Introduction, the
application of this technique for corundum and its consequent development was stimulated
by the invention of the laser. In particular, from the crystals obtained in [23] laser rods
were fabricated. In [17] crystals of good quality 100mm long by 15mm diameter were
grown at pull rates of 6 to 5Ommh–1.

On the basis of [24] and a few later papers, we estimate the status of the corundum
growth by CzT in the middle of the 1970s as the following: indium or tungsten as
crucible material; RF or very rarely resistive heater; sometimes, resistive after-heater
using nitrogen, argon or vacuum environment; the speed of growth l-2.5cmh–1; the
speed of crystal rotation 10-60rpm; the growth directions a, C, and n; the raw material
mass 8 kg; the crystal dimensions 70 mm diameter and 300 mm length or 25 mm diameter
and 600mm length.

The most significant advance made in the CzT of refractory materials has been the
application of automatic diameter control. Either crystal- or crucible-weight systems can
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Figure 10.7 Czochralski technique scheme: 1—seed; 2—growing crystal with the radius R;
3—crystallization front and melting front of height h; 4—melt; 5—crucible, V—crystal pulling
rate; H—melt level in crucible; zOr—coordinate system

be used. Both of them allow programming of crystal diameter increasing from the seed
to the required full diameter and then pulling of a controlled-diameter crystal. The first
system is preferable because at the stage of crystal widening it is more sensitive.

A distinct achievement has been the successful growth of some oxide single crystals
(corundum included) using a cold crucible. According to this technique, material is melted
in a large water-cooled container by direct coupling of RF (Fig. 10.8) [25]. The main
advantage of the technique is an absence of melt contact with any crucible material. The
electrical resistivity of solid sapphire is 22 x 103 ohm cm at 1875 °C and that of the melt
is 0.1 ohm cm at 2200 °C. As a result, the frequency necessary for effective heating of
molten alumina is 1 to 10 MHz. The problem is to heat the raw material to the melting
temperature. It is possible to use supplementary heating, but the best result is achieved
by partial substitution of the cation as metal into the charge. In practice, small pieces of
aluminum are placed in the raw material. The RF generator melts the metallic particles
and the surrounding powder. The metal is oxidized by the air and does not contaminate
the melt. Sapphire crystals up to 35 mm diameter and 160 mm length were grown.

In [6, 7] theoretical analysis of CzT dynamic stability was carried out as a system
with 2 degrees-of-freedom (Fig. 10.7): 2R—growing crystal diameter, h—position of

Figure 10.8 A cold-container scheme: 1—water-cooled copper loops; 2—water-cooled bottom;
3—insulating ceramic tube; 4—Teflon or micalex supporter; 5—RF coil
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crystallization front. The main conclusion is the following. It is difficult to grow crystals of
small (less than 12mm) diameter because of the absence of capillary stability (remember
the situation here is opposite to VT). The dynamically stable growth for the large-diameter
crystals can be provided by corresponding heat regimes.

10.3.4 Kyropulos technique (KT)

KT (Fig. 10.9a) was developed thirty years ago [26] and continues to be used as one of
the main industrial growth techniques of good optical quality large sapphire crystals. From
the point of view of improving crystal quality, KT has the following main advantages: the
growth of crystals in vacuum; use of one or a few necking steps to avoid seed defects; use
of low temperature gradients in the crystallization zone; using the same zone within the
crucible for annealing the crystals. The significant difference in KT, compared with CzT,
is the fact that the crystals do not travel in the higher gradient zone above the crucible
during growth and annealing.

The simple and inexpensive resistance furnaces with tungsten heaters 'Omega' were
developed in Russia for KT. The industrial production of more than 300mm diameter
crucibles from an alloy containing 70 % Mo and 30 % W was also developed for KT. Now
in industrial production, there are three types of furnaces, for 7, 14 and 25kg crystals.
The duration of the largest crystal growth run is two weeks. From our point of view, the
KT is one of the best industrial techniques of sapphire crystal production: The crystals
have large dimensions and good optical quality (if good quality raw material is used);
growth stations are simple and inexpensive (the weight sensors are not used); crucibles
serve for many years.

Figure 10.9 (a) Kyropulos technique scheme: 1—rotating and pulling shaft; 2—seed; 3-
growing crystal; 4—melt, (b) View of KT crystal
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Figure 10.9b from one of the Russian sites on the Internet shows typical crystals grown
byKT.

10.3.5 Horizontal Bridgman technique (HBT)

HBT (Fig. 10.10) was developed thirty years ago [27] and continues to be used now in
industrial sapphire crystal production. The main idea of HBT is the production of sapphire
single crystal plates with a large surface area. This aim was achieved by developing
resistance furnaces with molybdenum or tungsten heaters. The crystal growth is realized in
flat molybdenum boats. A container filled with aluminum oxide moves at the rate of about
lOrnmh–1 through the heating zone in a horizontal direction, thus combining the elements
of directed crystallization and zone melting. The growth can be realized with or without
a seed. In the last case the crucible shape (Fig. 10.10) allows point nucleation. HBT
possesses the advantage that the crystallization is carried out under conditions facilitating
the evaporation of extraneous impurities. As a result the chemical purity of the crystals
is enhanced on average by one order of magnitude compared to the raw material. The
plates have a typical size: 170 x 170 x 35mm (weight about 5kg). It is easy to obtain
plates of C-orientation by HBT because in this case m, a, or an intermediate direction
perpendicular to C-axis is a direction of growth.

10.3.6 Heat-exchange method (HEM)

HEM is based on directed crystallization by cooling the melt under the conditions of a
specific temperature gradient [28]. The crystal is grown in a molybdenum crucible the
bottom of which is cooled by blowing gas (Fig. 10.11). The growth is carried out in a
graphite resistance furnace in a vacuum 10–3 torr. The temperature is reduced during the
growth process. The speed of crystal growth is about lOmmh–1. During the process of
HEM growth, the crystal has contact with the crucible—with the bottom at the beginning
and with the walls at the end.

The HEM was developed for the production of large sapphire crystals of good optical
quality. Here is a progress report in the crystal dimensions grown by HEM: Crystals in
the form of discs up to 70 mm in diameter and to 20 mm thick were grown in the first
experiments [28, 29]. Crystals up to 200 mm diameter were produced by 1975 [30] and up

Figure 10.10 Horizontal Bridgman technique scheme: 1—melt; 2—crystal; 3—container;
4—heater
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Figure 10.11 Heat-exchange method scheme: 1—melt; 2—crystal; 3—gas inlet; 4—pedestal;
5—radiation shields; 6—heater; 7—crucible

to 340mm diameter have been available for production since 1996. In 1999 three experi-
mental growth runs demonstrated the feasibility of producing 500-mm diameter sapphire
boules. Completely crack-free boules have not been grown, but large-size sapphire pieces
up to 400 x 280mm have been yielded from these experimental runs [31].

In reality, HEM is a variant of the vertical Bridgman technique VBT. There are some
other modifications of VBT—the temperature gradient technique TGT [32] and the gra-
dient solidification method GSM [33]. The last technique was successfully used for dome
growth by shaping of the crucibles. We will combine all the techniques mentioned in
HEM because of the larger HEM industrial use.

10.3.7 Techniques of pulling from shaper (IPS)

10.3.7.1 Shaped crystal growth

Modern engineering usually uses corundum crystals as plates, rods, tubes or more compli-
cated shapes. There is a loss of expensive material as well as a loss of much time during
machining of crystals to obtain a required shape—corundum can be machined only with
a diamond tool at very low speed. Therefore, corundum crystals of specified size and
shape with controlled defect and impurity structure that allows using them as the final
products, with minimal or no additional machining, are preferred.

Now both theoretical and practical aspects of shaped sapphire crystal growth are devel-
oped [6, 7]. We have shown above the possibility of growth of shaped corundum crystals
by, for instance VT. But the main technique of shaped corundum crystal growth is pulling
from the shaper (Fig. 10.12).
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Figure 10.12 Monocrystalline sapphire profiles grown by TPS and VST by the author with col-
laborators in the Solid State Physics Institute of Academy of Sciences of Russia

10.3.7.2 Technique of pulling from the shaper TPS

The pulling of shaped crystals is carried out by a technique that differs from CzT by the
presence of a shaper at the melt surface (Fig. 10.13). The priority in applying holes in
plates placed onto the melt surface for shaping melt-pulled crystals belongs to Gomperz
[34]. Due to methodical work carried out by Stepanov [35] and his collaborators (the
author of this chapter was one of them for some time), the technique was developed for
various materials. LaBelle [36] was the first who grew shaped sapphire crystals.

We can find in the literature for shaped crystal growth a technique named the Stepanov
technique, EFG—edge-defined film fed growth, CAST—capillary-action shaping tech-
nique, and several others. The authors prefer using the different names without serious
analyses of the peculiarities of the technique used with respect to others.

In fact, the main idea of all these techniques is to limit the area and the value of
liquid-free surface perturbations. As was shown for the first time in [37] only two pos-
sibilities can be used for shaping—edges or walls of a shaper. This means that in the
theoretical analysis two different boundary conditions have to be used: the fixing of a
line on the surface of the meniscus by the edges of the shaper or the fixing of the angle
of wetting between the melt and the wall of the shaper. Certainly, each scheme used
can be characterized by special design features: 1. Pulling up or down; 2. Using for the
shaping only the walls (Fig. 10.13a, f), only the internal edges (Fig. 10.13b, d), only the
external edges (Fig. 10.13e, j) or combinations thereof (Fig. 10.13c, g, h, i) with posi-
tive (Fig. 10.13b, g) or negative (Fig. 10.13d, e, h, i, j) pressure of the melt; 3. Using a
capillary feeding of the zone of growth by the melt (Fig. 10.13d, e, i, j) and so on. We
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Figure 10.13 Some schemes of pulling from shaper of crystalline rod (a-e) and a tube (f-j) at
various melt pressure (d) R—crystal radius, h—crystallization front height

suggested [6, 7] combining all these techniques by using a common title, TPS—techniques
of pulling from shaper.

The dimensions and the shape of the specimens being pulled by TPS depend on the
following factors: first, shaper design; secondly, the pressure of feeding the melt to the
shaper; thirdly, the interface position with respect to the shaper that depends on the
rate of pulling and thermal conditions (for this reason, it is not advisable to use the
term 'die' instead of the term 'shaper' as is often done; for the extrusion die strictly
determines the profile cross section). A seed shape, as a rule, is not important because it
only characterizes the length of the intermediate zone from the seed used to the shape of
the crystal characterized by the three above-mentioned factors.

10.3.7.3 Modified TPS

The presence of the shaper in TPS allows realization of some manipulations during the
growth process. The variable shaping technique VST [38] allows changing the cross
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section of the crystal (periodically if necessary) during pulling. VST is based on con-
trolling the melt mass flow towards the crystallization interface when passing to a new
specific cross-sectional shape. In this case, different shaping elements of the same shaper,
its free edges or walls, operate by turns. This can be done, for instance, by changing
the immersion depth of the shaper in the melt. One of the variants of TPS from [39,
40] is shown in Fig. 10.14. At the beginning, the scheme gives the possibility to change
the crystal cross section by changing the feeding as a result of a vacuum formation
under the seed. At the same time the scheme from [39] uses periodically different cru-
cibles for feeding that allows changing the doping concentration in the different parts of
the crystal.

The scheme of the local shaping technique LST [41] is shown in Fig. 10.15. The
horizontal displacement of the seed and shaper with respect to each other in combination
with rotation and pulling of the seed allows a variety of shaped crystals (for instance, a
dome with thin walls to be obtained).

There is a very interesting modification of TPS used especially for dome growth [42].
There the seed is rotated around a horizontal axis.

Figure 10.14 Variable composition rod growing scheme: 1—crucible; 2—undoped melt; 3—
doped melt; 4—shaper; 5—capillary-feeding channel; 6—noncapillary-feeding channel; 7—seed;
8—meniscus; 9—growing crystal; A, B, C—cross sections of the different parts of the grow-
ing crystal
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Figure 10.15 Local shaping technique scheme

10.3.7.4 Dynamic stability of TPS

As was mentioned above, for the first time a comparative analysis of dynamic stability
of crystallization process was carried out for CzT and TPS [9]. The simplest analysis
of CzT and TPS includes crystal dimension 2R and crystallization-front position h as
degrees-of-freedom, i.e. these techniques have two degrees-of-freedom.

The results of TPS stability analysis show a) capillary stability that depends on a
scheme of formation of melt meniscus and b) heat stability that depends on a temperature
distribution at a zone of growth play the main role in providing the dynamic stability. The
capillary stability is absent in CzT. The significant advantage in TPS, compared with,CzT,
is the fact that different designs of the shaper allow the presence of capillary stability as
well as that of heat [6, 7].

10.3.7.5 Static stability of the meniscus

Together with the dynamic stability of the crystal-growth process a static stability of
the meniscus has to be provided. The presence of a static stability means that the melt
meniscus exists for all values of crystallization parameters. An analysis of static stability
of the meniscus for TPS together with the dynamic one is carried out in [43].

10.3.8 Flux technique (FT)

The FT is growth of crystals from a nonaqueous solution. As a rule, a mixture of salts is
used as a solvent. FT of corundum crystals growth does not have an industrial application.
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But for the first time in 1837, Gaudian grew corundum crystals by heating a powdered
alumina and potassium sulfide mixture in a crucible covered with charcoal. Only small
crystals (probably B-A12O3) were obtained. Another variant of FT is presented in [44]. A
mixture of lead, boron, and aluminum oxides and lead fluorine was heated in a platinum
crucible to a temperature of about 1350°C until aluminum-oxide dissolution. Crystalliza-
tion proceeds spontaneously or on a seed during cooling of the mixture to 900 °C at the
speed of 1 °C/h–1. The essential advantage of the process is the relatively low temper-
ature. The disadvantages are a very low growth speed controlled by diffusion (one to
two orders lower than from the melt) and the difficulties of obtaining a large crystal (the
maximal crystal dimension—plates up to 30 mm).

Single crystals of corundum from cryolite (NasAlF6) flux were grown by spontaneous
nucleation, stationary seed, seed-rotation and top-seed-rotation techniques at 1100° C [45].
The maximal dimension of the crystals up to 50 mm was obtained by the seed-rotation
method [46].

10.3.9 Hydrothermal technique (HTT)

Corundum crystal are second (after quartz) in terms of size that are grown by HTT. The
technique is based on the increased solubility of aluminum oxide in aqueous solutions
at elevated temperatures and pressures. Aqueous solutions mainly of Na2CO3, KCO3,
NaHCO3, KHCO3, NaOH are used as solvents for aluminum oxide. The growth process
is carried out in autoclaves lined with silver or platinum. The temperatures of 400 to 700 °C
and pressures to 3500 atm are used [47]. Crystals of some kg weight were grown [48].
Industrial application is difficult because of low growth speed (the same order as for FT).

10.3.10 Gas-phase technique (GPT)

Corundum crystal growth from the gas phase was observed for the first time in 1887
during heating of aluminum fluoride in the presence of water. The reaction [49] is:

Plate-shape crystals were obtained at a temperature of 800 °C.
In [50] the following reaction was used:

The temperature of reaction was 1550 to 1750 °C. The crystals were grown on a corundum
substrate. The speed of the growth was 0.2 mm h–1. Clearly, the speed is too low for
serious industrial production.

10.4 CORUNDUM CRYSTAL DEFECTS

10.4.1 Inclusions

10.4.1.1 Bubbles are the major defects in corundum crystals. Practically, there is no
technique to produce corundum crystals bubble free. This is why bubbles are analyzed in
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detail. There are two aspects of the problem concerned with bubbles in crystals. The first
is an enrichment of the melt by gas and bubble formation in the melt. The second is the
capture of the bubbles by the grown crystal.

A vacuum treatment of the melt before the crystal growth reduces the bubble content
in the crystals. This is proof that a dilution of gases in the melt is one of the sources of
its gas enrichment. But there is a more important gas source for the corundum melt. In
spite of the aluminum oxide being stable under normal conditions, its heating is accom-
panied with thermal dissociation, evaporation of some reaction products and coagulation
of others. Mass spectroscopic analysis shows [51] that the products of dissociation of alu-
minum oxide are O+, O2

+, A1+, A1O+, A12O
+, A1O2

+, A12O2
+. The intensity of thermal

dissociation depends greatly on the temperature and environment. It is most intensive if
hydrogen is present, less intensive in vacuum and the least intensive in inert atmospheres
(argon, nitrogen).

One of the first bubble-formation processes in VT corundum crystals was concerned
with the gas adsorption on the surface of feeding-powder particles. But the hypothesis is
at variance with the following experimental fact. The y-A^Cb powder is more friable than
a-A!2C>3 and, therefore, adsorbs more gas on the surface. But corundum crystals grown
from y-A!2O3 charge have fewer bubble inclusions. So, the charge dissociation has to be
the main reason for bubble formation, and ot-A!2O3 powder is worse because of sticking
of a-A!2O3 particles.

The presence of a container complicates the situation. Although the problem is not
completely understood at this time, the thermal dissociation of the melt because of the
chemical interaction of the melt with the crucible material seems to be a very important
cause of the gas appearance in the melt. Here is the list of chemical activity of the main
container materials for sapphire crystal growth (from the best to the worst): Ir, W, Mo,
Nb, Ta, Zr. As a rule, only the first three materials are used for containers. The reaction
of A12O3 with refractory metals is generally believed to involve two stages. For example,
with Mo: A12C>3 —>• A12O + O2; Mo + O2 —>• MoO2. In reality, the presence of the above-
mentioned aluminum-oxide dissociation products greatly complicates the situation. Mass
spectroscopic measurements point to the presence of MoO, MoO2, and MoC>3 ions.

The diluted gases and the gas products of the above-mentioned reactions are impurities
in the melt and assist gas-inclusion formation in the crystals. Here are two possibilities,
(a) As a rule, dilution of gases decreases with the temperature. The liberated gases form
the bubbles. The crystal catches the bubble that exists in the melt, (b) A nuclear bubble
forms on the interface, grows and is caught by the crystal.

The surface-energies estimation [20] deduced that the interface is not an effective
heterogeneous site for bubble formation. We agree that this deduction is correct for a flat
interface but cavities on the interface can be effective bubble-nucleation sites. In any case,
the melt layer near the interface has to be preferable for the bubble formation because of
enrichment of the diluted gas rejected by the growing crystal. Direct experiments of the
melted-zone quenching [52] improved this mechanism of bubble formation.

As with other impurities, bubbles can form striations, parallel to the interface. The
striations are concerned with variations of growth rate and capture of the bubbles situated
in the melt layer near the crystallization front. Sometimes it is a result of constitutional
supercooling.

Sometimes, long tubes similar to bubbles can be found in corundum crystals. A mech-
anism of this type of bubble formation is suggested in [53, 54].
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In each case, the pits on the interface, formed as a result of loss of morphological
stability, initiate bubble capture, especially for high growth rates. In our experiments
[6, 7, 55] with ribbons and tubes grown by TPS in the C-direction the following results
were obtained.

At the crystallization rate of order of O^mmmin"1 bubbles were absent. In [56] the
critical growth rate (0.5 mmmin"1 for sapphire) has been calculated below which a foreign
particle is not trapped by the grown crystal. The interface is planar below this rate.

At crystallization rates of 0.75-1.5 mm min–1 the bubble distribution is in the shape
of a tree-like pile-up with a branch diameter of up to 1 mm (Fig. 10.16). The ends of the
ribbon are bubble free, probably because of gas diffusion to the melt surface and loss

Figure 10.16 Sapphire ribbon pulled with step rate V change: —>V—growth direction, V mm
mirT1 = (a) 075; (b) 1.0; (c) 1.25; (d) 1.5; (e) 1.75; (f) 2.0
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from the melt. The same result was obtained in [20] where small-diameter crystals were
bubble free.

The distribution of bubbles over a specimen section normal to the growth direction is
shown in Fig. 10.17a,b. The following explanation is proposed for the observed bubble
distribution. The plane interface becomes morphologically unstable. Macroscopic con-
cavities, with a diameter up to 1 mm, arise on the crystallization front; these concavities
are characterized by an enhanced trapping of bubbles. We suppose that the change of
position of the concavities on the crystallization front with time depends on the pat-
tern of the convective flows in the melt that leads to the bubble distribution shown in
Figs. 10.16 and 10.17a. This process is in accordance with the Mullins and Sekerka [57]
theory for the lowest frequencies [6, 7]. When growing shaped sapphire crystals at rates of
1 to 3 mmrnin"1 the interface has, as a rule, a convex central part and concave peripheral
sections that traps the bubbles (Fig. 10.17b).

As the growth rate is increased further, the entire solid/liquid interface becomes unsta-
ble. The crystallization front becomes faceted, with the new interface shape becoming
stabilized by the faceting. Figure 10.18 shows the decanted crystallization front of a tube
faceted by rhombohedral planes. The bubble distribution in the crystal is a hexagonal

Figure 10.17 Cross section of sapphire ribbon pulled with rate V mm min- l = (a) 075; (b) 2.0
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Figure 10.18 Interface of decanted sapphire ribbon grown at a rate of 3 mm min –1

pattern and corresponds to the positions of grooves on the interface. The bubble agglom-
erations always correspond to cavity_ positions. The decanted crystallization front of a
tube faceted by the {1120} and {1011} planes is shown in Fig. 10.19a. From geomet-
rical considerations (Fig. 10.19b), it is apparent that the angle y between the crystal
pulling direction and the direction of the band of void pile-up depends on the ratio of the
growth rates of the two mentioned faces.

10.4.1.2 Solid inclusions

These are the second type of inclusions. The container material produces metal-particle
inclusions, sometimes as a result of the complicated chain of chemical reactions mentioned
above—volatile oxide formation, gas transport in the melt and decomposition of oxides
with metal-inclusion formation. Experiments show that the small particles of the container
metal (Ir, Mo), as a rule, are present in crystals grown from the melt. Small Pt plate-shaped
inclusions are found even in flux-grown crystals at temperatures of 1100-1300 °C.

Innumerable experimental data demonstrate that the density of small (about 10 (im)
inclusions (bubbles and metal particles) is a few orders of magnitude greater than that
of large (about 1000 u,m) ones. The low growth speed and low gradients favor crystal
growth with minimum inclusions. KT meets the requirements to a major extent.

Here is an example (American 80/50 standard) of bubbles and solid inclusions require-
ment for window-grade corundum: maximal allowable size is 500um, and maximal
allowable sum of diameters within any 20-mm diameter circle is 1000 um. As a rule,
KT, CzT, HEM, TPS, HBT material all meet this requirement.

10.4.2 Dislocations, low-angle grain boundaries, internal stresses

Four possible mechanisms of dislocation appearance in corundum crystals can be postu-
lated: 1) intergrowth from seed; 2) formation on rough defects (inclusions, grain bound-
aries, twins) during growth; 3) condensation of vacancies during growth and cooling;
4) plastic deformation during growth and annealing.
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Figure 10.19 (a) View and (b) schematic of the decanted crystallization front of a tube pulled at
a rate greater than 5mmmin–1

Theoretically, all dislocations can be identified. The dislocation identification of the
first and the second types is obvious. The third type of dislocations, as a rule, have a
circular shape because they are a result of collapse of flat round discs obtained by a
condensation of nonequilibrium vacancies. The geometry of the last type of dislocations
depends on two plastic deformation glissile systems {0001} (1120) and {1120} (10lO) in
the corundum crystals.

The first source can be eliminated by neck formation, the second one by crystal growth
without rough defects. The third mechanism is concerned with a fundamental physical
phenomena, but their density is not significant for corundum crystals. As to the plastic
deformation, it is a main source of dislocations in corundum crystals [32].

Here is our estimation of the dislocation density in as-grown corundum crystals (on
the basis of numerous experimental data): HTT, VT 105-107 em–2; FZT ID5 cm–2; HBT,
TPS 104-105 cm–2; HEM 104 cm–2, CzT 104 cm–2 in the center of crystals and 102 cm–2

at the periphery; FT 103-102cm–2; KT 103-10cm–2.
Certainly, the dislocation density is a relative characteristic of crystals because the crys-

tal quality can be characterized only taking into account, as a minimum, six dependent
parameters: (a) The dislocation density; (b) The density of low-angle boundaries; (c) The
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degree of subgrain disorientation; (d) Residual stresses value; (e) Twins; (f) Impurity inho-
mogeneities. Here is an example, confirming this thesis. The main source of dislocations and
internal stresses in HTT crystals is the inclusions, deforming the crystal lattice. As a rule, in
HTT and VT crystals the density of dislocations is comparable but residual stresses in HTT
crystals (~ 20 kg mm–2) are higher than in VT crystals (~ 10 kg mm–2) because of the dif-
ficulty of the stress relaxation in HTT crystals at the low (~ 550 °C) temperature of growth
in comparison with the plasticity range (> 1000 °C). During annealing, at the beginning,
the dislocation density of both crystals is increased because of deformation (yield point for
1850 °C is ~ 4 kg mm–2). But the resulting quality of HTT crystals, as a rule, is worse.

The defect structure of crystals grown from the melt, flux and gas phase is formed as
a result of complex interactions of growth, in situ annealing and cooling. Let us examine
two examples—VT and TPS.

A large fraction of our investigations by the polarization-optical method of subgrain
and deformation structure of long VT corundum crystals denote three zones of quality.
It is better at the beginning and the end of crystals and it is worse for the central part.
This trend has the following explanation. For the beginning, the crystal is located inside
a muffle and grows under conditions of a relative low temperature gradient and internal
stresses. The plastic deformation of this part of the crystal, the dislocation appearance
and low-angle boundary formation, as a result of polygonization of dislocations, mainly
take place during crystal cooling in the cold zone. The central part of the crystal grows
and is cooled under conditions of a higher temperature gradient. The end of the crystal
is cooled at low speed within the muffle. So, the first and the last crystal parts have only
one factor assisting the defect formation: the rigid conditions of cooling for the beginning
of the crystal growth and the rigid conditions of growth for the end of the crystal. As for
the central part, both factors are present.

The defect structure of TPS-grown sapphire crystals was studied both by the optical
polarization method and by the technique of widely diverging X-ray beams [6, 7, 55].
The tube samples with diameters of 4 to 40mm and wall thickness in the range 0.5 to
3 mm were investigated.

It has been established that, in the absence of low-angle grain boundaries propagating
from the seed, the initial part of the crystal does not contain subgrain (or low-angle grain)
boundaries. Then, as the crystal grows the dislocation density increases and subgrain
boundaries are formed. The misorientation of adjacent subgrains increases with distance
from the seed, reaches a certain limit, and then decreases slightly with further growth.
The decrease is probably associated with a rearrangement of the subgrain structure; i.e.
subgrains with large misorientations branch into a series of subgrain boundaries with
smaller misorientations. In addition, there is a decrease in the density of subgrain bound-
aries that are at large angles to the growth direction. The subgrain boundaries that remain
are approximately parallel to the growth direction; the density of these boundaries (with
misorientations as high as 5° to 10°) stays constant.

It should be noted that, at high crystallization rates, crystals that are free of low-angle
grain boundaries can sometimes be grown. This is probably explained by the fact that the
time spent by the growing crystal in the plastic zone is not long enough for polygonization
processes to occur.

The presence of bubbles is a source of additional stresses that gives rise to dislocation
generation and boundary formation. Subgrain boundaries are frequently observed to form
along planes of piled-up bubbles.
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So, we can conclude that in both analyzed examples (VT and TPS) the quality of
crystals at the beginning, at a lower temperature gradient, was better.

Our experience of sapphire crystal growth by different techniques allows a statement to
be made that only temperature gradients less than 2°Cmm~1 give the possibility to grow
crystals without low-angle boundaries and dislocation density of the order < 103cm–2.

10.4.3 Twins

At temperatures lower than 800 °C single-crystal sapphire is essentially brittle and is not
deformed by the usual dislocation mechanism. Twinning is the only mode of deformation.
The following rhombohedral twin systems in sapphire were identified:
{Oll2} (Olll), {Oll4} (0221).

The twinning process consists of two distinct stages: the twin nucleation and the twin
growth. The nucleation stress is higher than the growth stress. In [58] the nucleation
stress at 600 °C was determined experimentally. It is high and strictly depends on surface
treatment. It was found to be 13-18 kg mm–2 for polished specimens and 36-41 kg mm–2

for polished and heat-treated ones. During growth the stress of twin formation has to be
averaged. It corresponds to the residual stress in HTT crystals ~20kgmm–2, where the
twins can be found more often.

10.4.4 Faceting, inhomogeneities of impurity

Faceted growth is a normal mode of HTT, GPT, FT growth. The singular faces appearance
on the interface in CzT, KT is not very important for sapphire growth but increases non-
homogeneity in ruby growth because the distribution coefficient of chromium is different
for faceted and nonfaceted interfaces. But for TPS and VT faceting may be a serious
source of defects.

The geometrical form of TPS tubes can differ slightly from ideal for reasons of a
crystallographic nature. According to the Curie theorem, in the process of growth, there
is an interaction between the crystal symmetry and that of the medium (i.e. the thermal
environment in which the crystal grows). In the grown crystal, only those elements of
symmetry are exhibited that are common both for the crystal and for the medium. This is
why grown crystals are faceted, depending on the orientation. If a sapphire tube is pulled
in the directions (1010), (1120) or intermediate ones with p = 90° (p is the angle between
the C-axis and the pulling direction), the close-packed basal plane (0001) becomes parallel
to the growth direction and facets the tube [6, 7, 55]. If p differs slightly from 90°, a step-
like faceting by the basal plane appears on the lateral surface of the tube. Tubes grown
in the [0001] direction are faceted on the outside by {1120} planes and on the inside by
{1010} planes. Faceting is reduced if the temperature gradient at the interface increases.

In VT-grown crystals [59] faceting with the (0001) plane appeared when the temper-
ature gradient was reduced by a special muffle design and preliminary gas heating. Low
gradients improved crystal quality but faceting deformed the crystal shape.

The faceting in both the above-mentioned cases can be explained because of super-
cooling, i.e. the singular face needs to grow with the same speed as an isothermal part of
the interface.
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Impurity inhomogeneities are important for ruby crystals. There are macroscopic and
microscopic periodic inhomogeneities (striations) along the axes of growth. Macroscopic
ones concerned with the impurity concentration changing during the growth because of
the distribution coefficient that is not equal to one. TPS allows the growth of crystals with
a macroscopically homogeneous distribution of impurity. Microscopic inhomogeneity is
concerned with the periodic changing of growth parameters or constitutional supercooling.

10.4.5 Growth direction

Corundum crystal growth in the C-axis direction is very difficult for all techniques of
melt growth, except TPS. TPS allows growth of all profile crystals in the C-direction
without any problems. Furthermore, if we grow corundum filaments without seeds, the
spontaneous orientation of the filament coincides with the C-axis. What is the reason
for this? For many melt-growth techniques the growth in the C-direction requires an
appearance of the singular C-plane on the interface. The C-plane has the lowest growth
speed. TPS crystals, the filaments especially, grow with a high speed. The interface
loses morphological stability and is faceted by the rhombohedral faces, as is shown in
Fig. 10.18. So, the C-plane does not participate in the growth. As for filament orientation,
the orientation of C-axes is the most preferred orientation for its growth with respect
to the Curie principle. On the other hand, the filament interface is also faceted by the
rhombohedral faces.

10.5 APPLICATIONS

10.5.1 Special windows

Application for modern airborne optical reconnaissance systems is one of the most impres-
sive fields of sapphire usage. Practically speaking sapphire does not have any competitors
in this field. Below are the requirements for the windows and evidence that sapphire
meets all these requirements.

• High optical transmission. Sapphire has good optical properties in the 3-5 jim wave-
length atmospheric transmission window (Fig. 10.20).

• High abrasion resistance. Sapphire has a hardness of 9 on the Mohs scale (the hard-
ness of diamond is 10). It is the most durable commercially available infrared window
material. It has the best resistance to erosion by rain and sand of any available win-
dow material.

• Shock resistance. Sapphire also has excellent thermal-shock resistance. But its thermal-
shock resistance is limited by loss of mechanical strength at high temperature from
70kgmm–2 at room temperature to 20kgmm–2 at 600 °C. Doping or ion implantation
with Mg, Ti can double the compressive strength at 600 °C [60]. Heat treatment at
1450 °C in an air atmosphere enriched with oxygen increases the compressive strength
by 1.5 times. Neutron irradiation with 1 x 1022 neutrons increases the C-axes compres-
sive strength by a factor of 3 at 600 °C [61].

• Minimal optical scatter. Sapphire is available routinely with minimal optical scatter.
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Figure 10.20 Reproduced from D.C. Harris (1999) Overview of progress in strengthening sap-:

phire at elevated temperature, Proceedings SP1E, 3705, 2–11, with permission from SPIE.

• High refractive-index uniformity. Its simple oxide composition and its availability in
single-crystal form are advantages of sapphire. For stringent optical applications, C-axes
optics are preferred as this is the zero-birefringence orientation. It is difficult to grow
high-quality C-boules by HEM. Therefore, this orientation can be cored orthogonal to
the growth axis of a- or m-boules. Larger windows of a- or m-orientations are fabricated
from current production. The m-orientation boules are preferable, as the polished pieces
have shown more symmetry than the a-windows [62]. The HBT has an advantage
because it is simple to obtain plates of C-orientation. A current polishing technique
for a-plane nonhomogeneities of sapphire crystals, allows production of a 330-mm
diameter window having a transmitted wave-front error of 0.059 wave rms. But in
[63] it is suggested to use computer-controlled optical finishing to meet the challenging
emerging requirements of transmitted wavefront errors for 500-mm diameter windows.

• Large size. The requirement is up to 750mm diameter. The maximal dimensions
achieved are 280 x 400mm (HEM) and 315 x 480mm (TPS).

10.5.2 Domes

The requirements for rocket nose cones correspond to those mentioned above. The tradi-
tional technique of dome production is a mechanical treatment of HEM and KT crystals.
The effort of production is concerned with minimization of the treatment by growth of
crystals having a shape close to a dome. There are some successful examples of this
kind: GSM diameter to 150mm [33], noncapillary feeding diameter to 80mm [40], local
shaping technique [41], modified EFG diameter to 40mm [42].
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10.5.3 Substrates

An application of sapphire in electronics as substrate for silicon-on-sapphire devices was
rather large in the 1970s. In that case the {1102} face was used [64]. The requirements
were not very rigid. But since the 1990s sapphire is becoming the main substrate material
for blue and white laser diodes. The {0001} face is used for the epitaxy. The requirements
on the wafer quality are very high both from the point of view of crystal structure and
orientation and polishing quality. Sometimes special misorientation of the wafer is used
to get better quality of deposited layer [65]. The analysis of crystal quality carried out
above allows us to give the following recommendations concerning existing technique
application for substrate production: KT is the best, then CzT, HEM, HBT, TPS.

10.5.4 Construction material

Sapphire is increasingly becoming the material of choice for engineers faced with the
design challenges of extreme conditions, such as those found in high-temperature, high-
pressure or aggressive chemical environments. There are many examples of this sapphire
product in the former Saphikon (now Saint-Gobain Crystals) catalog. The industrial tech-
nique of welding of sapphire pieces is also developed there.

Sapphire tubes, plates and more complicated assemblies are used as superior alter-
natives to quartz, alumina, and silicon carbide: in semiconductor processing applica-
tions (plasma-containment tubes, process-gas injectors, thermocouple protectors); in spec-
troscopy and chemical and biological analysis; lamps and lamp envelopes (high-intensity
lamps, flash-lamps, ultraviolet sterilizations); GaAs backer/carriers; mail-sorting opti-
cal windows, etc.

10.6 BRIEF CRYSTAL-GROWTH TECHNIQUE
CHARACTERIZATION

Let us briefly characterize, from different points of view, the industrial crystal-growth
techniques mentioned above.

10.6.1 VT uses modern furnaces that make possible the preparation of relatively large
corundum crystals up to 60 mm diameter. Crystals of 30-35 mm diameter can have lengths
up to 500 mm. However their optical quality is not sufficient. The main reasons for this
are the following:

• High temperature gradient (10-50 °C mm–1) is realized.

• Distribution of temperature in the burner flame is not stable and homogeneous.

• The melt layer on the surface of the grown crystal is thin. Falls of agglomerated powder
particles are systematic perturbations of the melt layer.

• As a result, there are systematic perturbations of the growth speed.
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• All this develops: high internal stresses (8-12kgmm–2); bubble formation; subgrain
formation with misorientation of the order of some degrees; inhomogeneous impurity
distribution.

But this technique is the least expensive, it has its own niches of application: artificial
jewelry, watch windows, jeweled bearings, and so on.

10.6.2 FZT does not have industrial application. Maximal-sized crystals of 12mm
diameter and 60mm length have been grown. It is interesting that the very difficult to
grow C-orientation has been obtained.

10.6.3 CzT is widely used for ruby and sapphire crystal production. We could not
find the latest publications concerning corundum growth by CzT. But we can estimate
its current status by using the Union Carbide (now Saint-Gobain Crystals) catalog: The
dimension of crystals is 150mm diameter and 600mm length; the pulling directions are
r, a, m, C, and n. The crystals are recommended for ultraviolet uses up to 250 nm. The
optical quality is evaluated by using a Twyman-Green-type double-pass interferometer.
A typical value of the double wavefront distortion is less than 0.03 of a wavelength per
inch of crystal length.

10.6.4 KT is a widely used industrial technique. It allows growth of crystals with
temperature gradients of 0.05–1.0°C mm–1 and annealing in the same growth volume.
As a result, crystals do not have any subgrains, residual stresses are 0.1-0.3kgmm–2
and, as a result, a low dislocation density. The maximal diameter and weight of crystals
achieved is consequently 300 mm and 30 kg.

10.6.5 HBT is one of the most widely used industrial techniques. The main advan-
tage is the possibility to grow C-orientation plates of large surface area (available: 220 x
220 x 30 mm). It is very important for window production (because of the absence of crys-
tallographic birefringence) and for LED substrates. The crystals have a moderate quality.

10.6.6 HEM as mentioned above, is used for large and good optical quality win-
dow production. The crystals have large dimensions (340mm current production and
280 x 400 mm maximal) and rather good optical quality.

10.6.7 TPS is used for the growth of different shapes of material. But the most
impressive result, including industrial production, is achieved in sapphire growth. TPS
has the following advantages with respect to other growth techniques:

(a) The crystals have the shape needed for the most rational practical use.

(b) The range of crystal dimensions is large: filaments of 0.02mm diameter; tubes of
0.9mm to 85mm diameter; plates 480 x 315 x 10mm in size.
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(c) Crystals, as a rule, have more perfect structure. As was explained above, the constant
cross section crystal growth is, to a certain extent, evidence of the absence of defects
caused by changing of the crystallization rate. It is necessary to mention that it does
not concern the structural quality depending on temperature gradients and high growth
speed often used in TPS.

(d) The separation of the growth zone from the melt in the crucible allows realization of
continuous feeding by the raw material during the growth process. As a result, we
can have a short time of the melt presence before the growth, if necessary. Periodical
changes of the doping are also possible.

(e) The distribution of impurities along the axis of crystals is more uniform; If the
distribution coefficient of impurities is not equal to one during crystal growth the
concentration of impurities changes along the axis of crystals. A solution to this
problem can be found by localization of the melt at the zone of growth without
stirring it with other melt volume. This situation we have, for instance, when using
a floating crucible of small volume for CzT. The more effective result gives the
capillary feeding in TPS.

(f) The distribution of impurities in the cross section of a crystal can be controlled. At
the same time the use of special systems of capillaries for feeding allows control of
the distribution of impurities along the cross section of crystals.

(g) A combination of doped and undoped parts is achieved in the same crystal. As for
crystal quality, there is no data on crystals with low growth rate. Crystals grown at a
high speed have a moderate quality.

10.6.8 FT, HTT, GPT are interesting from the point of view of the peculiarities
of sapphire crystallization, especially at relatively low temperature. GPT has an industrial
application for sapphire whisker growth.

10.7 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is important to mention the monograph [66]. It is rather old (the Russian
original was published in 1974) but it contains much interesting information concern-
ing sapphire.
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APPENDIX: SAPPHIRE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

As a rule, the data are averaged from different sources. Sometimes the sources
are indicated.

Melt

• Melting point 2050 °C

• Density 3.05 gcm–3

• Specific heat l .26Jg– 1 K – 1

• Thermal conductivity 0.lWcm–1K -1 (25 K)

• Latent heat 1046Jg–1
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• Emissivity 0.9

• Melt/gas surface tension 700 dyncm–1

• Electric resistivity 0.1 ohm cm (2200 °C)

Crystal

Thermal

• Specific heat vs temperature:

0.76 Jg–K– 1 (25 °C)

1 .26Jg– l K– l (1000°C)

• Thermal expansion coefficient vs temperature and orientation:

6.5 x lO-60C-1 parallel to C-axis (100°C)

9.1 x l0–6 O C–1 parallel to C-axis (1200°C)

5.5 x 10–6 O C–1 perpendicular to C-axis (100°C)

8.2 x 10–6 O C –1 perpendicular to C-axis (1200°C)

• Thermal conductivity vs temperature:

110Wcm– 1K– 1 (25K)

l.OWcm–1K–1 (175 K)

0.4 W cm–1 k–1 (300 K)

O.lWcm – 1 K– 1 (1800K)

• Emissivity 0.9

Physical/mechanical

• Density 3.98 gcm–3 (25 °C)

• Cleavage: none, however, well-developed parting on basal and rhombohedral planes
is common.

• Fracture: conchoidal, brittle.

• Young's modulus vs temperature:

435 GPa parallel to C-axis (25 °C)

386 GPa parallel to C-axis (1000°C)

• Shear modulus 175 GPa

• Modulus of compression 250 GPa
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• Poisson's ratio 0.27-0.30 orientation dependent

• Tensile strength vs orientation and temperature [60]:

450 MPa parallel to C-axis (25 °C)

300 MPa parallel to C-axis (800 °C)

300MPa perpendicular to C-axis (25-800 °C)

• Compressive strength vs orientation and temperature [60]:

2.0 GPa uniform (25 °C)

2.4 GPa parallel to C-axis (25 °C)

500 MPa parallel to C-axis (400 °C)

200 MPa parallel to C-axis (700 °C)

2.0 GPa perpendicular to C-axis (25 °C)

1.5 GPa perpendicular to C-axis (800 °C)

• Flexural strength vs orientation and temperature [60]:

(500-800)MPa parallel to C-axis (25 °C)

(700-950)MPa parallel to C-axis (500 °C)

(500-800)MPa parallel to C-axis (1000 °C)

1000 MPa perpendicular to C-axis (25 °C)

600 MPa perpendicular to C-axis (500 °C)

200 MPa perpendicular to C-axis (1000°C)

• Twin-formation strength vs surface treatment [58]:

(140-180)MPa compression parallel to C-axis (600 °C polished)

(360-410)MPa compression parallel to C-axis (600 °C polished and heat treated)

• Yield point
40MPa(1850°C)

• Hardness vs orientation:

9(Mohs scale)

(1500-1900)Knoop parallel to C-axis

(2000-2200)Knoop perpendicular to C-axis
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Optical

• Transmission vs wavelength (0.8 mm thickness)

67% (0.2 um)

80% (0.3um)

87%(1.0um)

87 % (2.0 um)

79 % (5.0 urn)

• Refractive index vs wavelength (ordinary ray)

1.85(0.27um)

1.80(0.48 um)

1.75(3.2 um)

1.70(4.3 um)

1.65(5.1 um)

• Birefringence: weak, 0.007-0.010

• Temperature coefficient of refractive index:

13 x I0–6 oC–1 (visible range)

Electrical

• Electric resistivity vs temperature:

1016ohmcm(25°C)

1011ohmcm(500°C)

106ohmcm(1000°C)

2.2 x 104ohmcm(1875°C)

• Dielectric strength 480kVcm~1

• Dielectric constant vs orientation:

11.6(103-109Hz, 25°C) parallel to C-axis.

9.4(103-109Hz, 25 °C) perpendicular to C-axis.

• Loss tangent vs orientation:

8.6 x 10–5(1010Hz, 25°C) parallel to C-axis.

3.0 x 10–5(1010Hz, 25 °C) perpendicular to C-axis.
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• Magnetic susceptibility vs orientation:

0.21 x 10–6 parallel to C-axis.

0.25 x 10–6 perpendicular to C-axis.

Other Properties

• Weathering resistance: Unaffected by atmospheric exposure

• Sea-water resistance: Unaffected by marine exposure

• Biological resistance:

Unaffected by in-vivo exposure

Nonthrombogenic

Nonreactive with body fluids
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11.1 INTRODUCTION
Inorganic fluoride single crystals feature large bandgaps, very wide optical transmittance
ranges from vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) to mid-IR wavelength regions, lower refractive
indices than those of oxides, and typically lower phonon energies (which drastically
reduce multiphonon relaxation rates of rare-earth ions). Both ordered and disordered
(due to heterovalent isomorphism) crystalline media may be created in fluoride systems.
This makes fluoride crystals attractive media for several photonics fields and for use
in medicine, semiconductor processing, optical communications, etc. The above refers
to lasers for the visible, UV and IR regions, including media for upconversion pro-
cesses, long-wavelength lasers, optical amplifiers, diode-pumped lasers, tunable solid-
state lasers based both on color centers and on media doped with active ions (Co2+,
Nd3+, Ce3+, Cr3+, Dy2+, Sm2+, etc) [1-5, 61]. Recent research activities cover the
development of technology and crystal growth for solid-state laser media such as RF^
(R—rare-earth element) [6], LiRF4 (R = Gd–Lu, Y) [5, 7–10], Colquiriite-type crystals
(LiCaAlF6-LiCAF, LiSrAlF6-LiSAF) [5, 7, 11], Bafl2F8 [12], fluorite-type solid solu-
tions M1–xRxF2+x and Nao.5-xRo.5+xF2+2x [13, 14], LiKflF5 (R = Gd-Lu, Y) [15, 16],
K5Li2RF10 (R = La-Gd), [17], KMgF3 [5], etc.

Single crystals of ultra-high-quality CaF2 have been noted as lens materials in pho-
tolithography for 157-nm-based systems in the next generation of semiconductor manufac-
turing. Ultra-high-quality BaF2 [18], LiCAF or BaLiF3 (BLF) [19] are considered as useful
materials for the compensation of chromatic aberration.
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Figure 11.1 Single crystals of fast radiation-hard scintillator CeFs grown by Bridgman technique
at Laser Materials and Technology Research Center

Table 11.1 Properties of CeFa scintillating crystals

Other fields of interest are fast scintillators (KMgFs, CeF3, BaF2, etc.) [20], see Fig. 11.1,
thermoluminescent dosimeters [21], holographic materials (semiconductor CdF2:Ga [22]),
transparent magnetic systems, etc., see Table 11.1.

Fluoride crystal growth is reviewed in [3, 23]. Previous studies are compiled in [24].
One aim of our survey is to show relations of phase diagrams with features of fluoride

crystal growth. Successive transformations of phase equilibria in a series of similar sys-
tems, especially with rare-earth fluorides, allow the most convenient (beneficial) system
to be chosen for the growth process. The other aim is to consider growth problems arising
from the chemical properties of fluorides. The list of references cited is limited by the
size of the chapter.

11.2 POLYMORPHISM AND CRYSTAL GROWTH

Polymorphism of compounds is an important factor complicating the melt growth of
single crystals. The pattern of phase transitions in rare-earth trifluorides RF3 is presented
in Fig.ll.2a [25, 26]. La-Nd fluorides and high-temperature polymorphs of Sm-Gd flu-
orides crystallize in the trigonal tysonite (LaF3) structural type (P3cl, Z = 6, cation

Melting temperature, (°C) 1443
Unit-cell parameters, (A) a 7.112, c 7.279
Density, (g cm–3) 6.157
Radiation length (cm) 1.7
Light yield (in ratio with Nal, %) 4.5
Decay time (ns) 5; 28
Emission peak, (nm) 285; 305; 340
Radiation hardness, (rad) 1 07 – 1 08

Transmittance range, (um) 0.3-9.5
Hygroscopicity None
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Figure 11.2 (a) Pattern of polymorphism and morphotropy in RF3 series according to
data [25, 26]; o—metastable melting temperature of low-temperature /J-YFa polymorph, £—peak
temperature of diffuse DTA effect. 'Fluorine' ionic radii for c.n. 8 after [40]; (b) Temperature
dependence of the Gibbs free energy G of the melt L, and of the a- and B-polymorph. T\ is the
temperature of polymorphic transformation, Ta is the equilibrium melting temperature, and 7B is
the temperature of metastable melting of low-temperature polymorph

coordination number is 11). Sm-Lu, Y fluorides crystallize in a related orthorhombic
structural type B–YF3 (Pnma, Z = 4, c.n. is 9). High-temperature RF3 polymorphs for
R = Er–Lu, Y belong to structural type of a-YFs, which is similar to or-UOs and
anti-LisN [25]. Tb, Dy, Ho fluorides have no solid-state phase transitions. The earlier
communication about polymorphism in Tb, Dy, Ho trifluorides [27] was actually associ-
ated with oxygen contamination [28]. Previous communications about polymorphism in
Znp2, MnF2, Zrp4, UF4, and PbCl2 also dealt with oxygen impurities.

In spite of the fact that Gd, Er, and Y fluorides have constructive phase transi-
tions, their crystals can be grown by direct melt crystallization (see, e.g., ref. [29]). The
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prerequisite for crystal growth is the melt undercooling down at least to the metastable
melting temperature of the low-temperature polymorph, see Fig. 11.2b. The undercool-
ing values AT = Ta-Tp, obtained from thermodynamic calculations or by extrapolation
of low-temperature liquidus curves in binary phase diagrams, are approximately 20, 16,
and 40 °C for GdF3, ErF3, and YF3, respectively [25]. There is no need to quench the
grown crystal. Essentially, grown single crystals undergo phase transition intrinsic to them
when heated.

Polymorphism is characteristic of monoclinic BaR2F8 compounds (C2/m, Z = 2).
BaYb2F8 and BaLu2F8 have high-temperature orthorhombic polymorphs (Pnma,
Z = 8) [30]. As in B–YF3, strong undercooling of the melt in graphite crucibles (about
100 °C) enables one to grow crystals of monoclinic BaYb2Fg by direct melt crystallization
or by using a seed crystal of the same structure. On the other hand, the a <=> B BaLu2Fg
phase transition is retarded. This allowed growth of single crystals of high-temperature
orthorhombic a-phase [12, 31]. A high temperature gradient G and rapid cooling of the
crystal are required. According to our data, and contrary to the opinion of [12, 23], single
crystals of monoclinic BaY2Fg have no solid-state phase transition.

Phase transitions, close to second-order ones, are quite different phenomena. In such a
case it is not possible to quench high-temperature polymorphs. Such transitions are typical
of fluoroperovskites AMF3 (A = Na, K, Rb; M = Mg, Ni, Co, Zn, Fe, Mn, Cd, Ca)
and elpasolite A2BRF6. In these compounds small M or B and R cations occupy the
positions in fluorine octahedrons, and large monovalent A cations are 12-coordinate. Phase
transitions are caused by various rotations of octahedrons. Slow and gradual cooling of
grown crystals is essential, i.e. small G values and low pulling rates. Phase transitions
during cooling lead to twinning of crystals [32, 33]. It should be mentioned that important
crystals KMgF3 (perovskite) and BaLiF3 (antiperovskite) crystals are cubic (Pm3m) and
have no phase transitions.

Order-disorder phase transitions, similar to second-order ones, are apparently charac-
teristic of tysonite-type compounds RF3 (R = La-Gd). With increasing temperatures, in
such crystals the low-temperature phases with P3cl symmetry, Z = 6, gradually trans-
form to high-temperature high symmetry ones (P63/mmc, Z = 2) [26], see Fig. 11.la.
Reverse transition on cooling leads to twinning [34]. Anionic vacancies, which are intro-
duced together with heterovalent impurities, stabilize high-temperature phases. Probably,
these phase transitions are first-order ones, but are diffuse because of impurities, above all,
oxygen. Typical oxygen concentration in tysonite crystals, grown under fluorinating atmo-
sphere is about 0.05 wt% [28]. Actual melt-grown crystals contain domains of different
high- and low-temperature form structure [30].

11.3 SOLID SOLUTIONS: DECOMPOSITION AND ORDERING

According to the 3rd thermodynamic law, decomposition and (or) ordering processes
must take place during cooling in all crystals of high-temperature phases with variable
composition.

In the LiF-MF2 systems, the solid solutions Li1_2xMxF2 with x < 0.22 exist, see
Fig. 11.3. For most of their concentration region, these solid solutions decompose on
cooling. The limiting concentration of MgF2 or NiF2 in optically transparent LiF crystals
is about 1 mol%. Mgp2 doping is used for control of the generation of color centers in
LiF [2].
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Figure 11.3 Phase diagrams of the systems LiF-MF2 (M = Mg, Ni, Ba) and MF-/RF3 (M = Li,
Na, K; R = Gd, Y, Lu), adapted from [35, 36]. L—melt, N—solid solutions with NaCl-type
structure, F—fluorite-type nonstoichiometric phases
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Figure 11.4 Phase diagrams of the systems MF2-RF3 (M = Ca, Cd, Pb; R = La, Gd, Y, Lu),
adapted from [35] L—melt, F—fluorite-type solid solutions, T—tysonite-type solid solutions and
nonstoichiometric phases

The systems with retarded decomposition of solid solutions are important for practical
use. One can find good examples in the systems of MF2 fluorite-type fluorides (M = Ca,
Sr, Ba, Pb, Cd) with RF3 rare-earth trifluorides (R = La-Lu, Y). Heterovalent isomor-
phism in these systems is extensive, see Fig. 11.4. The phase diagrams of MF2-/?F3 (sys-
tems M = Sr, Ba) can be found in [23]. Wide regions of solid solutions M\-xRxF2+x (x <
0.52) on the base of MF2 are formed in these systems [23, 35]. Maxima on melting curves
of these solid solutions exist in many systems, which is the result of stabilization of crystal
structure by isomorphic substitution and by processes of point-defect association [23, 37,
38]. With decreasing temperature, these solid solutions became thermodynamically unsta-
ble with respect to decomposition to the components (systems with R = La-Nd, and all
systems with CdF2, see Fig. 11.5) or different type ordering [30]. However, in spite of
thermodynamic instability, melt-grown single crystals of solid solutions maintain optical
transparency for tens of years (probably due to very low values of cation diffusivity) [39].
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Complicated processes of defect-cluster formation and transformation, which lead to
micro- (nano-) heterogeneity, take place in these crystals [23, 30, 38]. With decreasing
R3+ ionic radius stability of ordered phases, which have compositions M2RF7, M5R8F3 1 ,
A/4/?3Fi7, etc., increases, and consequently, the stability of disordered phases decreases.

Anion-deficient tysonite-type R\-yMyF3–y phases on the base of RF3 (R = La-Nd)
or high-temperature RF3 polymorphs (R = Sm-Gd) are the second important type of
heterovalent solid solutions in these systems. Introduction of anion vacancies during
formation of solid solutions stabilizes the tysonite crystal structure. Increasing the area
of temperature stability of a-GdF3 due to formation of Gd1-yMyF3-y with different
MF2 solutions is presented in Fig. 11.6. In the case of CaF2 and SrF2 retarding of
solid-solution eutectoid decomposition gives the possibility to stabilize high-temperature
a-GdFs polymorph in the single-crystal form [41]. Morphotropic transitions in the RFi
series (disappearing of tysonite-type structure) lead to transformation of tysonite RF3-
based solid solution to individual nonstoichiometric phases (berthollides). Berthollides
melt congruently in the systems with CaF2 and SrF2, and melt-grown tysonite crystals are
practically (not thermodynamically) stable in these systems. The concentration ranges of
these phases are close to the composition MR2F8 with decreasing R3+ ionic radius. Phases
Ri-yCayF3_y (R = Tb-Lu) undergo low-temperature monoclinic ordering. Berthollides
with tysonite-type structure in the systems with BaF2, CdF2, PbF2 are not so stable.

Figure 11.5 Temperatur3e dependencies of solubility of LaF3 in MF2 (decomposition of m1-xLax

F2+x solid solutions). Points—limiting concentrations of solid solutions. Adapted form [35]
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Figure 11.6 Interval of thermal stability of a-Gd 1 – y M y F 3 – y solid solutions versus M2+ ionic
radii [35]. 'Fluorine' ionic radii for c.n. 8 after [40]

In the NaF-RF3 (R = Pr-Lu, Y) systems high-temperature nonstoichiometric fluorite-
type phases Nao.5_xRo.5+xF2+2x exist also, but only as individual intermediate phases
(berthollides) [36]. All of them are thermodynamically unstable at room temperature. Prac-
tical stability of these phases varies dramatically in systems with different RF3, increasing
with decreasing R3+ ionic radius. Single crystals can be prepared by the usual method
of crystallization starting from Tb. In the concentration range of these phases the most
stable composition corresponds to the point of the eutectoid decomposition. Composi-
tion arrangement of maxima on melting curves is not fixed, as was stated in [42]. This
is gradually shifted in the rare-earth series, and is equal to 60± 1 mol % YF3 for NYF
(Nao.4Yo.6F2.2) and 57.5±1 mol% LuF3 for NLF (Nao.425Luo.575F2.i5). Besides the eutec-
toid decomposition, processes of ordering of high-temperatures solid solution take place
on cooling. Fluorite-related ordered phases form, such as NaR2F7 (R = Ho, Er, Y, Yb),
Na7R13F46 (R = Y, Tm-Lu), etc. The NaRF4 compounds crystallised in special hexag-
onal gagarinite structural type, related to UC13 (less of mid-temperature polymorph of
NaLuF4, which is fluorite related). The fluorite–gagarinite transformation has the features
of a not retarding polymorphic transition. Low-temperature annealing of grown crystals
of fluorite solid solutions requires care.

In the KF-RF3 systems, compared with NaF-RF3 systems, the stability of disordered
fluorite-like phases decreases (so they are not interesting for crystal growth), ordered
fluorite-related compounds (K/?F4 for R = Tb-Lu, Y, KR2F7, KR3F10) became more
stable, achieving an equilibrium with the melt in some cases. This gives a possibility of
melt crystal growth compounds, such as congruent-melting cubic KY3F10 [4, 62].
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11.4 TYPE OF COMPOUND MELTING:
CONGRUENT/INCONGRUENT

Crystal growth of compounds that melt incongruently is usually performed from a nonsto-
ichiometric starting melt composition, which corresponds to primary melt crystallisation
of the desired compound. Actual crystal growth is carried out from the solution (flux),
which may belong to the same (binary or ternary) system as the compound under growth
(self-flux), or differ in chemical composition. As a rule, the Czochralski or the top-seeded
solution growth (TSSG) technique is used. Single crystals of incongruently melting com-
pounds, such as BaLiF3 (BLF), KYF4 [43], BajYsFn were prepared. Single crystals of
BLF, for example, were grown from a starting melt with 43-40mol% BaF2 [19]. For
ternary incongruently melting compound KLiYFs, binary eutectic KF + LiF was used as
a flux [16].

Very interesting phenomena take place in the LiF-RF3 systems [36, 44]. Compounds
LiRF4 (R = Sm-Lu, Y) crystallize in sheelite-related structural type (tetragonal system,
I41/a). Single-crystal LiYF4 (YLF), LiGdF4 (GLF), LiLuF4 (LLF) and solid solutions
on the basis of these compounds are very popular laser hosts. The compounds formed
in the systems with R = Gd-Ho clearly melt incongruently, while those formed with
R = Tm-Lu melt congruently. The problem of the phase equilibrium type in the LiF-
YF3 system was the topic of discussion (see history of the problem in [23]). Actually,
the melting character of the compounds formed by LiF with ErF3 and YF3 is close to the
transition between congruent and incongruent melting (bifurcation point). The relevant
equilibrium transformations are described by the following phase reactions:

(eutectic, congruently solidifying LiRF4), and

(peritectic, incongruent solidifying LiRF4). The difference between the compositions of
the liquid phase corresponding to the opposite patterns falls within a concentration interval
of 1 mol %. On the background of a strong and irregular undercooling of the melt with
respect to crystallization of both LiYF4 and YF3 (e.g., in graphite crucibles), fluctuations
develop in the solidification character of LiYF4: patterns (1) and (2) become alternating.
Crystallization processes are sensitive to impurities. In order to stabilize the crystal growth
it is better to use starting compositions with an excess of 1-3 % LiF [7, 10].

The type of melting in LiCAF and LiSAF compounds was discussed in Ref. [45]. It is
known that crystal growth of high-quality incongruently melting LiCAF is more difficult
than congruently melting LiSAF [3].

11.5 PHASES THAT ARE NOT IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH MELT

Crystal growth of such phases requires use of a solvent. For example, low-temperature
compounds K2/?Fs (R = Lu, Y) have been crystallized by a hydrothermal technique
using a reaction of concentrated aqueous solutions of KF with lanthanide oxides under
hydrothermal conditions [46, 47].



where k°, b, r0 are parameters, r0 being the optimal ionic radius for isomorphous substi-
tution. For the isovalent isomorphism only, r0 coincides with the ionic radius of the
substituted cation. For fluorite-type matrices, values of k° linearly decrease with the
melting entropy (this means that the k° depends upon the surface roughness). In actual
processes of crystal growth impurity distributions along the crystals are described by the
effective distribution coefficients £eff- As a rule, k < Keff < 1 or 1 < Keff < k.

The method of codoping with charge compensation is used for improving the condi-
tions of dopant incorporation into crystals. For example, Na+ was codoped with Ce3+ in
order to maintain the charge neutrality at the substitution divalent actions in BaLiFa and
LiCAF/LiSAF crystals [5]. If the differences in the size of the substituting cations are
large, codoping with the intermediate size cation is used (see, e.g., Ref. [22]).

11.7 MORPHOLOGICAL STABILITY

Melt crystallization of fluoride- or tysonite-type solid solution systematically leads to for-
mation of a cellular structure (see Fig. 11.7a) as a result of loss of flat-interface stability.
The reason for this morphological instability is the well-known concentration or constitu-
tional undercooling phenomenon. The simplest stability criterion of a flat interface during
directional solidification of a two-component melt, which takes into account only mass
transport, is as follows:
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11.6 DOPANT SEGREGATION COEFFICIENTS

Uniform distribution of dopant ions is an important condition for preparing laser-quality
single crystals. Small differences between ionic radii of rare earths provides, in many
cases, the existence of continuous solid solutions between isostructural phases (Li/?p4,
BaRF4 etc.), convenient for crystal growth. However, increasing differences in ionic
sizes deteriorates, in general, the conditions for isomorphous substitution.

To evaluate the influence of the size factor on the distribution coefficient, the following
Gaussian-type semiempirical relation [38] can be used

where G is the temperature gradient, R is the solidification rate, D is the interdiffu-
sion coefficient, ra is the slope of the liquidus curve, AJC is the concentration jump at
the solidification interface [48, 49]. The right-hand part of Equation (11.4), F(x), was
named the 'stability function'. It can be calculated from a phase diagram, see Fig. 11.8.
Comparison of calculated stability functions with the results of crystal growth of fluorite
solid solutions allowed us to evaluate the values of cation diffusivities in melts for a
number of MP2-RF3 systems (D ~ 5 x 105 and 5 x 10–6 cm2 s–1 for M = Ca and Ba,
respectively; SrF2-based melts are characterized by intermediate D values). This gives
the possibility to calculate the values of G and R necessary for preparing homogeneous
cell-free crystals.

At small concentrations of the second component, F(x) is a straight line, starting from
the origin of (7\ jc) coordinates, which corresponds to the well-known Tiller's approxima-
tion. Another important case is the vicinity of extrema points in melting curves—minima
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Figure 11.7 Photograph of cellular structure in Bao.ggCeo.oiFa.oi crystal (diameter 7 mm), grown
by Bridgman technique (a), part of phase equilibria for BaF2-CeF3 system (b), distribution coeffi-
cient (c) and stability function for Bai-^Ce^+j solid solution (d)

and maxima. At such points F(x) = 0, F'(x) = 0, so the vicinity of such points is very
convenient for preparing high-quality crystals.

On the basis of thermodynamical-topological analysis of directional solidification of
multicomponent systems the existence of special congruently melting compositions in
ternary MF2-M'F2-/?P3 systems—saddle points—was predicted [50]. Some of them were
studied [51, 52]. The concentration near to such points are also very beneficial for growth
of cell-free single crystals, see Fig. 11.8.
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Figure 11.8 Saddle point on the melting surfaces of Cai-ySry NdyF2+x fluorite-type solid solu-
tion in the CaF2-SrF2-NdF3 system: liquid-solid phase equilibria at 1390 °C (a), 1400 °C (b) and
1410°C (c), area of cell-free crystal growth at R = Smmh–1, G — BOKcm–1 (o—cell-free crys-
tals, •—crystals with cells), dashed line—limiting concentration of fluorite-type solid solution (d).
Composition of saddle point: 21±2mol% NdF3, 21±2mol% SrF2

11.8 HYDROLYSIS AND MELT FLUORIDE GROWTH

Fluorides are known to be sensitive to oxygen contamination. This property is very
important for crystal growth. Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the most frequent
source of oxygen is water vapor. Other sources, such as carbon dioxide or nitrate impu-
rities in the initial reagents for RP^ synthesis may also be important. The process of
hydrolysis, which takes place under heating (pyrohydrolysis), includes several stages:
adsorption of H2O molecules on the surface, substitution of fluorine ions with hydroxyl
and oxide ions according to the reactions

The next stage is the formation of second phase (hydroxyfluoride, oxyfluoride, oxide)
after accumulation of a critical oxygen concentration. This process, which may take place
during the cooling of crystals, leads to formation of inclusions and 'milkiness' in crystals.
The final products of pyrohydrolysis are oxides.

The stability of compounds to pyrohydrolysis decreases in the following sequence:
NaF>SrF2 >BaF2 >LiF>CaF2>BeF2>MgF2>#F3>AlF3>BiF3>ZnF2> ThF4>UF4

[53]. The stability of the rare-earth fluorides RF^, differs substantially, LaF3 is the most
stable, LuFs and ScFs are the least stable. CeFs is anomalously sensitive to H2O [54];
the complicated role of oxygen impurity during thermal treatment of CeFs powder was
described in Ref. [55].
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Oxygen impurities in fluoride single crystals manifest themselves in additional absorp-
tion both in the UV (0.2-0.3 |im) and IR (about 10 |im) ranges.

OH~ radicals present absorption bands at 3 jxm [5, 56], Absorption bands in the range
3.3-3.6 [im were attributed to HCO~ [9]. The presence of oxygen changes the sensitivity
of the materials to ionizing radiation [21].

The first stage of fluoride crystal growth is the processing of the feed materials. It
may include a combination of some operations, such as drying chemicals under vacuum
with slight heating (e.g., about 200 °C) to remove water; sublimation; fluorination of
solid reagents with such agents as HF, KHF2, NH4F, NH4HF2; melting of feed materials
under fluorinating atmosphere; zone melting. An argon-filled glove box should be used for
operation with hygroscopic, for example, KF-containing, materials. Previously sintered or
melted reagents are preferable to powders.

Only LiF and NaF single crystals are possible to grow under air. As a result, they
contain noticeable amounts of OH~ group. Such crystals are used for fabrication of color-
center lasers (after y- or electron irradiation). Normally, fluoride crystal growth has to be
carried out under a controlled atmosphere. Vacuum chambers have advantages in compar-
ison with flowing systems [57]. High-purity inert gas (argon, helium) is often insufficient
for preparing high-quality crystals [5]. A reactive fluorinating atmosphere should be used.
The first fluorinating agent was HF [58]. HF is a highly corrosive gas and reacts readily
at high temperatures with metals, such as stainless steel. Application of the Teflon decom-
position process to crystal growth was discovered in Ref. [59]. Such decomposition gives
gaseous CF4 and C2p4. According to [56], the efficiency of fluorinating agents decreases
in the sequence C2F4(g) > NF3(g) > CF4(g) > COF2(g) > SF6(g). NF3 reacts readily
with graphite, the usual heater and crucible material. An argon/CF4 atmosphere is widely
used [5, 7]. A combination of different agents (for example, argon/CF4/HF [6]) may be
effective. Different schemes of fluorinating-atmosphere realization in crystal growth cham-
bers are presented on Fig. 11.9.

Figure 11.9 Schemes of creation of reactive fluorination atmosphere with use of gas (HF, CF4,
etc) (a) and by Teflon pyrolysis process (b, c)



According to data [18, 57, 60], lead is practically fully removed from CaF2 or BaF2 single
crystals. According to our data, however, RP^ single crystals, grown by the scavenger
process, contain noticeable amounts (~ 0.035 wt%) of lead.

Some useful descriptions of apparatus and crucibles for Bridgman and Czochralski
techniques are described in Refs. [63-67].
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12 Scintillators: Crystal Growth
and Scintillator Performance

A. GEKTIN

Institute for Scintillation Materials, 60 Lenin Ave., 61001, Kharkov, Ukraine

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, scintillation materials and detectors form the basis for many radiation-detection
devices. The ability to convert different ionizing radiations into visible light provided
an activity that could be conditionally called 'scintillation material science' (when it
is a question of scintillation-materials production) and 'detection systems engineering'
(when, in fact, a detection device is developed using one or another material). Scintillation
properties are typical for many materials (organic, plastic, liquid, ceramic scintillators).
But in this review we focus on the principal trend—scintillation single crystals.

The first application of the scintillation technique and CaWO4 crystals as scintillators
date from the period of Roentgen's discovery of X-rays and Rutherford's study of alpha-
particle scattering [1],

Rapid evolution of this activity dates back to the early 1950s when the first high-
performance Nal(Tl) scintillator material was grown [2]. During the last five decades
thousands of different dielectric media have been investigated for the purpose of more effi-
cient scintillation-material production, but only a few of them are reported to be practically
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Figure 12.1 Commercially available scintillator history

applied and form, so far, a number of commercially available scintillation materials. The
main scintillators and their transition from R&D to practical application are shown in
Fig. 12.1. Thus, a number of scintillators instead of one kind of material appeared and
today as we stand on the verge of real mass practical application there are still several
new types of materials, like LuAP [3], LaBr and LaCl doped with Ce3+ [4], LYSO [5],
etc. But why have we failed to manufacture a 'perfect' scintillator up to now?

There are some principal scintillation-crystal requirements:
First, is high density and high atomic number of the material. These parameters deter-

mine the efficiency of radiation absorption. In addition scintillator compactness and the
ability to produce reasonable-sized single crystals are required.

The second requirement is the high light emission (luminescence) efficiency, i.e. the
capability to convert absorbed energy into visible-light photons as efficiently as possible.
The matter concerns visible light—since the wavelength of emitted irradiation defines
the possibility to use a scintillator together with a light receiver.

The third critical parameter is the scintillation pulse decay time, which determines the
operation speed of the detector as a whole.

The scintillator must be highly transparent at the wavelength of emitted irradiation to
ensure the output of the scintillated light in a crystal with minimum intrinsic loss.

Radiation hardness is the ability to preserve properties under continuous
irradiation fields.

When practically applied, the crystal is required to possess other specific properties
like low afterglow, low background, chemical and mechanical stability, etc. These prac-
tical tasks require optimization of physical scintillator parameters as well as pragmatic
requirements, namely—to produce quite cheap, large-sized scintillators in volume.

Thus, the above requirements are found to be far from simple. Moreover, scientific
development and the principles of the search for new materials rather prevent the approach
to 'perfect scintillator' production. Different fields of scintillator applications mainly claim
requirements to one of the listed parameters that strongly prohibits the possibility of
meeting the rest of the requirements within reasonable limits.

12.2 SCINTILLATOR APPLICATIONS

At present scintillators are widely used in nuclear medicine, high-energy physics and astro-
physics, security systems, geophysics, environmental control, and industrial applications.
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Figure 12.2 Correspondence between scintillator parameters and applications

The most important scintillator parameters required by one or another application are
shown in Fig. 12.2. Despite the convention of such an analysis, it is obvious that the
most rigid requirements are connected with high-energy physics and medical imaging.

12.2.1 High-energy physics

Inorganic scintillation crystals possessing a wide cross section for gamma-photon photoab-
sorption, an effective value of density, atomic number, and sufficient speed of operation are
used in experimental high-energy physics as scintillators for electromagnetic calorimeters.

If we analyze the history of scintillator development for this use [6] (Table 12.1),
we see that Nal(Tl) (despite its high hygroscopicity) dominated in the 1960s. Then the
period of BGO began. Towards the end of the 20th century two large projects, namely,
BELLE (KEK, Japan) [7] and BaBar (SLAC, USA) [8] based on CsI(Tl) scintillators
were carried out. In the middle of the 1990s from the beginning of the CMS and ALICE
(LHC, CERN, Switzerland) projects [9] a new epoch was marked by PbWC«4. Huge-sized
electromagnetic calorimeters (up to 3-5m in diameter) required a very large number of
crystals. For example, the BELLE and BaBar projects required in total about 38 tons of
CsI(Tl) scintillation crystals. The CMS project will need in 16 tons of PbWC»4 crystals.

In all cases the main problems and needs in long-term R&D were connected with
technology and single-crystal perfection problems. First, long (300mm) single crystals
were needed. Secondly, light-output-uniformity requirements dictated the necessity of
high stability and uniformity of single crystals on the whole. Thirdly, the beam intensity
rise required increased crystal radiation hardness, i.e. R&D of radiation-damage suppres-
sion [10, 11].

At the same time BaF2 and CeFs—two other halide scintillators—were considered to be
alternatives. Despite numerous developments [12] these scintillators had never been widely
adopted, whereas pure Csl had been applied to the PiBeta and KTeV [13] experiments.

PbWO4 -based scintillators give an example of the most dynamic development of a new
scintillator starting with the first literature reports [14] until a prototype was successfully

Applications 

Properties 

High density and atomic number ++ + +++ ++ + ++
High light yield +++ ++ +++ + - ++
Fast response + ++ - - -
High transparency + - +++ + - -
Convenient emission range + - + + + ++ ++
Radiation stability - +++ - +
Large size of single crystal +++ - +++ -
Low cost +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +



Table 12.1 Main crystal calorimeters in the world (For more details see ref. [6])

Where
When
Beam
Beam energy

Crystal
Number [k]
Length [X0]
Photodetector

Crystal CLEO II
Ball

SPEAR CESR
1972 Late
e' e– e' e–
4 6
GeV
Nal(TI)
0.7
16
PMT

L3

LEP
1980s
e'e-
100

CsI(Tl) BGO
7.8 11.4
16 21.5
Si PD Si PD

BaBar

SLAC
1999
e' e–
9 + 3,1

CsI(Tl)
6.8
16
SiPD

Belle

KEK

e'e-
8 + 3.5

CsI(Tl)
8.8
16
SiPD

L*
Lol

SSC

PP
20
TeV
BaF2

26
24.5
V4T

GEM Eol

SSC

PP
20

BaF2

15
24.5
V4T

CMS Eol

LHC

PP
20

CeF3

45
25
SiPD

L3P Eol

LHC

PP
20

CeF3

100
25
VPD

ALICE

LHC
2005
ion ion
5,5-A

PbWO4

36
22
SiPD

CMS

LHC

PP
7

PbWO4

82
25
APD/V3T
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developed and tested that allowed appropriate crystals to be chosen for the biggest project
(CMS—82000 full-size single crystals and ALICE—36000 crystals) and to start their
mass production during 2001.

12.2.2 Medical imaging

In spite of the large scintillator production volume for high-energy physics applications,
the main market of the detectors is connected with medical imaging, in particular with X-
ray CT (computer tomography—1501 per year), SPECT (single-photon emission tomog-
raphy—gamma cameras—60001 per year), PET (positron emission tomography—5001
per year), X-ray diagnostic machines (500001 per year) [15]. The biggest scintillation
single-crystal market is connected with their application as gamma camera (SPECT)
detectors. Detector size should allow full-body screening, therefore crystal dimensions
reach 600 x 500 mm, which is a driving force for large-size single-crystal growth. Mod-
ern medical-equipment modifications lead to the production of curved detectors [16] as
well as cylindrical ones for brain SPECT [17]. Nal(Tl) single crystals serve as a basis for
this research.

X-ray computer tomograph allows the spatial density arrangement of the considered
object to be restored. One of the most important requirements concerning scintillators is a
short decay time and low afterglow level because at least 100 projections per second are
accomplished in a CT machine. CT (X-ray computer tomography) diagnostics is mainly
based on CdWO4 single crystals and is in great need of alternative materials to replace
Cd-containing materials.

PET allows measurement of the arrangement of special isotopes injected and dis-
tributed in the human body that emit positrons with further annihilation with electrons.
This is achieved due to the detection of annihilation of gamma-quanta (511 keV energy)
registration. As a rule, the annihilation radiation is detected by special scintillation detec-
tors or a matrix matched to the position-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT). PET
systems require the development of heavy, fast and highly efficient materials. Initially
all prototypes and commercially available PET systems were based on BGO scintil-
lators, but continuous search for more efficient materials led to new scintillators pro-
duction, namely, LSO (Lu2SiO5:Ce3+) [18], GSO Gd2SiO5:Ce3+ [19] as well as LYSO
((Lu — Y)2SiO5.'Ce3+) [5], i.e. it is impossible to find a unique scintillation material even
in the framework of similar applications.

12.3 SCINTILLATION-MATERIAL EFFICIENCY ESTIMATION

The classic method of scintillation-material efficiency (rj) estimation is based on a phe-
nomenological approach dividing the process into three stages [20, 21]. First, this is
absorption of the incident ionizing particle by the crystal host and energy conversion into
thermalized electrons and holes. The conversion efficiency of this stage (ft) depends on
the crystal-host type and the search for a scintillation matrix has to start from the esti-
mation of the B efficiency. The second stage is migration, i.e. transfer of electron and
hole excitations to the luminescence center (S—energy-transfer efficiency). This stage is
partly structure sensitive due to capturing of some carriers by deep and shallow traps,
color-center formation, radiation-induced transformation of some impurity states, etc. In



Conditionally, scintillators could be divided into groups according to the initial lumi-
nescence mechanisms [21] (Table 12.2). These mechanisms exactly define the specific
character of the scintillator and the potential limitation of its efficiency.

Intrinsic luminescence-based scintillators possess fast response (short decay time), but
have relatively low light yield as a result of luminescence quenching with increasing
temperature. The problem of low luminescence efficiency is peculiar to crystals possessing
cross-luminescence. In this case a low light yield is compensated for a short scintillation
pulse decay time (a few nanoseconds or even less).

First, extrinsic luminescence is associated with doped crystals. In the role of activator,
a dopant ion may be either a direct luminescence center or may promote luminescence as
in the case of impurity-bound exciton emission (e.g. for CsI(Tl) or CsI(Na) scintillators).

All the stages and corresponding processes are described in [21, 22] in greater detail. It
is noteworthy that such relative division into types allows the substance class to be defined
as well as the possibility to use one or another scintillator material being specifically
applied. Scintillator efficiency is evaluated by the quantity of photons emitted at 1-MeV
energy absorption. Table 12.3 presents the most efficient scintillators and current fields of
their application. As a whole the overwhelming majority of contemporary scintillators are
dielectric crystals. Nevertheless, scintillation characteristics availability is also typical for
a series of wide-bandgap semiconductors. As early as the 1960s the possibilities of doping
ZnO with Ga and In were studied [23]. The obtained fast detectors with a decay time
of about 1 ns remained useless, however. Later, ZnSe(Te) crystals were pulled [24]. In
and Te doping of CdS is yet another example of scintillator development by isoelectronic
donors and acceptors structure [25].

It follows from Table 12.3 that practically all known scintillators belong to two material
types. These are either halide crystals or oxides, i.e. wide-bandgap materials. In most cases
the issue concerns the matrix used for other applications. For example, laser materials,
optical materials (from UV to IR regions) as well as crystals for applied lithography. A

Table 12.2 Types of inorganic scintillators and examples of
representative materials (For more details see ref. [21])

Intrinsic
Excitonic: Csl, Bap2
Self-activated: BUGeaOn, CeF3, CdWO4, LuTaO4

Semiconductors: Cul, Hgl2, Pbl2;

Extrinsic
Activated: NaI:Tl+, CsI:Tl+, CaF2:Eu2+
Cerium activated: Lu2SiO5:Ce3+, LaAlO3:Ce3+, glass:Ce3+

Semiconductors: CdS:Te2–, ZnO:Ga, CdS:In
Core-valence luminescence

BaF2, CsF, RbF, KMgF3, BaLu2F8
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this stage, the role of structural perfection and the possibility of more efficient scintilla-
tors production will be determined. The last stage relates to the radiative efficiency of
luminescence centers (Q) and the optimal concentration of these centers. Total efficiency
could be defined as:



Table 12.3 The most efficient and usable scintillators

Density [g cm–3]
Melting point [K]
Hygroscopic
Wavelength of

emission
maximum [nm]

Refractive index at
emission
maximum

Light output [% of
Nal(Tl)] (for
gamma-rays)

Primary decay time
[|XS]

Afterglow (after
6ms) [%]

Lower wavelength
cutoff [nm]

Nal(Tl) CsI(Na) CsI(Tl) Csl
undoped

3.67 4.51 4.51 4.51
924 894 894 894
yes Yes slightly slightly
415 420 550 310

1.85 1.84 1.79 1.95

100 85 45 5-6

0.23 0.63 1 0.01

0.3-5 0.5-5 0.1

300 300 320 260

6LiI(Eu) CaF2 (Eu) BaF2

4.08 3.18 4.88
719 1691 1627
very no no
470 435 310

220(195)

1.96 1.47 1.50(3 10 nm)
1. 54(220 nm)

30-35 50 16(slow)
5(fast)

1.4 0.94 0.63(slow)
0.0006-0.0008
(fast)

<0.3

425 395 135

GSO(Ce) CdWO4 BGO LSO LuAP:Ce

6.71 7.9 7.13 7.4 8.34
2173 1598 1323 2150 2233
no no no no no
440 470/450 480 420 365

1.85 2.2-2.3 2.15 1.82 1.97

20 25-30 15-20 75 ^60

0.06 20/5 0.3 0.04 0.018

0.1 0.005
after 3 ms after 3 ms

395 330 320 320 320
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distinctive feature is the specially required doping, principally with Tl ions for halides
and Ce, Tb, Pr for oxides (when maintaining high-transparency requirements, structural
purity and perfection are also necessary).

Conventional SPECT, coincidence counting systems, matrix (pixilated) detector
advanced scanners are based on Nal(Tl) or CsI(Tl) crystals. Long single crystals (300 mm)
being highly uniform both inside the crystal and from crystal to crystal are used for high-
energy physics. Large size of crystals, volume production and low-price requirements
made this material indispensable during recent decades. The main efforts were directed
not to the search for new dopants and host crystals but to growth-process advancement.

The situation in the case of oxide single crystals is somewhat different. The need for
large-size crystal growth, except PbWC>4 single crystals for high-energy physics applica-
tions, is defined by the productive cost efficiency as a whole. (A considerable quantity
of mid- and small-sized scintillators is used for PET, CT scanners for medical imag-
ing.) Economic expediency of innovative activity directed towards increased yield and
corresponding price cutting is of importance here.

Thus, it should be readily noted that high-energy physics and medical applications
are two principal driving forces promoting the search for and the growth of scintilla-
tion materials.

12.4 HALIDE SCINTILLATOR GROWTH

Practically all currently known growth techniques were applied for halide scintillator
growth developments. Namely, the Bridgman-Stockbarger method [26], the Kyropulos
method [27] and the Czochralski technique [28]. The main crystal-perfection requirements
were maximum possible transparency and optimal activator content.

From the beginning of the 1950s alkali-halide single crystals were manufactured either
by Bridgman-Stockbarger or Kyropulos techniques. The Stockbarger method utilized
a heater chamber with two sections divided by a baffle into upper and lower heated
chambers. The upper section is heated to a temperature above the melting point and
the bottom section is heated to a temperature below the melting point of the crystal.
Crystallization begins at the lower section and process upwards through the melt as the
crystal is lowered from the upper part of the furnace chamber to the bottom part. Usually
an inert gas is used during filling of the quartz crucible. A slight overpressure of inert gas
reduces impurities by prevention of outside contaminants from leaking into the furnace.
Occasionally, small amounts of certain gases, called scavengers, are introduced into the
crystallization chamber in order to react with and draw out harmful impurities that are
known to exist in the melt (raw material).

In actual practice, the main problem relates to nonuniform distribution of the activa-
tor along the alkali-halide single crystals. This is because all dopants have segregation
coefficients that are not equal to unity. Thus, if the crucible with a melt and crystal is
lowered the crystal has a lower activator concentration than the melt and this difference
will increase continuously. This means that the activator concentration can vary drasti-
cally to the bottom of the crystal. For example, typical distributions of Tl ions in Nal
and crystals may vary by more than 50 times and lead to activator segregation and
luminescence quenching.

Modern trends of growth-method development gave impetus to the critical need for
gamma-camera detectors. The necessity of growing large-size single crystals with high
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uniformity of transparency as well as luminescent parameters occurred along with the
above-mentioned requirements. From this point onwards a new line of activity, namely,
large-size halide scintillation single-crystal growth emerged.

On the one hand, this could be provided by proportionally increasing the crystalliza-
tion furnace size. On the other hand, this aim could be achieved by means of fulfilling
continuous crystal-growth principles [29]. Even in the case of crystals growing by small
temperature gradients the first approach is connected with the necessity of interface-shape
maintenance during the crystal-growth process. The second group of methods allows the
crystal/melt interface position to be fixed, but this uses a more complicated hardware
implementation and also the logical design of melt feeding in the course of growth.

Continuous-growth developments were applied to a method using both an ampoule
and pulling on the seed method.

In the first case, the principle of Stockbarger's method modification bears the following
character (see Fig. 12.3 [30]). The ampoule in which the crystal is grown is coupled to the
melt-feeding system. In the course of single-crystal growth (i.e. positioning the ampoule
with a growing crystal at the bottom of the growth chamber) the melt is fed from the upper
feeder. In this case the crystal size is limited by the ampoule diameter and the growth
chamber height. A general objective of this technique is to provide a continuous process
for the growth of ultrapure halide crystals in a Bridgman–Stockbarger furnace [26]. It
was a goal to develop technology that allows the crucible to be occupied fully by causing
additional charging of material to the crucible. Another specific objective of this technique
is to provide a process by which the residual activator concentration in the crystal is
essentially uniform, despite segregation coefficients that may be much greater or less than
unity. The surplus of activator impurity accumulated when the crystal is grown in height
has to allow feeding by the host material only.

There is also a method of horizontal continuous crystal growth for plates of any dimen-
sions (Fig. 12.4) [31]. A traveling crucible or crystal slab can be used if the heaters are
stationary. Activator impurity concentration control can be achieved by adding activator
in solid form. This invention related to both the growth and purifying of crystal material,
but this invention did not find commercial realization.

In general, the idea of a continuous-growth process originated from metallurgy with
many different casting techniques. But direct transfer of such methods was not successful
due to the necessity to provide at least:

(i) conditions for the single-crystal growth,

(ii) additional purification ability,

(iii) uniform activator impurity distribution.

These developments were started in the 1970s and 1980s for semiconductors (Si, first
of all) [32-34] and halide crystal growth [35]. Some of these developments solved the
problem of continuous growth of columnar structure rods [33], some allowed not only to
sustain permanent feeding, but produced an extra purification effect [32], but only two
of them found practical application for scintillator growth [34, 35]. Both techniques were
based on the Kyropulos method with feeding by solid raw material (granules or powder)
or previously melted raw materials.
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Figure 12.3 Stockbarger technique with raw-material feeding system [30]

Because of the seeming external simplicity of this continuous-growth method, methods
of pulling the crystal on the seed by way of raw-material feeding were widely adopted in
practice [29, 35-39].

Figure 12.5 presents the principle of automated crystal-growth technology with a
powder-feeding system [29, 35, 36]. In this case the crystal size is limited by the crucible
diameter and the crystallization chamber height. Crystal-diameter control was applied
as the main principle of this design. The solution of mass-balance equations describ-
ing the relationship between crystallizing as a single crystal: melt weight and constant
raw-material feeding assures crystal-diameter stability (and crystal/melt interface position,
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Figure 12.4 Horizontal continuous crystal growth for plate growth technique with powder-feeding
system [31]

Figure 12.5 Principle of continuous-growth technique with powder-feeding system

respectively) and to carry out continuous growth. Actually, the material-balance equation
turns out to be rather simple:

where ms, m1—masses of crystal and melt, respectively.
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These values are connected with the main pulling parameters—axial pulling rate (V)
and single-crystal cross-sectional area (s):

where ps—crystal density.
To pull the crystal with V,s = const it is necessary to use one of following means:

V = const—crystal-length gauge, melt-level control,
s = const—crystal-diameter control,
dm1 = const—melt-weight control, melt-level control,
at

dms = const—crystal-weight control.
at

Among these automated crystal-growth principles only the first is used to produce large-
sized alkali-halide single crystals.

As a first approximation (steady-state process) the crystal diameter is described by the
following expression:

where ps—crystal density; m—feeding rate; Vp—puling rate.
As a second approximation [29], complementary factors should be taken into account,

for example, undermelted single-crystal appearance and evolution, material loss due to
evaporation from the free-surface area of the melt, etc. Taking into account these factors
the simple Equation (12.4) moves to the much more intricate, but practically realiz-
able equation:

where Ws—single-crystal volume below melt level, y—evaporation rate.
*

Taking into account that h << Vp and y << psVp one can obtain:

Practical control of the mass balance between the growing crystal and the raw-material
feeding can be described by the following expression derived from the balance equation:

where d—crystal diameter.
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In practice, the crystals are grown using sensors.

1. Crystal-diameter control

2. Crystal-weight control

3. Melt-weight control

4. Crystal-length control

For growing crystals more than 400-500 mm in diameter the method of growth-process
control by melt-level elevation was widespread. The principle of this method is shown
in Fig. 12.6. The melt level in the crucible is measured by an electrocontacting probe.
Essentially the melt-level elevation accuracy is determined by the height of the meniscus
formed during melt-level lowering. Contact breaking is evidence of melt-level lowering as
a result of crystal pulling. Via the sensor signal the melt is fed until contact generation is re-
established. It should be noted that practical crystal pulling is based on heater-temperature
control also.

For automated heater-temperature control a signal has to be proportional to the melt-
level displacement 'h'. At the beginning of the process (axial stage of the growth) the melt-
level displacement rises slowly. Later, this change is significant for the process stability.
Since the melt-level gauge possesses high sensitivity (about 10-30 um) the system as a
whole must be protected from separate local perturbations potentially leading to crystal-
growth jumps. These are crucible vibrations, pulling-speed jumps, strong oscillations on
the melt surface area due to feeding raw material ingress, etc. Another peculiar feature
of the growth control relates to the sensitivity of the system to the average temperature
of the melt. This leads to a corresponding change in the melt-level height. This feature is
advantageous and disadvantageous at the same time. It was shown that the random fast
perturbations of the melt temperature are automatically smoothed without substantially
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Figure 12.6 Electrocontacting probe and melt

affecting the crystal growth, because the level probe immediately responds with a signal
compensating the perturbation. But on the other hand, the gradual change of the melt
temperature in the course of growth results in the gradual deviation of the crystal diameter
from that required. Fortunately, this deviation is not large. For crystals with diameter
300 mm and 750 mm length the relative deviation of crystal diameter did not exceed 1.5%.

The temperature distribution in the large melt volume defining convective flows depends
primarily on the melt and crucible sizes (diameters). This factor is significant for the crys-
tal/melt interface curvature and appearance of local nonflatness. At d/D (d—diameter of
crystal, D—diameter of crucible) about 0.8 the interface shape is convex, while it is
substantially flat at d/D = 0.5. This criteria-limited crystal size for the fixed crucible
diameter is one of the peculiarities of the technology.

The equipment used and the alkali-halide single-crystal growth technique are described
in [29, 34] in detail. Essentially, the method and the equipment are commercially applied.
At present NaI(Tl), CsI(Na), CsI(Tl), CsI(pure) with diameter up to 600mm and 750mm
in height are grown using them. The total weight of the ingot reaches 400-500 kg.

Thus, the authors succeeded in combining a number of important advantages in one
method. Namely,

1. Continuous growth for large and long single crystals.

2. Fixed 'crystal/melt' interface, i.e. constant growth conditions on the solidify-
ing interface.

3. The possibility of raw-material and activator feeding.

4. Large crucible volume assures good melt convection (and homogenization).

5. Simple control method based on electrocontacting-probe application.

6. Growth-furnace construction provides for rotating of both crystal holder and crucible
with melt, i.e. the possibility of melt homogenization and thermal-field symmetrization
in the growing crystal.

Often, some of the advantages of this method are fraught with hidden disadvantages.
For example, large crystal volume and large melt free surface area result in significant
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losses due to substance evaporation (especially activator evaporation in the case of high
volatility) and the impossibility of additional raw-material purification. These factors are
important from the practical point of view since they define the cost efficiency of the
growth process due to the primary raw-material cost.

Figure 12.7 Principle of continuous-growth technique with melt-feeding system

Figure 12.8 Stages of crystal growth: (a)—starting stage; (b-d)—radial growth
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The method of automated crystal growth with a melt-feeding system is also well
known [29, 37, 39]. This method is based on the same crystal and raw-material weight bal-
ance equations (12.5) and (12.6), but possesses a number of specific features. The essence
of this method is the process of pulling the crystal from the small conical crucible (i.e. ini-
tial substance and activator evaporation is negligible), but melted raw material is fed from
the special toroidal crucible (Fig. 12.7). The method concept is presented at Fig. 12.8.
The initial stage of radial growth is started in the lowest part of the conical crucible where
the melt-surface diameter is comparable to the seed-crystal diameter (Fig. 12.8). At the
radial growth stage the crystal is pulled up at a rate, Vp. Simultaneously, the melt level is
elevated at a rate, V1, by means of feeding the raw material at the mass rate m, such that
Vp > V1. Such elevations of seed crystal and melt sustain the permanent diameter increase
and stable radial growth of single crystal (stages b-d, at Fig. 12.8). The melt temperature
being adjusted so that the linear speed of the radial growth is essentially equal to that of
the melt-surface diameter increase. Thus the radial growth from the seed diameter to the
determined value of the single-crystal ingot is performed at a minimum free surface of
the melt.

When the radial growth feeding rate has to compensate both the crystal-growth rate
and the increase of the melt volume in the crucible:

For a conical crucible this equation is transferred to

where d1 depends on the vertex angle (E) as

(do is the melt-surface diameter at the initial moment of the growth).
When the radial growth is completed, the electrocontact-probe lifting is stopped and the

melt-level position is fixed (V1 = 0). The axial growth stage is started from this moment.
Axial and radial temperature gradients in the ingot and melt temperature are of crit-

ical importance for the ingot diameter and crystal mass rate. Since the melt and crystal
temperature are independent parameters defining the mass rate, the automated control of
crystal diameter even at the steady-state stage of axial growth can be done by means of
feedback, provided that certain parameters indicate how the growth rate affects the melt
temperature. This note has to be made in the growth-technology manuals.

Such crystal-growth technology allows combination of all known advantages of the
powder-feeding method (continuous growth for large and long single crystals; fixed 'crys-
tal/melt' interface, i.e. constant growth conditions on solidifying interface; simple control
method based on electrocontact probe application) possessing additional abilities:

1. An extra raw-material purification (like reactive atmosphere protective process (RAP))

2. Melt feeding, i.e. doping with activated melt.
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One of the most important aspects of the raw-material feeding method is the quasiconti-
nuity maintenance of the growth process. Any crystallization speed jump (regardless of
the initiating cause—temperature jump, melt-level jump, etc.) leads to an instantaneous
crystallization speed change. Depending on the perturbation magnitude intrinsic crystal
structural defects appear as well as activator distribution nonuniformity in the crystal,
foreign impurities and capture of gases dissolved in the melt. Therefore one of the main
elements of a stable scintillation single-crystal growth technique is one-time feeding-value
optimization and feeding frequency. It is evident that the feeding dose should be minimal,
but the frequency should be maximal. Only in this way can the quasicontinuity process
be ensured. This procedure is described in [39]. Since the feeding is done only when the
electrocontacting probe is out of contact with the melt, i.e. when the limiting meniscus
becomes broken, it is performed in a discrete regime. The melt mass, Amo required to
resume the probe contact with the melt surface in the crucible is defined by the Ah
value and the free melt surface area (area of ring enclosed between the crucible wall and
the crystal):

Since the crystal pulling and the probe displacement are done in a continuous manner,
the meniscus becomes broken in certain time intervals, when its height attains its limiting
value so that the surface tension becomes unable to maintain it. When the meniscus is
broken, an ordinary melt dose Am0 is added to the crucible, the contact is renewed to be
broken again after the time period AT, and so on.

The feeding mass rate can be presented as

It follows from Equation (12.13) that the constancy of AT shows that the free melt surface
[d 1 ( t ) ] 2 — [ds(t)]

2 is constant or the crystal diameter ds(t) = const., (in the case when the
melt level is stable, d\(t} = const.). If the melt level in a conical crucible rises linearly in
time (this is equivalent to a linear increase of [d 1 ( t } ] 2 then the constancy of AT points to
a linear increase of the growing-crystal cross section. Thus, AT (time intervals between
the feeding operations) is an exact parameter bearing information on the growing-crystal
diameter that is useful in governing an automated pulling system. An increase in AT
reveals a diminution of the crystal diameter while, in contrast, its decrease shows that the
diameter is increasing.

From Equations (12.10) and (12.13), the relationship between the crystal diameter and
the control parameter is obtained

Realizing feedback between AT and the melt temperature allows control of the crystal
growth mass rate or its diameter to be established. Note that no additional sensor is
necessary to measure AT. The information is obtained from the electrocontact probe that
governs the feeding. The time intervals are therefore measured from the cessation of feed-
ing (restoring the probe contact with the melt) to the start of the next feeding (the contact
break). Since AT is measured between each two feedings, the process information and,
consequently, the control efficiency increases by several orders when a conical crucible



It follows from Equation (12.15) that, at constant Vp, the feeding frequency 1/AT depends
on the ratio of the crystal cross-sectional area to that of the melt free surface. So, for
example, when a crystal is grown-out radially in a 500-mm diameter, cylindrical crucible
to a 100-mm diameter, that ratio amounts to 0.04, while it is 1.25 in the case of a conical
crucible where the initial melt surface diameter do = 150mm. That is, in the initial radial
growth stage, at a usual pulling speed, e.g., 5 mmh–1 , and a real limiting meniscus height
amounting to 0.2mm, the information on the current crystal diameter will arrive at the
control system every 2400s in the first case and every 125 s in the second one.

12.5 ACTIVATOR DISTRIBUTION IN SCINTILLATION
SINGLE CRYSTALS

The overwhelming majority of halide scintillators are doped crystals (see Table 12.3). In
these, maximum scintillator efficiency is achieved by optimal activator concentration. At
smaller concentrations the light output does not reach the maximum value and the con-
centration quenching occurs at too high activator concentrations that results in scintillator
light output reduction again.

Therefore the technology of uniform activator distribution along the ingot provides
a stimulus for classical single-crystal growth technique development. In terms of acti-
vator distribution in the growing crystals all conventional methods are similar to zone
melting [40]. (The melt in the crucible playing the role of the melted zone.)

The impurity distribution along the crystal height by equilibrium crystallization is
described bv the expression:
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is used. Assuming, for simplicity sake, V\ — 0, we obtain from Equation (12.14) that the
process information is determined as

where g—the fraction of frozen ingot; Cs—concentration at height g; C0—starting con-
centration; K0—segregation coefficient.

This means that if crystallization conditions change, a scintillation single crystal will
possess nonuniform scintillation characteristics and only certain crystal sections will meet
the practical requirements.

Continuous growth allows control of the impurity content in the melt, thereby giving
an opportunity to obtain scintillators with uniform activator distribution along the whole
single-crystal ingot. In this case the impurity evaporation (Tl, for instance) from the melt
surface is a sink, and the feeding system is an additional input that has to balance the Tl
content in the melt [39].

It is easy to sustain the balance for the concentration in the melt and crystal:
From the activator and melt balance:
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where ms, m1—crystal and melt weights; C1, Cf—activator concentration in melt
and feeding.

For automated pulling, as described above:
dms

At -— = p = const, for activator concentration in crystal (Cs):
dmj

Index "0" marks the initial stage.
At the stationary stage of the crystal growth the activator concentration in the crystal

is not too complicated:

Generally it is possible to split all scintillation growth techniques and materials into two
groups. First, materials and activator with low efficiency of activator evaporation (low-
volatility impurities). A typical example of such a scintillator is CsI(Na). The second
case relates to the high efficiency of activator evaporation. The most popular NaI(Tl)
scintillator belongs to this group.

In practice, due to the high rate of thallium iodide evaporation the ingot is grown
from the undoped melt in the radial growth stage. When the finite crystal diameter size
is reached and the melt free surface area is minimized, melt feeding is performed in such
a way that the Tl content reaches the set value.

Activator feeding after radial growth to sustain the balance is:

After that the appropriate thallium content level in the raw material feed could be chosen
so that the impurity distribution in the grown crystal is uniform.

For a low-volatility activator it is possible to pull from an initially doped melt.
At the radial growth stage at p = const, and Cf = 0

or the activator concentration in the crystal will be:

At small times corresponding to the real growth procedure this value is:
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Feeding with Cs/k raw material provides the uniform activator concentration (Cs) along
the growth axis.

These examples demonstrate a possibility to determine experimentally all the process
parameters and to achieve uniform activator distribution in the whole ingot. First, the
selected thallium iodide feeding concentration value determines the raw material amount
to reach a given activator concentration. Secondly, the thallium concentration value is
determined during continuous feeding providing uniform activator distribution along the
whole crystal. The Tl distribution uniformity in grown CsI(Tl) crystals does not exceed
±6% [391.

The importance of the continuous-growth process with feeding capability to obtain
not only large-sized single crystals, but also physically uniform scintillators, is a critical
advantage of continuous-growth methods.

Numerous algorithms of large-sized crystal production and technical modifications of
their realization systems are given in [29].

12.6 OXIDE SCINTILLATION CRYSTAL GROWTH

The main oxide scintillator production techniques are based on the Czochralski
or Bridgman methods. In spite of the fact that the number of oxide scintillators
is steadily growing, scientists and engineers fix their attention on known
growth methods adapted to perfect-crystal production peculiarities. Unlike halide
scintillators, oxide materials are used for radiation registration both as undoped
crystals (i.e. based on intrinsic luminescence)—BGO (Bi4Ge3O12), CWO (CdWO4),
PWO (PbWO4), BSO (Bi4Si3O12), and doped mostly with trivalent cerium (i.e.
activated luminescence)—LSO:Ce (Lu2SiO5:Ce3+), GSO:Ce (Gd2SiO5:Ce3+), YAP:Ce
(YAlO3:Ce3+), LuAP:Ce (LuAlO3:Ce3+). It is worth noting that if the first group of
crystals has intermediate melting temperatures, the second group will belong to materials
with melting temperatures higher than 2000 °C.

Historically, industrial production of oxide scintillators began with tungstate and ger-
manate growth. In particular, every effort was made to develop methods of BGO produc-
tion proposed as a scintillator for the first time in 1973 [41]. Thus let us consider the main
aspects determining single-crystal growth process stability, single-crystal quality (first of
all the scintillation characteristics is uniformity along the crystal length) and production
efficiency as a whole.

To achieve the above goals the crystallization-speed constancy, the external manifesta-
tion of which is the crystal-diameter constancy, is of critical importance. Crystal-diameter
constancy may be reached either by varying the crystal pulling speed or changing the
heater capacity. Structural uniformity and optical-performance requirements limit the
pulling speed value, therefore the main control parameter (at fixed pulling and crystal
rotation speed) is the heater power, as a rule. By crystal growth without feeding, the
melt-level change in a crucible results in a continuous 'crystal/melt' interface movement
deep into the crucible. In this case, to assure the crystal-diameter constancy it is necessary
to provide a melt-temperature decrease that is limited by the temperature stability of the
crystalline system. Thus, crystal-growth techniques with melt feeding are dominant, allow-
ing us (as in the above cases) to maintain heat and mass balance in the growth process.



d(CmmT1) , , , .
where melt heat-content change per time unit

dt
W — power transferred from the heaters to the melt

Wc — power loss through the crystal
Wf — power loss from the melt free surface area

Wb, Ww, — power loss due to heat abstraction from crucible surface
Cm — specific heat
m — melt mass

Stable algorithms of system control and empirical parameter-selection principles for the
system of crystal-pulling control equations are described in [42] in detail.

The peculiarity of oxide scintillator growth is based on initial raw-material polymor-
phism, for instance, Bi3O3 and GeO2 for BGO scintillators. Except for the main phase
(Bi4Ge3O12) there are a series of other compounds that are stable within the tempera-
ture range from 913 °C to 1304°C. Namely, these are Bi4Ge3O12; B12GeO20; Bi2Ge3O5;
a-Bi2O3; GeO2; Bi4Ge3O12; B12GeO20; Bi2Ge3O9; Bi4Ge3O12; Bi2Ge3O9; Bi4Ge3O12.
Inclusion of these phases in the crystal is undesirable even if they do not influence material
optical transparency. First, it is conditioned on scintillation characteristics loss. Secondly,
this leads to light scattering and an absorption-level increase in the crystals. From this
point of view three phases are the most dangerous ones: stable phases B12GeO20 and
Bi2Ge3O9; and the metastable phase Bi2GeO5. Monophase raw-material production solves
only part of the problem. Metastable phase Bi2GeO5 may crystallize from the metastable
melt on temperature lowering in the course of single-crystal growth. Thus, monophase-
system development requirements impose additional restrictions upon the crystal-growth
process as a rule.

Similar problems as with germanates occur in the case of growing silicates. For
example, there are three intermediate stable and metastable phases for bismuth silicate
(Bi4Si3O12). Correspondingly, melt homogenization involves additional crystal-growth
temperature requirements.

Many scintillators are tungstates—AWO4 where A is Ca, Cd, Zn or Pb. The Czochral-
ski technique is the dominant crystal-growth method for these crystals. The main condi-
tions allowing the manufacture of crystals with good scintillation characteristics are stated
in [42]. These are:

1. vacuum melting of raw material,

2. low pulling speed at high crystal rotation speed,

3. seed orientation [100] to prevent intensive twinning,

4. high axial temperature gradient,

5. careful raw-material synthesis to achieve maximum single-crystal stoichiometry.

It is worth noting that there is also a low-efficiency scintillator—PWO-along with rel-
atively high-aperture materials in this group of scintillators. The first mention of this
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In these cases the algorithm of crystal-growth control is based on the heat balance:
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scintillator as a particle-detecting material was made in 1992 [14], when a suggestion that
due to the unique high density it may be applied in high-energy physics was put forward.
In fact, high ionizing particle energy considerably mitigates the light-output requirements.
At the same time if the radiation hardness of this material is high enough, it may be both a
technically and commercially effective scintillator for large electromagnetic calorimeters.
This scintillator development progress is one of the most striking examples during the last
decade. The first long crystals (230 mm) were grown in 1994, a year later they successfully
passed tests in CERN and were put in the forefront as scintillation detectors for CMS
and ALICE [9]. It took several years to develop a radiation-hard PWO crystal-growth
technique [11, 43], before the production of these scintillators started [44]. Simultaneous
investigations [45] showed that it is possible to grow such crystals using the Bridgman
method as well, however, industrial application requires additional updating of this method
in comparison with the Czochralski technique.

Another example of industrial application technology progress and implementation
are connected with the development of cerium-doped lutetium orthosilicates
(LSO—Lu2SiO5(Ce)). Several years passed from the moment of taking out a patent for
this material (1990) [46], until scintillator prototypes for PET scanners were developed.
However, LSO scintillation single-crystal growth technique advancement took almost
10 years. As a result positron emission tomography, a new line of investigation, was
developed and widely adopted in nuclear-medicine diagnostics.

12.7 INFLUENCE OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL PERFECTION
ON SCINTILLATION CHARACTERISTICS

As stated above (see Equation (12.1)), parameters Q and S depend on scintillation single-
crystal structural perfection. The Q value determines the maximum light-output param-
eters. It strongly depends on the luminescence-center concentration and distribution uni-
formity, i.e. it is determined by the possibility of activator-distribution control in a crystal
(discussed in Section 12.5). The energy transfer efficiency (S) depends directly on energy-
loss minimization. The main sources of scintillation efficiency loss may be divided into
several groups, Fig. 12.9 [10].

Figure 12.9 Crystal imperfections and energy losses on irradiation
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First, this is energy storage. The issue concerns charge-carrier trapping by their own
point (vacancy, for example) and impurity defects. Secondly, these are radiation-induced
solid-state transformations, for instance, different color-center formation. Thirdly, these
are radiochemical transformations connected with the presence of foreign impurities.
Finally, these are charge-carrier traps with the further relaxation accompanied by a slow
afterglow (phosphorescence). All these factors are present in scintillators to a greater or
lesser extent and their elimination requires special efforts at the stage of single-crystal
growth. In some cases, for example, CsI(Tl) scintillators initially used for medical X-ray
CT diagnostic devices were gradually replaced by CdWO4 single crystals with a lower
afterglow level. This example is quite representative since CsI(Tl) possesses 3-4 times
higher light output, but these advantages are not enough to exceed present disadvantages.

Crystal perfection is of critical importance for undoped scintillators with intrinsic lumi-
nescence. Relatively low light output makes them sensitive even to small energy-transfer
loss (5 parameter). The most typical example is Csl (pure) or CsI—CsBr scintillator [47,
48]. This material has a short decay time and is suitable for HEP (high-energy physics)
applications taking into account its low cost [13]. However, such applications require
a minimal level of slow components along with fast scintillations in the UV range of
300 nm. Its applicability criterion is the fast/total ratio, i.e. the relationship between the
fast emission component and the total emitted radiation. Usually this ratio is 0.75-0.8.,
i.e. a minimum 20 % of scintillations do not correspond to the main fast emission. The
investigations showed [49] that there are components connected with the presence of
traces of sodium ions (emission at 410 nm), oxygen-containing ions CO3 (410 nm), O2–

and Ol~ (430 and 530 nm).
It is noteworthy that almost all halide materials possess a low yield point and are liable

to plastic deformation in the course of single-crystal growth. As different investigations
show [10], this deformation value and residual stress level are so high, and the reasons
for plastic deformation are so significant, that this effect cannot be neglected. Internal
stresses and plastic deformation consequences result in band formation in the region of
460-480 nm. Consequently, continuous afterglow with the typical time from 2 to 30 ms
may be observed in a crystal. Undoubtedly, the influence of these factors may be reduced
due to crystal aging (and corresponding stress recovery) or its thermal annealing, but it
is a question of additional procedures influencing scintillator production and application
specificity.

Oxygen-containing impurity is the main reason for low halide scintillator radiation
hardness. In the mid-1990s this reason served as a basis for the R&D of superpure
BaF2 crystal production methods for the SSC project [50, 51]. Then the same prob-
lem emerged during the development of special raw-material processing methods and
long CsI(Tl) single-crystal growth atmosphere. During recent years this problem touched
on the advancement of complex fluoride compound growth (LiBaF3:Ce, LiCaAlF6:Ce,
LiYF4:Ce). Common contaminants of different fluorides relate to water and air compo-
nents. These components caused special problems as they are present not only in the
initial raw material, but are also absorbed on powder and content in growth atmosphere.
The oxygen content commonly originated from OH~ impurity [52]. When such impuri-
ties are present they can be accompanied by complexes like Me(OH)2 [53]. A practical
recommendation to eliminate or at least minimize these impurities is for a raw-material
treatment for several hours under a CF4 atmosphere. CF4 is often useful like a reactive
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atmosphere (RAP) agent to fast-acting HF [54]:

A CF4 atmosphere yields a double effect of purification. First, this leads to moisture
elimination even in trace quantities. Secondly, slight HF atmosphere formation allows
reaction with M(OH–) and (MO2–) complexes formed in the melt.

Crystal growing in a RAP atmosphere requires a graphite crucible and furnace growth-
chamber vacuumization. In these cases the crucible is isolated from the growth chamber
due to placing it into a special ampoule [55]. In the case of a large-sized crystal growing
reactive-atmosphere treatment is possible (see Fig. 12.10) only at the stage of preliminary
melt preparation. Then the melt is placed into a conical crucible positioned directly in
the growth chamber where the ingress of oxygen-containing components into the growing
crystal is minimized due to gas-atmosphere selection. In some particular cases application
of scavengers shows high efficiency also [56].

Another group of structural imperfections radically influencing single-crystal scintil-
lation characteristics is connected with the presence of nonstoichiometric defects in the
crystal. This is typical for halide and oxide multicomponent scintillators.

The difference in various component volatility leads to the loss of stoichiometry of
single crystal appearing at the very beginning of the crystal-growth process. Therefore,
the selection of components with a surplus of the more volatile substance at the begin-
ning is typical for such crystals. For instance, for LiYF4:Ce the initial ratio is 50.5%
LiF: 49.5% YF3 [57], for LiBaF3:Ce this ratio is 57% LiF: 43% BaF2 [58]. In typical
oxide scintillators, Bi4Si3O12, for example, an extra Bi2O3 content exceeds 1–5% [42].

Such technological procedures allow a reasonable single-crystal ingot uniformity level
to be reached (and later the scintillator itself), however, it is obvious a priori that every
crystal is physically not perfectly uniform. This means that some special engineering

Figure 12.10 Czochralski system for fluoride growth in special atmosphere
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efforts are needed for large-sized scintillators and special applications, since they will
'mask' this nonuniformity by means of special crystal treatment, light-reflective coat-
ing selection (light-collection tuning), 'scintillator-photoreceiver' assembly optimization,
special measures increasing material radiation hardness. The latter activity is directly
connected with the single-crystal growth technology.

Methods of radiation-hard scintillation single-crystal production are connected with
maximum-purity crystal growth (see above). In fact, pragmatic methods include searching
for dopants to decrease the radiation-damage level. The history of the last decade has two
examples of such a methodology. Both of them are connected with detecting-system
development for high-energy physics, where radiation load during operational life of the
assembly may reach 1–10 Mrad.

The physical idea of 'stabilizing dopants' is connected with radiation-defect accu-
mulation quenching forming under the influence of high-energy quanta. In the perfect
scintillator all electron-hole pairs have to relax in luminescence centers or annihilate
nonradiatively. In a real crystal a fraction of these excitations is localized resulting in
radiation-defect formation, which then reduce scintillation efficiency either by lumines-
cence quenching or material-transparency degradation not allowing the output of all scin-
tillation flashes. Additional impurities have to 'bind' their own structural defects thereby
preventing charge-carrier trapping. Often such investigations are of 'random-search' char-
acter. Thus, to increase the radiation hardness of BaF2 for the SSC calorimeter various
impurities were introduced into the crystals. It was shown that some of them reduced radia-
tion hardness, some of them are of 'neutral character', i.e. do not change material radiation
hardness and only a small fraction of them promoted a radiation-hardness increase [59].
A wide range of experiments was carried out with PWO scintillator radiation-damage
suppression for LHC (CERN). In this case, several approaches and groups of impurities
were approved [5].

12.8 NEW SCINTILLATION CRYSTALS

Many years of scintillator applications have shown that despite the long-term search a
perfect scintillator has not been found. Moreover, the scintillation material range widened
showing that the different applications specificity only classifies materials according to
the most important parameters, i.e. the period of scintillator 'specialization' for different
applications began. This tendency to domination resulted in a search for special and new
scintillators and corresponding growth-technique development.

The history of PWO scintillation crystal development we were discussing is the proof
of this.

New LaCl3:Ce and LaBr3:Ce scintillation single crystals are the most important dis-
coveries during the past few years [60, 61]. Two years passed from the beginning of
their discovery to the first detector prototype development [16]. The distinctive feature
determining the advantage of these materials is the record high light output and high
energy resolution improving spectroscopic characteristics of the detection systems. High
hygroscopicity (typical for the majority of halide scintillators) is the main disadvantage
of these crystals. Essentially, taking into account radiation registration efficiency of these
scintillators, it should be noted that they are better than NaI(Tl). Due to the relative sim-
plicity of the crystal lattice, two-component composition and low melting temperature
these crystals were considered to be alternatives for medical and industrial application.
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Another actively developing trend is connected with new fast scintillators for medical-
diagnostic systems (PET systems, first of all). The LSO scintillator discovery promoted a
new intensive materials search. Thus, the first scintillators based on LuAP:Ce (lutecium
aluminate) were grown in 1995. This material possesses still higher density than LSO,
however, it is much more difficult to manufacture. Aluminate and garnet phases result in
system breakdown and the presence of multiple-phase impurities reduces the LuAP scin-
tillation efficiency [3]. It took 7 years to develop commercially available material [62].
It should be noted that one of the most efficient crystal-growth conditions stabilization
methods is the introduction of impurities forming a continuous series of solid solutions
with anion or cation, for instance, CsI host was replaced by CsI-CsBr [48, 63]. In the
past few years it was used for oxide scintillators growth. First, LuAP due to high yttrium
content is actually Lu(Y)AP [64]. Another similar example is lutetium yttrium orthosili-
cate doped with Ce [5]. 20% yttrium introduction not only stabilizes the crystal-growth
conditions, but also allows material with higher light output to be obtained. Consequently,
this material possesses three times higher light output in comparison with BGO, six times
shorter decay time and almost twice as good an energy resolution.

On the whole (see Table. 12.4 [65]) series of lutetium compounds (borates, aluminates,
silicates, etc.) suitable for scintillation applications were obtained during the last few
years. In the future the question of one or another material domination will be connected
with the possibility and simplicity of single-crystal growth.

12.9 CONCLUSION

Several dozen useful scintillators have been developed during the last decades and each
of them have found application. High-energy physics and medical imaging are the main
driving forces for the search and development of new more advanced materials for scin-
tillators. At the same time each new step in this development moves us farther from
the dream of an ideal scintillator. The examples presented in this review were chosen
to demonstrate a wide list of materials and problems for each type of scintillator (halo-
genide and oxide single crystals). Potential benefits of each new scintillator stimulate the
crystal-growth technology and new engineering of dielectric media.

High-energy physics (E-calorimeters) and medical imaging (PET and SPECT systems)
are expected to need multiton production of extremely uniform and efficient materials that

Table 12.4 Scintillation materials prospective for PET application (For more details see ref. [65])

Material

Lu2S3:Ce
LuAlO3:Ce
Lu2SiO5:Ce
Lu2SiO7:Ce
LuF3:Ce
LuBO3:Ce

Density
gem-3

6.2
8.34
7.4
6.23
8.3
7.4

Zeff./Ph. Abs. coeff
atSllkeV,

c m – l / X 0 , cm

66.7/0.241/1.25
64.9/0.29/1.1
66/0.28/1.1
64.4/0.21/1.39
61.1/0.31/1
64.5/0.28/1.32

LY
Ph/MeV

28000
11400
27000
30000

8000
26000

T

ns

32
17
40
30
23 + slow
39

Y
nm

592
365
420
380
310
410
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claim a well-established technology base. New crystal-growth technologies have to follow
the modern trend—large-size single-crystal growth to provide full-body scanning, long
scintillators and extremely uniform matrixes and multiscintillator registration devices.

The future is expected to bring continuous crystal-growth technologies with the ability
to purify a crystal during the growth process and maintenance of a uniform activator
distribution along the crystal length. Successful examples of continuous scintillator growth
technologies were described to show the ability to increase the efficiency of the growth
technique by automated melt-level control. Relatively simple mass-balance algorithms
were adopted to large cross section alkali-halide scintillator growth with feeding by the
host and activator powder and melt. It is shown that this approach allows crystallization
conditions to be fixed (crystal/melt interface position in the temperature field) and further
increases scintillator efficiency.

The main trend for the oxide-scintillator technology is shifted to the development
of high melting point crystal growth (above 2000 °C). Crystal-growth technology and
know-how are of great importance to sustain the stoichiometry and uniform Ce activator
distribution along ingots. For over forty years numerous efforts have been dedicated
to the growth of optical, laser and scintillator oxides. The achieved scintillator crystal
performance demonstrates many resources that should be extracted to reach the best yield
of efficient scintillators and reasonable price/performance ratio.

In conclusion, one could say that the modern tendency in scintillator search and devel-
opment needs crystal-growth technique upgrades both for commercially availability and
new scintillators.

LIST OF DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ms - mass of crystal
m1 - mass of melt
V - pulling rate
s - crystal cross-sectional area
P1, ps - density of melt and crystal, respectively
m - feeding rate
D - crucible diameter
h - melt height
Ws - crystal growth rate
a - thermal expansion coefficient
d - crystal diameter
C - activator concentration
k - segregation coefficient

dms
p = = const - continuous growth critena

dmi
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13 Growth of Quartz Crystals

K. BYRAPPA

University of Mysore P.B. No.21, Manasagangotri Mysore 570 006, India

13.1 INTRODUCTION

Quartz is one of the most abundant minerals and occurs both as a primary and a secondary
constituent of rocks in nature. References to quartz are known from 1505 onwards. It may
have been derived from the Saxon word 'Querkluftertz', or cross-vein-ore, which could
easily have become condensed to 'querertz' and then to quartz [1].

Quartz, SiO2, exists both in crystalline and amorphous forms in nature. The crystalline
form of quartz has over 22 polymorphic modifications. The principal crystalline forms
of SiO2 are a-quartz, B-quartz, tridymite and cristobalite, with each possessing a well-
defined field of stability under equilibrium conditions. The a-quartz transforms to B-quartz
at temperature > 573 °C and vice versa.

a-quartz has trigonal symmetry, belongs to the enantiomorphous crystal class 32, and
its space group is P3121 or P3221 according to its right- or left-handedness. Its structure
was among the first to be investigated by X-ray techniques as early as 1914 by Bragg [2].
The structure of quartz is made up of SiO4 tetrahedra, which are linked by sharing each
of their corners with another tetrahedron. In the 3-dimensional framework thus formed
every Si4+ has four oxygens and every oxygen has two silicons as nearest neighbors.
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There are several studies on the hydrothermal synthesis of other varieties of silica like
coesite, B-quartz, stisshovite, cristobalite and tridymite [3-6]. However, the scope of
this chapter has been restricted to the growth of large-size single crystals of quartz by
the hydrothermal technique. In this respect it is only the a-quartz that is an important
electronic material and it can be grown as large bulk single crystals, whereas the other
varieties of silica have been obtained so far only as fine crystalline products, or tiny
cristallites.

Quartz, as a piezoelectric crystal, has the ability to convert electric waves into mechan-
ical waves and to reverse the process. Because of this property quartz is widely used in
filters, timing and frequency-control applications, optical fibers and dielectric applications
and so on. In recent years, quartz 'tuning forks' have become essential for timing func-
tions in electronic watches and in timing circuits for computers and telecommunications.
Quartz crystal is one of the most transparent materials over a wide range of optical fre-
quency from the UV to the IR region, and it exhibits double refraction (birefringence) and
optical rotatory power. Because of these properties, quartz crystal is utilized as optical
devices in a large scale. Typical applications are to an optical low-pass filter (OLPF)
for video cameras and a waveplate for optical pickup. Table 13.1 gives a wide range of
applications for a-quartz.

The principal source of electronic grade natural quartz is Brazil. Today, the electronics
industries are largely inclined to use synthetic quartz, because natural quartz crystals are
generally irregular in shape, automatic cutting is cumbersome and the yield is low. Over
3000 tons of quartz is produced annually for a variety of applications. The cost involved
in the production of quartz is as follows:

End users ~ US$1,000,000,000,000
Equipment ~ US$5,000,000,000
Components ~ US$1,00,000,000

Thus quartz takes the first place in value and quantity of single-crystal piezoelectric
materials produced by man.

13.2 HISTORY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL GROWTH

Schafthual (1845) obtained quartz crystals upon transformation of freshly precipitated
silicic acid in Papin's digestor [7]. The history of quartz growth has been discussed in

Industrial equipment Precision oscillators, optical fibers, dielectric materials, radio
communication, cable communication, electronic applications,
measurement equipment, pager, security system (alarm), etc.

Consumer equipment Electronic hand calculator, watch, clock, timer, cable TV, color
TV, video recorder, RF converter, transceiver, radio equipment,
electronic appliance, microcomputer and computer terminal,
TV-game machine, telephone, copying machine, etc.
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detail in the studies [8, 9]. When Brazil imposed an embargo on the supply of high-purity
quartz that was a strategic material for telecommunication purposes during the Second
World War, hydrothermal researchers began to think seriously about the bulk crystal
growth of quartz. At that time, Brazil was the only country in the world that was a
source of electronic-grade natural quartz, and even today the situation is the same. Many
countries like USA, UK, Germany, the former Soviet Union entered the field and the
success achieved was immense.

The author feels that it is highly appropriate to discuss briefly the historical contribution
made by the German hydrothermal researchers with reference to the increased growth
rate and growth of large-size single crystals of quartz. In contrast to the slow rate of
growth achieved by the earliest workers, like De Senarmount and Spezia, the captured
German reports have shown that Nacken, using natural alpha-quartz as seed crystals and
vitreous silica as the nutrient, had grown quartz crystals in an isothermal system and had
succeeded in obtaining large single crystals of quartz from a small seed [10]. Professor
Richard Nacken (1884 to 1971) worked on the synthesis of various minerals from 1916
onwards. From 1927 or 1928, he started working only on the hydrothermal growth of
quartz crystals. On Nacken's work, Sawyer writes (cited by Bertaut and Pauthenet, 1957)
that' Nacken made quartz crystals of 1-inch diameter using hydrothermal method and
the conditions are given as...' followed by some biographical data. Similarly, Nacken's
emphasis on quartz growth has also been written about by Sawyer. However, much of
the work carried out by Nacken during the late 1930s and 1940s remained as intelligence
reports as he could not publish much [11]. During 1950, Nacken published his work on
quartz that remains a classic even today [12]. Figure 13.1 shows a photograph of the quartz
crystals obtained by Nacken [10]. As mentioned earlier, Doetler was the first to use closed
nickeled gun-barrel autoclaves, way back in 1890. It attained its prominence during World
War II when several laboratories in many countries began working on the growth of large-
size crystals of quartz. This is also partly connected to the availability of alloys, containing
Mo, and other important metals that provided better strength to the alloys. Many countries
attempted to grow large single crystals of quartz using old cannon barrels with closed

Figure 13.1 Photograph of the quartz crystals obtained by Nacken [10]
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ends during the early 1940s. In this regard the contributions of Lobachev and Shtenberg
are important. By the mid–1940s, many laboratories particularly in the USA, Germany,
Russia, and the UK, were actively engaged in the growth of large quartz crystals.

In this regard the contributions of Kennedy [13] Morey and Hesselgesser [14], Tuttle
and England [15], Roy and Roy [16] are very important. The SiO2-H2O system was
studied in great detail. Following this, many other laboratories in Europe, North America,
the former Soviet Union, and Japan took up the study of phase equilibria in several
simple and complicated systems [16]. These studies laid a firm foundation for the crystal
growers. At this time Professors Yamasaki, Kumitomi, Ohara, and Dr Akitsu were doing
excellent work in hydrothermal research in Japan. Some of them were closely associated

Figure 13.2 Quartz crystals obtained by Walker [18]

Figure 13.3 Quartz crystals obtained at AT & T Bell Labs during the 1970s
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Figure 13.4
Ltd., Japan

Growth of quartz crystals in the world's largest autoclave at Toyo Communications

with industry, like Toyo Communication Co Ltd., Nippon Dempa Co. Ltd., which resulted
in the successful growth of large-size quartz single crystals. Though they started in a very
small way during the post-war period, Japan is now the largest producer of commercial
quartz in the world. Japan alone produces > 50 % of the world's annual production, it has
the largest autoclaves in the world [17]. Figure 13.2 shows the quartz crystals obtained by
Walker during the 1950s [18]. Figure 13.3 shows the commercial production of quartz at
AT & T Bell Labs, during the 1970s [19].

Presently, in Japan, in one experimental run, about 4000 to 4500 kg of quartz is pro-
duced. The early success in producing commercial quartz crystals in Japan during the
post-war period, paved the way for the entry of several others into the field. Some of the
prominent ones are Professors Noda, Doimon, Kiyoora, and Dr. Itoh. When the North
American laboratories were concentrating mainly on the development of new designs of
autoclaves, the study of phase equilibria, and the commercial production of quartz, Japan
concentrated essentially on the growth of quartz crystals, and achieved its goal in becom-
ing the world's largest producer. Figure 13.4 shows the world's largest autoclave at Toyo
Communication Co. Ltd. Japan producing over 5000 kg of quartz in one experimental run.

13.3 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF THE GROWTH OF QUARTZ

No one book on crystal growth gives a complete picture of the theoretical aspects of
hydrothermal growth. Similarly, no author has followed a definite approach to discuss the
physical chemistry of hydrothermal growth of crystals covering aspects of physicochemi-
cal and hydrodynamic principles, solutions, solubility, phase equilibria, thermodynamics,
kinetics, modeling or intelligent engineering of the hydrothermal reactions, and so on [9].
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The hydrothermal physical chemistry today has enriched our knowledge greatly through
a proper understanding of hydrothermal solution chemistry. There are several groups all
over the world working on various aspects of physical chemistry under hydrothermal
conditions.

The growth of a single crystal into the seed can be carried out in two ways:

(a) Recrystallization of the solid substance, including its dissolution in the liquid phase,
convective mass transfer of the dissolved part of the substance to the growth zone
or seed.

(b) Dissolution of the mixture of the nutrient components with the help of their convective
mass transport into the growth zone and interaction of the dissolved components on
the seed surface.

The methodology of the growth of single crystals on a seed is the establishment of
growth conditions in which the process is represented by the sum of macro- and micro-
processes occurring between the interface boundary of the solution and the crystal. The
composition and concentration of the solution, temperature and pressure, hydrodynamic
conditions and surface contact of the phases are some of the basic physical and chemical
parameters that determine the regime and rate of dissolution of the nutrient, mass transport
and possibility of the formation of new phases.

The following conditions are adopted in selecting the most suitable mineralizers [9]:

i. Congruence of the dissolution of the test compounds.

ii. A fairly sharp change in the solubility of the compounds with changing temperature
or pressure.

iii. A specific quantitative value of the absolute solubility of the compound being crys-
tallized.

iv. The formation of readily soluble mobile complexes in the solution.

v. A specific redox potential of the medium ensuring the existence of ions of the required
valence.

Additionally, the solvent should have the desired viscosity, insignificant toxicity and
very weak corrosion activity with respect to the apparatus.

Thermodynamic principles enable one to determine how to design a reaction to yield
phase-pure phases. Without knowledge of how to do this, it is impossible to distinguish
a process that is being controlled by thermodynamics versus kinetics. A large number
of publications have appeared on this aspect based on both theoretical and experimental
data. Thermodynamic studies yield rich information on the behavior of solutions with
varying pressure–temperature conditions. Some of the commonly studied aspects are
solubility, stability, yield, dissolution-precipitation reactions and so on, under hydrother-
mal conditions.

13.4 SOLUBILITY

Solubility is one of the most important aspects in hydrothermal crystal growth. The early
literature survey clearly shows that the very slow growth rate achieved until the works



show the formation of various complexes or species during the hydrothermal crystalliza-
tion of quartz. Hosaka and Taki [24] have used Raman spectra to identify and quantify
such species.

In pure aqueous solutions (even at 400 °C and 25000psi), the solubility of quartz is
too low to allow growth to take place in any reasonable time. Alkaline additions, such
as NaOH, Na2CO3, KOH and K2CO3 are all effective as mineralizers in this pressure
and temperature range. A small increase in molarity results in only a slight increase in
the growth rate, whereas a large increase begins to produce an additional phase along
with quartz. The minimum molarity for a good growth rate is about 0.25 M for NaOH.
Concentrations of about 4.0 M for NaOH and 2.0 M for KOH form sodium or potassium
silicates along with a-quartz. Laudise and Ballman [25] have measured the solubility of
quartz in 0.5 M NaOH as a function of % fill and temperature. The quartz solubility
dependences on % fill and temperature are shown in Figs. 13.5 and 13.6.

In recent years mixed solvents are being used even in the growth of quartz. High-
quality large quartz crystals have been obtained in NaCl and KC1 solutions, NaOH and
Na2CO3 solutions, (10 %) [26, 27]. Most of the literature data available on the solubility
of a-quartz deal with the data in various solutions at elevated temperatures and pressures.
It was recently observed that in the growth of quartz crystals under hydrothermal condi-
tions, the evaluation of pressure generation and its effect on the dissolution in different
aqueous solutions are the important steps. Hence the authors have studied the solubility of
a-quartz in NaOH (1 M) + Na2CO3 (1 M) using high-pressure conditions from 200 MPa
to 350 MPa at temperatures of 400 °C [25]. The impetus for this work was provided by the
fact that the high-frequency applications of a-quartz require sheets with small thickness,
of the same order of size as the defects (such as inclusions, etch pits and dislocations).
Thus the pressure can promote new solvents for hydrothermal growth, especially for
reducing their concentration. Figures 13.7 and 13.8 show the solubility-limit comparison
between NaOH (1M) and Na2CO3 (1M) versus pressure at 400 °C; and log solubility
(S1) in NaOH (1M) and in Na2CO3 (1M) versus IIP. These experimental results show
that Na2CO3 appears to be a better solvent than sodium hydroxide in the high-pressure
domain for a temperature close to 400 °C. From Fig. 13.7 the enthalpy values have been
calculated and are as follows.
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of Spezia [20] Nacken [12] and Wooster and Wooster [21] were published, was mainly
attributed to the lack of knowledge on the solubility of quartz. The same applies to other
compounds also. Spezia [20] carried out a systematic study of the solubility of quartz.
Since then much progress has been achieved in the understanding of the solubility in
general for various inorganic compounds. During the 1960s, new methods of investigating
the solubility and the new experimental set up for the determination of solubility under
hydrothermal conditions were proposed [22, 23].

The solubility of quartz in pure water was found to be too low for crystal growth
(0.1–0.3wt%), but the solubility could be markedly increased by the addition of OH",
Cl–, F–, Br–, I–, and acid media, which act as mineralizers. For example, the reactions
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Figure 13.5 Quartz solubility dependence on % fill

Figure 13.6 Solubility of quartz versus temperature
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Figure 13.7 Solubility-limit comparison between NaOH (1M) and Na2CO3 (1M) versus pressure
at400°C

Figure 13.8 Log solubility (S1) in NaOH (1 M) and in Na2CO3 (1 M) versus 1/P

An important result of solubility determinations is the delineation of the pressure,
temperature and composition regions, where the temperature coefficient of solubility is
negative. These regions are to be avoided in the growth of quartz, since it requires a
different setup; otherwise, it will result in the loss of seed crystals.
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13.5 APPARATUS

Advances in any scientific field of research depend largely on the equipment available.
Crystal growth or material processing under hydrothermal conditions requires a pressure
vessel capable of containing highly corrosive solvent at high temperature and pressure.
The experimental investigations under hydrothermal conditions require facilities that must
operate routinely and reliably under extreme pressure–temperature conditions. Thus the
experimenter has to face a variety of difficulties, and often, peculiar problems pertaining
to the design, procedure and analysis.

Designing a suitable or ideal hydrothermal apparatus, popularly known as an autoclave,
is the most difficult task and perhaps impossible to define, because each project has
different objectives and tolerances.

An ideal hydrothermal autoclave should have the following characteristics [9]:

a) Inertness to acids, bases and oxidizing agents.

b) Easy to assemble and disassemble.

c) A sufficient length to obtain a desired temperature gradient.

d) Leak-proof with unlimited capabilities at the required temperature and pressure.

e) Rugged enough to bear high-pressure and high-temperature experiments for long dura-
tions, so that no machining or treatment is needed after each experimental run.

These problems can be overcome through a careful selection of the alloy containing
small additives such as Ti, Mo, V, heating in a H2-free atmosphere and alloys with low
thermodynamic activity. Some crystals can be grown readily within the autoclave without
any lining or liners or cans. For example, the growth of quartz can be carried out in low-
carbon steel autoclaves. The low-carbon steel is corrosion resistant in systems containing
silica and NaOH, because the relatively insoluble NaFe-silicate forms and protectively
coats the ground vessel. In contrast, the growth of berlinite crystals requires a teflon lining
or beakers because phosphorus is highly corrosive; it can even corrode platinum if used
for a long time.

In the growth of quartz crystals the liner has an assembly shown in Fig. 13.9. [28].
The lower portion of the liner is filled with the required nutrient material and, in the upper
portion, a seed holder is placed and this is the growth zone (cooler zone). In between the
growth zone and nutrient zone a baffle having a definite per cent of opening is placed.
The baffle is placed at an appropriate position.

13.6 CRYSTAL GROWTH

In the growth of a-quartz by the conventional method the autoclaves used by most work-
ers were modified Bridgman-type autoclaves. The typical laboratory size autoclave is 1
diameter x 1 ft length. The pressure autoclave used in Europe and USA is the '13 inches'
diameter and >10 ft length autoclave with 350 1 internal volume, which gives some 150kg
of quartz per cycle. But an evolution concerning vessel dimensions has to be noted, espe-
cially in Japan, where autoclaves with 1000 1 to 5000 1 of internal volume are in operation
producing 500 to 2000 kg quartz per cycle.
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Figure 13.9 Growth of quartz crystals using a liner

In the growth of a-quartz, the available nutrient material such as small particle size
a-quartz, silica glass, high-quality silica sand or silica gel is placed in a liner made up
of iron or silver with a suitable baffle and a frame holding the seed plates. A mineralizer
solution with a definite molarity is poured into the liner to make the required per cent
fill. The increased solubility in the presence of mineralizer increases the supersaturation
without spontaneous nucleation and consequently allows more rapid growth rates on the
seeds. Figure 13.9 shows the cross section of the modified Bridgman autoclave used in the
growth of quartz crystals. The commercial autoclaves used have 10-inch inner diameter,
and are 10ft long unlined. These autoclaves can work at conditions up to 30000psi
and 400 °C. Most of these experiments are carried out for 25 to 90 days to obtain full
size (4cm) in the Z-direction and 12.5 to 15cm in y-direction crystals. The temperature
gradient is varied according to the nutrient used. About 1N NaOH or Na2CO3 is the most
commonly used mineralizer. The solubility change with temperature is smaller in NaOH
and slightly larger in Na2CO3. The temperature of the autoclave at the nutrient zone is
usually kept at 355-369 °C and, in the growth zone, it is kept at 350 °C. The addition
of lithium improves the growth rate and small amount of Li salts are routinely added to
the solution [29]. The solubility is also, to some extent, a function of increasing pressure.
The per cent fill in the autoclave controls the pressure, and it is usually about 80 % for
hydroxyl mineralizer (20000psi internal pressure). In most of the experiments the per
cent opening of the baffle is 20 %, even lower per cents are used by several workers.
However, commercial growers especially do not disclose the actual per cent open of the
baffle area and their geometry.
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The optimum growth conditions for synthesis of quartz based on the work in Bell
Laboratories are [30, 31]:

Dissolution temperature - 425 °C
Growth temperature - 375 °C
Pressure - 15 000-25 000 psi
Mineralizer concentration - 0.5– l.0MNaOH
Temperature gradient (AT) - 50 °C
% fill - 78-85 %
Growth rate in (0001) - 1.0-1.25 mm day-1

The quality of the grown crystals is also a function of the seed orientation and its quality.
Strained seeds generally produce strained growth regions [32]. The seeds are polished to
a very fine finish before use. Most high-quality crystals are grown using seeds, the surface
of which is perpendicular to the Z-direction since the Z-growth region is the lowest in
aluminum concentration. Though the main part of quartz production consists of ' y bar'
crystals, that is, small crystals (Z = 20 to 25 mm, 64 mm seed) capable of producing
several Y bars per crystal, the 'pure Z' bars are also produced representing 10 to 20 % of
this production. But in medium- and high-quality grades we notice a rise in demand for
crystals of very large dimensions and upper-medium quality, especially in the USA, for
manufacturing wafers used in surface-wave applications [33]. Earlier, most of the seeds
used were natural quartz cut into a definite orientation, but in recent years this practice
is only used when a high-quality crystal is desired.

The growth of quartz crystals has been understood precisely with reference to the
growth temperature, temperature gradient, per cent of fill, solubility, per cent of baffle as
a function of per cent of fill.

The type of crystal to be grown depends on the application, as different properties
are required in each case. For optical use, high uniformity, low strain and low inclusion
counts are needed since all of these can affect the transparency. For surface acoustic-wave
devices, large pieces are needed that can take a very high quality surface finish. The quality
of the material required for resonators used in time and frequency devices varies with the
application. The more precise the need, the more stringent are the requirements. For most
applications, a truly high-quality material is not needed. For high-precision uses, such as
in navigational devices and satellites, a very high quality material must be used. Most
of the recent research on quartz growth is for improved resonator performance, which
requires the growth of high-quality and low-dislocation quartz. Figure 13.10 shows the
fabrication of resonators from a single crystal.

13.7 GROWTH OF HIGH-QUALITY (AND DISLOCATION-FREE)
QUARTZ CRYSTALS

It is well known that the hydrothermal growth of quartz in the industrial sector is at least
45 years old. Though many improvements have been brought about, it is still more of an
art than a truly reproducible industrial and scientific process. The growth of high-quality
quartz crystals depends on many parameters, like phase relationships, the nutrient's solu-
bility, thermodynamics (state equations, kinetics of reaction, impurity repartition), crystal
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Figure 13.10 Fabrication of resonators from a single crystal

defect characterization, and so on. The other aspect is that the needs for cheaper material in
a wide range of applications like clocks, microprocessors, etc., result in medium-quality
product being satisfactory, and the low profitability of financing long and expensive
studies. Though much of the recent publications on quartz is on the possibility of obtain-
ing/growing high-quality quartz crystals for stringent electronic applications, this group
is still in the minority. Except for quartz, no other material coming from hydrothermal
synthesis has a sizable industrial use; even though A1PO4, GaPO4, Li2B4O7 or micro-
crystallites show interesting promise, industry does not seem ready to make an important
R & D effort concerning these products [9].

Several criteria are used to evaluate the quality of quartz crystals. The most commonly
used criterion is the Q value or quality factor, and is a measure of the acoustic loss of
the material.

The quality factor, Q can be considered as the inverse of the fraction of the energy
lost per cycle. The highest values of Q are required in order to prevent loss of energy
into coherent phonons. The acoustic Q for natural a-quartz crystal varies in the range 1
to 3 x 106, while for synthetic quartz crystals, the value drops to 2.105 to 1.106. Thus
in the last two decades, the main objective among quartz crystal growers is to improve
Q, which in turn leads to the production of a low concentration of physicochemical and
structural defects.

13.7.1 Growth rate

Growth rate is determined by the ratio of increase in thickness of the seed and duration
of the run. The growth rate along the main crystallographic axes, Rc, is determined by
dividing the thickness of the layer grown on the seed, (h1 — h0)/2, by the run duration
t, and is expressed in mm per day. It has also been known for some time that qualita-
tively acoustic Q is inversely proportional to growth rate and directly related to chemical
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impurities, which will be discussed separately. The internal friction (inverse of mechanical
O) is dependent on the growth rate of synthetic quartz crystals.

13.7.2 Seed effect

The seed plays a predominant role in the quality of the resulting crystal. For higher-
frequency applications a smaller X-axis dimension is needed. Z-growth material is desired
for resonators as it has been shown that this material is about an order of magnitude lower
in aluminum concentration [34]. The thickness of the seed is usually between 1 to 2mm.
Until recently, it was necessary to use natural seeds for the preparation of low-dislocation
crystals. This is an extremely tedious process since only a small portion of natural crystals
is of sufficient quality for seed use, resulting in a complicated selection process. The seeds
must also be of sufficient size for useful crystal growth.

13.7.3 Nutrient effect

The quality of the nutrient has a profound effect on the purity of the grown crystal. It
appears that most of the impurities incorporated into the crystal come from the nutrient
and not from the autoclave walls. The search for new sources of nutrient is not a new
field of research. In the previous century, earlier workers tried several varieties of nutrient
materials to obtain a-quartz under hydrothermal conditions. However, the results were
not satisfactory owing to the lack of knowledge on the solubility data for quartz, which
resulted in a very low growth rate.

There are several laboratories throughout the world still working to find a suitable
nutrient for high-quality quartz growth. Hosaka and Miyata [35] have obtained high-
quality a-quartz crystals using cristobalite as the nutrient. The authors used high-purity
a-cristobalite powder compacted into grains of 0.5–1.00 mm or into lumps of approxi-
mately 1 cm in diameter, for the hydrothermal synthesis of a-quartz.

a-cristobalite is a polymorphic form of silica, as are quartz and tridymite, and has
a higher solubility than quartz [36]. a-cristobalite powder [37] has the following advan-
tages: it can be obtained in a high-purity state with low contents of Al and alkaline metallic
ions, and can be prepared with relative ease as particles of uniform size. As compared
with the conventional growth of synthetic quartz crystals using Brazilian lascas, the use
of a-cristobalite powder may be expected to allow:

(i) Synthesis of high-purity large quartz crystals.

(ii) Synthesis of microquartz crystals having uniform grain size.

Hosaka [38] attempted to crystallize microquartz crystals by a hydrothermal hot-pressing
method using a-cristobalite powder as a source material. Figure 13.11 shows a-quartz
crystals grown at high (left) and low (right) fillings using a-cristobalite as the nutrient.
The % fills and pressure greatly influences the growth rate. However, a considerable
amount of work has to be carried out for the industrial production of a-quartz using
cristobalite as the nutrient.

The study of solubility of quartz in the presence of mixed solvents has shown that the
solvent separates into two silicate phases: light and heavy phases. In fact, the light phase
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Figure 13.11 a-quartz crystals obtained using cristobalite as nutrient

is the true solution and the silica concentration in this solution reflects the real solubility
of quartz. The heavy phase is a silicate glass from a semiliquid colloid under the run
conditions to solid state after cooling. The silica concentration in the heavy phase does
not show the real quartz solubility and always exceeds it. The presence of such a heavy
phase greatly affects the quality of the grown quartz crystals by introducing numerous
solid inclusions, often generating dislocation or twins [39]. Thus for the growth of low-
dislocation quartz it is necessary to understand the solubility of quartz in a given solvent
in order to minimize the heavy-phase formation.

13.8 DEFECTS OBSERVED IN SYNTHETIC a-QUARTZ SINGLE
CRYSTALS

The defects present in the synthetic a-quartz crystals play an important role in determining
its quality and in turn applications. Much of the recent studies on quartz are essentially
focused on defect studies. All the defects present in quartz can be classified into 2 types:

— Physicochemical defects

— Structural defects

Physicochemical defects are mainly induced by the nature of the nutrient of the solvent
and also by the chemical contamination of the solution by the metal constituting the
reaction vessel. Quite often, solid or liquid inclusions, like NaFe3+Si2O6 (acmite), are
inserted in the a-quartz. The most important impurity in quartz is H+, which easily fits
interstitially in the large (1 A) channels that lie parallel to the c-axis to charge compensate
for A13+, which goes to a Si4+ site. It enters the lattice from the growth solutions as OH - ,
the O2- being incorporated in the SiO2 lattice. Similarly, Laudise [28] has studied the
dependence of the effective partition coefficient for OH- impurity in quartz on growth rate
(Fig. 13.12). Lithium salt is added to the solvent to check the aluminum concentration
in the grown crystal. The entry of Al occurs in the use of (OH-)- and (CO3)-based
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Figure 13.12 Effective partition coefficient for OH impurity in quartz versus growth rate

Table 13.2 Impurities in different
sectors in synthetic quartz

Sector Al Na Li

Z 5 1 0.5
+X 31 9 5
-X 122 40 5
S 85 26 16

mineralizers. Table 13.2 gives the distribution of impurities in different sectors of synthetic
quartz that has been studied by Yoshimura et al [40], and Iwasaki and Kurashige [41].

13.9 PROCESSING OF a-QUARTZ FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY
DEVICES

The study of the type of defects present on silica surfaces would be of great importance
for a better understanding of electrical or piezoelectric properties. The development of
high-frequency devices (24 MHz -> 100 MHz or more), induce some strong constraints
concerning the shaping of the a-SiO2 material. Low-defect, high-purity synthetic quartz
should have the characteristics shown in Table 13.3 [42].

The existence of defects, either physicochemical or structural, in synthetic quartz crys-
tals leads to the critical modifications of devices. There are three different parameters on
which the quality of quartz depends [43]:
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Table 13.3 Desirable and achieved parameters in synthetic quartz

Parameter

Etch channel density
Inclusion density
Impurity concentrations (ppb)
Al
Li
Na
K
Fe
Q (3500/3800 cm-1)
Strain
Fringe distortion

Desirable

< 10cm-2

< 10 bar-1

<200
<300
<500
<40
<100
< 2.5 x 106

none
< 0.05 RMS

So far achieved

<86

700
300
1640
300
1800
> 2.5 x 106

variable
variable

i. Chemical impurities, e.g. (OH) distribution—induce a large decrease of the acoustic
'Q'. The substitution O2 - -> (OH)- being coupled with the cationic one (Si4+ ->
M3+), the M3+ impurities can play an important role concerning the chemical aging
of resonators and its behavior versus ionizing radiations.

ii. Crystal defects like dislocations, etching channels, fractures, etc., which influence the
acoustic distribution.

iii. Inclusions (iron, sodium, acmite, aluminum, etc.).

As the application of quartz goes to higher and higher frequency devices, the thickness
of the quartz plate drops. For example:

24-MHz range applications — ~ 70 [um thickness
100-MHz range applications — ~ 6-7 um thickness

The thinning of the quartz plate depends upon the frequency measurements and can
be expressed as,

where V is the plate thickness and K a constant characteristic of the material and of its
orientation, F = resonance frequency.

Sweeping is one of the most popularly used techniques in recent years to enhance
the performance of quartz resonators. Sweeping or solid-state electrolysis or electrodif-
fusion is generally performed under vacuum or air or hydrogen or other desired atmo-
sphere [44-46]. During sweeping, the crystal is placed in an electric field and heated.

There are several other techniques employed for the fabrication of piezoelectric high- to
ultrahigh-frequency devices based on quartz resonators. The important ones are: chemical
polishing, and ion beam etching (IBE). The reverse thermodynamic relations are employed
for the refinement of chemical polishing. Several solvents, like HF and NH4HF2, NaOH,
KOH. xH2O, NaOH. xH2O, etc., are used [47].
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Similarly, the industrial chemical etching process is especially dedicated for large
thickness removals without damaging the blank surface texture. This is most useful for
frequency applications of quartz, because the mechanical grinding and lapping introduce
surface stresses. Fluoride media is the most popularly used one for this type of chem-
ical polishing [48]. Recently, Cambon et al. [49] have tried industrial chemical etching
successfully in the temperature range 150 to 180°C using concentrated NaOH solvents.
During the chemical-etching process, several factors influence the process: kinetics, etch-
ing temperature, etching time, plate orientation, SiO2 concentration, solvent concentration,
wafer carrier geometry, and so on. By this process about 3200 quartz plates can be pro-
cessed. The resonators manufactured by this process have demonstrated a high level of
performance, even higher than those obtained by mechanical means.

In recent years there is a growing interest in morphological variations, growth-rate
monitoring using various seed orientations and also computer simulation in the precise
calculation of growth rates of various faces [50-53]. These studies greatly help in under-
standing the growth technology for the commercial production of defect-free and the most
economic quartz crystals.

13.10 CONCLUSIONS

The growth of bulk single crystals of quartz is still an attractive field of research, especially
the growth of defect-free quartz crystals for space-grade applications. An understand-
ing of solubility and the growth mechanism is still incomplete although laser Raman
spectroscopy and other advanced techniques like computer simulation are yielding rich
amounts of information to intelligently engineer the growth processes, thereby minimizing
the growth defects.
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14 Crystal Growth of Diamond

HISAO KANDA

National Institute for Materials Science, 1-1 Namiki, Tsukuba, Ibaraki
305-0044, Japan

14.1 INTRODUCTION

Diamond is one of the most attractive materials because of its superior properties such
as hardness, thermal conductivity, optical transparency and wide bandgap, etc. Interests
in diamond industries may be in three fields, i.e. jewelry, mechanical engineering, and
electronics. Gemmologists are interested in the size of a single crystal, colors and the
origin of natural diamonds. Hardness and toughness may be important in the mechanical
engineering industry. Semiconducting properties and thermal properties are important for
electronic applications.

Attempts to make diamond have a long history, more than 100 years, but reproducible
success was only achieved in 1955 [1], with lift-off diamond science and technology.
Today, two methods for diamond synthesis have been established, which are the high-
pressure method and the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, and a variety of
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diamonds are being made in laboratories and factories across the world; large crystals,
fine powder, polycrystalline aggregates, thin films and colored crystals as well as color-
less ones.

In this chapter, I focus on the high-pressure method to make bulk, single-crystal dia-
monds and the characteristics of the synthetic diamonds. Research on CVD diamond has
been active since the 1980s [2], but this field is not included in this chapter, because the
CVD methods is suitable for growth of thin films but not bulk crystals.

In the following methods are described to grow diamond under high pressure and the
characteristics of synthetic diamond single crystals are discussed.

14.2 DIAMOND SYNTHESIS

14.2.1 Phase diagram of carbon

When a crystal grows, it must normally be thermodynamically stable, although growth
can occur even in metastable conditions, and, therefore, information of the phase stability
of material is important. It is well known that diamond is a high-pressure phase of
carbon, while graphite is stable at one atmosphere. The equilibrium line between diamond
and graphite is the most important for diamond synthesis. The line is expressed by the
following equation [3]:

P(kbar) = 19.4 + T(C)/40

This equation was determined by thermodynamic calculation [4] and experiments of the
phase transition between diamond and graphite [3]. However, there are still ambiguities
in the equation because of difficulties in measurement of the stability of diamond and
graphite. We do not know suitable pressure or temperature scales to determine pressure
and temperature. Pressure in a high-pressure cell can be calibrated by measuring the
phase change of materials such as Bi, Tl and Ba at room temperature, but the calibration
is not applied at elevated temperatures strictly speaking. Temperature is measured using
thermocouples, but the emf of the thermocouple depends on pressure. It is necessary
to modify the emf under high-pressure conditions, but this is difficult. In spite of the
ambiguity of the measurements, the measurements of pressure and temperature help to
roughly estimate the temperature and pressure inside the high-pressure cell, when we start
experiments using a new high-pressure cell.

14.2.2 Direct transformation

Even in a diamond-stable region, graphite does not necessarily transform to diamond
because of kinetics. Much excess pressure is required for diamond formation from graphite.
An early attempt was carried out at pressures above lOGPa [5]. On heating graphite by
passing electric current through the graphite, the graphite is converted to diamond.

Visible evidence of the transformation has been obtained using a diamond anvil cell
(DAC) [6]. Graphite compressed in the DAC is changed to transparent diamond upon
heating by a laser. Transparent material has been obtained from graphite single crystal
even at room temperature with compression in a DAC, although it is reversed to opaque
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when the pressure is released [7]. The transparent diamond formed at room temperature
is identified to be hexagonal diamond instead of cubic diamond by using an in-situ X-
ray diffraction technique Recently, transparent poly crystalline diamond with 1 mm
diameter has been made from graphite at a very high pressure of 12-25GPa and tem-
peratures of 2300–2500 °C [9]. Carbon nanotubes are useful as the carbon source [10].
There is a report that shearing stress has a positive effect on transformation of graphite
to diamond [11].

The methods to make diamond with direct transformations have disadvantages from the
technical point of view. The diamond made by the direct conversion has a polycrystalline
form consisting of tiny crystallites, and it is difficult to produce large-size diamond crystals
because a large-volume, high-pressure space is not realized. If diamond is made at lower
pressure and temperature, it would be easier to make large crystals, because a large-
volume, high-pressure vessel is more easily constructed. Agents that reduce minimum
temperature and pressure for the transformation from graphite to diamond are important
for the production of diamond.

14.2.3 Agents for diamond formation

Discovery of the agents was one of the most important breakthroughs in the first successful
work on synthetic diamond [1, 12]. The diamond crystals were made at pressures as low
as 5 GPa and 1500°C of temperature with the help of the agents.

The GE researchers surveyed a variety of materials, and found suitable materials work-
ing as agents [12]. They are transition metals such as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pd, Os,
Ir and Pt. Their alloys are also effective. The metals melt at the HPHT condition and dis-
solve carbon, followed by precipitation of diamond in the molten metals. They essentially
act as a solvent for carbon, but the agents are called catalyst-solvent, solvent/catalyst or
catalysts in papers on diamond synthesis, because early work noted that all substances
that dissolve carbon do not act as agents for conversion of graphite to diamond [13].
In this chapter, the agents are called solvent/catalysts. In these solvent/catalysts, Fe, Co
and Ni are major components of the agents and are used most popularly in production
of high-quality diamond crystals currently. I will mainly describe synthesis of diamond
using the 'solvent/catalysts'.

We can simply understand the process of diamond formation as a category of solution
growth, when the 'solvent/catalyst' metal is used, namely, diamond crystals grow in
molten metal solution supersaturated with carbon. The growth cell must be heated so
that the metal melts in the metal-carbon system, because the metal is solid at room
temperature.

As a typical case, a phase diagram of Ni-C system at a high pressure of 5.4 GPa
is presented in Fig. 14.1 [14], showing that Ni and C have a eutectic correlation, and
that the solubility of carbon increases with an increase of temperature above the eutectic
temperature. Diamond grows at temperatures higher than the eutectic temperature, where
liquid phase appears. However, there is an upper temperature limit for growth of diamond.
As shown in Fig. 14.1, the temperature is indicated by a horizontal line at 1728 K, at
which diamond and graphite are in thermodynamic equilibrium. Graphite becomes stable
above the temperature, and graphite crystals grow from the molten metal. The equilibrium
temperature increases with increasing pressure, whereas the eutectic temperature does not
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Figure 14.1 Ni-C phase diagram at 5.4 GPa (Redrawn from [14])

change much. The pressure of the growth cell must be high enough that the equilibrium
temperature is higher than the eutectic temperature.

When the 'solvent/catalysts' are carbide-forming metals such as iron (Fe), the min-
imum temperature for diamond formation is different. The temperature is a peritectic
temperature, at which carbides decompose, rather than the eutectic temperature.

After the discovery of the 'solvent/catalysts' by GE researchers, other materials have
been established to act as agents for diamond growth.

Wakatsuki [15] has reported that some alloys that do not contain the metal elements
used as the 'solvent/catalysts' play the role of agents. The alloys consist of two types
of metal elements: one is carbide-forming metals such as Ti and Nb, and the other are
metals that have a weak interaction with carbon, such as Cu.

It has been found that Mg assists conversion of graphite to diamond [16]. Mg is a
carbide-forming element, but diamond forms at high temperatures above 1800°C where
magnesium carbide decomposes. Mg and carbon have a peritectic relation.

Later, it has been confirmed that diamond grows from other metals such as Cu, Zn and
Sn [17]. Phosphorus and sulfur have also been found to play the role of agent [18-20].
These elements have a weak interaction with carbon, and the solubility of carbon has not
been definitely determined. When these elements are used as agents, diamond does not
grow even if liquid phase is formed at elevated temperatures, in contrast diamond forms
immediately after liquid phase appears in the case of a carbon-'solvent/catalysts' (such
as Ni and Fe) system. Temperatures are required to be much higher than their melting
temperatures. In the case of Cu, diamond grows at temperatures above 1500°C, in spite
of the melting temperature of Cu being 1300°C. The minimum temperature at which
diamond starts growing is not clearly defined as the melting temperature. When concen-
trations of carbon in the metal exceed a threshold, diamond may start to grow, even if
the solubility of carbon is negligibly small.

Nonmetallic compounds such as carbonates and sulfates have become evident as aids
to diamond synthesis [21, 22]. The compounds are carbonates such as CaCO3, sulfates
such as Na2SO4, phosphates, borates, hydroxides, etc. Some of them are components in
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natural rocks, suggesting that natural diamond has grown from these compounds in the
deep earth interior. It has been confirmed that diamond forms from H2O as well [23]. The
growth mechanism of diamond from these nonmetallic compounds may be interpreted in
the carbon-oxygen system with the following chemical reaction:

This is because all compounds containing oxygen can be agents for diamond formation.
Temperatures as high as 2000 °C are required for rapid formation of diamond, when

these nonmetallic agents are used [21, 22]. However, it has been reported that dia-
mond crystallizes from carbonate-, oxalate-C systems at pressures and temperatures as
low as 5.7 GPa and 1200°C, which is similar to the growth conditions of natural dia-
mond [24].

There is a report that hydrogen is also an aid to convert graphite to diamond [25]. In
this case, reaction other than that in the carbon-oxygen system must be considered.

As summarized in Table 14.1, a variety of materials have been confirmed to play the
role of agents for diamond synthesis. However, Fe, Co and Ni maintain the position of the
most powerful agents currently. Diamond grids and large crystals are being made using
these metals in laboratories and factories. As an exception, diamond sintering has been
carried out using the nonmetallic catalysts, producing polycrystalline diamond with high
thermal stability [26].

14.2.4 Carbon source

Graphite is usually used as the carbon source. Qualities such as purity and crystallinity
of the graphite may be considered. According to Tsuzuki et al [27, 28] the degree of

Table 14.1 Solvent/catalysts for synthesis of diamond

Solvent/catalyst Description References

Transition metals Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pt, Ta, Os, Ir, Pt [12]
and alloys containing them. Fe, Co and Ni
are the most conventional.

Cooperative catalysts Alloys of a group (Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Mo, W) [15]
and the other group (Cu, Ag, Au)

Mg Carbide-forming elements [16]

P, S Nonmetallic elements [18, 19]

Cu, Zn, Sn Metals that dissolve carbon negligibly [17]

Oxyacid salts Salts of alkali and alkali earth metals with [21, 22]
oxyacid ions such as CO3, SO4 and OH

H20 [23]

Hydrides LiH and CaH2 [25]
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crystallinity of graphite is not an important factor for diamond synthesis, but adsorbed
gases on the starting carbon and atmospheric gases in the high-pressure cell deteriorate
the conversion to diamond in the metal solvent/catalyst system. In particular, hydrogen
and hydrogen-containing materials have the most harmful effect for diamond synthesis.

Carbon-containing compounds such as SiC [29], carbonates [30, 31], hydrocarbons
[32] and carbides [33] have been used as carbon sources, and diamond has been grown
successfully.

Isotopically modified graphite can be used to synthesize 13C-enriched or isotopically
pure diamond. The natural abundance of 13C in carbon is 1.2%, but several types of
diamond with different contents of 13C have been made in order to study defect structures.
Isotopically pure 12C and 13C carbon powder is commercially available, and if we use a
mixture of the carbons, diamond with required contents of 13C can be made [34]. It has
been found that isotopically pure diamond exhibits a thermal conductivity 50% higher
than normal diamond [35].

14.2.5 High-pressure apparatus

As described above, we need pressure and temperature conditions higher than 5 GPa and
1400 °C to grow diamond, and special apparatus to generate such pressures must be used.
High-pressure techniques are the most important for high-pressure diamond synthesis.
Several types of apparatus have been invented. The so-called belt-type apparatus is well
known, because the GE group announced the first success in diamond synthesis using
this type of apparatus in 1955 [1, 36], and the apparatus has been very popular for
diamond production worldwide. Figure 14.2 shows a belt-type apparatus installed in the
National Institute for Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan. The size and details of apparatus
in laboratories and factories are variable, and they are not disclosed in the literature.
Figure 14.3 shows a schematic drawing of a belt-type high-pressure vessel, which consists
of two punches and a die made of sintered tungsten carbide. The punch, sometimes called
the 'anvil', compresses an assembly filled in the die. The assembly consists of a number
of parts including a heater as well as the carbon source and the agents. A graphite tube is
usually used as the heater, which does not change to diamond even under diamond-stable
conditions of 5 GPa and 1400 °C. Force is loaded to the high-pressure vessel with oil
pressure in a large and strong frame.

Other types of high-pressure apparatus are being used for diamond growth. Multianvil-
type apparatus compress tetrahedral-, cubic- and octahedral-shaped materials containing
sample and heater with four, six and eight anvils, respectively. 'BARS' or the split-sphere-
type of apparatus is one of the multianvil types [37]. There is an opposed anvil-type appa-
ratus consisting of two punches with concave surfaces, called a toroidal apparatus [38].

14.2.6 Diamond growth methods

In the following part, I describe diamonds grown from Fe, Co, Ni and their alloys, so-
called conventional 'solvent/catalysts'. As described above, diamond grows from molten
metal supersaturated with carbon. There are two methods to produce a solution supersatu-
rated with carbon. Figure 14.4 shows a schematic diagram of a metal-carbon system with
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Figure 14.2 1500-ton belt-type high-pressure apparatus (National Institute f
ence, Japan)

Figure 14.3 Schematic of cross section of a belt-type high-pressure apparatus

eutectic correlation at a high-pressure condition. In addition to the stable phase relation
shown in solid lines, dotted lines are presented, which are of a metastable graphite-carbon
system. 8C2 indicates the solubility difference between graphite and diamond. More
graphite dissolves in the molten metal than diamond, and the metal solution saturated
with graphite results in a supersaturated solution with respect to diamond. 8C1 is the
solubility difference due to the temperature dependence of the solubility of diamond.
If a temperature gradient is present in the metal solution, the cooler region becomes
supersaturated with carbon.
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Figure 14.4 Schematic representation of the solubility curves of carbon. Solid lines and dotted
lines are metal-diamond system and metal-graphite system, respectively. 8C2: solubility difference
between diamond and graphite, 8C1: Difference between solubility at T2 and that at T\

The driving force of the former method is the chemical-potential difference between
diamond and graphite, and that of the latter method is the temperature gradient inside the
molten metal. The two methods are described in the following.

14.2.6.1 Chemical-potential-difference method

An example of a sample assembly for growth with this method is shown in Fig. 14.5. A
metal disc is sandwiched by two graphite discs in an NaCl pressure medium filled in a
graphite heater. When the assembly is compressed above 5 GPa in a high-pressure appa-
ratus, then heated to around 1500°C, the metal disc melts and diamond crystals nucleate
and grow at the interfaces between the metal and the graphite as shown in Fig. 14.5. A
thin film of the metal is present between the grown diamond and the graphite. Figure 14.6
shows the diamond crystals covered with metal film. The picture was taken after removing
the graphite with an acid treatment. The presence of the metal film indicates that carbon
atoms of the graphite dissolve into the thin metal film, and diffuse to precipitate on the
growing diamond. The film moves into the graphite disc, as the graphite is consumed and
diamond grows.

If the pressure is high enough, the solubility difference is large, and the supersaturation
in the molten metal becomes high, resulting in high growth rates. All of the graphite disc
is consumed in a few minutes, and a diamond aggregate is formed. The aggregate is so
fragile that it is broken into small pieces with irregular shapes.

In order to grow regular-shaped crystals, the pressure must be controlled precisely within
a range of 0.2 GPa near the equilibrium condition between diamond and graphite [39].
Nucleation density is suppressed at the condition so that diamond crystals grow without
contacting each other. Figure 14.7 shows crystals with a regular shape. They are commer-
cially available for application as cutting tools. Such crystals have dimensions ranging from
0.1 to 1 mm. It is difficult to grow crystals larger than 1 mm.
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Figure 14.5 Schematic drawing of diamond growth with a motivation of chemical-potential dif-
ference between diamond and graphite. (a) before and (b) after. 1: Graphite heater, 2: Graphite
disk, 3: Metal solvent/catalyst, 4: NaCl capsule, 5: Grown diamond crystal

Figure 14.6 Diamond particles grown from graphite in metal solvent/catalyst. The spherical par-
ticles are diamonds covered with metal thin film

Figure 14.7 Commercial diamond grit grown as shown in Fig. 14.5 (ELEMENTSIX SDA 100S)

Spontaneous nucleation is not observed at pressures very close to the equilibrium
boundary between diamond and graphite, but diamond is able to grow if a nucleus is
present [14]. Wakatsuki et al. [40] have succeeded in the growth of 2-mm crystals on a
seed crystal under the condition where no nucleation occurs.
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14.2.6.2 Temperature-gradient method

The GE research group succeeded in the growth of large crystals by this method for the
first time [41, 42].

In this method, a relatively thick metal 'solvent/catalyst' disc is used so that a tem-
perature gradient is present inside the disc. Figure 14.8 shows a sample assembly for the
growth by this method. A graphite disk or diamond powder as the carbon source and a
synthetic diamond grit as a seed crystal is placed at the top and bottom of a metal disk,
respectively. In the assembly, the top side of the metal is higher in temperature than the
bottom side, because the top part of the metal is located at the center of the graphite
heater. More carbon atoms are dissolved from the carbon source located at the hotter
region, and are transported to the cooler region, and then precipitate on the seed crystal
to form a new crystal.

When the assembly, placed in a high-pressure vessel, is compressed, and then heated,
a crystal starts growing on the seed crystal. The crystal becomes larger continuously until
the heating power is turned off, although the space of the growth cell limits the size of
the grown crystal. Figure 14.9 shows an example of a crystal grown on a seed crystal.
Usually the seed crystal is removed from the grown crystal when it is recovered from
the high-pressure vessel. A trace of the seed crystal is seen on the bottom surface of the
grown crystal.

Growth rate depends on supersaturation, which is equivalent to the temperature gradi-
ent. A large gradient gives high growth rates, but metal inclusions are readily incorporated.
On the other hand, a small gradient gives low growth rates, although incorporation of
inclusions can be avoided. There is an optimum gradient to grow inclusion-free crystals
with reasonable rates. The temperature gradient is controlled by changing the assembly
of the high-pressure cell; i.e. the shape and size of the graphite heater and the thermal
conductivity of the pressure media.

The growth temperature has also been considered to optimize growth conditions for
high-quality diamond. Sumiya et al. [43] have determined growth temperatures under

Figure 14.8 Schematic drawing of a cell assembly for diamond growth with the temperature-
gradient method. 1: Graphite heater, 2: NaCl capsule, 3: Diamond particles as carbon source,
4: Metal solvent/catalyst, 5: Grown diamond, 6: Seed crystal
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Figure 14.9 A diamond crystal made by the temperature-gradient method. The small rectangular
crystal is the seed crystal

which inclusion-free crystals grow. Temperature control within 40 °C and 10 °C around
1350°C is required for growth of yellow crystals and colorless crystals, respectively. The
colors are described in a later section.

A large seed crystal has an advantage to increase the growth rate of the high-quality
diamond particularly in the beginning of growth [43, 44]. A crystal with 5 mm dimension
has been employed as the seed crystal. Considering the factors, Sumiya et al. have suc-
ceeded in growth of 10-mm sized high-quality crystals with rates as high as 15mgh - 1

for yellow crystals and 6-7 mgh -1 for colorless ones. The growth rates are much higher
than reports published previously [41, 45]. There is still a problem to be overcome; why
are high-quality colorless diamonds more difficult to grow than yellow ones?

An attempt has been made to suppress incorporation of metallic inclusions [46]. Based
on calculation of diffusion of carbon atoms in the molten metal a cell assembly has been
designed in which the diameter of the metal solvent is small near the seed crystal. The
small diameter reduces the supply of carbon atoms to the seed crystal in the early stages
of growth, causing suppression of incorporation of metal inclusions.

The dimension of the metal 'solvent/catalyst' is another parameter that limits the size
of the grown crystal. The world record for a large synthetic diamond is 34.80 cts made by
ELEMENTSIX (formerly DeBeers) in 1992 (Fig. 14.10). Commercially available ones
are in the range from 1 to 10 mm, and are used for cutting tools, wire-drawing dies and
heat sinks.

14.3 PROPERTIES OF DIAMOND SINGLE CRYSTALS MADE
WITH HIGH-PRESSURE METHODS

14.3.1 Morphology

The diamond grown from the solvent/catalysts shows a variety of morphologies.
A single crystal grown in isolation is polyhedral. An octahedron is the most typical

shape of natural diamond, but a cubo-octahedron shape is commonly observed for the
high-pressure synthetic diamond as shown in Fig. 14.11, namely, {100} surfaces develop
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Figure 14.10 The world's largest synthetic diamond crystal grown by the temperature-gradient
method (ELEMENTSIX, formerly DeBeers)

Figure 14.11 A typical grown diamond, which exhibits dominant {111} and {001} surfaces accom-
panying small {011} and {113} surfaces

as do {111} surfaces. There are reports that {100} are more dominantly grown at a lower-
temperature condition, while {111} are dominant at high temperatures [47].

Minor surfaces such as {113} and {011} commonly appear in addition to {111} and
{001}. {115} surfaces have also been reported to appear, although they are much less
common [41, 48, 49]. An early paper reports that {117} appear [42], but {115} indexing
may be correct. The appearance depends on the composition of the solvent/catalysts. When
metals other than Ni are used, {113} and {011} are commonly observed in addition to
{111}. {115} surfaces are reproducibly observed on diamond grown at lower temperatures,
when Co-Ti alloy is used, according to our experience.
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Recently, other minor surfaces have been found on diamond grown from a phosphorus
melt [20], which are {013} and {119}. The appearance of the {013} surfaces is curious,
because (011) directions, so-called periodic bond chains, are not included on the surface.

Twinned crystals also grow. They have {111} faces as the twin boundary. When twin
boundaries are frequently formed, the overall morphology shows a complex form like an
aggregate (Fig. 14.12). There is a tendency for twinned crystals to grow when pure nickel
is used as the solvent/catalyst or the growth temperature is relatively low [43, 50].

When materials containing H2O such as hydroxides and pyrophillite are present in the
growth cell, the grown diamond exhibits a very different morphology. Spiral patterns with
high step heights or needle-like crystals, Fig. 14.13, are formed [51].

14.3.2 Surface morphology

Surface morphology also shows a large difference between natural and synthetic diamonds
[52-54]. Dendritic patterns are almost always observed on synthetic diamonds, as shown
in Fig. 14.14. The patterns vary from irregular to regular ones. The regular patterns are
related to the symmetry of the diamond lattice. Patterns with six-fold symmetry are seen

Figure 14.12 An aggregate diamond grown from a single crystal with successive formation of
twinning during growth

Figure 14.13 'Diamond dendrite'
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Figure 14.14 Dendritic patterns observed on synthetic diamond surfaces grown from molten metal
solvent/catalysts

on {111} surfaces, and four-fold symmetry on {001} surfaces. These patterns are fixed by
overgrowth when solvent/catalysts are frozen by turning off the electric power. When the
metal is frozen, carbon atoms in the molten metal are segregated to precipitates on the
growing crystal. The dendritic patterns make observation of as-grown surfaces difficult.
However, as-grown surfaces have been observed on some diamonds, from which very
low growth steps are detectable.

Growing surfaces are not covered with the dendritic pattern, if the growing diamond
has left the molten-metal bath before the metal is frozen. It is not easy to intentionally
take off the growing crystal from the molten-metal bath in a high-pressure vessel, but
it sometimes happens accidentally [48]. Figure 14.15 shows an example of an as-grown
surface. It is found that the as-grown surface is highly smooth, although 3 nm of growth
steps are detected under a differential interference contrast microscope.

When diamond crystals grow from nonmetallic solutions such as carbonates and phos-
phates, no dendritic pattern is formed, because the carbon solubility is probably extremely
low. Very beautiful growth patterns are observed on diamonds grown from sodium car-
bonate (Fig. 14.16) [55].

Figure 14.15
is formed

Smooth as-grown surface of a synthetic diamond, on which no dendritic pattern
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Figure 14.16 Spiral growth pattern observed on a synthetic diamond surface grown from molten
isia.rn.Na2C03

Figure 14.17 Two types of inclusions observed in synthetic diamond (2 mm wide) grown from
molten Co metal. (a) bulky metallic inclusion and (b) fine-grained inclusions are seen

14.3.3 Inclusions

Grown diamonds frequently contain a variety of inclusions. Most readily visible inclusions
are metallic solvent/catalysts. They have the shape of rods or sheets with round edges.
Large ones have an irregular shape as shown in Fig. 14.17a. They are formed when a
depression formed on the growing surface is covered with subsequent growth layer. The
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inclusions tend to be formed at high growth rates. In order to avoid formation of inclusions,
the growth rate must be controlled not to exceed a threshold. The threshold limits the
maximum growth rate. The threshold depends on the composition of the solvent/catalyst.
When a solvent/catalyst that produces a colorless crystal is used, inclusions are readily
entrapped. In order to grow inclusion-free colorless crystals, the growth rate must be
kept lower than that for nitrogen-containing yellow crystals. In commercial production,
therefore, the yellow crystals are made with high growth rates, i.e. lower cost.

Fine inclusions are also observed, as shown in Fig. 14.17b. The size of each particle
is of the order of micrometers, and they are present as isolated particles or aggregates.
Their chemical composition has not been identified. When a Ti-containing alloy is used
to make nitrogen-free diamond, TiC is formed in the solvent/catalyst. The TiC particles
are entrapped in a growing diamond as inclusions. In order to suppress formation of the
TiC particles, Cu is alloyed into the solvent/catalyst [43].

Other types of inclusions have been observed. Needles, spiral coils, like springs, have
been demonstrated in previous papers [56, 57].

14.3.4 Atomic impurities, color and luminescence

Foreign atoms can be incorporated into the diamond lattice during growth to form point
defects and modify physical properties such as optical, electrical and thermal ones, but
a limited number of elements have been reported to be used as dopants, i.e. hydrogen,
boron, nitrogen, silicon, phosphorus, cobalt and nickel. The impurities have been stud-
ied by means of spectroscopic methods; optical absorption, luminescence and ESR. The
optical data have been summarized in publications [58, 59]. ESR spectroscopy provides
information on the impurities more directly, and detailed investigation has been carried
out for various types of diamond [2, 60].

Nitrogen and boron are quite readily incorporated and have been well studied [61,
62]. Based on concentrations and forms of nitrogen and boron impurities, diamonds are
classified into several types, Type Ia, Ib, IIa and IIb [58].

Types Ia and Ib contain nitrogen, while type II is nitrogen free. The type II are sepa-
rated into types IIa and IIb. Impurities are negligible in type IIa, while type IIb contains
boron atoms. Type Ia contains nitrogen in aggregated forms, and type Ib has nitrogen
in an isolated form. Type Ia is further divided into two types, IaA and IaB. Nitrogen
atoms are in paired form in type IaA, and an aggregate of four nitrogens and a vacancy
is contained in type IaB. The types are readily identified by infrared absorption spec-
troscopy, because they exhibit their own characteristic absorption spectra between 1400
and 1000cm-1.

Type IIa, i.e. pure diamond, is transparent in a wide spectral range from the ultraviolet
to the infrared. Light is absorbed at wavelengths lower than 220 nm because of its bandgap.
On the other hand, type Ib has strong absorption for energies above 1.7 eV, giving rise
to a yellow color. Type IaA and IaB are colorless, but have strong absorption in the UV
region. Type IIb that contains boron gives a blue coloration, and exhibits characteristic
absorption bands in the infrared region.

Hydrogen impurities are not considered in high-pressure synthetic diamond, although
they are very important for CVD diamond, because CVD diamond grows in a hydrogen-
rich atmosphere. As for natural diamond, hydrogen-related absorption peaks are observed
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at 3107 and 1450cm-1 in an infrared absorption spectrum [63]. There is only one paper
concerning hydrogen. Kiflawi et al. [64] found that the 3107cm-1 peak appears when
some types of high-pressure synthetic diamond are heated above 2000 °C.

Silicon impurities are also important in CVD diamond rather than high-pressure dia-
mond. This impurity was found in CVD diamond first, because silica glass is commonly
used as a chamber in which source gases decompose to form diamond in a plasma. Si
impurities can be doped in high-pressure diamond if Si-containing alloys are used as
the solvent/catalysts. The Si impurity produces luminescence and an absorption peak at
1.68 eV, which is outside the visible region. Absorption spectra taken at high resolution
showed splitting of the band into several peaks, whose intensities correspond to isotope
abundances [65]. The spectrum has unambiguously confirmed that the peak is of the
silicon impurity.

Phosphorus impurities have recently been established in CVD diamond to act as donors
to give rise to n-type semiconducting character [66]. In high-pressure diamond, the pres-
ence of phosphorus impurities was detected by an EPR technique [67]. The diamond was
grown from molten phosphorus. However, the phosphorus accompanies a nitrogen atom
at a next-nearest position, and it is not expected to act as a donor.

Nickel and cobalt impurities are found in diamond grown from nickel and cobalt melts,
respectively. They are uniquely found in high-pressure synthetic diamond, although nickel
has been detected occasionally in natural diamond [68]. The impurities have been detected
by ESR and EPMA techniques [46, 68, 69] with concentrations up to 70 ppm. The ESR
analysis has concluded that the nickel atoms sit on substitutional and interstitial sites [69,
70], and that they are present as complexes, labeled NE1, NE2, etc, of nickel, nitrogen
and vacancies [71, 72]. A number of absorption and luminescence bands related to nickel
impurities have been recorded [73-75]. An attractive green color and green luminescence
are observed.

The influence of cobalt impurities on optical properties is weaker than that of Ni.
The cobalt impurities contribute very little absorption, although strong luminescence is
observed [76]. ESR measurements have given evidence of incorporation .of cobalt impu-
rities [77].

Incorporation of the impurities depends on growth conditions. Factors that influence
the incorporation are the composition of the solvent/catalysts, growth temperature, growth
rates and purity of the carbon source. Atomic arrangement of the impurities can be changed
with heat treatment at high-pressure conditions.

In the following section, changes of optical properties due to the impurities are described
with respect to experimental factors for growth.

14.3.5 Color control

14.3.5.1 Effect of the metal solvent/catalysts

Components of the metallic catalyst/solvents are expected to be readily incorporated into
grown crystals. However, Ni and Co are the only elements incorporated as optically active
centers [73, 76]. More than twenty of the Ni-related absorption and luminescence bands
have been reported [59, 73-75]. There have been no reports on incorporation of Fe, in
spite of it being a major component of the metallic solvent/catalyst. Attempts at doping
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with impurities have been made by adding other elements as a component of the alloy
used as the solvent/catalysts, but silicon is the only element that has been established to
be incorporated as an optical center [65].

Concentrations of nitrogen are influenced by the composition of the solvent/catalysts. A
considerable amount of nitrogen is incorporated into crystals if no effort is made to avoid
the incorporation. The source of the nitrogen impurity has not been confirmed. It may
be supplied from the carbon source, the metallic catalyst/solvent or materials used as the
sample capsule. However, the concentrations are controlled by changing the composition
of the metallic catalyst/solvents [41, 78]. 100 to 400 ppm of nitrogen is present in a grown
crystal, when typical metallic solvent/catalysts such as Ni, Co and Fe are used. In order
to grow a type IIa crystal in which the nitrogen concentration is negligible, elements
called a 'nitrogen getter' such as Ti, Zr and Al are added to the metals [41, 42]. These
elements have a strong affinity for nitrogen, and it is reasonably expected that nitrogen in
the reaction cell preferentially stays in the molten metals that contain the nitrogen getters.
Addition of a few per cent of Ti to Ni or Co is sufficient to grow type IIa crystals.

Ti and Zr have the strongest gettering effect, but other elements such as V and Cr
also have the gettering effect, although their effect is weaker. When weaker getters are
employed, more getter must be added to the metal solvents/catalyst. If the gettering effect
is not sufficient, grown crystals exhibit a pale yellow color.

The Ni-related optical centers are influenced by concentrations of nitrogen. A brownish-
yellow crystal (Fig. 14.18a) grows from pure Ni without the nitrogen getters, but a green
color is induced with alloying the getters to Ni metal (Fig. 14.18b). Addition of a higher
content of the getters produces a brown color (Fig. 14.18c).

The depths of the colors described above are not uniform in a crystal. As shown in
Fig. 14.18, a growth-sector dependence is clearly seen. Usually, the depth of the yellow
color caused by nitrogen is in the order of {111} > {001} > {011} = {113} [79], although
the order is the reverse in crystals grown at the lowest temperatures, namely, {001} >
{111} [47]. The Ni-related colors are seen only in {111} sectors [80].

Even within a sector, incorporation of impurities is not uniform. Time-dependent fluc-
tuations of growth conditions, such as growth temperature, produces inhomogeneity. The
effect of an intentional change of growth temperature is described in the following section.
Even on a growth surface impurities are not uniform. It has been observed that incorpora-
tion depends on orientation of vicinal surfaces of growth hillocks [81, 82]. Figure 14.19
shows an example in which radial patterns are seen in a cathodoluminescence image. The
radial patterns have a one-to-one correlation with the vicinal surfaces.

When phosphorus is used as the agent, phosphorus-containing diamond can be made,
but a detailed study has not been done, although it is a very interesting impurity with
respect to semiconducting technology.

14.3.5.2 Doping with impurities

Alloying is not necessary to dope impurities. If boron powder is present in any region
of the reaction cell, it is easily incorporated into a grown crystal [83]. We put the boron
powder between the graphite disk and the metal disk in the cell assembly shown in
Fig. 14.8 to grow a boron-doped crystal.

The boron-doped diamond crystal exhibits a blue color and is an electrically conductive
p-type semiconductor. The depth of the blue color and electrical conductivity increases
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Figure 14.18 (Plate 4) Cross section of three colored diamonds (2 mm wide) grown from nickel-
containing alloys, (a) Yellow, (b) green and (c) brown crystals were grown from pure Ni, Ni-2 %
Ti and Ni-3 % Ti, respectively

Figure 14.19 Cathodoluminescence image observed on a (111) growth surface of synthetic dia-
mond. The contrast corresponds to vicinal faces of growth hillocks

with an increase of the amount of boron powder. However, the depth of the blue coloration
is not proportional to the concentration of boron, but is proportional to a concentra-
tion of uncompensated acceptor centers, i.e. Nboron-Nnitrogen, where Nboron and Nnitrogen
are concentrations of boron and nitrogen, respectively [62]. When the solvent/catalyst
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does not contain the nitrogen getter, more boron is required to be added in order to
grow blue-colored crystals. For example, l0mg of boron powder was added to grow a
blue-colored diamond using pure Ni as the solvent/catalyst, whereas 1 mg of boron was
sufficient to grow a blue-colored crystal, when Ni-2 %Ti alloy is used, according to the
author's experience.

The sector dependence of the blue color is also clearly seen. {111} sectors exhibit the
deepest blue color, when boron is heavily doped, but with light doping of boron, the yellow
color persists in {111} sectors, whereas {011} and {113} sectors give a blue color [79].

Doping of nitrogen may be possible by adding nitrogen-containing compounds, but it is
not easy. The highest concentration of nitrogen reported so far is 800 ppm [84], when con-
ventional metal solvent/catalysts are used, in contrast it is not unusual for natural diamond
containing 2000-3000 ppm of nitrogen to be found. Under nonconventional conditions,
the concentrations of nitrogen can be a few thousand ppm. Diamond grown from non-
metallic solvents, Na2SO4, in a boron nitride capsule are found to contain 1700 ppm
of nitrogen [85]. Borzdov et al. [86] succeeded in the synthesis of diamond containing
3300 ppm using FeN as agent. 15N-enriched diamond has been synthesized with addition
of 15N nitrides [87] or aniline [88].

14.3.5.3 Effect of growth temperature

The growth temperature also influences the color of the grown crystals. Early papers
noted that colorless crystals are synthesized at higher temperature, whereas lower growth
temperatures give a yellow color [53], Precise control of the growth temperature confirmed
the nitrogen concentration gradually decreases with increasing growth temperature [47].

We have investigated the temperature effect on color systematically. When the growth
temperature is changed intentionally during a growth run, the grown crystal exhibits
a color change in the crystal at a position where the temperature was changed [89].
Figure 14.20 shows an example of the color change. This is a (110) cross section of a
crystal grown from Co with boron doping. An inner region that was grown in the first
half of a growth period gives a yellow color, and an outer region grown in the second

Figure 14.20 (Plate 5) Cross section of a boron-doped synthetic diamond (2 mm wide), which
was polished parallel to the growth direction. The crystal was grown by changing the temperature
during growth. The yellow region was grown at a lower temperature, while the blue region was
grown at a higher temperature
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half gives a dark blue color. The crystal was grown at a lower temperature in the first
half, then grown at a higher temperature in the second half, indicating that a blue color
is formed at higher temperatures, and a yellow color at lower temperatures. The color
change from yellow to blue is due to a decrease of the nitrogen concentrations with an
increase of temperature.

Nitrogen impurities are found to be in paired form, i.e. type IaA, instead of an isolated
form, type Ib, when the growth temperature is higher than 1500°C [90]. We expect that
the pairs are formed with aggregation of isolated nitrogen during growth, because nitrogen
atoms are mobile at such high growth temperatures. The effect of heat treatment on the
impurities is described in the following section.

14.3.5.4 Color change with heat treatment

Diffusion of the nitrogen impurities caused by heating under high-pressure conditions has
been studied in detail [91, 92]. The isolated nitrogen atoms diffuse to form aggregates
such as pairs and four atoms with heat treatment, although structural models of the latter
two have not been established. The yellow color due to isolated nitrogen atoms is faded to
colorless by the aggregation as shown in Fig. 14.21(a, b). The colorless crystal contains
nitrogens in the paired form, which is commonly present in natural diamonds.

Figure 14.21 (Plate 6) Color change with heat treatment at 1800 °C and 6 GPa. (a) Yellow color
before the treatment has faded to (b) colorless after the treatment. Cross section of a 2-mm crystal
grown from Co
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The aggregation rates from isolated atoms to pairs are determined quantitatively by
infrared absorption spectroscopy, assuming that the rate obeys the second-order kinetics;
dn/dt = —kn2, where n, t and k are concentration of the isolated nitrogen, annealing
time and kinetic coefficient, respectively. The rate constant, k, is 1.9 x 10-5 min -1 ppm -1,
which gives 50 % conversion of 500 ppm of isolated nitrogens to the pairs by 2 h heating
at 1600°C [91], although Evans and Qi [92] gave a one order lower value of the constant.
Other reports suggest the aggregation rate may depend on radiation damage and growth
conditions of a crystal and location in a crystal [47, 93, 94].

Evans and Qi [92] carried out annealing at temperatures higher than 2500 °C for fur-
ther aggregation to larger clusters of nitrogen atoms such as four nitrogens surrounding a
vacancy, which are classified as type laB. On the other hand, it has been noted that the
heat treatment causes some dissociation of the aggregated forms of nitrogen [95]. Color-
less diamond containing nitrogen aggregates becomes brilliant yellow because of partial
dissociation of the nitrogen. Kinetics taking account of both aggregation and dissociation
of nitrogen have been studied recently [96].

Crystals containing Ni have different behaviors of color change with heat treatment.
The yellow color of the crystals grown from pure Ni is changed to brown, and the green
color is also changed to brown, respectively. Both of the treated crystals are brown in
color, but the former exhibits a number of absorption bands in the visible region, whereas
the latter has a simple increase of absorption towards short wavelengths [74]. The color
change may be due to aggregation of nickel and nitrogen impurities. ESR measurements
have proposed a complex structural model consisting of a nickel atom, nitrogen atoms
and vacancies [71, 72].

14.4 SUMMARY

Fifty years have passed since the first success in artificial diamond synthesis was reported.
Synthesis technology has progressed remarkably. The largest crystal made is 34.8 carats
(7 g) in weight. Ideally pure crystals have also been made. Some synthetic diamonds
are distributed in the gem market. The technology may have reached a goal, however,
we realize that the technology has not reached that of nature, when compared with nat-
ural diamond. The Callinan diamond, the largest natural diamond, is as large as 3106
carats. We have also not succeeded in making pink diamonds similar to those found in
diamond mines.
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15.1 INTRODUCTION

To date, silicon carbide (SiC) is the most advanced candidate to replace conventional
semiconductors in high-power electronics technology, e.g. motor controllers and power
distribution in electric vehicles. Because of its unique properties: wide bandgap, excellent
thermal conductivity, high breakdown field strength, chemical stability, etc., silicon car-
bide is an attractive semiconductor for high-temperature, power-control, and high-speed
communication devices. It is expected that GaN-based devices grown on SiC substrates
will meet the demand of satellite communications for small-size devices operating at
higher powers than current Si- or GaAs-based devices.

The availability of substrates allowing homoepitaxial growth of layers and structures
needed for fabrication of different devices is the main advantage of SiC compared to
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other WBG semiconductors. Recently, much progress has been made in the industrial
production of SiC substrates, but the high growth temperature and the lack of congruent
melting of SiC set limitations on the crystal-growth method. SiC boules are commonly
grown by physical vapor transport (PVT) implemented with seeded sublimation tech-
niques. Since the invention of the sublimation-based bulk growth technique for SiC,
considerable progress has been made in the improvement of SiC crystal quality by under-
standing the relation between growth conditions and defect formation and improving
control over the growth process.

This chapter will review bulk growth of SiC substrate material by sublimation and by
high-temperature chemical vapor deposition (HTCVD) and the mechanisms of generation
of growth-related structural defects that are detrimental in power devices.

15.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The importance of SiC as a hard abrasive material was realized in 1892 by Acheson
[1]. He developed an industrial process to produce SiC for the purposes of grinding and
cutting. Even though the viability of SiC as an electronic material was shown in 1907 by
the demonstration of a light emitting diode [2], it was not until 1955 that Lely developed a
method to produce single-crystal SiC [3]. The primary limitation of the Lely process was
that using this process, only platelets 5 to 10 mm in diameter and 2 mm thickness were
produced. Even though the availability of Lely platelets spurred the demonstration of a
variety of SiC-based electronic devices, the absence of a bulk-growth process, primarily
due to the absence of SiC in liquid phase under conditions suitable for crystal growth, was
the primary barrier for further development as an electronic and optoelectronic material.
The above difficulties were overcome by Tairov and Tsvetkov [4], by using a single-crystal
SiC seed, placed in a graphite crystallization cylinder, to which vapor was delivered by
a sublimating SiC source. The approach for producing the ingots (boules) was based on
the principle of supersaturated vapor condensing on a single-crystal seed in a quasiclosed
crucible volume.

The seminal work of Tairov and Tsvetkov utilized a single-crystal SiC Lely platelet
with the {0001} face as the seed surface. Polycrystalline SiC grains synthesized from high-
purity Si and C were used as the vapor source or charge placed in a graphite crucible.
The boule growth process was investigated in the 1800 to 2600 °C range at partial argon
pressures from 0.1 mTorr to 760 Torr. The growth rate of the boules was controlled by
the growth temperature, axial temperature gradient, and the pressure of the inert gas. The
boule diameter depended on the starting seed diameter and its length was determined
by the volume of the SiC starting material and its complete decomposition. The primary
impurities in the grown material were nitrogen (donor) and boron (acceptor), the source
for both of the above was primarily the graphite used in the furnace for the crucible and
thermal insulation. The authors suggested that the purity of the grown crystal could be
improved by lowering the crystal-growth temperature (to reduce boron) and to carry out
growth in vacuum conditions (to reduce nitrogen). Growth of boules 8 mm in diameter
and 8 mm long, grown at a rate of ~2mmh - 1 , were demonstrated. The grown boules
were of a single polytype 4H or 6H, using the respective type seeds to initiate growth.
Hence, the breakthrough in bulk SiC ingot growth came with the seeded sublimation
growth process that laid the foundation for modern SiC wafer fabrication for the SiC-
based semiconductor industry. The above process is also referred to as the 'physical vapor
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transport (PVT)' process. The boules produced by this process are generally sliced into
wafers using an ID or multiple-wire diamond saw and polished using diamond particle
abrasives. It is to be noted that SiC exists in many polytypes (over 200) each representing
a different stacking sequence of the atomic planes along the [0001] direction [5]. For
power electronic and optoelectronic applications, 4H- and 6H-SiC represent the most
common polytypes.

15.3 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION OF SIC WAFERS

15.3.1 Growth along the conventional c- or [0001] direction

Silicon carbide bulk growth has been pursued in both university and industry laboratories
addressing both fundamental growth mechanism and practical production issues [6-27].
The historical development of the work related to SiC bulk growth is presented in [28].
The latest achievements in the bulk growth of large size SiC crystals by Cree Research
and Nippon Steel Corp. are reviewed in Refs. [17, 29]. In order to describe the essential
features of SiC bulk crystal growth using seeded sublimation, the description of the growth
furnace provided by Ohtani et al. [29] is highlighted below with the aid of the schematic
diagram of the growth system shown in Fig. 14.1 [30].

The crucible assembly consisted of a graphite lid to which the seed was attached
and a graphite cylinder containing the source powder that was industrial-grade abrasive
SiC powder. Mirror-polished SiC wafers were used as seeds. The crucible assembly was
covered with thermal insulation made of graphite felt, and placed in a quartz chamber,
equipped with an RF induction heating system [30]. During growth, typical seed temper-
atures of 2200 to 2300 °C and source temperatures of 2300 to 2400 °C were used. By
appropriate positioning of the crucible and the thermal-insulation materials, the required
thermal gradient was created between the source powder and the seed crystal.

Figure 15.1 Schematic drawing of a cross-sectional view of a PVT SiC growth system (Reprinted
from Takahashi and Ohtani, phys. stat. sol. (b) 202 (1997) 163, copyright (1997) with permission
from Wiley-VCH)
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During heating, an argon overpressure of ~ 600 Torr was maintained to avoid crystal-
growth initiation on the seed surface at lower temperatures, which would lead to undesired
polytype formation. After reaching the growth temperature of 2200–2400 °C, the argon
pressure was lowered to 10–20 Torr to initiate crystal growth, at the typical thermal
gradients between the source and seed of 10-20 °C cm-1, resulting in growth rates of
0.2-2 mmh - 1 . The above approach led to the fabrication of 50-mm 6H wafers with a
low micropipe density of below 10cm-2 and enlargement to 75-mm crystals [29].

Generally, the quality of the grown crystal, in terms of defect density, improves if the
impurities in the growth reactor are decreased. Hence, selection of the graphite components
is of great importance in order to reduce impurities in the growing boule. The graphite
components can be purified to below the parts per million weight (ppm wt) range; but this
process is expensive and adds to the cost of the resulting wafers. Reduction of B and S
is especially difficult. The level of any background impurity in the commercial undoped
wafers is reported to be less than ~ 0.1 ppm, including nitrogen [16].

15.3.2 Bulk SiC growth along alternate orientations

A new degree of freedom in SiC MOS technology exists using (1120) plane wafers
for MOSFET fabrication [29]. The epitaxial film grown on the (1120) surface exhibits
enhanced mobility. Furthermore, growth on the (1120) surface, i.e., growth perpendicular
to the c-axis exhibits full suppression of micropipes that are so pernicious in crystals
grown along the c-axis. The above attractive features have spurred great interest among
crystal growers in the [1120] growth direction, also sometimes called a-face SiC crystal
growth. Bulk growth in the [1120] or a-direction rather than producing the a-face wafers
by slicing a c-direction grown crystal is essential in order to produce large-diameter
wafers having uniform doping concentration, for device applications. A further advantage
of a-direction growth is the possibility of growing a single polytype material, which is
normally a challenge in c-direction grown crystals. In spite of the above advantages,
a primary problem is an increase in the density of stacking faults in the a -face grown
material. For example, the stacking fault density in 6H [1120] grown crystal is ~ 10 times
higher than that of the 6H [0001] grown crystal [29]. Hence, crystal growth in directions
perpendicular to the c-direction is inherently susceptible to stacking-fault generation.

15.3.3 Bulk growth of semi-insulating SiC

Semi-insulating SiC (Sl-SiC) substrates are essential for the fabrication of high-frequency
and microwave power devices including SiC MESFETs and GaN/AlGaN high electron
mobility transistors (HEMTs). There are two distinct methods available to achieve SI
properties in SiC: (i) by incorporating specific impurities into the material that introduces
deep energy levels within the bandgap; this method is called extrinsic doping and (ii)
by incorporating intrinsic defects into high-purity SiC boules to introduce deep levels. In
both cases, the deep levels compensate the shallow dopants (nitrogen and boron) to pin
the Fermi level near the middle of the bandgap. In the first-generation commercial Sl-SiC,
vanadium (V) was used for compensating the shallow dopants [31, 32]. Degradation in
the performance of RF power devices is attributed to the presence of vanadium [32].
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Two distinct types of vanadium-free high-purity Sl-SiC substrates, one grown by
the conventional sublimation (PVT) method referred to as HPSI, and the second by
high-temperature chemical vapor deposition (HTCVD), are now commercially available.
In both cases, intrinsic defects are believed to be responsible for the SI properties.
Two- and three-inch (50 mm and 75 mm) 4H-SI-SiC wafers produced using a high-purity
PVT process are commercially available, exhibiting uniform resistivities greater than
2 x 109 O cm.

In the HTCVD technique, purified silane and ethylene are used as gas precursors
(source material) [33]. Diluted in a carrier gas, the above precursors are continuously
fed into an open heating zone, at > 2000 °C, where nucleation of Si- and C-containing
clusters takes place in the gas phase. Above this hot zone where nucleation of Si and C
clusters takes place, the axial temperature distribution is similar to that in a PVT system.
In this region, further sublimation (dissociation) of the clusters into vapor species occurs
that are then crystallized onto a 50-mm diameter 4H-SiC seed surface that is maintained
at a lower temperature. The above growth process can be seen as gas-fed sublimation.
A lower concentration of shallow impurities introduced by the growth system (compared
to PVT) will require a smaller concentration of deep levels needed for compensation to
produce the SI material. Finally, it is to be noted that the HTCVD bulk growth process
can also be used for the growth of n-doped SiC.

15.3.4 Bulk-crystal doping

Silicon carbide boules can be doped either n- or p-type during growth with nitrogen or
aluminum being the main n- and p-type dopants, respectively. SiC wafers are currently
used for the commercial production of gallium nitride (GaN)-based blue light emitting
diodes (LEDs) and Schottky diodes. For both the above applications, n-type doped SiC
substrates are used. The n-type doping is achieved by controlling the amount of nitrogen
added to the inert gas (argon) in the growth reactor. P-type doped SiC wafers are required
for the manufacture of a variety of high-power electronic devices. A description of p-doped
crystal growth can be found in Refs. [28, 34].

15.4 ESSENTIALS OF THE BULK GROWTH PROCESS
AND THERMAL-STRESS-GENERATION MECHANISMS

15.4.1 Basics of the bulk growth process

The primary stages of bulk SiC growth are: dissociative sublimation of the source charge,
mass transfer of the evaporated Si and C species in the gas phase, crystallization of the
species onto the SiC seed, and removal of the heat of crystallization. Correspondingly,
there are three main regions of the crucible, as shown in Fig. 15.2. The processes taking
place in these regions determine the growth rate and crystal quality, and hence, identifi-
cation and control of the important parameters in these regions is essential for producing
low defect density bulk crystals.
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Figure 15.2 Schematic of the model domain of the growth crucible (Reprinted from Chered-
nichenko et al. J. Cryst. Growth, 262 (2004) 175, with permission from the author)

15.4.1.1 SiC source region

The driving force for bulk SiC growth is provided by applying a temperature gradient such
that the SiC source is at a higher temperature relative to the seed, both placed inside the
crucible. The main species in the sublimed vapor present in the gas phase are: Si, SiC2,
Si2C, and SiC. The composition of the sublimated vapor and the vapor stoichiometry
(the Si/C ratio) in the mass-transport region depends on the source temperature, source
polytype composition, and the preparation conditions of the source charge, especially the
source-charge grain size [6].

The sublimation temperature determines the maximum vapor pressure of the chemical
species and composition (stoichiometry) of the vapor. At low sublimation temperatures,
the vapor nonstoichiometry is high, resulting in an excess of free silicon in the vapor and
a large amount of solid residual carbon in the source volume, called source graphitization.
Furthermore, if the excess silicon reaches supersaturation at the crystallization surface it
leads to silicon liquid-phase formation (at the growth surface), resulting in the generation
of various defects in the crystal volume. The high volatility of the residual carbon species
at high temperatures will also stimulate the formation of carbon second-phase inclusions
as defects in the crystal volume. The vapor stoichiometry n ( T ) approaches the optimum
value of unity as the source temperature is increased to approximately 2700 K. Using
Van't Hoff's equation, the partial pressure of the chemical species in the vapor could be
expressed in terms of the thermodynamic parameters of the sublimation process:

where pi is the partial pressure of a given chemical species; TV is the sublimation tempera-
ture; Ai and Bi are the tabulated thermodynamic parameters of sublimation [35]. The sum
of partial pressures gives the total vapor pressure, p(T). The expression for pi/(7V) above



where psixcy stands for the partial pressure of each major component of SiC evaporation.
The size of the SiC source grains influences the thermal conductivity of the source,

the diffusivity of vapor through the source volume, and the effective surface area of
sublimation. Each of the above factors affect the secondary processes (specifically the
source-volume recrystallization) which influences the growth rate and, as a result, the
crystal quality. Low thermal conductivity of the source (Ac/Ap>>100 at 2500 K [36,
37], where Yc and Yp are the thermal conductivities of the SiC seed and the SiC source
material, respectively) causes a significant difference in the heating rate of the source-
material region compared with that of the seeding substrate. Hence, the seeding substrate
is overheated during the long temperature ramp-up period (~ 1 to 2 h after the furnace
heating power is turned on). As a result, the seed-surface sublimation leading to its
graphitization can take place at the initial stage of bulk growth.

Furthermore, intense source recrystallization (preferential evaporation from the SiC
source-grain asperities), governed by the essential capillarity of the source grains, is also
initiated at the high sublimation temperature. As a result of these self-congruent recrys-
tallization processes, a new, thermodynamically more stable, polycrystalline structure of
the source material is formed. Rapid formation of a uniform polycrystalline structure is
the ideal situation. However, since the above process is a slow one that proceeds during
the entire period of growth, the source volume is not in a stable condition.

The effective surface area of sublimation depends on the size of the source grains,
increasing with a decrease of grain size. At a fixed temperature, the effective rate of
sublimation is high for a large surface area, leading to intense source graphitization.
Using the pellet-source seed model, the amount of residual carbon MC, accumulated in
the source, can be expressed as a function of pellet radius, temperature, and time of
sublimation [Cherednichenko, unpublished]:
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allows us to find the temperature dependence of the SiC vapor stoichiometry coefficient
n(Tv) [35]:

where MC is the mass of residual carbon and Mo is the initial mass of the SiC source; R0 is
the initial pellet radius. The effective rate of sublimation, i.e., the flux of sublimated atoms
B ( T ) , expressed in number of atoms cm - 2s - 1 , can be expressed based on Knudsen's
formula:

where O is the average volume of the sublimated molecular species; M is the molecular
weight; k is the Boltzmann constant; and p is the equilibrium pressure of the vapor at
temperature T. It is clear from Equation (15.3) that for a given period of sublimation,
the level of source graphitization for small radius grains is much higher than for large
grains. The maximum level of graphitization is very sensitive to the temperature of sub-
limation: MC = Mo • [1 — 1/n(T)]. At temperatures where the stoichiometry coefficient
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n ( T ) is unity, the source graphitization can be fully eliminated, which is the ideal source
sublimation condition.

Based on the above discussion it is clear that due to sintering and graphitization of the
source volume, the physical properties of the source grains continuously change during the
entire growth period including the total volume of the source material, effective surface
area of sublimation, thermal conductivity, density, and vapor diffusivity. Consequently, the
relative vapor pressures of the gas species, and hence Si/C ratio, varies during the growth
period. The temperature distribution in the source volume is an important parameter of
bulk crystal growth since, during the long duration of growth, it is important to maintain
uniformity of vapor over the entire area of the evaporating source. Furthermore, both the
vapor composition and evaporation rate must be maintained constant and uniform over
the duration of the growth period.

15.4.1.2 Mass-transfer region

Bulk growth of SiC via physical vapor transport (PVT) is generally conducted in the
presence of an inert gas (argon). Hence, the sublimated vapor (Si, SiC2, Si2C, and SiC)
and argon gas mixture is considered as the medium where Si- and C-containing species
are transported from the source to the seed surface. Analysis based on heat- and mass-
transport phenomena in the gas mixture indicates that the mass transport is primarily driven
by diffusion rather than convection [17-20, 28]. The key expressions that describe the
diffusion process are indicated below. The diffusive mass flux F of the SiC vapor across
the mass-transport gap is

where Aps = (pv - PS)', o = Pv • AH/RT2 • RD; RD = k • T • d/D stands for the diffu-
sion resistance of the mass-transport region; d is the source-to-seed distance; pv represents
the equilibrium pressure of the SiC vapor at the top surface of the SiC source at temper-
ature TV; ps is the equilibrium pressure at the surface of crystallization at temperature
TS; AH is the enthalpy of sublimation; ATs = TV — TS; T = /Tv • Ts is the absolute
average temperature in the growth cell; R is the gas constant; and D is the diffusion
coefficient. The source-to-seed distance and, as a result, the diffusion resistance of the
mass-transport region depend on the instantaneous value of crystal thickness: d = (d o -S)
(where S is the crystal thickness and do is the initial source-to-seed distance). For the SiC
vapor and argon system, the diffusion-coefficient approximation is given by [19, 38]

PAr is the argon partial pressure and pv(T) is the total pressure of SiC vapor, parameters n,
DO, T0 and po are equal to 1.8, 1 x 10–1 cm2 s–1, 273 K and 1 atm (760Torr), respectively
(Do is a function of the size and mass of diffused atoms).

From the above expressions, we can surmise that the vapor flux in the mass-transport
gap can be controlled by RD the resistance for diffusion and ATs the source-to-growth
front temperature difference. A large RD leads to the essential reduction of crystal growth



where e(ATs) is the coefficient of vapor supersaturation determined by the average tem-
perature in the growth reactor and the source-crystal temperature difference ATS.

As follows from Equations (15.5) and (15.7), the vapor flux and supersaturation are
proportional to the temperature difference ATS. The value ATS must be optimized since
a high rate of growth (>> l.0mmh–1) leads to defect generation due to the formation
of essential thermal stress. Moreover, when the temperature difference ATS _> 100K the
supersaturation becomes large enough to initiate silicon second-phase condensation [39]
and planar-defect formation [40].

15.4.1.3 Crystallization

As noted earlier, crystal growth arises by the Si and C species from the sublimated vapor
arriving at the SiC seed surface. The primary factors that determine crystal growth from
the vapor at the earliest stage of crystallization include the rate of nucleation and the
critical radius of nucleation centers. When the size of nucleation centers begins to exceed
the critical radius RC, the nucleation and, as a result, the growth process will begin to
develop spontaneously. By minimization of the Gibbs potential, it can be shown that
supersaturation primarily determines the critical radius, which for the SiC 2-D nucleation
center is equal to:

here y\ is the specific surface energy of the crystal c- (or 0001) face and Y2 that of the
p-face (prism or 1100 face).

For the specific surface energy of y1 = 2.22Jm–2, y2 = 5.57 Jm– 2 [41], e~ = 0.2 and
T = 2500 K, Equation (15.8) yields the critical characteristic size of the nucleation center
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rate and can even practically stop growth, when the source-to-seed distance is large. How-
ever, too low a value of RD can lead to high growth velocity, including 3D growth and
formation of high thermal stress in the growing boule as a result of increasing latent heat
that must be dissipated, leading to high defect generation. The resistance for diffusion
RD primarily depends on 'T and d' and D, which in turn can be controlled by PAr, the
argon pressure. Growth control is less practical to accomplish by controlling 'T and d'
during growth. Achieving control of growth via the ambient gas pressure is easier to
implement and hence, an inert gas such as argon is commonly used for SiC bulk growth
using PVT.

In Equation (15.5), another important factor that influences growth is the tempera-
ture difference between source and seed ATS = TV –TS. The temperature difference ATS

determines the vapor supersaturation at the crystallization surface:

and the critical volume of the nucleation site is:
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equal to RC = 10–8 m. The nucleation-center volume corresponding to this radius is equal
to VR=~ 2 x 10–24m–3. To create a nucleation center of this size, the number of atoms
that must agglomerate at a site for spontaneous nucleation is N = VR/O ~= 105 (O =
M/NA • p~ = 2 x 10–29m3; NA is Avogadro's number; M — 40.1; the molecular weight;
and p = 3200 kg m–3; the density of SiC). In practice, it is not possible to establish a
nucleus of such large critical radius by the fluctuating surface concentration of absorbed
chemical species under typical growth conditions (e _< 0.2).

Experiments, however, indicate that SiC crystals practically begin to grow from very
small supersaturation values. Burton et al. [42] proposed that an imperfection present at
the surface of a real crystal could serve as a nucleation center to initiate growth at a small
supersaturation. It was shown that the steps formed at intersections of screw dislocations
with the crystal surface are especially effective nucleation centers. At present there is clear
experimental evidence of the existence of growth spirals at the SiC crystal growth front
that indicate the significant influence of screw dislocations on the SiC growth process as
seen in Fig. 15.3 [43]. The normal rate of advance of any portion of the rotating spiral,
as a function of spiral radius is [42]:

Figure 15.3 Two noninteracting growth spirals emerging from neighboring screw dislocations.
(Reprinted from Syvajarvi, PhD Dissertation (1999) Linkoping University, Sweden, copyright
(1999) with permission from the author)

is the maximum velocity of step propagation in the spiral process of growth; DS is the
surface diffusivity of an adsorbed molecule); TS is the mean lifetime of molecules in the
adsorbed position; V0 is the atomic vibration frequency; and pc is the radius of a critical
nucleus at the spiral step. When p _< PC (close to the dislocation core), V (p) changes sign,
indicating that in this area the growth is negative (or sublimation). The large capillarity of
the dislocation core significantly increases the equilibrium vapor pressure at the surface
of crystallization and the vapor supersaturation reached at temperature difference ATs is
not sufficient to maintain growth at this location. This is one of the reasons why screw
dislocations can serve as a source of micropipe formation.



where A//I is the specific energy of chemical reaction [J kg–1]; A. is the thermal con-
ductivity of SiC; VT\Z=S denotes the axial temperature gradient in the crystal and Q =
Qv + Qw is the amount of heat adopted by the crystal surface from the furnace (Qv =
nV • (TV — TS), Qw = nw • (Tw — TS), nv(Tv) is the coefficient of heat emissivity of the
top source surface [J cm–2 s–1 K–1], whereas nw(TW) represents the amount of heat
energy radiated from the chamber wall [J cm–2 s–1 K–1] (see Fig. 15.2). The right-hand
side of the equation represents the total amount of heat absorbed from the surface of crys-
tallization and the left-hand side represents the heat flux conducted through the crystal
volume [J cm–2 s–1].

Both of the above factors, mass transport (described by F) and heat dissipation through
the surface of crystallization, which are mutually dependent (i.e., a self-congruent process)
influence the growth velocity. Solving Equations (15.12) and (15.13), we can obtain an
analytical expression for growth rate in the self-congruent condition of growth [44]:

Another primary factor that influences growth velocity is the heat dissipation through
the growing crystal volume, expressed by the heat-balance equation:
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15.4.2 Thermal-stress-generation mechanisms

It is important to note that the processes responsible for defect generation in the crys-
tal are due to those that take place inside the growing boule. Defects in SiC can be
broadly categorized into two types (1) large structural defects including micropipes, pla-
nar defects, and polytype inclusions and (2) crystallographic defects (dislocations). The
velocity of crystal growth determines the amount of heat released as a result of the chem-
ical reaction of the growth front (also called the latent heat of crystallization). According
to Equation (15.5), the flux F in the diffusive mass-transport region is strongly dependent
on the supersaturation e (Equation 15.7), the total vapor pressure of the SiC species p\,
the diffusive resistance RD, and the average temperature T in the reactor. The velocity of
growth dS/dt is proportional to the diffusive flux intensity F (law of mass conservation):

is the dimensionless growth-dynamics function. Here ATG = (TV — TC), TC is the tem-
perature of the crystal back side; A is the thermal conductivity of SiC; S1 = (1 — S/do) is
the dimensionless instantaneous source-crystal distance (d0 is the initial source-crystal
distance).

Substitution of Equation (15.14) into Equation (15.12) results in the expression for the
self-congruent variation of the crystallization temperature during the growth process:
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During growth of single polytype bulk crystals, defects may be formed by four possible
mechanisms: (a) inherited from the seed, (b) misoriented nuclei, (c) plastic deformation,
and (d) second-phase Si or carbon inclusions. SiC is extremely hard at room temperature,
but becomes rather plastic at growth temperatures (> 2200 °C). Thus, basal-plane slip may
occur resulting in the formation of so-called basal-plane dislocations, predominantly of
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From the above analysis (Equation 15.14), it is clear that growth rate is maximum
at the initial stage when growth is limited only by the intensity of mass transport of the
species. As the crystal thickness develops to S > 1.0 mm, the influence of heat dissipation
becomes dominant. The crystal growth rate will be limited and the growth can stop if
the heat released as a result of phase transformation is not removed through the crystal
causing the temperature of the growth front to approach that of the evaporating source.
Hence, it is important to control heat dissipation through the crystal volume from the very
early stages of growth. Although mass transport can be controlled, by controlling the Ar
pressure, to produce the optimum velocity of growth (< 1 mmh–1), the maximum crystal
thickness that can be reached, under given conditions of mass transport, is determined
by the intensity of heat dissipation and the parasitic heat Qw, which depends on the
heating-element geometry and crucible design.

The axial temperature difference ATC across the growing crystal is given by:

where ATc(S) = TS(S)-TC . It is important to note that ATC is a function of instantaneous
crystal thickness S and it depends on supersaturation and all the parameters contained in
the expression for G(S) in Equation (15.15) (e.g., nV, nw), and it determines the thermal
stress a produced in the growing crystal and final crystal quality:

where E is Young's modulus, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and v is Poisson's
parameter. Equation (15.18) indicates that the thermal stresses, as well as the growth
velocity, depend on the same parameters contained in the expression for G(S). This
correlation clearly follows from Equation (15.13). According to this heat-balance equation
(Equation (15.13)), increasing the growth rate increases the amount of heat released as a
result of the phase transformation at the surface of crystallization. Therefore, the crystal
growth rate will be limited and the growth can stop if the generated heat is not removed
through the crystal causing the temperature of the growth front to approach that of the
evaporating source. Furthermore, a nonuniform temperature distribution in the crystal,
as a result of heat dissipation, will induce thermal stress, and as a consequence, defect
generation in the crystal volume. Defect generation becomes significant when the induced
thermal stress t (r ,0 , z) exceeds the value of critically resolved shear stress TC (l.0MPa)
at the high SiC growth temperature [16, 45].
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edge character. As noted in Section 15.4.2, if the thermal stress generated during crystal
growth exceeds the critically resolved sheer stress by a factor of two, intense plastic flow
occurs, resulting in high-density dislocation generation. Since solid deformation at high
temperatures is tightly entwined with the phenomena of self-diffusion, the movement of
dislocations is essentially nonconservative and results in the formation of very complicated
defect structures [45].

Most undesired extended defects are those propagating along the growth direction and
intersecting the growth surface, since SiC substrates are fabricated by slicing wafers nearly
parallel to the growth surface. Screw-dislocation generation requires higher energy than
basal-plane edge dislocations and they are usually produced by imperfect nucleation and
particularly during growth on singular (atomically flat) surfaces. In this case, mosaicity
and even polytype inclusions may occur. Screw dislocations in the boules originate mainly
from SiC seeds and they are preferred nucleation and growth-promoting centers. Threading
dislocations can also be generated by plane misalignment during growth, as a consequence
of the overgrowth of inclusions on the growth surface [47], or at the boundaries of slightly
misoriented grains [48]. Any nonuniformity in temperature in the region of a spiral growth
step will result in a change in the speed of advance of the spiral step. The step region
with a lower temperature, and higher supersaturation, will advance faster than a region
with a higher temperature. The faster moving front will overcome the slower moving
part of the spiral, resulting in secondary nucleation of a new spiral. The presence of any
obstacles at the growth front will intensify the above process, leading to the generation
of additional screw dislocations. Nonuniformity of thermal stress at the growth surface
can also generate additional screw- and edge-dislocation nucleation sites. Threading edge
dislocations have been suggested to originate from postgrowth-induced glide and slip [50].

Persistent sources of dislocations are the low-angle grain boundaries between misori-
ented domains, the latter being a subject of several investigations concerning the domain
origin [51-53]. The majority of results have supported the assumption that SiC crystals
grow with the aid of screw dislocations (spiral growth mechanism) providing numerous
independent growth centers. Due to temperature nonuniformity at the growth surface, ini-
tial misorientation between nuclei may occur and further develop into domain boundaries.
It has also been proposed that misoriented domain boundaries can be formed by polygo-
nization of threading edge dislocations, the latter being introduced into SiC crystals by
prismatic slip during postgrowth cooling [54].

Micropipes primarily follow the growth direction (c-axis) in SiC boules and sub-
strates, and easily propagate into subsequently deposited epitaxial layers. After Frank's
theory [55, 56], micropipes are generally considered as an empty-core of screw disloca-
tions that forms when the energy in the highly strained region around a dislocation line
is released, creating a cylindrical-shaped free surface. Micropipes can be observed in the
middle of such spirals where growth dislocations intersect the surface (Fig. 15.4). Several
mechanisms of micropipe formation have been proposed [10, 45, 57, 58]. Micropipes are
generally considered to be empty-core screw dislocations with a large strain energy (large
Burger's vector). However, it is to be noted that the diameter of a micropipe (~ 1 um)
is too large to be considered as a super screw dislocation as per the discussion below.
Estimation shows that the value of specific energy in the dislocation core is practically
equal to the evaporation energy of SiC, UO ~= 531.4kJmol–1 [59]. Using this specific
energy value and Burger's vector bo ~= 15.2 A, it is shown that the size of the stable open
core produced by the above process is = 1 nm and a thermodynamically stable visible
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Figure 15.4 Spiral growth pattern and micropipes (black holes) in the middle of the spirals

open core (diameter _>1 um) cannot be formed. On the other hand, for b = 9 • b0, the
equilibrium radius of the hollow core of a dislocation rp is = 40nm (=26 • b0). Conse-
quently, dislocations with a Burger's vector of b0 initially present in the substrate, can
propagate into the SiC bulk during the growth process as a single dislocation. Thus it can
be stated that only superdislocations can produce hollow pipes. But even for superdisloca-
tions, the equilibrium radius of the hollow core is actually much smaller than that of any
observed micropipes [60]. Hence a thermodynamically stable hollow core of a dislocation
can be considered only as an initial stage of micropipe formation. Additional factors in
the growth process would be involved in the formation of micropipes, as observed in
bulk crystals.

There is yet another kind of structural defect that is quite prevalent in SiC bulk crystals,
called a planar or hexagonal defect. It is a flat, often hexagonal, platelet-shaped cavity
with lateral dimensions significantly larger than its thickness [58]. The planars lie parallel
to the basal plane, typically a few micrometers in thickness, with trench-like depressions
at the edges, and often associated with the formation of dislocations and micropipes. It
was shown that the nonstoichiometry of the vapor, the large supersaturation, and high
volatility of residual carbon species are the primary factors that determine the formation
of planar defects and second-phase inclusions [39, 40, 61].

Structural defects in SiC substrates and epitaxial layers have been studied extensively
during the last decade resulting in considerable progress in material quality. This is
reflected in the attainment of micropipe densities as low as 0.9cm–2 for a 2-inch 4H
(N-doped) wafer and 22cm–2 for a 3-inch 4H (N-doped) wafer [62]. The density of the
threading dislocations is commonly determined by using hot KOH etching and is in the
range of 103–104 cm–2 [63]. These defects are either formed during growth or during the
postgrowth cooling stage and consequently, they can be minimized by further optimization
of the growth process.

Material-evaluation and defect-characterization tools are essential to determine the
quality of wafers produced in order to provide feedback to the crystal growers and for
further wafer processing leading to the fabrication of devices. Techniques employed for
material evaluation and defect characterization can be found in Ref. [28].
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15.6 OUTLOOK

The primary challenge in the commercialization of SiC-based power electronic devices
is the high density of micropipes in wafers with diameters greater than 75 mm. Although
significant progress has been made in the reduction of micropipe density, the cost of
low micropipe density wafers (< 10cm–2 in 75–mm diameter wafers) is still very high.
The forward-voltage degradation of pin diodes is attributed to the presence of basal-plane
dislocations. Hence, in addition to reducing the densities of micropipes and screw disloca-
tions, the thrust of current research is to reduce basal-plane dislocations. Production of low
defect density, large-diameter, semi-insulating wafers and wafers with high p-type doping
are also at the forefront of the technological challenge of bulk crystal growth. Although
alternate orientation wafers, especially those in the (1120) plane or a-face, offer many
advantages, especially zero micropipe density, the main challenge is in the production of
large-diameter wafers (> 50mm) with low density of stacking faults. Finally, production
of large-diameter SiC wafers of good quality at low cost is the key for the commercial
success of SiC technology.
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16 Photovoltaic Silicon Crystal
Growth

T.F. CISZEK

Siliconsultant, P.O. Box 1453, Evergreen, CO 80437, USA

16.1 INTRODUCTION

For a number of reasons, the photovoltaic (PV) or solar-cell application of semiconductor
silicon has spawned an unusually large array of diverse approaches to its material growth.
Of course, the traditional growth approaches developed in the silicon electronics industry
are used. These are Czochralski (CZ) growth and float zoning (FZ). But more than a dozen
alternative growth approaches have been explored over the years. The factors driving
the search for alternative growth methods involve tradeoffs between crystal quality (the
higher the quality, the higher the attainable solar-cell light-conversion efficiency n) and
crystal substrate cost (low costs per watt of electricity generated by the solar cell are
essential if the PV technology is to be commercially viable). Unlike silicon crystals used
in the electronics industry, crystal perfection, purity, and uniformity are not necessarily
the most desirable attributes for crystalline Si incorporated into commercial PV modules.
Tradeoffs are routinely made, weighing these attributes against cost, throughput, energy
consumption, and other economic factors. Such tradeoffs for PV use have led to far
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more alternative growth methods for silicon than the many decades of semiconductor
technology development have. Of course, the highest cell efficiencies are obtained on
very pure, defect-free, crystalline silicon with high minority charge-carrier lifetime T. A
solar cell is more sensitive to carrier lifetime than many other electronic devices.

In this chapter, we will describe the application of traditional CZ and FZ Si growth
methods to PV material and look at alternative ingot, ribbon, sheet and thin-layer growth
techniques that have been developed specifically for PV material. We will describe some
characteristics of the growth processes and resultant materials, and make comparisons
between the methods. Only a handful of alternative methods that have been explored over
the years have stood the test of time and are still actually in current use for PV production.

16.2 TRADITIONAL SILICON GROWTH METHODS
APPLIED TO PV

16.2.1 Czochralski growth

The workhorse growth method of the semiconductor silicon industry is Czochralski growth
named after Jan Czochralski who introduced an early version of the present-day process
in 1916, and published it as a method for studying the crystallization rate of metals [1].
Further modifications by Teal and Little [2] brought the technique closer to the process
known today as the Czochralski or CZ method shown schematically in Fig. 16.1 as it is
applied to silicon. CZ growth is used by several Si PV manufacturers and produces (100)
dislocation-free single crystals amenable to surface texturing.

A concise description of PV Si CZ growth is as follows: Purified solid silicon feed-
stock is loaded in a quartz crucible sitting within a cylindrical graphite holder or susceptor
mounted on a rotatable, translatable pedestal shaft. A picket-fence graphite heater sur-
rounds the susceptor. A small-diameter (100) dislocation-free seed crystal is mounted
axially above the crucible and is also capable of rotation and vertical translation (by a
wire or a shaft). A water-cooled chamber with copious graphite felt or similar insulation
decoupling it from the heater area encloses the hot zone and allows evacuation of the
chamber and/or purging with high-purity argon inert gas.

Three-phase electrical power is applied to the heater and melts the silicon in the
rotating crucible. The counter-rotating seed is brought to thermal equilibrium with the
melt, attached and withdrawn upward to grow new silicon material first in a thin neck
geometry (by using relatively high power and/or pulling speed) during which process
any dislocations formed during the initial seed/melt contact grow to the periphery and
are eliminated. Then power is reduced and pulling is slowed to transition the growth
diameter to the desired final one. When full diameter is reached, power and pulling speed
are increased to the new required/desired equilibrium growth levels and automatically
controlled based on sensor input of the optical/thermal position of the crystal periphery
near the solid/liquid interface. During this phase, the rotating crucible is moved upward
as needed to maintain the solid/liquid interface at an optimum position in the heater,
compensating for the falling crucible melt level due to consumption by the growing
crystal. When the melt is nearly consumed, pull speed and power are increased to taper
the crystal to a smaller size for separation from the melt, so that the dislocations slipping
back into the crystal upon thermal shock of separation will not propagate into the cooler,
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Figure 16.1 Schematic diagram of the silicon CZ crystal-growth method. Reproduced from Scheel
(2003) Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

full-diameter portion of the crystal. See Zulehner and Huber [3] for a more detailed
description of the modern CZ process.

The upper limit for growth rate or pulling rate vm that can be expected from the CZ
process and other directional solidification techniques for silicon ingots is

where L is latent heat of fusion, pm is density at the melting temperature, a is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e is emissivity, Km is the thermal conductivity at the melting
temperature Tm, and d is the crystal diameter [4]. Maximum silicon growth rate vm is
shown as a function of crystal diameter in Fig. 16.2. Realistically, v ~ 0.25um can be
practically achieved.

The focus of CZ technology development specific to Si PV has largely been on efforts
to reduce the cost of the crystalline product. One way to do this is by pushing v higher
through improvements in insulation, hot-zone geometry design, thermal-gradient con-
trol, and gas-purging strategies. Electrical power requirements for CZ growth are on the
order of 60kWhkg–1 in the IC industry. The more cost-conscious PV industry has been
achieving 35–40kWhkg–1 for CZ growth, and some recent experiments [5] indicate
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Figure 16.2 Maximum growth rate vs. ingot diameter

that levels on the order of 18kWhkg–1 may be achieved for 150–mm diameter crystals
by using improved insulation materials and lower argon gas-flow rates. Not only were
energy requirements reduced, but also argon consumption was reduced from 3m3 kg–1

of Si to 1 m3kg–1 of Si. Also, the oxygen content in the crystals was reduced by 20%,
crystal growth rate was increased from l.28 kg h–1 to 1.56kgh–1, and relative solar-cell
efficiency increased by 5 %.

Approximately 30% of the costs in CZ Si PV technology are in the crystal ingot,
20 % in wafering, 20 % in cell fabrication, and 30 % in module fabrication. High-speed
wire saws that can wafer several entire ingots in one operation have greatly improved
the throughput of the wafering process. A wire saw can produce about 500 wafers h–1

compared to about 25 wafers h–1 for older inside-diameter (ID) saw technology. Further-
more, it creates shallower surface damage (10um) than the ID saws (30um), and allows
thinner wafers to be cut, thus increasing the number of wafers per ingot. Currently, about
20 wafers are obtained from 1 cm of ingot. Efforts are underway to obtain 35 wafers
cm–1. Problems with increased breakage are seen with the thinner wafers-especially in
the sawing process. At 20 wafers cm–1 and a wafer thickness > 300um, breakage is on
the order of 15%. This can rise to on the order of 40% when the wafer thickness is
decreased to 200um. It is clear that wafer handling will be an important issue as wafers
become thinner.

Maximizing crystal yield/cost of the feedstock has been carried out through develop-
ment of feedstock-recharging or melt-replenishment systems, and reclaiming cut ends of
crystals and residual Si left in the crucible after growth. There are also a number of efforts
underway to find alternative processes for manufacturing silicon feedstock with slightly
relaxed physical property specifications at lower costs. However, since the Si solar cell
is a minority charge-carrier device, there are limits to how many impurities can be toler-
ated without dramatically reducing performance. A summary of impurity tolerances was
published by Davis et al. [6].
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16.2.2 FZ growth

Float-zoned (FZ) silicon produces the highest PV performance, and the best recorded
silicon solar-cell efficiency (ratio of cell-output electrical power to solar power incident
on the cell), 24%, has been achieved for devices fabricated on FZ wafers [7]. But the
device-processing procedures needed to achieve the high efficiencies are expensive and
time consuming. So, as in the semiconductor industry, more CZ wafers than FZ wafers
are used for PV. Recently, simplification of the processing procedures for high efficiency
has been achieved, and substantial resource investment in FZ for PV has come about to
take advantage of the better performance.

Float zoning of Si was introduced by Keck and Golay [8] in 1952 and has been
extensively developed through to the present time, with primary applications in silicon
power devices and detector materials. A schematic of the FZ process is shown in Fig. 16.3.
The crystal is grown downward from the bottom of the cylindrical Si feed rod. The
apparatus must provide a closed inert-gas environment of argon through which sliding
and rotating shafts pass vertically to provide the crystal growth and feed-rod translation
and rotation motion. Induction heating at frequencies of about 2-3 MHz forms the melt
by inducing AC current to flow in the silicon, resulting in heating and melting. The
induction coil is water cooled and no hot objects other than silicon itself are touching or

Figure 16.3 Schematic diagram of the silicon FZ crystal-growth method. Reproduced from Scheel
(2003) Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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in close proximity to the silicon. Hence the purity of the method is high. Note though that
silicon does not couple to the induction-heating coil when cold, so a graphite preheater
is first coupled to the induction coil, radiates heat to the silicon feed rod, and then is
withdrawn when the rod becomes warm. So this preheater must be of high purity. A
pendulant drop of silicon is then melted on the bottom of the rotating feed rod and the
seed, approximately 5 mm in diameter, is touched to the melt drop.

As in CZ growth, a long thin neck is first grown by increasing RF power and downward
pulling speed. When dislocations have been eliminated, the seed travel speed is reduced to
about 3–4mmmin–1 and RF power is adjusted to increase the crystal size to the desired
diameter. While there is a limit to the molten-zone height imposed by surface tension, the
crystal diameter has no fundamental limit, and diameters have progressed over the years,
as have CZ diameters, albeit at a slower rate of progress. Diameters over 150mm have
been realized. Keller and Muhlbauer [9] describe the FZ process in more detail. Power
requirements for FZ growth are on the order of 30kWhkg–1.

16.2.3 Comparisons between CZ and FZ growth for PV

There are two principal technological advantages of the FZ method for PV Si growth.
The first is that large r values are obtained due to higher purity and better microdefect
control, resulting in 10% to 20% higher solar-cell efficiencies. The second is that faster
growth rates and heat-up/cool-down times, along with absences of a crucible and con-
sumable hot-zone parts, provide a substantial economic advantage. Table 16.1 compares
the characteristics of the FZ and CZ methods. The main technological disadvantage of
the FZ method is the requirement for a uniform, crack-free cylindrical feed rod. A cost
premium (100% or more) is associated with such poly rods.

Because of the lower purity of 'Solar Grade' silicon and because of some efforts to use
nonconventional dopants like Ga to reduce light-degradation effects in PV silicon, it is
important to understand impurity redistribution during crystal growth. The way impurities

Table 16.1 Comparison of the CZ and FZ growth methods

Characteristic CZ FZ

Growth Speed (mm min–1) 1 to 2 3 to 5
Dislocation-free? Yes Yes
Crucible? Yes No
Consumable material cost High Low
Heat-up/cool-down times Long Short
Axial-resistivity uniformity Poor Good
Oxygen content (atoms cm–3) > 1 x 1018 < 1 x 1016

Carbon content (atoms cm– 3) > 1 x 1017 < 1 x 1016

Metallic impurity content Higher Lower
Bulk minority charge-carrier lifetime ( u s ) 5-100 1000-20000
Mechanical strengthening 1018 oxygen 1016 nitrogen
Production diameter (mm) 150-200 100-150
Operator skill Less More
Polycrystalline Si feed form Any Crack-free rod



and n is the number of times the ingot is zone melted, k is the effective segregation coeffi-
cient, g is the effective evaporation coefficient, and Cn(x) is the impurity concentration at
position x along the ingot (x is in units of melt-zone length) after n solidification passes.

In the last melt zone to freeze of an ingot, that is N melt zones long (i.e., for N — 1 <
x < N), the impurity concentration profile is expressed by

Equations (16.2) – (16.4) together describe the impurity profiles resulting from FZ growth,
and they are also applicable to any method where source material is continuously fed into a
molten zone at the same rate as the product silicon is withdrawn. These include continuous
Czochralski growth, and some of the nontraditional growth methods that have been devel-
oped for PV that will be discussed in a later section (electromagnetic continuous casting,
continuous dendritic web growth, continuous edge-defined, film-fed growth (EFG), etc.). Of
course, the effective segregation and evaporation coefficients and the size and geometry of
the molten zone may be very different for various growth methods.

Equation (16.4), taken by itself, is essentially the normal-freezing equation. It thus
describes the impurity-concentration profile for techniques such as normal CZ growth,
as well as any growth method with a fixed, initial charge that is completely melted
before the growth process is started (batch casting, batch directional solidification, ribbon
growth from a nonreplenished melt, etc.). Of course, again, the effective segregation and
evaporation coefficients can be quite different for different growth methods.

In the case of a nearly cylindrical melt geometry with evaporative impurity loss from
the cylindrical surface, g is a function of zone length /, ingot radius r, and solidification
rate v. In addition to the variable parameters, g also depends on fixed parameters such as
the molar volume V of the host material (Si), the molar evaporation time s of the impurity
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redistribute during FZ growth differs substantially from CZ growth. In the general case,
impurity redistribution is affected both by segregation and evaporation. The evaporation
effect is only pronounced when growth is conducted in a vacuum ambient. In FZ growth,
we consider a long silicon feed ingot with initial uniform concentration C0 of any given
impurity. One end of the ingot is melted, and a molten zone is moved along the rod
at a travel rate v. Impurity evaporation increases as v decreases, because the molten
zone is then exposed to vacuum for a longer time. Evaporation also increases as the
ratio of free-surface area to volume of the molten zone increases. Longer molten zones
experience greater evaporation. Thus, the effective evaporation coefficient g is a function
of specific growth conditions, as is the effective segregation coefficient k. Segregation
increases as k decreases, but evaporation increases as g increases. Peizulaev [10] has
derived an expression for the impurity distribution in an ingot after n zone passes, when
both evaporation and segregation are operative:



The effective evaporation coefficient can also be experimentally obtained.
Using Equations (16.2)-(16.4) and the effective segregation coefficients and effective

evaporation coefficients from Table 16.2 for selected impurities in silicon, and assuming
v = 3mm min–1, a cylindrical ingot, and a melt height equal to the ingot diameter, the
calculated concentration profiles for the selected impurities after a single FZ ingot solid-
ification in argon (g = 0) and in a vacuum are shown in Figs. 16.4a and b. Additional
solidification passes further reduce the impurity concentrations. With appropriate values
of k and g, these equations are applicable to most melt-replenished, semicontinuous Si
growth methods. A vacuum ambient is, in general, more effective for impurity reduction.
However, growth of FZ single crystals in vacuum is problematic because Si also evapo-
rates from the floating zone, lodges on hot-zone components, and can later dislodge and
disrupt single-crystal growth if Si particles land in the molten zone. So even if prepasses
are carried out in a vacuum, the final crystal-growth pass must be done in an inert gas.
Dopants with ke > ~0.1 (e.g. B, P) must be supplied continuously during FZ growth to
obtain an approximately uniform doping along the length of the crystal. However, if ke is

Table 16.2 Effective segregation coefficients and evaporation
coefficients for selected impurities in silicon
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(the time required for one mole of the 'pure' impurity to evaporate from 1 cm2 surface
area at a temperature equal to the zone-melting temperature), the activity coefficient y of
the impurity, in the molten silicon host, and the Langmuir coefficient a for the impurity.
The expression for g is then given by [10]

Impurity Effective segregation Effective evaporation
coefficient coefficient

Al 0.003a) 0.2e)

Sb 0.07a) 100e)

As 0.5a) 7e)

B 0.9a) 0.007e)

Cu 0.04b) 0.035b)

Ga 0.014a) 1.7e)

Au 0.004b) 0.012b)

In 0.007a) 7e)

Fe 0.0000 lc) 0.035e)

Mn 0.00005C) 0.35e)

P 0.45d) 0.71d)

a) Calculated from equilibrium values (see, e.g., Keller and
Muhlbauer [9])
b} From Hadamovsky [11]
c) Equilibrium (not effective) value
d} From Ziegler [12]
e) Theoretical value calculated from Bradshaw and Mlavsky [13]
by Grossman [14], under the same assumptions used here for
melt height and growth rate.
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Figure 16.4 Concentration profiles for selected impurities after a single FZ ingot solidification
(a) in argon (g = 0, left) and (b) in vacuum (right)

< ~ 0.1 (e.g. Ga, In), uniform doping can better be obtained using the pill-doping method,
where an excess of the dopant is placed at the starting end of the feed rod and most is
swept along with the floating zone except for the small fraction ke that is incorporated in
the crystal.

In addition to describing the last zone to freeze in a zone-refining process, Equation (16.4)
also applies to CZ growth and the directional solidification of batch melts. In Fig. 16.5,
Equation (16.4) is plotted for the same impurities listed in Table 16.2, for growth in > 1-bar
argon (g ~ 0, Fig. 16.5a) and in vacuum (Fig. 16.5b). With appropriate determination of the
effective segregation and evaporation coefficients, Equation (16.4) is relevant to most batch
growth processes for silicon (CZ, EFG, dendritic web, batch casting, etc.). Note that use of a
vacuum or a partial vacuum can be useful in processes like CZ growth or casting/directional
solidification to obtain more uniform doping with dopants such as P or Ga.

16.3 MULTICRYSTALLINE INGOT GROWTH
METHODS FOR PV

16.3.1 Casting and directional solidification

If we relax the requirement for a crystallographic structure that is single crystalline and
dislocation free, simpler multicrystalline growth methods can be used. They have the
advantage of reduced operator skill, reduced manpower for growth, simpler equipment,
and large ingot batch sizes. The drawback is somewhat reduced PV-cell performance
due to grain-boundary effects. However, the performance reduction is not too severe if
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Figure 16.5 Concentration profiles for selected impurities after directional solidification (e.g. CZ
growth) (a) in > 1-bar argon (g ~ 0, left) and (b) in vacuum (right)

the multicrystalline structure has grains on the order of mm to cm in width that are
approximately columnar along the solidification direction. Casting of multigrain silicon
has been in use for more than 80 years. Runyan [15] compiled a summary of early silicon-
casting approaches in 1965. Si casting into graphite molds as an alternative to CZ growth
for PV applications was reported in 1976 by Fischer and Pschunder [16].

Directional solidification can be carried out in a crucible after (or as) silicon is poured
into it from a second melting crucible, as shown in Fig. 16.6. This process is usually
referred to as silicon casting. Alternatively, the silicon can be melted and directionally
solidified in a single crucible (i.e. the bottom crucible in Fig. 16.6). This technique is
referred to as directional solidification. Because melting and solidification are decoupled
in casting, higher throughputs are possible. But the process and equipment are more
complex. Directional solidification is simpler than casting, because no melt pouring is
involved, but there are longer reaction times at high temperature between the melt and
the crucible, and longer turnaround times. Most multicrystalline-Si ingots for PV con-
sumption use the single-crucible directional-solidification method. Proprietary methods
have been developed to minimize sticking between the crucible and the solidified silicon,
and ingot cracking.

Multicrystalline ingots 690 mm x 690 mm in cross section and weighing 240 kg are
grown in total cycle times of 56 h. The resultant throughput is 4.3 kg h–1. The larger
solid/liquid interface area, compared to CZ crystals, more than offsets the somewhat
lower linear growth rates leading to higher throughputs for directional solidification by a
factor of ~ 3. Either resistance heating or induction heating, as shown in Fig. 16.6, can be
used. Energy consumption is in the range of 8–15kWhkg-1. The solid/liquid interface
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Figure 16.6 Schematic diagram for directional solidification of multicrystalline silicon. Repro-
duced from Scheel (2003) Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

is submerged and precipitates or slag at the melt surface do not disrupt growth. Direc-
tional solidification is a simpler process requiring less skill, manpower, and equipment
sophistication than CZ, which can make it a lower-cost process.

Impurity redistribution during solidification is similar to that shown for CZ growth in
Fig. 16.5. Impurity contents can be higher in multicrystalline ingots than in CZ ingots,
depending on the crucibles and feedstock used. Portions of the bottom, sides, and top
surface of the ingot are discarded because of low minority-carrier lifetime from impuri-
ties or the previously mentioned grain-boundary effects. Multicrystalline solar cells are
about 85 % as efficient as CZ cells. The best efficiency of small cells, with sophisticated
processing, is 18.6%. Typical large production cell efficiencies are 13–14%, with good
consistency.

16.3.2 Semicontinuous electromagnetic casting

Electromagnetic casting (EMC) was first applied to semicontinuous silicon ingot growth
by Ciszek [17, 18] in 1985. EMC is based on induction-heated cold-crucible melt con-
finement, but with no crucible bottom. A parallel, vertical array of close-spaced, but
not touching, water-cooled, conducting fingers is attached at one end to a water-cooling
manifold. The other end of each finger is closed. An internal distribution system carries
cooling water to the tip of each finger and back again. The shape of the region enclosed
by the close-spaced fingers determines the cross section of the cast ingot, and a wide
variety of shapes are possible (circular, hexagonal, square, rectangular, etc.). Silicon is
melted on a vertically movable platform (typically graphite or previously grown silicon)
located within the finger array. The melting is accomplished by induction heating after
suitable preheating. The induction coil, placed outside the finger array (Fig. 16.7), induces
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Figure 16.7 Schematic diagram for semicontinuous electromagnetic casting of silicon. Repro-
duced from Scheel (2003) Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

a current to flow in the periphery of each finger, around the finger's vertical axis. Like a
high-frequency transformer, each finger in turn induces a current to flow in the periphery
of the silicon charge, about its vertical axis. The silicon is heated by its resistance to the
current flow. There is a Biot-Savart-law repulsion between the current flowing in the
periphery of the silicon melt and the currents flowing in the fingers, because they are
induced to flow in opposite directions at any particular instant in the RF cycle. Thus, the
melt is repulsed from the water-cooled fingers. The open-bottom arrangement allows the
platform to be withdrawn downward, solidifying the molten silicon, while new melt is
formed by introducing feed material from the top. In this way, semicontinuous casting
can be conducted.

Feed perturbances or slag at the melt surface do not affect the solidification front
because the solid/liquid interface is submerged. A variety of feed-silicon geometries can
be used (melts, rods, pellets, chunks, etc.). The cross section of the ingots has evolved
over years of development and is currently about 350 mm x 350 mm. Ingot lengths > 3 m
have been demonstrated. The cold fingers allow steep thermal gradients and consequently
fast growth speeds (~ 2mmmin–1), even in ingots with large cross sections. But they also
cause a steeply curved interface that is concave toward the melt, and a grain structure
that is neither as columnar nor as large as in conventional directional solidification. The
average grain size is on the order of 1.5–2 mm in large ingots. The effect of smaller
grain sizes decreasing T is largely offset by the relatively high purity and freedom from
oxygen and carbon impurities (O < 6 x 1015; C < 8 x 1016cm–3) which increase T, so
that solar-cell efficiencies of about 14–15% are obtained on 15cm x 15cm cells. The
throughput of EMC is the highest of any ingot growth technique—up to approximately
30kgh–1. A recent installation of EMC ingot growth in France expects the capacity of a
single furnace to be 15 MWy– 1 of PV modules. EMC power consumption can be as low
as 12kWhkg–1.
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16.4 RIBBON OR SHEET GROWTH METHODS FOR PV

The expense and material loss (kerf loss) of ingot wafering has been the motivation for
innovating a plethora of silicon ribbon or sheet growth methods. These will be briefly
discussed in the approximate chronological order they were reported, but will be presented
in two categories: growth from a solid/liquid interface approximately equal in area to the
ribbon cross section (small-area solid/liquid interface), and growth from a solid/liquid
interface area substantially greater than the area of the ribbon cross section (large-area
solid/liquid interface). One major difference between these two interface types is the
potential linear growth rate. For small-area solid/liquid interfaces, the calculated maximum
growth rate USA is given [4] by

where W is ribbon width, t is ribbon thickness, and the other symbols are the same
as used in Equation (16.1). If t << W, then (W + t)/W approaches 1 and the growth-rate
dependence on geometry is approximately proportional to (1/t)1/2. Achieved linear growth
rates for the small-area solid/liquid interface methods are typically on the order of a few
cm min–1. For large-area solid/liquid interface methods, the growth rate ULA is given by

16.4.1 Small-area solid/liquid interface growth methods

The earliest two ribbon methods were devised before PV applications were significant.
Silicon dendritic web growth (Fig. 16.8) was reported by Dermatis and Faust [20] in
1963; Stepanov growth through a nonwetting shaper slot (Fig. 16.9) was reported by
Boatman and Goundry [21] in 1967. These two techniques can produce single or twinned
silicon ribbons. Stepanov growth of single-crystal ribbon was difficult to develop over
about 12mm wide. Dendritic web growth continued to be developed for PV until quite
recently. It reached 80mm widths, 120mm thickness, and semicontinuous lengths, but
has the drawback of low areal growth rate or throughput.

Edge-defined, film-fed growth (EFG) was the first silicon growth method targeted for
PV applications. We grew the first EFG Si ribbons in 1972 (Ciszek [22]) and the first
EFG Si tubes in 1975 (Ciszek [23]), applying technology that had been reported for
growth of shaped sapphire in 1971 [24]. High-density graphite was used for the capillary
die. Over the years, these two technologies have been developed and merged into the

where a is the effective coefficient of heat transfer, b is the length of the solid/liquid
interface (in the pulling direction), and AT is the temperature gradient between melt
and substrate (or free surface, if no substrate is used) [19]. Equation (16.7) predicts a
6–m min–1 growth rate at AT = 160°C, and experimental pulling speeds near that value
have been realized. The indication is that ULA can be hundreds of times faster than USA,
especially if b and AT are maximized.
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Figure 16.8 Silicon dendritic web ribbon growth. Reproduced from Scheel (2003) Crystal Growth
Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Figure 16.9 Silicon Stepanov ribbon growth. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984) Journal of Crystal
Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd
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Figure 16.10 First Si ribbon grown by the EFG method

process RWE Schott Solar currently uses for its PV sheet production. Long octagonal
tubes are now grown 200-300 um thick, with 100–150 mm wide faces. PV cell blanks
are laser-cut from the flat tube walls. The first EFG Si ribbon is shown in Fig. 16.10, and
a schematic of the EFG growth process is shown in Fig. 16.11. The silicon melt rises up
capillary channels in the die and spreads over the die top surface. The die top edges pin
the base of the meniscus from which the growing object solidifies. Growth is generally
multicrystalline, with long multiple twin boundaries being favored.

The late 1970s saw an explosion of novel growth techniques for silicon ribbons fueled
in large part by the US PV program during that period. One of these was called ribbon-
to-ribbon float zoning or RTR and was reported in 1976 [25]. It achieved a width of
75mm with a ~2-mm grain size, a thickness of 100 um, and a 3–9-cm min-1 growth
rate. Laser heating was used to form the floating zone (Fig. 16.12) using polycrystalline
Si ribbon feedstock that was vapor deposited onto a Mo substrate and then separated from
the substrate. There were some difficulties with zone stability that were partially solved
by melting the central region but not the edges of the feed ribbon.

The silicon-on-ceramic SOC growth technique [26] was also published in 1976. This
was a simple dip-coating method wherein a flat mullite (2 SiO2i3 A12Os) substrate was
immersed in liquid silicon and withdrawn at a controlled rate to obtain a desired thickness.
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Figure 16.11 Schematic diagram of the EFG growth method. Reproduced from Scheel (2003)
Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Marginal wetting of the mullite by liquid Si dictated the need for applying a thin film of
carbon on the substrate to enhance wetting. Silicon thickness was found to vary inversely
as the square of the pulling speed (as would be expected from Equation (16.6)). Rel-
atively low throughput rates and low PV-cell efficiencies (from the small grain size)
discouraged further work with the method. A somewhat similar approach, but using thin
carbon substrates passed continuously through a melt was published in 1977 [27]. This is
the ribbon-against-drop or RAD method shown schematically in Fig. 16.13. A reel-to-reel
process was developed based on RAD. Both of these processes feature easy thermal and
mechanical control, but tend to nucleate numerous grains that limit PV-cell performance.
Also in 1977, an inverted Stepanov technique was worked on briefly [28]. It achieved
2-cm wide multicrystalline ribbons 0.5mm thick at a growth rate of 1 cm min-1.

In 1980, we introduced the edge-supported pulling (ESP) technique (Ciszek and Hurd
[29, 30]). This passes two filaments upward through small holes in the crucible bottom
and bridges them with a seed or plate where they emerge at the top melt surface. Subse-
quent Si solidification continuously converts the top of the liquid silicon meniscus into a
growing ribbon, filling the space between the filaments and the seed (Fig. 16.14a). The
technique is like dendritic web growth except that foreign filaments are used (typically
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Figure 16.12 Schematic diagram of the RTR growth method. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984)
Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd

Figure 16.13 Schematic diagram of the RAD growth method. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984)
Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd
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Figure 16.14 (a) Schematic diagram of the ESP/string ribbon growth method. Reproduced from
Scheel (2003) Crystal Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, (b)
Growth of a semicontinuous 3-cm wide ESP ribbon, (c) Evolution of equilibrium grain structure in
an ESP ribbon. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984) Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from
Elsevier Science, Ltd

carbon based). Thus the stringent temperature-control requirements for controlled dendrite
growth are eliminated, making the technique more industrially friendly and easier to scale
up. Figure 16.14b shows semicontinuous ESP ribbon growth in progress using carbon-
based filaments, a quartz crucible, a graphite susceptor, and RF heating. While grains are
continually nucleated at the filament boundaries, the central region of the ribbon is large-
grained multicrystalline material, typically dominated by longitudinal twin boundaries.
The evolution of the equilibrium grain structure is shown in Fig. 16.14c, where an etched
ESP ribbon grown with a graphite 'seed' is depicted. After a period of dormancy, the
technique was revived by Evergreen Solar for their current commercial solar-cell produc-
tion and renamed 'String Ribbon'. The width has been increased to 100mm and multiple
ribbons are grown from one furnace.

In 1987, a technique was reported for the growth of large-grained multicrystalline
silicon sheets from powder-feed stock (SSP) [31]. SSP is a multistage process using
optical heating. First, the silicon powder is dispersed to a uniform thickness on a long,
flat quartz plate and partially melted from the top surface to form a free-standing feed
ribbon. The feed ribbon is moved on quartz rails through an optical heating lamp that
zone melts the mid-region (but not the cooler edges at the rails) to form a large-grained
multicrystalline structure except for the edges. The process is shown schematically in
Fig. 16.15. It is somewhat like the RTR method, but uses more practical optical heating
and is run horizontally.

16.4.2 Large-area solid/liquid interface growth methods

The lure of high throughputs or areal growth rates resulting from high linear pulling
speeds dictated by Equation (16.7) has motivated a number of large-area solid/liquid
interface growth methods. The concept was first experimentally demonstrated for ice and
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Figure 16.15 Schematic diagram of the SSP growth method. Reproduced from A. Eyer et al.,
Crystal Structure and Electrical Properties of Silicon Sheets grown from Powder (SSP Method)
[31], with permission from IEEE. © 1987 IEEE

Figure 16.16 Schematic diagram of horizontal ribbon growth HRG. Reproduced from Ciszek
(1984) Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd

germanium crystals, which were pulled laterally off the free melt surface in a brim-full
crucible by Bleil [32] in 1969. A schematic of horizontal ribbon growth (HRG) is shown
in Fig. 16.16. The heat of fusion generated by solidification is removed vertically through
the ribbon and its opposite surface by the usual processes of conduction, radiation, and
convection, while the ribbon itself is being pulled perpendicular to this direction. The
large area b x W available for heat removal (compared to t x W for vertically pulled
ribbons) allows faster pulling speeds. Two approaches have been explored—one using a
free surface opposite the solid/liquid interface, similar to the case shown in Fig. 16.16, and
the other utilizing a temporary or permanent substrate opposite the solid/liquid interface.

We will first look at the large-area solid/liquid interface approaches attempting to utilize
a free silicon surface. In 1976, Koyanagi attempted to use the HRG. approach for silicon
with limited success [33]. In 1980, Kudo [34] added convective cooling and active thermal
control to the process as shown schematically in Fig. 16.17. He achieved growth rates of
100-900mmmin–1 at a width of 50mm and a minimum thickness of 200 um. Ribbons
over 200cm long were grown. The surface morphology was irregular, and there was a
tendency to dendritic growth. These problems would have to be resolved for successful
application of the method. Bates and Jewett [35] reported their version of free-surface
HRG, called low-angle silicon sheet (LASS) in 1981. It used radiative cooling and passive
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Figure 16.17 The HRG method with convective cooling and active thermal control. Reproduced
from Ciszek (1984) Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd

thermal modifiers. Somewhat wider (up to 150mm) and longer (900cm) ribbons were
grown, slightly thicker (300 um), and at comparable speeds of 90-700 mm min–1. Once
again, a dendritic structure and irregular surface morphology were problematic. Maintain-
ing a single-crystal leading edge in the face of the high pulling speeds appears to be quite
difficult with the free-surface HRG methods.

The large-area solid/liquid interface approaches that utilize a temporary or permanent
substrate allow nucleation to be heavily influenced by the substrate, and in general, small-
grained multicrystalline crystallography results. An early technique reported by Ciszek and
Schwuttke [36] in 1977 used a mesh-like or perforated carbon substrate pulled vertically
through the melt. The technique was called contiguous capillary coating (CCC) because
the melt could permeate the open carbon structure and provide a solidified silicon sheet
with the front and rear surfaces contiguously connected (Fig. 16.18). Furthermore, the
structure could carry the melt some distance from the level in the crucible before solid-
ification, providing an extended-area solid/liquid interface and thus high pulling speeds.
The CCC technique was later developed in a horizontal mode by Grabmaier et al. [37]
who called it the S-web method. Pulling speeds in the range 40-2000 mm min–1 have
been used in the CCC/S-Web method.

Figure 16.18 Schematic diagram of the CCC growth method. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984)
Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd
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Figure 16.19 Schematic diagram of the RQ/melt spinning method. Reproduced from Ciszek
(1984) Journal of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd

Roller quenching (RQ) or melt spinning solidifies a ribbon from a stream of liquid
silicon fed onto a cooled, rapidly rotating metal cylinder. The solid silicon is immediately
removed or thrown off the cylinder that serves as a temporary substrate. In 1980, Tsuya,
et al. [38] reported growing 50-mm wide Si ribbons at phenomenally fast rates of up
to 2 x 106mm min–1, and at a thickness of 20 um. A schematic diagram of his method
is shown in Fig. 16.19. Some concerns with the RQ method are the very small grain
size (the work referenced above achieved 10-30-um columnar grains) and stresses in
the ribbon. Quite low cell efficiencies were obtained, on the order of 5 %, even when a
CVD epitaxial coating was grown on the ribbons. In addition to published work, there
have been some proprietary, unpublished efforts that have achieved geometrically uniform
ribbons, but still with low PV-cell efficiencies.

In 1981, an inverted, extended-meniscus version of the SOC process was reported [39].
It is called the SCIM (silicon coating from an inverted meniscus) technique and is shown
in Fig. 16.20. The substrate again was mullite ceramic sheet material, 125mm wide by

Figure 16.20 Schematic diagram of the SCIM method. Reproduced from Ciszek (1984) Journal
of Crystal Growth, with permission from Elsevier Science, Ltd
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Figure 16.21 Schematic diagram of the RGS method. Reproduced from Scheel (2003) Crystal
Growth Technology, with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

1000 mm long. Disappointingly slow growth speeds were attained, up to 20 mm min–1,
indicating that full advantage was not made of the potential for a large-area solid/liquid
interface.

Techniques that were more successful in attaining a large-area solid/liquid interface
include forms of sheet casting [40, 41], and techniques in which the substrate served
as a wall or bottom of the crucible, either static or transitory. These include interface-
controlled crystallization (ICC) and its follow-up, the ramp-assisted foil-casting technique
(RAFT) [42], and especially the 'ribbon growth on substrate' (RGS) technique [19] shown
in Fig. 16.21. In these methods, a substrate such as graphite or a mullite-type ceramic are
rapidly passed, for example, under the bottom of a melt reservoir, serving temporarily as
the crucible bottom. The ribbon or sheet nucleates and solidifies on the moving substrate
and, in some cases, can be subsequently removed from the substrate leaving a free-
standing Si sheet and a reusable substrate. Nucleation is at the substrate surface, and
grain growth is columnar but small (typically under 2 mm grain width at the upper sheet
surface). The larger the length of the melt reservoir, the larger is b in Equation (16.7),
and the faster is the pull speed. One company, using a conceptually similar process, but
with a proprietary method of supplying the silicon feed material has attained sheet widths
over 150mm and throughputs over 1500m2day–1 from a single growth furnace. This
compares favorably with the throughput of the fastest ingot-growth methods. The main
challenge is to obtain higher cell and module efficiencies in the face of small grain sizes
and use of solar-grade feedstock.

16.5 THIN-LAYER GROWTH ON SUBSTRATES FOR PV

Thin-layer silicon is considered to be < 50-um thick polycrystalline silicon deposited
on a foreign substrate. While a few per cent of PV module sales utilize amorphous
silicon thin-film technology, there have not been many successes so far in using thin-
layer silicon growth methods for PV, and over 95 % of module sales utilize ingot or sheet
growth technology. Potential advantages of thin-layer approaches include less Si usage,
lower deposition temperatures relative to melt growth, monolithic module construction
possibilities, and relaxed requirements for lifetime and diffusion length. Disadvantages
include incomplete light absorption and the probable need for light trapping, a likelihood
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that grain sizes will be small, attainment of a low-cost substrate, and difficulty in making
rear contacts if the substrate is an insulating material.

The R&D challenge for successful thin-layer Si is to produce a 10-50-um silicon layer
of sufficient electronic quality with a diffusion length greater than the layer thickness and
a grain size comparable to the thickness. A fast deposition rate of > 1 um min–1 on a
low-cost substrate such as glass is needed. There is not yet any significant quantity of
thin-layer crystalline Si in commercial production for PV because only partial successes
have been achieved in meeting the challenge. Fast chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of
> 1-um grain-size layers on foreign substrates has been accomplished, but at high T
(~ 1200°C) and with contamination. Fast CVD has been carried out at intermediate T on
foreign substrates, but with submicrometer grain size. Low-T (< 600 °C) epitaxial growth
of high-quality Si layers on Si substrates has been done by CVD, but at low growth
rates (< 0.05 um min–1). Fast epitaxy (1 um min–1) of high-quality Si layers was carried
out at intermediate temperatures (700-900 °C), e.g., by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) but
on Si substrates. Solid-state crystallization can produce smooth Si at intermediate T, but
at slow rates, from slowly grown a-Si layers, and the growth is highly stressed. Low-T
poly/microcrystalline growth has made 10 % cells, but at slow growth rates. Similarly, low-
T micro/amorphous direct-gap 13 % cells have been grown, but again at slow growth rates.

A new approach to atmospheric-pressure iodine vapor transport (APIVT) growth [43]
shows considerable promise, and has achieved 5-20-um thick Si layers with 5-10um
grain size at 1-10 um min–1 growth rate directly on hi-T glass at 850-950 °C. A scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) photomicrograph of a layer is shown in Fig. 16.22. Effective
grain-boundary passivation will be needed even with these relatively large grains [44].

16.6 COMPARISON OF GROWTH METHODS

Technological characteristics of some of the methods used to grow silicon crystals for
photovoltaic applications are summarized in Table 16.3. The methods shown are the ones

Figure 16.22 Grain structure in a APIVT thin layer grown on glass



Table 16.3 Comparison of some PV silicon crystal-growth techniques

Method Width Weight Growth rate Growth rate Throughput Energy use Energy use Efficiency
(cm) (kg) (mm min-1) (kg h–1) (m2 day–1)* (kWh kg–1) (kWh m–2)** (typical %,

best %)

Czochralski 15 50 0.6-1.2 1.5 30 18-40 21-48 < 15, 20
Float-zone 15 50 2-4 4 80 30 36 < 18,24
Directional solidification/casting 69 240 0.1-0.6 3.5 70 8-15 9-17 < 14, 18
Electromagnetic casting 35 400 1.5-2 30 600 12-20 14-24 < 13, 16
Dendritic web 8 — 12-20 — 1.6 — 200 < 15, 17
Capillary die growth 80 — 15-20 — 20 — 20 14, 16
Edge-supported pulling 16 — 12-20 — 3.4 — 55 < 13, 16
Large-area solid/liquid interface 20 — 1000-6000 — > 1000 — — < 12, 16
Thin-layer Si 2 — 10–3 — — — — — , 13

*Areal throughput for ingots assumes 20 wafers cm–1

**Only the energy for growth is included
– indicates data are not available or not appropriate

deposition rate perpendicular to the substrate
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that either are still being pursued for PV or have been until recently. Many of the
approaches that have been tried over the years are no longer under exploration. A vari-
ety of approaches have viability for further development, which is a strong point for Si
PV commercial growth. As mentioned in the introduction, cost-driven tradeoffs are made
in Si PV crystal-growth technology. This is evident in both the ingot and sheet-growth
approaches. For example, the highest throughput ingot method, electromagnetic casting,
yields slightly lower cell efficiencies because although the purity level is higher, the grain
sizes are smaller. A similar situation is seen in ribbons and sheets, where substrate melt
shaping has tremendous throughput potential, but with smaller grain sizes (and lower PV-
cell efficiencies). The diversity and redundancy in approaches is healthy for the industry
and increases the probability that further reductions in PV module cost will be achieved.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION

Space exploration has offered physicists the opportunity to perform experiments under a
totally new environment characterized by the absence of gravity forces, therefore imped-
ing physical phenomena such as natural convection, hydrostatic pressure or sedimentation.
In the framework of crystal growth, the effect of natural convection on the chemical seg-
regation was known since the 1950s and it was expected that, in the absence of convection
in the melt, crystals with a constant chemical composition could be obtained. In the case
of growth from the vapor phase, convection was also known to have an accelerating effect
on the growth rate. Therefore the first space experimenters have been essentially trying
to produce homogeneous crystals and to check the validity of the existing theories.

The very first experiments were performed during the 3rd and 4th Skylab missions
operated by the NASA in 1973 and 1974. Grown from the liquid phase, an InSb:Te
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crystal presented the expected homogeneous dopant distribution, however, Ge:Ga crystals
gave contrasting results. GeTe and GeSe crystals grown from the vapor phase showed
growth rates much higher than expected from pure diffusion. A GaSb boule grown from
a molten sphere showed unexpected striations.

The Soviets joined the Americans in 1975 during the Apollo–Soyouz Test Project
(ASTP), not only to shake hands in space but also to perform crystal-growth experiments
on both sides, also with somewhat unexpected results. After a mixture of enthusias-
tic and disappointing experimental results, it finally appeared that limitations associated
with the spacecraft environment (residual-gravity forces, power, time or size contingency,
safety matters, etc.) had made things much more complicated than initially thought.
Simultaneously, the general enhancement of crystal quality, associated with unexpected
sample/crucible interactions, focused some researcher attention toward new problems such
as structural quality and wetting. The overall result has been an increase of space crystal-
growth experiments and of the associated theoretical effort during the intervening years.

The next experiments were performed onboard the NASA space shuttle on the US side,
in the European Spacelab integrated in the cargo bay (FSLP, SL3, Dl, D2, Spacelab-
J, USML1/2, IML1/2, LMS), in the Spacelab rack or in dedicated automatic payloads
(USMP-1/2, Get Away canisters). On the Russian side, the orbiting stations Salyut and
MIR permitted a large number of experiments, on the occasion of long-term manned
missions. The European Space Agency developed programs based on unmanned short
(Maser, Texus and Maxus sounding rockets series) or long (the EURECA automatic
satellite that remained in orbit for one year) duration flights, in parallel with collaborations
with the American and Russian agencies. The technology of retrievable satellites was
also developed by the Russians (Foton satellites), the People's Republic of China and,
recently, Japan.

The present survey aims to address all the space crystal-growth experiments performed
so far, provided that they deal with bulk crystal growth. Some fifteen experiments devoted
to mass crystallization of various substances and about one hundred experiments investi-
gating the growth of protein and biological crystals are not considered here. In addition,
a number of experiments have been performed on the solidification of metallic alloys,
which are much more related to metallurgy and not included here, in spite of the fact that
some of them were directly related to matters concerning crystal growth, like chemical
segregation or solid/liquid interface stability.

About one hundred and fifty bulk crystal-growth experiments have been performed
under microgravity conditions so far. Some of them have been announced in official
documents, or in international conferences, but they never led to significant publications
and information about the results is lacking. On the other hand, this statistic does not
include the major part of the large number of crystals grown under Soviet Union control
onboard the Salyut and MIR space stations (see Regel, 1983, Markov et al., 1997). For
example, the Tass Agency claimed that 3 kg of semiconductor crystals were grown on
board MIR between its operational start and mid-1990 and that 23 crystals were grown
onboard in a single mission (Soyouz TM9, landed August 1990). However, data on these
experiments and their results are very scarce, so that only well-documented experiments
have been taken into account.

Tables 17.1 to 17.4 list all these experiments, following the different growth processes
used. Some experiments concerned several samples and sometimes two or more flights
were necessary:



Table 17.1 Microgravity crystal-growth experiments by the Bridgman method. 'Ge:Ga' means gallium-doped germanium

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Growth Thermal Pe
(mm) rate gradient

(um s-1) (K cm–1)

Ang and Lacy, 1979 ASTP, 1975 AlSb 10

Averyanov et al., Salyut-6, HgCdTe 8 0.19
1999 1979-80

Bollong and Proux, Maser-1, 1987 Cdo.21Hgo.79Te 15 Quench
1989

Buhrig et al, 2000 MIR, 1997 Ge:Zn 6 1.9 15 1.6

Calzadilla et al., Salyut, 1980 Ge:In 7.8 3.2 100 0.5
1991

Chen et al, 2000 Chinese SI-GaAs 20
and 2001 Lin satellites,
et al, 1998 and 1987-1996
1999

GrSc Results

Better homogeneity obtained in
space (on ground:
sedimentation is suspected).

Crystals are more homogeneous
and have better electrical
properties when grown in
space. Dewetting occurred.

Space sample is homogeneous in
the axial and radial directions.

2.4 The Zn was incorporated from the
vapor phase and showed
unexpected equilibrium
incorporation. Finally explained
by Ma convection due to
composite wetting (Patzold
et al., 2002).

Axial segregation is close to
diffusive conditions, but has
been perturbed by a bubble.

EPD is decreased by a factor 3 in
ug and is more homogeneous.
Stoichiometry is controlled at
0.50007 ± 6 x 10-6. FET made
on (xg GaAs show improvement
of all electrical characteristics
(Chen et al., 2001)

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.1 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Growth Thermal Pe GrSc Results
(mm) rate gradient

(um s-1) (Kcm– 1)

Chernov et al., 1984 Soviet sounding Ge:Zn:Sb 8 100-300 Dewetting. The immediate lower
Golovin et al., rocket Ge:Zn:Sb level of dislocations, compared
1984 to the seed, is attributed to

dewetting and to a growth rate
higher than the dislocation
velocity. Diffusive transport in
the melt.

Crouch et al, 1987 STS 61-A, 1985 Pbo.8Sno.2Te 16 1 20 1.6 3200 Axial and radial segregation are
typical of strong mixing
in the melt. Due to technical
problem in the cooling unit, the
growth rate is not ascertained.
Dewetting occurred.

Derebail etal, 1992 KC-135 InSb 5 Video observation of the S/L
parabolic 9 interface through the
flight transparent silica crucible. No

dewetting was observed.
Bubbles were attracted by the
advancing S/L interface.

Duffar et al., 1988 Spacelab Dl, InSb:Sn 10 and 14 4 10 4.4 30 Axial segregation shows diffusive
1985 conditions in regions far from

an unexpected bubble. Radial
segregation is strongly
influenced by the bubble.



Duffar et al, 1998 EURECA, 1992 GaSbrln 10 0.1 20-30 0.06 3.4 Axial segregation fits with purely
diffusive behaviour. Radial
segregation shows slight
differences between sides of the
sample.

Duffar et al., 1999 Spacelab D2, GaSbrTe 14 1.5 20-40 1 Axial and radial segregation are
1993 Gao.9In0.1Sb 0.9 0.6 typical of full mixing owing to

Ma convection due to a groove
running all along the crucible
inner wall. De wetting on the
rough crucible.

Duhanian et al., Spacelab LMS, Gao.8lno.2Sb:Te 12 1.1 35 0.66 100 Axial and radial segregation show
1997 1996 strong mixing. Keff = 0.3

(Duhanian, 1998). Dewetting
on the BN crucible but not on
the SiO2 part.

Fiederle et al., 2004 STS-95, 1998 CdTe:Zn,V 14 0.27 40 Dewetting occurred and was
166 shown not to depend on growth

rate or pressure difference.
Better quality, stoichiometry
and electrical properties
obtained in ug, including the
sample solidified at very high
velocity.

Fujiwara et al., 1994 Spacelab J, 1992 Gao.o3Ino.97 As 12 1.1 60 1.3 1400 Axial segregation shows mixing
in the melt. Keff = 2.6 (3.2 on
the earth).

(continued overleaf)
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Ref. Flight Material Diam. Growth Thermal Pe GrSc Results
(mm) rate gradient

(ums-1) (K cm–1)

Galazka et al., 1981 Salyut 6, 1978 Hgo.78Cdo.22Te 8 1 30 1.3 90 Diffusive conditions,
homogeneous samples are
obtained for low growth rates.
At high growth rate
destabilisation of the interface
is obtained. Dewetting is
observed.

Gillies et al, 1997 USMP-2, 1994 Hg0.8Cd0.2Te 7 0.27 35 0.3 60 Axial segregation shows some
mixing in the melt. Mixing is
enhanced during periods of
higher residual gravity level
(shuttle attitude change). Clear
correlation between the
amplitude and orientation of the
gravity vector and radial
segregation.

Hildmann et al, Texus 28 Ge:Ga 10 17 100 9 39 Segregation during the
1994 microgravity period

corresponds to Tiller's curve.
Kashimov, 1979 Salyut 6 InSb:Te 8 3.1 75 3.1 120 The electrical resistivity is

constant along the sample axis.
Striations disappeared in space.
Dewetting occurred.

Kinoshita and Spacelab J, 1992 Pb0.8Sn0.2Te 1.5 1.5 40 2.2 5000 Axial segregation is between
Yamada, 1995 diffusive and convective

conditions. A numerical
simulation shows that the
gravity level was between 10–4

and 10-5g0.



Larson et al., 1994 USML1, 1992 CdZnTe 13 0.44 33 Dewetting occurred. The crystal
USML2 quality is dramatically

improved compared to earth: no
twins nor grains, EPD 100
times lower, lower residual
stresses.

Lendvay et al., 1985 Salyut 6 GaSb 8 3.1 60 Dewetting occurred all along
sample. Structural properties
and hole mobility are improved.

Markov, 1979 Salyut 6 Ge:Ga 8 3.1 100 1.3 58 Axial segregation is controlled by
diffusion. Radial segregation is
influenced by interface shape
and microsegregation is
decreased.

Matthiesen et al., USML1, 1992 GaAs:Se 15 0.5 7 6 258 Bubbles in USML1 samples due
1999 USML2 1995 1.5 12 to fractioned initial sample

(Kaforey et al., 1997).
Segregation corresponding to
full mixing.

Moskowitz et al., USML-1, 1992 GaAs:Se 15 2.5 to 5 7 12.5 680 Beginning of growth was
1997 25 dominated by diffusion, but

suddenly changed to full
mixing. Order-of-magnitude
analysis shows that this cannot
be explained by the measured
microgravity-level fluctuations.

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.1 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Growth Thermal Pe GrSc Results
(mm) rate gradient

(um s–1) (K cm–1)

Nishinaga et al., Chinese Satellite GaSb:Te 6 Axial segregation is diffusion-like.
1997 14, 1992 No striations, in spite of a large

free surface on the sample. The
free surface is attributed to
dewetting and low EPD is
associated with it.

Parfeniev et al., MIR Te 5.6 11 40 Dewetting leading to better
2000 structural quality and hole

mobility.
Popov et al, 1990 MIR RbAg4I5 1.38 10 Phase proportions are different in

space and on earth.
Regel et al., 1990 MIR, 1987 GaSb:Te 7 2.8 25 2.45 Presence of free surfaces.

However, resistivity distribution
is more homogeneous in space.

Rodot and Tottereau FSLP, 1983 PbTe:Ag 17 2.8 30 Striations are suppressed under
1984 microgravity conditions.

Schilz et al., 1994 Texus 30 Geo.85Sio.15 10 17 Segregation corresponds to
Tiller's curve.

Su et al., 2002 USML1 1992 Hgo.84Zn0.16Te 8 0.04 65 0.4 110 Dewetting occurred. Structural
quality is somewhat better. The
radial segregation is in
correlation with interface shape,
which was asymmetric and
fluctuating. Convection is
highly suspected, in spite of the
very low gravity level (0.4 ug).



Walter, 1985 Texus 6 Ge:Ga 55 The microhomogeneity is
excellent compared to ground
material and to the portion
solidified under high gravity.

Wei et al., 2000 Chinese satellite HgCdTe Defect concentration is lower and
more homogeneous in the ug
crystals.

Wilcox et al., 1975 Sky lab 3, 1973 GalnSb 8 2.22 80 Destabilization occurred earlier
than on the ground. Dewetting
observed. 70 % less twinning
and 18 % fewer grains were
observed.

Witt et al., 1975 Skylab 3, 1973 InSb:Te 14 3-5 40 7 330 No microsegregation observed.
The axial distribution is a
plateau, showing a diffusive
transport in the melt. Dewetting
occurred.

Witt et al., 1978 ASTP, 1975 Ge:Ga 10 8-10 50 4.7 190 Some microsegregation is
observed at the beginning and
on external facets. Axial
segregation is diffusive when a
transient growth rate is taken
into account (Favier et al.,
1979). Fluctuations in the radial
and axial distribution are
attributed to interface
deformation. On earth,
Keff = 0.099. Dewetting
occurred.

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.1 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Growth Thermal Pe GrSc Results
(mm) rate gradient

(um s–1) (K cm–1)

Yee et al., 1975 Skylab 4, 1974 InxGa1_xSb 8 2.2 80 0.88 Destabilization occurs earlier than
x = 0.1 to 0.5 in the sample processed on the

ground. The associated
chemical heterogeneity make
any conclusion about the
transport regime difficult.

Yue and Voltmer, Skylab III, 1973 Ge:Ga 7.5 5 20 2 25 Experiment essentially devoted to
1975 microsegregation: fluctuations

are 15 to 20% on the
earth and reduced to 3 % in
space. Axial macrosegregation
gives Keff = 0.2, to be
compared to 0.12 on ground.
Some convection existed in
space. Radial segregation is
sensitive to interface shape.
Necking at the beginning of
growth.

Zemskov et al., ASTP 1975 Ge0.99Si0.o1:Sb 9.5 20 Si and Sb axial and radial
1977 distribution is heterogeneous

(200 % for radial segregation),
probably because of
destabilization. However,
resistivity is homogeneous.



Zemskov et al., Salyut 6 InSb:Te 13 3 10 4.8 110 Presence of free surfaces,
1983 depending on gravity level.

Transport of Te is diffusive, but
perturbed when close to the free
surface. In one sample, radial
distribution is homogeneous
(3-5 %), related to interface
curvature, but in the other one
it is heterogeneous (25 %).

Zemskov et al., Kosmos, 1986 InSb:Te 13 3 10-15 4.8 Presence of free surfaces. No
1991 Foton-3 1989 impurity striations. Mass

transport essentially diffusive.
Free surface (necking) sensitive
to gravity perturbations
(Zemskov et al., 2001)



Table 17.2 Microgravity crystal-growth experiments from a floating zone or a molten drop ('Ma' is for both 'Marangoni convection and 'Marangoni
number'. 'Ge:Ga' means gallium-doped germanium)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Zone Growth Thermal Ma Results
(mm) length rate gradient

(mm) (u,m s–1') (K cm–1)

Abbaschian STS-57 InBi 7 33 0.56-5.6 Encaps. Liquid encapsulated by silicone oil.
et al., 1996 Encapsulation allowed more stable

zone. EPD lower than on earth and
than in unencapsulated sample.

Averyanov et al., Salyut-6, HgCdTe 10 0.28 Coated Crystals are more homogeneous and
1999 1981-82 have better electrical properties

when grown in space. Dewetting
occurred.

Barmin et al., Photon, MIR, Ge:Ga, Ge:Sb 15 1.1 Total stirring in the melt (Ma).
1992 1985-1991 InSb:Te 20 1.4 Growth striations, but less than in

GaSb:Te 1.9 earth-grown Cz. Striations are
decreased (3.5 % to 2.1 %) when a
magnetic field is applied (0.03 T).
Ma > critical value (but no figure
given)

Camel and MASER-2 Ge:Ga 6 7 100 35 350 Ma is strong but less than convection
Tison, 1990 on ground and than expected

theoretically. Radial segregation is
sharp, in qualitative agreement
with Ma flow. Oxide layer should
have damped convection.
Keff = 0.34.



Camel et al., D2, 1993 Ge:Ga 10 19 to 30 12 24 2800 Axial segregation shows
1994 convectodiffusive regime

(Keff = 0.64). Radial segregation is
nonsymmetric, with variations
during pulling. Seebeck
measurement was implemented to
see oscillations, but no oscillations
appeared, in spite of a Ma higher
than critical value. Conclusion is
that Ma was partially damped by
oxide layers not fully covering the
melt.

Carlberg, 1984, Texus 10 Ge:Ga 5 50 to 80 Convection in the melt (Keff = 0.2 to
1986 Texus 12 0.4) but no striations. Radial

Texus 14b segregation is related to interface
shape. When the melt surface is
covered, the axial segregation is
diffusive but radial segregation is
disturbed (by bubbles?).

Croll et al., 1986 TEXUS 12, Si:P 7.6 23 Coated Surface-coated. Purely diffusive
1985 conditions in space. On earth,

gravity-driven convection led to
segregation.

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.2 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Zone Growth Thermal Ma Results
(mm) length rate gradient

(mm) (um s–1) (K cm–1)

Croll et al, 1987 Dl, 1985 Si:P 10 20 80 50 10000 Surface partially coated. The
uncoated ground and flight
portions show Ma aperiodic
striations, but the striation contrast
is stronger on earth. No
microstriations in the coated part
of the space sample. 0.2-0.5 mm
striations on the coated earth
sample, attributed to nonstationary
gravity-driven convection.

Croll et al., 1991 TEXUS 22, Si:Sb 7.6 Variab. 80 35 Variab. Alternative coated and noncoated
1989 surfaces. This permitted

measurement of the critical Ma for
onset of striations: 100, in
agreement with numerical
simulations (Rupp, 1990).
Experiment on earth gave
100–150. Striation amplitude is
27 % in space and 37 % on the
earth. The contribution of gravity
on the flow is significant on earth.
Ma has a strong effect on radial
segregation, involving the bulk
volume of the melt.

3



Croll etal., 1994 TEXUS 29, Si:P 8 8-12 1.4 25 1300 The intensity of striations is lower in
1992 Si:Sb space. The interface is more

curved, maybe due to the absence
of buoyancy convection.

Croll et al., 1996 D2, 1993 GaAs 20 20 1, 2 and Striations are related to Ma
GaAs:Te 33 convection. Their spatial period is

independent of growth rate,
suggesting a broad spectrum of
frequency turbulence. Amplitude
increases with growth rate. No
significant radial segregation.

Croll et al., 1998 STS-77, 1996 GaSbrTe 16 1.7 and By decreasing the zone length, the
17 critical Ma for instability is

evaluated: 375 ± 125. The
frequency range is
0.034-0.055 Hz. Good agreement
of both values with numerical
simulation. Below the critical Ma,
there are no striations.

Croll et al., 1998 STS-77, 1996 GaSb in Bi 15 6 0.017 20 70 A combination of floating-zone and
solution growth: the melt was Bi
as a solvent for GaSb. The crystal
quality is good. The radial
segregation is high, showing Ma.
Due to the very low growth rate,
possible striations are undetectable.

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.2 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Zone Growth Thermal Ma Results
(mm) length rate gradient

(mm) (um s–1') (K cm–1)

Eyer et al., 1984 FSLP, 1983 Si:P 10 80 Difficulty in stabilizing the zone.
Striations due to turbulent Ma,
similar to striations obtained on
earth. Striation amplitude is 5 % in
space and 10% on earth. Earth
crystals with an oxide layer did not
show striations.

Eyer et al., 1985 TEXUS, 1983 Si:P 8 12 80 Time-dependent thermocapillary
flows are the predominant cause
for dopant heterogeneity in space
and on earth.

Hayakawa et al., Chinese satellite GaSb-InSb 10 4 to 20 In a first step, GaSb is dissolved into
2000 the InSb molten zone, then the

zone is solidified. Convection is
shown to have a large effect on
S/L interface shape.

Herrmann and D2, 1993 GaAs 20 12 to 36 1.6 to 2.2 5 samples grown, with and without
Muller, 1995 magnetic field.

GaAs:Si Striations at 0.1 Hz: segregation <
10 % with field, = 17 % without.
Striations at 0.008 Hz only without
field: segregation = 40%.

Iwai and Spacelab-J, 1992 PbSnTe 10 16 0.56 Coated Enclosed in a tube. The homogeneity
Segawa, 1993 and crystal perfection is better than

in the ground reference sample.
This is qualitatively attributed to
less convection in space.



Kartavykh et al., Foton Ge:Ga 15 12-30 1.39-1.9 3 264 Keff varies with dopant concentration.
1999 (thermal) Later attributed to solutal

13 000 Marangoni effect (Artemyev et al.,
(solutal) 2001).

Kimura and Parabolic flight Ba(B0.9Al0.1)2O4 3 5 300 Crystallization profiles are similar in
Miyazaki, space and on the earth.
2002

Kolker, 1984 FSLP, 1983 Si 11 11 About 1 Solidification from a sphere.
Evidence of Ma, but difficult to
quantify because of simultaneous
sample rotation.

Kolker, 1987 Dl, 1985 Si 11 11 0.3 Solidification from a sphere. No
rotation, chemical striations due to
Ma.

Konig, 1998 MIR, 1994 Bio.5Sb1.5Te3 8 20.5 3.3 40 Coated The zone was enclosed in a silica
16.5 1.7 35 tube. Very small bubbles did not

lead to Ma convection. No
striations, but segregation of Te is
dominated by convection:
Keff = 0.2 (0.17 on earth). Bi/Sb
segregation is rather dominated by
diffusion (Keff = 0.88). Radial
segregation is 10% (20% on
ground), in agreement with
numerical simulation (Kaddeche
et al., 1996)

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.2 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Zone Growth Thermal Ma Results
(mm) length rate gradient

(mm) (ums – 1 ) (K cm–1)

Lopez et al., STS-77 1996 GaSb 16 0.28-1.7 Encaps. Encapsulated in NaCl-KCl.
1999 GaSb:Te Encapsulation stabilized the zone

and no striations were observed.
EPD is 20 times lower than in the
seed.

M a f f e i et al, STS-77, 1996 Bi12GeO20 10 10 1.4 Lower EPD and better optical
1997a and b 0.7 absorption spectra

Mullerand TEXUS 20 and GaAs:Si 10 14 > 25 30 2000 Some dopant striations.
Rupp, 1991 24

Nakamura et al., TR-IA-4 Si 10 10 1300 to No pulling but interesting
1998,1999 TR-IA-6 14000 temperature fluctuations (up to 5 K)

and X-ray measurements of fluid
velocity (25 to 55 mm s–1). The
critical Marangoni number between
one unsteady and two flow cells is
about 1500. Azimuthal fluctuations
of T° generate azimuthal Ma flow.

Nakata et al., Drop tube Ge:Sb, 0.7 Single crystals are obtained in spite
1998 GaSb of the very high growth rate.

Under \g, in crucibles,
polycrystals occurred.

Saghir et al., STS-77 (1996) CdGeAs2 9 10 0.55 Encaps. Sample surrounded by LiCl-KCl
2000 eutectic to prevent evaporation.

CdGeAs2 was obtained, one
sample with large grains and
another single crystal. Due to
technical problems, the quality
could even be enhanced.



Schweizer et al., Texus 36 (1998) Si:Sb 10 17 10-20 1700-3500 Measurement of temperature and
1999 huge growth-rate fluctuations. All

correlated well with chemical
striations.

Sleptsova et al., Foton-9 (1994) Ge:Ga 15 25 No oscillation is observed. A
1997 thermocouple in the melt shows a

frequency of 0.05 Hz, but the
theoretical Ma oscillations are at
0.25-0.43 Hz. The sample center
was not molten.

Tillberg a n d MASER-2 Ge:Ga 6 6 1 3 0 6 6 0 Partially covered zones, various
Carlberg, 1990 90 thermal gradients. Keff = 0.75,

showing Ma convection lower than
expected: could be explained by
partial oxide layers. Radial
segregation is related to interface
curvature but is very sensitive to
the convective level.

Walter, 1977 Skylab, 1974 InSb 8 15 3 to 7 15 to 35 615 Solidification from a sphere.
InSb:Se Striations are observed close to the

seed, but not attributed to
convection. An oxide layer
prevented Ma (Bourgeois and
Spradley, 1976)

(continued overleaf}



Table 17.2 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Diam. Zone Growth Thermal Ma Results
(mm) length rate gradient

(mm) (um s–1) (K cm–1)

Wang et al., Chinese GaAs GaAs:Te 9 Striations due to nonstationary Ma at
1990 satellites, GaAs:Si the beginning; disappeared at the

1987-88 end, maybe because zone length
decreased as well.

Zemskov et at., Foton 3, 1987 InSb:Te 10 10 1.4 12 200 Total stirring in the melt (Ma).
1991 Striations are not suppressed by a

magnetic field (0.03 8 T). Solutal
Ma is dominant and the critical
value for nonstationary flow is:
5 x 105 < Ma* < 107.
Microsegregation on the facets is
sensitive to g-jitters (Zemskov
et al., 1997), especially to orbital
period (Zemskov et al., 2001)



Table 17.3 Microgravity crystal-growth experiments from solution. 'InP:S/In' means S-doped InP from a solution in In

Ref. Flight Material Size Growth Results
(mm) rate

(um s–1)

Chen et al, 1990, Chinese satellite, a-LiIO3/H2O 7 0.012 Better quality in space. Crystal habit does not
2003 1988, 1992, change. [0001] growth rate in ug higher

1994 than on the earth. The critical pH also
depends on gravity. Later explained by
boundary-layer visualisation showing
absence of convective perturbation in ug.

Danilewsky et al., Spacelab Dl 1985 InP:S/In 3.7 0.023 Striations are less pronounced than on the
1989, 1990 ground. Type II striations (macrostep

related) have been studied.
Danilewsky et al., Spacelab D2, 1993 GaAs:Te/Ga 1.3 0.02 Growth rate was identical in ug and on

1994 ground. Dopant distribution more
homogeneous in space.

Danilewsky et al., EURECA, 1992 AlGaSb/Ga 4 and 4.2 0.01 Growth rate 20% lower in ug and less
1996(I) heterogeneity occurred. No type II striations.

Danilewsky et al, EURECA, 1992 InP:S/In 5.9 and 6.8 0.015 Destabilisation occurred as the growth rate was
1996(II) higher than on the ground. Diffusive axial

segregation. Radial segregation is related to
interface shape. Striations are related to the
orbital period (Boschert et al., 1999)

Eiche et al., 1996 EURECA, 1992 CdTe:Cl/Te 10 0.022 and 0.05 Destabilisation of the interface in ug,
prevented on the ground by convective
mixing.

Haar et al., 1987 Spacelab Dl, 1985 PbSnTe/PbSn 2.8 0.043 With rotation. Less striations. Perturbed by a
bubble, then better. Electrical carrier
mobility 6 times higher in ug.

(continued overleaf)



Table 17.3 (continued)

Ref. Flight Material Size Growth Results
(mm) rate

(um s–1)

Inatomi et al., 1999 Parabolic flight GaP/Ga Observation of the interface morphology
and drop tube through the substrate by IR interferometry.

Facets are seen and growth rate is decreased
compared to on the ground.

Kodama et al., 1990, TEXUS 19, GaAs:Sn/Ga 0.2 Cubic Ga or Ga-Al solvent surrounded by 6
1994, 1998 Suzuki Spacelab D2, GaAlAs/GaAl substrates. Only Type II striations (interface
et al., 1995 STS-40, Jap. morphology) are observed in space. The

Satellite dissolving and growing interfaces remain flat
and smooth in space. Diffusion growth with
constant diffusive flux and thermodynamical
equilibrium. Higher growth rate in space.

Lockowandt et al., Maxus 7 1996 SiC/Si-Sc 0.01 0.05 LPE growth from a Si-Sc solvent. Growth rate
2001 1.5 times lower than on ground, showing that

convection is not as negligible as generally
believed. Better structural quality. The Sc
incorporation is 100 times lower in ug.

Nagel and Benz, 1984 Spacelab FSLP, GaSb/Ga 0.15-0.2 0.052 Microsegregations are decreased in ug.
1983 Striations are limited to defected regions. On

earth, strong rotational striations everywhere.
Regel and Nguyen Salyut 6 GaP/Ga Diffusive transport and lower growth rate.

Thanh Nghi, 1984 GaP:Zn,O/Ga Destabilized interface due to lower
convection in space. Permitted computation
of diffusion coeff . of P in Ga.



Rodot et al., 1983 Salyut 6, 1979 GaAs/Ga 8 0.018 Higher growth rate and crystal quality in space.
GaAs:Te/Ga Striations.

Salk et al., 1994 Foton 7-8 CdTe and 10 0.074 Partial growth under rotating magnetic field
CdTeSe:Cl/Te 400 Hz, 2mT. The RMF generates a stable

fluid flow improving the radial and axial
distribution of electrical properties. Fewer
deep levels gave good detector properties
(Fiederle et al., 1996)

Schonholz et al., Spacelab FSLP, CdTe/Te 1, 5 0.07 Quality similar to on the ground.
1984 1983

Senchenkov et al., Foton- 11 InP:S/In 7.2, 8.3, 8.5 0.042 Under rotating magnetic field, 400 Hz, 2-1 mT.
1999 The RMF has an effect on the growth rate in

ug, but not on the earth (already convective
transport).



Table 17.4 Microgravity crystal-growth experiments from the vapor

Ref. Flight Material Size Growth Results
(mm) rate

(um s–1)

Bruder et al., 1986 Spacelab Dl, 1985 CdTe 2, 4 0.07 Decrease of defect density with grown length.
Cadoret et al., 1989 Spacelab SL1, SL3 HgI2 At quasiequilibrium, nucleation is sensitive to

gravity condition. On earth, convection
affects growth.

Coupat et al., 1994 IML1 HgI2 2 0.005 Direct interaction between surface kinetics and
vapor-phase transport. Better quality in
space.

Eiche et al., 1995 EURECA, 1992 CdTe:Cl 11.3 0.027 Axial symmetric resistivity due to segregation
of chlorine and compensation.

Kimura et al., 1994 Spacelab D2, 1993 InP Layer Thickness and shape are influenced by gravity
on ground. Flat interfaces in space, transport
governed by diffusion.

Launay et al., 1988 Spacelab Dl, 1985 Ge Layer Experiment on transport rates. The transport in
space is purely diffusive. This permitted
computation of the kinetic reaction
parameters.

Piechotka et al., 1998 STS-77, 1996 HgI2 5 0.001 to 0.03 Microgravity decreases mass transport by
17 %, showing that convection has an effect
at 1g, in low-pressure ampoules.

Siche et al., 2002 MIR, 1997 ZnSe Transport rate much higher than expected from
Foton 1 1 pure diffusion. Better quality of ug crystals.

Steiner et al., 1999 IML1 HgI2 Duplicate results obtained by Van den Berg in
Van den Berg, 1993 SL3. The 6 times increase of electronic

transport properties is attributed to the
absence, under ug, of impurity or I2

precipitates.



Van den Berg and SL3 HgI2 12 6g/96h Crystal-surface stability is much higher without
Schnepple, 1989 convection, permitting an increase in the

diffusive flow rate. Structural quality and
electronic transport properties are improved.

Wiedemeyer et al., Skylab 3-4, 1973-74 GeSe millimetric Considerable improvement of the ug crystals
1975 GeTe in terms of chemical and structural

homogeneity. Transport much higher than
expected from pure diffusion.

Wiedemeyer et al., ASTP 1975 GeSeTe millimetric Considerable improvement of the ug crystals
1977, 1986 GeSSe, GeS in terms of chemical and structural

homogeneity. Transport much higher than
expected from pure diffusion.
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—Bridgman growth. In Table 17.1, 42 experiments related to gradient freeze as well as
Bridgman techniques are listed. Of course, the classical distinction between horizontal
and vertical growth is not relevant in space.

—Floating-zone. Table 17.2 also includes growth from molten spheres and attached or
levitated drops, giving a total of 35 experiments.

—Growth from solution, Table 17.3 with 15 experiments.
—Growth from the vapor phase. The 12 experiments in Table 17.4 include physical trans-

port (evaporation/condensation of a specimen) and chemical vapor growth (a chemically
active substance is used for the material transport in the vapor phase).

Ninety per cent of the experiments concerned classical semiconductors, the other ten
per cent being essentially for detectors (HgI2, BGO). This is related to their interest for
applications, to the technical industrial problem of crystal micro- and macrohomogeneity,
likely to be significantly improved in space, and to the large amount of characterization
methods available for these materials. One half of the experiments dealt with model
materials, such as Ge or the antimonides, because of their low melting point and toxicity,
with the aim to focus on specific physical or theoretical aspects. The others experiments
were focusing on application-oriented crystals such as GaAs, InP or II-Vis. Si is a special
case because most of the related experiments focused on capillary convection.

17.2 EXPERIMENTAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

17.2.1 Technical limitations: time, size, power and space management

There are several ways to perform experiments under microgravity conditions. One clas-
sical classification concerns the duration of weightlessness provided.

Drop towers and free-fall tubes offer experimental times of a few seconds, planes
following parabolic trajectories offer tens of seconds and sounding rockets minutes. Only
very specific experiments can be performed, either on very small samples or with very high
growth rates. Indeed some physical problems related to crystal growth (microsegregation,
wetting, etc.) have been successfully investigated by these means.

The space shuttle offers experiment durations of some hours and this has been an
important source of microgravity experiments on crystal growth because, with such dura-
tions, crystals with useful dimensions, for characterization purposes for example, can be
grown at classical growth rates.

Finally, space stations and automatic satellites permit the growth of large crystals even
at very low growth rates, with experiment duration longer than one week.

From a technical point of view, space crystal-growth facilities are generally designed
to provide the experimenter with (Fig. 17.1):

—A vacuum-tight metallic cartridge or fused-silica ampoule in which the investigator
should integrate all the pieces necessary to perform the experiment: sample, single-
crystal seed, crucible, getters (for atmosphere quality), thermal insulation, thermocou-
ples, electrodes, etc. Typical dimensions are internal diameters from 8 to 25 mm and
useful length from 50 to 300 mm.

—A furnace able to reach predetermined temperatures (generally up to 1200°C) and
thermal gradients. Some facilities provide a pulling mechanism of the cartridge or
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Figure 17.1 European astronaut Thomas Reiter, during International Space Station crew ground
training, is inserting an experimental cartridge in a furnace of the Microgravity Science Laboratory.
Courtesy: European Space Agency

of the furnace. Technologies are based on multizone resistance heating in the case
of metallic cartridges, generally devoted to Bridgman or vapor-phase growth, and on
mirror furnaces for fused-silica ampoules, generally devoted to experiments involving
a molten zone.

—Electronics designed to apply a predetermined thermal and pulling program to the facil-
ity and to interface the thermocouple or electrode readings coming from the cartridge.
Some facilities offer the opportunity of real-time modification of the thermal profile,
via radio operation. Some are equipped with diagnostic capabilities, such as Peltier
pulse marking, thermoelectric (Seebeck) or resistivity measurements.

In space, energy is scarce. Sounding rockets and the space shuttle take the energy
from batteries, whose weight is a critical aspect of the mission-payload definition. Space
stations and retrievable satellites are energized through photovoltaic panels, generally
limited in terms of instantaneous power. Therefore the furnaces are designed to reach the
required temperatures with overall power limited to 500 W or 1 kW, including the energy
necessary to operate the electronics, motor and vacuum pumps.

The scientist has to deal with another constraint concerning the overall timetable of
microgravity experiments. Generally, the experiments are submitted in the framework of
a call for proposals issued by the space agencies. Once the experiment is selected, it is
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necessary to wait for a flight opportunity, then to develop the specific flight hardware with
a number of preliminary, qualification and engineering tests. The samples, sometimes the
entire set of data, are often delivered several months after the flight. Finally, owing to the
unique character of the specimens, characterization procedures are performed step by step
and it is often necessary to wait for characterization results before going through the next
steps, especially in the case of destructive techniques. Just to give an example, the author
submitted the LMS-AGHF-ESA8 experiment in 1988, it flew in 1996, so that 9 years
passed between the experiment submission and the publication of the first results (Duha-
nian et al., 1997). The situation may be even worse: when the shuttle program experienced
the dramatic Challenger accident, all scientific experiments suffered a 5-year delay.

17.2.2 Environmental limitations: the gravity level

The 'microgravity' term is the source of a common error. In fact, the absolute gravity level
is quite high in a spacecraft, some 8.4 ms–2 in the space shuttle orbiting at an altitude
of 500 km. The gravity forces are counterbalanced by the centrifugal forces due to the
orbiter rotation around the earth, so that all equipments onboard are in a situation similar
to free-fall under vacuum. The correct term should normally be 'weightlessness' or, more
precisely, 'microweightlessness'. However, microgravity is the generally accepted term,
due to the fact that the feeling, especially experienced by the astronauts, is as if there was
no gravity at all.

The most important parameter, the basis of all these crystal-growth experiments, is
obviously the actual acceleration experienced by the liquid sample. The initially rather
naive expectation that all gravity-related effects vanish in space quickly gave way to a
more realistic view. In practice, the residual acceleration vector acting on the sample is
not negligible at all. It can be divided into a quasisteady part and another part fluctuating
in both amplitude and direction (Hamacher et al., 1987).

Stationary residual acceleration is due to the drag of the residual atmosphere on the
spacecraft, to the gravity gradient along the sample, related to the attraction exerted on
it by the spacecraft center of mass and to any rotation of the spacecraft around its center
of mass. Typical values are 10–6 times the terrestrial gravity go, depending on the mass
and size of the spacecraft and the distance of the experiment to the center of mass.

Fluctuating accelerations (also referred as g -jitters) are related to mechanical systems
(pumps, motors, typical frequency 10-100 Hz), to crew activity (0.1 to 10 Hz), to structure
vibrations (10–2 Hz) and, more generally, to any activity leading to a redistribution of the
mass locations inside the orbiter. They can reach 10–2go, but due to their random, high-
frequency and compensating nature, they are not expected to cause large motions in the
melt. Some fluctuations, including solar or terrestrial gravity fields, are also related to
the orbital period (10–5go, 10–3 to 10–4Hz) and their effect has been observed in some
samples (Boschert et al., 1999; Zemskov et al., 2001).

Crystals are generally grown at low growth rates, and the quantity solidified in one
second is of the order of, or less than, one micrometer. Therefore fluctuations with frequen-
cies higher than 1 Hz cannot be experimentally observed in the samples. Furthermore, in
practice, the viscosity of melts and diffusion coefficients of solutes are such that momen-
tum, mass and solutal transfers at frequencies higher than 10–1 or 10–2Hz are filtered.
Then crystal growth is essentially sensitive to low frequencies. Unfortunately, accelerom-
eters rarely have the capability to measure residual accelerations below 10–3 Hz and the
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knowledge of the effective acceleration level acting on an experiment is mainly based on
mathematical computations of the mechanical state of the spacecraft.

17.3 SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

17.3.1 Segregation studies in Bridgman configuration

Chemical segregation, of the constituents or of the dopant, is a key problem during crystal
growth, both from the theoretical and applied points of view. It has been proved that, under
purely diffusive transport conditions in the liquid phase, axially homogeneous crystals are
obtained, after an initial transient (Tiller et al., 1953). On the contrary, when strong natural
or forced convection homogenizes the liquid, the chemical concentration in the crystal
evolves continuously. For intermediate situations, generally encountered during classical
growth on the ground, the behavior is more complicated and it is only recently that a full
understanding has been obtained, but for diluted materials only. A rule of thumb is that
axial segregation is perturbed by convection when the convective liquid velocity, in the
vicinity of the solid/liquid interface, is close to, or higher than, the growth rate.

The radial segregation (i.e. segregation along the radius of a crystal or wafer) obeys
more complicated laws and is related to the curvature of the solid/liquid interface and to
the level of convection. For a very low (respectively, high) convective level, the liquid
is homogenized by diffusion (respectively, convection) and radial segregation is low. For
intermediate convective levels, it can be very high, with a maximum when the liquid
velocity is of the order of the growth rate.

Microsegregation is a generic term for a random or periodic chemical concentration
fluctuation along the crystal axis or radius. It can be caused by growth-rate fluctuations,
due to technical problems or to heat-transfer variations (possibly related to convection
in the melt). Nonstationary convection influences the amount of solute reaching the
solid/liquid interface and is the other cause of microsegregation.

Natural convection was thus recognized as the key source in the problem of segregation
in crystal growth from the melt. Due to the unavoidable thermal gradients in the liquid
phase during any crystal-growth process, and the associated buoyancy' convection, it is
impossible to get purely diffusive transport conditions on earth. Therefore experimenta-
tion under microgravity conditions has been extensively used with the aim of reaching
convection-free growth conditions.

The results of the pioneering experiments by Witt et al. (1975), clearly showing the
ability to obtain the theoretical plateau under a diffusive regime, gave rise to a strong opti-
mism in the future of growing homogeneous semiconductors in space, including industrial
production. However, subsequent attempts to obtain the same results with larger or con-
centrated samples gave less enthusiastic conclusions and it became obvious that residual
gravity accelerations were acting in the system, in a rather complicated manner.

From the point of view of axial segregation, both diffusive (see Fig. 17.2) and con-
vective (see Fig. 17.3) transport regimes were obtained under microgravity conditions.
Figure 17.4 is a plot in nondimensional numbers of the regions where diffusive or con-
vective segregation curves are expected to be obtained. The Grashof-Schmidt number is
a measure of the natural convection in the experiment and of its effect on solute transport:
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Figure 17.2 The axial chemical segregation of In in a Gao.99Ino.o1Sb crystal grown by the Bridg-
man method onboard the EURECA automatic satellite. Due to the very low value of the residual
gravity during this flight, the experimental data fit well with the theoretical prediction in the case
of diffusive transport in the melt. The bump after 43 mm of growth is attributed to trapping of the
solutal boundary layer by a sudden increase of growth rate. Insets are radial-segregation curves
showing the effect of residual convection. (Duffar et al., 1998)

Figure 17.3 Segregation of In during the Bridgman growth of Gao.8Ino.2Sb during the LMS space-
lab mission. The line is the theoretical segregation curve in the case of full mixing in the melt.
(Duhanian et al., 1997)
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Figure 17.4 This GrSc/Pe diagram can be understood as a convection/growth rate diagram. The
two straight lines are the theoretical predictions for the transition between diffusion-dominated
transport in the melt (lower right side) and convection-dominated transport (upper left side). The
points correspond to all the experiments performed in space for which diffusive (dots) or convective
(triangles) transport has been experimentally and unambiguously identified. The Mephisto point
corresponds to the experimental transition obtained by varying the growth rate (Pe) at constant
convective level

where B is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the liquid, g the actual gravity accelera-
tion, VT the thermal gradient acting on the liquid, L a typical dimension of the experiment
(for example the diameter), v the liquid viscosity and D the diffusion coefficient of the
solute in the melt.

A major problem is concerned with the value of the residual gravity level, g, effectively
acting on the fluid and consequently on the segregation. For example, in the case of the
Skylab experiments, authors give values ranging from 10–4go (Walter, 1977) to 10–6go
(Yue and Vottmer 1975). For Salyut, it is estimated to change between 5 x 10–5go and
9 x 10–7go, depending on the station attitude (Kashimov, 1979). A careful analysis of the
Bridgman space experiments evidencing convective mixing has been performed (Duffar
et al., 1999a, b): order-of-magnitude arguments led to the conclusion that the effective
gravity level acting on the segregation in the shuttle experiments is 10–5go- This conclu-
sion is confirmed by numerical simulations trying to compare the experimental segregation
results with the melt hydrodynamics (Kinoshita et al., 1997, Bune et al., 1997).

The Peclet number is a measure of the growth rate R, normalized by the experiment
dimension and the diffusion coefficient:

The straight lines in Fig. 17.4 correspond to the theoretical prediction of the limit
between diffusion dominated and convection dominated solute transport regimes in the
melt (see Garandet and Duffar 2001 for a complete analysis of the segregation problem
in microgravity).
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The points represent the results of all the space experiments that gave useful and
unambiguous axial segregation data. They are the experiments in Table 17.1 for which a Pe
and a GrSc number have been calculated and for which a clear conclusion on the diffusive
or convective transport has been drawn. It can be seen that all the experimental results
for which the chemical segregation is typical of a diffusive (respectively, convective)
transport are in the diffusive (respectively, convective) area of the diagram.

The situation regarding the axial segregation is clear but it is not the same for the
radial-segregation problem. Theoretically, radial segregation is supposed to be maximum
for the experiments close to the straight lines in Fig. 17.4. As ground-based experiments
are performed under rather strong convective motion, theoreticians agree on the fact that
radial segregation must generally be higher under microgravity conditions than on earth.
However, experimenters paid little attention to the radial-segregation phenomena up to
now and very few experimental results are available (see Fig. 17.2 for an example).
Some results suggest this behavior but are insufficient to fully support this prediction.
Some experimenters looked at the effect of a modification of the direction of the gravity
vector with respect to the sample axis. It was shown that the radial segregation is enhanced
when the gravity vector is offaxis and the results agreed qualitatively with the theoretical
models of the phenomena (Gillies et al., 1997).

Regarding microsegregation, there are very few quantitative data, but most of the
authors recognized that striations are decreased when the experiment is performed in
space with respect to similar experiments on the earth. Only the MEPHISTO experiment,
on Sn:Bi metal, owing to its diagnostic capabilities, permitted correlation of the effect of a
calibrated transient gravity perturbation with the numerical simulation of heat, momentum
and solute transfer in the experiment (Alexander et al., 1997).

17.3.2 Experiments of crystal growth from a molten zone or molten
drop

Table 17.2 gives an overview of the space crystals grown from a floating zone. Three
experiments involving a molten drop are also included. It can be seen that these experi-
ments are a German specialty, probably because Germany has industrial interest in float
zoning of silicon. Marangoni numbers (Ma), which characterize the intensity of the ther-
mocapillary flow, are computed following the expression:

where da/dT is the variation of surface tension with temperature, p the density and K the
thermal diffusivity. For the sake of comparison z is always taken as half of the zone length
given in the table, because generally the zone is heated from the middle and therefore
the temperature gradient causing the thermocapillary convection, VT, acts only on the
half-zone length. However, depending on the growth configuration, the thermal gradient
may act on a larger length, sometimes the full zone.

The trigger for this research was the paper from Chang and Wilcox (1975) who spec-
ulated on the predominant effect of unstable Marangoni convection on the existence of
dopant segregations and striations in floating-zone silicon single crystals. Due to the
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unavoidable buoyancy-driven convection, it was difficult to demonstrate this effect on
earth: attempts to grow crystals with a coated surface led to decreased striations, but it
was difficult to draw a clear conclusion. Obviously, space experiments could clarify the
situation and the pioneering work was performed by Eyer in the First Spacelab Flight and
also in sounding rockets, demonstrating unambiguously the predominance of Marangoni
convection, even on the earth. Croll continued this work and, with a sequence of well-
designed experiments, including coated and partially coated melts and magnetic fields, he
totally clarified the situation by evaluating the critical Marangoni number for the onset of
unsteady convection and, consequently, of striations.

Attempts to apply this kind of experiment to germanium led to the general conclusion
that germanium melts are covered with an oxide layer preventing the capillary convection
from reaching the critical value. However, Marangoni convection did exist in germanium,
but at a lower level than expected theoretically, so that authors generally concluded that
the oxide layer would only partially cover the melt and therefore the capillary convection
would not be totally blocked. The effect of the dopant on the solutally induced capillary
convection has also been clarified.

Experiments by Miiller and by Croll, during the D2 Spacelab mission, dramatically
demonstrated the capability to grow GaAs up to 20 mm in diameter in space, with a greatly
enhanced structural quality (Fig. 17.5). On earth, only crystals up to 6 mm in diameter can
be grown, because the density of the melt is too large, making it impossible to maintain
the stability of larger liquid zones. Similarly, InSb and GaSb crystals up to 16 mm in
diameter were obtained. In the case of GaSb, Croll et al. (1986) obtained the critical
Marangoni number in space, something that is impossible on earth because the allowed
liquid zones are too small. This permitted experimental verification of the variation of the
critical Marangoni number with the Prandtl number, as predicted by numerical simulations
(Fig. 17.6):

The agreement between the calculated and measured hydrodynamic frequencies is also
good. On this point, one experiment clearly showed that a wide spectrum of frequen-
cies can be obtained in some cases. Recent experiments have shown that temperature
and growth-rate oscillations, with a frequency of 0.5 to 1 Hz, are perfectly correlated
to striations in the crystal. These experiments permitted evaluation of the critical Ma
number between one unsteady loop to several loops: 1500 for Si. Azimuthal temperature
differences also generate azimuthal thermocapillary movements.

For all the materials, striations are less pronounced in space, suggesting that buoyancy-
driven convection on earth, even when stable, enhances the effect of the unsteady capillary
convection. Attempts to block the thermocapillary flow in space by magnetic fields, either
in Si, Ge, InSb or GaAs, were not successful, in spite of a significant damping. This was
due to field magnitudes being too low, as calculated by Muller and Rupp (1991). Exper-
iments of floating zones encapsulated in viscous liquids have shown that Ma convection
can be blocked and generally led to good-quality crystals.

It is worth noting that an experiment was devoted to -BGO, Fig. 17.7. In spite of
numerous microcracks, due to rapid cooling, the quality of the crystal was found to be
better than typical earth-grown crystals.
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Figure 17.5 GaAs crystal obtained during the D2 Spacelab mission by the floating-zone method.
The crystal is 20 mm in diameter. By comparison, crystals up to only 6 mm in diameter can be
grown by this technique on earth. (Herrmann and Muller, 1995)

17.3.3 Sample-crucible interactions and structural aspects

The majority of experimenters have reported about the detachment of samples from the
crucibles during Bridgman crystal growth in space. This so-called detached growth can
take several aspects, including bubbles at the interface between sample and crucible,
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Figure 17.6 The critical Marangoni number between steady and oscillatory thermocapillary con-
vection, Macr2 is shown to depend on the material Prandtl number, Pr. Experimental results obtained
in space for Si, GaSb and GaAs agree well with the numerical predictions

a large decrease of the sample diameter (often called necking), and a constant small
gap between the crystal and the crucible (Regel and Wilcox 1998, give a review of the
observations).

If explanations for the two first cases are rather obvious and related to gas bubbles or
differential wetting phenomena, it took a long time to get a satisfactory explanation for
the third case, which has been given the name of 'dewetting' (Duffar et al., 1997). The
gap, in the solid state at the melting temperature, has been measured to be in the range 1
to 70 um, depending on the configuration, and very uniform all along the sample. This is
the sign of a very stable growth process. The crystal surface is generally shiny and wavy
ridges are sometimes present (see right side of Fig. 17.8). Further space experiments have
shown that the dewetting phenomenon is sensitive to the crucible material, to its roughness
and to the cartridge-atmosphere purity, but not to the crystal growth rate. The explanation
of the phenomenon, obviously correlated to the absence of hydrostatic pressure pushing
the melt into strong contact with the crucible wall, involves the wetting behavior of the
molten sample on the material, influenced by atmospheric purity and crucible roughness.
In some cases, the existence of pressure differences between the hot and cold sides of the
sample, possibly due to gas rejection at the solid/liquid interface, can have an effect, but
it has been shown experimentally that this is not mandatory. The general configurations
of dewetting are shown in Fig. 17.9. Theoretical predictions of the gap thickness are in
good agreement with the measured values.
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Figure 17.7 Bi12GeO20 crystals obtained by the floating-zone onboard the STS-77 flight of the
shuttle (10 mm diameter). In spite of numerous microcracks, the optical and structural properties
were improved compared to on the earth (Maffei et al., 1997)

When no detachment was observed, the structural quality of space-grown crystals was
very similar to that of crystals obtained on the earth. On the contrary, the structural quality
was generally dramatically enhanced when detachment, and especially the dewetting phe-
nomenon, occurred. It was also generally observed that, in samples with partial contact
with the crucible, twins or grains appeared in the contact areas, but not on the detached
ones. Furthermore, the transition from a fully polycrystalline material to a full single
crystal has been obtained in a dewetted sample (Duffar et al., 1998). The dislocation
density in the grown ingots is also dramatically decreased, sometimes by two orders of
magnitude, when there is no contact.

It can be concluded that microgravity by itself has no direct appreciable effects on the
crystal quality but indirectly, through the absence of hydrostatic pressure and owing to
the wetting phenomena, it may induce an improvement of crystal quality. Probably the
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Figure 17.8 The external surface of a Gao.8Ino.2Sb sample, 12mm in diameter. On the right,
grown in a BN crucible during the LMS Spacelab mission. Such a shiny and somewhat corrugated
surface is typical of the occurrence of the dewetting phenomenon during the growth, associated with
an increase of crystal quality. The gap between the sample and the crucible, taking into account
the differential dilatation, was 30 um all along the 5 cm grown in BN(OGaSb/BN = 134°). On the
left side, the crucible material changed to machined fused silica and no dewetting was observed
(0GaSb/Si02 = 112°)

Figure 17.9 Classical dewetting configurations for a smooth crucible. 9 is the wetting angle of the
melt on the crucible and a the growing angle of the material. Ph and Pc are gas-pressure differences
acting on the hot and cold sides of the sample. (a) No or low gas-pressure difference. The dewetting
criterion is o + a > 180°. (b) Intermediate gas-pressure difference. (c) High pressure difference.
Configurations (b) and (c) have also been obtained on the earth by applying a gas pressure on the
crystal side of the sample
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most significant and spectacular improvement has been obtained in CdTe crystals grown
dewetted from carbon-coated silica crucibles (Larson et al., 1994): compared to the best-
known earth-processed samples, the dislocation density has been decreased by two orders
of magnitude and neither grains nor twins appeared, while the residual mechanical stresses
were also decreased. On earth, it is simply impossible to grow such CdTe single crystals
from the melt and twins or grains always appear.

17.3.4 Growth from solutions

The saga of the THM solution growth under microgravity conditions has been written by
the Kristallographisches Institut der Universitat Freiburg, Germany. This travelling heater
method is a combination of molten zone and of solution growth. In this case, the sample
seed and feed and the molten solvent are enclosed in a tube and no Marangoni convection
is supposed to occur (except in the case of unexpected bubbles). Because the material is
dissolved at the advancing interface and deposited at the receding one, the crystal growth
rate is influenced by the transport mechanism in the solvent (see Elwell and Scheel 1975,
for general considerations in the field). However, it is generally measured by dividing the
thickness of the grown layer by the deposition time, so that only a mean value is obtained.
Segregation phenomena can occur if the sample is doped and here also the main interest
has been focused on striations. A kind of striations, called 'type II striations' is related
to the kinetics of the solution-growth process and is very difficult to study on the earth
because of the masking effect of the convection-related striations.

GaSb:Te/Ga were grown in FSLP and Dl and InP:S/In in Dl. Samples showed much
less dopant striations, generally localised close to crystal defects (Benz et al., 1987).
There were very few rotational striations. Kinetic (type II) striations are also decreased
but are much easier to observe. The macroscopic (axial) distribution of the dopant is also
more homogeneous and all of this is attributed to the decrease of buoyancy convection
in space. It is from these experiments that the Freigurger team constructed a theoretical
explanation of the mechanism of formation of the kinetic striations (Danilewsky et al,
1990), showing that a critical growth rate exists, below which there are no striations. This
conclusion has been confirmed during the growth of GaAs:Te/Ga in D2 where type II
striations were only found in the sample zones solidified at a high rate.

One remaining problem concerned the macroscopic chemical homogeneity because,
due to the very low growth rate, of the order of mm day -1, segregation is very sensitive
to residual convection. CdTe:Cl/Te and CdTeSe:Cl/Te were grown onboard Russian Foton
satellites, in 1991 and 1992. The novelty was the use of a rotating magnetic field. The
result, as confirmed by careful numerical simulation of the hydrodynamics in the experi-
ment, is that the well-defined and stationary convective motion, created by the magnetic
field, improved the axial and radial homogeneity of the samples.

Three experiments were performed onboard the long-duration retrievable satellite
EURECA. This permitted long crystals to be grown even with very low growth rate,
and under particularly low microgravity values. AlGaSb/Ga and InP:S/In have shown a
very good homogeneity, without any kind of striation. This has been the occasion to
show that, in the THM process of compound materials, the axial segregation is mainly
controlled by the dissolution at the advancing interface (GaSb and AlSb have different
dissolution rates). For InP, the sulfur axial segregation is in perfect agreement with Tiller's
law and radial segregation is related to the interface shape.
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A few other space experiments have been devoted to semiconductor solution growth.
In Salyut, GaAs/Ga showed type-II striations and interface destabilisation. The four times
higher growth rate measured in space, compared to an earth sample, is still unexplained.
GaP/Ga samples showed interface destabilisation and the growth rate versus deposition
temperature plot evidenced diffusive transport in the melt and this permitted measure-
ment of the diffusion coefficient and computation of the growth rate as a function of the
Rayleigh number, for ground applications. Japanese researchers have grown AlGaAs/Ga
and GaAs/Ga from hermetic Ga cubes. They found diffusive conditions and type-II stria-
tions. They explain a rather higher growth rate under microgravity by a constant diffusive
flux associated to interface equilibrium. An important experiment focused on LPE growth
of SiC from a Si/Sc solution. It was shown that, contrarily to the general assumption,
convection is actually acting on the growth process.

17.3.5 Growth from the vapor phase

Two different methods can be used to grow crystals from the vapor phase; however, both
are sensitive to convection in the gas, so that, under purely diffusive transport, the crystal
growth rate should dramatically decrease.

The sublimation method involves direct transport of the material by evaporation from
a hot reservoir and deposition at a colder site. Experiments on the growth of CdTe by
this technique have clearly shown a diffusion-limited transport in the vapor phase. In
this regard, it is important to know whether convection, in the case of systems with low
vapor pressure, at the mbar level, still exists on the earth. A number of experiments have
been performed with HgI2 in order to try to answer this question, but they generally gave
contradictory results. Sometimes, evidence of an effect of convection was found while
in other cases no such effect was observed. In any case, all authors generally concluded
that the physical phenomena involved in physical vapor sublimation, transport, nucleation
and condensation are very complex and interactive and that possibly not all the relevant
parameters had been totally controlled in these experiments. ZnSe has been grown in MIR
and also showed better quality, with a growth rate similar to that on the earth.

As for the other method, called chemical vapor transport, a chemical reactant can
be used to transport the material from a feed zone, at high temperature, to the growth
zone, at a rather lower temperature. GeSe and GeTe have been grown by this technique
onboard Skylab, using gaseous iodine as transport agent and GeSeTe and GeSSe by using
chlorine during the ASTP program. In any case, the quality and size of the crystals were
improved when grown in space. However, the growth rate was much higher than expected
under purely diffuse transport in the vapor phase and the first hypothesis was a chemically
driven gravitational convection. The problem was finally attributed to much more complex
chemical-reaction systems than initially taken into account. This was proven during the
STS-7 and Dl shuttle flights where simpler systems were used to grow Ge and GeSe:
growth rates were within the error limits of theoretical predictions for diffusive transport.
Launay et al. (1988) also used iodine for the transport of Ge during the Dl mission and
diffusive transport was clearly evidenced. It has then been possible to compute the kinetic
factors of the heterogeneous reaction governing the vapor-phase transport. During the D2
mission, InP was grown with chlorine transport and this experiment also demonstrated
the better homogeneity of the space crystals and the diffusion-limited transport.
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17.4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Crystal growth under microgravity conditions is a 30-year-old discipline. Through some
hundred experiments, it helped to investigate, and in several cases to solve, physical
questions involved in the crystal-growth processes. Furthermore, a close look at the result
columns in Tables 17.1-17.4 demonstrates that the quality of the crystals is generally
improved in microgravity conditions, compared to on the earth. Crystals are more homo-
geneous, present fewer striations and better structural quality. The attempts to prepare
electronic devices on substrates cut from space crystals have almost systematically shown
a clear improvement and a better stability of the electronic or optical properties.

From the first encouraging results, it was foreseen that a truly industrial crystal-growth
production would be valuable in space. However, further results have shown that, due to
size, energy, time and, above all, unavoidable residual-gravity contingencies, this cannot
be expected in the mid-term. However, microgravity research permitted elucidation of a
number of scientific problems.

17.4.1 Summary of major breakthroughs

The effect of natural convection on axial chemical segregation in crystals has been clarified
in the case of diluted alloys. Considering radial or microsegregation, some insights have
been obtained, but further experimental efforts are needed to validate the existing theory.
This is also the case for concentrated semiconductor alloys where the coupling between
chemical field, hydrodynamics and the melting temperature makes things much more
complicated.

The role of thermocapillary convection on the striations obtained in crystals grown
from a floating zone has been identified and it has been shown that, even on earth, it is
dominant over the buoyancy convection. Critical parameters for the onset of convective
instability have been determined. The occurrence of striations in the THM solution growth
method was also understood with the help of space experiments.

Owing to the dewetting of the crystals from the crucibles, it has been possible to
investigate and quantify the effect of crucible adhesion on the generation of twins, grains
and dislocations. CdTe single crystals grown in space exhibit a dramatically better quality
than those obtained on earth.

Crystal-growth experiments from the vapor phase have shown the usefulness of the
microgravity environment to get a better understanding of the chemical reactions and
kinetics. In this respect, it is strange that only a small number of experiments have been
performed on this topic.

The better understanding of crystal-growth processes gained from experiments per-
formed under microgravity permitted the development of new technologies on the ground,
including the use of magnetic fields or baffles in order to decrease the convective level
in Bridgman, Czochralski or floating-zone techniques.

The use of gas-pressure differences in order to counterbalance the hydrostatic pres-
sure and avoid crystal-crucible contact allowed the achievement of dewetting conditions
also on earth, and consequently provided improved GaSb (Duffar et al., 2001) and CdTe
(Chevalier et a/., 2004) crystals. This is a unique example of a terrestrial technical process
directly arising from a microgravity discovery.
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17.4.2 Problems still to be investigated and perspectives

On the chemical-segregation problem, very few papers give quantitative information about
the radial segregation in the samples and it is not possible to know if the experiments close
to the theoretical lines in Fig. 17.4 show a higher segregation compared to the experiments
far from this boundary. It can be seen in the table that authors often conclude that radial
segregation is due to interface curvature, even in the case where they do not characterize
this curvature by intentional mechanical or electrical marking. This point deserves more
careful attention in the future because it can a priori be expected that radial segregation
is, on the contrary, rather attributed to residual convection.

A general remark is that the process parameters required in order to draw conclusions on
the segregation behavior are either missing or of poor quality. The shape and curvature of
the solid/liquid interface is also of interest and fluctuation or evolution of these parameters
should also be given. Comparison with the thermal field in the cartridge as computed
by numerical simulation of the heat fluxes can also be very useful. From the sample-
evaluation point of view, chemical segregation should be measured axially and radially
and fluctuations, if any, must be characterised by amplitude and frequency. Clearly there
is a need for further experiments using in situ measurements in order to quantify precisely
the crystallization parameters.

A few experiments, performed under extremely high growth rates, have given sin-
gle crystals with good structural quality. There is a need to clarify such behavior. The
dewetting phenomenon by itself has never been directly observed and various theoretical
descriptions of the phenomenon are still under study. Video recording of the advancing
interface is expected to clarify the situation.

In the field of vapour growth, there is a need for carefully designed experiments. A
critical point is the fact that a number of experiments have shown growth rates of the
same order as those observed on the ground, in contradiction with theoretical prediction.
Similarly, unexpectedly high growth rates have been measured during solution growth in
space. The growing technological importance of the PVT growth process for SiC should
boost interest in complementary microgravity experiments.

During the past 30 years, the science of growing crystals has gained benefit from
the experiments performed under microgravity conditions. Meanwhile, the experimental
techniques evolved and the new generation of space growth facilities, especially designed
in view of the International Space Station, are equipped with in situ diagnostic equipments,
aiming to investigate, in better conditions, the remaining microgravity-relevant problems.
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Abbreviations, 383
Absorption bands, fluoride crystals, 351
Accelerated crucible rotation technique

(ACRT), 102-103, 168, 222, 228
axial composition profiles of high-x crystals,

230
bidirectional rotation, 230
cadmium mercury telluride, 225-234
interface depth versus rotation rate plot, 226,

228
LSMS crystal purity survey, 234
meriodonal flow streamlines, 103
radial x variations, 228, 229
use at BAE SYSTEMS, 238

Acceleration, effect on space experiments,
504-505

Acceptors, 45, 46, 66, 142
Acmite, 401
Aggregate diamonds, 419
AlGaAs/Ga, 515
AlGaSb/Ga, 514
Algebraic grid generation, 93
ALICE, 359, 378
Alkali-halide single crystals, nonuniform

distribution of activators, 364
Alumina powder, 303
Ammonothermal method, 175
Ampoule rotation, 105, 106, 107
Antiperovskite (BaLiFs), 342
Atmospheric-pressure iodine vapor transport

(APIVT) growth, 473
Autoclaves, 396
Automated crystal growth

melt-feeding system, 371, 372
powder-feeding system, 366, 367

Automated heater-temperature control, 369
Autoradiographs, InSb[Te] wafers, 159, 160

Axial heat flux (AHP) growth system, 96
Axial segregation, 505, 508

convective, 505, 506
diffusive, 505, 506

Axisymmetric melt growth systems, results of
small perturbations, 105, 112

BaBar CsI(Tl) scintillator project, 359
BaCeF crystals

cellular structure, 348, 349
distribution coefficient, 349
stability function, 349

Backward Euler method, 90
BaF2, 359, 363
BaF2-CeF3, phase equilibria, 349
BaLiF3 (antiperovskite), 342
BaLu2F8, 342
Baroclinic instability flow, 20, 21, 22
Basal plane dislocations, 444
BaYb2F8, 342
BELLE CsI(Tl) scintillator project, 359
Belt-type high-pressure apparatus, 412, 413

cross-section, 413
photograph, 413

Berlinite crystals, 396
Berthollides, 345, 346
BGO (bismuth germanium oxide), 359, 363,

509, 512
Bismuth silicate (Bi4Si3O12), growth phases,

377
Blue-violet laser diodes, 203
Boric oxide, 50, 53
Boron, as contaminant of GaAs, 50
Boron-doped diamond crystals, 424
Boundary conditions, 82, 83-84
Boussinesq approximation, 82
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Brain SPECT, curved and cylindrical detectors,
361

Bridgman crystal growth technique, 167, 269
cadmium mercury telluride (CMT), 223-224
closed, 277
free boundary, 84
high-pressure, 236, 257, 277
II-VI compound semiconductors, 276-277
InSb, 164–165
modified, 235
tilted, 106, 107

Bridgman-Stockbarger crystal growth
technique, 276, 364

Bromine-methanol, 263
Bubbles, in corundum crystals, 319-323, 325
Bulk crystal growth processes, 77-78
Bulk solution growth, growth velocity

modelling, 85
Bulk-flow model, 22

Cadmium, purity, 242
Cadmium mercury telluride (CMT), 209-240,

234
ACRT growth, 225-234
ACRT solid/liquid interfaces in quenched

high-x, 231, 233
annealing, 215
as-quenched microstructure, 214
axial composition profile, 218, 279
Bridgman growth, 223-224
bulk growth techniques, 209
CdTe seed crystals, 221
compounding, 213-214
conductivity types, 221
crystal diameters, 236
crystal growth, 211-238
device results, 221
diameter limit, 214
dislocation densities, 215
doping, 216, 220
electrical properties, 221, 234
impurities from Bridgman growth, 224
IR images of ACRT slices, 232, 233
LSMS purity survey of Bridgman crystals,

234
mercury and tellurium elemental purification,

222-223
n-type material, 223
p to n type conversion, 224
p-n junction formation, 236
p-type material, 221

phase equilibria, 210-211
pressure-temperature phase diagram, 211,

212, 230
production, 209
quenching, 214
residual impurities, 216
rocking furnace, 213
secondary recrystallization, 214-215
solid state recrystallization, 212-217
structural properties and seeding, 221
tellurium precipitation, 214
THM purification, 219-220
uses in IR devices, 234-235
wavelength variations in ACRT, 231, 232

Cadmium telluride
contamination sources of polycrystals, 245
crystal growth, 243-260
dewetted growth from crucibles, 514, 516
growth by sublimation method, 515
p-type, 246, 248
poly crystal carrier concentrations, 243, 244
polycrystals grown by pBN boats, 243, 246
polycrystals grown by quartz boats, 243, 245
VGF single-crystal growth, 244-260

Cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), 241-267
3D analysis of Bridgman growth, 104–106,

112
5-inch crystal, 244, 247
axisymmetric analysis of Bridgman growth,

102-104
carrier concentration, 248, 249
carrier concentration as a function of Li and

Na concentrations, 245, 248
carrier concentration grown by VGF

technique, 244, 247
characteristics of wafers, 264-265
correlation between IR transmittance and

carrier concentration, 254, 255
correlation between Li and Na

concentrations, 249
crystallographic misorientation, 264
dicing, 263
dislocation density (EPD), 256
effect of wafer annealing of precipitates, 254
etching, 262
growth furnace, 260
high-quality substrates, 261
infrared detector arrays, 241
inspection of wafers, 263
IR transmittance, 255, 256
lapping, 263
large diameter crystals, 241
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large-sized substrates, 266
p-type carrier concentration, 246, 248
polishing, 263
postgrowth ingot annealing, 251, 252
postgrowth ingot annealing temperature of

Cd reservoir and, 251, 252
precipitates, 250-254
process flow, 261-263
quality substrates, 266
slicing process, 262
surface roughness, 265, 266
surface void defects, 250
Te precipitates reduction, 250
thickness variation and warp, 264-265
uses, 241
Zn concentration mapping, 257
Zn concentration maps of 4-inch, 260, 267

CaF2, 339, 363
Callinan diamond, 428
Calorimeters, scintillation crystal requirements,

359, 360
Capillary effects, 85
Capillary-action shaping technique (CAST),

315
Carbide-forming metals, 410
Carbon, phase diagram, 408
Carl Zeiss Si diode array spectrometer, 257
CaSrNdF, saddle point on melting surfaces,

349, 350
Cast recrystallize anneal (CRA), 212, 222
Cathodoluminescence, 66
Cats2D, 91, 92, 101, 103
CaWo4 crystals, as scintillators, 357
CdS, In and Te doping, 362
CdTe:C1/Te, growth on satellites, 514
CdTeSe:Cl/Te, growth on satellites, 514
CdW04, 361, 363
CeF3, 359

properties, 340
single crystals, 340

Cell-free single crystals, 349, 350
CERN, 378
CF4, 379-380
Charge-carrier trapping, 379
Chemical polishing, 403
Chemical segregation, 505, 517
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 284, 407,

408, 473
Chemical vapor transport (CVT), 270,

272-274, 281, 283, 288, 515
Chips, improvement in performance, 2
Chlorine, as transport agent, 515

Chromium, 45, 46, 49
Cleavage, indium antimonide, 153
CMS project, 359, 378
CMT see Cadmium mercury telluride
Cobalt, impurities in synthetic diamonds, 423
Codes, crystal-growth modelling, 87, 89
Codoping, 348
Cold-crucible technique, corundum crystal

growth, 311
Compound melting, types, 347
Computer modelling, 73–119

difficulties, 74
modelling examples, 98–111
present state, 75-77
transport modelling, 75, 79-89

Computer-aided analysis, 89-97
Confined bulk crystal growth methods, 77
Congruent melting, 347
Conical etch pits, 161
Conservation equations, for bulk crystal growth

from liquids, 79, 81, 112
Contiguous capillary coating (CCC), 470
Continuous crystal growth, 365
Continuum interface representation, 84-86
Continuum transport modelling, 76, 79, 112
Convection, effect on growth rate, 477, 505,

507
Convective axial segregation, 505, 506
COP (crystal-originated particles) defect, 36,

37
Copper, 45, 46
Corundum crystals, 300, 309

automatic diameter control, 310
bubble distribution, 321
bubbles, 319-323
crystallization dynamic stability, 305-306
Czochralski growth technique (CzT),

310-312
defects, 319-327
diameters, 306
dislocation density in as-grown, 324
flux growth technique (FT), 318-319
gas-phase growth technique (GPT), 319
growth C-axis direction, 327
growth in stable regimes, 307
Horizontal Bridgman growth technique

(HBT), 313
Hydrothermal growth technique (HTT), 319
inclusions, 319-323
Kyropulos growth technique (KT), 312-313
lattice, 301
plate-shaped, 306
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Corundum crystals, (continued)
practical results of theoretic analysis,

306-307
pulling from shaper growth techniques,

314-318
round cylindrical, 306, 307
shaped growth, 314
solid inclusions, 323
theoretical investigation of VT crystal

growth, 304-305
tube-shaped, 307
Verneuil's sapphire growth technique,

329-330
Cristobalite, 387, 400
a-Cristobalite, 400
Critical Marangoni number, and Prandtl

number, 509, 577
Critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), 152, 162
Critical Reynolds number, and critical rotation

rates, 226, 227
Crystal-growth modelling, 139-141

examples, 98-111
Crystal-pulling control equations, 377
CrysVUn++, 139

, 87, 89, 91, 105
Csl (pure), 363, 379
CSI-CsBr, 379
CsI(Na), 363, 370, 375
Csl(pure), 370
CsI(Tl), 363, 364, 370

replacement by CdWO4, 379
Tl distribution uniformity, 376

Cusp magnetic field, 27-30
CZ-Si growth system, 28
growth conditions, 28
oxygen concentration as function of

solidified fraction, 29
radial distribution of oxygen concentration,

29
CVD see Chemical vapor deposition
CVT see Chemical vapor transport
CZ-Si crystal growth, 11-13

basic process, 11-12
IT as driving force, 39
oxygen concentration in silicon melt, 26
oxygen transportation mechanism, 25, 27
schematic diagrams with cusp magnetic

field, 28
CZ-Si crystal growth apparatus, 6-9

hot-zone, 9, 10
photograph, 7
recharge system, 8-9

reducing Ar pressure, 7-8
schematic diagram, 6

Czochralski, Jan, 452
Czochralski modelling, 99
Czochralski technique, 7, 19, 49, 77, 78, 300,

364
corundum crystal growth, 310-312, 330
dynamic stability analysis, 311
fluoride crystal growth, 347
InSb, 155–164, 169
InSb common defects, 161
photovoltaic silicon crystals, 452-454
photovoltaic silicon growth, 451
schematic diagram of silicon crystal growth

method, 453
silicon, 89

CZT see Cadmium zinc telluride

Damkohler number, 110
Decanted sapphire ribbon, interface, 322, 323
Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS),

64-65
Defect-cluster formation and transformation,

345
Defect-selective etching, 175
Defects

indium antimonide, 153, 161
microscopic, 113

Definitions, 383
Deforming grids, and ALE methods, 92-94
Deforming-grid methods, 90, 91, 95, 112

failure situations, 91, 92
in time-dependent problems, 94

Dendrites, 214
Detached growth, in space, 510-511
Dewetting, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 511-512,

573, 516, 517
Dewetting configurations, 511, 573
Diamond, phase transition between graphite

and, 408
Diamond anvil cell (DAC), 408
Diamond crystals, 407-432

agents for formation, 409-411
agents for synthesis, 411
annealing, 428
as-grown surfaces, 420
blue, 424-425
boron-doped synthetic, 426
brown, 424, 425
carbon source, 411-412
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chemical-potential-difference growth
method, 414-415

classification, 422
color change with heat treatment, 427-428
color control, 423-428
colorless, 417
covered in metal film, 414, 415
dendritic patterns, 419, 420
doping with impurities, 424-426
effect of growth temperature on color of,

426-427
green, 424, 425
growing regular-shaped crystals, 414
grown on a seed crystal, 416, 417
growth, 407-432
growth methods, 412-417
growth patterns from sodium carbonate, 420,

421
high-pressure synthesis apparatus, 412
high-pressure synthetic, 417, 418
hydrogen impurities, 422-423
impurities, 422-423
inclusions, 421–422
largest synthetic, 417, 418
morphology of single crystals from

solvent/catalysts, 417-419
nonmetallic compounds as synthesis aids,

410
properties of single crystals from

high-pressure method, 417-428
size limit parameters, 417
spiral patterns dendrite, 419
surface morphology of single crystals from

solvent/catalysts, 419-420
synthesis, 407, 408-417
temperature-gradient growth method,

416-417
tetrahedrally arranged facets, 157
transparent polycrystalline, 409
twinned crystals, 419
types, 422
yellow, 417, 425

Diamond grit, 414, 415
Differential-algebraic equations (DAEs), 89-90
Diffuse-interface models, 84, 86, 112
Diffusion, indium antimonide, 153
Diffusive axial segregation, 505, 506
Direct melt crystallization, 341, 342
Discretization, 89-90

interface, 112
Discretized transport models, phase interfaces

representation, 90

Dislocation reduction, 135-136
Dislocation-free Czochralski silicon crystals, 33
Dislocation-reduction anneal (DRA) process,

215
Dislocations

corundum crystals, 323-326
density, 134
GaAs, 55
InP, 133-134

DLTS see Deep level transient spectroscopy
DNS (direct numerical simulation), 22
Donors, 45, 46, 46, 143

segregation coefficients, 46, 47
Dopants, 43, 141-145

choice of, 45
dislocation density reduction, 135
in FZ Si crystal growth, 15
influence on distribution coefficient, 348
n-type lnP, 141-142
p-type InP, 142
segregation coefficients, 348

Doping, 423-424
of nitrogen in diamond synthesis, 426

Double crystal X-ray diffraction (DXD), 67
Drop towers, 502
DZIG (denuded-zone intrinsic gettering), 32

Edge-defined film-fed growth (EFG), 315, 463,
465, 466

Edge-supported pulling (ESP) technique, 466,
468

Effective evaporation coefficients, 458
Effective segregation coefficients, 458
Ekman flow, 226, 227
Ekman layer thickness, 226
Ekman pumping, 104
EL2, 52-53, 58-59, 65

luminescence, 66
Electrocontacting probe, 369, 370, 373
Electrodiffusion, 403
Electromagnetic calorimeters, 359
Electromagnetic casting, 461
Element-edge-interface method (EEIM), 95, 96

comparison to deforming-grid method, 95
Elliptic grid generation, 93
ELOG (epitaxial lateral overgrowth), 174
Elpasolite (A2 BRF6)342
EMCZ (electromagnetic Czochralski), 38, 39
Energy, in space, 503
Enthalpy method, 90, 112
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Equations, macroscopic transport phenomena,
112

ErF3, 342
Etch pits

densities, 161
star arrays, 161

EURECA, 514
European Space Agency, 478
European Spacelab, 478
Experimental cartridge, 502, 503
Extrinsic doping, 436

Faceting, 85, 113, 157-158
Facets, segregation to, 159–161
Fast scintillators, 340
Feed materials, processing, 351
Feed-rod preparation, FZT, 310
FEMAG, 87, 89
Fiber-optic telecommunication detectors, 221
Finite-difference discretization method, 90
Finite-element discretization method, 90
Finite-volume discretization method, 90
Fixed-domain methods, 112
Fixed-grid methods, 90, 91, 112

simple, 94-96
Float-zone technique (FZT), 77, 451

feed-rod preparation, 310
preliminary heating, 308
refinement of silicon sheets, 98–102
sapphire crystal growth, 308–310, 330
silicon growth, 455-456

Floating crucible, 167
Fluoride crystals, 339-355, 379-380

cellular structure, 348, 349
hydrolysis and melt fluoride growth,

350-352
morphological stability, 348-350
oxygen impurities of single, 351
purification, 352
uses, 339

Fluoride-type solid solution, melt
crystallization, 348

Fluorinating agents, efficiency, 351
Fluorination atmospheres, schemes, 351
Fluoroperovskites (AMF3), 342
Flux technique (FT), 300

corundum crystal growth, 318-319
sapphire crystal growth, 331

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) map, 230,
231

FPD (flow-pattern defects), 36, 37

Free-boundary problems, solving, 84
Free-fall tubes, 502
Front-track methods, 91, 112
Full-wafer mapping, 141
FZT see Float-zone technique

g-jitter effects, modelling, 88
Ga-N2 isobars, 192, 193
GaAs/Ga, 515
(Ga,In)Sb, 166–167
GalnSb crystals

axial chemical segregation of In, 505, 506
segregation of In during Bridgman growth

of, 505, 506
Galerkin finite-element method, 90
Galerkin-least Squares method, 90, 105
Gallium antisite defect, 44
Gallium arsenide (GaAs), 43-71, 509, 570

comparison of growth by fixed-grid and
deforming-grid methods, 92

conducting, 64-65
contamination of HB and horizontal GF, 49
crystalline defects, 54-59
deep level defects, 63-65
dopants, 45-48
electrical analysis of defects, 61–65
growth in quartz crucible with/without boric

oxide, 55
growth rate control, 51
growth of SI LEC, 52-53
growth techniques, 48-54
identification of shallow impurities in n-type,

63
identification of shallow impurities in p-type,

62
impurity and defect analysis, 59-61
introduction of boron, 56
mapping of surface properties, 67
melt formation, 48
n-type crystals, 50
optical analysis of defects, 65-67
oxygen in, 61
p-type, 52, 62
p-type doping in melt-grown, 47
phase diagram, 44
photoluminescence spectra, 66
rocking curves, 67, 68
segregation coefficients for impurities, 45
shallow donors and acceptors, 45, 46
shape control, 51
Si doping, 55
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solidus, 44, 45
Te doping, 56

Gallium nitride (GaN), 173-207
2D-nuclei, 190
100-um thick, 207
150-um thick, 199, 207
applications of pressure-grown bulk

substrates, 201-203
asymmetry of plate-like crystals, 185, 186
beryllium doping, 185
blue LEDs, 437
bonding, 176
crystallization, 176
crystallization experiments, 182
crystallization on the free gallium surface,

192-193
crystallization from atomic nitrogen

solutions, 175
crystallization from solution, 179–182
crystallization in a temperature gradient,

188-192
decomposition in supersat. Ga:N soln, 179,

180
defect-selective etching, 187-188, 189
dependence of growth rate on GaN/AI2O3

substrates, 198, 199, 200
deposited on GaN/Al2O3 and

single-crystalline GaN, 198, 799
deposited on GaN/AI2O3 substrates, 199,

207
development of optoelectronic devices, 174
directional crystallization and foreign

substrates, 194-201
directional growth, 205
epitaxial layers growth rates, 174
free-electron concentration distribution, 186,

787
grown at different supercoolings, 192, 793
growth on Ga-polar surface, 196, 797
growth instabilities, 184
growth on N-polar surface, 196
growth of quality crystals, 175
high-pressure crystallization results, 193,

794
increasing lateral size of crystals, 191
laser diode characteristics, 203, 204
melting temperature, 175
Mg doping, 184, 187
morphology, 183–185
morphology of as-grown surfaces of 40-um

GaN, 199, 200
n-type, 184, 185, 196

native point defects, 185
near-dislocation-free crystals, 194
nucleation dependence on supersaturation,

189
nucleation rate, 190, 191
nucleation theory, 181
optical properties, 201, 202
oxygen doping, 185
phase diagrams and growth methods,

175-182
physical properties of pressure-grown,

185-188
polarity, 184
problems growing crystals, 194
role of high pressure in synthesis, 178-179
seeded growth from solutions in gallium on

GaN substrates, 195-197
seeded growth from solutions in gallium on

GaN/sapphire substrates, 197-201
semi-insulating, 184
solution growth, 175
study of structure of pressure-grown, 186
substrates grown under pressure, 173-207
surface crystals grown at different

supercoolings, 192
synthesis from liquid Ga and N2 plasma,

178, 779
TEM scans, 187, 188
uses, 173

Gallium-gallium nitride system, liquidus line,
778, 182

Gamma camera detectors, 361, 364
GaN-Ga-N2 system, thermodynamic properties,

175-182
GaP/Ga, 515
Gas-phase technique (GPT), corundum crystal

growth, 319
Gas-pressure differences, 516
GaSb, 478, 509
GaSb:Te/Ga, 514
GdF3, 342
a-GdF3, temperature stability, 345, 346
Ge:Ga crystals, 478
Geostrophic turbulence flow, 22
Germanium, Marangoni convection, 509
GeSe, 478, 515
GeSeTe, 515
GeSSe, 515
GeTe, 478, 515
Gettering effect, 32
Gibbs free energy

gallium nitride (GaN), 176, 777
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Gibbs free energy (continued)
temperature dependence, 341

Global heat analysis, 22
Global model, 23
Global two-dimensional solution, 87
Glow-discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS),

59, 60, 125
GOI (gate-oxide integrity) defects, 36
Gradient freeze method, 277, 292
Gradient solidification method (GSM), 314
Grain boundaries, 325
Graphite, 411

direct transformation to diamond, 408-409
isotopically modified, 412
phase transition between diamond and, 408

Grashof number, 22
Grid-generation methods, 93
Growth morphology, predicting, 113
Growth rate, quartz crystals, 399-400

H2O, diamonds formed from, 411
Halide scintillators, 359, 362, 374

crystal-diameter, 373
crystal-diameter control, 369
crystal-growth stages, 371, 372
crystal-length control, 369
crystal-weight control, 369
growth, 364-374
growth of large-size single crystals, 365
low radiation hardness, 379
plastic deformation, 379
required doping, 364

Hall-effect analysis, 61-62
Hall-effect measurements, 215
Hazards, in InP synthesis, 123–124, 128
Heat- and mass-transfer processes, analysis,

18-24
Heat-exchange method (HEM), 300

sapphire crystal growth, 313-314, 330
Hemispheric pits, CZ InSb, 161
Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT), 122
HF, 351
HgTe-CdTe system

liquidus and solidus lines in pseudobinary,
211

pseudobinary phase diagram, 229
High electron mobility transistors (HEMTs),

436
High-energy physics, 381, 382

use of scintillators, 359
High-pressure growth, 216

High-pressure method, diamond synthesis, 407,
408

High-temperature chemical vapor deposition
(HTCVD), 437

Horizontal Bridgman technique (HBT), 48, 77,
277, 300

corundum crystals, 313, 330
InSb small crystals, 165

Horizontal casting, 216
Horizontal continuous crystal growth, 365, 367
Horizontal gradient freeze (GF) method, 49
Horizontal ribbon growth (HRG), 469, 470
Hot-zone, CZ-Si apparatus, 9, 10
HPSI, 437
Hydride vapor phase deposition (HVPE), 174
Hydrogen

as aid for graphite to diamond conversion,
411

in heat treatment of semi-insulating InP, 144
in InSb crystal growth, 154

Hydrolysis, and melt fluoride growth, 350-352
Hydrothermal autoclaves, characteristics for

ideal, 396
Hydrothermal technique (HTT), 269, 270

corundum crystal growth, 319, 331
K2 RF5,347
quartz growth, 388
wide-bandgap II-VI semiconductors,

277-279
ZnO growth, 282

Hydrothermal technique (HTT) internal
stresses of sapphire crystals, 325

ICP (inductively coupled plasma) method, 257
II-VI compound semiconductors

applications, 269
Bridgman method, 276-277
controlling growth, 277
crystal-growth methods, 270-280
CVT growth parameters, 274
growth from liquid phase, 276-280
growth from vapor phase, 272-276
growth of single crystals, 277
physical and chemical properties, 270,

271-272
wide-bandgap, 269-297
see also Wide-bandgap II-VI compounds

Imperfections, 105
Impurities, concentration profiles in PV Si

crystals, 457, 458, 459, 460
Impurity-bound exciton emission, 362
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(In, Tl)Sb, 168
In(As, Sb), 168
In(Bi, Sb), 168-169
Inclusions

a-quartz crystals, 401
diamond crystal metallic, 417
diamonds, 421-422
fine, 421, 422
irregular shaped, 421
solid, 323

Incongruent melting, 347
Incremental quenching, 216
Indium, raw material for InP, 125
Indium antimonide (InSb), 509

{111} planes, 151, 152
anomalous segregation of impurities,

159
applications, 150
bandgap, 149, 150
Bridgman growth, 164–165
characteristics, 150
cleavage on {110} planes, 153
conical etch pit patterns, 153-154
crystallography, 151 –154
Czochralski growth, 155–164
defects, 153, 161-162
diffusion, 153
dopants, 154–155
evolution, 169
growth axis choice and implications,

162-163
growth conditions, 154
history, 149-150
impurities, 154–155
infrared detectors, 150
lattice, 151, 752
melting point, 154
polarity, 151-152
production challenges, 156-162
properties, 151-155
related pseudobinary (ternary) alloys,

165-169
significant growth parameters, 154, 155
size evolution and drivers, 163-164
slip, 152, 161-162, 164
Tl-substituted, 168
twinning, 152, 156-157
VGF growth, 164-165
X-radiation interaction, 151

Indium phosphide (InP), 121-147, 515
chemical bonding, 124
control of crystal shape, 130

controlled crystallization, 126
crystal seed cone cross-section, 133
crystal structure, 124-125
defects, 132-135
diameter control, 131-132
hazards in synthesis, 123–124, 128
material properties, 122–123
polycrystalline synthesis system, 126, 727
seed-end carrier concentration, 128
single-crystal growth, 129–132
single-crystal yield, 137
synthesis, 125–129
synthesis hazards, 128
temperature dependence of saturated vapor

pressure, 123
uses, 122

Industrial chemical etching process, 404
Infrared detector arrays, 241
Infrared devices, uses of CMT

Bridgman/ACRT material, 234-235
Infrared transmittance, 254-256
Inorganic fluoride single crystals, 339
Inorganic scintillators, 362
InP:S/In, 514
InSb:Te crystals, 477-478
InSb see Indium antimonide
Interface motion, bulk-crystal-growth systems,

96
Interface-controlled crystallization (ICC), 472
Interfacial boundary conditions, 95
International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors (ITRS), 2
Inverted Stepanov technique, 466
Iodine, as transport agent, 515
Iodine transport method, 281, 288
Ion beam etching (IBE), 403
Iron

acceptor in InP, 142
in diamond formation, 410
doping, 142, 143

Iterative solvers, 76

K2RF5, 347
KF-RF3 systems, stability, 346
KMgF3 (perovskite), 342
KTP see Potassium titanyl phosphate
KY3F10, 346
Kyropulos technique (KT), 293, 300, 364,

365
corundum crystals, 312-313, 330
furnace types, 312
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LaBr3:Ce, 381
LaCl3:Ce, 381
LaF3, temperature dependencies of solubility in

MF2, 344, 345
Laminar flow, 89
Laplace-transform DLTS, 65
Large-area solid/liquid interface growth

methods, 468-472
Large-eddy simulation (LES), 22, 23, 89
Laser diodes

II-VI compound semiconductors, 269
low-power blue, 174
structure of GaN, 203, 204

Laser-scattering tomography (LST), 253, 254
Lely process of SiC single-crystal production,

434
Level-set method, 90, 91
LiCAF, 347
LiF-MF2 systems, decomposition, 342, 343
LiF-YF3 system, 347
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs)

high-brightness blue and green, 174
II-VI compound semiconductors, 269

Liner assembly, quartz crystal growth, 396,
397

Liquid boric-oxide glass, 128
Liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEG) growth

GaAs, 49-52
InP, 129
pullers, 50, 129, 130
wide-bandgap II-VI materials, 279-280

Liquid inclusions, 106
Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), 209, 473
LiSAF, 347
Local shaping technique (LST), 317, 318, 347
Localized vibrational modes (LVM), 59-61,

65
Low-angle silicon sheets (LASS), 469
Low-carbon steel autoclaves, 396
Low-dislocation crystals, 400
Low-temperature luminescence, from point

defects, 66
LSI (large-scale integration) chips, 1 -2

fabrication, 24
void defects, 37

LST (laser-scattering tomography) defects, 36
LuAP:Ce (lutetium aluminate), 363, 382
Luminescence, 362

room-temperature measurements, 67
in semiconductors, 66

Lutetium orthosilicates (LSO), 363, 382
cerium-doped (LSO-Lu2SiO5(Ce)), 378

Lutetium yttrium orthosilicate, 382
Lyapunov approach of stability analysis, 305

Macroscopic modelling, microscopic
phenomena integration, 75

Macroscopic transport phenomena, 74
Magnesium, in conversion of graphite to

diamond, 410
Magnesium carbide, 410
Magnetic fields, 516

application to a conducting liquid, 82
manipulating convection, 88

Mapping, 62
Marangoni effect, 84

CZ-Si growth system, 39
Marangoni flow, 23
Marangoni numbers (Ma), 508-509
Mass balance, 109, 110
Mass transport, 109
Medical imaging, 361, 382
Melt feeding, 372
Melt growth, species mass conservation, 97
Melt volume, 100
Melt-grown GaAs, donors, 46
Melt-grown semi-insulating GaAs

defects in, 54-59
native defects, 57-58
point defects, 57-59
structural defects, 54-56

Melt-growth methods, 77
Melt-growth models, 112

sharp-interface, 84
Melt-growth systems, growth kinetics, 85
Melt-level elevation, 369, 370
Melt-weight control, 369
Meniscus, static stability, 318
Meniscus-defined growth, 77, 98
Mercury cadmium telluride, Zn concentration

and uniformity, 256-260
Mercury purification, 222-223
Metal organic chemical vapor deposition

(MOCVD), 174
Metal solvent/catalysts, effect on diamond

color, 423-424
Metal-carbon system, schematic diagram, 412,

414
Metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) detectors,

213
Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE),

209
Metallurgical-grade silicon (MG-Si), 4
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Method of spines, 93
MF2 fluorite-type fluorides, 344
MF2 — RF3, phase diagrams, 344
MgF2 doping, 342
Microgravity, 504
Microgravity conditions, bulk crystal growth

under, 477-524
Microgravity crystal-growth experiments

by Bridgman method, 479-487, 502
classification, 502
crystal quality, 516
float zone or molten drop, 488-496, 502,

508-510
from solution, 479-499, 502, 514-515
from vapor, 500-501, 502, 515, 516, 517
timetable, 503-504

Micropipes, 445, 446, 447
Microsegregation, 505, 508
Mineral silica, 4
Minority traps, 64
MIR orbiting station, 478
Misfit dislocations, 214
Modelling see Computer modelling
Modelling examples, crystal-growth, 98–111
Modelling techniques, 39
Modified Bridgman autoclaves, 396, 397
Modified techniques of pulling from the shaper

(TPS), 316-317
Modified Verneuil's sapphire growth technique,

304
Modified-Lely method, 276
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 209
Monoclinic BaR2F8 compounds, 342
Multicrystalline silicon

directional solidification, 460-461
impurities, 461

Nacken, Richard, 389
NaF-RF3, 346
NaFe3+Si2O6, 401
Nal(Tl), 359, 361, 363, 364, 370, 375
Nakagawa etchant, 256
'Nanotopography', 16
NaRF4, gagarinite crystals, 346
NASA, 477
Natural convection, effect on axial chemical

segregation, 516
Navier-Stokes equations, 100
'Needle-eye technique', 15
Newton's method, 90
Ni-C system, phase diagram, 409, 410

Nickel
effect on color of diamond crystals, 428
impurities in synthetic diamonds, 423

NIR mapping system, 257, 258
NIR measurement, temperature dependence,

259, 259
NIR transmission spectra, 257, 258
Nitrides, structural defects, 174
Nitrogen

in diamond synthesis, 424
impurities in diamonds, 427
solubility in liquid gallium, 192, 193

Nitrogen getters, 424
No-penetration conditions, 82, 83
No-slip conditions, 82, 83
Noninertial reference frames, 82, 88
Normal freeze segregation, 158
Nucleation

InSb (111) growth plane, 162
InSb[Te], 160
rate of, 181

Nucleation theory, 181
Numerical interface representation, 90-92
Numerical modelling, 39

Optical low-pass filters (OLPF), 388
Optical transparency, single crystals of solid

solutions, 344
Optoelectronics, short-wavelength, 173
Order-disorder phase transitions, 342
Oxidation-induced stacking faults (OSF),

33-35
Oxide scintillators, 362, 363

crystal growth, 376-378
crystal-diameter constancy, 376
crystal-growth control, 377
doping, 364
high melting point crystal growth, 383
single crystals, 364
uses, 376

Oxygen
precipitation and gettering, 30-33
in Si crystals, 27-30, 35, 36

Parallel-computing development, 76
Partial-differential-equation-based grid

generation, 93
pBN-polycrystal boats, 243, 246
PbWO4, 359
Peclet number, 507
Pellet source seed model, 439
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Penetration conditions, 83
Perovskite (KMgF3), 342
PET (positron emission tomography), 361
Phase diagrams, 348, 350

pressure-temperature phase diagram, 230
wide-bandgap II-VI compounds, 270, 273

Phase transitions, 342
Phase-field method, 90, 112
Phosphorus, raw material for InP, 125
Phosphorus impurities, in CVD diamond, 423
Photo-induced current transient spectroscopy

(PICTS), 63
Photo-thermal ionization spectroscopy (PTIS),

63
Photoluminescence, 66
Photovoltaic silicon crystals, 451-476

casting and directional solidification,
459-461

comparison of growth methods, 473-475
comparisons between CZ and FZ growth,

456-459
concentration profiles for selected impurities,

458, 459
Czochralski growth, 452-454
dendritic web growth, 463, 464
feedstock, 454
FZ growth in a vacuum, 458
growth rate as function of crystal diameter,

453, 454
large-area solid/liquid interface growth

methods, 468-472
mulicrystalline ingot growth methods,

459-462
ribbon or sheet growth methods, 463-472
small-area solid/liquid interface growth

methods, 463-468
Stepanov growth, 463, 464
thin-layer growth on substrates, 472-473
see also Silicon

Physical vapor transport (PVT), 272, 274-276,
281, 434, 435, 517

SiC growth system schematic diagram, 435
ZnSe single crystal growth, 288

Pill-doping method, 459
Piper-Polich method, 274
Point defects, SI GaAs low-temperature

luminescence, 66
Polycrystalline GaAs, 53
Polycrystalline InP, GDMS impurity analysis,

129
Polycrystalline silicon, manufacture, 3-6
Polymorphism, 340, 342

Position-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT),
361

Post-growth annealing method, 251
Potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP)

particle pathlines around rotating crystals,
108

solution growth morphological stability,
106-111

Powder-feeding method, 372
Preconditioned generalized minimal residual

(GMRES) method, 90
Preconditioners, 77
Pressure autoclaves, 396
Pressure-controlled-LEC (PC-LEC), 136
Pseudosolid-domain mapping, 93
Pulling from the shaper techniques see

Techniques of pulling from shaper (TPS)
Pulling parameters, 368
PWO, 377-378
Pyrohydrolysis, 350
Pyrolytic boron nitride (pBN), 126, 243, 246

Quality factor, quartz crystals, 399
Quantitative furnace modelling, 112
Quantum wells, 122
B-Quartz, 387
Quartz, fabrication from a single crystal, 398,

399
Quartz boats, 243
Quartz crucibles, 53
Quartz crystals, 387-406

aluminum concentration check, 401
apparatus for hydrothermal growth, 396
applications, 388
characteristics of low-defect, high-purity,

402, 403
chemical impurities, 403
commercial production at AT & T Bell Labs,

390, 391
conditions for selecting most suitable

mineralizer, 392
crystal defects, 403
crystalline forms, 387
dependence of effective partition coefficient

OH- impurity on growth rate, 401, 402
distribution of impurities in synthetic, 402
effect of nutrient materials on quality, 400
effect of seed on quality, 400
grown by Nacken, 389
growth rate, 399-400
growth of a single crystal into the seed, 392
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history of growth, 388-391
Hydrothermal growth, 388, 390, 396
inclusions, 403
log solubility in NaOH and Na2CO3, 393,

395
obtained by Walker, 390, 391
optimum growth conditions for synthesis,

398
physical chemistry of growth, 391-392
principal source, 388
production costs, 388
quality factor O, 399
quality of grown crystals, 398
quality parameters, 402-403
solubility, 392-395
solubility in mixed solvents, 400-401
structure, 387
type of crystals to be grown, 398

a-Quartz crystals, 387
applications, 388
defects in synthetic crystals, 401-402
growth, 396-398
obtained using a-cristobalite, 400, 401
physicochemical defects, 401
processing for high-frequency devices,

402-404
Quartz resonators, 403
Quasi-steady-state models, 96-97
Quench anneal, 212
Quenching studies, CMT, 228-229

Radial segregation, 505, 508
Radial x variations, 223, 228, 229
Radiation heat-transfer modelling, 86-87
Radiation-detection devices, 357
Radiation-hard scintillation single-crystal

production, 381
Radiochemical transformations, 379
Ramp-assisted foil-casting technique (RAFT),

472
RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes), 22
Rare-earth trifluorides (RF3), 339, 344

high-temperature polymorphs, 341
pattern of polymorphism and morphotropy,

340, 341
phase transitions, 340, 341

Raw-material feeding method, halide
scintillators, 373

Raw-material feeding system, 365, 366
Raw-material purification, 372
Reactive ion etching, 236

Red phosphorus, 126
Reference frames, 82, 88, 99
Residual gravity level, 507
Resistivity maps

Fe doped wafers, 143, 144
SI GaAs wafer, 62

Resonators
fabrication from single quartz crystal, 398,

399
produced by chemical etching processing,

404
Reverse contrast (RC) defect, 59
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), 89
RFe, transformation to berthollides, 345
Ribbon growth on substrate (RGS) technique,

472
Ribbon or sheet growth methods, photovoltaic

silicon crystals, 463-472
Ribbon-against-drop (RAD) method, 466, 467
Ribbon-to-ribbon float zoning (RTR), 465, 467
Ribbon-to-ribbon (RTR) process, 98

reference frame, 99
results, 101

Rocket nose cones, requirements, 328
Rocking curves, GaAs wafer, 67, 68
Roller quenching (RQ) method, 471
Rotary Bridgman technique, 168
Rotating magnetic fields, 39
Rubies, 300

impurity inhomogeneities, 327
Ruby-sapphire crystals, 304

S doping, InP, 141
S-web method, 470
Saddle points, 349, 350
Salyut, 478
Sapphire crystals, 194, 302-319

applications, 327-329
crystallographic structure, 301-302
data, 335-338
dome production, 328
electrical data, 337-338
facetted growth, 326
growth by floating-zone technique (FZT),

308-310
growth by horizontal Bridgman technique,

313
melt data, 334-335
optical data, 337
physical properties, 334-338
physical/mechanical data, 335-336
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Sapphire crystals, (continued)
principal growth scheme, 302-303
pulling from shaper growth techniques,

315-316
raw material, 303
resistance properties, 338
shaped growth, 314
single crystal production, 313
as substrates in electronics, 329
thermal data, 335
TPS-grown defect structure, 325
twinning process, 326
Verneuil's growth technique, 302-308
windows requirements, 327-328

Sapphire substrates, 197-201
as seed material for ZnTe, 292

Satellites, automatic, 502
Scavenger principle, 352
Scavengers, 364
Schottky-barrier method, 64
SCIM (silicon coating from an inverted

meniscus) technique, 471
Scintillation pulse decay time, 358
Scintillation-material efficiency estimation,

361-364
stages, 361-362

Scintillator crystals, 357-385
activator distribution of single, 374-376
activator evaporation, 375
applications, 357, 358-361
conditions for manufacture of crystals with

good characteristics, 377
Czochralski system for fluoride growth,

380
development history, 357-358, 359, 360
extrinsic luminescence, 362
future of, 383
groups, 362
growth in a RAP atmosphere, 380
growth techniques and materials, 375
impurity distribution, 374
influence of single-crystal perfection on

characteristics, 378-381
initial luminescence mechanisms, 362
low luminescence efficiency, 362
lutetium compound, 382
material types, 362, 363
medical imaging, 361
melt-level elevation, 369, 370
new, 381-382
radiation hardness, 358
requirements, 358

sources of efficiency loss, 378
use in experimental high-energy physics,

359-361, 364
Screw dislocations

CZ InSb, 161
SiC, 445

Second-order trapezoid rule, 90
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), 59
Seebeck coefficient, 236
Seed-end wafers, dislocation patterns, 135
Seeded chemical vapor transport (SCVT), 276,

281, 283
Seeded growth

GaN from solutions in Ga on GaN
substrates, 195–197

GaN from solutions in Ga on GaN/sapphire
substrates, 197-201

Seeded physical vapor transport (SPVT), 269,
270, 276

Segregation coefficients, of dopants in
melt-grown GaAs, 46, 47

Selenium, purification, 289
Semi-infinite melt scheme, 167
Semi-insulating GaAs, deep level defects,

63-64
Semi-insulating InP, 142-145
Semi-insulating LEC GaAs, 52-53
Semi-insulating SiC (Sl-SiC) substrates, bulk

growth, 436-437
Semiconductor-grade silicon (SG-Si), 5
Semiconductors

melting conditions, 175, 176
roadmap, 2-3

Semicontinuous edge-supported pulling (ESP)
ribbon growth, 468

Semicontinuous electromagnetic casting,
461-462

Semicontinuous silicon ingot growth, 461
Shallow acceptors, low-temperature

luminescence, 66
Shallow donors, 143
Sharp-interface methods, 84, 86, 91, 112
Siemens method, 5
Silica, 4, 400
Silica crucible, 9–11
Silicon, 1-42

behavior of oxygen and vacancies in
crystals, 35, 36

crystal-growth method and technology, 3–18
defect and wafer quality, 30-39
diameter growth control of crystals, 8
dislocation-free crystal growth, 12-13, 14
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float-zone (FZ) crystal growth, 13–16
grown-in defects of crystals, 33-39
high-purity polycrystalline silicon, 3-6
improvement in chip performance, 2
impurities in CVD diamond, 423
intrinsic point defects, 35
melt process, 18-30
in SI GaAs, 57
slicing crystals, 17
vacancies in crystals, 35
void defects of wafers, 39
wafer processing, 16-18
wafer size, 3
wafers polishing process, 18
see also CZ-Si; Photovoltaic silicon crystals

Silicon carbide (SiC)
advantages, 433
boule growth process, 434
bulk growth process, 437-442
commercialization challenge, 447
crystal growth rate, 444
crystallization, 441–442
defect types, 443
doping of boules, 437
factors affecting crystal growth, 441
growth, 433-449
growth in argon gas mixture, 440
growth by sublimation, 434
growth crucible, 437, 438
growth direction, 435-436
growth-related defects, 444-446
historical development, 434-435
industrial production, 435-437
LPE growth from Si/Sc solution, 515
mass transfer region, 440-441
n-type doping, 437
nucleation centers, 441-442
p-type doping, 437
planar or hexagonal defects, 446
properties, 433
screw dislocations, 442
seeded sublimation, 435
source region, 438-440
sublimation temperature, 438
substrates and homoepitaxial growth, 433
temperature dependence of vapor

stoichiometry coefficient, 439
Silicon melt

measuring silica (or oxygen) dissolution rate,
25

visualization of flow field, 19
Silicon sheet from powder (SSP), 468, 469

Silicon-on-ceramic (SOC) growth technique,
465

Silicon-oxygen binary system, phase diagram,
30,31

Simple fixed-grid method, 94-96
SiO2 see Quartz
Skylab missions, 477
'Slush' growth, 216
Small-area solid/liquid interface growth

methods, photovoltaic silicon, 463-468
Sn doping, 141
Solar-cell silicon see Photovoltaic silicon

crystal growth
Solid inclusions, corundum crystals, 323
Solid phase recrystallization (SPR), 280, 281
Solid solutions, decomposition and ordering,

342-346
Solid state electrolysis, 403
Solid state laser media, 339
Solid state recrystallization (SSR), 209,

212-217, 222, 280, 281
Solid state transformations, radiation-induced,

379
Solute-feeding, 167
Solution crystal growth, coupled surface and

bulk transport model, 108
Solution growth with agitation, 77, 78
Solution-growth bulk crystal growth methods,

77
Solution-growth model, 113
Solution-growth system, behavior of steps,

110,111
Solvent/catalysts, for diamond formation,

409
Space crystal-growth experiments, 478
Space shuttle, 502
Space stations, 502
SPECT (single-photon emission tomography),

361
Spectral discretization method, 90
Spiral shearing flow, 225
SSP (Silicon sheet from powder), 468, 469
SSR see solid state recrystallization
Stability functions, 348
Step bunches, 106, 110
Step motion, 108
Step spacing, 110
Stepanov technique, 315
Stockbarger method, 364

modified, 365, 366
Streamline-upwind Petrov-Galerkin method,

105
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Striations
segregation in InSb, 158–159
type II, 514

Structural defects, heteroepitaxial nitrides, 174
Sublimation method, 434, 515
Sublimation THM, ZnTe single crystal growth,

293
Sulfur, in SI GaAs, 57
Supercooling, 195
Supersaturation, 86
Surface light scattering observation (S-LS), 253
Surface quality, GaAs substrates, 67
Sweeping, enhancing quartz resonators

performance, 403

Taylor-Gortler-type flow instability, 103, 104
Teardrop-shaped pits, 161
Techniques of pulling from shaper (TPS),

315-316, 318, 330-331
Teflon decomposition process, 351
Tellurium

inclusions in CZT, 102
purification, 223
purity, 242, 243

Temperature gradient reduction, 135
Temperature gradient technique, 314

diamond growth, 416-417
Ternary antimonides, 165
Ternary phase diagram, In(As, Sb), 168
Thallium iodide feeding concentration, 376
Thermal-stress-generation mechanisms,

443-444
Thermally stimulated currents (TSC)

spectroscopy, 63, 64
Thermocapillary convection, role on striations,

516
Thermophysical property data, 23
Thin-layer silicon, 472
Threading edge dislocations, 445
Three-dimensional phenomena, modelling

difficulties, 76
Three-dimensional transport phenomena, 76
Tiller's approximation, 348
Time scales, bulk crystal growth, 74
Time-dependent transport models, 76
Time-domain charge measurement (TDCM), 62
Top-seeded solution growth (TSSG) technique,

347
Toroidal apparatus, 412
TPS see Techniques of pulling from shaper
Tracer particles, 19-20

Tracking, interface, 112
Transient Couette flow, 225
Transition metals and alloys, diamond

formation agents, 409
Transport equations, 97
Transport modelling, 75, 76, 79-89, 112

governing equations, 79-83
nomenclature, 80-81

Traps, 63, 64
Traveling heater method (THM), 77, 167, 209,

217-222, 514
ACRT and, 220
CdTe and HgTe feed materials, 218, 279
CMT growth, 217-222
experimental arrangement, 218
furnace arrangement, 218
mass and heat transport, 220-221
principle, 217
segregation of impurities, 218-219
temperature profile, 218
wide-bandgap II-VI materials, 279

Tridymite, 387, 400
Tube crystals, float-zone growth modelling, 99
Turbulence flow models, 22, 89
Twinning, 342

at 'edge' facets, 156
InP, 132-133
InSb, 152

Tysonite-type compounds (RF3), 342
Tysonite-type solid solution, melt

crystallization, 348

Vacuum processing, indium antimonide, 154
Vapor-controlled Czochralski (VCZ), 53, 136
Variable shaping technique, 316-317
Verneuil sapphire growth technique, 300,

302-308
characterization, 329-330
crystal quality, 325
principal scheme of growth, 302-303
raw material, 303
stability analysis-based automation, 307-308
theoretical investigation, 304-305

Vertical Bridgman technique (VBT), 77, 78,
277, 278, 314, 331

CZT growth, 102
ZnSe growth, 284

Vertical gradient freeze (VGF) technique,
53-54,77,91,92, 136-138

advantages, 137
CdTe single-crystal growth, 244-260
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diameter control of GaAs, 53
dislocation density of GaAs, 54
furnace, 737
growth sequence of InP, 137
InSb, 164-165
S-doped InP ingot, 138
temperature distribution in furnace, 260
ZnTe single crystal growth, 292

Void defects, 37, 39, 254
LSI chip fabrication, 37
octahedral, 37
Si crystals, 35, 36
Si wafers, 39
sketch, 37

Volume-of-fluid method, 91
von Mises stresses, calculation, 140
Voronkov's model, 38

Wafer processing
CdZnTe, 260-265
silicon, 16-18

Wafer size, InSb evolution, 163
Wetting procedure, 197–198
Wetting-line locations, 100
Wide-bandgap II-VI compounds, 269-297

growth from solid phase, 280
liquid encapsulation Czochralski (LEC),

279-280
phase diagrams, 270
see also II-VI compound semiconductors

X-ray CT (computer tomography), 361
X-ray diagnostic machines, 361
X-ray diffraction, 67

YF3, 342

Zinc
concentration correlation between ICP and

wavelength analysis in CZT, 257, 258

p-type dopant, 142
purification, 289

Zinc oxide (ZnO), 269, 282-284
growth from liquid phase, 282-283
growth from vapor phase, 283-284
hydrothermal growth of single crystals, 277,

278
Zinc selenide (ZnSe), 269, 284-291

band-edge emission grown by PVT method,
290

band-edge emissions, 286, 287
crystal grown by Bridgman method, 285,

286
CVD growth method, 284
CVT single crystal growth method, 288
experimental values summary, 286, 287
growth from liquid phase, 284-288
growth from solid phase, 290-291
growth from vapor phase, 288-290
growth velocity and temperature gradient at

growth interfaces, 284, 285
purification of selenium, 289
purification of zinc, 289
SSR growth mechanism, 291

Zinc sulfide (ZnS), 269, 280-282
dependence of grain size on annealing

atmosphere and temperature, 282
faceting geometry of lattice, 157, 158
growth from liquid phase, 280-281
growth from solid phase, 281-282
growth from vapor phase, 281
lattice, 151
SSR/SPR growth, 281

Zinc telluride (ZnTe), 269, 291-294
grown by KT and GF combination,

292-293
grown by LEC technique, 280
growth from liquid phase, 291-293
growth from vapor phase, 293-294
twin-free single crystals, 293
X-ray rocking curve FWHM, 294

Zincblende structure, 124, 725




